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ARTICLE I.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO

THE INTERPRETATION OF THE VEDA
;

BY MAURICE BLOOMFIELD,

PROFESSOR IN JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, BAI/TIMORE, MD.

Presented to the Society April, 1892.

I. THE LEGEND or SOMA AND THE EAGLE.

The legend of the rape of the heavenly drink, the Soma, is

one of the most valued themes of the Vedic poets and the story-
tellers of the Brahmanas. The event is constantly alluded to,
and not infrequently narrated in full. The earliest version of the

legend in mantra-form is given at RV. iv. 26 and 27, and the inter-

pretation of these two hymns has engaged the interest of Vedic
scholars from very early times. Especially iv. 27 contains evi-

dently the most complete and rounded statement of the event in

question, and many are the attempts which have been made to

elucidate this difficult hymn. The correct interpretation of the

hymn seems to have been lost among the Hindus themselves
at a very early time, since the AA. ii. 5. 13 ff. places the first

stanza in the mouth of its reputed author, Vumadeva, who thus
becomes himself the eagle, and is supposed to have discovered
all the races of the gods. This view of the hymn is adopted
from the AA. by Sayana, and he therefore has nothing to offer

which we may employ in establishing the general character
of the myth. Adalbert Kuhn, in his famous book, Die Herdb-

kunft des Feuers und des GottertranJces, p. 146, supposes that

Indra, having been confined in the bosom of the clouds, assumes
the form of an eagle, and brings the Soma to mortals, after hav-

ing overcome Tvastar, or some other hostile divinity. Ludwig,
in his translation, ii. 592 ff., and in his commentary, v. 467 ff.,

does not present a systematic interpretation of the hymn from

* This is the fifth of the series bearing this title
;
as to the first three,

see this Journal, vol. xv., pp. 143 ff. ; the fourth appeared in the Amer.
Journ. PMlol. xii. 414-443.

VOL. xvi. 1
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the point of view of its mythological character. On p. 468 of

the commentary, he considers Soma as the speaker in the first

stanza of iv. 27, and this characterizes his conception of the

situation. Grassmann, in his translation, i. 134 ff., correctly puts
the first stanza into the mouth of the eagle, the succeeding
stanzas being spoken by Soma. While this is correct, Grassmann
does not make any attempt to state who the eagle really was, and
how the eagle and the Sorna came into such close relation as to

justify a dialogue between them. By dint of emending ritr

adiyam in st. 1 to mr adiyat, as well as by certain other changes
in the text, Roth has reconstructed and translated the hymn in

Z.D.M.G. xxxvi. 353 ff.* In his opinion, Soma in a monologue
describes how the eagle came to carry him away, and how he
succeeded in performing this undertaking. Roth also does not

attempt to explain the myth. His method of dealing with the

hymn was criticised by Bergaigne, Religion Vedique, iii. 322 ff.

The latter regards Soma as the speaker in stanza 1, and thinks

that Soma himself, taking the form of an eagle, flies forth (cf.

especially p. 325). Another explanation, too complicated for dis-

cussion in this connection, is that of Koulikovski in the Revue
de Linguistiqne, xviii. 1 ff. Both Bergaigne's and Koulikovski's
views are criticized by Eggeling in the introduction to the second
volume of his translation of the Qatapatha-Brahmana, Sacred
Books of the East, xxvi., p. xx ff. Pischel, in Pischel and Geldner's

Vedische titudien, i. 206 ff., has advanced an explanation of the

hymn which introduces Indra, the eagle, and Soma as the

dramatis personm, without attempting any naturalistic explana-
tion of the eagle. According to Pischel, the first half of st.

1 is spoken by Indra
;
the second half by the eagle ;

the first

half of st. 2 by Soma; the remainder of. the hymn is nar-

rated by the poet. Certain points in Pischel's exposition of the

hymn have been criticized by Ludwig in his essay Uber Methode
bei Interpretation des Rig- Veda, pp. 30, 66

;
he does not, how-

ever, substitute any distinct view of the hymn in the place of

his own former translation, or of the interpretation advanced by
his predecessors. Further, Hillebrandt in his recent book,
Vedische Mythologie (Erster Band), Soma und verwandte Got-

ter, pp. 277 ff., has defended anew Roth's emendation, and has
added points of view in support of his interpretation. He, how-

ever, also fails to show who the eagle is, and wherein is to be
found the naturalistic basis for the entire myth. Finally, Reg-
naud in a still more recent volume, entitled Le Rig- Veda et les

origines de la mythologie indo-europeenne, pp. 298 ff., has sub-

jected many of his predecessors to a most radical criticism,
dominated by his own peculiar views, and he has not failed to

add his own translation of RV. iv. 26 and 27.

*
Hillebrandt, in his Veda chrestomathy, p. 25, adopts most of Roth's

suggestions, and accordingly he has taken nir adiyat into the text,
instead of nir adiyam of the MSS.
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My own treatment of the legend, undertaken somewhat shame-

facedly after so many painstaking efforts on the part of my prede-
cessors, is justified by a greater sympathy for the versions of the

story, and the allusions made to it, in the entire literature, as far

as it was accessible to me. Certainly all former attempts are

deficient on the very face of them, because 'they do not pay due

regard to the later forms of the legend. They do not endeavor
to show how the versions of the Briihmanas, which in the most
familiar manner substitute the gayatrirmetre in the place of the

eagle, could have arisen upon the basis of the form of the legend
in the mantras. I shall endeavor to show that the gdyatrl is the

mystic sacerdotal name of Agni, the heavenly Agni (the light-

ning), who is the eagle. The legend contains the description of

the night forth of the lightning from the womb of the cloud
;

as the lightning shoots from the cloud, the heavenly fluid, the

Sorna, streams down upon the earth. The individual points of

the myth will appear in greater detail in the course of this expo-
sition.

He who undertakes to interpret the three stanzas which make
up AY. vi. 48 must certainly grope in the dark without a knowl-

edge of the ritualistic literature. The case is somewhat similar

to that of AV. vi. 80 :* practices and legends are at the back of

the stanzas
; they are in fact not proper Atharvan-verses, but

evidently belong to the same class as a host of formulas in the

YsLJus-samhitds, and their employment as such in the Atharvan
ritual will appear very clearly. The stanzas are : 1. cyeno

l
si

gdyatrdchandd dnu tva rabhe: svasti md scirii valid 'syd yajndsyo
'dr'ci svahd. 2. rbhur asijdgacchandd dnu tva rabhe : svasti etc.

3. vr'sd 'si tristdpchandd dnu tva rabhe : svasti etc.

The passage may be translated : 1.
' Thou art the eagle, thy

metre is the gayatri, thee I take hold of
; carry me prosperously

to the completion of this sacrifice. 2. Thou art a Rbhu, thy
metre is the jagati, thee I take hold of, etc. 3. Thou art a bull,

thy metre is the tristubh, thee I take hold of, etc.'

The style of the passage and the expression yajndsya udi/c

(cf. VS. iv. 9, 10
; QB. iii. 1. 1. 12

;
xiv. 1. 1. 4

; AgS. iv. 2/8)
point to the crduta- ceremonial for its explanation. Accordingly
passages which correspond more or less closely occur extensively
in the prawta-literature. Thus, at TS. iii. 2. 1. 1. we have : pyenb
'si gdyatrdchandd dnu tva "rabhe svasti ma sdm paraya; suparnd
'si tristupchandd dnu, etc./ sdghd 'si jdgatlchandd anu, etc. The
passage is quoted with the words cyeno 'si gdyatrachanddh in

Ap. (Jr. xii. 17. 15. At QB. xii. 3. 4. 3-5
; KQS. xiii. 1. 11,' we

have the same formulas with the variant rbhur asi for sag/id 'si

in the third. At GB. i. 5. 12-14 the same formulas with samrdd
asi for suparno 'si, and sva.ro 'si gayo 'si (like PB. below) for

*Cf. Contributions, Third Series, J.A.O.S. xv. 163 ff.
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saghd 'si. At QQS. vi. 8. 10-12, we have: $yeno 'si patvd gdya-
trachandd anu tvd "rabhe svasti ma sam pdrayd 'sya yajnasyo

'dream; suparno 'si patva tristupchanddh ; sakha 'si patvd
jagacchandah. 'At PB. i. 3. 8;' 5. 12, 15 we have: $yeno

l
si

gdyatrachandd anu tvd "rabhe, etc.
;
vrsako (si tristupchanddh,

etc.
;
svaro 'si gayo 'si jagacchandah, etc.: cf. also LQS. i. 12.

13
;

ii. 1. 5.
;

5. 5.* All these texts, excepting the TS., state dis-

tinctly that the three formulas were employed respectively at the

three "daily pressures of the Soma; and accordingly the Atharvan

hymn in question (vi. 48) is employed in the Vfiit. Su. 17. 10
;

21. 7 on the same occasions: stanza 1 at the prdtah-savana ;

st. 3 at the mddhyamdina ; st. 2 at the trtlya-savana. This

accords perfectly with QB. iv. 2. 5. 20 : gdyatrl vdi prdtahsa-
vanam vahati, tristum mddhyamdinam savanam, jagati trtlya-

savanam. Very much the same statements occur at TS. ii. 2. 9.

5, 6
;
TB. i. 8. 8. 3

;
B. iv. 3. 2. 9

;
AB. iii. 12. 3-5

;
PB. vi. 3.

11
;

Vfiit. 19. 16, 17
;

8. xiii. 5. 4-6
;
xiv. 33. 7, 10, 13

; KgS.
xxv. 14. 16, 17

;
Chfmd. Up. iii. 16. 1, 3, 5

; Sayana to RV. i.

164. 23
; Agnisvfimin to LQS. ii. 5. 5, and elsewhere.f Further-

more, this distribution of the metres among the three soma-pres-
sures is the fundamental and prevailing one in the hymns of the

RV., as was shown by Bergaigne in his posthumous Itecherches

sur I'histoire de la liturgie Vedique, printed in vol. xiii. (1889)
of the Journal Asiatique: see especially chapter iv., p. 166 ff.

The second stanza of oar hymn, that which is employed at the

trtlyasavana, is addressed to the Rbhus, who are sharers in it

with Indra at all periods of early ritualistic practice.! Thus the

scholiast at KQS. xxii. 6. 4 : drbhavam iti trtlyasavanapavamd-
nam ucyate

' the pavamdna stotra at the third pressure is said

to belong to the Rbhus.' Similarly the scholiast at QB. x. 1. 2. 7 :

* The connection of the eagle and the gdyatri-iaetre appears also at

VS. xii. 4 : suparno 'si garutmdns trivrt te giro gdyatram caksuh, etc.

f The employment of the entire hymn at Kaug. 56. 4 ; 59. 27 is more
secondary ;

it is recited at the initiation of the brahmacdrin and at the
consecration for the Soma-sacrifice (diksd). See especially 59. 27 : . . .

diksitasya vd brahmacdrino vd dandapr'addnam. This employment is

probably due to the occurrence in the hymn of designations of metres,
in whose protection the person about to be consecrated is placed. At
the rdjasuya, also a ceremony of consecration, the king is commended
to the care of the metres : see TS. i. 8. 13. 1

;
VS. x. 10-14

; CB. v. 4.

1. 3ff.

\ I would not pass without notice the frequent connection in the
ritual of the Adityas and Surya with_the evening pressure : see e. g.

gB. xii. 3. 4. 1
; GB. i. 4. 7, 8 ; 5. 11

; Ap. Qr. xiii. 11.1; ggS. xiv. 33.

14 ; AB. ii. 32. 1
;
Nirukta vii. 10 : cf. Bergaigne, 1. c. p. 171. The

jagati metre elsewhere also is associated with the Adityas and the sun :

e. g. gB. x. 3. 2. 6
;
TA. iv. 6. 1. At PB. i. 5. 15, where the formula is

svaro 'si gayo 'si jagacchandah, etc., the commentator also ascribes
the ceremony to Surya: he drbhavapavamdndbhimdnin surya tvam
jagacchandah. Similarly the Eudras, Indra's companions, are fre-

quently associated with the noon pressure and the trixtubh, e. g. Ap.
Cr. xiii. 2. 8 : xiv. 20. 7.
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trtit/asavane saptada$astotriyatmakah arbhavah pavamanah.
Of.' also AgS. v. 17. Iff.

;
GB. ii. 2. 22. This is represented in

the RV. by passages like RV. iv. 35. 7, pratah sutdm apibo

harya$va mddhyamdinam sdvanam kevalam te*: sdm rhhi'ih/i!/i

pibasva ratnadliebhih sdkhmr ydn indra cakrse sukrtyd
' in the

morning you drank the pressed drink, O you with the bay steeds;
the noon-tide pressing is exclusively yours ;

drink (in the even-

ing) with the Rbhus, the bestowers of treasure, whotn you have
made your friends because of their skilful deeds ;'f RV. iv. 34. 4,

pibata vdjd rbhavo dade vo mdhi trttyam sdvanam mddaya ;

RV. iv. 33. 11, te nundm asme rbhavo vdsani trttye asmm
sdvane dadhdta. So also RV. iv. 34. 5

;
TS. iii. 1. 9. 2 : cf. Lud-

wig, Rig Veda, iii. 384; Bergaigne 1. c. pp. 11 and 168. We
have therefore for the second stanza of the hymn the following
obvious conditions : it is recited at the trtiyasavana, it is

addressed to the Rbhus, and the Rbhus are connected with the

jagatl-metre because the jaf/atl-metre is the prominent metre of

the evening-pressures (cf. GB. ii. 4. 16, 18).J The third stanza

of AV. vi. 48 is employed at the noon-tide pressure, the mddh-
yat'udina. This, as is distinctly stated at RV. iv. 35. ? (see above),

belongs to Indra especially : see also iii. 32. 1
;

v. 40. 4
;

vi. 47.

6
;

viii. 13. 13
;

37. 1
;

x. 179. 3
;
VS. xix. 26. The Brahmanas and

Sutras frequently present the same statement : e. g. QB. ii. 4. 4.

12
;
AB. ii. 32. 1

;
GB. ii. 2. 21. The appearance of the Rudras

at the madhyamdina, e. g. QB. xii. 3. 4. 1
;
GB. i. 4. 7, 8

; 5.11;
QQS. xiv. 33. 11 (cf. VS. xxiii. 8), is founded upon early concep-
tions which assume their companionship with Indra .- see e. g. in

RV. iii. 32. 3, mddhyarhdine sdvane vajrahasta p'iba rudrebhih

sdganah sucipra. That the tristubh is the metre of Indra is

stated distinctly at RV. x. 130. 5
;

TS. i. 8. 13. 1
;

vii. 1. 1. 4
;

2. 6. 3
;
VS. viii. 47

;
ix. 33

;
xxix. 60

;
MS. iii. 7. 3

;
Kath.

xxiii. 10
;

B. ix. 4. 3. 7
;

5. 1. 33
;

x. 3. 2. 5
;
TA. iv. 6. 1

;
KB.

iii. 2. Moreover, at TS. vi. 1. 6. 2
; QB. iv. 3. 2. 8 we have the

explicit statement that the tristubh is the metre of the noon-

pressure, and at Nir. vii. 10 Indra is mentioned along with these.

* Cf . QB. iv. 3. 3. 6.

f Or along with their good deeds '?

t It is of no mean interest to find the stanza AV. vi. 48. 2, which
deals with the trtiyasavana, in the middle between those of the prdtah-
savana and the madhyamdina. The Vait. (17. 10) refuses to take them
in this order, and the parallel versions cited on pp. 3, 4 present the stanza
which contains the divinity of the iagatt-metre in the third, not in

the second place. I make no doubt that the fault is with the diaskeu-
asts of the Qauiiaka-version of the AV. : the critical Atharvan edition
of the future will follow the manifestly sensible arrangement of the
stanzas as given in the Vait.

,
TS.

,
etc. The case is especially calculated

to prove that independent criticism may be brought to bear on the
traditional arrangement of stanzas in Vedic hymns ;

it shows also
once more the inseparable relation between the hymns and the ritual,

and the futility of carrying on the study of either without the aid of
the other. In this instance, certainly, the ritualistic tradition is better,
and reaches behind that of the Sarhhita.
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The third stanza of our hymn thus presents the following con-

ditions : it is recited at the noon-tide pressure, it is addressed to

ludra under the thin disguise of his epithet vr'san* i

bull,' and it

is connected with the tristubh, the prevailing metre of the mid-

day pressure : cf. Weber, Ind. Stud. viii. 52 ff.; Bergaigne, 1. c.

p. 166 ff., 196.

We have thus shown that stanzas 2 and 3 are invocations

respectively to the Rbhus at the evening pressure, and to Indra
at the mid-day pressure. In order to render clear the divinity
which is invoked in stanza 1 by the name of pyena

l

eagle,' we
must go further afield. In the Brahmanas the legend of Soma
and the eagle appears very consistently in a version which sub-

stitutes the gdyatrl for the eagle. The story is told or alluded to

innumerable times in texts of this sort. Thus, it is treated at

AB. iii. 25-27 as follows :

'King Soma, you know, lived in yonder world (in heaven).
In reference to him the gods and the Rsis deliberated :

" How
might this King Soma come to us?" They said to the metres:
"Do ye bring to us this king Soma." "All right" (said they).

They, transforming themselves into birds, flew up. Because

they, transforming themselves into birds (st.iparna), flew up, the
knowers of legends designate (this event) as the bird-legend
(sduparna). The metres then went to king Soma. . . The
jagatl . . . flew up first. In flying up, she became tired after

having gone half way. . . . Then the tristubh flew up. In flying

up, after having gone more than half way, she became tired. . . .

The gods said to the gdyatrl: "Do you fetch king Soma."
"All right

"
(said she); "do ye pronounce over me the entire

charm for procuring a safe journey." "All right" (said they).
She flew up. The gods recited over her the entire formula for

procuring a safe journey:
"
pra, ca, ca j in perfect safety he

goes ;
in safety he comes back ". . . . She, flying, frightened the

guardians of the Soma, and with her feet and bill seized king
Soma

'

Kr9fmu, a guardian of the Soma, discharging (an
arrow) after her, cut off a talon of her left foot What (the

gdyatrl) seized with her right foot, that became the morning
pressure (prdtahsavana) What she seized with her left foot
became the noon pressure (madhyamdinam savanam). . . . What
she seized became the third pressure (trtlyam savanam). . . .'

This form of the legend is alluded to familiarly in various

places, at times with distinct mention of the identity of the

eagle (cyena) and the gayatri. Thus, at QB. i. 8. 2. 10, tad vai
kanistham chandah sad gdyatrl prathamd chandasdm yujyate
tad u tad vlryendi 'va yac chyeno bhutvd divah somam db/iarat
6

Though the smallest metre, the gdyatrl is employed first of the

* Vrsaka at PB. i. 5. 12; LQS. ii. 1. 5. The commentator at PB.
glosses the word by indrah, as does also Sayana at AV. vi. 48. 3.
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metres
;
and this on account of her strength, since, having trans-

formed herself into an eagle, she brought the Soma from heaven;'

QB. iii. 4. 1. 12, cyendya tvd somabhrte visnave tve 'ti* tad

gdyatrlm anvdbhajati sd yad gayatrl cyeno bhfitva divah somam
dharat tena sd cyenah somabhrt i In uttering the formula :

" Thee for the Soma-bearing eagle ! thee for Visnu !" thereby
he assigns to the gayatrl her share. Because the gayatrl^ having
become an eagle, carried off Soma from heaven, therefore she is

the Soma-bearing eagle.' Similarly iii. 9. 4. 10, ct/endt/a tvd
somabhrta iti, tad gdyatrydi mimlte l

gnaye tvd rayasposada ity

agnir vdi gayatrl tad gdyatrydi minute sa yad gayatrl cyeno
bhutvd divah somam dharat tena sa pyenah somabhrt i " Thee for

the Soma-bearing eagle !" this he measures out for the gdyatrt.
"Thee for Agni, the bestower of growth of wealth !" Now Agni
is the gayatrl y he measures this out for the gdyatrt. And since the

gdyatrl, having turned eagle, fetched Soma from heaven, therefore

she is the Soma-bearing eagle.' This passage is of especial inter-

est as it mentions Agni distinctly as equal to the gayatrl and the

eagle ;
it contains in itself, as we shall see, the key to the entire

legend. At QB. iv. 3. 2. 7 we have: 'In the beginning the metres
consisted of four syllables. Then the jagatl flew up for Soma,
and came back leaving three syllables. Then the tristubh flew

up for Soma, and came back leaving behind one syllable. Then
the gayatrl flew up for Soma, and she came back "bringing with
her those syllables as well as Soma.' Very similar to the last

is the allusion to the legend at PB. viii. 4. 1-4
;

ix. 5. 4. At QB.
i. 7. !. 1 we have : yatra vdi gayatrl somam achd 'patat tad asyd
dharantyd apdd astd ''bhydyatya parnam pracicheda gdyatrydi
vd somasya vd rdjnas^tat patitnd parno 'bhavat i When the

gayatrl flew towards Soma, a footless archer, aiming at her while
she was carrying him off, severed one of the feathers (parna)
either of the gayatrl or of king Soma

;
this falling down became

a jtKmia-tree.' Cf. also Mahidhara to VS. i. 1. Very similar is

TS. iii'. 5. 7. 1 (cf. also TB. i. 1. 3. 10
;

2. 1. 6
;

4. 7. 5
;

iii. 2. 1. 1):

trtlyasydm ito divi soma ds~tt, tarn gdyatry d harat^ tasya parnam
achidyata, tat parno 'bhavat 'In the third heaven from here
dwelt Soma

;
him the gayatrl stole. Of him a feather (parna}

was cut off
;
that became a parna-treeS And at QB. xi. 7. 2. 8,

divi vdi soma dslt tarn gayatrl vayo bhutvd "harat. Also PB.
ix 5. 4 tells the story in a condensed form. And in Ap. Q r - i.

6. 8 we have the statement tritlyasydi divo gdyatriyd soma
dbhrtah.

The same dkhydna within a different frame is told at TS. vi.

1. 6. 1 ff. :

' Kadru and Suparni fought for their own persons.
Kadru overcame Suparni. She (Kadru) said :

" In the third
heaven from here is Soma

;
steal him and ransom yourself with

him." Kadru is this (earth), Suparni yonder (heaven) ;
the

t Cf . also TS. i. 2. 10. 1 : MS. i. 2. 6
;

3. 3.
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metres are the children of Suparm. She (Suparni) said (to the

metres) :

" For this parents bring up children. Kadru has told

me :
' In the third heaven from here is Soma

;
steal him and

ransom yourself with him.'" The jagatl, consisting of fourteen

syllables, flew up; she returned without having obtained him; of

her two syllables were wanting. . . The tristubh, consisting of

thirteen syllables, flew up ;
she returned without having obtained

him; of her two syllables were wanting. . . The gayatrl, consist-

ing of four syllables, flew up; ... she took the Soma and the

four syllables (lost by the others). She became octosyllabic.'
At MS. iii. 7. 3 there is another version of the same story :

4 Kadru is this (earth) ; Suparni is Vak (the voice) ;
the metres

gdyatrl, tristubk, and jagatl are the children of Suparm. Kadru

conquered Suparni, her person ;
she said :

"
Bring the Soma

;

with him ransom yourself." She (Suparni) sent the metres, say-

ing :

"
Bring the Soma from yonder (heaven) ;

with him ransom
me." Then the jagatl flew up ;

she came with the cattle and the

diksa. . . Then the tristubh flew up ;
she came with the daksina

and tapas. . . Then the gdyatrl flew up ;
she brought the Soma.'

... A version which contains the leading features of the TS.
and MS. occurs at Kuth. xxiii. 10 (cf. Kap. S. xxxvii. 1) ;

it is

reported by Weber, Ind. Stud. viii. 31 ff. Shorter versions of

the story in this form occur also at QB. iii. 6. 2. 2 ff. and iii. 2.

4. 1 ff. This version is at the base also of the later forms of the

legend, as presented by the Suparnftkhyana, edited by E. Grube
in the Ind. Stud. xiv. 1-31; Mahfibhfirata i. 1073 ff.; Ramfiyana
iii. 162 ff., etc.

That the identification of the gdyatrl with the eagle does not

belong to the ephemeral clap-trap of the Brahmanas is very evi-

dent from the cumulative force of this testimony. There can be
no doubt that we have here a version of the Suparnfikhyfma
which passed current in these texts because it was to all intents
and purposes the original legend. To our knowledge there is in

fact in the Brahmanas but one attempt secondary on the very
face of it to substitute another personage for the eagle. It is

the version of Kfith. xxxvii. 14, reported by Weber, Ind. Stud.
iii. 466 : 'The gods and the Asuras were engaged in strife

;
the

amrta was at that time with the Asuras, with the demon Qusna.
Qusna, namely, carried it in his mouth. Those of the gods who
died, they remained just so

;
those of the Asuras (who died)

Qusna breathed upon with the amrta ; they revived. Indra per-
ceived :

" With the Asuras, with the demon Qusna, is the amrta"
He, having changed himself into a lump of honey, lay upon
the way ;

this Qusna swallowed, and Indra, changing into an

eagle, snatched the amrta from his mouth. Hence this one is

the strongest of birds, for he is one form of Indra.' But the
evidence of the mantras themselves does not admit of the iden-
tification of the eagle with Indra in the original version of our

legend. For the eagle constantly brings the Soma to Indra
;

thus RV. iii. 43. 7, mdra piba vr'sadhvtasya vr'sna a yam te
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$yend upat'ejabhara. Or RV. i. 80. 2, sd tud 'madad vr'sti mddah
somah yyenabfirtah sutdh : yena vrtrdrit nlr adbhy6 jaghdntha.
At iv. 18. 13, Indra himself acknowledges that the eagle brought
the Soma to him : dd/ia me pyeno mddhv a jab/idra: cf. also

the passages below, p. 14. The last legend can therefore be

nothing more than one of those secondary tentative starts of the

story upon a new line of development which lie in the nature

of these plastic materials
;
this frequently obscures the true view

of a legend much more seriously than is the case in this instance.

In this instance the close relation in general which exists between
Indra and Soma, combined with the constantly vaunted -warlike

prowess of the former, renders it a priori likely that the honor of

having 'Captured the Soma which he is constantly drinking
should also be ascribed to Indra. Thus may have resulted the

sporadic identification of Indra also with the eagle which is per-

haps faintly supported even in the RV. by such a passage as x. 99.

8 : cf. Bergaigne, 1. c. ii. 174. I have dwelt upon this form of

the legend with some emphasis, because Kuhn, llerabkunft des

Feuers, p. 146, bases upon it the entire interpretation of the

myth, leaving out of sight the fact that in this story the amrta
and not the Soma is captured by Indra, there being no direct

mention of Soma at all.

In stanza 2 of AV. vi. 48 we have the Rbhus, whose metre is

the jagatl, addressed at the evening-pressure ;
in st. 3, Indra,

whose metre is the tristubh, addressed at the noon-pressure.
Who then is the eagle or the gdyatrl addressed at the morning
pressure? The texts themselves permit of no doubt. At QB.
iii. 9. 4. 10 we have the distinct statement that Agni is the

gdyatrl, and that the gdyatrl changed into the eagle. The iden-

tification of Agni and the gdyatrl extends through the entire

mantra and brahmana literature. Thus the statement agner
gdytry abhavat occurs at RV. x. 130. 4; the expression gdyatrl vd

agnih occurs at QB. i. 8. 2. 13
; gdyatro vd agnih at KB. iii. 2

;

ga.ya.tro 'gnih at MS. i. 6. 8 (99.4) ;
i. 7. 4 (113.7) ;

i. 9. 5 (136.4) ;

VS. xxix. 60'; B. vi. 1. 3. 19
;

2. 1. 22
;

ix. 4. 3. 6
;
TS. ii. 2. 5.

5
;

iii. 5. 4. 4
;

vii. 5. 14. 1
;
TB. i. 1. 5. 3 ;* 6. I. 11

; L^S. iii.

12. 3
;
KB. i. 1

;
iii. 2

; aytiir vdi gdyatrl at QB. iii. 4. 1. 9
;
the

statement gdyatram aynec chandah, or something similar, at MS.
i. 6. 10 (102. 3) ;

ii. B. 11 (115. 9)'; gB. ii. 2. 1. 17
;
AB. i. 1.

8
;

iv. 29. 1
; AQS. iv. 12. 1

;
vi. 5. 2, 7. The gdyatrl is con-

nected with fire directly or indirectly at TS. i. 8. 13. 1
;

vii. 1.1.

4
;
VS. viii. 47

;
xxix. 60

;
GB. ii. 6. 6

;
PB. vii. 8. 4

;
viii. 8. 3

;

QB. i. 3. 4. 6
;

iv. 3. 2. 10
;

x. 3. 2. 1
; QQS. vi. 4. 11

;
TA. iv. 6.

1
;
Mait. Up. vii. 1

;
Nir. vii. 8. Still more secondarily at RV.

i. 164. 25 (cf. Siiyana), where its three pfidas are compared with

the samidh, the kindling- wo'od. Similarly the Vasus, whose

* The commentator on this passage says : agner mulchajalvena gaya-
trisambandhitvam.

VOL. xvi. 2
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leader is Agni, are connected with the gayatri at VS. xi. 58, 60
;

xxiii. 8
;
MS. i. 1. 10 (6. 6) ;

i. 2. 8 (17. 9) ;
i. 9. 2 (132. 5) ; ii.

7. 6 (80. 13) ;
TS. iii. 3. 3. 1

;
TB. ii. 7. 15. 5

;
iii. 9. 4. 6

;
PB.

vi. 6. 7
;
GB. ii. 2. 9

; <?S. xiv. 33. 8
;

Chand. Up. iii. 16. 1
;

Vait. 15. 3
;
LS. iii. 12. 8

;
AGS. i. 24. 15

; Ap. r. xii. 8. 1
;

17. 4.

Further, Agni and the gayatri, or either of them, are the

divinities regularly invoked at the prdtahsavana. Thus RV.
iii. 28. 1, dgne jusasva no hamh purolapam jdtavedah : prdtah-
sdve dhiydvaso ; AV. vi. 47. 1 = TS. iii. 1. 9. 1 = MS. i. 3. 36,

agn'ih prdtahsavane pdtv asmdn QB. ii. 4. 4. 12, dgneyam hi

prdtahsavanam; AB. ii. 32. 1, bhur agnir jyotir jyotir agnir it

prdtahsavanasya caksusl. So also GB. ii. 3. 10, 11. The Vasus,
who are identified with Agni in TB. ii. 1. 9. 3, or are regarded ah

the companions of Agni (cf. Ind. Stud. v. 240), are substituted at

B. xii. 3. 4. 1
;
TB. i. 5. 11. 3

;
GB. i. 4. 7, 8

;
5. 11

; Ap. r.

xiv. 20. 7
;
Nrs. Tap. Up. i. 2. 1. Both Agni (or the Vasus) and

the gayatri are mentioned in connection with the prdtahsavana
at QQS. xiv. 33. 7, 8; Chand. Up. iii. 16. 1

;
Nir. vii. 8. The

gayatri by itself is correlated with the prdtahsavana in AB. iii.

27. 1
;
PB. vii. 4. 6 ;

viii. 4. 2
; QB. iv. 3. 2.' 8

;
KS. xxv. 14,

16
; ggS. xiii. 5. 4 : cf. also Weber, Ind. Stud. viii. 24. 32 ff.

?

and Bergaignel. c. pp. 166, 196. All this, combined with the fact

that the stanza AV. vi. 47. 1, agmli prdtahsavane pdtv asmdn,
is employed at Vait. 21. 7 along with AV. vi. 48. 1 in the same
invocation (to Agni), renders it certain that the pyena, the eagle,
of the first stanza of our hymn is identical with Agni in the
Atharvan and in the Y&jns-samhitds,; and the question now arises

whether this result is applicable to the legend of the eagle and
the Soma in the mantras.

In RV. vii. 15. 4 = TB. ii. 4. 8. 1 we have the statement :

ndvam nu stomam agndye divdh pyendya jljanam
t A new song

of praise I have now produced for Agni, the eagle of heaven.'
The expression divdh $yend occurs in addition only twice in the

Rig-Veda, at vii. 56. 3 and x. 92. 6
;

it is applied both times to

the Maruts, and needs no comment. But it fits the case of Agni
also, if we conceive of him as the lightning, agnir vdidyutah
(TB. iii. 10. 5. 1), which shoots down from the cloud: cf. RV. vi.

16. 35, gdrbhe mdtuh pitus pita vididyutdno aksare. The
gayatri also, which as we have seen is a personification of Agni,
takes the epithet davidyutatl in PB. xii. 1. 2,* just as the verb

ddvidyot is employed with vidy&t in RV. vi. 3. 8
; x. 95. 10. At

VS. xxxviii. 18
;
TA. iv. 11. 1, the gayatri is endowed with

divyd $uk
*

heavenly light.' Among the eight kdthakdni which
occur at the end of the first chapter of the kdnddnuJcrama of the

Atreya-branch of the Black Yajur-Veda (see Ind. Stud. iii. 376,

* The commentator glosses : gayatri ca agnind sahotpatter tejoru-
patvdt dlpyamdnd bhavati, ataJi gabdasdmdnyena davidyutatlgabdena
gayatri evo 'pasthdpyate : cf . also PB. vi. 9. 25.
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452
;

xii. 352) occur certain isti designated as divahpyenestayah.

They are the sixth of the list of eight, and are preceded by five

methods of building the fire-altar (citi). Cf. also the seventh

yloka of the second chapter of the same anukrama. At TB. iii.

12. 1 and 2, the divahpyena isti is described, and the two opening
mantras are addressed distinctly to Agni : tubhyam td afigiras-
tama (RV. viii. 43. 18

;
VS. xii. 116; TS. i. 3. 14. 3), and ap-

ydma tamkdmam agne (RV. vi. 5. 7
;
VS. xviii. 74

; TS. i. 3. 14.

3). There can therefore be little doubt that in the ritual also the

expression divah pyena is referred to Agni.
Agni is frequently spoken of as a bird: e. g. RV. i. 164. 52 (cf.

TS. iii. 1. 11. 3; AV. vii. 39. 1), divydm suparndm vdyasdm brhdn-
tam apam gdrbham darpatdm 6sadhmdm x. 114. 5, suparndm
v'tprdh kavdyo vdvobhir ekam sdntam bahudhd kalpayanti: cf.

also i'. 58. 5
;

141. 7
;

ii. 2. 4
;

vi. 3. 7
;

4. 6
;

x. 8. 3. Thus the

legend of the eagle and the Soma resolves itself into a poetic
account of one of the very simplest natural phenomena ;

the

descent of the lightning is viewed as the cause of the descent of

the ambrosial fluid, the soma.* Soma is in the highest heaven, as

is stated distinctly at RV. iii. 32. 10, parame vydman at iv. 26.

6, divdh . . . uttardt ; at TS. vi. 1. 6. 1, trtiyasydm ito dim
somah: cf. also TB. i. 1. 3. 10

;
iii. 2. 1. 1

;
Kath. xxiii. 10 (Ind.

Stud. viii. 32), etc. In the Suparnfikhyana 12. 1 we have the

statement indrasya somam nihitam guhdydm trtlydt prsthdd
rajaso vimdndt : nihatya raksas tarasd pranudyd

"
harisyami . . .

indum (cf. also 11. 1, 6
;

21. 4
;

29. 2). What real natural cause
other than the lightning is it that could bring Indra's Soma,
deposited in the hiding place (the cloud), after having crossed

the space (rajas) ? The heavy clouds immediately prior to the

storm yield no fluid
; but, when the storm has brewed long

enough, the lightning rends the clouds, and with them come the

torrents of water. f At Sup. 9. 5 it is stated that the eagle pab-
dend 'sdu prthivlm divam ca samnddayann eti nabho dipap ca.

The root nad is significant. Every summer we may watch this

imposing natural drama, enacted by the cloud (garbha, guhd),
the lightning (pyena), and the water of the cloud (soma). Hence
doubtless Parjanya, the god of thunderstorms and rain (Muir,
OST. v. 142), is said to be the father of Soma : RV. ix. 82. 3

;

113. 3.

At RV. i. 93. 6j (= TS. ii. 3. 14. 2), the- two -parallel myste-
ries, the descent of the fire and the descent of the Soma, are

* Cf. VS. vi. 34, somo rdjd 'mrtam sutali '

king Soma when pressed
becomes amrta ; QB. ix. 5. 1. 8,' tad yat tad amrtam somah sah ' that
which is amrta, that is Soma.' The connection between soma and rain

appears perhaps at TS. ii. 4. 9. 2, sdumyd Jchalu vd dliutir vrstim cyd-
vayati.

f For the association of lightning and rain see RV. i. 39. 9
;
v. 84. 3 ;

vii. 56. 13
; x. 91. 5.

t It is of interest to note that this is the only hymn in the RV. which
is addressed to Agni and Soma as a dvandva-devatd*
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placed together : a "*nydm divo mdtar'tpvd jabhdrd ''mathndd

anydm pdri $yeno ddreh ' One (the fire) Mfitaricvan did bring
from heaven, the other' (the Soma) the eagle (the lightning)
snatched from the cloud.' Similarly we have RV. vi. 20. 6, prd
pyeno nd madirdm anptim asmdi piro ddsdsya ndmucer mathd-

ydn 'churning for him the head of the demon Namuci, as did

the eagle the intoxicating plant (from the cloud, or the heavens.)'*
The cloud is clearly enough implied, as may be seen from the

closely parallel passage ix. 77. 2, sd purvydh pavate yarn divas

pdri $yen6 mathdyad isitds tiro rdjah
l He (the Soma) is the first

to purify himself, whom the eagle, hurled across the ether,

churned from the heavens.'

Before entering upon the discussion of RV. iv. 27, the princi-

pal version of the legend in the mantras, I would present a point

which, though less transparent, seems also to support the explan-
ation of the eagle as the lightning-fire. Colebrooke, Miscellane-

ous Essays, i. 319, mentions a performance called pyenaydga,
without offering anything to explain it. The treatment of the

word in the lexicons is based solely upon Colebrooke's report.
At Kfiu9. 43. 3 occurs according to the MSS. the following unin-

telligible text : ati dhanvdm 'ty avasdnanivepandnuearandni-
nayanejyd. This has been emended in our edition by assuming
haplography, so as to read . . . avasdna-nivepana-anucarandni
ninayanejyd 'while reciting AV. vii. 41. I, alighting (upon the

spot where a house is to be built), sitting down upon it, and

walking along it, one performs the sacrifice of pouring water

upon the place.' By comparing the extracts given in the edition

from Darila's commentary, the Atharva-paddhati, and Ke9ava's
Paddhati, the basis of this translation may be easily recognized.
Another emendation, avasdna-nivepana-anucarandndm nina-

yanejyd, may do even better justice to the translation presented
above. But all the commentaries agree in designating the per-
formance as pyena-ydga or pyenejyd. Thus, e. g., most clearly
the Atharva-paddhati : atha brhac-chdld-karma ucyate, ati dhan-
vdm 'ty udapdtram abhimantrya bhumdu ninayati, yatra grliam
karisyati tatra vighnam pamayati, pyenadevatdpdkayajnavidhd-
nend"jyabhdgdntamkrtvd . . . carum juhoti, bhumisthdne yatra
grham karisyati, athavd nave grhe pyenaydgah kartavyah.
According to this, the ceremony is performed on the ground
upon which a tfew house is to be built, or within the new house
after its completion (cf. also Ke9ava on this point). Its purpose
is to succeed in the erection of the house by removing untoward

circumstances, or, according to Ke9ava, by purifying the ground.
The ceremony consists in pouring water upon the ground, and

offering a pot of rice porridge to the divinity pyena after the

* Grassmann translates very loosely
'* als ihm der adler zugefiihrt

den rauschtrank, riss ab das haupt er Namutschi des damons." The mis-
rendering of nd is especially apparent. Ludwig's translation (544) is by
far a nearer approach to the meaning of the passage.
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ajyatantra customary in many ceremonies of the Kau^ika has
been performed. It is striking that the text of the Kaugika does
not present the word 'pyena at all. If we regard the last syllables
of the undoubtedly corrupt sutra, namely 'nejya, the suspicion
that the syllable $ye has fallen out is hardly to be suppressed.

Possibly then, once more, the sutra was . . . avasana-nivepana-
anucarana-ninayandndih pyenejya, or something similar.

The text of the Atharvan-hymn, vii. 41, employed in this per-
formance is undoubtedly related to the cycle of conceptions with
which we are here dealing. Especially the first stanza exhibits

unmistakable points of contact with RV. iv. 27. It reads : <Ui

dhdnvdny city apas tatarda $yen6 nrcdksd avasdnadarpdh :

tdran m$vdny dvard rdjdnsi ^ndrena sdkhyd pivd d jagamydt.
* Fie cut across the dry land and across the waters, the eagle,
kind to men, looking for his goal ; crossing all the lower atmos-

pheric regions, may he with Indra his companion come here as a

friendly one.' The second stanza does not add anything of

material interest, except that the eagle is designated as dwydh
suparndh. But the epithet nrcdksdh points distinctly towards

Agni'(cf. Contributions, third series, J.A.O.S. xv. 170), and

pivdh may also show us Agni on the way of development to the

later Qiva. It would seem quite reasonable then to suppose that

the entire pyenaydga is a charm against the dangers besetting a

house, notably fire, and still more specifically, perhaps, fire due
to lightning. In the hymn the lightning is implored to seek its

goal, not as hostile destructive force, but as nrcdksdh and pivdh,
and to bring property in its capacity as precursor of rain. Now
all this would be purely hypothetical, in spite of its inherent

probability, but for the fact that the two stanzas in the ritual

elsewhere go by the name of samproksanydu (sc, rcau) : see

Kfmj. 40. 9
;

80. 42
;

83. 17.* In 80. 42, the place of the funeral-

fire is sprinkled while reciting the samproksanyau, doubtless to

render Agni harmless (piva). In 40. 9, a charm for producing
the flow of water where previously there was none, the per-
former recites these stanzas while sprinkling water along the

desired water-course. All this becomes intelligible upon the

basis of the explanation of pyend as lightning, the companion of

rain, and it seems difficult to imagine any other theory whatso-
ever.

If, now, we submit ourselves to the guidance of the facts

assembled thus far, the hymn RV. iv. 27 resolves itself into a

narrative of the legend undertaken by its two chief figures, Agni
the lightning, and Soma. Agni begins the story in the first

stanza : gdrbhe nti, sdnn dnv esdm avedam ahdm devandih jdni-
mdni v'i$vd : patam map&ra dyaslr araksann ddha pyend javdsd
nir adiyam.

* The hymn is rubricated also in the vdstu-gana, or vdsto$patiydni
(sc. suktdni) of the Ganamala, Ath. Parig. 34. 5 : cf. Kau. 8. 23, note.

The second stanza is cited in Vait. 22. 23, and in the Qraddhakalpa,
Ath. Parig. 46. 3, without contributing any valuable information.
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Agni (the lightning) says: 'While yet in the (cloud-)womb
I knew all the races of these gods here

;
a hundred brazen castles

guarded me. Then as an eagle I flew forth swiftly.'
It is of interest to observe how our investigation, undertaken

from the widest possible exoteric view of the legend in the entire

Vedic literature, meets in a certain way the analysis of this stanza

as made by Bergaigne, Religion Vedique iii. 332 if., from alto-

gether internal criteria. Bergaigne's view of the stanza is, how-

ever, founded unnecessarily upon his theory of Vedic paradoxes ;

he recognizes, to be sure, that Agni does in some way enter into

its make-up, but concludes nevertheless that Soma is speaking.
After recognizing the presence of Agni in the wording of the

passage, taken phrase by phrase, with a security of touch truly

admirable, he says (p. 334) : "II est vrai qu'au vers iv. 27. 1 il

s'agit, d'apres ma propre interpretation, de Soma et non d'Agni.
Mais quelle est celle des formules mythiques concernant Agni
qui n'a pas ote, au moins accidentellement, appliquee a Soma ?"

I confess that I cannot subscribe to such a view, either in general
or in any particular instance. No one can deny that epithets,

expressions, and general phrases are likely to be found applicable
to more than one divinity and more than one situation, and that

for the sake of their secondary application a point or two is

occasionally strained. But it is certainly going too far to sup-

pose that a continuous series of statements such as are contained
in this stanza are primarily intended for Agni and then applied
in cold blood to Soma. This view seems especially out of place
in a hymn of such indubitable character as an dkhydna. Here a

story is told, and I would fain believe that any mysticism which

appears in the final hermeneutic result is to be laid at the door of

the interpreter, and not of the composer of the hymn.
The paradox would indeed here be overpowering, if it were

real. Bergaigne's assumption would make the eagle and Soma
identical

; yet they are certainly two personages. Just as the

Brfihmanas sing the praises of the gdyatrliov bringing the Soma,
just so do the hymns extol the eagle for the same feat. Thus
RV. viii. 82. 9, ydm te pyendh padd" bharat tiro rdjdnsy dsprtam :

p'tbe ''d asya tvdm ~i$ise
( Of the unconquerable Soma which the

eagle brought with his foot across the ether, drink indeed of it
;

you own it.' Very similar is x. 144. 5, ydm te $yend$ varum
avrkdm padd "bharad arundm mdndm dndhasah, etc. Or ix.

68. 6, $yeno ydd dndho d ''bharat pardvdtah : cf. x. 144. 4.

Again, iii. 43. 7, mdra piba vr'sadhutasya vr'sna d ydm te $yend
upate jabhdra ; iv. 18. 13, ddhd me $yeno mddhv djablidra. In

the Y&jus-samhitds and the Brfihmanas the adjective somabhrt
* he who brings the soma '

is a standing epithet of the eagle.
See the passages above, p. 7. Roth also (ZDMG. xxxvi. 354),

though he advocates the serious emendation of riir adlyam to

nir adiyat, does not lose sight of the separate individuality of

the Soma and the eagle in his translation :

' da plotzlich schwebt
auf mich (sc. Soma) herein der Adler.' Pischel indeed finds no
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less than three persons in the first stanza : Soma, Indra, and the

eagle.
In our belief, as we have stated above, the speaker in the first

stanza is Agni, the lightning, who here flies from the cloud-womb,
just as he is spoken of in the Suparnfikhyfma 3. 2 as mdynn
meghdsakha

' the lightning whose companion is the cloud
;' or

at AV. i. 12. 1 and 3 as jardyu-jd
f

(cloud-) placenta-born' and

abhrajd
' cloud-born :' cf. /Seven Hymns of the AtJiarva- Veda,

Amer. Journ. Philol. vii. 470 (p. 5 of the reprint). At RV. vi.

16. 35, the following statement is addressed to Agni : gdrbhe
nidtnh pitus pita vididyutdno aksdre: sidann rtdsya yonim a.

The expressions gdrbhe mdtuh, rtdsya yonim and vididyutdn6
show "again that the lightning breaking from the cloud is

meant. PischePs supposition (1.
c. 215) that the first half of the

stanza is spoken by Indra may be disproved on plain technical

grounds : the locative gdrbhe is never associated with Indra. On
the contrary, the expression may be regarded as the peculiar

property of Agni. The locative occurs nine times in the RV.,
the passages just discussed containing two of the occurrences.
Of the remaining seven, three are plainly used in connection with

Agni. Thus, at RV. i. 65. 4, gdrbhe is applied to Agni in the

expression rtdsya yond gdrbhe sujdtdm ; at RV. i. 148. 5, in

gdrbhe sdntam (sc. agn'tm) ;
at RV. viii. 43. 9, in agne . . . gdrbhe

sdn jdyase ptinah. The stanza RV. viii. 83. 8 is part of a hymn
to the vicve devdh, and is addressed to the Maruts : prd bhrdtr-

tvdm suddnavo ldha dvitd samdnyd: mdtur gdrbhe bhardmahe.

Ludwig (p. 233) translates :

" unsere bruderschaft, o treflHich

begabte, die vor alters bestandene gemeinsamkeit, in der mutter

leibe, die tragen wir hier vor." Grassmann translates: "wir

tragen eure Bruderschaft gemeinsam, o schongebende, an uns
schon in der Mutter Leib." The sense of both translations seems
to be that the fraternal relation of the sacrificing mortals with
the Maruts is

(cf. RV. viii. 20. 22) from all time, even anterior to

birth. This use of the combination mdtur gdrbhe seems to stand

unsupported, and I do not see how the expression prd bhrdtrtvdm
. . . mdtur gdrbhe bhardmahe can be interpreted in this way.
If we remember that the plants as well as the clouds and waters
are the womb of Agni, the stanza may be imagined as liturgical,

depicting the bringing on of fire, represented symbolically by
firewood, which is then regarded as the mother in whose womb
Agni lives (cf. RV. vi. 16. 35). We may then translate :

' then

surely together do we carry forth (the means of) fraternal rela-

tion with you (the sacrificial fire) in the womb of the mother, O
ye (Maruts) who confer good gifts.' Be this as it may our sug-
gestion is uncertain, and the stanza very obscure there is no
allusion to Indra in the passage. Of the other three RV. passa-

ges in which the locative gdrbhe occurs, x. 53. 11 is a very obscure
final stanza of an Agni-hymn ;

x. 177. 2 refers to the Gandharva
in the waters : tarn (sc. vdcam) gandharvo 'vadad gdrblieantdh ;
x. 10. 5 deals with Yama and Yami. Thus the expressions con-

taining the word gdrbhe occur nowhere in any relation to Indra.
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A striking continuation of the identity of the lightning with

agntr gdrbhe is afforded by QB. xii. 4. 4. 4, a prayapcitta-\>vr-
formance of one who has been burned by lightning : yasya
vdidyuto dahet kim tatra karma kd prdya$cittir iti . . . yady u

asya hrdayam vy eva likhedagnaye 'psumate astakapdlam puro-
ddpam nirvapet (cf. Kfity. Qr. xxv. 4. 33) athai te ydjydnuvdkye:
apsv agne sadfiis tava sdusadhlr anurudliyase : garbhe sanjdyase
punar iti

' He whom the tire of the lightning burns, what per-
formance shall he go through and what expiation ? ... If this

burning annoys him, then let him offer a rice-cake in eight cups
to Agni of the waters. Then these two formulas of invitation

are recited: "In the waters, O Agni, is your goal, to the plants

you are attached;" and "being in the [cloud-]womb you are

born again."
' The stanza, quoted from VS. xii. 30, is identical

with RV. viii. 43. 9, above, and its employment in such a cere-

mony shows clearly that lightning from the cloud-womb is meant
in the expression agntr gdrbhe.
The expression dnv esdtn avedam ahdi'n devdndmjdnimdni vipva

is just as unequivocal evidence in favor of Agni's presence in the

stanza. Pischel, 1. c. p. 207, compares RV. viii. 78. 5, ndkim mdro
mkartavend pakrdh pdripaktave : vipvath pnwti pdpyati, in sup-

port of this theory that Indra is the speaker in the first half of the

stanza. But the parallelism in the two passages is too general, and
cannot stand before the closer and more technical parallelism of the

following passages, whose subject is Agni. To begin with the epi-
thetjdtdvedas, which is explained it does not matter whether cor-

rectly or incorrectly* at RV. vi. 15. 13 by vipva veda jdnitiia,
the very words which occur in iv. 27. 1, our passage : agnir . . . sd

raja vipva veda jdnima jdtdveddh. The very same statement
occurs at iii. 4. 10, se W (sc. agmh) u fiotd satydtaro yajdtiydthd de-

vdndrn jdnimdni veda 'may he indeed sacrifice as the more
reliable fiotar in accordance with his knowledge of the races of

the gods.' Again, at RV. iv. 2. 18= AV. xviii. 3. 23, (agmr)
akhyad devandm ydj jdnima (for jdnima according to the

padapat/M,
'

Agni has seen the races of the gods ;' at TS. iv. 7.

*
Pischel, 1. c., p. 94 contends with great earnestness that jdtdvedas

means '

having inborn knowledge,' in accordance with the common use
of jdta- as the first member of compounds in the literature subsequent
to the mantras. The utmost that may be conceded is that the mantras
themselves, having lost sight of the true meaning of the word, deal
with it in this sense by way of popular etymology. The word vedas
never means 'knowledge.' In a compound of doubtful interpretation
the only way is to hold to the proper sense of its members. Until vedas
is found in the sense of '

knowledge,' we must assume that jdtdvedas
simply happened to lend itself to the interpretation given above, be-
cause there existed by its side the clearly marked conception that Agni
knows the births, i. e. the true nature of gods, men, and things. As it

is, the Veda explains jdtdvedas by
' he who knows born things

'

(RV. vi.

15. 13), and not by
' he who has innate knowledge.' Cf. Whitney,

A.J. Ph. iii. 409.
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15. 1
;
TB. iii. 9. 16. 4, ayner manve prathamasya praceta^ih.

At AV. ii. 28. 2 we have tad agmr hotd vayundni vidvan
vicvd devandm jdnimd vivaJcti ( then Agni the hotar who knows

(his) work promulgates all the races of the gods.' The plain

meaning of these expressions is that Agni, the messenger of man
to the gods, is thoroughly acquainted with the latter and is capa-
ble of reaching them. At AV. xiii. 3. 21, by a slight shift of

position, men who know Agni's birth say of themselves that

they are acquainted with all the races of the gods, implying,
no doubt, that they are thus gifted through their knowledge of

Agni : vidmd te agne tredhdjan'itram tredhd devandmjdnimdni
vidma / at AV. i. 8. 4, by still another simple modification, Agni
is said to know the races of evil beings (ydtudhdna, wizards), and
to destroy them : ydtrdi 'sdm agne jdnimdni vettha guild satdm
atrmdm jdtavedah : tans tvam . . . jahi. Thus the full meaning
of the first half of RV. iv. 27. 1 is this : the heavenly fire, the

lightning, in telling his part of the story announces himself by
one of his chief characteristics, his special acquaintance with the

gods, claiming its possession even while yet in an embryonic state.

We turn now to the second half of RV. iv. 27. 1. Pischel
(1.

c.

207) lays considerable stress on the word javdsd, which he

regards on account of its accent (javds, not jduas) as a noun of

agency rather than a noun of action. This, he thinks, supports
his theory that Indra is the speaker in the first half-stanza. The
second half-stanza, which he also puts into the mouth of the eagle,
is then rendered by him as follows :

"
(Der Adler spricht :)

Da
flog ich der Adler mit dem schnellen (Indra) zusammen heraus."

We must, however, in this connection, consider the closely par-
allel passage RV. viii. 100. 8 = Sup. 31.9, mdnojavd dyamdna
dyaslm atarat puram, divam suparno gatvaya somam vajrma
abharat l

going swift as the mind, the bird passed through the

brazen castle
; going to the sky, he brought the Soma to him of

the thunderbolt.' Here the word mdnojavds evidently takes the

place of javdsd at iv. 27. 1 (cf. also mdnojavds at iv. 26.5);

moreover, the expression dbha.rat vajrme means 'he brought to

Indra
;' and there is therefore no possibility of Indra's having

flown out together with the eagle. To clinch the point, we have

at AV. vi. 92. 2 javds te arvan nihito guhd yah cyene vdta utd

yo 'carat pdrlttah : tenatvdm . . . dj^mjaya
i with the swiftness,

O steed, which has been secretly deposited in you, with (the

swiftness) which moves in the eagle and in the wind, . . . with

that win the race.' At VS. ix. 9 the passage occurs in this form:

javo yds te vdjin nihito guhd yah cyene pdritto dcarac ca vate

tena no vdjin bdlavdn bdlena vdjajw ca bhava* . . .
;
and Mahi-

dhara unhesitatingly glosses : he vdjinn acva yas te tava javo

vegah guhd guhdydm hrdayapradece nihito 'vasthdpitah . . .

cyene cyendkhye paksini yo javah pafittah tvaydi ''va paridat-

* Variants in the Kanva school x. 12 ... parlto . . . vdjajic cai-

dhi . . .

VOL. xvi. 3
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tah san acarat carati pravartate yac ca te javah paridattah san
vdte acarat vdydu carati, etc. There can be no doubt therefore

thatjavds, masculine, is employed as an abstract, just like jdvas,

neuter, e. g. in the expression cyendsya javasa at RV. i. 118. 11
;

v. 78. 4. He whose grammatical conscience is afflicted by the

undoubted fact that of oxytone and barytone couplets the for-

mer are regularly nouns of agency and the latter nouns of action

(apds
' active :' dpas

'' work ;' ^vd^ : ipevdos) may resort to a

correction of the accent. But I question whether we are justi-

fied at present in imposing this grammatical theory, strongly

supported by facts as it undoubtedly is, upon the tradition of the

accented texts. These exhibit a considerable number of cases in

which the accentual distribution does not hold good : see, for

example, Whitney, Sk. Gr.
2 1151 g ;

KZ. xxv. 602, and the

dative infinitives like javdse, dohdse, etc. (Whitney, ib. 973 a).*

The expression catdm ma pura dyaslr araksan may also be
taken as an indication that Agni (the lightning) is the speaker in

the first stanza. On this basis we can understand why Agni is

frequently implored to act as a brazen castle for his worshiper,
or to surround him with a brazen castle. At RV. viii. 15. 4,

which is obviously an Agni hymn, we have ndvam nti st6mam

agndye divdh cyenaya jljanam this has been commented upon
above. In stanza 14 of the same hymn we have the prayer
addressed to Agni : ddhd mahi na ayasy . . . pur bhavd catd-

bhujih
' then be thou for us a brazen castle with a hundred enclo-

sures ;' at vii. 16. 10, tan dnhasah piprhi . . . tvdrh catdm

purbh'th at vii. 3. 7, ague . . . catdm purbhir ayaslbhir riipahi;
at i. 58. 8, dgne grndntam dnhasa urusya . . . purbhir ayasl-
bhili at vi. 48. 8, catdm purbhlr yavistha pdhy dnhasah, etc.

It seems quite likely that these expressions convey an allusion to

this important point in the life-history of Agni himself, namely
his origin from the brazen castle in the sky, the clouds.

In the second stanza of iv. 27, the narrative is taken up by
Soma : nd gha sd mam dpa josam jabhdra ''bhi 'm dsa tvdksasa

mrybna,: Irmd puramdhir ajahad dratir utd vatdn atarac

chucuvana/i l Not indeed with ease did he carry me off
;
he

was superior in strength and heroism. The liberal one left at

a distance the Ariitis (the demons of avarice) ;f moreover he
crossed the winds with mighty force.'

*Ludwig, Interpretation des Rig-Veda, pp. 64, 67, suggests that cyeno
javasa be taken in the sense of gyena-javasd. But the types to which
he refers by way of support involve generally a verb which has a value

approaching the sense of the copula (e. g. krtvd in the sense of bhutvd :

cf. the periphrastic perfect, and Delbriick," Syntactische Forschungen,
p. 103 ff.); and this very fact leads back to our translation 'as an eagle
I swiftly flew forth.' Be this as it may, it does not change the value of
the passage materially. Expressions such as are cited by Ludwig occur
also in TB. iii. 8. 12;"Ap. Qr. v. 2. 4 (agvo rupam krtvd) and TB. iii. 7.

4. 8 (krsno rupam krtva}.

f Cf. Sup. 29. 6, aham (sc. suparno) balend 'ty ataram sapatndn.
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In this translation the word Irma is still uncertain. I cannot

conclude with Pischel, 1. c. p. 214, that it is equal to dtra in all

its meanings, down to the very palest shades. He translates the

passage by "da entging der Freigebige (Indra) den Nachstel-

lungen," da being the equivalent of Irma. In this translation the

word da has the faintest meaning possible in the case of dtra.

That the parallel at RV. iv. 26. 7, dtra puramdhir ajahdd drdtlh

may be merely a seeming one is shown by Ludwig, Interpretation
des Rig- Veda, pp. 30, 66. At RV. v. 73. 3 and viii. 22. 4, Irma

may well mean (

apart, at a distance.' At v. 62. 2 it is said to be
a great achievement of Mitra and Varuna that Irma tasthuslr (sc.

ddca catd dhendvali) dhabhir duduhre, which Pischel translates

(p. 214) "dass die stehenden (Ktthe) Tag fur Tag hierher Milch

geben," hierher being the equivalent of Irma. If the ten hun-
dred cows stand apart, occupying as it were a large territory,
their daily milking, which is the function of Mitra and Varuna,
becomes a greater feat. At RV. x. 44. 6, it is said of the evil-

disposed (kkpayah) who are unable to ascend the ship of the

sacrifice that Irmai 'vd te ny dvicanta. Ludwig ii. 248 translates
" die sanken nieder verlassen,"* and this seems correct. It would
be a very tame punishment for a Vedic Hindu to be compelled to

continue to dwell upon the earth
; they like nothing better than

that. Hence the explanation of Yfiska, Nir. 5. 25, rne hdi ^va te

nyavicantd ^sminn eva loke simply propagates his belief in gen-
eral that irma means 'here,' giving moreover an extreme theo-

logical bent to the entire passage. Bergaigne's supposition, iii.

328-, that the parallelism of dtra in RV. iv. 26. 7 with Irma in iv. 27.

2 has given rise to the traditional explanation of the word seems
well worth further consideration. It is useless, however, to con-

tend that the meaning of Irmd has been definitely settled
;
the

intrinsic vagueness of the word is aggravated by the highly
colored mythological character of the passages in which it occurs.

I have followed in my translation of puramdhi the general

exposition of the word as laid down by Pischel in Vedische
8tudien i. 202 ff.f In support of the abstract meaning of the

word '

liberality,' which is in my opinion the primary meaning
(cf. Zend pdrendi), I would point especially to the intimate rela-

tion of puramdhi with sunr'td ; the latter has been recently well

treated by Dr. Oertel in the P. A. O. S. for May 1891 (Journal,
vol. xv., pp. xcv ff.), and he has arrived at the meaning

'

liberality
'

for that word. At RV. i. 123. 6 we have ud Iratdm sunr'td {it

puramdhih at x. 39. 2, eoddyatam sunr'tdh . . . tit puramdhir
Irayatam. Cf. also i. 158. 2, jigrtdm asme revdflh puramdhih.
At iii. 62. 11

;
vi. 49. 14

;
vii. 36. 8

;
x. 65. 14, we find puramdhi

*
Quite different is Bergaigne's highly mythological explanation, ii.

502, note 8.

f For different views of the word see Hillebrandt, Wiener Zeitschrift
fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes, iii. 188 ff., 259 ff., and Colinet, Baby-
lonian and Oriental Record, ii. 245,
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together with rati. At RV. i. 5. 3
;

ii. 1. 3
;

iv. 34. 2
;

vii. 9. 6
;

5. 32
;

ix. 93. 4, the word appears together with ray't
i wealth.'

But I cannot accept Pischel's reference of the word to Indra.

Here, as well as at RV. iv. 26. 7, the expression pnramdhir ajahad
dratlh refers to the eagle, and means that the eagle in bringing
the Soma is liberal. For with the arrival of the Soma liberality,
i. e. the liberality in sacrificing, gains its strongest expression.
Therefore the Arfitis, the powers of avarice, who have kept the

Soma in their power, are left behind. The words puramdhi and
drdti are opposed to one another also at RV. iv. 50. 11

;
vii. 97. 9,

without the implication that puramdhi is Indra, though Indra

here as well as at v. 35. 8
;

vii. 32. 20
;

viii. 81. 15 appears in com-

pany with ptiramdhi. At RV. ix. 72. 4 we have puramdhivan
mdnuso yajnasddhanah pucir dhiyd pavate s6ma indra te 'the

bright Soma accompanied by Puraihdhi, forwarding the sacrifice

of men, flows to you, O Indra, along with prayer.' Cf. also the ex-

pression pdvamdna . . . rdnhamdnah ptiramdhyd
i Soma hasten-

ing along with Puramdhi,' in RV. ix. 110. 3, and further iv. 34. 2
;

vii. 64. 5
;
also ix. 90. 4

;
97. 36. From these passages we may

gather that the pressure of the Soma by itself is a quite sufficient

occasion for ptiramdhi, and there is no need on account of its

appearance at iv. 26. 7
;

27. 2, 4 to assign to Indra an active part
in bringing it down from the clouds. Cf. also Ludwig, 1. c. p.
66. The only doubt left in my mind is whether it is not best to

regard puramdhi as the abstract, meaning
'

liberality,' rather than
the adjective qualifying $yend ; the sense of the myth remains
the same in either case.

With the discussion of the first two stanzas of RV. iv. 27 the

special advantages derivable from our theory of the myth are at

an end. The general features of the remainder of the story are

clear, and there has been no serious difference of opinion as to its

face value. As the eagle flies through space with the Soma, one
of the guardians of the Soma, Ki^fmu* by name, angered in his

mind, hurls an arrow at him
; this, however, injures the eagle

only so far as to cause the loss of a feather from his plumage.
He succeeds, nevertheless, in bringing the Soma down upon the

earth, where it is pressed for Indra. Possibly this falling of the
feather is the poetic expression of the simple observation that
the lightning strikes the ground and is visible a moment before
in its zig-zag (feather-like) form.f The story is told RV. iv. 27.

3-5, and I have nothing to add to the discussions of these stanzas

*For Krganu cf. Weber, Ind. Stud. ii. 313 ff.; Kuhn in K.Z. i. 523
;

Roth, Z.D.M.G. xxxvi. 359
; Bergaigne, 1. c. iii. 30 ff. The connection

of the word with Zend Keresdni seems untenable, since J. Darmesteter,
Zend Avesta, vol. i., p. Ixxxvii, has recently identified the latter with
Alexander the Great.

f The heavenly archer, nameless to be sure, discharges his arrow at

Agni, which may be the heavenly Agni, the lightning, thus corroborat-
ing the explanation above,
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by the authorities mentioned in the introduction to this paper,
excepting a remark on the word mdrdvato in st. 4. The passage
reads: rjipyd* Im mdrdvato nd bhrtjyum $yen6 jabhdra brhat6
ddhi sn6h, Pischel applies here the doctrine that the literature

and life of Sanskrit (classical) India must be referred to freely
in the restoration of Vedic India. With this view I agree in

principle, and I need but refer to my remarks in the Contribu-

tions, Third Series, J.A.O.S. xv. 145, to point out the manner in

which, I believe, benefit may be derived from the classical liter-

ature. Pischel translates the passage thus (p. 215) :
" Da trug ihn

(den Soma) der Adler eilig vom hohen Himmelsgewolbe, wie (die

Vogel) den Bhujyu aus dem Himmel trugen." He regards indra-

vat as identical with later indraloka (p. 212). The story is that

Tugra, the wicked father, abandoned his son Bhujyu in the mid-
dle of the waters, and that he was saved from them, not without
a good deal of effort, by the Avins, by means of their flying
horses. The place in which Bhujyu was abandoned is described
RV. i. 117. 14

;
118. 6

;
viii. 5. 22

; x. 143. 5 simply as the samu-
drd / vii. 68. 7 as mddhye samudre ; i. 158. 8

;
182. 7 as mddhye

drnasah' in x. 39. 4 the A9vins carry Bhujyu adbhydspdri in vi.

62. 6 they bring him out of the waters, the ocean, and the womb
of the flood : adbhydh samudrdt . . . drnaso mr updsthdt ; in i.

116. 4 they bring him to the sandy shore, the bank of the watery
ocean : samudrdsya dhdnvann drdrdsya pare / in i. 1 82. 5 they
carry him out of the great flood : ksodaso mahdh ; in i. 117. 14

they are said to have carried him drnaso nth samudrdt / in vii.

69. 7 they carry him out of the flood after he has been thrown
down into the ocean : dvaviddham samudrd ud uhathur drnasah;
in i. 182. 6 Bhujyu is described as having been thrown down into

the water, pushed into bottomless darkness : dvaviddham . . .

apsv dntdr andrambhane tdmasi prdviddham in i. 116. 5 the

situation is described as c the ocean without support and without
hold': andsthdnd agrabhane samudre ; in x. 65. 12 Bhujyu is

freed by the A9vins from distress : dnhasah piprtho nth. I am
strongly inclined to see in all this primarily nothing more than
the story of the wonderful saving of an abandoned man from the

floods of a great water : cf. especially vii. 68. 7, utd tydm bhujyt'im
acvind sdkhdyo mddhye jahur durevdsah samudre i O A9vins,
his evil-disposed companions abandoned Bhujyu in the middle of

the ocean.' But there can be little doubt that the Vedic Rishis

transplanted the event to heaven : in RV. i. 116. 3 they designate
the place of Bhujyu's abandonment as udameghd, a ctTt.Xey., which
seems to refer to the water-cloud ;f in x. 143. 5 Bhujyu is carried

by the A9vins to the other side of the ether : a rdjasah pare.
In i. 119. 4 the legend is alluded to as follows : yuvdm bhiijytim
bhurdmdnam mbhir gatam svdyuktibhir nivdhantd pitr'bhya u.

*For rjipyd cf. the valuable remarks of Fick, Vergleichendes Wor-
terbuch4

', p. 299.

f The Petersburg Lexicons render it
" Wasserschauer."
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Upon this passage especially Pischel rests his interpretation of

mdravat. He translates pitr'bhya a 'from the fathers'; and, in-

asmuch as the abode of the fathers is svargaloka, and that again
is later indraloka, he feels justified in establishing the equation
mdravat = indraloka for the passage under discussion.

But, if mdravat is equal to indraloka, we must import into the

Rig-Veda not only the word but the conception in all its bear-

ings. And that is a preeminently joyous one. The notion of

being saved from indraloka is, from the point of view of a

Hindu, just as inconceivable as salvation from paradise would be
from the point of view of Judaeo-Christian conceptions. On
the other hand, the passages in which Bhujyu's troubles are nar-

rated show distinctly that the conditions were indeed such as

to require the help of the deus ex machina. Bearing in mind
the expression a rdjasah pare in x. 143. 5, which states that the

A9vins carried Bhujyu to the other side of the ether, we may
translate nivdhantd pitr'bhya a by

'

carrying him to the fathers
'

rather than ' from the fathers.' Perhaps for that reason though
upon this I do not insist the help which is afforded Bhujyu by
the A^vins is designated in RV. i. 119. 8 as svdrvat'tr utih 'help

resulting in svdr, i. e. paradise.'*
Pischel regards the one other occurrence of mdravat (with

long d) in the same light. At RV. x. 101. 1 we read dadhi-
kram agmm usdsam ca devim mdrdvato fvase m hvaye vah,
which he would therefore translate by 'I call you, Dadhikrfi etc.,

down for help from indralokaS I would see here in mdrdvato
an expression which, to be sure, is illumined by classical usage,
but in a different manner from the one assumed by Pischel.

The word represents here the same usage as appears in the clas-

sical expression (Nala ii. 23) lokapdldh . . . sdgnikdh
l the guard-

ians of the world, Agni at their head.' Or, still more precisely,
it is the equivalent of mdrajyesthdh, RV. iv. 5-1. 5

;
vii. 11. 5;

viii. 63. 12
;

x. 70. 4 : it expresses the prominence or leadership
of Indra. I would translate 'I call down to you for help Dadhi-
krfi, Agni, and the goddess Usas, with Indra at their head.'
The word mdrdvatah in RV. iv. 27. 4 seems therefore untenable.

Of the many suggestions which have been made by way of rem-

edy, that offered by Ludwig, Interpretation des Rig- Veda, p. 66

(37), a change to paravdto, seems to me the most plausible,!

* The legend of Bhujyu is one of those which will be profited by a
systematic investigation from the point of view of the Vedic writings
in general. In VS. xviii. 42 = TS. iii. 4. 7. 1 occurs the expression
bhujyuh suparnah, and the MS. ii. 12. 2 has in its place bhujl suparnah.
The treatment of the passage in QB. ix. 4. 1. 11 is futile. The Agvin's
themselves are called bhujyu (dual) in TA. i. 10. 1, and, I believe, also in
the latter part of the TB. the passage is not at hand and this again
reminds us of the epithet bhujl applied to the same divinities in RV.
viii. 8. 2.

fGrassmann's translation, i. 134, "des Indra Schar," presupposes the
correction of indrdvato to indrdvanto (cf. his lexicon s. v. indrdvat);
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and I would offer in support of it the following considerations.

In iv. 26. 0, in the parallel passage, we have rjipl cyeno ddda-
)u<~uw anyt'oii pardvdtah cakuno mandrdm madam. At ix. 68.

G
;

x. 144. 4, the eagle also brings the Soma from the distant

height (pardvdtah), just as Mataricvan brings the fire from the

same place at i. 128. 2
;

iii. 9. 5
;

vi. 8. 4. Soma is pardvdti at

viii. 53. 3 (Vfil. 5. 3) ;
93. 6

;
ix. 39. 5

;
65. 22. Now Bhujyu,

according to i. 1 1 9. 8, was abandoned pardvdti, and was thence
carried off by the Ayvins. If, therefore, we read at iv. 27. 4

pardvdto nd bhyjy&m, we have a comparison perfect in every
detail. The change from para- to indrd- in a hymn whose final

purpose was the worship of Indra (cf. st. 5) does not seein to lie

out of the range of possibility.

The course which we have followed in our interpretation of

the legend of Soma and the eagle may be briefly resumed as fol-

lows : At AV. vi. 48 there are three formulas, the second of which
is addressed to the llbhus at the evening pressure of the Soma,
on which occasion hymns in the jagatl-metre are employed. The
third is addressed to Indra at the noon-tide pressure of the Soma

;

at that time hymns in the tristubh-metre are prescribed. The
first stanza is addressed to the eagle, whose metre is said to be
the gdyatrl. This refers to the morning pressure, and in this

function the formula is employed by the Vaitana-sutra in connec-
tion with the stanza AV. vi. 47. 1, which is distinctly addressed
to Agni. Now, inasmuch as Agni is the divinity of the morn-

ing-pressure, and the gdyatrl the metre of the hymns employed
at the morning-pressure, there is no room to doubt that the eagle
of AV. vi. 48. 1 is Agni.

Further, the bizarre attitude of the Brahmanas, which con-

sistently relate that the gdyatrl brought down the Soma from

heaven, becomes quite intelligible.- There is at the basis of this a

complete identification of Agni, the eagle, with his metre, the

</dyatr1, which is perfectly natural from the point of view of

these texts.

In approaching the hymns RV. iv. 26 and 27, the principal
source of the legend in the mantras, we need but remember that

the heavenly Agni, the lightning, is the eagle, and the entire legend
resolves itself into the description of one of the most simple
and salient natural phenomena. The Soma, the heavenly fluid, is

supposed to be enclosed within the clouds, where the lightning
also is hidden. When the summer-storm breaks out, the light-

it receives a certain amount of support from the reading indravato for
indravanto at TB. ii. 6. 16. 2 (so also the commentary), and the. occa-
sional occurrence elsewhere of this solecism. A better emendation
would be indrdvantdu, referring to the Agvins, who are designated as
indratamd at RV. i. 182. 2. Ludwig ii. 593 and v. 468 suggests indrd-

vatoh; Roth, Z.D.M.G. xxxvi. 358, irdvato na bhujyum 'like a serpent
from a marsh.' Cf. also Bergaigne, 1. c. iii. 330 ff.
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ning, the eagle, breaks from the cloud, and with it comes the

rush of the heavenly fluid upon the earth. Then it becomes avail-

able at the sacrifice, especially in behalf of Indra, who is the

Soma-drinker by distinction.

The hymn RV. iv. 27 contains the narrative of this event,
undertaken by the two principal performers in it. The first

stanza is spoken by Agni, the lightning, and its wording is full

of allusions to the technical features which characterize that

divinity in distinction from all others. The next three stanzas

are spoken by Soma, who describes Agni's achievements in his

behalf. Soma narrates in addition that Kr9iinu, the heavenly
archer, one of his guardians, shot an arrow at the eagle, which
did not disturb him in his flight, but simply caused the loss of a

single feather, that fell upon the earth. It seems quite likely
that this describes the striking of the lightning into the ground,
but possibly this last feature of the myth is not a part of the

purely naturalistic phase of the legend, which may at that point
have passed into the hands of the poet, who, in India as else-

where, would draw upon the stores of his imagination for the

extension and embellishment of myths of a primarily naturalistic

character, combining in accordance with the dictates of his fancy
any features from other legendary sources which seemed to him
suitable to the taste of his hearers.*

II. ON THE GROUP OF VEDIO WORDS ENDING IN -pitvd

prapitvd, abldpitvd, apapitvd).\

There is scarcely a group of Vedic words which rests under a
heavier cloud of misapprehension than that which furnishes the
title of this article. The native exegetes started the interpreta-
tion of the words with false and inconsistent etymologies, and
later the western interpreters have substituted others no better.

The translations of the passages containing these words have

* Cf . for this my remarks in the third series of these contributions,
J.A.O.S. xv. 185 ff.

f This article was written during the winter of 1891-2, and was pre-
sented to the American Oriental Society at its annual meeting, April
1892 : cf. the Proceedings of that meeting (Journal, vol. xv. p. ccxxx).
The briefest possible abstract of the paper was printed in the Johns
Hopkins University Circulars for 1892 (Nr. 99, p. 102). Since then Pro-
fessor Geldner has printed an elaborate discussion of one of these
words, prapitvd, in the Vc.dische Studien by Prof. Pischel and himself
vol. ii., pp. 155-179. It is to be regretted that he did not at the same
time undertake an investigation of all the words of the small category,
especially abhipitvd. As it is, our paths diverge hopelessly, and I have
not been able to assimilate any part of his discussion, interesting, fresh,
and bold as it is. I cannot repress the hope that he may now yield
himself up to the seduction of my chief claim, namely that all these
words contain the stem pitu, and in a future article perhaps direct his

ingenuity to the further elucidation of the difficulties which have re-

mained on my hands even after this recognition.
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produced some of the obscurest, vaguest, and most inconsistent

results in the entire domain of Vedic interpretation. In Yiiska's

Naighantavas, iii. 29, the word prapitve occurs by the side of

dbhlke* and Yfiska, Nirukta iii. 20, explains both as dsannasya,
designations of nearness, vicinity. He adds the special transla-

tion prdpte for prapitve, as though the word contained the root

dp with the prepositional prefix pra. In the course of the 67th

paragraph of Kautsavaya's Nighantavas,f the two words are

treated by themselves, as follows : prapitve, abhike : prdptasya
indicating obviously the same tradition. Sayana repeats this in-

terpretation, with direct reference to Yaska, at RV. i. 126. 3, sa
ea (sc. prapitvacabdah) prapitve 'bhlke ity dsannasye

J
ti ydsken-

oktatvdd dsannavacanah. He operates with this rendering, e. g.
at RV. i. 104. 1, prapitve ydgakdle prdpte / i. 130. 9, asurdndm

prapitve samlpe . . . prapitva ity dsannandma / i. 189. 7, sailt-

nihita eva kale ; viii. 4. 3, prapitve prdpte sati ; x. 73. 2, prapi-
tvdd dsannddprdptdd vrtrdd, etc. But other translations appear
also. To iii. 53. 24, where prapitva occurs in antithesis to apa-
pitvd, we have apapitvam apagamanam . . . prapitvam praga-
manam to iv. 16. 12, prapitve ahnah is explained by divasa-

sya . . . prakrame purvdhne. We have therefore in the last

two passages the idea of '

advancing,' which might on a stretch

be derived from that of ' nearness.' But at vi. 31. 3 Sayana com-
ments prapitve by prapatane yuddhe, i. e. prapitva is assumed to

mean *

strife,' and its derivation is now in Sayana's mind from the

root pat and the preposition pra. At v. 31. 7, he presents both
alternatives : prapitvam samgrdmam (battle) samipam (nearness)
vd. The helplessness of the native tradition is especially observ-
able at vii. 41. 4 = AV. iii. 16. 4 = VS. xxxiv. 37 = TB. ii. 8. 9.

8. Sayana on the RV. says prapitve ahndm purvdhne, i. e.
' in

the morning ;' Sayana on the AV., prapitve sdydhne, i. e.
' in the

evening.' And so Mahldhara on the VS. prapitve prapatane
astamaye, and Madhava on the TB. sdyanikdle.
The first explanation of abhipitvd occurs at Nir. iii. 15

;
it is

abhiprdpti
'

arrival,' and so the word is explained by Sayana at

RV. i. 189. 7
;

iv. 16. 1
;

vii. 18. 9
;

viii. 4. 21
;

27. 20
;

x. 40. 2.

Similarly at RV. i. 186. 1 : abliipitve 'bhigantavye yajne ; at RV.
i. 186. 7=VS. xxxiii. 34 Sayana has abhipitve 'bhipatanlye'smad-
yajne, while MahTdhara has abhipatane dgamanakdle. At i. 126.

3 Sayana again exhibits his perplexity by making abhipitvd the

direct equivalent of prapitva: ab/iipitvacabda dsannakdlavdcl

prapitva$abda itrvat. And it would seem indeed that this per-

plexity drives him to extremes, since he translates abhipitvd at

RV. v. 76. 2 by
*

evening ': ahndm abhipitve Abhipatane samdptdu,

* In RV. iv. 16. 12 the words prapitve and abhike occur, but not in
such connection as to suggest even the possibility of synonymous value.

t Cf. the author in P.A.O.S. for October, 1890, J.A.O S. vol. xv., pp.
xlvii ff .

VOL. xvi, 4
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trtiye savana ity arthah ; in the same breath, as it were, the

word is rendered by
" forenoon "

at RY. v. 76. 2, divdbhipitve

divasasydbhipatane pratahkCde.
The stem sapitvd is a 'an, Xsy., occurring only in the stanza

RV. i. 109. 7 = TB. iii. 6. 11. 1. Madhava to TB. renders the

word by sawbandhitvam Relationship,' and he may have in

mind the more common word apitvd, which the commentaries

render in some such way quite regularly : thus, Sayana to RV.
viii. 4. 3 glosses the latter by bandhutvam. On the other hand,

Sayana explains sapitvdm asan at RY. i. 109. 7 by sahapraptav-

yam sthdnam asan brahmalokam agachan, having, therefore,

again in mind the derivation from the root ap*
Thus we see that the native tradition regards this series of words

as derived from the root dp, or the root pat, and that it presses
the exegesis of the words case by case into the service of these

etymologies. Of western interpreters, Benfey, in his glossary
of the Sama-Yeda, treats the words in the same spirit. The p
of -pitva is in his view a reduced form of the root dp pra-pi- in

prapitvd is Lat. prope ; prapitve means primarily 'in the

vicinity
' or ' near.' Similarly sapi- in sapitvd is = Lat. scepe, and

also abhipitvd, apapitva, and apitvd have originated from the

root ap. Essentially the same view is taken by Roth in the note

on Yaska's Nirukta iii. 20, and by Weber, Ind. Stud. xvii. 253.

Grassmann, in his lexicon s. v. pitva, derives the stem from the

root pat. It is needless to say that the translations made by
these scholars are necessarily colored by their etymological views.

The Petersburg Lexicon assigns to prapitvd the meanings : 1 .

das Entgegengehen ;
2. das Herbeikommen; Anbrechen desTages;

Friihe. In Bohtlingk's lexicon the meanings are almost diamet-

rically opposite, so much so as to raise the suspicion that some

purely technical error is mischievously at play. The word is

defined there as follows: 1. Weggang; 2. Flucht, Rtickzug; 3. ein

zurilckgezogener Ort
;

4. Riickgang des Tages, Abend. Ludwig
translates prapitvdm at RY. iii. 53. 24 (1003) and i. 104. I (469) by
"nearness"; similarly prapitvdm ydn at v. 37. 1 (532) by"zu
leibe ihm gehend," and prapitve, at vi. 31. 3 (554) "im nahkampf."
But at RY. x. 73. 2 (642) prapitvdt is translated by "aus der

feme"; prapitve at viii. 4. 3 (588) "in der feme." One is strongly
tempted to exclaim " thou art so near and yet so far." In addi-

tion he has at i. 189. 7 (293) ;
vii. 41. 4 (92); iv. 16. 12 (517),

where the genitive dhndm is either expressed or understood, the

translation "annaherung der tage," i. e. morning ;
but at viii. 1.

29 he translates prapitve apiparvare by
" des nachtdunkels nahen."

The Petersburg lexicons are agreed in translating abhipitvd by
1. Einkehr; 2. des Tages Einkehr, Abend. This places Bohtlingk's
lexicon in the position of assigning the same meanings to abhi-

* In the comment on the same passage Sayana mentions a still more
obviously false derivation, from the root sap, namely saper Wiavdh,

sapitvam.
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pitvd and prapitvd, as can be seen by comparing the statements

above. Ludwig also adopts the meaning
"
evening

" or the like

at RV. i. 186. 1, 6 (197) ;
i. 189. 7 (293) ;

iv. 34. 5 (166) ;
viii.

27. 20 (229) ;
v. 76. 2 (47) ;

x. 40. 2 (70). But at i. 83. 6 (463),

grdvd ydtra vddati kdrur ukthyds tdsy'e \l mdro abhipitvesu

ranyati, he translates "wo der stein singt als ukthakundiger
preissiinger, in dieser niihe freut sich Indra." Here then we have

again the translation "
mihe," which Ludwig frequently ascribes

to prapitvd / yet the words are evidently not the same, being
employed in distinct antithesis at i. 189. 7. It would be possible
to add much more of this sort to the arraignment by looking

systematically through the literature of the translations. Enough
has been presented to render it clear that a new theory in refer-

ence to the group of words is imperatively demanded.
We begin with the word sapitvd, which occurs in a single stanza,

RV. i. 109. 7 TB. iii. 6. 11. 1, a, bharatam tfiksatam vajrabdhu as-

mdn indragril avatam $dclbhih: ime nti te ra$mdyah suryasya
yebhih sapitvam pitdro na dsan* 'Bring hither (property or

wealth), render help, O you two gods who have the thunderbolt in

your arms : help us, O Indra and Agni, with your might. These
here

(i. e. the sacrificers ?) now are the rays of the sun with whom
our fathers were in boon companionship.'f According to QB. i. 9.

3. 10, the rays of the sun are the pious dead: ya esa tapati tasya
ye ra$mayas te sukrtah, just as at QB. v i. 5. 4. 8 the light of the

stars : naksatrdni vdi janayo ye hi jandh punyakrtah svargam
lokaih yanti tesdm etdni jyotmsi. Of. also RV. x. 108. 1

; QB.
ii. 3: 3. 7

;
TS. v. 4. 1. 3

;
TA. i. 9. 3

;
11. 2

;
and Mahidhara to VS.

xix. 69, where the fathers are also brought into relation to the

rays of the sun, though, to be sure, in a quite different manner.

Though the exact relation of the second half to the first half of

the stanza is not quite clear, we may regard it as certain that the

former contains the statement that the deceased ancestors of the

sacrifice!* are in the company (sapitvdm) of the blessed departed
who have preceded. All translators are agreed as to the mean-

ing of sapitvd. The Pet. Lexx. translate it by
"
(etwa) Gemein-

schaft"; Grassmann, by "vereint"; Ludwig, by "im vereine."

No one, however, since Benfey has stated the reason why the

word is to be so translated. The padapfitha divides it into so, +
pitva, and that is quite correct. In pitva there is hidden the

word pitu
i

sap, drink, nourishment
;'|

hence sapitvdm is trans-

* TB. reads dyan.
f Grassmann's translation of the second half is unintelligible :

" Hier
eben diese Sonnenziigel sind es, durch die mit euch vereint die Vater
waren." Sayana : surydtmana indrasya yebhi ragmibhir ydir arcibhir
no 'smdkam pitarah piirvapurusdh sapitvam sahaprdptavyaiii sthdnam
dsan, brahmalokam agachan . '. '. yad vd, yebhi ra$mibhih sapitvam
samavetatvam adhyagachan. . .

\ Yaska's Nighantavas 2. 7, as well as Kautsavaya 38, place the word
among the annandmdni ; at Yaska's Nirukta ix. 24, the derivation of

the word is given as follows : pitur ity annandma pdter vd pibater vd

pydyater vd.
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lated above by 'boon companionship.' Eating and drinking is

the special occupation of the manes, as is stated times without

end : e. g. RV. x. 15. 4 = AV. xviii. 1. 51 = VS. xix. 55 = TS. ii.

6. 12. 2
;
RV. x. 15. 8 = AV. xviii. 3. 46 = VS. xix. 51

;
also RV.

x. 17. 8
;
VS. xix. 58-60, 66

;
TS. i. 8. 5. 2, etc. In RV. x. 15. 3=

AV. xviii. 1. 45 = VS. xix. 56 = TS. ii. 6. 12. 3, pitu is the name
of the nourishment of which the manes partake : bhdjanta pitvds
td ihdgamisthdh. In the hymn to the pitu, RV. i. 187, in stanza

11, the pitu is spoken of as the sadhamdd devdnam 'the feast-

companion of the gods'; just so the manes are designated in RV.
vii. 76. 4 : td id. devanam sadhamdda dsann rtdvdnah kavdyah
purvydsah: cf. also AV. xviii. 4. 10

;
TS. ii. 5. 5. 5

;
fB. iii. 1. i.

8. At RV. x. 1 4. 10 = AV. xviii. 2. 11 = TA. vi. 3. 1, also at TS.

i. 8. 5. 2, the manes are said to be the boon companions of Yama :

yamena ye sadhamddam mddanti. At AV. vi. 122. 4 'boon

companionship
'
in the third heaven is asked for : trtiye ndke sa-

dhamddam madema. The combined sense of all these passages
is that the manes enjoy themselves in heaven with Yama and the

gods, and the pitu is the exhilarating material which produces thn

effect. Hence sa-pitv-d means 'the act of enjoying the pitu

together.' It is a synonym of sadha-mdd-a, and the substitution

of the latter at RV. i. 109. 7 = TB. iii. 6. 11. 1 would yield just
the same sense as the existing text : yebhih sadhamddam pitdro
na dsan (ayan) yebhih sapitvdm pitdro na dsan (dyan).

My readers will now surmise that the following discussion is

an attempt to find the stem pitu also in the remaining words of

the group. The number of stanzas containing these words is

quite considerable, and many of them are unquestionably obscure

up to the point of hopelessness. I shall therefore be content if

I can show the way ; certainly there will be a strong case made
out

; and, if it shall come to pass finally that my theory fails, the

chapter of accidents, of specious verisimilitudes, will be enriched

by one more striking instance.

I begin with RV. i. 83. 6, grdva ydtra vddati Mrur ukthyds
tdsye \l mdro abhipitvesu ranyati. The Pet. Lex. cites this sen-

tence under abhipitvd 1. "Einkehr"; and it is difficult to recog-
nize the precise conception in virtue of which it was placed there.

Grassmann takes up the same idea, and -renders :
" bei wem der

Stein als liederreicher Siinger tont, da einzukehren ist des Indra
Lust." But tdsya . . . abhipitv'esu can naturally only mean ' bei

seinen einkehrungen,' and not 'beim einkehren bei ihm.' Lud-

i\dg (463) translates :
" wo der stein singt als ukthakundiger

preissiinger, in dieser nahe freut sich Indra." But why the plural

abhipitvesu if the singular dbhipitve means ' nearness' ? And
tdsya . . . abhipitvesu would again naturally mean 'bei seinen

(des steines) mihen :' i. e., the supposed action of drawing near

which underlies the word abhipitvesu would have for its subject
the press-stone. The notion of the press-stone coming near to

Indra is not Vedic, and strikes me as faint and insipid. But this

testimony in rebuttal is of secondary importance as compared
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with the simple fact that ran is applied here to Indra. Now
when Indra takes delight, it is always in the pressed drink, sute,

sut&tu, RV. i. 10. 5
;

viii. 12. 17
;

13. 9
;

31. 6
;

93. 20
;

06. 19
;

or in the soma-festivals, sdvanesu, x. 43. 6
; or, what is much the

same, in the stoma, uktha, or pfistra, the song of praise which ac-

companies the pressing of the soma, RV. iii. 4. 5
;

viii. 12. 18
;

33. 16
;

34. 11
;

92. 12. There is no expression outside of these

in which Indra figures as the subject of the root ran, and it

seems therefore more than reasonable to suppose that abhipitvd
means ' the flow of the sap (pitu) of the soma-plant.' Hence, in

RV. i. 101. 1, the uktha, stotra, or pastra along with the soraa

which is pressed for Indra is designated as pitumdd vdcas. The

pfida reads pro, mandtne pitumdd arcatd vdcah. In RV. i. 61.

7, Indra drinks pitu at the sdvanas: sdvanesu . . . pit-Am papivdn.
Further, in close parallelism with abhipitv'esu ranyati are the

expressions RV. x. 64. 11, ranvdh sdrhdrstuu pitumdn iva ksd-

yah 'delightful to behold like a home full of pitu''; RV. iv.

1. 8, ranvdh pitumdfl 'va samsdt '

delightful like a feast rich in

pitu^ Regarding then the expression abhipitvbsu ranyati, as

said of Indra, by itself, no one will be disposed to deny that our

interpretation is almost self-evident in the light of these parallels.
We turn next to RV. x. 40. 2, kuha svid dosd- kuha vdstor

a$vina kuha ^bhipitvdm karatah kuho 'satuh. Ludwig (70)
translates :

u wo stellen sich die A^vinfi am abend, wo beim auf-

gange ein, wo ist ihre einkehr, wo iibernachten sie ?" Grassmann's
translation differs only in the wording. In these translations

the expression
" wo ist ihre einkehr, wo tibernachten sie

"
is tauto-

logical. I am not aware that there is in the Veda any such ex-

pression as '

einkehren, turn in,' which savors rather of modern
travel with inns and stations. The nearest approach to such an
idea is expressed by the root sa+ ava, which means primarily
'unhitch horses,' and hence 'halt.' The common noun of action

is avasdna. But if we look at RV. i. 104. 1, yonis ta indra
nisdde akdri tdm d rii slda svdno nd ^rvu : vimucya vdyo

l

vasdyd
'pvan dosd vdstor vdhlyasali prapitve, we see that something
more salient and special is meant. For, if not, we should be

compelled to assume that abhipitvdm in x. 40. 2 andprapitve in

i. 104. I are exactly the same, and that would prove inconvenient
in the sequel. And one may ask at once what it is that the

Avins or Indra really come for. Is it a polite visit ? The third

stanza of x. 40 takes up the questions asked in x. 40. 2 in the well

known catenary manner, and, as might be expected, one of them
is kasya . . . sdvand 'va gachathah 'to whose soma-pressing do

ye come down (O ye A9vins)?' Now the second stanza expresses
the same question in the phase kuhd Abhipitvdm karathah ' where
do you take your potations of pitu f And the expression vdhl-

yasah prapitve at i. 104. 1 must mean '

(the horses) which quickly

carry you to the soma-drink,' or ' which bring you at the time of

the soma-drink.' All that is necessary in addition is to show
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that abhipitvd and prapitvd are different kinds of soma-drink,
and this we shall endeavor to do in the sequel.

Similarly, iv. 16. 1 is addressed to Indra : a satyo ydtu ma-
ghdvdn rjisi drdvantv asya hdraya tipa nah : tdsmd id dndhah
susumd suddksam ihd ^bhipitvdm karate grndndh. Ludwig (517)
translates the second half " denn ihm haben wir saft (der) grosse
tiichtigkeit (verleiht) gepresst, besungen vollziehe er hier seine

ankunft." Grassmann essentially in the same way. Three words
in the stanza allude distinctly to the soma, namely r/m, dndhah,
and susuma /* and yet, according to the translators, there is no
indication of the fact that Indra is to drink it. How feeble

would be the invocation to Indra in the fourth pfida merely to
(

arrive,' after the first and second pfidas have stated in good
Indra-language

'

may the liberal one, to whom belong the pressed
soma-shoots, come hither, may his bay steeds run to us'! Taking
the stanza by itself, it is a veritable egg of Columbus to claim
that the fourth pada is to be translated '

may he, while songs of

praise are singing for him, take here his potation of soma (pitu}.''

Again, RV. i. 186. 1 = VS. xxxiii. 34, a na ttdbhir viddthe
su casti vi$vdnarah savitd devd etu : dpi ydthd yuvdno mdtsatha
no vipvam jdgad abhipitve mamsd. Ludwig (197) translates the
second half thus :

" dass auch ihr, jugendliche, triinket all

unser lebendes bei der einkehr." And Grassmann very much the
same way. We need but glance at those instances in which the
root mad is used transitively to find ourselves again, almost

invariably, in the midst of words designating the soma. Thus
RV. ix. 107. 2, sute cit tvd . . . maddmo dndhasd i. 80. 2, sd
tvd 'madad vr'sd mddah somah ; i. 53. 6, te tvd mddd amadan . . .

te sdmdsah ; iv. 42. 6, ydn ma somdso mamddan ; likewise ii.

22. 1
; iii/51. 11

;
vii. 22. 2

;
26. 1, 2

;
ix. 90. 5

;
94. 5

;
96. 21

;
x.

116. 3, et al. I would therefore put the words of RV. i. 186. 1,

mdtsatha vipvam jdgad abhipitve upon the same plane with
maddmah tvd sute in RV. ix. 107. 2, and translate 'do ye inspire
the whole world at the soma-drink.'

In the same hymn, RV. i. 186. 1, we have utd na 1m tvdstri

gantv dchd smdt sur'tbhir abhipitve sajosdh : a vrtrahe 'ndrac

carsaniprds tumstamo nardm na ihd gamydh. Both Ludwig
(197) and Grassmann translate abhipitve by

a zur einkehr."

Again the invitation extended to Indra and Tvastar foreshadows
the soma,f and there is positively no reason for not translating
abhipitve

' to the soma-drink.'
In RV. viii. 4. 21, the last one of the three stanzas of a ddna-

stuti, we have again the expression abhipitve ardranuh, parallel
with abhipitvesu ranyati in i. 83. 6, and more remotely with i.

186. 1: vrksdp cin me abhipitve ardranur gam bhajanta meh/nifi

* Note also the words sdvane and ukthdm in the stanza immediately
following.

t For the relation of Tvastar to the soma see now Hillebrandt, Soma,
515.
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fvarn bhajanta mehdnd. Grassmann translates " die Baume
selbst erfreuten sich bei meinem Nahn." Ludwig (588),

"
selbst

die biiurae brausten bei rneinem (Indra's) nahen." There is, so

far as can be seen, no reason why the root ran employed with

f>liipitvd should be translated otherwise than' by 'rejoice' here,

any more than at i. 83. 6. The hymn is addressed to Indra, but
it is very unlikely that Indra is the speaker in the ddnastuti.

It seems to me that the priest or the yajantdna is speaking :

' Even the trees* have rejoiced at my soma-feast.' In the third

stanza of the same hymn occur the words prapitve and dpitve /
the connection in which they appear is again almost conclusively
in favor of our view of the word abhipitve. They will be treated
next in order. Before continuing with our discussion of abhi-

pitvd, it will be of advantage to turn to those cases of the re-

maining words which support our view with special clearness.

We consider first RV. viii. 4. 3 = SV. i. 152
; ii. 1071 (Nirukta

iii. 20), the passage just alluded to : ydthd gduro apd Jcrtdm

ir'syann ety doe lrinam: dpitve nah prapitve tuyam d gahi kdn-
vem su sdcd piba. Grassmann translates :

" Gleich wie der
Biiffel diirstend bin zur wasserreichen Quelle eilt, so komme
Abends Morgends eilend her zu uns, und trinke bei den Kanvas

gern." Ludwig :

" wie der wilde stier, wenn er dtirstet, zu dem
rnit wasser versehenen salzsumpf kommt, ob in der niihe ob in

der feme komm schnell heran, trink viel bei den Kanva." As
was indicated in our introductory statement, this translation of

prapitve is diametrically opposed to that given by the same
scholar at i. 304. 1, where he translates vdhlyasah prapitve "die
in die nahe fiihren." Without attempting any further criticism,
we may point to the theoretical conclusion to the comparison :

Like a bull to the pond do you come to what ? It is altogether
unlikely that the comparison is left unfinished in mid-air

;
either

dpitve or prapitve are certain to contain some word connected
with soma-drinking. We may translate . . . prapitve tuyam d

gahi kdnvesu sti, sdcd piba
' do you come here to the soma-drink

(prapitvd). Do you bravely drink with the Kanvas.' Or, if the

locative designates time, then we must render 'Like a bull to the

pond, do you come at tl*B time of the soma-pressure designated
by the term prapitvd :' i. e., according to our assumption below

(p. 33), the prdtahsavana. Then this stanza is on the same
level with RV. i. 104. 1, where the horses are said to convey
Indra prapitve, either to the soma-drink, or at the time of the

prapitvd, the prdtahsavana. I have not been able to make out
whether dpitve (nah) is another designation of some kind of

soma-drink, or whether it simply means 'in friendship (to us)' as

a secondary derivative from dpi
'

companion,' being employed
here in alliteration with prapitve. The latter sense seems to be

* The wooden utensils of the soma-pressure ? Cf . EV. ix. 27. 3, somo
vanexu, and the many wooden instruments and vessels for its prepara-
tion : camasa, camu, drona, Jcalaga, etc.
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required at RV. viii. 20. 22
;

21. 13. Ludwig's inconsistency has

been pointed out. Grassmann renders dpitve in the same way as

he frequently does abhipitve, namely
" in the evening."* By what

right ? As regards prapitve, he finds himself in straits not much
less severe than Ludwig's ;

he translates, at i. 104. 1, dosd vdstor

vdhlyasah prapitve "die trefflich fahren frlih, am Tag, am
Abend." The phrase dosd vdstor means 'by night and by day';
what use is there in adding anew after vdJilyasah an expression
for * in the morning

'

(friih) ? This alone shows that prapitve
means something more than a mere designation of time. The

perplexity of both translators, and the probability of the solution,
are equally striking.
We consider next RV. v. 31. 7, pusnasya cit pdri maya ayrbh-

ndh prapitvdm ydnn dpa ddsyunr asedhah. Grassmann trans-

lates the last piida
" und vorwartsdringend triebst du weg die

Feinde." Even the most unbounded faith in the transition of

meanings will be staggered at the suggestion that one and the

same word shall mean 'vorwarts' (v. 31. 7), and 'morgends' (viii.

4. 3), in addition to other values. Ludwig (532) translates :

" auch des Qusna zauber hast du gefangen genommen, zu leibe ihm

gehend triebst du hinweg den Dasyu." And yet, as we have

seen, at viii. 4. 3 he renders prapitve by
" in der feme." That

prapitvdm ydn means '

going to the soma-feast '

may be gath-
ered from RV. vi. 20. 4, in a manner which I am strongly tempted
to designate as unmistakable. The statement there, in a hymn
to Indra, is patair apadran . . . vad/imh (sc. mdrasya) gusnasyd
'pusasya mdydh pitvo nd 'rirecit k'tm cand prd

'

By a hundred bolts

(of Indra) the wiles of voracious Qusna came to naught. He
(Indra) had not left anything of the soma-drink.' That is to

say, Indra, having imbibed deeply of the soma, destroyed the

demon the old story. Can the parallel occurrence of prapitvd
and pita in two otherwise identical passages be due to accident ?

In RV. i. 187. 1 we have pitum nu stosam . . . ydsya trito vy
6jasd vrtrdm viparvam arddyat

i Let me now praise the pitu . . .

by whose might Trita tore Vrtra joint from joint.' The passage is

quoted Nir. ix. 25, and Roth remarks very fittingly in his commen-

tary that, as it stands, it would suit Indra as well as Trita. Now
is it not obvious that Indra avails himself of the force of the pitu
by prapitvdm ydn, RV. v. 37. 7 ? The same statement in more gen-
eral terms is made also in RV. x. 55. 8, where Indra is likewise

urged to destroy the Dasyus : pitm somasya diva d vrdhanah

$tiro nir yudhd ''dhamad ddsyun. At any rate, we may assert

confidently that the expression prapitvdm ydn means neither

"vorwartsdringend" (Grassm.) nor "zu leibe gehend" (Ludw.),
since in RV. iv. 16. 12 the expression prapitve dhnah is employed
to indicate the condition under which Indra slays demons and

Dasyus. Here prapitve ahndh must be a designation of time,
or of some special situation.

* So also hesitatingly Bohtlingk, in his lexicon. The Pet. Lex;, trans-
lates it by "friendship," just as in viii, 20. 32.
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This brings us to a point in our investigation which renders it

necessary to distinguish between the various compounds of -pitvd.
Hitherto we have simply endeavored to show that both abhipitvd
and prapitvd contain the word pitfi, and refer to soma-drink.
We now advance another step : it seems equally clear that pra-
pitvd is the designation of the morning-pressure, the prdtahsa-
vana or prdtahsdva /* on the other hand, abhipitvd is the desig-
nation of the trtiya-savana, the evening pressure. The par-
aphrase of prapitvd is contained in RV. i. 124. 12 = vi. 64. 6,

ndrap ca ye pitubhajo vy&stau 'the heroes who drink pitti in the

morning.' Let us first return to prapitvdm ydn at RV. v. 31. 7.

According to our view, prapitvdm ydnn dpa ddsyunr asedhah is

to be translated ' while going to the morning-pressing (of soma)
you drove away the Dasyus.'f A very good parallel, which
shows that the special divisions of the sacrificial day are made
salient in appeals to the gods to destroy the evil one, appears at
RV. iv. 28. 3, dhann mdro ddahad agmr indo pura ddsyun ma-
dhydmdindd abhike . . . puru sahdsrd pdrvd rii barhit. Ludwig
translates :

" Indra selling, Agni brannte, o Indu, die Dasyu vor
dem mittag noch im kampfe . . . warf viele tausende mit dem pfeile
nieder." Grassmann also renders pura madhydmdindd by

" vor
der Mittagszeit." This is correct, and I would merely add that
the expression refers by implication to the mid-day pressure.
The time of the mid-day pressure, the niskevalya, is by distinc-

tion the time in which the demons are slain : etad vd indrasya
niskevalyam savanam yan mddhyamdinam savanam^ tena vrtram

ajighdnsat tena vyajigisata (QB. iv . 3. 3. 6). This puts it upon
the same plane with prapitvdm ydn : i. e., Indra, having strength-
ened himself at his breakfast of soma, as it were, is able to des-

patch all hostile creatures before the noonday-pressure, which is

peculiarly his own.J And, as has been indicated above, the same
thing is expressed in prapitve dhnah at RV. iv. 16. 12, kdtsdya
pusnam apusam m barhih prapitve dhnah kuyavam sahdsrd:

sadyo ddsyun prd mrna kutsyena prd surap cakrdm vrhatdd
abhike. Ludwig (517) translates: "den Kutsa warfst du den

Qusna den gefrassigen nider, beim nahen des tages, den verachter
des getreides mit tausenden, mit dem Kutsa freundlichen totetest
du also gleich die Dasyu :

' er rolle des Sura rad heran,' so dachte
Kutsa." Grassmann similarly renders prapitve dhnah by

" friih

am Morgen." In our view it means literally 'at the morning-
pressure of the da}' :' that is,

' at the daily morning-pressure.'

* RV. viii. 3. 7 ; x. 112. 1, it is designated as purvdplti. Yasna 10. 2
ff., the first of the two daily Mazdayasnian pressures is designated as
the havanem fratarem, contrasted with the havanem uparem. Cf. also
(in what way) rapithva and its derivatives rapithvina and rapithvitara ;

arempithva, Yasna 44, 5 (cf . Neriosengh), and frapithvo. Vd. 3. 10
;
fur-

ther Fick 4
, p. 80.

f Cf. RV. vi. 47. 21, dive-dive . . . krsnd asedhad dpa sddmano jdh.
J RV. iv. 35. 7, prdtah sutdm apibo haryacva mddhyamdinarh sa-

vanam Jeevalam te.

VOL. xvi. 5
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Hence the expression, from the sacerdotal point of view, means
much the same as < in the morning.'

In connection with the last passage, we must place before our

readers the difficult, but obviously parallel, passage RY. vi. 31. 3,

tvdm kutsend 'bht cusnaat, indra apfoam yudhya k&yavam
gavistdu : ddca prapitve ddha sury$ya inustiydc cakrdm dviver

dpansi* Ludwig (554) translates the second half: "du bissest

ihn im nahkampf, und raubtest des Surya rad, und tilgtest die

schaden." That is, here prapitve is translated by
" im nahkampf,"

but in the parallel passage iv. 16. 12 prapitve dhnah is rendered
" beim nahen des tages," Grassmann more consistently translates :

"am Morgen zehn Daemonen (schlugst du), nahmst hinweg dann

der Sonne Rad und tilgtest aus die Schiiden." Aufrecht in Kuhn's
Zeitschrift xxv. 601 boldly substitutes dhnah forddpa, and trans-

lates " auch hast du in der Frtthe des Morgen s der Sonne ihr Rad

geraubt und grosse Thaten ausgeftthrt." I cannot illuminate the

suspicious word ddca, which Sayana derives from the root danc
' bite.' But, leaving it out of the question, there is again no

difficulty in translating prupitve 'when drinking the soma of the

morning-pressure,' or ' at the time of the morning-pressure.'
The mention of the morning-pressure in connection with Indra's

destruction of the hostile forces, alluded to in both the two

passages, iv. 16. 12 and vi. 31. 3, is the same as that contained in

RV. x. 112. 1, mdra piba pratikamdm sutdsya prdtahsdvds tdva

hi purvdpltih : hdrsasva hdntave pura cdtrun, etc. The difficult

passage RV. i. 130. 9 is related to iv. 16. 12 and vi. 31. 3, s&ra-c

cakrdm prd vrhaj jdtd 6j<ta prapitve vacant ammo mustiyatl.

"cdnd d musdyutl : ucdnd ydt pardvdto 'jagwin utdye kave, etc.

Ludwig (472) translates: " des Sura (Svar) rad rollte er in gewaltig-
keit sich zeigend hervor

;
rothflammend entlockt er die stimme

(oder : raubt er den donnerkeil ?f) ;
diss verinugend entlockt er sie,

als, o Uyanfi Kavi, aus der feme du zur hilfe kamst," etc. I do not

see that the word prapitve is translated here at all, unless it is

represented by the word "hervor" in the first clause, the division

of the padas notwithstanding. In the commentary on the pas-

sage, Ludwig gives up his translation and suggests an extremely

hypothetical view, one feature of which is vacant as an absolutive

from a root vac ' rollen.' Grassmann translates :

"
geboren kaum

trieb kriiftig er der Sonne Rad, bei Tages Anbruch nimmt er flam-

mend sich das Lied
;
er reisst es an sich mit Gewalt." Bergaigne,

ii. 339, takes essentially Grassmann's view, adding that vacant is

" le prototype celeste de la priere humaine." The passage is one

of the countless ones which allude to legends so well known that

the poets do not take the trouble to narrate them in full. There

is, to begin with, no hindrance in the way of regarding prapitve
as ' at the matutinal soma.' The mention of U^anas Kavi (or

Kavya) in connection with Indra also suggests the soma. Thus,

* The padapa^ha and the editions read dvive rdpdnsi. The excellent
emendation is that proposed by Aufrecht in Kuhn's Zeitschrift, xxv. 601.

f This implies the emendation of vdcam in the text to vdjrain.
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at i. 51. 11, mdndista ydd updne Mvye sdcdn mdrah, and com-

pare Bergaigne ii. 340 (middle of the page) ff. Is arund in our
stanza really an epithet of Indra, as all who have dealt with the

passage assume, and as is claimed explicitly by Ludwig v. 39,
bottom? I am, for my part, not acquainted with any passage in

which this is the case, unless we except TB. ii. V. 16. 6, where
Indra is designated as <irun- vrfat, which does not prove that he

might also be designated as plain aruna. Soma is aruna* and
in the light of Indra's well-known achievements in the matter of

drunkenness (of. v. 29. 7; viii. 66. 4; x. 116. 4; x. 119, and our Story
of Indra and Namuci, J.A.O.S. xv. 143 if.) pfida b may perhaps be
translated ' at the matutinal drink the bright (sorna) steals (In-

dra's) speech.' In pfida c, a musdyati means perhaps 'steals it

back, gets it back '

(cf. <l, + dd and da, ; a + har and har ; a + dru
and dru ; d + mnc and muc); and 1$and may be Indra : 'but he,
the mighty (Indra), obtains it back.' Be this as it may, it seems

quite certain that pr<ipitve here again appears in connection with

soma-practices, and there seems no reason, from any point of

view hitherto suggested, to deny it the translation which we
advocate for the word throughout.
The two following occurrences of prapitvfy taken by them-

selves, are again so clear as to offer well-nigh conclusive proof of

the truth of our interpretation. RV. viii. 1. 29 reads : mdma tvd
sura uditd mdma inadtiydrhdine divdh: muma />rapitve apipar-
vare vaso a stomdso avrtsttta. The Pet. Lex. translates apiparvard
by "an die Nacht angrenzend, am Ende der Nacht befindlich,"
i. e:

' matutinal.' The diametrically opposite translation in the

abridged lexicon, by
" in die Nacht reichend, michtlich

" marks

again most interestingly the havoc which has been wrought in all

translations of the passages which contain the words ending in

-pitvd. Grassmann in his concordance has followed the larger
Pet. lexicon, but in his translation he has again become confused:
" bei Sonnenaufgang, Indra, sind dir meine Lieder zugerollt, und in

des Tages Mitte und am Abend dir, und in der Dammerung der
Nacht." That is, he takes pmpitve pi$rv<ire asyndetically for

two designations of time; he translates prapitve "am Abend"
in the teeth of his own rendering of the word by

" in the morn-

ing" at RV. viii. 4. 3
;

i. 104 1, and especially at vii. 41. 4, which
is in closest parallelism with our stanza. Ludwig (585) trans-

lates: "meine stoma sind bei der sonne aufgang, in des tages

mittaglicher zeit, bei des nachtdunkels nahen, Vasu, dir entgegen-
gekommen." He too is compelled, however, to render prapitve
"in the morning" ("bei der annaherung . . . der tage") at viii.

41. 4. The latter reads as follows : ute 'ctrfnim bhdgavantah
x

i/<l,ino "*td prapitvd utd mddhye, dhvidrn, : uto ''ditd in(tgh<ivan

suryasya vat/dm devdnam sumatau syilnui.
There can be no question that the translators are correct in

agreeing that udita suryasya here means ' at sunset,' just as it

* See Grassmann's lexicon, and Hillebrandt, Soma, p. 18 ff.
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unquestionably does at RV. v. 69. 3, pratdr demm dditim joha-
vimi madhydmdina tiditd shryasya ; or at v. 76. 3, utd ydtam
samgave pratdr dhno ttiadhydmdina uditd s&rya&ya. Hence

prapitve at viii. 41.4 must mean f in the morning,'* or, as we
construe it, 'at the matutinal soma.' At viii. 1. 29 the three

divisions of the day are stated inversely! (sura udite means ' at

sunset'), and prapitve apiparvare is the more explicit version

of prapitve : it means ' at the matutinal soma in the period of

the day next to the night,' i. e. 'at the dawn';J cf. pituhhajo

vyiibstau at RY. i. 124. 12= vi. 64. 6. The mention of the stonm in

viii. 1. 29 shows distinctly that the secular divisions of the day
are not so much in the mind of the poet as the sacerdotal divis-

ions, into pfatahrsavan&m, mddhyamdinain^ and trflyam sa-

vanam. The expression prapitve apiparvar'e is equivalent to

pratahsavane, or prdtahsdve.
The word apiparvare occurs once more in RV. iii. 9. 7, tad

bhadrdm tdva dahsdnd pdkdya cic chadayati : tvdtn ydd ague
papdvah samdsate sdmiddham apiparvare. Sayana glosses par-
varlmiikhe agniviharanakdle, and Ludwig (309) translates the

second half of the stanza " wenn dich, o Agni, die' herdentiere

umlagern, den entziindeten bei beginn der nacht." A good pic-
ture this, the cattle lying about the fire kindled at night, and it

may be supported by such statements as TB. iii. 2. 1. 5
; QB. iii.

9. 1. 3 : ta-smdt sdyam, papava iipasatdv<irtante 'therefore do
the cattle return (from the pasture) in the evening.' Yet it ap-

pears from a simple investigation of the root idh with 8(nn. that

it is not in place here. Nowhere do the Yedic poets speak of the

fire lighted in the evening ;
on the other hand, it is stated in nu-

merous instances that the fire is lighted in the morning, and more

specifically at dawn.
Thus RY. v. 28. 1

,
sdmiddho agnir dim poclr apret pratydnn itsd-

sam urviyd vi bhdti RY. iv. 39. 3, sdtniddhe aand umso vyilstdu;
RY. vii. 8. 1, d ''gmr dgra usdsdm apod ; RY. iii. 10. 9 (cf. also

i. 22. 21), tdm tvd v'iprd vipanydvo jdgrvdnsah sum indhate ; RY.
i. 44. 7, 8, sdrh Ju tvd m$a indhdte, sd d vaha puruhuta prdcetaso
(

gne devdn ihd . . . vytistisu ksdpah (cf. also stanza 4) ;
RY. x. 101.

1, tid budhyadhvarh sdmanasah sdkhdyah sd>n aytum indhvam ;
vii. 78. 2, prdti sim agmr jarate sdmiddhah . . . nsd ydti jyotisd
bddhamdnd vi$vd tdmdnsi, etc. Hence usar-budh, 'awakening
* So Sayana to EV. : prapitve 'hndm prdpte purvdhne. But Sayana

to the corresponding passage AY. iii. 16. 4 : prapitve sdydhne ahndm ;

Mahidhara to VS. xxxiv. 37 : prapitve prapatane astamaye ; Madhava
to TB. ii. 8. 9. 8 : sdyamkdle.

f Cf. Roth, Yaska's Nirukta, Erlauterungen, p. 34.

i Here Sayana offers a translation antipodal to that given by himself
at RY. vii. 41. 4 : prapitve prdpte divam asyd 'vasdne.

This word offers a good example of what might be called the in-

flated translations of Vedic passages. The connection in which we
have placed the passage shows conclusively that jdgrvdhsah means
simply 'having awakened (in the morning).' The Pet. Lex. explains it

as "
munter, eifrig, unermiidlich ;" Grassmann, "die wachsam sind ;"

Ludwig (310),
" die liederkundigen brahmanasanger, die wachen."
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in the morning' is a standing epithet of Agni (RV. i. 65. 10
;

127. 10
;

iii. 2. 14
;

vi. 4. 2
;

15. 1). The situation expressed at
RV. iii. 9. 7 in the words tvarh ydd agne pa^dvaJi samdsfite .sv////-

iddham apiparvarG is therefore rather that which is epitomized
in the word s<nh(/<i.v<i at RV. v. 76. 3 = SV. ii. 1104, a stanza
addressed to the A9vins : uta ydtam samgave prdtdr dhno ma-
dhydmdina nditd rfhryasya: dwd ndktam dvasd pdmtamena, etc.

The expression samgave prdtdr dhnah is described graphically
by Siiyana on the SV. as the time of the morning when the cattle

come home from grazing in the forest to be milked : samgachante
gdvo dohabhumim yasmin kale, rdtryaparakdle hi gdvo vane
Mmatr-nani bhaksayitvd dohdya samgave pratinirvartante. In
Hir. GS. i. 19. 3 the day is divided into five divisions : prdtah
samgave madhyamdine 'parahne sayam. Here, to be sure, the

samgava is in the second place, still, however, early in the morn-

ing ;
and at any rate not too much value must be attached to

sporadic systematizations of this sort. Cf . also TB. i. 5. 3. 1
; Ap.

Qr. ix. 7. 3
;
xv. 18. 13, and scholia. That apiparvard is not to be

regarded with Sayana (to RV. iii. 9. 7) and Ludwig as the begin-
ning, but rather as the end of the night follows also from the

passage AB. iv. 5 : api$arvaryd anu smasi ^ty abruvann, apipa-
rvardni kh'alu vd etdni chanddnsl 'ty ha snid "hdi 'tani hi 'ndram
rdtres tamaso mrtyor bibhyatam atyapdraya,hs, tad api$arva-
rdndm apiparvaratvam

l

They (the metres) said :

" We endure
the (entire) night." He (the sage Aitareya) therefore called

these metres apiparvara. For they safely carried beyond the
darkness of night, that is death, Indra who was afraid of it (the

night). That is the apiparvara-eh&racteY of the apiparvara-
metre.' Cf. also GB. ii. 5. 1, 3

; Ap. ^r.
xiv. 3. 11. We may

conclude by saying that the juxtaposition of prapitve with api-
parvare at RV. viii. 1. 29 is the most explicit statement which
determines the time of the prapitvd

i the matutinal soma.' It

takes place at dawn, the time of the first activity, when the fire

is kindled, when the divinities of the morning are invoked, when
the cattle assemble to be milked.

It is easily conceivable that the word prapitve should have
assumed the general value of a division of time. Thus prapitve
may perhaps in one or the other instance have arrived at the
faded meaning 'in the morning,' just as abhipitve (see below)
may have assumed the value 'in the evening.' In RV. i. 189. 7,

tvdm tan, agna ubhdydn vi vidvan vesi prapitve mdniiso yajatra:

abhipitve mdnave $asyo bhuh etc., it is not easy to say whether
the primary or secondary value is to be assumed : 'O Agni, you
partake of (the sacrifice) at the matutinal soma,' or ' in the morn-

ing.'* In either case Agni is doubtless imagined as a partaker of

the soma
;
the passage is absolutely otiose.

* Cf. the formula agne ver hotram, Katy. Cr. xxiii. 3. 1
; Sayana,

prapitve samnihita eva kale . . . abhipitve 'bhiprdptakdle 'bhigamana-
vati yajne vd. For the translation see Ludwig (293) and Grassmann ;

also Geldner's criticism, Ved. Stud. ii. 156 ff.
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I do not venture to translate RV. x. 73. 2, abhivrte ^va ta tnahii-

padena dhvantat prapitvdd ud aranta gdrbhdh. Grassmann

speaks of the hymn as partly unintelligible, and then proceeds
to make his assertion more than good by translating

"
ungeben

gleichsam waren diese (Orte, etwa die Wolken in denen die Wasser

eingeschlossen waren) von dem weitschreitenden (Indra, oder
Visnu ?) ;

aus der dunklen Tagesfn'ihe erhoben sich die neugebo-
renen (Wasser?)." Ludwig (642) renders "das war gleichsam
umhiillt vom grossen orte, aus dem dankel, der ferae kamen
sie als kinder hervor (die Marut)." The chief interest of this

version lies in the translation of prapitvdd by
" aus der ferae,"

since the same interpreter renders prapitve at vi. 31. 3 (554) by
"
nahkampf," pnipitve at i. 104. 1 (469) by "in die nahe," and

prapittidm at v. 31. 7 (532) by
" zu leibe." In his commentary

Ludwig translates prapitvdd by
" in der mihe." Does dhvantat

prj>itvad mean
' from the dawning morning,' i. e. from the morn-

ing when still dark with twilight ? cf. prapitve api$arvar'e above.

There is but one additional occurrence of the word prapitvd,
with apapitvd, at RV. iii. 53. 24

;
of this we shall speak below.

We return now to the remaining cases of abhipitvd. Here

again there seems reason to believe that the word was not merely
a general designation for the act of soma-drinking, but that it

refers to the draughts of soma at the evening-pressure, the

trt'u/ai'ii sunanain. RV. iv. 34. 5 is addressed to the Rbhu : a v<th

pltdt/o 'bhipitve dhnatn ima dstm nvasvd iva ynnni. Ludwig
(166) :

" Zu euch bei des tages einkehr* sind die triinke wie zur

wohnung die kiihe, die erst gekalbt, gekommen." Grassmann
also renders obhipitve dhndm " bei der Tage Einkehr." I would
translate ' To you the drinks have come at the daily evening
pressure etc.' This, as a matter of fact, is always said of the

Rbhus : RV. i. 161. 8
;

iii. 52. 6
;

iv. 33. 11
;
35. 9. AV. vi. 47. 3

;

ix. 1. 13.f The phrase parallel to abhipitve dhndtn in these pas-

sages does not contain some general statement of time, but the

technical terms trflyttih xi*<nini and xb/dpitve designate the

same occasion, not precisely from the point of view of the pres-
sure of the soma, but from the subsequent one of drinking the

draughts of soma. The addition of the word dlinam, or dhnah,.
which is found with both abhipitve and prapitve (i. 126. 3

; iv.

16. 12), is the same as in the phrase ida 'hnah 'at this time of

the day
1

at iv. 33. 11
; just as the word dhnah is preceded here

by a designation of time, ida, so abhipitve and prapitve taken by
themselves are secondarily employed as designations of time.

The notion of the '

turning in of the day
'
is poetic, but not Vedic.

The passage RV. iv. 35. 6 is also addressed to the Rbhus, and
is explained by the preceding : yd vah "sunoty abhipitve dhndm
flvrdm vdjdsah sdvancnt mdddya. Here also abhipitve dhnam

* But at RV. i. 126. 3 Ludwig (1001) translates the same expression,
abhipitve dhndm, by

* als die tage gekommen.' This cannot be under-
stood to mean 'evening' in any sense. Is it at all likely that the ex-

pression should have passed under two such widely different values ?

f Cf. also the preceding article, pp. 4, 5.
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is secondarily the equivalent of trfiyam. sawmam.. Here again
the word sdvttna, accentuates the steady adherence of the group
of words under discussion to the soma-sacrifice.

Once more the special restriction of the word ahhijtitod to the

enjoyment of the soma pressed in the evening appears at RV. iv.

16. 1. The stanza has been discussed above. 1 would here draw
attention anew to the word rjlri in the expression a x<tt,i/6 ///?/

maghdvdn rjw, . . . iha 'bhigitvdm karate grnandh. The word
is a secondary derivative from rjlsd}

which means ' the previously
pressed soma-shrubs.' That is, the soma-plant after it has been

pressed for the morning and noon libations is employed anew at

the third or evening libation. The use of the rjlsd is described

at K<?S. x. 3. 12 ff.; 9. 1 ff.; Ap. r. xiii. 10. 5ff.'; 20. 8 ff.; it

belongs regularly to Indra and the Maruts. The situation im-

plied therefore by the two words rjisi and abhipitvdm is simply
this : Indra is called to make his soma-potations in the evening
from the rjisd, the previously pressed soma-shoots. Cf. on rfisd
and rfi.nn Hillebrandt's recent discussion, jSoiiiff, p. 235 ff.

The more general meaning 'in the evening' may have arisen

out of the primary one ' at the evening soma.' Thus, in RV.
viii. 27. 20 (Ludwig 229), the word occurs imbedded in designa-
tions of time. It is preceded in stanza 1 9 by surya udijati, ni-

mr-tici, prabudhi, and madhydmdine divdh / it is followed in

stanza 21 by sura udite, itiadhydmdine, and dtuci. There seems
no special reason for associating the word here with any feature

of the soma-cult
;
but on the other hand it is also possible that all

these' designations of time are made with reference to the sacri-

ficial day, and that the three sdvana are in the mind of the poet.
He may be eclectic in the choice of his designations, employing
the ordinary astronomical names in most cases, and the sacer-

dotal name for evening in the case of abhipitvk. Nothing is

more natural in the Rig-Veda, which may be designated not only

by the name of sacrificial poetry, but by a more salient and spe-

cifically Hindu title, the poetry of the sacrifice. It is for the

most part unquestionably in the bonds of sacrificial institutions.

Similarly in RV. v. 76. 2 (addressed to the A9vins), dma 'hhijdtve
'vusd "(jaiiiisthd prdty dvartiih diipuse pdmbkavisthd, abhipitve

may mean 4 in the evening.' Ludwig (47) translates " am tage
am abend mit gunst bereitwilligst kommend," etc. In the next

stanza occur other designations of time : samgave, prdtdr <\lin<ih,

madhydnidine, and udita surt/ast/a; the presence of the word

samgave as a designation of time (see above, p. 37) illustrates well

the possibility of the poetical grouping together of astronomical

designations of time with such as are derived secondarily from
other important circumstances of Vedic life. In the dan&stuti,
RV. 1. 126. 3, upa md . . . ddpa rdthdso asthuh: sasfth sahdsratn

dnu gdvyam agdt sdnat kaksivdn abhipitve, dhnam, it is again

impossible and unnecessary to decide whether abhipitve dhndm
means 'at the evening soma' or secondarily and poetically

' in

the evening.' Ludwig (1011) translates "zu mir sind gekommen
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zehn wagen etc. . . als die tage gekommen ernpfieng sie Kaksi-

van." The expression
" als die tage gekommen

" has a poetic or

even biblical flavor, but it does not really mean much here, and
it does not accord with the same scholar's rendering of the ex-

pression at RV. iv. 34. 5 (of. above). Grassmann more consist-

ently translates " Kakschivat empfieng sie bei des Tages Einkehr

(d. h. am Abend)." Sayana, abhipitvapabda dsannakdlavdcl.

There is one more occurrence of the word abhipitva, in RV.
vii. 18. 9,. a stanza clear enough in outline, but obscure in a num-
ber of details. The text is as follows : lyur drtham nd nyarthdin

pdrusmm a$u$ caned abhipitvdrii jagama : suddsa 'tndrah sutu-

kdn amitrdn drandhayan manuse vddhrivdcah. The stanza

pictures enemies of Sudas who seem to cross the river Pariisiri

in order to attack him, or in order to escape after an unsuccessful

attack. Roth, Zur Literatur und G-eschichte des Weda, p. 96,

translates " Zu einem Erfolge, nicht ohne Erfolg, giengen sie in

die Parusni, und sclmell (wie ein Pferd) schloss sie sich wieder

zusammen (abhipitvdm jagama)" Roth regards the first state-

ment as an ironical description of the failure of the enemies of

Sudas to reach him. Ludwig (1005) renders " wie zu dem ihnen

bestimmten ziele sirid zu ihrer vernichtung sie an die Parusni

gegangen, selbst der rasche kam nicht heim." Grassmann,
" Ihr

Ziel, der Strom, ward ihnen zum Verderben
;
der schnellste selbst

fand dort die Ruhestiitte." All three translators resort to render-

ings of abhipitva which cannot be employed in any other passage
in which the word occurs.* Possibly the translation is

'

They
went as if to a goal [or as if after property (drtham rca)], into

destruction, into the Parusni
;
even the swift one did not come

to the evening-soma.' The last statement in the mouth of a Brah-

manical worshiper would be equivalent to saying
" he did not

reach his home and hearth." Or, if we take caned positively in-

stead of negatively, we may translate ( the swift one alone came
to the evening soma, i. e. reached -home.' (Cf. Hopkins in this

Journal, xv. 262, note 2.) But these translations are no more
certain than the preceding ones.

We turn now to the an. Aey. apapitvd, which occurs in con-

nection with prapitvd in RV. iii. 53. 24, imd indra bharatdsya

putra apapitudm cikiturndprapitvdm: hinvdnty dpvam aranam
nd mtyam jyavdjam pdri nayanty ajau. Roth, Zur Literatwr

etc., p. 11 1, translates " diese Sohne Bharata's kennen (feindliches)

abwenden, nicht (freundliches) hinwenden. Sie spornenf ihr Ross
;

wie einen ewigen Feind tragen sie den starken Bogen (spahend)
umher in der Schlacht." Ludwig (1003) translates " O Indra,
dise Bharata denken nicht an nahe und nicht an feme

;
sie trei-

ben das ross wie einen nie versagenden heifer, als hatte es der

bogensehne kraft ftihren sie es in den wettkampf." Grassmann
translates "O Indra, diese Sohne des Bharata halten das feme im

* Ludwig in his commentary,
" in die nahe " for " heim."

f On p. 106 he reads pinvanti for hinvanti.
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Auge nicht das nahe etc." It is evident that the words under
discussion are one of the chief causes of the obscurity of the
translations. By what road Ludwig arrives at the rendering
"mihe "

for apapitvd and "feme" for prapitvd it seems impos-
sible to discover. But for the fact that he renders prapitvdd
at ItV. x. 73. 2 (542) by "aus der feme," one might assume that
he has merely transposed the two words in his translation, intend-

ing indeed that apapitvd shall have the value of " feme."
In the explanation of the stanza I believe we must bear in mind

the traditional hostility of Vi9vamitra and the Bharatas against
Vasistha and the Trtsus. Sfiyana says in explanation of our
stanza api ca samgrame sahajam aranar/i arim iva vasutJidn

praty acvamprerayanti, tatac ca balam dhanuai parinayanti, va-
sisthdn hantutii carasamdhdnena caranti. Sayana doubtless has
in mind the stanza RV. vii. 33. 6, which to him speaks in plain
language of a defeat of the Bharatas by the Trtsus : danda ive W
godjandsa dsan pdrichinnd bharata arbhakasah: dbhavac ca

puraeta vdsistha ad it tr'txunam vlco aprathanta 'Like staves
used for driving cattle, the insignificant Bharatas were broken.
And Vasistha became the leader

;
then indeed did the clans of

the Trtsu spread themselves out.' The stanza has been inter-

preted variously (of. Hillebrandt, Soma, p. 110), but there seems
to me no way of avoiding one conclusion. It states that the
Bharatas were either for a time or altogether hostile, or without
the services of Vasistha : cf. PB. xv. 5. 24. Either it contains
an account of a contest between the Bharatas, the followers of

Vi9Vamltra, and the Trtsus, the followers of Vasistha, in which
the Bharatas were worsted or, if the Bharatas and the Trtsus
are identical, as has been assumed by Ludwig, Rig- Veda, Hi. 175,
and Oldenberg, Buddha, p. 413

ft'.,
then the stanza states that the

Bharatas (Trtsus) were powerless until Vasistha became their

priest. Or, again, if we favor Hillebrandt's assumption that the
Bharatas were defeated until the Trtsus with Vasistha at their

head came to their assistance, it is again the presence of Vasistha,
the representative of the Brahmanical principle, which is con-
trasted with the condition of hostility or strangeness to Brah-
manical life on the part of the Bharatas.* I am, for my part,
inclined to adhere to the simplest construction of the stanza, that
which would see in it the account of a battle between the Bha-
ratas (ksatriya) and the Trtsus with Vasistha (brahman), the
latter being representatives of brahmanical orthodoxy. In the
course of the ra/as%a-ceremony, at TS. i. 8. 10. 2

;
TB. i. 7. 4.

2
; 6. 7, we find the formula esa vo bharata raja, somo 'smdkam

brdhmandndm rdjd
' This person here, O Bharatas, is your king ;

Soma is king of us, the Brahmans.' The TB. adds tasmdt soma-

rdjdno brdhmandh. In VS. ix. 40
;

x. 18, the same formula

*Oldenberg's after-thought (Z.D.M.G. xlii. 207 ff., based upon Ber-
gaigne, Religion Vedique, ii. 362), that the Trtsus are identical with the
Vasisthas, both being the priests of the Bharafcas, seems to me the least

probable of all that have been suggested.
VOL. xvi. 6
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occurs in the version esa vo 'ml raja, etc., and Sayana at QB v. 3.

3. 12 remarks that Bauddhayana reads esa vo bharatd etc., but
that Apastamba presents the option of any of the following
ethnic designations : bharatdh, kuravah, pancdldh, kitrupancdldh,
or the indefinite jandh* Correspondingly, in the Kanva school

of the VS. xi. 1 1 and 27, the formula occurs in the version esa v<ih

kuravo rdjdi 'sa vah pancdld raja. It would seem as though the

obvious prominence of the name bharata in the formula again
accentuates the, so to speak, secular character of this clan : the

Bharatas etc. with their Jcsatriya-king on the one side
;

the

Brahmans with king Soma on the other. And we must not fail

to remember in this connection that the Vasisthas are the typical

Brahmans, as is stated explicitly e. g. at TS. iii. 5. 2. 1, tasim'nl

vdsistho brahind kdryah. Upon the basis of this we would con-

jecture a possible literal translation of RV. iii. 53. 24: 'These
sons of Bharata, O Indra, know separation [or separate feasts], not

the (brahmanical) soma-feast.' The expression cikitur nd prapi-
tvdm may mean 'they know not (or, they regard not) the matu-
tinal soma-drink,' in the sense of 'they do not participate in brah-

manical sacrifices;' on the other hand, apapitvdm cikitur may
mean either '

they know (or regard) separate feasting (or separa-

tion),' apapitvdm being the opposite of sapitvdni. The warlike,
non-brahmanical character of the Bharatas is also clearly ex-

pressed in the second half of the stanza : 'they drive the foreign,
not the native horse ;f they lead about in the battle the prize

gained by the bow-string.'

We have thus concluded our course through the passages con-

taining this group of words. There can be no illusion as to the

degree of certainty which attaches to some of our interpretations;

they are at times quite doubtful. But the majority of the pas-

sages with which we have dealt are fairly clear, and in some
cases the denial of the presence of the stem pltd would seem to

us to amount to mystification. We would emphasize once more
that the relation of these words to the soma-practices runs like a

red thread through a large number of the stanzas in which they
occur. We may hope at least to have established our funda-
mental point, the connection of the words with pitti. The crit-

icism in detail of the prevailing translations if we may indeed

speak of prevailing translations in the midst of so much unset-

tledness will also arrest attention, and suggest to some one else

the key to the renderings of some of the passages which our essay
has not placed in the right light.

* Of. MS. ii. 6. 9 (69. 7), esa te janate raja etc.

f The horse not bred at home, but obtained in predatory expeditions ?

Perhaps
'

they drive their horses against their own people as though
they were enemies,' thus again indicating the turbulence of the Bharatas.
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A VERY interesting, though little known, Arabic handbook of

Polite Literature
(^->L>!)

is the work entitled The Rising-places

of the Full-moons
(^*.<uJ! Jvl-JLx ;^<X^ JLk.x> vjjtf"),

written by 'Ala 'd-Din el-GhozuJi* of Damascus, who died in

the Mohammedan year 815 (beg. Apr. 13, 1412 A. D.). It is

composed on a very original plan, which cannot be described

here', and gives a birds-eye view of Arab life and customs and
literature in a good many different phases. Hagi Halifa (v. 598)
mentions it, citing the opening words

;
and it is quite fully

described by Fliigel, in his Catalogue of the Arabic, Persian,
and Turkish MSS. in the Royal Library at Vienna, i. 376 ff.

The book was first printed at Cairo, in the year 1882.f Manu-

script copies are scarce
; very few, at least, have found their way

to Western lands.J One came into the possession of the Library
of the University of Strasburg in the winter of 1890-91, and
at that time I was able to learn of only one other copy in Europe,
namely that at Vienna. I have quite recently learned that the

firm E. J. Brill, in Leyden, also possesses a copy.|| Of these

manuscripts I shall have more to say later.

* The full name is LJI *JU!

f Brill, Catalogue periodique, No. 272 (28).

j:
In the colophon of the Cairo edition, the editor says that he knows

of only a very few MSS. of the work.
This MS., which was brought, with a number of others, from Zan-

zibar, appears to be of Egyptian origin.
|| Catalogue d'une Collection de Manuserits Arabes et Turcs. M. Th.

Houtsma, Dr. ; 1889
;
No. 143. It is very much to be wished that some

library in this country would purchase this important collection, which
is for sale.
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The 20th chapter of this ^JoJ! *JLk^o voL^T is entitled

Story-Telling by Night, in High Life

The chapter is divided into 7
"
Nights

"
(not 6, as Fltigel states),

each Night containing a single narrative. These narratives vary
considerably in length, and are in no way connected with one
another. They have, for the most part, a distinct historical

flavor. Authorities are generally cited, sometimes with consid-

erable care. The whole chapter occupies about 27 large octavo

pages in the Cairo edition. f

Soon after the above-mentioned manuscript was brought to

Strasburg, Professor Noldeke called my attention to the fact

that, of the seven narratives of this 20th chapter, four at least

are to be found in the Thousand and One Nights. J Upon making
the comparison, I found the correspondence to be very close.

Story No. 1 is the well-known tale of the Young Man of Bag-
dad, who lost his fortune, and was obliged to sell his favorite

singing-girl. No. 3 is the adventure of Ibrahim ibn el-Mahdi
at the house of the rich merchant, where he saw the beautiful

hand at an upper window, and obtained entrance by playing the

parasite. ||
The Prologue to this tale, the narrative of the Para-

site of el-Basra, appears in the 1001 Nights as the Story of the

Barber.^ No. 5 is the historical anecdote of the reconciliation

of Ibrahim ibn el-Mahdi with the Caliph el-Ma'mun, with the

episode of the barber-surgeon.** No. 6 is the story of the Man

* There is of course no necessary connection between this title and
the " 1001 Nights." Few Arab customs are older or more characteristic

than the SwX>Lv*x> .

f Whole number of pages, 603.

j:
It is not only in this 20th chapter of Ghozuli that parallels with the

1001 Nights are to be found. The story of Ibrahim el-Mausili and the
Devil is told in Gh. i. 241 almost exactly as in the Nights. (In the lat-

ter, a similar anecdote is told also of Ibrahim's son Ishak.) The story
of Ishak el-Mausili and the Basket is another example, though in Gh.

(i. 243) the form of the narrative differs somewhat from that in the

Nights, and the hero of the story is again Ibrahim.
1001 N.,2d Bulak ed., iv. 203 ff. (896th Night): Habicht's ed., x.

430 ff. (864th N.): Macnaghten's ed., iv. 357 ff. (896th N.) ; Lane's trans.

(1841), iii. 572 (cf. ii. 578); Burton's trans., ix. 24. Also Kosegarten,
Chrest. 22 ff. (cf. especially Preface, pp. x, xi).

||
Bui. ii. 236 (347th N.) : Hab. vii. 392 (606th N.) ;

Mac. ii. 298 (346th N.);
Lane ii. 506 (cf. i. 225 !) ;

Burton iv. 278. Also Mas'udi (ed. Barbier de
Meynard), vii. 12

;
el-Ikd el-Farid (3d ed.), iii. 334. The story is a great

favorite. I have found it, more or less altered, in other places besides
those here mentioned.
IfBul. i. (30th N.) ; Hab. ii. 253; Mac. i. 249. In all editions and

translations.
** Bui. ii. 128 (273d N.) ; Hab. vii. 159 (536th N.) ;

Mac. ii. 133 (273d N.) ;

Lane ii. 336
;
Burton iv. 103. Also Mas'udi vii. 63-4, 67-72

; Aghani ix.

60 ff.. and, more or less abridged, in a number of other places. Ghozuli
cites as his authority Wakidi, who heard the story from Ibrahim
himself.
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of Upper Egypt and his Frankish Wife, who had come to Pales-

tine with the crusaders.* In each of these cases, the form of the

narrative as told by el-Ghozuli is identical with that found in the

1001 Nights ;
in fact, the correspondence is to a great extent

verbal. f Story No. 2 also has points of connection with the

Nights, as we shall see presently, though the relationship is far

less apparent. Only Nos. 4 and 7 seem to have no such affinities. J
I made a copy of the whole chapter, from the Strasburg MS.

(S), in the early spring of 1891. This MS. is dated 1064, and

is, on the whole, quite well written, though the writer omitted
the diacritical points by the wholesale.

||

Soon after, through the

kindness and courtesy of the Library-Directors at Strasburg and

Vienna, I was able to collate the Vienna MS. (V). This is dated

965, ^[ and is beautifully written, in a very distinct and even hand.

The diacritical points are almost always present. I also obtained

a copy of the Cairo edition (C), and made a collation of this

chapter. The edition seems to be based on a single manuscript.
The text it presents is not so good as that of the Vienna man-

uscript.
The collation of this portion of the Brill Codex (B), which

arrived after most of this article was already in print, shows that

the manuscript stands on the same footing with the others. It

presents a very good text, most nearly resembling that of S, but
on the whole superior to it. My thanks are due to the members

* Bui. iv. 200 (894th N.) ; Hab. x. 421 (863d N.) ;
Mac. iv. 353 (894th N.) ;

Burton ix. 19.

f The supposition is by no means unreasonable that Ghozuli was used

directly as a source by a compiler of the Nights. There is the alterna-
tive of a common source (or sources), however. Of course the ques-
tion cannot be touched upon here. One thing is certain : if there is

direct dependence, the order is from Ghozuli to the Nights, not the
reverse.

\ No. 4 is a characteristic Bedouin tale of two separated lovers and
their trusty friend ; short, but well told. As for No. 7, it was certainly
never included in the 1001 N. It is the story of the Caliph Mo'awia,
his son Yezid, and the wife of 'Abd-Allah ibn Salam, mentioned
by Landberg, Proverbes, i. 155. Ghozuli borrowed it directly from
Ibn Badrun. It is long-winded and tiresome, and n.obody but a

^JUuooJ
would have found it sufficiently interesting to be included

here. The same version, slightly abridged, is given in Humbert's
Analecta Arabica (Paris, 1838), pp. 72 ff.

S Beg. Nov. 22, 1653.

I
In this MS. constant use is made of the not uncommon system of

diacritical signs according to which a small v-shaped mark written

over _, .

(j^ \jc^
and c indicates that they are to be read un-

pointed, while the same is indicated in the case of j and Jo by a dot

underneath. I learn from a description of the Brill MS., kindly sent
me by Dr. Herzsohn, of Leyden, that the same device is employed
there also. S. abridges the narrative somewhat in the 6th and 7th

Nights by omitting clauses from time to time.

HBeg. Oct. 24, 1557.
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of the firm E. J. Brill for their kindness in allowing me the use

of their manuscript, and to Dr. Herzsohn for his very careful

copy.*
So much by way of introduction. My present purpose is to

furnish the text of Narrative No. 2 of this series, according to

the available manuscripts and the printed edition, with a transla-

tion and some added comments
;
and further to demonstrate, if

possible, another point of connection, besides those already men-

tioned, between the 1001 Nights and el-Ghozuli
;
with the added

hope of throwing some light on the origin of the particular nar-

ratives under discussion.

The second Night (jLoUJ! x-LJJI) in el-Ghozulfs 20th chapter
is a very good example of the semi-historical narratives already
alluded to. Its hero is the poet el-'Abbfis ibn el-Ahnaff (fl9-3 ?),J
and the scene is laid in Bagdad. The omnipresent Caliph
Hiirun er-Rasld and his Yezir Yahyu ibn Halid play an important
part. The whole is told in a remarkably simple and matter-of-

fact way, however, and on no less an authority than that of the

celebrated writer el-Mubarrad. I do not know that the story in

this form is to be found anywhere else.

The Arabic text given here, while containing readings from

any of the sources, as they seemed preferable, will be found gen-

erally to represent the Vienna MS., which is beyond question the

best of all. I have restored liemza (in the MSS. written as usual

x instead of etc., and omitted altogether when in the lino),

and tesdid in most cases. I have also added vowels here and

there, according to my own judgment. The four versions pre-
sent no important variations, only such as ordinarily arise in pro-
cess of transcribing. I have given them all here. The restored

text has still some traces of copyist's blunders, common to all of

the versions, as will be seen. Accordingly, all are to be traced

* Besides making a pretty careful comparison of these four Nights
Cl, 8, 5. and 6) in Ghozuli with the standard eds. of the 1001 N., and
with the other sources mentioned above, I have compared the version
of story No. 5 given in the very interesting Reinhardt Codex of the
1001 N., owned by the Strasburg library. This MS. and the Macnaghteii
ed. correspond here much more closely with Ghozuli than do any of the
others. Passages of some length entirely wanting in the Breslau and
Bulak editions are supplied by Codex R. and Macn. together, one fur-

nishing a part and the other the rest.

f The full name is
^ftA^vJ!

oL^^I ^-.j jjwLxJtJ!

-/ol+AJ! ( -jLfrAJl in Hag. Hal. iii. 243, vii. 1067, seems to be a mis-

take). This poet seems to have been personally a great favorite among
the men of his time. His verses were generally in an amatory vein.

According to Ibn Hallikan, not a single laudatory poem f^.jJoo) is

to be found in his divan. C,

| So Ibn Hallikan. Ibn el-Athir, Chron. vi. 130, gives the date as

188, and adds that some authorities give 193.
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to a single copy, or else the autograph itself was faulty in those

places.* V. must have stood close to the original, and none of

the others can be far removed. In this story of el-'Abbas, the

restored text is not wholly free from difficulties. In several

places, especially toward the end of the narrative, it has evi-

dently been abridged, generally at the cost of clearness. In

translating, 1 have tried to follow the original closely, without

sacrificing English idiorn.

j

JLj>

..JO

~

j^c ^AJcX^xJ
5,.^aJ

Lo

'

Lx5^ Jlj*

*From the character of some of the blunders, the former would
seem to have been the case.

1 Oui. V. and C. 6 C J B ?' & '

C-'"
2 C. JLoUJ!

3 C. ^eU .

4 V. oLs* (sic). after the next word.

5 C. ^ cXi*^ . B. om. l+jjo .

9 V. Lov^l (sic).

8 C. po
,
and inserts
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I/O IcXJl

LULT!

Ll

>!jJt

JcoJL 10LJ

i Lu-Lc.

1 C. x5&.x>
,
and omits

In B. JljJt.0 follows i

2 C.

8 S. inserts another

9 C.

10 Om. B.

B.

expressly marked ^~o !

p,
\^r

6 C.
LoyO .

1 S. U-Oj . B.
^ftj ^j!^

. S. is B. Jjej .

especially apt to confound the two
forms of final a.

lb C. B. Jlj

O ! C. has here

12 S. omits J) .

n C. omits
^

. B.

14 B. S^A^OJ .

15 S. B. ob xt .

S
16 C.

3 V. ,uJLiJ>
,
and (with S. and So V. and S. S. rarely writes

,

. final u in any other way ;
thus even

B.) omits ULeiJ >-^*J^ . The . .
,

7 J~ !.O ! C. has here ^53J . B.

reading of V. may be the original,
after all.

4 C.
(J>JU.5

.

5 V.

B '
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cj! Ux> viJLJ^ oi>Lo3 JU

! iiA^uo! LoLxi 12
o Lu^t w6!^ ^J! iiA^uo!^

LoLxi

1 C. *j^t> . B. transposes
" S '

with the following.
" C.

2 C. V.JLS .

12 C.

3 So B. and apparently S.; C.
13 C.

14 s .

Read
6 B. ^ .

15 S.
^jjo

; C.

6 S. B. i"il ,?^
16 S. inserts after this word

XJJI
C.

,
and om. Jo ;

S. B. ^ " This whole clause from
^2

on

is hardly more than a mere repeti-
S. B. add

^.^o . B. I, 3. xJ , tion of the preceding, and probably
had its origin in a copyist's blunder.

'

I have omitted it in the translation.

VOL. XVI.
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LJ
>....$.

.h-x-j *LPJo &j

-Jtxj

j LOJ LJ JUi J^LftJ! ?! JUw L^XD sUJLw.

JU 10
JLJL> J^uJ G! LjJLs

2 C. Joo y ^>! .

9 S. B.

c. j j . B. !^ .
| y| B. JU 61 JUi .

4 1. e., of course,
,^>otj

. So B. w c.

6 V. B. L/JLxAi ,
which would

^
imply that the preceding was read B -

aolt>L . B., I find, really has the 12 S.
(^\fm (sic), otherwise as in

point under the t> . the text. C. has ^ b*Jou* ^1^
6 This and all that precedes, be-

pSI^fr
. The feminine is undoubt-

ginning with Ll^ ,
is omitted in edly correct, and appears again

C., the double occurrence of the below See the translation.

word x
-g7^ being the occasion of 13 g I ^

the blunder.

'Eead^LuC^V
S.B.

have xJuo (B. Ov*3) O>J-x3

and omit &i
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j

sUJL*J Rj s xo *

I
fr ^

6

^_c.Jii^ t5
As* viXJ L$x.fc

5

ju^\J
4
Lo

s'tX-xi ^_x> ^^J ^y Lo ^^ eJJI^
8
L>!

7

^^J, Ls JUi

10

Lx>^
Joi'

Uolj^ L^xi cJo Lo LJ
^iXXl)!^

9LJ xx

SJLj &JJ!

rt^i

12

^x LJU-s Lixi
(j^lxss.1

*j "eUU^NwO-J
^^u*.J!^

iuJb

x

1 C. and S.
^^A.^.3

. B. C.
^3|

,-^^i .
9 Om. C.

w * 10

2 Read UCi ? B.

. (sic).
C. UULi*

,
and omits 2U .

12 C. &2
4 For j) ,

as usual.
13 It is evident that something

6 S. B. have the consonants all

(perhaps ( vix> ?) has fallen out be-
unpomted, V. apparently y*.&*> ,

v "-^

though the point might belong to fore this word ((ja^jo\

^ ' 14 V. appears to have
^JCi (sic !),

6 C.
eJjAiaJ ,

S. JoJu .

though the three points are so

placed that they might be distrib-
1 V.

^jy^Ls ,
as usual. B. has uted in almost any way.

t^
after JUi .

16 V.
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8

J5UJ! JLs UT ui QXi

JUf *J aLiLJLi U<nt^ aOb!t> ^c ii^ol Lo 9
v^aj

12

^! ^^^ ^i^Lx,!
viuJ

5 ^Juu ^^ nUjc Lo "*! L

JU3 x*x> LJUi j^uw^J! ^1 Lo
t^JLyo ^jCfj JyuJI

L>!

1B
.y.

s. ^1^1, v. ^s^L. c.

2 C. !(M ^! inserts after these words _it

aJU!
3 B. ^^Lx^J! . The metre is

Tawil. ' u After this word C. B. insert
^J ,

4 S. A
.(?
A '* v^Jo S. -j . One would prefer to read

5 Om - s -

'

iuxJ! _J LL^ Lo .

6 S. and V.

B.
12

8 C. JLi'L^)Jl . B. om.
LO^J

V. C. B.
^j

(preceding). *->,.
,

. "I. e., HJ^MJ . V.
9 C. 3L> U*-OJ .
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L^JLls O x)

I JL& Juii ibLyoJ! ^sUX^wo

*j

vA^t (Vi^ ^Lft-L^jJ! t**<t u>. o^N-fr Joj dLLi

>

1 Om. S. B. 9
g

2 C.
yibyj^l

. 10 C< .

V.S.B. vyd!. nc
j

<*- - f-

4
1. e., siLolj

,
infin. of

^j|
12 c.

5 V. S. aJ &AJJo . B. &AJJo!
, ,

5 *JLwyO the 5 being regarded as
iU (sic). /

C. iu
11 - 1 '

7 C. au,, .

16 C. sJjfc . B. inserts xj after
8 C. &_J!^J.-J ,

S. J^A_J (un-

doubtedly for J^Jk j with the

usual diacritical point under the

*>).
B. JifJo .

17 V. bfjO .

VOL. XVI. 8
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u ^S

^.AXAJ oxXi*
aLfrys*^ Jv^

AJSwJ
( '(

'd>Lol

jjJ! viJU

? w ^- ^.^. 25 *^ ^- C *-* ? w

.X^VAJ Lx) Jkj* vAiJ!
(jj,

1 B.
^.AJ*

. The words seem to 5 C. o
be a serio-comic adaptation from
the Koran (Sur. xxiii. 46). C. has

6 C. S. B. ^
J ,.wo instead.

7

B. U*Jt .

S. v^,A.Aa*XxJ . In B. the second
B.

Om. V.; S. B. add (jLtt .

and fourth half-verses have ex-

4 Om. B. changed places.
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s
j Jim

Jo

9
!<M

JL_i* .jujOk^J! jyo! I t^> 13
t t 1

1 c. JJa3 .

10 c - s -

v5j^'
In B ' the first

consonant is unpointed, and the
2 B. <3 . final letter is | .

3 All the texts have .

Q the yery few
(except B which leaves the s un-

aceg "^ & yowel ig iyen
pointed), but a glance at the metre

is sufficient to show the true read- " C. j! L->lxjGU

ing. The suffix in *_J refers of

course to

4 The metre is Kamil.

5
Metre, Sari'. B. adds LJL

>

B.

7R

8 c -

9 C. Lo 13! .
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yi! U*<* o

V
^ ^5! JU>

j%J

7

*Jbo<Mj (jd^Li
6

JdLJ! ^Uo ,^U L

9juo ^ 8

J JUi
^5

U 15

J Jo JLs $ oJLs

1 v. B. ^1 . v. J .

2 S. l^ .

12
Something of the kind has

fallen out here and must be sup-
3 S. B.

itfyi' . plied, as the context shows plainly.
/ It is an interesting fact that all

4 B. ^aui'l} ,
the ,.0 marked the texts show the same gap.

with the k-U^o . ,3 c>

6 C.
16 V.

7 S. KJltfJii . B.

S. B. JU; ,
and omit J .

" ^
9 S.

^*JLCw .
17 C.

.j^S'j ,
and omits

^

10 B. oyo^ll . B. om. Jo .
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L oJl&

Lo oJU' ^ftJL^^I ^^j o^LoJt JLs
r>

*Jyb ^-*-9 oJLs

il
xJUlj

7
I3 cJU* Jow Luo cLjlxJ Lo JLs

lilj Lg^oL-uiJ |wU' ^.A-lx).-J! wyoU Jli'
8Ul5o

(*lxAJ
*j

JLs S
10

. . . . ^JLoJ! SI
9
JLT IJj x vi Lc oJU dLJ

JU*

9 om. B.

10 I* ^s evident that something is

here ' PerhapS

2 C.

C.R, but corrected in B.

"S. inserts J .

13 B. om. jLo and ao .
6 S. omits the four following

words, the double occurrence of M Q ^ g | j^_^
v^Jlxi being the occasion of the C /

blunder. y.&fl
1 V. B. j| .

15 B.

VOL. XVI.
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>t ^jjj ov Jl*Jt

JLJ! *!&>

&J LJUi JUM po o/S gLydJt

JLS W-ol v^ili xXJ!
3

aU*3 j! *! LJl^

w&'

b LJU

12auLo

1 S. B. dULo . C.

3 The ordinary form of expres-
7

^JUM^L? (3d pers.), if the text

sion would be LL-oU
f-^-i'Li ig correct s ^^^^ (4th stem,

K-yLe. LMWJ'!^
: cf. e. g. Aghani passive), which is at least as good ;

vii. 125. 11. After these words we in B. the first consonant is un-

should expect at least *3 before pointed. C. , j.-fcv*v .

ju.
4 Om. B. S.

6 C. B. L^x^Lo, the same diver- 9 V. C. B. jK . B. has

gence from V. and S. as that noted L/t^^Lo
above in the case of I

^
VLV A ...

.

There is no further mention of this
10 V. B.

^LouLwJ . C.
^LoLwwt

.

'

mistress,' and in the negotiations
that follow only the actual owner u *t

.

of the girl (I
s&NL *) appears.

I l^ l /LA.-^Lo J<3 j,! would have 12 S. B. add .1 1 ^ . V. S. B.

been less ambiguous. omit the three following words.
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Jaw vA^J *xJU!
; ^3l ^Lyo L>

(

jox> 'LgjoUl b iuLsJ! sj^ft JU* Jo &J LJU

t\i*

JU 9 02U

Llsfloo LJ .juo ; g^

1 V. S. B. JU .

6 Here, where *j*JcfcL* ^Ls
is really needed, it is wanting!

2 C. adds VAwJSl . Read aJcJa^Li ? C. has

S. (sic).
-

8 B. adds xJ ,
and omits

5 C. J . There is evidently 10 B> JD ,,

a dittograph here. The second
]1 c. l-A-jj &5LLJU . B.

^Lj ,
at any rate, is to

,

be canceled, and it is perhaps best

to read LJ here, and strike out
" S< B '

y

the following words as far as
13 The narrative in these last

lines is so condensed as to be ob-
scure.
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Translation of the Story of El-'Abbas Ibn El-Ahnaf and his

Fortunate Verses.

Narrated by Abu '!-'Abbas Mohammed ibn Yezid, the gram-
marian, generally known as el-Mubarrad.*

I heard the story (he says) from Mohammed ibn 'Amir el-

Hanafi,f one of the chiefs of the tribe Bekr ibn Wa'il. At the

time of my acquaintance with him he was a very old man, living
in straitened circumstances

;
but he was one who, whenever he

found anything left over from his scanty means, was generous
with it. He had been formerly prefect of the police of el-Basra,
and he told me this story, which I repeat. I have happened to

hear it from another source, and I do not remember now what

particulars were added or omitted in either of the two versions
;

I am only sure that all the essential points of the narrative are

contained in that which I relate.

The story goes that there were certain young men who had

joined themselves together into one band, each of them a member
of the wealthy class of society, who had withdrawn from his

own people, and was content with the society of his comrades.
One of their number recounts as follows : We had hired a house

looking out upon the most frequented street of Bagdad. We
were sometimes poor and sometimes rich, according to what one
or another of us could get out of his people, and we were not

unwilling that the burden of providing for us should fall upon
some one of our number, if he was equal to it, or that one and
another of us should be left without a copper, in which case his

comrades would stand by him for any length of time. In times

of prosperity we used to feast, and call in the musicians and

singing-girls. We occupied the lower part of the house
; so,

when we were in want of diversion, our place of resort was a

certain balcony, wThere we could amuse ourselves with looking at

the passers-by.J At all times, whatever the state of our funds,
we kept a supply of neb$dh on hand.
One day, while we were occupied in the manner just described,

a young man, a stranger, asked to be admitted to our presence.
We replied :

" Come up !" So there appeared a well-dressed man,
with a pleasant face, of noble disposition,! one whose appearance
indicated that he was a man of condition. Approaching us, he

* Born 207, died 285 A. H.

f I. e., a member of the family Hanifa, who was the son of Lugaim
ibn Sa'b ibn 'All ibn Bekr ibn Wa'il. He thus belonged to the same
family as el-'Abbas himself.

^ This feature of the Bagdad club has a very modern sound !

The well-known substitute for wine.

||

This part of the description is a little premature, evidently. The
enthusiasm of the narrator may excuse him.
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said :
" I have been told of your social life together, and your

admirable good-fellowship, which is such that you have come by
degrees to have one heart in common, as it were. And I had a

strong desire to become one of you ;
so do not treat me ceremo-

niously, as an intruder." It happened that just then our stock

of provisions was very low, while nebidh was abundant. Now
the man had said to his servant :

" As soon as they grant me per-
mission to become one of them, produce what you have brought !"

So he (the slave) disappeared for a moment, and then reappeared
with a bamboo basket filled with dainties fresh from the bake-shop,
kid's flesh and young fowls, and thin cakes; also usndn, and mahlab,
and tooth-sticks.* So we applied ourselves tof these, and then to

our nebidh, and the man relaxed, and we found him the liveliest of

Allah's creatures when he was telling stories, and the best possible
listener while another was narrating, and most admirable in refrain-

ing from contention when there was difference of opinion. We
used often to test him by proposing to him that which we were
sure he would dislike, but he always showed us that it was just what
he wished, and we could see this in the lighting-up of his face.

While he was with us, we never lacked for bright and witty con-

versation, and we used to read over his anecdotes together ; and,
as it happened, that occupied us so completely that we failed to

find out about the man himself or his lineage. In fact, we got
possession of nothing more than his kunya;\ for we asked him
what it was, and he said :

" Abu'1-Fadl." One day, soon after we
had received him as our comrade, he said to us :

" Shall I tell you
how I came to know about you ?" We replied :

" We shall be

very glad to hear." So he said "I have fallen in love with a

certain girl here whose mistress has charge of singing-girls, and

* Usnan is alkali for washing the hands ; malildb, an aromatic grain
used for perfuming. It was generally mixed with the alkali. It may
seem strange that our hero should have seen fit to furnish his iiewly-
made acquaintances with toothpicks and toilet-soap, in addition to the
eatables ;

but it was quite in keeping with Bagdad etiquette that he
should do so. Such accessories as these were indispensable to every
meal in high life, and it was evidently good form to be particular about
them. Ghozuli himself devotes nearly a whole chapter-division (ii. 64

ff.) to the preparation and use of ^u/ v_>-*
fDozy (Suppl.) gives a single example (Kosegarten, Chrestom. 147.

11) of this use of ..wX) ^Uo! ,
which he renders "gouter." I find it

also in Ghozuli i. 238. 14 ;' 243. 17.

{ The nickname, which every Arab had. As we might say that we
had learned only the first name of a new acquaintance.

It was at this time the regular thing, particularly in Bagdad and
the neighboring cities, for numbers of especially promising slave-girls
to be educated together in establishments under competent manage-
ment. (Of. Kremer, Kulturgeschichte des Orients, ii. 108 ff.) Such
houses as these often play an interesting part in stories of the 1001 N.
The girls were carefully trained in music and poetry, and it was almost

always the case that a few in each establishment were celebrated far
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I used to sit by the street waiting for her to pass by, that I

might see. her. But at last, when I was worn out from sitting
beside the street, I saw this balcony of yours ;

so I asked about

it, and was told of your good-fellowship and how you help one
another. Then the wish to become one of your number grew
hardly less strong* within me than the passion for the girl."
So we asked him about her, and he informed us. Then we said

to him :

" We will leave no eifort untried until we have enabled

you to get possession of her !" But he replied :

" O my
brothers, you see in what a state of passionate love for her I am,
and yet I have never been able to use unlawful means. I can

only wait for her, with all possible patience, until Allah shall

graciously bestow riches upon me, and then I will buy her."

So he remained with us two months, and we were in the

highest state of delight at having him among us as our comrade.
Then he suddenly disappeared from us, and his absence caused
us the greatest sorrow and distress

; moreover, we knew of no

dwelling-place of his, where we might seek him. So everything
in our existence became gloomy which had been gay, and we
found those things hateful that had been beautiful in his society.
It began to be the case that we experienced no joy or sorrow
without calling to mind how we had been united with him in

friendship, and our joy in his presence, and our grief at his

absence. Our condition was that described in the words of the

poet :

Whatever good or ill I experience reminds me of them
;

And yet how far removed I am from them, in spite of the remembrance !

So he was absent from us for about twenty days. Then, one

day, as we were coming from er-Rusafa,f all of a sudden he

appeared, attended by a stately cavalcade, and himself in gorgeous
array. The moment he saw us, he dismounted from his beast,
and his servants dismounted also. Then he said :

" O my
brothers, life has been of no use to me since I have been deprived
of you ! I will not make you wait for my story until we come
to the house, but turn aside, and come along with us now to the

mosque." So we went with him, and he said :

" I will tell you
first of all who I am. I am el-'Abbas ibn el-Ahnaf

;
and this is

and wide for beauty and for skill in song. Visitors were of course

welcome, as possible purchasers, and it is easy to understand how these
houses became the most popular gathering-places for rich young men
of taste. Our hero, being low in funds, was reduced to straits.

w/.jL^^- o>!(3 makes here the impression of a phrase in common use.

It is one with which I am not familiar, however.
w *

*
Reading ^jlSo .

f The name of a quarter in the eastern part of Bagdad, especially
known as the burial-place of the Abbaside Caliphs. Ibn Athir, vii. 135,

speaks of a xiLo*J! *^ .
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what happened to me after I left you. I went to my dwelling,
and lo and behold, a guard from the palace* appeared and took
me in charge. So I was taken to the royal residence, and upon
my arrival there was brought into the presence of Yahya ibn

Halid, who cried out to me :
" O 'Abbas ! I have selected you

from among the makers of elegant verses, because of the aptness
of your improvising, and your painstaking deliberation, and also

because the matter to which I have summoned you is something
in which you will be interested. You know the whims of the

Caliphs. I must tell you that the girl Maridaf is just now in

power with His Highness, but the two have quarreled ;
so now

she, in the presumption of a favored mistress, refuses to seek for

forgiveness ;
and he, in the majesty of the Caliphate and his

royal dignity, also holds back. I have sought to bring about the

reconciliation from her direction, but the task has proved too

much for me. Now he is the more inclined of the two to re-

kindle]; the affection
;
so do you compose some verses by way of

making this easy for him." Then, just as he had finished speak-

ing, the Caliph summoned him, and he went into his presence.
I was given ink and paper, but consternation had seized me, and
taken every rhyme out of my head. Then I had a sudden inspi-
ration (for inspiration is sent only at intervals), and there

came to me four verses that just suited me verses of the

necessary point, of smooth diction, and exactly corresponding
to what was required of me. So I said to one of the messengers :

" Tell the Vezir that I have composed four verses, and, if they
will' suffice, I will send them in." The messenger came back to

me with the answer :
" Let us have them

;
the smallest one of

them will suffice !" Now, while the messenger was going and

coming, I had composed two more verses, with a different

rhyme-letter ;||
so I wrote the four verses on the upper part of

the sheet, and followed them with the two.
The first strophe was as follows :

The two lovers have quarreled ;

Each feels aggrieved, each nurses anger.

lit.
*

wearing the black '

(the Abbaside color), came to be

the technical designation for those in the employ of the Caliph.
f A slave-girl of foreign parentage, and an especial favorite with

er-Rasid. She was the mother of the Caliph el-Mo'tasim. Mas'udi vii.

103 and Ibn Athir vi. 374 give the names of her parents.
\ The word in the text means to train (horses) well, to bring into

lively condition.
A punning reference to the Koran, Sur. xxiii. 46.

||
The lines of an Arabic poem must all rhyme with each other, and

are so written that the terminal letter (which is the same throughout)
is repeated in unbroken succession down the page, forming a perpen-
dicular row as regular as an embroidery pattern and called the "

fringe."
A change in the rhyme-letter means accordingly a new poem (or

strophe).
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She has turned away in wrath from him, and he from her ;

Each is weary of whatever might bring healing.

Return to the loved-ones you have renounced ;

The enslaved one,* truly, should not stand long aloof.

When the estrangement between you has lasted long,
Then indifference creeps in, and the reconciliation sought is hard to

reach I

And I had written below this :

To every lover the time is sure to come
For him to stand 'twixt strife and dissension sore ;

Until, when he feels the quarrel too long drawn out,
He returns, in spite of himself, to his love once more !f

When the Caliph heard these verses, he said :

"
Really, it sounds

as though I myself were the one aimed at here !" Yahya replied :

" Sure enough, you are the one intended
;
this was written by

el-Abbas ibn el-Ahnaf, to fit this very case." The Caliph said :

"
I have never seen verses that describe our present circumstances

more exactly than these." Then, as he read the lines, and came to

the words: " He returns, in spite of himself, to his love once more,"
he caught the humor of the situation, and burst out laughing, so

that I heard him. Then he said : "Very well, I will
' return in spite

of myself.' Here, boy, fetch the mule !"J So he rose up to go, and
his joy made him forget to reward me. So Yahya called me, and
said :

" Your verses made a magnificent hit, but joy caused the

Amir to forget to reward you." I replied :

"
Very well

; only I

can't say that these tidings make much of a ' hit
' with me !" But

* I. e. enslaved by Love
;
an expression often occurring in Arabic

poetry.
f I had been struck by a certain resemblance between the last line of

this couplet and that of the graceful verses quoted by Ghozuli in
another place (i. 280) :

b! JJii LojJliax)

b

I notice now that Mas'udi (vii. 246) in citing a portion of the latter,
ascribes it to el-'Abbas ibn el-Ahnaf.

I should have been inclined to read with C. Jkjtj (' shoes,' or ' san-

dals,') if I had not happened to come across a passage in Aghani (ix.

90) telling how the Caliph er-Rasld kept a little black donkey for the

purpose of riding about from one apartment to another in his palace.
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soon a messenger* came, and spoke with him aside. Then he

(Yahya) sprang up, and I, who had remained where I was, now
sprang up too. "

'Abbas," he said,
"
you are bound at last to be-

come the richest of men. Do you know what private message
this man has brought me ?" I answered :

" No." He said :
" He

told me that Mfirida came to meet the Caliph, when she heard of
his approach, and said to him :

' O Commander of the Faithful,
how has this happened ?' He handed her the poem, saying:

* This
has brought me to you.'

' Who is its author ?' she asked
; and

he replied :

( El-'Abbas ibn el-Ahnaf .'
4 And what have you done

for him?' <I have done nothing yet.'
'

Then,' said she, 'I vow I

will not sit down until he is rewarded.' So the Amir puts him-
self at her bidding,! and I put myself at his

;
and they are wait-

ing now with rival eagerness for your coming. So all this is for

you." I answered :
" What am I to get from

*
all this,' as you call

it, except the visit with them ?" He laughed, and said :
" You are

more humorous now than you were in your verses !"

So the Caliph ordered a great sum of money to be given me,J
and Marida and the Vezir followed his example, and I was raised

to all this state of magnificence which you see. The Vezir said,
moreover :

" One thing more is needed to make your fortune com-

plete, and that is that you should not leave this palace until you
have provided yourself with an estate for part of this money."
So an estate was bought for me, for twenty thousand dinars, and
the rest of the money was paid over to me. And this is the

adventure which kept me from you. So now come, and I will

divide the money and the estates with you." We said to him :

" We wish you all joy of this property of yours ! As for us,
we are all back again in Allah's own prosperity."! He insisted,
but we would not hear of it. Then he said :

" Come with us now
to where the girl is, and we will buy her." So we went to

the dwelling of her mistress, and found her a beautiful girl, with a

charming face, one whose excellence was unsurpassed in elegance
of speech and aptness of expression. |j

She was valued at 150

* The word is wanting in the text.

t In Lg.xjlA.ftJ jvSLs
there is a punning reference to the

yj^-L^
of

the preceding sentence. For the ordinarv use of the expression cf.

e. g. 1001 N. (Macnaghten) iii. 413. 13.

\ It is characteristic of the manner of this narrative that the most
interesting scene of the entrance of the fortunate poet into the pres-
ence of the Caliph and Marida and his reception by them is wholly
passed over.

I. e., we are more than satisfied in having you with us again. ^

1
1 am not sure just what accomplishment is intended by iut>L>

JoL* J! . In the story of Ibrahim el-Mausili and the Basket, as told

by Ghozidi, the hero tells his charming acquaintances, the slave-girls,
not to show themselves next day when he brings his companion, nor
to let their voices be heard from behind the curtain except

' in such

songs and recitations!?) as they may select' (^LoJI ..vXJ &J*JC\J' Lc

x-LwLx>
J^jj ^o ajJlB

j|)
: i. 244, 18,

VOL. xvi. 10
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dinars; but, when her owner saw us, he demanded of us 500

dinars for her. We expressed our astonishment at this, so he

came down one hundred in the price, then one hundred more.

But el-'Abbas said :
" O my friends, I am really ashamed, after

what you have said,* but she is a necessity to me, and the one

thing needful to complete my happiness ; so, if you approve, I

will do what I intend." We answered: "Say on." He said: "I
have had my eye upon this girl for some time past, and purpose
now to bestow upon myself this crowning gift. And I am
unwilling that she should look upon me as haggling over her

price. If you agree, I will give him 500 dinars for her, as he

has demanded." "
But," we said,

" he has already come down
two hundred in the price."

" Even that fact shall make no dif-

ference," he answered. But her master proved to be a generous-
minded man, for he kept three hundred dinars, and gave her the

remaining two hundred for her outfit. f

And el-'Abbas remained with us, in close friendship, until

death separated us.

Correspondences and Comments.

Professor Noldeke directed my attention to the fact of a certain

resemblance between this story and that of Abu '1-Hasan of Horfi-

san, narrated in the 1001 Nights. J (Found in the Bulak ancf Cal-

cutta [MacnaghtenJ editions, but wanting in the Breslau ed.

Lane's trans, omits it, as do the English translations generally.

Burton, ix. 229 if., has it.) Its main features are as follows : A
certain rich young merchant of Bagdad falls desperately in love

with one of the favorite slave-girls of the Caliph el-MutawekkiL
He manages, at the risk of his life, to enter the palace, disguised
in the Caliph's own clothes. After once or twice barely escaping

discovery, he accidentally meets the sister of his charmer, who at

first takes him for a robber, but finally brings about a meeting
of the two lovers. Just as they are rushing into each other's

arms in the approved fashion, a messenger appears at the cham-
ber door and announces the approach of the Caliph. It is a

moment of desperation, but the girl thrusts her lover into the

refrigerator, ||

and shuts the cover after him. So the Caliph
enters. He is in trouble, for he has had a quarrel with the girl

*
I. e., after you have taken the trouble to beat the man down in his

price.

f I. e., the gahdz, or bridal furnishings.
\ Concerning the nature of the resemblance intended by him I can

only conjecture, as I neglected to ask. I did not at that time expect to
rnake a special study of this 2nd Night.

Bui. iv., (959th N.) ; Macn. iv., 557 ff.

||
<o!t>wA*

, generally a small underground chamber, where provis-

ions, wine, etc., could be kept cool. Burton remarks that almost every
house in Bagdad has one, though it is unknown in Cairo. The word is

Persian.
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el-Benga,* his favorite of all the harim, and wishes our heroine,
who is the most skilful of the singing-girls, to comfort him with
her music. She takes a lute, and improvises some verses calcu-
lated to soften his heart. f The singer surpasses herself. The
Caliph is enraptured, and the young man, listening from the

depths of the refrigerator, is so excited that, as he himself ex-

presses it,
" had it not been for the grace of Allah Almighty, I

should have shouted for joy, and thereby brought destruction on

myself and my friends." After listening to a few more verses
of the same sort, His Majesty trots off to make peace with his

favorite, first rewarding the singing-girl by releasing her from
slavery and making her a free woman. So the young man is

brought forth from his narrow quarters, and measures are at once
taken to get him out of this dangerous place, the palace. He is

disguised as a woman, and attempts to pass out unobserved, but
is discovered, and brought before el-Mutawekkil. He regards
himself as a dead man, and in sheer desperation tells the exact
truth. But the Caliph, instead of ordering his head to be cut

off, pardons him, and marries him to the girl ;
and the two live

together in happiness and luxury to the end of their days.
Here is the genuine flavor of the "Arabian Nights." The

story is told with all the bright coloring and splendor of circum-
stance with which we are familiar, full of striking situations and
hair-breadth escapes. It makes a far more dazzling and exciting
tale than this " Second Night

" of ours, which seems bare and

commonplace in comparison. Moreover, we receive the impres-
sion of two entirely distinct stories, standing in most respects
far apart. But it is quite possible, after all, that the two are

closely related to each other.

There is one point, manifestly, at which they cross : namely,
the fact that in each a Caliph is reconciled to his mistress by the
influence of an opportune verse of poetry. In both el-Ghozull
and the 1001 Nights this is the hinge on which the whole story
turns. The narrative at this point, moreover, exhibits a certain
verbal correspondence in the two versions. J In the story of

* So named in all the editions, and further defined as the mother of

(the Caliph) el-Mo'tazz. But the name is incorrect, and the result of a
scribal error for Kabiha. Cf . Mas'Mi vii. 270, 372 ;

Ibn Athir vii. 135.

The latter adds that el-Mutawekkil gave her this name (' Ugly-face ')

because of her extreme beauty :

^ LgJU=>j Lx*w^-sJ ; which latter com-

parison reminds one of how in our Southern States, in slavery times," Snowball " was a name frequently given to particularly black darky
babies.

f The verses are quite different, however, from those in el-Ghozuli.

\ This, together with the point of agreement just mentioned, I sup-
pose to have constituted the resemblance alluded to by Professor
Ndldeke.
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Abu '1-Hasan, the incident is introduced in the following words :

" Now the Caliph was devoted to a certain girl named el-Benga*

(she who was the mother of el-Mo'tazz), but a quarrel had parted
the two

;
so now she, for the might of her beauty and her

charms, will not seek to be reconciled with him
;
and he, for the

majesty of the Caliphate and the royal throne, will not seek

reconciliation with her."f This coincidence in form of expres-
sion with el-Ghozftl! may be explained, of course, on general

grounds ;
but it is more natural to suppose either direct depend-

ence of some sort, or that these words are a characteristic sur-

vival from an oft-repeated popular anecdote.

A few months ago, I happened to be looking into Kosegarten's
Chrestomathy,| for another purpose, and noticed this same story
of Abu'l-Hasan of Horasan, edited from a MS. of the 1001

Nights in the library at Gotha. The text given here varies

little from that of the other editions, except in the case of the

verses which the singing-girl recites to the Caliph. Among these

I was surprised to find the identical couplet ascribed by Ghozuli
to el-'Abbas ibn el-Ahnaf in this narrative. The first half-verse

has been lost, and its place supplied from the second verse
;
there

is no other change of importance :

This, it seemed to me, furnished an additional link in the chain

of connection between the two stories.

At about the same time, I came across two more of the verses

of our Ghozuli narrative, namely the two that form the basis of

the first strophe. They are cited by Ibn Hallikan in his article

on Ibrahim el-Mausili. After speaking in general terms of

Ibrahim's fame as a musician, the author continues : "It is

related that the Caliph Harun er-Rasid was passionately fond of

a fair slave named Marida, but they quarreled, and their mutual

displeasure continued for some time. This induced Ga'far the

Barmekide|| to order el-'Abbas ibn el-Ahnaf to compose some-

thing applicable to the circumstance, and the following verses

were written by him in consequence (here follow the two verses

* Read "
Kabiha," according to preceding note.

f The Arabic text is the same in all the editions. The form of words
used is generally different from that in Ghozuli,

t Chrestomathia Arabica, Leipzig, 1828.

Slane's Translation, i. 21.

I
The well-known Vezir, son of the Yahya of our narrative.
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beginning
* Return to the loved ones you have renounced '

etc.,

given in the same form as in el-Ghozuli). In pursuance to

Ga'far's orders, Ibrahim* sung these verses to er-Rasid, who im-

mediately hastened to Marida, and got reconciled to her. She
then asked him what brought about this event

; and, being
informed of what had passed, ordered to Ibrahim and el-

4Abbas
a present of 10,000 dirhems each

;
and er-Rasid, on her request,

recompensed them with a reward of 40,000 dirhems." From
this it would appear that the same story of the poet el-'Abbas,
with some slight variations, and with the same verses (at least in

part), was widely known and credited in literary circles in the

early centuries of Islam.

That the story told by Ghozuli is considerably older than that
in the 1001 Nights is of course certain, if it really comes from
el-Mubarrad

;
and this I see no good reason for doubting. f He

was a contemporary of el-MutawekkilJ and any such stories con-

cerning this ruler must have arisen after his time. His cautious

statement concerning the " two sources
" from which he had

heard the story may mean much or little
;
but at any rate it is

plain enough that what we have in el-Ghozuli is not a story made
up out of whole cloth, nor one that has been much ""worked
over." What facts lie back of it is another question. The
verses certainly the two cited by Ibn Hallikan, and probably
the others also are genuine compositions of the poet el-'Abbas,
and were much quoted. Possibly they gave rise to the whole

story, though the incident of the reconcilation may have had
some foundation in fact. That any other than er-Rasid was the

original of the story seems unlikely.] In any case, this is one
of the oldest tales of this class that we have concerning that

monarch.
The relative age of this version would appear to be attested

also by the episode of the young men's " club "
in Bagdad

(which certainly did not originate from the story of the verses),
and the very tame incident of the purchase of the slave-girl,

together with the somewhat loose way in which both are con-

nected with the adventure in the palace.
The addition of Ibrahim el-Mausili, as found in Ibn Hallikun,

is evidently a later improvement.

* He was perhaps the most celebrated musician of all Arab history.
His son Ishak was hardly less gifted, and the two are the heroes of

many anecdotes.
f Ghozuli generally makes the impression of using his sources care-

fully.

t Reigned from 232 to 247 A. H. (847-861 A. D.).
The first two verses of the first strophe are decidedly common-

place, not to say awkward. If our poet wrote them, they are at least
no credit to him.

||
The tendency to substitute his name on all possible occasions is well

known.
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As for the tale of Abu '1 Hasan of Horasan, it is an ad-

mirable specimen of the work of the professional story-teller.
Its chief incident, that of the verses, was furnished by the older

anecdote of the poet el-'Abbas. I am inclined to think that

in the above-mentioned appearance of the el-Ghozuli couplet in

the Gotha MS. of the 1001 Nights, edited by Kosegarten, may
be seen a survival from the original borrowing, though it may
be a later transfer. Of course, the substitution of el-Mutawekkil
for Harun er-RaSid followed necessarily, in view of the fact

that the anecdote of the reconciliation of the latter with Marida
was already well known.* Concerning the growth of the re-

mainder of the story of Abu'l-Hasan, and whether some other

already existing tale was utilized, one can only conjecture.
A story quite similar in many respects is that of the Young

Merchant who Ate the Garlic (Habicht ii. 165, Macn. i. 217,
Bulaki. 27th N. In all the well-known translations). In this

case, the young lover is brought into the palace concealed in a

dry-goods box. The girl hides him in a closet, to avoid the

Caliph. There is no mention of a royal quarrel, and no verses

are recited. The Caliph is er-Rasid. This tale appears to have

belonged to the oldest redaction of the Arabic "
Nights

" of

which we have any certain knowledge. f Very possibly an older

variation of it may have furnished the framework for the story of

Abu '1-Hasan of Horasan. | Still, the exciting incident of a young
man falling in love with one of the famous beauties of the royal

harim, and daring to effect a meeting with her, almost before the

very face and eyes of the Caliph, is a theme that would most

naturally suggest itself to story-tellers of the days of the

Caliphate. One may well be cautious in drawing conclusions

here.

*Of course there is no significance in the apparent
" coincidence '

that Marida and Kabiha, both foreign slave-girls, were mothers of suc-

ceeding lines of Caliphs. During this period of the Abbaside rule, a

Caliph whose mother was not a foreign slave was the exception. Not
so in the days of the Omayyads !

f Of. Zotenberg's Aladdin, 7. 38
;
Burton x. 98 ff.; August Miiller in the

Deutsche Rundschau for July '87, p. 83 etc.

$ Since the above was in print, a copy of Professor De Goeje's inter-

esting and valuable paper
" De arabische Nachtvertellingen

"
(pub-

lished in " De Gids," 1886) has come into my hands. It throws addi-
tional light from another side on the question of the origin of these two
tales from the "Nights

"
(p. 12 ff.), and I am glad to find my conjecture

of a relationship between them thus confirmed. With the incident of
the verses, and the story of el-'Abbas, De Goeje's essay is not concerned.
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A CYLINDER OF NEBUCHADNEZZAR,

BY DR. ALFRED B. MOLDENKE,
OB' NEW YORK CITY.

Presented to the Society April. 1893.

THE cylinder published in the following pages was purchased
in 1878 by Gen. C. P. di Oesnola for the Metropolitan Museum
of Art of New York City from the British Museum. Although
it has been in New York for so long a period, and several

attempts at decipherment were made, it has never, as far as I

am aware, been published. It is still in a splendid state of pres-

ervation, and forms one of the principal attractions of the

Museum's collection of Babylonian antiquities. The individual

signs are blurred in some parts (especially II. 6) ;
but the outlines

can still be traced. The cylinder is 5 inches high, and 2f inches

in diameter at the thickest part.
The text is divided into two columns. These columns are,

however, separated only by a slight ridge-like elevation of clay,
and not, as we generally find it, by straight lines. The latter,
on the other hand, are employed to divide the individual text

lines. A small space marks the beginning of the text. The
lines of columns I. and II. meet each other in the middle of the

cylinder, and really form one long line. The only exceptions
are: I. 16=11. 16, 17; I. 22 =11. 23, 24; and I. 25 = II. 27, 28.

Hence column II. contains three lines more than column I.

The text treats of a wall that Nebuchadnezzar had built in

order to strengthen the defenses of Babylon and its cherished

temple Esagila. This wall he built even further away from

Babylon than its already strong and famous wall Imgur-Bel.
Both are to protect the eastern part of the city against an enemy.
Each forms a defense by itself; the walls are not connected in

any way. The new wall is strengthened also by the digging of

a ditch on the outer side. It is built " like a mountain," out of

pitch and glazed bricks, and it forms an addition to the wall that

Nabopolassar had built, called Gatnushi. Nebuchadnezzar's work,
however, is superior to that of his father. For the wall built by
the latter had to be made higher in order to be in harmony with
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the one built by his son. The work is done thoroughly, the

foundation being placed even below the level of the water. The

document, perhaps also this cylinder, finds its place on the level

of the sea, so low as to be out of the reach of inimical hands,
but still high enough to be safe from the destructive power of

water. The side of the wall, the one toward the enemy, is par-

ticularly strengthened against the ravages of the battering ram.

The wall is then adorned with a large gate, undoubtedly of the

most beautiful architecture, which shall remain an eternal monu-
ment of the fame of Nebuchadnezzar. But Babylon was a land

of religion, and the king knows that he can only succeed with

the help of the gods. Hence the inscription ends with a prayer
to Marduk, the tutelary deity of Esagila, which sanctuary Nebu-
chadnezzar is thus eager to defend from defiling hands.

Through the kindness of Prof. Hall of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, who placed the cylinder at my disposal, I am
enabled to publish it here in full.

First Column.

SET

TRANSL1TE RATION.

I. 1.
ihlNa-bi-um-ku-du-ur-ri-u-

su-ur

2. Sar Ba-bi-lam ir?itu

3. za-ni-in 1-sag-ila u 1-zi-du

4. mar ilu

N'a-bi-um-apal-ii-
su-ur

TRANSLATION.

Nebuchadnezzar,

King of Babylon,

adorner of Esagila and Ezida,
son of Nabopolassar,

5. Sar Ba-bi-lam irs
-
ltu a-na- King of Babylon, am I.

ku

6. as-sum ma-ax-m-ar-ti I-
ln

t
?lA r

t

tO (') tre"gthe ()

sag-ila
the ^efense of Esagila,
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ETC te -:gT

SET .fey
-

<T

IT -IH

16 TT<T

TRANSLITEEATION.

7. du-un-nu-nim
8. li-im-nim u sa-ak-gi-sum
9. a-wa Ba-U-lam irs

-
itu Id

sa-na-ki

10. ga-an ta-ha-zi a-na Im-

gur-Btt
11. dtor Ba-U-lam irs

-
itu Id

da-hi-sti

12. sa ma-na-a-ma sar ma-
ah-ri Id i-pu-su

13. ^TI ka-ma-at Ba-bi-

lam irs
-
itu

14. dtarw dannu ba-la-ri sit
V

/Samsi

15. Ba-U-lam irs
-
itu u-sa-as-

hi-ir

\ 6. hi-ri-su ah-ri-i-ma

VOL. xvx. H

TRANSLATION.

(that) an enemy and a destroyer

against Babylon might not press

the storm of battle, in addition

to Imgur-Bel,
a wall of Babylon not touching

it,

which no king before had done,

on the outer line of Babylon

a strong wall, in the region of

the east,

I let surround Babylon,

Its canal I dug;
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18

19 tT <HHW fl a A-ff- I fc

-T <T-TT<T ff !T e=fe

HF-1

-
<T-

TRANSLITERATION.

17. su-pu-ul mi-'i ak-su-ud
18. ap-pa-li-is-ma
19. ka-ar a-bi-im ik-zu-ur-ru

20. Ga-at-nu-si irs
-
itu in-su

21. c?^r?^ dannu sa ki-ma
sa-tu-um

22. Id ut-ta-as-su

23. m kupri u agurri
24. ab-ni-ma
25. -fo" ka-ar a-bi ik-zu-ur-ru

26. i-si-ni-ik-ma

27. i-si-su in i-ra-at ki-gal-si

TRANSLATION.

the level of the water I reached
and I saw.

The wall (that) my father had
erected

(namely) Gatnushi, I raised:

a strong wall, like a mountain

(which) cannot be moved,
of pitch and glazed bricks

I built,
and with the wall (that my)

father had erected

I joined.
Its foundation on the breast of

the lower world
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Second Column.

75

tT8:is:T

I? I?

!!<!

TRANSLITEEATION.

IT. 1. u-sa-ar-si-id-ma

2. ri4-si-su sa-da-ni-is

3. u-za-ak-Jci-ir

4. i-ta-at dtiri a-na du-un-nu-
nim

5. u~sa-al-bi(f)-is-ma
6. *7i <$w a-sur-ra-a-ra ti-a-am

7. ^s-^' {^2r{ a-gur-ri i-mi-

id-ma
8. m i-ra-at ap-si-i
9. u-sa-ar-si-id ti-mi-m-su

/

10. ma-as-sa-ar-ti I-sag-ila

11. u Ba-bi-lam irSitu u-da-an-
ni-mi-ma

TRANSLATION.

I placed;
its top mountain-high
I raised.

The side of the wall for strength

I fitted (clothed).
On the outside a beautiful (?)

sea,
at the foundation of the wall,

with glazed bricks I built;

on the level of the sea

I established its document.

The defense of Esagila

and of Babylon I strengthened.
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12

13 8CT <

M HF-

15ft

18

19

>-X HH --

III =IT

TRANSLITERATION.

12. ba-ba-am da-ir-a-am
13. sa sar-u-ti-ia as-ta-ak-ka-

an
14. Marduk ilu

bil ildni

15. *'-&/ ba-nu-u-a
16. m ma-ah-ri-ka
] 7. ip-sl-tu-u-a li-it-mi-ru

18. lu-la-ab-bi-ir a-na da-ir-a-

tim
19. ba-la-at um-mi-im ri-i-Jcu-

tim
20. &-fo'4 li-it-tu-ti

21. Jcu-un-nu ku-su-u
22. w la-ba-ri pa-li-i

TRANSLATION.

An eternal gate
of my majesty I made.

O Marduk, lord of the gods,

god, my creator,
before thee

let my works appear;
let become old to eternity

(my) life for distant days.

Enjoyment of the fullness of life,

permanence of throne,
and long duration of reign,
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TJ

4H tlTT SIT

29 **-]>-

TEANSLITEEATION.

23. a-na si-ri-ik-tum su-ur-

kam
24. lu-ri-si-tu Jcul-\lat napsaf\-

ia

25.
i/w Marduk atta-a-ma

26. m ki-bi-ti-ka ki-it-ti

27. a W na-ka-ri
28. lu-ti-bu-u lu-za-ak-tu

29. ka-ak-ku-u-a
30. A;a-a^ na-ki-ri Ii-mi4-su

TRANSLATION.

for a present may he present and

may he help (me) all my life.

O Marduk, thou,

According to thy just commands,
which do not change,

may go out, may wound

my weapons; (and)
the weapons of (my) enemies

may they lay low.

NOTES.

1. 16. "Its" canal: that is, the canal that was considered a neces-

sary adjunct to each wall.
II. 5. The fourth sign in this line, usually read li, is to be read bi

here, and the word is to be taken from labdsu.
II. 6. a-sur-ra-a-ra I would, for lack of a better explanation,^

con-

nect with sartiru 'beauty, splendor.' kima stt arhi unammir sa-ru-

ru-su (VR. 64, col. II. line 23)
' Like the rising of the moon I made its

"beauty "shine.'
The sense of lines 6 and 7 of column II. is that Nebuchadnozzar

lined the sides of the lake he constructed with glazed bricks, thus giv-
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ing him the right to call the lake "
beautiful," and also to use the word

" build."
This Babylonian dialect, found on nearly all the building inscriptions

of Nabopolassar, Nebuchadnezzar, and Nabonidus, has many marked
peculiarities. A few of those that occur in this text are :

The use of s for s : in the suffix of the 3rd pers. sing. ,
I. 16, hi-ri-su

for hi-ri-su ; I. 27, i-si-su for i-si-su. This, however, is often met with
also in Assyrian texts. Then in I. 21 we have sa-tu-um for sa-du-um ;

II. 2, sa-da-ni-is for sa-da-ni-is.

Also the use of k for k : I. 9, sa-na-ki for sa-na-ki from sanaku '

press
with hostile intent.' Also in is used for ina : I. 13, 23, 27, II. 6, 20, 26.

In I. 8 we have sa-a/f-gi-sum for sa-ak-ki-sum ; and in II. 3 u-za-ak-ki-ir
for u-za-ak-ki-ir.

I would conclude from this, either that the use of incorrect signs was
due to the carelessness of the Babylonian scribe, or that these signs had
already obtained the required value in Babylonia.



ARTICLE IV.

THE JAIMMYA OR TALAVAKARA
UPANISAD BRAHMANA :

TEXT, TRANSLATION, AND NOTES.

BY HANNS OERTEL, PH.D.,

INSTRUCTOR IN YALE UNIVERSITY.

Presented to the Society April, 1893.

INTRODUCTION.

THE text of the Brahmana, as here published, is founded on

manuscript material sent by A. C. Burnell* in 1881 to Professor

Whitney (see Proc. A.O.S. for May, 1883
;
Journ. vol. xi., p.

cxliv), as follows :

A., according to BurnelFs note on the cover, copied
" from a

Malabar MS." in 1878
;
at the end he has added :

" Date of

original, Kullam 1040= 1864 A.D. From a MS. at Palghat";
B., from " a MS. on talipot leaves, written about 300 years

ago, and got from Tinnevelly, but which was originally brought
from near Aleppee;" of this only the various readings are

given, interlined in red ink on A.
;

C., a transliterated text in BurnelPs own hand, breaking off

after the beginning of i. 59, apparently because the copying
was carried no further.

The text of A. and the variants from B. are in the Grantha

character, on European paper. They were copied in transliter-

ation by Professor John Avery, and the copy was compared
with its originals by Professor Whitney, who also added the

readings of C.
;
from this copy was prepared the text given

below. The originals are now in the Library of the India

Office, London.
The attempt has been made to obtain new materials, but

without success. Professor G. Oppert, in his List of Sanskrit

* Burnell's discovery of the existence of the Jaimimya Brahmana
was announced by him in the London Academy of Sept. 29th, 1877, and
his acquisition of the MSS. in the same paper for Feb. 8th, 1879.
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MSS. in Private Libraries of Southern India (Madras, 1880),
mentions three Jaimini or Talavakara Brahmanas (i. 416, No.
5045

;
ii. 22,462, Nos. 385, 7876) ; and, at my request, he kindly

promised to examine them, in order to ascertain whether they
were Burnell's originals or independent copies ;

but as, after

a year, no information has come, I infer that his endeavor to

procure it has been in vain, and that nothing would be gained
by further delay of publication.

Burnell's MSS. of the Jaimimya-Brahmana proper are alto-

gether insufficient to found a complete edition upon ;
extracts

from it have been published, by Burnell* and by myself (see
this Journal, vol. xiv., p. 233 ff.) ;

and I may perhaps hereafter

undertake further work in the same direction
;
the text is in

great part very corrupt. The Upanisad-Brahmana is less un-

manageable, though the manuscripts go back to a faulty arche-

type, and present in common considerable corruptions. They
are also carelessly written as regards punctuation, orthography,
and samdhi / and these points I have taken the liberty of reg-

ulating ;
in all cases not purely orthographical I have given at

the foot of the page the various readings of the manuscripts.
For convenience of reference, I have numbered the sections

(Jchanda) in each book (adhydyd) successively, disregarding the

useless anuvaka division, and have added a division of the

sections into paragraphs by inconspicuous but readily discover-

able figures ;
this last lias no manuscript authority.

The translation is literal, and purely philological. I have
sometimes been compelled to force a translation of an obscure

passage ;
attention is called to this in the notes, lest it might

appear that the translation pretended to offer a solution of the

difficulty.
In the notes at the end will be found chiefly parallel passages

from the Jaiminiya Brahmana proper and elsewhere, which may
help to throw light on certain passages, to support emendations,
and to show, to some extent, the relation of our text to the

kindred literature
;
but regarding the last point an exhaustive

collection has not been aimed at.

At the close I have added an index of proper names, of

quotations, of the a?raf elprjfjLeva and rare words, and of some

grammatical points of interest.

Professor Whitney has placed me under deep obligation by
his kind assistance throughout this work.

!"V Namely, A Legend, etc. (Journal, xiv. 233, note), and The Jaiminiya
Text of the Arseya Brahmana of the Sdma-Veda, Mangalore, 1878.

There should also be mentioned Professor Whitney's translation of
the story of Cyavana in the Proceedings for May, 1883 (Journ., vol. xi.),
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JAIMINIYA-UPANISAD-BRAHMANAM.

I. 1. i. prqjapatir vd idam trayena vedend 1

''jayad'
1

yad asye

''dam jitam tat. a. sa diksate 'ttliam ced vd anye devd anena

vedena* yaksyanta imam vdva te jitim jesyanti ye ''yam mama.
hanta* trayasya vedasya rasam ddadd iti. a. sa bhiir ity eva

rgvedasya rasam ddatta. se ''yam prthivy abfiavat. tasya yo
rasah 6

prdnedat so i

gnir abhavad rasasya rasah. 4. bhuva* ity

eva yajurvedasya rasam ddatta. tad idam antariksam abhavat.

tasya yo rasah prdnedat sa vdyur abhavad rasasya rasah.

5. svar ity eva sdmavedasya rasam ddatta. so
7 lsdu dydur abha-

vat. tasya yo rasah prdnedat sa ddityo
lbhavad rasasya rasah.

6. athdi ''kasydi ''vd 'ksarasya rasam nd 'paknod dddtum om ity

etasydi "*va. 7. se 'yam vdg abhavat. om eva ndmdi 'sa. tasya u

prdna eva rasah. B. tdny etdny astern, astdksard gdyatrl. gdya-
tram sdma brahma u gdyatrl. tad u brahmd 'bhisampadyate.

astd$dphdh pa$avas teno papavyam. 1.

prathame 'nuvdke prathamah khandah.

L 1. i. Prajapati verily conquered this [universe] by means of

the threefold knowledge (Veda) : that [namelv] which was con-

quered of him. a. He considered : "If the other gods shall sac-

rifice thus by means of this knowledge (Veda), verily they will

conquer this conquest which is mine here. Come now, let me
take the sap of the threefold knowle'dge (Veda)." s. Saying
b/ius, he took the sap of the Rigveda. That became this earth.

The sap of it which streamed forth became Agni (fire), the sap
of the sap. 4. Saying bhuvas, he took the sap of the Yajurveda.
That became this atmosphere. The sap of it which streamed
forth became Vayu (wind), the sap of the sap. s. Saying svar,
he took the sap of the Samaveda. That became yonder sky.
The sap of it which streamed forth became Aditya (sun), the

sap of the sap. e. Now of one syllable he was not able to take
the sap : of om, just of that. 7. That became this speech.
This [speech] is" namely om. Of it breath is the sap. s. These
same are eight. Of eight syllables is the gdyatrl. The sdman
is in the gayatrl-metre and the gdyatrl is the brahman and thus
it becomes the brahman. Eight-hoofed are the domestic ani-

mals, and therefore it belongs to the domestic animals.

1. ] A. vedena.
'2 A. vdjayad. *A.padena. 4 hantd. 5 A. B. insert da.

8
repetition and confusion in C. 7 sd.

VOL. xvi. 12
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I. 2. i. sa yad om iti so 'grnir vdg iti prthivy om iti vdyur

vdg ity antariksam 1 om ity ddityo vdg iti dydur om iti prdno

vag ity eva vdk. 2. sa ya evam vidvdn udgdyaty om ity evd

'gnim dddya prthivydm pratisthdpayaty om ity eva vdyum
dddya ''ntarikse pratisthdpayaty om ity eva? ^dityam dddya
dim pratisthdpayaty om ity eva prdnam dddya vdci* pratisthd-

payati. a. tad dhdi ^tac chdiland* gdyatram gdyanty ovdSc

ovdSc ovaSc* hum bhd ova iti. 4. tad u ha tat pardn ivd ''ndyu-

syam iva. tad vdyop cd 'pdm cd 'nu vartma geyam. 5. yad vdi

vdyuh pardn? eva paveta kslyeta [sa\. sa purastdd vdti sa

daksinatas sa pa$cdt sa uttaratas sa uparistdt
1 sa sarvd dipo

lnusamvdti. e. tad etad dhur iddmm vd ayam ito 'vdsld
8
athe

''tthdd vdti 'ti. sa yad resmdnam janamdno
9 nivestamdno vdti

ksaydd eva bibhyat. ?. yad u ha vd 10

dpah pardclr eva prasrtas

syanderan ksiyerans tdh. yad
n ankdnsi kurvdnd nivestamdnd

dvartdn srjamdnd yanti ksaydd eva bibhyatih. tad etad vdyop
cdi 'vd ''pdm cd ^nu vartma geyam. 2.

prathame 'nuvdJce dvitiyah Jchandah.

I. 2. i. Om is Agni (fire), speech is the earth
;
om is Vftyu

(wind), speech is the atmosphere ;
om is Aditya (sun), speech is

the sky : om is breath, speech is just speech. 2. He who know-

ing thus sings the udgltha saying om, he takes Agni (fire) and
causes him to stand firm on the earth

; saying om, he takes

Vayu (wind) and causes him to stand firm in the atmosphere ;

saying om, he takes Aditya (sun) and causes him to stand firm in

the sky ; saying om, he takes breath and causes it to stand firm

in speech, s. Now the Qailanas g[ng the gdyatra (-sdman) thus :

ovdSc ovdSc ovdSc hum bhd ova. 4. Truly, this is thrown away
(pardn), as it were

;
not productive of long life, as it were. It

should be sung in accordance with the course of wind and waters.

5. Truly, if the wind should blow only straight away (pardn), it

would be exhausted. It blows from the front (east), from the

right (south), from the back (west), from the left (north), from

above, it blows from all quarters together. 6. This they say :

" At this very moment it hath blown in this direction, now it

bloweth thus." When it blows begetting a whirlwind, winding
itself in [it does so] just fearing exhaustion. 7. And if the
waters should flow streaming straight away (pardclr) only, they
would be exhausted. When they proceed making bends, winding
themselves in, producing eddies, [they do so] just fearing exhaus-
tion, s. Therefore that \sdman\ should be sung according to the
course of the wind and waters.

2.
] C. antariks-. 2 B. dpd.

s vdci. 4 B. chel- ; C. chll-. 5 -ca. 6 A.B.

pardnd; C. purdd. ''B.C. -risthdt. 8 C. sit. 9 A. yajamdno, the ya
correction; B.C. jamdno. 10 C. vam. n A. dayad, da struck out in
B. ; C. yad.

1S ankasi.
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I. 3. i. ova 1 ova ova hunt bhd ova iti karoty eva.
3

etdbhydrh
sarvam dyur eti. a. sa yathd vrksam dkramandir3 dkrama-

mdna iydd evam evdi 'te dve-dve devate samdhdye ''man lokdn

rohann eti* s. eka u eva mrtyur anvety a$anaydi *va. 4. atha

hinkaroti. candramd vdi hinkdro 'nnam u vdi candramdh.

annend ''panaydm g/inanti. s. tdm-tdm apanaydm annena hatvo

'm ity etam evd "dityam* samayd ^timucyate. etad eva divap
chidram. 6. yathd kham vd 'nasas

6

sydd rathasya"
1

vdi ^vam

etad divap chidram. tad rapmibhis samchannam* drpyate. i. yad
gdi/atrasyo "rdhvam hinkdrdt tad amrtam. tad dtmdnam da-

dhydd atho yajamdnam. atha yad
9
itarat sdmo "rdhvam tasya

pratihdrdt. s. sa yathd ''dbhir dpas samsrjyeran yathd ^gnind

^gnis samsrjyeta yathd kslre kslram dsicydd evam evdi 'tad aksa-

ram etdbhir devatdbhis samsrjyate. 3.

prathame 'nuvake trtiyafy Tchandah.

I. 4. i. tarn vd etam hmkdram him bhd iti hinkurvanti. $rlr

vdi bhdh. asdu vd 1

ddityo bhd iti. i. etam ha vd etam nyangam
anu garbha* iti. yad bha iti strmdm 3

prajananam nigacchati

I. 3. i. He utters ova ova ova hum bhd ova. By means of

these two. [divinities] he arrives at complete age. 2. As one
would keep climbing up a tree by steps, even so uniting these

divinities pairwise he keeps ascending these worlds, a. Death
alone goes after, viz. hunger. 4. Then he utters him. The
hinkdra is the moon, and the moon is food. Through food they
slay hunger. 5. Having slain through food this hunger and that,

saying om, he escapes through the midst of this sun. That is

the fissure of the sky. 6. As is the [axle-] hole of a cart or

of a chariot, even so is this fissure of the sky. That appears
all covered by rays. 7. What of the gdyatra \-sdman~\ is beyond
the hinkdra, that is immortal. There he should place himself as

well as the sacrifice!*. And the rest of the sdman is beyond its

pratihdra. e. As waters might be united with waters, as fire

might be united with fire, as one would pour milk into milk,
even so this syllable is united with these divinities.

I. 4. i. They utter this same hinkdra as him bhd. Fortune is

bhds (splendor); yonder sun is bhds. 2. According to this same

sign is [the word] garbha (foetus). In that he, saying bha, ap-

3.
l ova. 2 A.B. aiv-. 3 A.B. aJcram-. *A.iti. 5 B. -tyam ; C. -tyo

nasa. ^rasasya.
8 A.B. -nna. 9 A.B. tvad; C. tad (?).

10 B.-ra?i.

4. 'A. om.
'

2

gambha.
z A.T$.strin-.
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tasmdt tato brdhmana rsikalpo jayate 'tivyddhl* rdjanyac purah.

3. etam ha vd etam nyangam anu vrsabha iti. yad
5 bha iti

nigacchati tasmdt tatah punyo* balivardo duhdnd dhenur uksd

dacavdji
7

jayante. 4. etam ha vd etam nyangam, anu gardabha
iti. yad bha iti nigacchati tasmdt sa paplydn chreyaslsu carati

tasmdd asi/a pdplyasac creyo jayate 'cvataro vd 'cvatarl vd. 6.

etam ha vd etarh nyangam anu kubhra iti. yad bha iti nigacchati
tasmdt so 'ndryas'

1 sann api rdjfiah prdpnoti. 6. tarn hdi ''tarn

eke hinkdram him bhd ova iti bahirdhe
s
'ya hinkurvanti. bahir-

dhe 'y
10 vdi cr~th. crir vdi sdmno hinkdra iti. i. sa ya enarh

tatra bruydd* bahirdhd nvd ayam criyam adhita pdplydn bha-

visyati.
11

sa yadd vdi mriyate 'thd 'gndu prdsto bhavati :

ksipre bata marisyaty agndv enam prdsisyantl
^ti tathd hdi ^va sydt. Q. tasmdd u hdi ^tam hinkdram him vo

ity antar ivdi 'vd, "tmann arjayet. tathd ha na bahirdhd priyam
kurute sarvam dyur eti. 4>

prathame 'nuvake caturthah khandah.

preaches the secret parts of women, therefore thence is born a
Brahman like a rsi, a piercing kingly hero. s. According to this

same sign is [the word] vrsabha (bull). In that he approaches say-

ing bha, therefore thence a [sacrificially] pure bull, a milking cow,
an ox possessing tenfold strength (?) are born. 4. According to

this same sign is [the word] gardabha (ass). In that he approaches
saying bha, therefore he (the ass) being inferior covers those

[mares] which are superior ;
therefore of this inferior one some-

thing better is born, either a mule or a she-mule. 5. According to

this same sign is [the word) kubhra. In that he approaches saying
bha, therefore he, even though he be not an Arya, obtains kings
(?). e. This same hinkdra some utter him bhd ova outside as it

were. Truly outside is fortune
;
fortune indeed is the syllable

him of the sdman. i. If upon this one should say of him :

"
Truly he hath now put fortune outside, he will become worse

;

Truly, when he dies, he is thrown into the fire
; quickly, alas, he

will die, they will throw him into the fire
" even so it would

.come to pass. s. And therefore one should put that hinkdra, viz.

him vo, inside of one's self, as it were. Thus, indeed, he does
not put fortune outside, he attains complete age.

4.
4 C. jayata itivy-.

5 A. yasat.
6
-ya. "insert 'ti.

8 A.B. ndk-
thyas ; C. ndrthyas.

9 C. otn. bahirdhe'va tatra bruydd
10
bahirddhve, om. va. u

-yatl 'ti.
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5. i. so, hdi 'sd khald devatd 'pasedhantl
1

tisthati. idam vdi

tvam atra pdpam akar ne ''hdi "syasi, yo vdi punyakrt sydt so

ihe 'ydd iti. 2. sa bruydd apapyo vdi tvam tad yad aham
tad3 akaravarh* tad vdi md tvam nd 'kdrayisyas tvam vdi

tasya kartd 's* ''ti. a. sd* ha veda satyam md "he* ''ti. satyam hdi

''sd devatd. sd* ha tasya ne "pe yad enam apasedhet satyam
6

updi
'va hvayate. 4. atha ho 'vdcdi "ksvdko 7 vd vdrsno (mtvaktd vd

sdtyakirta* utdi ^sd
9 khald devatd ^paseddhum eva dhriyate

10

l

sydi dipah. s. [tad] divo lntah. tad ime dydvdprthivi samplis-

yatah. ydvatl vdi vedis tavatl ''yam prthivl. tad yatrdi 'tac cdtvd-

lam khdtam tat samprati sa diva dkdpah. e. tad bahispavamdne

stuyamdne manaso \lgrhniydt. i. sa yatho ''cchrdyam prati-

yasya" prapadyetdi 'vam evdi 'tayd
12

devataye ''dam amrtam

abhiparyeti yatrd ''yam idam tapatl ''ti. s. atha ho 'vdca 5.

prathame 'nuvdke pancamah khandah.

6. i. gobalo vdrsnah ka etam ddityam arhati samaydi ''turn,

durdd vd esa etat tapati nyan. tena vd etam purvena sdmapathas
tad eva manasa "hrtyo 'paristdd etasydi ''tasminn amrte nida-

I. 5. i. This same base divinity stands driving away :

" This
evil thou hast done here

;
thou shalt not come here. Verily he

who is doer of good deeds, he may come here." 2. Let him say :

" Thou sawest what I thus did
;
thou wouldst not make me do

this
;
thou art doer of it." a. That [divinity] knows : "He tells

me truth," This divinity is truth. It is not competent _to drive

him away ;
he just calls upon truth. 4. Now either Aiksvaka

Varsna or Anuvaktar Satyakirta said :

" And this base divinity

begins to drive away from this quarter, s. [There] is the end of

the sky ;
there heaven and earth embrace. So great as the sac-

rificial hearth is, so great is this earth
;
and where that ditch

(for the northern altar) is dug, precisely there is that space of the

sky. e. Thus, when the bahispavamdna is being sung, he should
take up [the cup] with the mind. 7. As one would approach an

elevation, toiling toward
[it], even thus by means of this divinity

one compasses this immortality, where this one here burns, s.

Moreover

I. 6. i. Gobala Varsna said : "Who is able to go through
the midst of this sun ? Verily from afar he thus burns down-
ward. On that account, verily, the sdman-paih is before him (?) ;

seizing [him] thus with the mind he should place him above this

5. x insert 'ti.
2 B.C. tvad. 3 C. arka-. 4 sd. 5 C. satyam mdhe.

6 matam. ^ksako. 8 B.C. sdtyakirtta.
9 B. -a.

1ft

dhry-.
n
pratyasya.

11 A.B. 'tatay-.
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dhydd iti. a. tad it ho 'vaca pdtydyanis samaydi 'vdi ''tad enam
kas tad veda. yady eta dpo vd dbJiito yad vdyum

1 vd esa upa-

hvayate racmm va esa tad* etasmdi* vyuhatl 'ti. 3. atha4 ho 6

'vdco 'lukyo
6

jdna$ruteyo yatra vd esa etat"
1

tapaty etad evd

^mrtam. etac ced vdi prdpnoti tato mrtyund pdpmand vydvar-
tate. 4. kas tad veda yat parena* "dityam antariksam idam

andlayanam* avarena. s. athdi ''tad evd 'mrtam. etad eva mam
yuyam prdpayizyatha. etad evd ''ham nd 'timanya

11
iti. 6. tdny

etdny astdu. astdksard gdyatrl. gdyatram sdma brahma u gcti/a-

trl. tad u brahmd 'bhisampadyate. astapaphah pacavas teno

papayvam. 6.

prathame 'nuvake sasthah khandah.

I. 7. i. td etd astdu devatdh. etdvad idam sarvam. te
[
....... ]

karoti. a. sa ndi 'su lokesu pdpmane bhrdtrvydyd 'vakd$am

kurydt. manasdi 'nam nirbhajet. . tad etad red 'bhyanucyate.
catvdri vdk parimitd paddni

tdni vidur brahmana ye manlsinfih :

guhd trlni nihitd
1

ne* 'ngayanti
3

turlyam vdco manusyd vadantl

Vi. 4. tad ydni tdni guhd trlni nihitd* ne
b

'ngayantl {*ti\
'ma

one in this immortality. 2. Further Qatyayani said: "'Thus

through the midst of him,' who knows that ? Truly when he either

calls upon these waters round about, or when upon the wind, he
then parts the rays for him." 3. Further Ulukya Jfwa9i*uteya
said :

"
Truly, where this one burns thus, there is this immor-

tality. If one obtains this, he thereupon separates himself from

death, from evil. 4. Who knows that which is beyond the sun,
beneath this abodeless atmosphere ? s. And just this is immor-

tality. This you will cause me to obtain. This I do not despise."
s. = i. 1. s.

I. 7. i. These are these eight divinities. So great is the

universe. They [......... ] does. 2. He should not give an op-

portunity in these worlds to his hateful rival. He should exclude
him with his mind. z. That same is referred to in a re :

"
Speech

is four measured quarters ;
Bruhmans who are wise know these

;

three, deposited in secret, do not stir
;
one quarter of speech men

speak." 4. Now these ' three [quarters] deposited in secret which

6. ^d'l/am, 2 A.B. tady ; C. ta. 3 C. syai.
4 C. atho. 5 C. ora.

6 'uaca (!) ulukyo A.C.
; ulukyo B. 7 B. yat.

* B. paron-. 9
A.anvilay-.

10 -ta : A. prdpip-.
u

-yata.
7.

x B. -tdni. * A. no ; C. om. * C. gayanti.
4 C. -tdni. C. om.
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eva te lokdh. s. turn/yarn vdco manusyd vadantl 'ti. caturbhdgo
ha vdi turlyam vdcah. sarvayd 'sya vdcd sarvdir ebhir lokdis

sarvend ">sya krtam bhavati ya evam veda. e. sa yathd 'pma'mnn
dkhanam rtvd* loathe? vidhvansata evam* eva sa vidhvansate*

ya evam vidvdnsam, upavadati. 7.

prathame 'nuvdke saptamah khandah. prathamo 'nuvdkas samdptah.

I. 8. i. prajdpatir vd idam trayena vedend ^jayad yad asye
''dam jitam tat. 2. sa diksate 'ttham ced vd anye devd anena

vedena 1

yaksyanta imam vdva te jitim jesyanti ye 'yam mama.
3. hante 'mam trayam vedam* pllaydnl ^ti. 4. sa imam trayam
vedam apllayat. tasya pllayann ekam evd 'ksararh nd 'paknot

3

pllayitum om iti yad etat. s. esa u ha vdva sarasah. sarasd ha

vd evamvidas trayi vidyd bhavati. e. sa imam rasam pilayitvd

'panidhdyo "rdhvo 'dravat. 7. tarn dravantam 1

catvdro devdndm

anvapapyann indra$ candro rudras samudrah. tasmdd ete

presthd devdndm. ete* hy
6 enam 1

anvapapyan. s. sa yo 'yam
rasa dslt tad eva tapo

lbhavat. 9. ta imam rasam devd anvdik-

santa* te 'bhyapapyanf sa 10

tapo vd abfiud iti. 10. imam u vdi

do not stir,' they are these worlds, s.
' One quarter of speech men

speak.' A fourth part indeed is this quarter of speech. Of him
who knows thus it (?) is done by all speech, by all these worlds, by
the all. e. As a clod of earth colliding with a stone as target
breaks to pieces, even so he breaks to pieces who speaks ill of

one knowing thus.

I. 8. 1-2 = I. 1. 1-2. 3. Come now, I will press this threefold

knowledge (Veda)." 4. He pressed this threefold knowledge
(Veda). Pressing, he could not press one syllable of it, viz. om.
5. And that, indeed, is full of sap. Full of sap is the threefold

knowledge of him who knows thus. 6. He, having pressed this

sap, putting it aside, ran upward. 7. Him running four of the

gods looked after, Indra, Candra, Rudra, Samudra. Therefore
these are the best of the gods. For they looked after him. 8.

What this sap was, that became penance \tapas}. 9. These gods
looked after this sap. They became aware :

"
Verily this [sap]

hath become penance." 10. They, feeling this threefold knowl-

edge (Veda) all over, found in it that same unpressed syllable,
viz. om. 11. And that, indeed, is full of sap. They mixed it

7. 6 C. krtva. 7 Zoso. 8 A.C. om. evam vidhvansate. 9 B. adds
(i.60. 7 b

-8) sa eso upavadati.
8. 'A. -ne. 2 A. -da; B. -da. 3 A.B. -kno. 4 dravam. 5 B. hy ete.

6 A. om. 7 A. senam. s -an; B. -dich-. 9
tebhyahpa-.

10 C. -gyamsta-.
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trayam vedam marlmrpitvd tasminn etad evd 'ksaram apllitam"
avindann om iti yad etat. u. esa u ha vdva 1*

sarasah. tendi

'nam prdyuvan.
13

yathd madhund Idjdn prayuydd
1 *
evam. 12. te

'bhyatapyanta. tesdm tapyamdndndm dpydyata vedah. te 'nena
1 *

ca tapasd "plnena ca vedena tarn u eva jitim ajayan
1 *

yarn pra-

jdpatir aja.yat.
1

"
1 taetesarva eva prajdpatimdtrd aydSm ayaSm

iti. is. tasmdt tapyamdnasya bhuyasl klrtir bhavati bhuyo

yapah. sa ya etad evam vedai 'vam evd "plnena vedena yajate.

yado ydjayaty evam evd "plnena?" vedena 1 *

ydjayati. 14. tasya
hdi ''tasya ndi Jva kd cand "rtir asti^ ya evam veda. sa ya evdi

'nam upavadati sa artim rcchati 8.

dvitiye "nuvdke prathamah khandah.

I. 9. i. tad dhur yad ova 1

ova* iti glyate kvd "*tra rg
3
bhavati

kva same J

ti. 2. om iti vdi sdma vdg ity rk. om iti mano vdg
iti vdk. om iti prdno vdg ity eva vdk. om iti ">ndro vdg iti sarve

devdh. tad etad indram eva sarve devd anuyanti. s. om ity

etad evd 'ksaram. etena vdi sarhsave parasye ^ndram vrnjlta*
etena ha vdi tad bako ddlbhya djakecindm* indram vavarja*

with that, just so as one might mix beans with honey. 12. They
brooded over [it] (did penance). Of them brooding over [it]

knowledge (the Veda) was filled up. And by means of this heat

(penance) and the filled up Veda they conquered that conquest
which Prajfipati [had] conquered. All these are just commen-
surate with Prajapati, [of whom one may doubt:] "Is it this

one ? Is it this one ?" is. Therefore greater becomes the renown,
greater the glory of one who does penance. He who knows this

thus sacrifices for himself by means of the filled-up Veda
;
and

when he sacrifices for anyone else he thus sacrifices for him by
means of the filled-up Veda. 14. For him who knows thus there
is no misfortune at all. He who speaks ill of him, he meets with
misfortune.

I. 9. i. This they say : "If one sings ova ova, what becomes
of the re, what of the sdman ?" a. Om is the sdman, speech is

the re / om is the mind, speech is speech ;
om is breath, speech is

just speech ;
om is Indra, speech is all the gods. Thus all the

gods go after Indra. s. Om is this syllable ; by it at a simultane-
ous soma-siicrifiee one would force Indra away from his rival.

8. n C. pilitam; B. -td. "C.vd. pray-.
14
-yaydd.

l C.tena;R.
te ena; A. tendina. l6

C.-yat.
17 A.B. -yan. ^aSydm. 19 C. om. yajate

yado vedena. 20 A.JB. eva dpi-.
21 A. asi. 2 '

2 A. upadati; C. uva-
dati. 23 A. achcati; B.C. ar-.

9.
1 B. evd. 2 A. ovdta (=ovd3 ?).

z
rg.

4
avrnj-.

5 A.B. -fin- ; C,
'

vavraja.
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om ity etendi 'vd "nindya.'
1

4. tdny etdny astdu. astdksard gdyatrl.

gdyatram sdma brahma u gdyatrl. tad u brahmd ^bhisampad-

yate. astdpaphdh papavas teno papavyam. s. tasydi 'tdni nd-

mdm ''ndrah karmd 'hsitir
9 amrtam vyomdnto vdcah. bahur"

bhuyas sarvam sarvasmdd uttaram jyotili. rtam satyarh vijnd-

nam 10 vivdcanam aprativdcyam.
11

purvam sarvam sarvd vdk.

sarvam idam api dhenuh pinvate pardg arvdk. 9.

dvitlye 'nuvdke dvitiyah khandah.

I. 10. i. sd
1

prthaksalilam kdmadughdksiti prdnasamhitam

caksupprotram? vdkprabhutam manasd vydptarh hrdaydgram*
brdhmanabhaktam* annapubham varsapavitram gobhagam

prthivyuparam tapastanu varunapariyatanam* indraprestharh

sahasrdksaram ayutadhdram amrtam duhdnd* sarvdn imdn

lokdn abhiviksaratl 'ti.
7

2. tad etat satyam aksaram yad om iti.

tasminn dpah pratisthitd apsu
s

prthivl prthivydm ime lokdh.

a. yathd sucyd paldpdni samtrnndni syur evam etend ^ksarene

'me lokds samtrnndh. 4. tad idam imdng

atividhya dapadhd

Truly by means of it Baka Dalbhya forced Indra away from the

Ajake9ins ; just by means of this om he led [him] to himself.

4 = I. 1. 8. 6. These are its names : Indra, action, imperishable-
ness, the immortal, end of the firmament of speech (?); the mani-

fold, the numerous, the all, the light higher than the all
; right-

eousness, truth, distinction, decision which is not to be contra-

dicted
;
the ancient all, all speech. This all also, [like] a cow,

fattens thitherward, hitherward.

I. 10. i. She that milks immortality possessing individual

oceans (?), possessing wish-granting imperishableness, connected
with breath, possessing sight and hearing, superior by speech,

permeated by the mind, having the heart as its point, apportioned
to the Brahmans, pleasant through food, having the rain as means
of purification (?), cow-protecting, higher than the earth, having
penance as a body, having Varuna as an enclosure, having Indra
as leader, possessing a thousand syllables, possessing ten thousand

streams, flows in all directions unto all these worlds. -2. Om is this

same true syllable. In it the waters are firmly set, in the waters
the earth, in the earth these worlds. 3. As leaves might be stuck

together with a pin, so these worlds are stuck together by this

syllable. 4. That same having pierced them flows tenfold, hun-

9. Tvanindya. *-i; C. *k$iU.
9 -hir. 10

vijijnd-. "C.-ah.
10. } sd. *-ksu$rotr-.

3
-d'ayogr-.

4 A. bhraktram ; B. bhratram ; C.

bhrtram. 6
paryyat-.

6 -dh. 7 C. om. iti. 8 A.B. -psuh.
9 A.B. dm; C.

leaves space between idam and dagadhd.
VOL. xvi. 13
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ksarati patadhd sahasradhd 'yutadhd prayutadhd \niyutadha]
^rbudadhd nyarbudadhd nikharvadhd 11

padmam aksitir vyo-
mdntah. &. yathdu ^gho visyandamdnah

1 *

parah-parovariydn

bhavaty evam evdi *tad aksaram parah-parovarlyo
13

bhavati.

e. te hdi *te
} * lokd urdhvd eva pritdh. ima evam trayodapamdsdh.

7. sa ya evam vidvdn udgdyati sa evam evdi ''tan lokdn ativahati.

om ity etend ^ksarend 'mum ddityam mukha ddhatte. esa ha vd

etad aksaram. s. tasya" sarvam dptam bhavati sarvam jitarh

na hd 'sya kap cana kdmo 'ndpto bhavati ya evam veda. .

tad dha prthur vdinyo
1

'
1

divydn vrdtydn papraccha
sthundm divastambhamm suryam dhur

antarikse suryah prthivlpratisthah :

apsu bhumlp pipyire bhuribhdrdh

kirn svin mahlr adhitisthanty apct

iti. 10. te ha pratyucus
sthundm eva divastambhamm suryam dhur

antarikse suryah prthivlpratisthah :

apsu bhumitf* pipyire bhuribhdrds

satyam )nah~ir adhitisthanty dpa
iti. 11. om ity etad evd Aksaram satyam. tad etad dpo 'dhitis-

thanti. 10.

dvitiye 'nuvoike trtlyah Tchandah. dvitiyo 'nuvdkas samdptah.

dredfold, thousandfold, ten thousandfold, hundred thousandfold,
millionfold, ten millionfold, hundred millionfold, billionfold, ten

billionfold, hundred billionfold, thousand billionfold. 6. As a

flood flowing in different directions [proceeding] farther and far-

ther becomes broader, even so this syllable [proceeding] farther

ard farther becomes broader. 6. These same worlds are lying

[piled] upward [one above the other]. They thus are of thirteen

months. 7. He who knowing thus sings the udgltha, he carries

[the sacrificer] beyond these worlds. By means of this syllable
om he places yonder sun in his mouth. Verily it (the sun) is this

syllable. B. Whoso knows thus, by him all is obtained, all con-

quered, of him no desire whatsoever is unfulfilled. 9. Now Prthu

Vainya asked the divine mendicants : "They call the sun (surya}^
a sky-supporting post ;

in the atmosphere is the sun having the
earth as a support ;

in the waters the much-bearing earths lie; on

what, pray, do the great waters rest ?" 10. They answered :

"They do call the sun a sky-supporting post ;
in the atmosphere

is the sun having the earth as a support ;
in the waters the much-

bearing earths lie; on truth the great waters rest." 11. This

syllable om is truth. Thereon, then, the waters rest.

10. 10 A.B. nirbu-. U A.B. nikharvdca; C. nikharvaddca. 12 C. -nan.
13 C. om. parah-paro.

l*tai. I5 A.B. tasi. 16 A. kanva. "A. vdi,

*A. athit-.
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I. 11. i. prajdpatih prajd asrjata. td enam srstd annakdcinlr

abhitas samantarn paryavipan. 2. td abravit kimkCunds st/ie
J
ti.

(oinddyakdmd ity abruvan. 3. ,90 'bravld ekam vdi 1 vedam

annddyam asrksi sdmdi* 'va. tad vah prayacchdnl* 'ti. tan

nah prayacche* 'ty abruvan. 4. so lbravld imdn vdi pafun
bhuyistham upajwdmah. ebhyah pratJiamarn praddsydmi 'fi.

e. tebhyo hinkdram prdyacchat. tasmdt pacavo hinkarikrato*

vijijildsamdnd iva caranti. e. prastdvam manusyebhyah. tas-

mdd u te stuvata ive
b 'dam me bhavisyaty ado me bhavisyati

'ti. 7. ddim vayobhyah. tasmdt tdny ddaddndny updpapdtam
iva caranti. e. udg'itham devebhyo 'mrtam. tasmdt te

lmrtdh.

9. pratihdram dranyebhyah papubhyah. tasmdt te pratihrtds*

tantasyamdnd'
1 iva caranti. 11.

trtiye 'nuvdke prathamah khandah.

I. 12. i. upadravam gandharvdpsarobhyah
1

. tasmdt ta upa-
dravam grhnanta iva caranti. 2. nidhanam pitrbhyah. tasmdd

u te nidhanasamsthdh. 3. tad yad ebhyas tat sdma prdyacchad
etam evdi 'bhyas tad ddityam prdyacchat. 4. sa yad anuditas

sa hifikdro 'rdhoditali* prastdva dsamgavam ddir* mddh-

I. 11. i. Prajapati created creatures. They being created be-

leaguered him completely on all sides, yearning for food (?). a.

He said to them :

" What is your desire ?" " We are desirous of

food-eating," they said. 3. He said :

"
Truly, one Veda have I

created for food-eating, viz. the sdman ; that 1 will furnish to

you." They said :

" Furnish that to us." 4. He said :

" We live

mostly on these domestic animals. To them I will give first."

5. He gave them the hinkdra. Therefore domestic animals go
about continually uttering him^ desirous of knowing [each other],
as it were. 6. The prastdva [he gave] to men. And therefore

they praise themselves
(*^stu),

as it were, [saying] :

" This will

be mine, that will be mine." 7. The ddi [he gave] to the birds.

Therefore they move about taking themselves (^/dd + d), flying

up and down, as it were. s. The udultha [he gave] to the gods,

being immortal. Therefore they are immortal. 9. The pratihdra
[he gave] to the beasts of the forest. Therefore they, being
kept back, move shaking (?) as it were.

I. 12. i. The upadrava [he gave] to the Gandharvas and Ap-
sarases. Therefore they move taking hold as it were of the

upadrava (?). 2. The nidha)ia [he gave] to the Fathers. And
therefore they are resting on the nidhana. s. In that he gave
them this sditian, thereby he gave them this sun. 4. When it is

II. l va. 2 C. sdm-. *prya-. *-krto. 5 B.C. stuvateva. 'pratihatas.
T A.B. tdtr(T)8(l)yamdnd; C. tdtdsyamdnd.

12. 1 C. -apsarebh-.
>2 C. artliodit-. 3

adityah.
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yandina udgltho 'pardhnah pratihdro yad updstamayam lohi-

tdyati sa upadravo 'stamita eva nidhanam. 5. sa esa sarvair

lokdis samah. tad yad esa sarvair lokdis samas tasmdd esa eva

sama. sa ha vdi sdmavit sa sama veda 1

ya evam veda. e. te

'bruvan dare vd idam asmat. tatre 'dam kuru yatro 'pajlvdme
'ti.* 7. tad rtun abhyatyanayat. sa vasantam eva hinkdram

akarod* grlsmam prastdvam varsdm udgltham paradam? pra-
tihdram hemantam nidhanam. mdsdrdhamdsdv eva saptaiudv

akarot. s. te
lbruvan nedlyo nvdvai 'tarhi. tatrdi 'va kuru

yatro 'pajwdme ^ti* 9. tat parjanyam abhyatyanayat. sa pu-
rovdtam eva hinkdram akarot. 12.

trtlye 'nuvdke dvitlyah khandah.

I. 13. i. jlmutdn prastdvam
1

stanayitnum udgitham vidyu-

tam pratihdram vrstim* nidhanam. yad vrstdt prajdp cdu

'sadhayap ca jdyante te saptamydv* akarot. 2. te 'bruvan

nedlyo nvdvdi 'tarhi. tatrdi 'va kuru yatro 'pqjlvdme 'ti* 3.

tad yajnam abhyatyanayat. sa yajunsy eva hinkdram akarod

rcah prastdvam sdmdny udgltham stomam pratihdram chando

not yet risen it is the hinkdra ; when half risen it is the pra-
stdva ; at the time when the cows are driven together it is the

ddi ; noon is the udgltha the afternoon is the pratilidra; when
it turns red toward sunset it is the upadrava ; having gone to set-

ting it is the nidhana. 6. This (sun) is the same (sama) with all the

worlds, therefore it is the sdman. Truly he is sawztm-knowing,
he knows the sdman, who knows thus. 6. They said :

"
Verily,

this is far away from us
;
make it there where we may live on

[it]." 7. Then he transferred it to the seasons. He made the

spring the hinkdra, the summer the prastdva, the rainy season the

udgltha, the fall the pratihdra, the winter the nidhana. Both
months and half-months he made as sixth and seventh. 8. They
said :

"
Verily, it is nearer now

; [but] make it there where we

may live on [it]." 9. Then he transferred it to Parjanya. He
made the preceding wind the hinkdra,

I. 13. i. The thunder-clouds the prastdva, the thunder the

udgitha, the lightning the pratihdra, the rain the nidhana ;
what creatures and herbs are born from rain, those he made as

sixth and seventh. 2. They said :
"
Verily, it is nearer now, [but]

make it there where we may live on
[it]."

3. Then he transferred

it to the sacrifice. He made the yajuses the hinkara, the re's the

prastdva, the sdmans the udgltha, the stoma the pratihdra, the

12. 4 C. repeats sa sama veda. 5 -ma iti. *kar-. 7

prastdvah. varsd

udgithah; B.C. $arat pratihdrah ; A. om. faradam pratihdram.
13. ] A. prastdtrdi 'vam. 2 -tir. 3 A. sapatam-.

4 -ma iti.
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nidhanam. svdhdkdravasatkdrdv eva saptamdv akarot. 4. te

'bruvan nedlyo nvdvdi ^tarhi. tatrdi 'va kuru yatro 'pajwdme Vi.*

5. tat fiurusatn abhyatyanayat* sa mana eva hinkdram akarod
vdcam prastdvam prdnam udgltham caksuh pratihdram pro-

tram nidhanam. retap cdi 'va prajdm ca saptamdv akarot. e.

te 'bruvann atra vd enat tad akar yatro ''pajwisydma iti. i. sa

vidydd aham eva sdmd 'smi mayy etd devatd iti. IS.

trtlye 'nuvdke trtiyah khandah.

I. 14. i. na ha duredevatas
1

sydt. ydvad dha vd dtmand
devdn update tdvad asmdi devd bhavanti. 2. atha ya etad evam
vedd 'ham eva sdmd Jsmi mayy etds sarvd* devatd ity evam 3

hd ^sminn etds sarvd devatd bhavanti. a. tad etad devaprut
sdma. sarvd ha vdi devatdp prnvanty evamvidam punydya sd-

dhave. td enam punyam eva sddhu kdrayanti. 4. sa ha smd "ha

sucittap pdilano* yo yajilakdmo mdm eva sa vrmtdm. tata evdi

'nam yajila upanamsyati. evamvidam hy udgdyantam sarvd

devatd anusamtrpyanti. td asmdi trptds tathd karisyanti yathdi
'nam yajna upanamsyati "Hi. 14.

trtiye 'nuvake caturthah khandah. trtiyo 'nuvdkas samdptah.

chandas the nidhana ; the exclamations svdhd and vasat he
made as sixth and seventh. 4. They said :

"
Verily, it is nearer

now, [but] make it there where we may live on [it]." 5. He trans-

ferred it to man. He made the mind the hinkdra, speech the

prastava, breath the udglt/ia, sight the pratihdra, hearing the

nidhana seed and offspring he made as sixth and seventh. 6.

They said :

" Now thou hast made it here, where we shall live

on [it]". 7. Ele should know :

"
I am the sdman, in me are these

divinities."

I. 14, i. He should not be one having the divinities far away.
Truly to what extent he worships the gods with the self, to that

extent the gods exist for him. 2. And who knows this thus : "I
am the sdman, in me are all these divinities," truly thus in him
all these divinities exist, a. That is the 'devaprut sdman for all

the divinities give ear to one knowing thus for what is pure, for

what is good. They make him do what is pure, what is good.
4. Now Sucitta Q^Uana used to say :

" Whoso wisheth to sacri-

fice, let him choose me
;

then the sacrifice will become his.

For with one who knowing thus singeth the udgitha all the divin-

ities are pleased together. They being pleased will so act for

him that the sacrifice shall become his."

13. B A. abhyatyatyan-.
14. ' A.B. devata. 2 A. om. 3 B. esma. * A. devagrait ; B. deva-

qrut; C. eva$rut.
5 B. -narh.
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I. 15. i. devd vdi svargam lokam dipsan. tarn net paydna na
"sind

1 na tisthanto* na dhdvanto ndi 'va kena cana karmand "pmi-
van. 2. te devdh prajdpatim upddhdvan

3

svargam vdi lokam

dipsisma. tarn na payand iui "smd na tisthanto na dhdvanto ndi

'va kena cana karmand "pdma. tathd no lnucdd/ii yathd svar-

gam lokam dpnui/dme* ''ti. s. tan abravit sdmnd 'nrcena svar-

gam lokam prayate* 'ti. te sdmnd 'nrcena svargam lokam prd-

yan* 4. pra vd ime sdmnd ">

gur iti. tasmdt prasdma tasmdd u

prasdmy annam atti.
7

6. devd vdi svargam lokam dyan* ta etdny

rkpaddni parlrdni dhunvanta dyan. te
9

svargam lokam ajayan.
10

. tdny d divah praklrndny aperan. athe Jmdni prajdpatir rkpa-
ddni parlrdni samcityd ''bhyarcat. yad

lQ

abhyarcat to
11
eva rco

'bhavan. 15.

caturthe 'nuvake prathamah khandah.

I. 16. i. sdi 'va rg abhavad iyam eva $rih. ato devd abhavan.

a. athai 'sdm imam asurdp
1

priyam avindanta. tad eva "suram

I. 15. i. The gods desired to obtain the heavenly world.

Neither lying nor sitting nor standing nor running nor by any
[other] action whatsoever did they obtain it. 2. These gods ran
unto Prajapati [saying] :

" We have desired to obtain the heav-

enly world. Neither lying nor sitting nor standing nor running
nor by any [other] action whatsoever have we obtained it. In-

struct us so that we may obtain the heavenly world." 3. He
said to them: "Approach the heavenly world by means of a re-

less sdman" They approached the heavenly world by means of a

re-less sdman. 4. "Truly, these have gone forth (pra) by means
of the sdman" Hence [the word] prasdma, and hence one eats

food imperfectly (? prasdnti). 6. Verily, the gods went to the

heavenly world. They kept shaking off their bodies, the re-

parts. They conquered the heavenly world. 6. These [bodies]

lay strewn up to the sky. Then Prajapati, collecting these bodies,
the re-parts, honored

(/y/rc)
them. Because he honored them,

they became re's.

I. 16. i. That one became the re, this one [became] fortune.

Thence the gods prevailed, a. Now the Asuras acquired for

15. 1 A. "cm-. 2 A. -ntyo.
3 A. upaya-.

4 C. prayame.
6 A. pra-

y&te ; B. pradhdme ; C. prayame. 6 lokammaprdyat.
7 After this there

is confusion and repetition in the MSS. Before 5, all insert : ta etdny
rkpaddni garirdni dhunvanta dyan (A. rtthayan). te svargam lokam
ajayan(A. -at), athe 'mdni prajdpatir . . . . td eva rco 'bhavan. ft A.

yat.
9 MSS. om. te svargam ajayan ; inserted here from repeti-

tion above 7. 10 C. om. yad n A.B. om. td eva
16. 'B. as-.
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abhavat. 3. te* devd3 abruvan yd vdi nap prlr abhud avi-

danta" tdtn asurd/i. kathath nv esdm imam $riyam punar eva*

jayerne 'ti. 4. te 'bruvann rcy eva sdma gdydme 'ti. te punah
pratyddrntya* rci sdma ''gayan. tend 'smdl lokdd asurdn anu-

danta. 6. tad vdi mddhyandine ca savane trtiyasavane"
1 ca na

rco 'parddho*
l
sti. sa yat te rci

9

gdyati tend 'smdl lokdd dvi-

santam bhrdtrvyam nudate. atha yad amrte 10 devatdsu prdtas-

savanam gdyati tena svargam lokam eti. e. prajdpatir vdi

sdmne 'mdm jitim ajayad yd 'sye ''yam jitis tdm.
11

sa svargam
lokam drohat i. te devdh prajdpatim, upetyd ''bruvann as-

mabhyam apl ''dam sdma prayacche ''ti. tathe
J

ti. tad ebhyas
sdma prdyacchat. B. tad endn idam sdma svargam lokam nd

"'kdniayata vodhuni. 9. te devdh prajdpatim upetyd Abruvan

yad vdi nas sdma prddd idam vdi nas tat svargam lokam na

kdmayate
1 * vodhum iti. 10. tad vdi pdprnand samsrjate ''ti. ko

l

sya pdpme 'ti. rg iti. tad red samasrjan. \\. tad idam prajd-

pater garhayamdnam atisthad idam vdi md tat pdpmand sam-

asrdksur16
iti. so 'bravid yas tvdi 'tena vydvartaydd vy eva sa

themselves this fortune of theirs. Thereupon the cause of the

Asuras prevailed, a. These gods said :
"
Truly, what hath been

our fortune, that the Asuras have acquired for themselves. How
then may we win back this fortune of theirs ?" 4. They said :

"Let us sing the sdman in there." They in turn, running up
toward [the Asuras], sang the sdman in the re. Thereby they
pushed the Asuras from this world. 6. Thus indeed at the noon-
libation and at the evening-libation there is no offense from the

re. He who sings these two [libations] in the re thereby pushes
his hostile rival away from this world. Moreover, in that he

sings the [chant of the] morning-libation in immortality, in the

divinities, thereby he goes to the heavenly world, e. Verily by
means of the sdman Prajapati conquered this conquest, viz. what

conquest there is of him. He ascended to the heavenly world, i.

These gods coming unto Prajapati said :

" Furnish this sdman to

us also." [Saying] "Yes," he furnished this sdman to them.
s. This same sdman did not wish to carry them to the heavenly
world. 9. These gods coming unto Prajapati said :

"
Verily, that

sdman which thou hast given to us, that does not wish to carry
us to the heavenly world." 10. "Mix it with evil." "What is its

evil?" "There." They mixed it with there. 11. That same

\sdman~\ stood upbraiding Prajapati :

"
Verily, they thus have

mixed me with evil." He (P.) said :
" Whoso shall separate thee

16. *A.B. tad. 3 A.B. eva. 4 vindanta. 5 A. ava. 6 B. -drucyatya.
^trlt-. 8 A. 'paratho.

9 rci. 10 anrte. 11 C. tarn. 12 C. ar-. 13 A.B. na
Tcdmayate; C. na kdmayate.

14 A. kdmdy-; B. samay. "samsr-.
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papmana vartdtd iti. la. sa ya etad red prdtassavane vydvar-

tayati vy evam 16 sa papmana vartate. 16.

caturthe 'nuvdke dvitlyah khandah.

I. 17. i. tad dhur yad ova ova iti glyate kvd 'tra rg bhavati

kva sdm,e 'ti. 2. prastuvann evd ^stdbhir aksardih prastduti.

astdksard gayatrl. aksaram-aksaram tryaksaram. tac caturvin-

eatis sampadyante. eaturvincatyaksard gayatrl. s. tarn etdm

prastdvena
1 ream dptvd ya crlr yd ^pacitir yas svargo* loko yad

yaco yad annddyam tdny dgdyamdna dste. 17.

caturthe 'nuvdke trtlyah khandah.

I. 18. i. prajdpatir devdn asrjata. tan 1

mrtyuh pdpvid 'nva-

srjyata. s. te devd prajdpatim upetyd 'bruvan kasmdd* u no

'srstha* mrtyum cen nah papmanam anvavasraksyann* dsithe

'ti. 3. tan abravlc chanddnsi sambharata. tdni yathdyatanam

prauipata* tato mrtyund papmana vydvartsyathe* 'ti. 4. vasavo

gdyatrlm samabharan. tarn te pram$an. tan sa 'cchddayat. 5.

rudrds tristubham samabharan. tarn te prdvipan. tan sa 'cchdda-

yat."
1

e. ddityd jagaflm samabharan. tdm te prdvipan. tan sd

from this [evil], he shall separate himself from evil." 12. He who
at the morning-libation separates it from the re, he thus separates
himself from evil.

I. 17. i. This they say : "If there be sung ova ova, what be-

comes of the re, what of the sdman." 2. When he sings the

prastdva, he sings the prastdva with eight syllables. Of eight

syllables is the gayatrl each syllable is a triple syllable. Thus

they amount to twenty-four. The gayatrl has twenty-four sylla-
bles, s. Having obtained this same re by means of the prastdva,
he sits singing into his possession what fortune [there is], what

reverence, what heavenly world, what glory, what food-eating.

I. 18. i. Prajapati created the gods. After them death, evil

was created. 2. These gods coming unto Prajfipati said : "Why,
pray, hast thou created us, if thou wast going to create death,

evil, after us ?" s. He said to them : "Bring together the metres;
enter these each one at his proper place, then you will be sepa-
rated from death, evil. 4. The Vasus brought the gayatrl to-

gether. They entered it. It concealed them. 5. The Rudras

brought the tristubh together. They entered it. It concealed

16. 16 4. eva.
17. 1 A. prastdveprastavena.

2 A. -rga.
18. 1 A.B. td; C. tali. *kasmd. 3 C. -sfd. *-srksann. 6 -can. 6 A.B.

-vaksy-; C. -vatsy-.
7 A. cch&d-.
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'cchddayat. i. vipve devd anustubham samabharan. tarn te prd-
vican. tan sd 'cchddayat. s. tan asydm rcy asvardydm

1

mrtyur

nirajdndd yathd mandu manisutram paripapyed* evam. 9. te

svaram prdvipan. tan svare sato no? nirajdndt. svarasya tu

ghosend 'nvdit. 10. ta om ity etad evd 'ksararh samdrohan. etad

evd 'ksaram trayl vidyd. yad ado 10 lmrtam topati tat prapadya
11

tato mrtyund pdpmand vydvartanta. 11. evam evdi'vam vidvdn

om ity etad evd 'ksaram samdruhya yad ado 1 * 'mrtam tapati tat

prapadya tato mrtyund pdpmand vydvartate
ltho yasydi 'vain

vidvdn udgdyati. 18.

caturthe 'nuvake caturthah khandah. caturtho 'nuvakas samdptah.

I. 19. i. athdi 'tad ekavinpam sdma. a. tasya trciyy
1

eva

vidyd hinkdrah. agnir vdyur"* asdv dditya esa prastdvah. ima
eva lokd ddih. tesu* hi 'dam lokesu sarvam d/iitam. praddhd

yajno* daksind esa udglthah. dipo
l

vdntaradipa dkd$a esa pra-
tihdrah. dpah prajd osadhaya esa upadravah. candramd naksa-

trdni pitara etan nidhanam. a. tad etad ekavinpam sdma. sa

ya evam etad ekavinpam sdma veddi 'tena hd 'sya sarveno 'dgl-

thera. e. The Adityas brought ihejagatl together. They entered
it. It concealed them. 7. All the gods brought the anustubh

together. They entered it. It concealed them. s. Death be-

came aware of them in this tone-(tune-)less re, just as one

might discover the jewel-string within a jewel. 9. They entered

tone. Them, being in tone, he did not become aware of. But
he went after them by the noise of tone. 10. They climbed to-

gether upon that syllable om. That same syllable is the three-

fold knowledge (Veda). Resorting unto that immortality which
burns yonder, they then separated themselves from death, evil.

11. Even so one knowing thus, climbing upon that syllable om,
resorting unto that immortality which burns yonder, then

separates himself from death, evil, and likewise he for whom
one knowing thus sings the udgltha.

I. 19. i. Now this is the twenty-onefold sdman. a. Of it the

threefold knowledge is the Jiinkdra ; Agni, Vayu, yonder sun,
those are the prastdva ; these worlds the ddi for this all is

placed (^/dhd + d) in these worlds; faith, sacrifice, sacrificial

gifts, those are the udgltha / the quarters, the intermediate

quarters, space, those are the pratihdra the waters, creatures,

herbs, those are the upadrava / the moon, the asterisms, the

Fathers, those are the nidhana. 3. This is the twenty-onefold
sdman. He who thus knows this twenty-onefold sdman, of him

18. 7 A.B. -yam.
8 A.B. -yaid.

9 A.C. om. 10 C. o.
u A. -ped-.

I2 A.B.
edo ; C. o.

19. J A. trai. 2 B. vdvdyur.
3
yesu.

4 C. -jna.

VOL. xvi. 14
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tarn bhavaty etasmdd v eva 5 sarvasmdd dvr$cyate* ya evam vid-

vdnsam upavadati. 19.

pancamo 'nuvdkas samdptafy.

I. 20. i. idam eve ''dam agre Antariksam
1

dslt. tad v eva 'py

etarhi. 2. tad yad etad antariksam 1 2

ya evd* 'yam* pavata etad

evd Antariksam.
1

esa ha vd antariksandma. 1 6
a. esa u evdi 'sa

vitatah. tad yathd kdsthena palace viskabdhe sydtdm aksena vd

cakrdv evam 6
etene

1 'mdu lokdu viskabdhdu. 4. tasminn idam
sarvam antah. tad* yad asminn idam sarvam antas tasmdd an-

taryaksam. antaryaksam* ha vdi ndmdi 'tat. tad antariksam 1

iti parohsam dcaksate. s. tad yathd mutdh prabaddhah
10

pra-
lamberann evam hdi 'tasmin sarue lokdh prabaddhah pralam-
bante. e. tasydi 'tasya sdmnas" tisra dgds trmy dgltdni sad

vibhutayap catasrah pratisthd da$a pragds sapta samsthd dvdu

stobhdv ekam rupam.
13

i. tad yds tisra dgd ima eva te
14

lokdh.

s. atha ydni \trlny\ dgitdny agnir vdyur asdv aditya etdny

dgltdni. na ha vdi kdm cana priyam aparddhnoti ya evam

veda. 20.
sasthe 'nuvdke prathamah khandah.

the udgltha is sung by this all
;
and from this same universe he

is cut off who speaks ill of one knowing thus.

I. 20. i. This [all] in the beginning was this atmosphere here
;

and that is so even now. 2. As for this atmosphere he who
cleanses here is this atmosphere. For he is atmosphere by
name. s. That same is stretched apart. As two leaves might
be propped apart by means of a peg, or two wheels by means
of an axle, so these [two] worlds are propped apart by means
of this [atmosphere]. 4. This all is within it. Because this all

is within (antas) it, therefore [it is called] antciryaksa. Anta-

ryaksa verily is its name. It is called antariksa in an occult

way. 5. As baskets bound [to one another] would hang down,
so in it all the worlds bound [to one another] hang down,
e. Of this same sdman there are three dgds, three dgltas, six

vibhutis, four pratisthds, ten pragds, seven samsthds
)

two

stobhas, one form. 7. Now the three dgds, they are these

worlds. 8. Further, the [three] dgltas, Agrii (fire), Vayu (wind),

yonder sun are these dgltas. He misses no fortune whatever
who knows thus.

19. B A.B. -as. *C.dvrcyote.
20. ^C.'-rlks-. 2 C. inserts esa ha vd antariksam. 3 C. evam. 4 C. om.

6 -ksond-. 6 B. navam. 7 A. 'etenna. 8 A. om. tad antas. 9 C.
om. 10 B. -band-. u B. -nams. 12 B. agamdh.

12 A. ekaraipam ; B.C.

ekarupam.
14 A.B. to.
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I. 21. i. atha yds sad vibhutaya rtavas te. a. atha yap cata-

srah pratisthd imd eva tap catasro dipah. . atha ye daca pragd
tin a eva te dapa prdndh. 4. atha yds sapta

1 samsthd yd evdi

'tits
1

sapta* 'hordtrdh prdclr vasatkurvanti* td eva tdh. 6. atha

ydu dvdu stobhdv ahordtre eva te. e. atha yad* ekam rupam*
karmdi *va tat. karmand hi 'dam sarvam vikriyate. i. tasydi

'tasya sdmno devd djim dyan. sa prajdpatir harasd* hirikdram

udajayad agnis tejasd prastdvam
1

rupena brJiaspatir itdgltham

svadhayd pitarah* pratihdram vlryene^ndro nidhanam. &. athe

''tare devd antaritd ivd "san. ta indram abruvan tava vdi vayam
smo 'uu na etasmin sdmann dbhaje 'ti. a. tebhyas svaram9

prd-

yacchat. tarn prajdpatir abravtt kathe Htham akah. sarvam vd

ebhyas sdma prdddh. etdvad vdva sdtna ydvdn svarah. rg vd

esa rte svardd bhavatl 'ti. 10. so 'bravlt punar vd aham esdm

etarh rasam dddsya iti. tan abravld upa md gdyata. abhi md
svarate 'ti. tathe 'ti. n. tarn updgdyan. tarn abhyasvaran. tesOm

puna rasam ddatta" 21.

sasthe 'nuvdke dvitiyah khandah.

I. 21. i. Further, the six vibhutis, they are the seasons, a.

Further, the four pratislhds, they are these four quarters, a.

Further, the ten pragds, they are these ten breaths. 4. Further,
the seven samsthds, they are those seven successive (?) days and

nights that they utter vasat (?). 5. Further, the two stobhas,

they are day and night. 6. Further, the one form, that is action.

For by action this all is developed. 7. About this same sdman
the gods ran a race. Prajapati by a grasp conquered the hinkdra,
Agni by splendor the prastdva, by form Brhaspati the udgltha,

by the svadhd the Fathers the pratihdra, by heroism Indra the

nidhana. 8. Now the other gods were excluded, as it were.

They said to Indra : "Verily, thine we are
;

let us also have a

share in this saman" a. He gave them the tone. Prajapati said

to him :
" Why hast thou acted thus ? Yerily, the whole sdman

thou hast given to them. Truly, as great as the tone is, so great
is the sdman. Verily, without tone it becomes re. 10. He (I.)

said :

" I will take back again this sap of them." He said to.

them: "Join in my song, intone with me !" "Yes." n. They
joined in the song, they intoned with him. Of them he took the

sap back again.

21. !
A., om. sapta etas. 2 A.B. -a. 3 C. varsa-. 4 A.B. vad.

5 A. raipim.
6 C. -sam. 7 B. tdvava. 8 A. -rama. 9 A. savar-. 10 B.

eso ; C. esom. " -^a.
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I. 22. i. sa yatha madhudhdne
1

madhundllbhir madfiv dsincdd

evam eva tat sdman puna rasam dsincat. 2. tasmdd u ha, no

'pagdyet. indra esa yad udgdtd. sa yatha ">sdv amisdm2 rasam
ddatta evam esa tesdm rasam ddatte. s. kdmarh ha tn yajamdna
upagdyed yajamdnasya hi tad bhavaty atfio brahmacdry dcd-

ryoktah. 4. tad u vd dhur updi "*va gdyet. dipo hy updgdyan*
dipdm* evam salokatdm jayatl 'ti. s. te ya eve* 'me

e

mukhydh
prdnd eta evo \lgdtdra$ GO 'pagdtdrac ca. ime ha traya udgdtdra
ima u catvdra upagdtdrah. 6. tasmdd u catura evo 'pagdtfn

1

kurvita. tasmdd u ho 'pagdtfn* pratyabhimrped dipas stha pro-

tram me md hinsiste 'ti. i. sa yas sa rasa dsid ya evd 'yam
pavata esa eva sa rasaJi. &. sa yatha madhvdlopam adydd iti

ha smd "ha sucittap pdilana evam etasya rasasyd "tmdnam

purayeta. sa evo 'dgdtd "tmdnam ca yajamdnam cd 'mrtatvam

gamayatl V*. 22.

sasjhe 'nuvake trtlyah khandah. sastho 'nuvdkas samdptah.

I. 2;*. i. ayatn eve 'dam agra dkdpa dslt. sa u evd *py etarhi.

a. sa yas sa dkdpo v<lg eva sd. tasmdd dkdydd vdg vadati.

I. 22. i. As one niisfht pour honey into a honey-vessel by
means of the honey-cells, even so he then poured the sap again
into the sdman. 2. And therefore one should not join in the song
[of the vdgatqr}. This udgdtar is Indra. As he then took the

sap of those, even so he now takes the sap of these, s. But
the sacrifice!* may join in the song [of the udgdtar] at will for

that is the sacriticer's and also a Vedic student directed by the

teacher. 4. Verily, they also say this :

" One should join in the

song. For the quarters joined in the song. He thus wins the

same world with the quarters." 5. These breaths in the mouth,
they are the udgdtars and upagdtars. For these three are the

udgdtars and these four are the upagdtars. e. And therefore

one should appoint four upagdtars. And therefore he should
touch the upagdtars respectively [saying] : "Ye are the quarters,
do not injure my hearing." 7. As to what this sap was, he who
cleanses here, he is that sap. s.

" As one might eat a bite of

honey," Sucitta Q iUlana used to say, "so one should till himself

with this sap. This same udgdtar causeth himself and the sac-

rificer to attain immortality."

I. 23. i. This [universe] in the beginning was this space here,
and that is so even now. 2. What this space is, that is speech.

22. 'B.C. -dhuvane. 2 insert sa. 3 A.B. -yat.
4 C. -$am.

5 evdi. 7 C.

va. ''dga-; A.B. -trn.
8
-tfn.
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3. tarn etdm 1 vdeam prajdpatir abhyapllayat. tasyd abhipllitdydi
rasah

2

prdnedat? ta eve 'me lokd abhavan. 4. sa* imdn lokdn

abJtyapllayat. tesdm abhipllitdndm rasah prdnedat. td evdi 'td

devatd abhavann ugnir vdyur asdv dditya* iti. s. sa eld devatd

abhyapllayat. tdsdm abhipilitdndm rasah prdnedat. sd trayl

vidyd ''bhavat. &. sa6

traylm vidydm abhyapllayat. tasyd abhi-

pllitdydi rasah prdnedat. td evdi 'td vydhrtayo
lbhavan bhur

bhuvas svar iti. i. sa etd vydhrtlr abhyapllayat. tdsdm abhipilitd-

ndm rasah prdnedat. tad etad aksaram abhavad om iti yadetad.
s. sa etad aksaram abhyapllayat. tasyd 'bhipUitOAya'

1 rasah prd-
nedat. 23.

saptame 'nuvdke prathamah khandah.

I. 24. i. tad aksarad eva. yad aksarad eva tasmdd aksaram.

2. yad v evd 1 Aksaram nd ^kslyata tasmdd aksayam. aksayam ha

vdi ndmdi ^tat. tad aksaram iti paroksam dcaksate. 3. tad dhdi

'tad eka om iti gdyanti. tat tathd na gdyet. l$varo hdi 'nad

etena rasend '

titardhdtoh? . atho
3
dve* ivdi 'vam bhavata om iti.

o ity u hdi 'ke gdyanti. tad u ha6 tan na9

gltam. ndi Jvar tathd

ydyet. oms

ity eva gdyet. tad enad etena rasena samdadhdti.

Therefore speech speaks from space, s. This same speech Praja-

pati pressed. Of it being pressed the sap streamed forth. That
became these worlds. 4. He pressed these worlds. Of them

being pressed the sap streamed forth. That became these divin-

ities : Agni, Vayu, yonder sun. 6. He pressed these divinities.

Of them being pressed the sap streamed forth. That became
the threefold knowledge, e. He pressed the threefold knowledge.
Of it being pressed the sap streamed forth. That became these

sacred utterances : bhus, bhuvas, svar. i. He pressed these

sacred utterances. Of them being pressed the sap streamed
forth. That became that syllable, viz. om. s. He pressed that

syllable. Of it being pressed the sap streamed forth.

I. 24. i. That flowed. Because it flowed (aksarat), therefore
it is aksara (syllable), a. And because, being

'

aksara, it was not

exhausted
(^/ksi), therefore it is aksaya. Verily, aksaya is its

name. It is called aksara in an occult way. 3. Now some sing
this as om. Let one not sing it thus. He is liable to hide it by
this sap. So also there come to be two, as it were, viz. o-m.

And some sing o. And that is also not sung thus. Let him not

sing it thus either. Let him sing om. Thus he combines it with

23. ! A. etd vd. 2 C. rasam. 3 C. inserts vs. 6 sa traylm rasam
(!) prdnedat. 4 A.B. om. 5 A.B. -a. 6 C. om. sa traylm prd-
nedat. 7 -a.

24. ' A.B. -VOL.
2 C. yd-.

3 B.C. -the. 4 C. ddhdi ; A.B. dvdi. 6 C.
om. A.B. ni-. 7 A.B. ne eva. *o.
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4. tad etam rasam tarpayati. rasas trpto
lksaram tarpayati.

aksaram* trptam vydhrtis tarpayati. vydhrtayas trptd veddns

tarpayanti. vedds trptd devatas tarpayanti. devatas trptd lokdns

tarpayanti. lokds trptd aksaram tarpayanti. aksaram trptam
vdcam tarpayati vdk 11

trptd "kdpam tarpayati. dkdpas trptah

prajds tarpayati. trpyati prajayd papubhir ya etad evam vedd

'tho yasydi 'vam vidvdn itdgdyati. 24.

saptame 'nuvdke dvitiyah khandah. saptamo 'nuvdkas samdptah.

I. 25. i. ayam eve ''dam
1

agra dkdpa dslt sa u evd 'py etarhi.

a. sa yas sa dkdpa dditya eva sa. etasmin [Ay] udite* sarvam
idam dkdpate. s. tasya martydmrtayor vdi* tlrdni* samudra eva.

tad yat samudrena parigrliltam* tan mrtyor dptam atha yat

param tad amrtam. 4. sa yo ha sa samudro ya evd 'yam pavata
esa eva sa samudrah. etam hi samdravantam* sarvdni bhutdny
anusamdravanti1

. s. tasya* dydvdprthivi eva rodhast. atha ya-
thd nadydm* kansdni10 vd prahmdni

11

syus sardnsi vdi 'vain

asyd 'yam pdrthivas samudrah. e. sa esa para eva samadra-

that sap. 4. He thus causes this sap to rejoice. The sap, rejoiced,
causes the syllable to rejoice. The syllable, rejoiced, causes the

sacred utterances to rejoice. The sacred utterances, rejoiced,
cause the Vedas to rejoice. The Vedas, rejoiced, cause the divin-

ities to rejoice. The divinities, rejoiced, cause the worlds to

rejoice. The worlds, rejoiced, cause the syllable to rejoice.
The syllable, rejoiced, causes speech to rejoice. Speech, rejoiced,
causes space to rejoice. Space, rejoiced, causes the creatures to

rejoice. He rejoices in offspring and cattle who knows this thus,
and also he for whom one knowing thus sings the udgltha.

I. 25. i. This [universe] was in the beginning this space here
;

and that is so even now. 2. What this space is, that is the sun.

For when he has risen this all is visible, s. Verily its limits of

the mortal and immortal are the ocean. What is encompassed by
the ocean, that is obtained by death, and what is beyond, that is

immortal. 4. As for this ocean he who cleanses here is this

ocean. For after him running together (y'dru + sam) all created

beings run together. 5. Heaven and earth are its two banks.
As beakers or pails abandoned in a river would be, so is this

earthly ocean of his. e. This one rises at the shore of the ocean.

24. ' A. om. aksarctm
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syo ^deti. sa udyann eva vdyoh prstha dkramate. so imrtdd evo

'deti. amrtam anusamcarati. amrte pratisthitah.
1

"
2

7. tasydi ''tat

trivrd rupam mrtyor andptam cuklam krsnam purusah. &. tad

yac chuklam tad vdco rupam rco 'gner mrtyoh. sd yd sd vdo 14

rk" sd. atha yo 'gnir mrtyus sah. 9. atha yat krsnam tad apdm
rupam annasya manaso yajusah. tad yds td dpo 'nnam tat.

atha yan mano yajus tat. 10. atha yah purusas sa prdnas tat

sdma tad brahma tad amrtam. sa yah prdnas tat sdma. atha

yad brahma tad amrtam. 25.

astame 'nuvdke prathamah khandah.

I. 26. i. athd 'dhydtmam. idam eva cakstts trivrc chuklam

krsnam purusah. a. tad yac chuklam tad vdco rupam rco ''gner

mrtyoh. sd yd sd vdg rk l sd* atha yo
l

gnir mrtyus sah. s. atha

yat krsnam tad apdm rupam annasya manaso yajusah.
3 tad yds

td dpo 'nnam tat. atha yan mano yajus tat. 4. atha yah
4

pu-
rusas sa prdnas tat sdma tad brahma tad amrtam. sa yah prdnas
tat sdma. atha yad brahma tad amrtam. 5. sdi 'so 'tkrdntir

brahmanah. athd 'tah pardkrdntih. 6. sd yd sd b "krdntir vi-

dyud eva sd. sa yad eva vidyuto vidyotamdndydi cyetam* rupam
bhavati tad vdco rupam rco l

gner mrtyoh. i. yad v eva vidyu-

Rising he ascends on the back of the wind. He rises from the

immortal. He goes about after the immortal. He stands firm

in the immortal. 7. That threefold form of him which is not

obtained by death is white, black, person. &. What is white,
that is the form of speech, of the re, of Agni (fire), of death.

What this speech is, that is the re ; and what Agni is, that is

death. 9. Further, what is black, that is the form ot the waters,
of food, of mind, of the yajus. What these waters are, that is

food
;
and what the mind is, that is the yajus. 10. Further, what

this person is, that is breath, that is the sdman, that is the brah-

man, that is the immortal. What breath is, that is the sdman ;
and what the brahman is, that is the immortal.

I. 26. i. Now with regard to the self. This eye here is three-

fold : white, black, person. 2-4 = I. 25. s-io. ^ This is the up-

going of the brahman. And from there is the on-going (?).

e. This ascending is the lightning. The reddish-white form
which is of the lightning as it lightens, that is the form of

speech, of the re, of Agni (fire), of death. 7. And the dark-blue

25. 13 A.B. pratitisthatah.
u A.B. vdkg ; C. vdgg.

15 C. rt. 16 annam
asya.

17 C. om. tad yah .."... yah purusas.
26. l

C.grt.
2 A.B. add'Arsa. 3

--so. s(!).
3 C. -t .

5 A. om.
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tas samdravantydi nllam 7

rupam bhavati tad apdm rupam
annasya manaso yajusah* %. ya evdi "*sa vidyuti purusas sa

pranas tat sdma tad brahma tad amrtam. sa yah pranas tat

sdma. 9 atha yad brahma tad amrtam. 26.

astame 'nuvdke dvitiyah khandah.

I. 2V. i. sa hdi 'so 'mrtena parivrdlio mrtyum adhydste
(nna/h

Jcrtvd. 2. athdi ''sa eva puruso yo 'yam caksusi.
1

ya dditye* so

'tipurusah. yo vidyuti sa paramapurumh. s. ete ha vdva tra-

yah puriisdh* d hd J

sydi 'te jayante. 4. sa yo
lyam caksusy eso

l

nurupo ndma. anvan* A?/
6
esa sarvdni rupdni. tarn, anurupa

ity updsita. anvanci* hdi ''nam
1 sarvdni rupdni bhavanti. s. ya

aditye sa pratirupah. pratyan hy esa sarvdni rupdni. tarn pra-

tirupa ity updsita. pratyafici* hdi ^nam sarvdni rupdni bhavanti.

e. yo vidyuti sa sarvarupah. sarvdni9

hy etasmin rupdni. tarn
10

sarvarupa ity updsita. sarvdni hd 'smin rupdni bhavanti. i.

ete ha vdva trayah ptirusdh. d hd 'sydi 'te jdyante ya etad evam
vedd 'tho yasydi 'vam vidvdn udgdyati. 27.

astame 'nuvdke trtiyah khandah. a.stomo 'nuvdkas samdptah.

form which is of the lightning as it runs together, that is the
form of the waters, of food, of mind, of the yajus. s. And that

person which is in the lightning, that is breath, that is the sdman,
that is the brahman, that is the immortal. Vhat breath is, that

is the sdman and what the brahman is, that is the immortal.

I. 27. i. This same one, fortified by the immortal, having made
food, sits upon death. 2. Now he is this person who is in the eye
here. He who is in the sun is the superior-person. He who is

in the lightning is the supreme-person, a. These are the three

persons ;
to him indeed they are born. 4. He who is here in the

eye is conformable (anurupa) by name. For he follows after all

forms. One should worship him as conformable. Verily all

forms [will] follow after him. 5. He who is in the sun is of cor-

responding form (pratirupa). For he is corresponding to all

forms. One should worship him as of corresponding form.

Verily all forms [will] correspond to him. o. He who is in the

lightning is of all forms. For all forms are in him. One should

worship him as of all forms. Verily all forms [will] be in him.
7. Verily these are the three persons. They are born to him
who knows this thus, and to him for whom one knowing thus

sings the udgitha.

26. M-. *~se. 9 A.B. -d.

27. l
-si.

2 A.B. -yo.
3 A. -so; B. -sd (sec m.) ; C. -sa. 4 A. -vaja.

5 A. hv. 6 A. -vanci; B. -vanvi; C. -vam. 7 B.C. hy enam. 8 C. pratyam.
9 C. inserts rupdni; C. om. tarn rupdni.
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I. 28. i. at/atn eve ''dam agra dkdca dsit. sa it evd '/>?/ etarhi.

2. sa yas sa dkdca indra eva sah. sa yas sa indra esa eva sa ya
esa eva

1

tapati. sa esa saptaracmir vrsabhas tuvismdn. s. tasya

van-mayo racmih prdn pratisthitah. sa yd sa vdg agnis sah. sa

dacadhd bhavati catadhd sahasradhd ''yutadhd prayutadhOj

niyutadhd 'rbudadhd* nyarbudadhd nikharvadha? padmam
aksitir* vyorudntah* 4. sa esa etasya racmir vdg bhutvd sar-

vdsv dsu prajdsu pratyavasthitah, sa yah kac ca vadaty
f'

etasydi

'va rapmind vadati."
1

5. atha 8

manomayo daksind* pratisthitah.

tad yat tan manap
10 candramds sah. sa dacadhd bhavati.

e. sa esa etasya racmir mano bhutvd sarvdsv dsu prajdsu

pratyavasthitah. sa yah kac ca manuta etasydi 'va rapmind
manute. i. atha caksurmayah" pratyan pratisthitah tad yat
tac

1 * caksur ddityas sah. sa dapadhd bhavati. s. sa esa etasya

rapmip caksur bhutvd sarvdsv dsu prajdsu pratyavasthitah. sa

yah kap ca papyaty etasydi
yva racmind pacyati. 9. atha cro-

tramaya udan pratisthitah.
1 * tad yat tac chrotram dicas tdh. sa

dacadhd bliavati. 10. sa esa etasya rapmip crotram bhutvd

sarvdsv dsu prajdsu pratyavasthitah. sa yah kac ca prnoty

etasydi *va racmind prnoti. 28.

navame 'nuvake prathamah khandah.

I., 28. i. This [universe] here in the beginning was space, and
that is so even now. 2. This space is Indra. What this Indra

is, that is he who burns here. That same one is seven-rayed,
virile, powerful, s. Of him the ray consisting of speech stands
firm in front (east). That speech is Agni (fire). It becomes ten-

fold, hundredfold, thousandfold, ten thousandfold, hundred thou-

sandfold, millionfold, ten millionfold, hundred millionfold, billion-

fold, ten billionfold, a hundred billionfold, a thousand billionfold.

4. This ray of him becoming speech is located respectively in all

these creatures. Whosoever speaks, he speaks by the ray of him.
5. Now [the ray] consisting of mind stands firm at the right

(south). That mind is the moon. That becomes tenfold, e.

That ray of him becoming mind is located respectively in all

these creatures. Whosoever thinks, he thinks by the ray of

him. 7. Now [the ray] consisting of sight stands firm in the

rear (west). That sight is the sun. That becomes tenfold, s.

That ray of him becoming sight is located respectively in

all these creatures. Whosoever sees, he sees by the ray of

him. 9. Now [the ray] consisting of hearing stands firm upward
(north). That hearing is the quarters. That becomes tenfold.

10. That ray of him becoming hearing is located respectively in all

these creatures. Whosoever hears, he hears by the ray of him.

28. ! A. om. 2 A.B. ar-. 3 A.B. nikharvdcam. *A.B.-ti. b
-ta; B.

ssom-. 6 B. pa$yati. 7 B.C. pacyati.
8 C. om. 2 daksand. 10 A.B. man-

vag.
n A.B. caksuma-. 12 O. -ya.

13 C. vasthitah.
*

14 A.B. ta ; C. om.
15 C. pratyavasthitah.
VOL. xvi. 15
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I. 29. i. atha prdnamaya urdhvah pratisthitah.
1 sa yas sa

prdno vdyus sah. sa* dacadhd bhavati. a. sa esa etasya rapmih

prdno bhutvd sarvdsv dsu prajdsu pratyavasthitah. sa yah kac

ca prdnity etasydi 'va rapmind prdniti. 3. atha 'sumayas tir-

yan pratisthitah. sa ha sa
3
icdno ndma. sa dacadhd bhavati.*

4. sa esa etasya racmir asur bhutvd sarvdsv dsu prajdsu pra-

tyavasthitah. sa yah kac cd 'sumdn etasyai 'va rapmind 'sumdn.

s. atha 'nnamayo
(rvdn pratisthitah. tad yat* tad annam 6

dpas
tdh.'

1 sa dapadhd bhavati patadha sahasradhd ''yutadhd prayuta-
dhd niyutadhd 'rbudadhd nyarbudadhd nikharvadhd* padmam
aksitir vyomdntah* e. sa esa etasya rapmir annam bhutvd

sarvdsv l{> dsu prajdsu pratyavasthitah. sa yah kap cd ''Qnaty

etasydi 'va rapmind 'cndti. i. sa esa saptarapmir vrsabhas

tuvismdn. tad11
etad red 'bhyanucyate

yas saptarapmir vrsabhas tuvismdn

avdsrjat sartave sapta sindhun :

yo rduhinam asphurad vajrabdhiir
1 *

dydm drohantam 1 *
sa jandsa indra

iti. s. yas saptarapmir iti. sapta hy eta ddityasya rapmayah.

I. 29. i. Now [the ray] consisting of breath stands firm aloft.

That breath is Vayu (wind). It becomes tenfold. 2. That ray
of him becoming breath is located respectively in all these crea-

tures. Whosoever breathes, he breathes by the ray of him. 3.

Now [the ray] consisting of the vital spirit stands firm crosswise.

That same is Lord by name. That becomes tenfold. 4. That

ray of him becoming the vital spirit is located respectively in all

these creatures. Whosoever possesses the vital spirit, he pos-
sesses the vital spirit by the ray of him. 6. Now [the ray] con-

sisting of food stands firm hitherward. That food is the waters.

That becomes tenfold, hundredfold, thousandfold, ten thousand-

fold, hundred thousandfold, millionfold, ten millionfold, hundred

millionfold, billionfold, ten billionfold, a hundred billionfold, a

thousand billionfold. e. That ray of him becoming food is lo-

cated respectively in all these creatures. Whosoever eats, he
eats by the ray of him. 7. That same one is seven-rayed,
virile, powerful. That same is spoken of in a re :

" Who seven-

rayed, virile, powerful, let loose to run the seven streams
;
who

with the thunderbolt in his arm smote Rauhina ascending
the sky he, ye people, is Indra." s. 'Who seven-rayed,' for these

29. ! C. -sth-. 2 C. oxn. 8 C. space for sa I.
4 A. -vanti. 5 C. after

yat reads tat trudam nama, omitting tad annam sa. 6 A. an-
dannam. 7 A. tadd; B. sta. S A.B. nikharvdcam; C. nikharvadhdca,
9 A. voma-. 10 B. samasv. u C. om. tad etad , . . . . vrsabhas tuvismdn.
12 A. roh-. 18 -7m. 14

-i
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vrsabha iti. esa Jiy evd "siim prajdndm rsabhah. tuvismdn iti.

mahlydi *vd ''sydi 'sa. 9. avdsrjat sartave sapta sindhun iti.

sapta hy ete sindhavah. fair idam sarvam sitam. tad yad etdir

idam sarvam sitam tasmdt sindhavah. 10. yo rduhinam asphu-

rad vajrabdhur iti. esa \Jii\
rduhinam asphurad vajrabdhuh.

11. dydm drohantam sa jandsa indra iti. esa hi 'ndrah. 29.

navame 'nuvdke dvitiyah khandah.

I. 30. i. tad yathd girim panthdnas samudiyur iti ha smd
"ha pdtydyanir evam eta ddityasya rapmaya etam 1

ddityam
sarvato l

piyantC sa hdi ^vam vidvdn om ity ddaddna etdir

etasya rapmibhir etam ddityam sarvato l

pyeti. 2. tad etat sar-

vatodvdram anisedham* sdma. anyatodvdram hdi* 'nad5
eha*

evd 7

''Wiramgam* updsate. ato
9

'nyathd vidyuh. s. atha ya etad

evam veda sa evdi ''tat sarvatodvdram anisedham sdma veda.

4. sd esd vidyut. \_yad~\ etan mandalam samantam paripatati tat

sdma. atha yat param atibhdti sa punyakrtydydi rasah. tarn

abhyatimucyate. s. tad etad abhrdtrvyam sdma. na ha vd

indrali kam cana bhrdtrvyam pa$yate, sa yathe ''ndro na kam

rays of the sun are seven. '

Virile,' for he is the bull of these

creatures. 'Powerful,' that is his exaltation. 9. 'Let loose to

run the seven streams,' for these streams are seven
; by them

this all is bound. Because by them the all is bound
(^/si) 9

there-

fore they are [called] streams (sindhu}. 10.
* Who with the

thunderbolt in his arm smote Bauhina,' for he with the thunder-
bolt in his arm did smite Bauhina. 11. 'Ascending the sky, he,

ye people, is Indra,' for he is Indra.

I. 30. i. "As paths might lead together up a mountain," Qutyii-

yani used to say,
" even so these rays of the sun go from all sides

to that sun." Verily one knowing thus who starts with om ap-

proaches this sun from all sides by means of these rays of him.
a. That same is the unobstructed (anisedha) sdman having doors
on all sides. Some, indeed, worship it as having doors on both

sides, cloud-going. Let them know differently from that. 3. And
he who knows it thus, he knows the unobstructed sdman
having doors on all sides. 4. That same is this lightning. What
flies around this whole disk, that is the sdman; and what
shines across, beyond, that is the sap of good action. Unto that
he is released, s. That same is the rivalless sdman. For Indra

29. K
mahaydi. 16 C. space for -han- ; B. -hattam.

30. a B.C. evam. 2 B. 'tiprativiyanti.
3 anus-. 4 A.C. om. 5 B. nata ;

A.C. ta. 6 om. 7 A.B. etdva ; C. eta. 8 (X gam ; leaves space for about
four syllables.

9 eto. I0 viduh. n A.B. -trvim.
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cana bhrdtrvyam papyata evam eva na ham cana bhrdtrvyam
papyate ya etad evam vedd 'tho yasydi 'vam vidvdn udgd-

yati. 30.

navame 'nuvdke trtiyah khandah. navamo 'nuvdkas samdptah.

I. 31. i. ayam eve
'

'dam agra dkdpa dslt. sa u eva "*py etarhi.

sa yas sa dkdpa indra eva sah. sa yas sa indras sdmdi 'va tat.

a. tdsydi 'tasya sdmna iyam eva prdcl dig
1

ghifikdra iyam
prastdva iyam ddir iyam udgitho

lsdu pratihdro 'ntariksam*

upadrana iyam eva nidhanam. a. tad etat
s

saptavidham sdma.

sa ya evam etat saptavidham sdma veda yat kirn ca prdcydm
dipt yd* devatd ye manusyd ye papavo yad annddyam tat

sarvam" hinkdrend "pnoti* 4. atha yad daksindyam di$i tat

sarvam prastduend "pnoti. s. atha yai
1

praticydm di$i tat

sarvam ddind "pnoti. 6. atha yad udwydm di$i tat sarvam

udglthend "pnoti. i. atha yad? amusydm dipi tat sarvam

pratihdrend "pnoti. s. atha yad antarikse* tat sarvam upa-
dravend "pnoti. 9. atha yad asydm di$i yd devatd ye manu-

syd ye papavo yad annddyam tat sarvam nidhanend "pnoti.

indeed sees no rival whatever. As Indra sees no rival whatever,
even so he sees no rival whatever who knows this thus and like-

wise he for whom one knowing thus sings the udgltha.

I. 31. i. This [all] here was in the beginning space. And that

is so even now. What this space is, that is Indra. What this

Indra is, that is the saman. 2. Of this same sdman this eastern

quarter is the hinkara, this
(i.

e. the southern quarter) the j>ra-

stava-y this
(i.

e. the western quarter) the ddi
t
this

(i.
e. the north-

ern quarter) the udgitha, yonder [quarter] the pratihdra, the at-

mosphere the upadrava, this [quarter] the nidhana. 3. That is

the sevenfold sdman. He who knows this thus sevenfold sdman
y

whatever there is in the eastern quarter, what divinities, what

men, what domestic animals, what food, all that he obtains by
means of the hinkdra. 4. And what there is in the southern

quarter, all that he obtains by means of the prastdva. 5. And
what there is in the western quarter, all that he obtains by means
of the adi. e. And what there is in the northern quarter, all

that he obtains by means of the udgltha. i. And what there is

in yonder quarter, all that he obtains by means of the pratihdra.
8. And what there is in the atmosphere, all that he obtains by
means of the upadrava. 9. And what there is in this quarter,
what divinities, what men, what domestic animals, what food, all

31. ^.B. dlr. 2 C. -Iks-. 8 A. et.
4 insert manusyd.

5 A.B. -vd.
6 B.C. insert here vs. 4, with pratihdrena for prastdvena.

"' B. inserts

avydt.
8 A. inserts daksindyam di$i, struck out in red.

\

i
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10. sarvam hdi J

v<l 'syd "ptam bhavati sarvam jitam na ha 'sya
kac cana kdmo 'napto bhavati ya evam veda. 11. sa yad dha
kim ca kiiin cdi 'vam vidvdn esu lokesu kurute svasya hdi 'va tat

svatah kurute. tad etad red 'bhyanucyate. 31.

dacame 'nuvdke prathamah Jchandah.

I. 3'2. i. yad dydva indra te catam patam
1

bhurnlr uta syuh:
na tvd vajrint sahasram surya* anu na 3

jdtam asta rodasl

iti. 2. yad dydva indra te patam patam bhumlr uta syur iti. yac
chatam dydvas suup patam bhumyas tdbhya esa evd "kdpo jyd-

ydn* 3. na tvd vajrint sahasram suryd anv iti. na hy etam

sahasram cana suryd anu. 4. na? jdtam asta rodasl iti. na hy
etam jdtam rodanti. ime ha vdva rodasl tdbhydm esa evd "kdpo

jydydn. etasmin hy evdi 'te antah. s. sa yas sa dkdpa indra

eva sah. sa* yas sa indra esa eva sa ya esa tapati. 6. sa eso

'b/irdny
6

atimucyamdna'
1

eti. tad yathdi 'so 'bhrdny* atimucya-
mdna ety evam eva sa sarvasmdt pdpmano

l

timucyamdna eti ya
evam vedd 'tho yasydi 'vam vidvdn udgdyati. 32.

dacame 'nuvake dvitlyah Jchandah. dacamo 'nuvdkas samdptah.

that he obtains by means of the nidhana. 10. Verily everything
is obtained of him, everything conquered, no wish whatever is

unfulfilled of him who knows thus. n. Whatever one knowing
thus does in these worlds, that is his, he does it by himself.

That same is referred to by a re :

I. 32. i. "If, O Indra, there were a hundred skies and a hun-
dred earths for thee, not a thousand suns, O thou possessing the

thunderbolt, unto thee when born, attained, nor RodasL" 2.
'

If,

O Indra, there were a hundred skies and a hundred earths for

thee,' what hundred skies there might be and hundred earths,
this space is superior to them. 3. *Not a thousand suns, O thou

possessing the thunderbolt, unto thee,' for not at all [do] a thou-

sand suns [attain] unto him. 4.
( When born attained, nor

Rodasl,' for they do not bewail (^/rud) him when born. Verily
as to these two worlds (rodasi), this space is superior to them
both. For both are within it. s. What this space is, that is

Indra
;
what this Indra is, that is he who burns here. e. He keeps

liberating himself from the clouds. As he keeps liberating him-
self from the clouds, even so does he keep liberating himself from
all evil who knows thus, and he for whom one knowing thus

sings the udgltha.

32. Jom. 2 B. -yam.
8 C. om. *-yan.

6 C. om. sa sa. 6 C.

space -y.
7 C. -mdnay ; A.B. -yamanay.
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I. 33. i. trivrt sdma catuspdt. brahma trtlyam
1

indras trtlyam
1

prajapatis trtlyam
1 annam eva caturthah pddah. 2. tad yad vdi

brahma sa prdno
ltha ya indras set vdg atha yah prajapatis

tan mano lnnam eva caturthah pddah. 3. mana eva hinkdro

vdk prastdvah prdna udgltho
(nnam eva caturthah pddah.

4. karoty eva vdcd nayati prdnena gamayati manasd. tad etan

niruddham yan manah. tena yatra kdmayate tad dtmdnam ca

yajamdnam ca dadhdti. s. athd 'dhiddivatam* candramd eva

hinkdro 'gnih prastdva dditya udgltha dpa eva caturthah* pd-
dah? tad dhi pratyaksam annam. e. td vd* etd devatd amdvds-

ydm rdtrim samyanti. candramd amdvdsydm rdtrim ddityam

pravi$aty ddityo
l

gnim. i. tad yat samyanti* tasmdt sdma. sa

ha vdi sdmavit sa sdma veda ya evam veda. s. tdsdm vd etdsdm

devatdndm ekdi 'kdi 'va devatd sdma bhavati. 9. esa evd "dityas

trivrc catuspdd racmayo mandalam purusah. racmaya eva hin-

kdrah. tasmdt te prathamata evo ''dyatas tdyante. mandalam pra-

stdvah purusa udgltho yd* etd dpo 'ntas sa eva caturthah pddah.
10. evam eva candramaso racmayo mandalam purusah. rapmaya
eva hinkdro mandalam prastdvah purusa udgltho yd etd dpo

I. 33. i. Threefold is the sdman, fourfooted. The brahman is

a third, Indra is a third, Prajapati is a third, food is the fourth

foot (quarter). 2. What the brahman is, that is breath
;
and

what Indra is, that is speech ;
and what Prajapati is, that is

mind; food is the fourth foot (quarter). 3. Mind is the hinkdra,

speech is the prastdva, breath is the iidgltha, food is the fourth

foot (quarter). 4. One acts with speech, one leads with breath,
one causes to go with the mind. That same is shut up, viz. the

mind. By means of it he thus places himself and the sacrilicer

where he wishes, s. Now regarding the divinities. The moon
is the hinkdra, Agni is the prastava, the sun is the udgltha, the

waters are the fourth foot (quarter). For they are manifestly
food. 6. These same divinities come together on the night of the

new moon. The moon, on the night of the new moon, enters the

sun, the sun [enters] Agni. 7. Because they come together

(^i+ sam), hence [the word] .sdman. He is sra<m-knowing,
he knows the sdman, who knows thus. s. Of these same divini-

ties each one divinity is a sdman. o. This sun is threefold, four-

footed : rays, disk, person. The rays are the hinkdra. There-
fore they are extended when it first rises. The disk is the pra-
stdva. The person is the udgltha. The waters within are the

fourth foot (quarter). 10. Likewise of the moon [there are] rays,

disk, person. The rays are the hinkdra. The disk is the

prastdva. The person is the udgltha. The waters within are

8 A. -devat-. 3 A. -am. 4 C. -a. * A. say-.
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'ntas* sa eva caturthah padah. 11. catvdry anydni catvdry

anydni. tdny astdu7
. astdksard gdyatri. gdyatram sdma brahma

u* gdyatri? tad u brahma 'bhisampadyate. astd$aphdh papavas
teno papavyam. 38.

ekada$e
lnuvake prathamah khandaty.

I. 34. i. atlid ''dhydtmam. idam eva cafcsus trivrc catuspdc
chuklam krsnam purusah. puklam eva hinkdrah krsnam pra-
stdvah purusa udgltho yd imd dpo

lntas sa eva caturthah padah.
2. idam ddityasyd 'yanam idam candramasah. catvdrl ''mdni

catvdri ''mdni. tdny astdu. astdksard gdyatri. gdyatram sdma
brahma u gdyatri. tad u brahmd ^bhisampadyate.

1

astd$aphdh

papavas teno pa$avyam. s. sa yo
lyam pavate so* esa eva*

prajdpatih. tad v eua sdma. tasyd ''yam devo yo 'yam caksusi

purusah. sa esa dhutim atimatyo 'tkrdntah. 4. atha ydv etdu

candramdp cd "ditya$ ca ydv etdv apsu dr$yete* etdv* etayor
devdu. fa. yad dha vd idam dhur devdndm devd ity ete ha te. ta

eta dhutim atimatyo ''tkrdntdh. e. tad dha prthur vdinyo divydn

vrati/dn
6

papraccha

yebhir
6 vata isitah pravdti

ye dadante panca divas' samiclh :

ya dhutlr
8

atyamanyanta* devd

apdm
10 netdrah katame ta dsann

the fourth foot (quarter), n. Four are the one, four the others.

= 1. 1. 8.

I. 34. i. Now with regard to the self. This eye is threefold,
fourfooted : white, black, person. The white is the hinkdra,
the black is the prastdva, the person is the udgltha, the waters
within are the fourth foot (quarter). 2. This is the course of

the sun, this [the course] of the moon. Four are these, four

these. = I. 1. s. s. He who cleanses here, that same one is

Prajapati. That is also the sdman. Its god is this person in the

eye. That same, contemning the offering, [has] gone up (?). 4.

And these two, moon and sun, which are seen here in the waters,
these two are the gods of these two. 5. Truly when they say
" the gods of the gods," it is these [that they mean]. These

same, contemning the offering, [have] gone up (?). . Now Prthu

Vainya asked the divine mendicants thus :

" The gods by whom
impelled the wind blows forth, who give the five converging
quarters, who contemned the offerings, the leaders of the waters

33. A. -am. ' C. om. 8 B. ud. "A. -tri ; B.C. -tram.
34. ' A. B. -pad-

3 A. om. 3
-yate. *etau. 5 A. tan. 6 ebhir. 7 A.B.

dagas; C. da$a.
s C.-ir. 9 C. ityam-.

w
B.C.pardn.
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iti. 7. te ha pratyucur
imam esdm prthivlm vasta eko

'ntariksam u pary eko babhuva:

divam eko dadate yo vidhartd 1 *

vipvd dpdh pratiraksanty anya
13

iti. s. imam esdm prthivim vasta eka ity agnir ha sah. 9. an-

tariksam 11

pary eko babhuve 'ti vdyur ha sah. 10. divam eko

dadate yo vidharte
1 *

^ty ddityo ha sah. u. vipvd d$dh pratira-

ksanty anya iti. eta ha vdi devatd vipvd dpdh pratiraksanti
candramd naksatrdni 'ti. td etas sdmdi 'va satyo vyudho annd-

dydya. 3^..

ekddage 'nuvdJce dvitiyali khandah. ekddaQO 'nuvakas samdptah.

I. 35. i. athdi 'tat sdma. tad dhus samvatsara eva same 'ti.

a. tasya vasanta eva hinkdrah. tasmdt papavo vasantd hinka-

rikratas
1

samuddyanti. s. grlsmah prastdvah. anirukto vdi

prastdvo 'nirukta rtundm grlsmah. 4. varsd udglthah. ud iva

vdi varsam gdyati. s. parat pratihdrah. paradi ha khalu vdi

bhuyisthd osadhayah pacyante. 6. hemanto nidhanam. nidha-

nakrtd iva vdi heman prajd bhavanti. i. tdv etdv antdu sam-

which are they ?" 7. They answered :
" One of them dons

this earth here, one hath encompassed the atmosphere, one, who
is the disposer, gives the sky, others severally protect all regions."
s.

i One dons this earth here,' that is Agni. 9.
' One hath en-

compassed the atmosphere,' that is Yayu. 10.
'

One, who is the

disposer, gives the sky,' that is the sun. u.
' Others severally

protect all regions,' these divinities indeed severally protect all

regions, viz. moon and asterisms. These are true, extended
kindness (?) for food-eating.

I. 35. i. Now this is the sdman. This they say : The sainan
is in the year. 2. Of it spring is the hinkdra. Therefore ani-

mals come together in the spring, continually uttering him. a.

The summer is the prastdva. The prastdva is indistinct; the

summer is indistinct among the seasons. 4. The rainy season

(varsdh) is the udgltha. One sings the udgltha through the year
(varsa), as it were. s. The autumn is the pratihdra. Verily in

the autumn most herbs ripen. 6. The winter is the nidhana.
In the winter creatures are put to an end (nidhanakrta), as it were.

7. These two ends combine together ; consequently the year is

34. "C. -Iks-, "-dhattd. ^C.any. I4 A.B. vidhartte ; C. vidhatte.
16 A. B. ann-;'C.

lnn- ; all MSS. -yaya.
35. ' A. B. -karirkutas ; C. -karikrtas.
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dhattah. etad anv* anantas* samvatsarah.* tasydi 'tdv antdu yad
dhemantap ca vasantac ca. etad anu grdmasyd 'ntdu sametah.

etad anu niskasyd'ntdu sametah. etad anv ahir bhogdn paryd-

hrtya caye. s. tad yathd ha vdi niskas samantam grlvd* abhi-

paryakta* evam anantam sdma. sa ya evam etad anantam sdma
vedd 'nantatdm'' eva jayati. 35.

dvddace 'nuvdke prathamah khandah.

I. 36. i. athdi 'tat parjanye sdma. tasya purovdta eva hin-

kdrah. atha yad abhrdni sampldvayati sa prastdvah. atha yut

stanayati sa udglthah. atha yad vidyotate sa pratihdrah. atha

yad varsati tan nidhanam. a. tad etat parjanye sdma. sa ya
evam etat parjanye sdma veda varsuko 1 ha ''smdi parjanyo bha-

vati. s. athdi 'tat puruse? sdma. tasya 'yam eva hinkdro 'yam
prastdvo ''yam, udgitho 'yam pratihdra idam nidhanam. 4. tad

etat puruse sdma. sa ya evam etat puruse sdma vedo "rdhva eva

prajayd* papubhir drohann eti. s. ya u enat* pratyag veda ye

pratyanco lokds tail jayati. tasyd 'yam eva hinkdro 'yam pra-
stdvo 'yam* iidgitlio* 'yam pratihdra idam nidhanam. ye pra-

tyanco lokds tdfi jayati. 6. ya u enat 6

tiryag veda ye tiryanco"
1

endless. Its two ends are winter and spring. In accordance
with this the two ends of a village join together. In accordance
with this the two ends of a necklace join together. In accor-

dance with this a snake lies taking its coils about it. &. Truly,
as a necklace bent all around the neck, so is the endless sdman.
He who knows this endless sdman thus conquers endlessness.

I. 36. i. Now this is the sdman in Parjanya. The wind which

precedes is its hinkdra ; when it causes the clouds to float

together, that is the prasttiva ; when it thunders, that is the

udgltha ; when it lightens, that is the pratihdra ; when it rains,
that is the nidhana. 2. That is the sdman in Parjanya. He
who thus knows the sdman in Parjanya, truly to him Parjanya
sends rain. 3. Now this is the sdman in man. Of it this is the

hinkdra, this the prasttiva, this the udgltha t
this the pratihdra,

this the nidhana. 4. That is the sdman in man. He who thus
knows the sdman in man, he keeps ascending upward by progeny
and by cattle, a. And he who knows it in reversed direction

conquers those worlds which are reversed. Of it this is the hin-

kdra, this the prastava, this the udgltha, this the pratihdra, this

the nidhana. The worlds which are reversed, those he conquers,
e. And he who knows it crosswise conquers those worlds which

35. 2 C. om. 3 A.B. -tat. 4 A.B. savat-. 5
qrl-.

ti A. -yattah.
7 C.

'nantdm.
36. * C. -sak-. 2

-.so.
z
prajd.

4 -nam. 5 C. om. 6 A.B. ena ; C. enam.
7 A.B. -yuhc-; A.B. insert ma.
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lokds
9 tan jayati. tasya lomdi *va hinkdras tvak prastdvo mdn-

sam udgltho 'sthi pratiharo majjd nidhanam. i. tasya trlny

dvir gdyati prastdvam pratihdram
9 nidhanam, tasmdt purusa-

sya trlny asthlny dvir dantdp ca dvaydp ca nakhdh. ye tiryanco

lokds tan jayati. s. ya u enat samyag veda ye samyanco lokds

tan jayati. tasya rnana eva hinkdro vdk prastdvah prdna udgl-

thac caksuh pratihdra$ crotram nidhanam. ye samyanco lokds

tdn jayati. 9. athdi ''tad devatdsu sdma. tasya vdyur eva hinkdro
l

gnih prastdva dditya udglthac eandramd pratiharo dica eva

nidhanam. 10. tad etad devatdsu sdma. sa ya evam etad deva-

tdsu sdma veda devatdndm eva salokatdm jayati. 36.

dvddage 'nuvdlce dvitiyah Jchandah.

I. 37. i. tasydi 'tds tisra dgd dgneyy ekdi
1

"ndry
1 ekd vdipva-

devy ekd. 2. sd yd mandrd sd
a

"gneyl.* tayd prdtassavanasyo

'dgeyam. dgneyam vdi prdtassavanam dgneyo
lyam lokah.

svayd "gayd prdtassavanasyo 'dgdyaty rdhnoti ''mam lokam.

3. atha5

yd ghosiny upabdimatl* sdi ^ndrl. tayd mddhyandina-

sya
1

savanasyo ^dgeyam. dindram vdi mddhyandinam savanam

are crosswise. Of it the hair of the head is the hinkdra, the

skin the prastdva, the flesh the udgitha^ the bone the pratihdra,
the marrow the nidhana. i. Of it he sings three openly, viz. the

prastdva, the pratihdra, the nidhana. Therefore three bones of

man lie open, viz. the teeth and the two kinds of nails. The
worlds which are crosswise, those he conquers, e. And he who
knows it converging conquers those worlds which are converg-
ing. Of it mind is the hinkdra, speech the prastdva, breath the

udgltha, sight the pratihdra, hearing the nidhana. The worlds
which are converging, those he conquers. 10. And this is the

sdman in the divinities. Of it Vayu is the hinkdra, Agni the

prastdva, the sun the udgltha, the moon the pratihdra, the

quarters the nidhana. n. That is the sdman in the divinities.

He who knows thus this sdman in the divinities, he conquers a

share in the same world with the divinities.

I. 3*7. i. Of it there are these three dgds: one belonging to

Agni, one belonging to Indra, one belonging to all the gods.
2. That which is low, that belongs to Agni. With it the udgltha
of the morning-libation should be sung. Verily the morning-
libation belongs to Agni, this world belongs to Agni. He [then]

sings the udgltha of the morning-libation with his (Agni's) own
dgd, he enjoys this world, s. And that which is loud [and]
noisy, that belongs to Indra. With it the udgltha of the noon-

36. 8 A. lak-. 9 C. himkdram.
37. 1 C. aik-. 2 A.B. "ndr. 3 C. om. sa . . . . U 4 B. mannadhi. 5 A.

om. atha lokam. 6 C. space for -abdi-. 7 C. -ndina.
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dindro 'sdu lokah. svayd "gaya mddhyandinasya savanasyo

'dgdyaty rdhnoty arnum lokam. 4. atha ydm
g

vlnkhayann iva

prathayann iva gdyati sd vdicvadevl. tayd trtlyasavanasyo

''dgeyam. vdicvadevam vdi trtlyasavanam vdicvadevo 'yarn an-

tardlokah. svayd "gayd trtlyasavanasyo 'dgdyaty
10 rdhnoti 'mam

atttardlokam. s. atho uccd khalv dhur ekaydi 'vd "gayo 'dgeyam

yad evd 'sya madhyam vdca iti. tad yayd vdi vdcd vydyaccha-
mdna udgdyati tad evd 'sya madhyam vdcah. tayd

11 vd etayd
vdcd sarvd vdca upagacchati. avydsiktdm ekasthdm criyam
rdhnoti ya evam veda. e. atha yd krduncd sd bdrhaspatyd. sa

yo brahmavarcasakdmas sydt sa 1 *

tayo 'dgdyet. tad brahma vdi

brhaspatih. tad vdi brahmavarcasam rdhnoti. tathd ha brahma-

varcasl bhavati. 7. atha ha cdikitdneya ekasydi ^va sdmna

dgdm gdyati gdyatrasydi 'va. tad anavdnam geyam. tat
1 *

sdmna evd pratihdrdd anavdnam geyam. tat prdno vdi gdya-
tram. tad vdi prdnam rdhnoti. tathd ha sarvam dyur eti. 37.

dvddace 'nuvdke dvitlyah khandah.

libation should be sung. Verily the noon-libation belongs to

Indra, yonder world belongs to Indra. He [then] sings the udgltha
of the noon-libation with his (Indra's) own dgd, he enjoys yonder
world. 4. And [the dga\ which he sings shaking, as it were

(tremolo), spreading it, as it were, that belongs to all the gods.
With it the udgltha of the evening-libation should be sung.

Verily the evening-libation belongs to all the gods, this inter-

mediate world belongs to all the gods. He [then] sings the

udgltha of the evening-libation with their own dgd, he enjoys
this intermediate world. 5. Now above (?) they say :

" The
udgltha should be sung with one dgd only, viz. [with that]
which is the middle (mean) of his voice." The voice with which
he sings the udgltha expanding it apart, that is the middle (mean)
of his voice. By means of this same voice he attains unto all

voices. He who knows thus enjoys fortune not poured out in

different directions [but] closely united, e. And that which is

plover-like belongs to Brhaspati. He who may be desirous of

prominence in sacred lore should sing the udgltha with it.

Verily this brahman is Brhaspati. He thus enjoys prominence
in sacred lore. He thus becomes prominent in sacred lore.

7. Now Caikitaneya sings the ago. of one sdman only, viz. of the

gdyatra\-sdman\. That should be sung without taking breath.

That [part] of the sdman unto the pratihdra should be sung
without taking breath. Thus breath is the gdyatra[-sdman\.
Verily he thus enjoys breath. He thus attains complete life.

37. *-ti'mam. *ya;A. inserts ghosinyu.
}0
-yanti.

n
tdya.

15 B.
s ; C. om. 13 insert vdi gdyatram from below. 14 B. inserts sdmnas.
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I. 38. i. atha ha brahmadattam* edikitdneyam udgdyantam
kurava upodur ujjahihi* sdma ddlbhye ''ti. a. sa ho 'podyamano
nitardrh jagdu. tarn ho "cuh kim upodyamdno nitardm agdslr

iti. s. sa ho 'vcice ''dam veil lome* "*ty etad evdi ''tat pratyupacrn-
mah.* tasmdd u ye, na etad updvddisur* lomapani "*va tesdm

cmacdndni bhavitdrah. atha vayam ud eva gdtdras* sma iti.

4. atha ha rdjd jdivalir galunasam'' drksd/cdyanam cdmula-

parndWiydm ittthitam papraccha red "gdtd* cdldvatydS sdmndS
iti. s. nai 'va rdjann rce 'ti ho 'vdca na sdmne 'ti. tad yuyam
tarhi sarva eva pandyyd* bhavisyatha ya evam vidvdnso 'gdyate

'ti. 6. atha yad dhd 'vaksyadrcd ca sdmnd cd "game
10

^ti dhitena

vdi tad ydtaydmnd 'maldkdndend "gate ''ti hdi yndns tad avak-

syat. tad dha tad uvdca svarena cai 'va hinkdrena cd "gdme
'ti. 38.

dvdda^e 'nuvake trtiyali khandah.

I. 39. i. atha ha satyddhivdka$ cditrarathis satyayajnam

pdulusitam uvdca prdcmayoge 'ti mama 1

ced vdi tvam sdma
vidvdn sdmnd "rtvijyam karisyasi nai Jva tarhi punar dlksdm

abhidhyatdtri Y/. muhurdlksl* hy <i.sa.
v

2. s<( ho 'vdca yo vdi

I. 38. i. Now the Kurus reproached Brahmadatta Caikitaneya
when he was singing the udgltha, (saying) :

"
Stop the silmdn,

O Dfilbhya." 2. He being reproached sang so much the more(?).

They said to him :
" Why hast thou, being reproached, sung so

much the more?" s. He said : "Verily this is the hair-(foma-)

\sdman'] ;
thus we make answer. And therefore the funeral-

places of those who have thus reproached us will be hairy

(lomaca), as it were. Now we shall only sing the udgltha."
4. Now king Jaivali asked Galunas|C Arks fiktiyana, who had stood

up with a woolen shirt (?) and a leaf :

" O Qalavatya, wilt thou

sing with the re [or] with the sdman .
?" 5.

" Not with the re,"
he said, "nor with the sdman." "Thus then all of you will

become renowned, who sang knowing thus." 6. Now if he had
said :

" Let us sing both with the re and with the sdman" truly
he would have told them :

"
Sing with a sucked-out, used-up

branch of the ama&/-plant." Therefore he spoke thus : "Let us

sing both with tone and with the hinkdra"

I. 39. i. Now Satyadhivaka Caitrarathi said to Satyayajna
Paulusita: " O Pracinayoga, if thou, knowing the saman, shalt

perform the priestly office for me with the sdman, then thou
wilt not think of a second consecration." For he was one who
repeatedly consecrated. 2. He said: " He who knowing the for-

38. l tac. ^ujjihi. 'some. 4
-updc-.

5 A.B. -suL 6 -tdra.
"

A.B.
galunasam ; C. gulinasam. 6 -ta. pandryyd.

lo ca dgame.
39. l mac. 2

-fc?i
3 a.
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sdmnap priyam vidvdn. sdmnd "rtvijyam karoti prlmdn eva bha-

vati. mano vdva sdmnap prlr iti. 3. yo vdi sdmnah pratisthdrh

vidvdn sdmnd "rtvijyaih karoti praty eva tisthati. vdg vdva
Hdiunah pratisthe Vz. 4. yo vdi sdmnas suvarnam vidvdn sdmnd

"rtvijyam karoty adhy asya grhe* suvarnam gamyate. prdno
vdva sdmnas suvarnam iti. s. yo vdi sdmno 'paeitim vidvdn

sdmnd "rtvijyam karoty apacitimdn eva bhavati. caksur vdva

sdmno 'pacitir iti. e. yo vdi sdmnap prutim vidvdn sdmnd

"rtvijyam karoti prutimdn eva bhavati. protrarh vdva sdmnap
prutir iti. 39.

dvddage 'nuvdke caturthah khandah. dvddago 'nuvdkas samdptah.

I. 40. i. catvdri vdk parimitd paddni
tdni vidur brdhmand ye mamsinah :

gufid
1

tr'ini nihitd* ne 3

'ngayanti

turlyam vdco manusyd vadantl
y

ti. 2. vdg eva sdma. vdcd hi sdma gdyati. vdg evo 'ktham.*

vdcd liy uktham* pamsati. vdg eva yajuh. vdcd b
hi yajur anuvar-

tate. 3. tad yat kim cd ''rvdemam brahmanas tad vdg eva

sarvam. atha yad anyatra brahmo 'padipyate. ndi* *va hi tend

"rtvijyam karoti. paroksendi ''va tu
7 krtam bhavati. 4. tasyd

tun'e of the aman performs the priestly office with the sdman,
lie becomes fortunate. Verily mind is the fortune of the sdmtrn.

3. He who knowing the firm stand of the sdman performs the

priestly office with the sdman, he stands firm. Verily speech is

the firm stand of the sdman. 4. He who knowing the gold of

the sdman performs the priestly office with the sdman, in his

house gold is found. Verily breath is the gold of the sdman.
s. He who knowing the reverence of the sdman performs the

priestly office with the sd^nan, he becomes revered. Verily sight
is the reverence of the saman. 6. He who knowing the renown
of the sdman performs the priestly office with the sdman, he

becomes renowned. Verily hearing is the renown of the sdman.

I. 40. i. = I. 7. a. a. Speech is the sdman; for with speech one

sings the sdman. Speech is the uktha; for with speech one
chants the uktha. Speech is the yajus; for with speech he
follows out (recites) the yajus. 3. Whatsoever is this side of the

brahman, all that is speech; and what is elsewhere is taught [to

be] brahman. For not at all does one perform with it the

priestly office, but it is performed in an occult manner. 4. Of

39. 4 C. -ho.
40. 'B.C. -Mm. *C.-hitani. 8 C. om. 4 -M-. 5 A.B. vdcam. ne.

1 A. om.
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etasydi vdco manah pddac caksuh* pddac crotram pddo vdg eva

caturthah pddah." 5. tad yadvdi manasd dhydyati tad vdcd va-

dati, yac caksusd papyati tad vdcd vadati. yac chrotrena crnoti

tad vdcd vadati. e. tad yad etat sarvam vdcam evd ''bhisamayati
11

tasmdd vdg eva sdma. sa ha vdi sdmavit sa sdma veda ya evam
veda. 7. tasyd etasydi vdcah prdnd evd 'suh. esu hi 'dam

sarvam asute 12 J

ti. Jfi.

trayodace 'nuvdke prathamah khandah.

I. 41. i. tena hdi'tend 'sund devd jlvanti
1

pitaro jlvanti ma-

nusyd jlvanti pacavo jlvanti gandharvdpsaraso jlvanti sarvam

idam jlvati. a. tad dhur yad* asune 3 'dam sarvam* jlvati kas

sdmno lsur iti. prdna iti bruydt. prdno ha vdva sdmno 'suh.

s. sa esa prdno vdci pratisthito vdg u prdne pratisthitd. tdv

etdv evam anyo* ^nyasmin pratisthitdu. pratitisthati
1

ya evam

veda. 4. tad etad red 'bhyaniicyate
lditlr dydur aditir antariksam*

aditir* mdtd sa pitd sa putrah :

vipve devd aditih panca jand
aditir jdtam aditir janitvam

this same speech mind is a quarter, sight is a quarter, hearing is

a quarter, speech itself is the fourth quarter, a. What he thinks

with the mind, that he speaks with speech. What he sees with

sight, that he speaks with speech. What he hears with hearing,
that he speaks with speech. 6. In that this all thus unites

(t/i+ sam) into speech, therefore speech is the sdman. Verily
he is sman-knowing, he knows the sdman, who knows thus.

7. The breaths of this same speech are the vital air (asu). For
in them this all was born (^/su).

I. 41. i. By this same vital air the gods live, the Fathers live,

men live, beasts live, Gandharvas and Apsarases live, this all

lives, a. This they say: "If this all lives by the vital air, what
is the vital air of the sdman?" Let him say:

" Breath." Verily
breath is the vital air of the sdman. a. This breath stands firm

in speech, and speech stands firm in breath. Thus these two
stand firm in each other. He stands firm who knows thus,

4. This same is spoken of in a re :
" Aditi is the heaven, Aditi is

the atmosphere, Aditi is the mother, she is the father, she is the

son
;
Aditi is all the gods, the five races

;
Aditi is what is born,

40. 8 C. inserts caturthah. 'A. svdd. l

$runoti.
u 'hisam-. 12 -na.

13 astite ; after this all MSS! insert : esu hi 'dam sarvam sute 'ti (A. om.
').

41. 'A.B. -nil
J

ti.
* B. yada.

3
B.yene.

4 C. inserts idam. *
-ye.

6 A.B. manyas-.
1 C. pratisthitah.

s C.-rlks-. 9 A. om. aditir mdtd
aditir antariksam in 5. 10 B. -can.
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iti. 6. aditir dydur aditir antariksam* iti. esd
11
vai dya,ur esd"

^ntariksam. 0. aditir mdtd sa pita sa putra iti. esd vdi 1 '* mdtdi

^sd pitdi 'sd putrah. i. vipve devd aditih pancajand iti. ye devd

asurebhyah purve panca jand dsan ya evd 'sdv dditye puruso

yap candramasi yo vidyuti yo
(

psu yo 'yam aksanri* antar esa

eva te. tad esdi 'va. s. aditir jdtam aditir
1 *

janitvam iti. esd hy
eva jdtam esd janitvam. J^l.

trayodaqe 'nuvdke dvitiyah khandah. trayoda$o 'nuvdkas samdptah.

I. 42, i. drunir ha vdsistham cdikitdneyam brahmacaryam

upeydya. tarn ho Jvdcd "jdndsi* sdumya gdutama yad idam

vayam? cdikitdneyds sdmdi 'vo 'pdsmahe* kdm tvam devatdm

updssa* iti. sdmdi Jva bhagavanta* iti ho 'vdca. a. tarn
9 ha

papraccha yad agndu tad vetthdS iti. jyotir vd etat tasya sdmno

yad vayam sdmo 'pdsmaha iti.
7

s. yat prthivydm tad vetthdS

iti. pratisthd vd esd tasya sdmno yad vayam sdmo 'pdsmaha iti.

4. yad apsu tad vetthdS iti. pdntir vd esd tasya
9 sdmno yad

vayam sdmo 'pdsmaha iti. s. yad
9 antarikse tad vetthaS iti.

Aditi is what is to be born." s.
' Aditi is the heaven, Aditi is the

atmosphere;' verily she is the heaven, she is the atmosphere,
e. 'Aditi is the mother, she is the father, she is the son;' verily
she is the mother, she is the father, she is the son. 7. 'Aditi is

all the gods, the five races
;'

the gods who were before the

Asuras five races yonder person which is in the sun, in the

moon, in lightning, in the water, within the eye here, that is

they, that is she. s.
* Aditi is what is born, Aditi is what is to

be born;' verily she is what is born, she is what is to be born.

I. 42. i. Aruni went to Vasistha _Cfiikitaneya to serve his

studentship. He (V.) said to him (A.) : "Thou knowest, my
dear Gautama, that we Caikitaneyas worship this sdman.
What divinity dost thou worship ?" " The sdman, reverend

sirs," he (A.) said. 2. He (A.) asked him (V.): "Dost thou
know that which is in the fire ?" " That is the brightness of that

sdman which we worship." z. "Dost thou know that which is in

the earth ?" "That is the firm standing of that sdman which
we worship." 4.

" Dost thou know that which is in the waters ?"

"That is the tranquillity of that sdman which we worship."
*.

" Dost thou know that which is in the atmosphere ?"
" That

41. C. -so. 12 A. vair. 13 C. -sam. 14 A.B. itir ; C. iti.

42. ('vaca) a/a.
2 C. yam.

3 -mdha ; after this insert iti.
4 C. leaves

space for -sa. * -vata. 6 td. * B. inserts here, in margin, 5. 8
etasya.

C. om. yad iti. (end of 5).
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dtmd vd esa tasya sdmno yad vayam sdmo 'pdsmaha iti.

e. yad vdydu tad vetthdS iti. prlr va esa tasya samno yad vayam
samo 'pasmaha iti. i. yad diksu tad vetthdS iti. vydptir va esa

tasya samno yad vayam samo 'pasmaha
11

iti. s. yad divi

tad vetthdS iti. vibhutir va esa
12

tasya samno yad vayam samo

'pdsmaha iti. J$.

caturdage 'nuvdke prathamah khandah.

I. 43. i. yad dditye tad vetthdS iti. tejo va etat tasya
1 samno

yad vayam samo 'pdsmaha iti. 2. yac candramasi tad vetthdS

iti. bhd vd esa
1

tasya samno yad vayam samo 'pdsmaha iti.

3. yan naksatresu tad vetthdS iti. prajnd* vd esa tasya
1 samno yad

vayam samo 'pdsmaha iti. 4. yad anne tad vetthdS iti. reto vd

etat
3

tasya
1 samno yad vayam samo ''pdsmaha iti. 5. yat* papusu

tad vetthdS iti. ya$o vd etat
1

tasya samno yad vayam samo ''pd-

smaha iti. e. yad rci tad vetthdS* iti. stomo" vd esa tasya
1 samno

yad vayam sdmo 'pdsmaha iti. i. yad yajusi tad vetthdS iti.

karma vd etat tasya
1 samno yad vayam sdmo 'pdsmaha iti.

s. atha kim updssa
7
iti. aksaram iti. katamat tad aksaram iti. yat

ksaran nd 'ksiyate 'ti. katamat tat
8 hsaran9 nd 'kslyate 'ti. indra

is the self of that sdman which we worship." 6.
" Dost thou know

that which is in the wind ?"
" That is the fortune of that sdman

which we worship." 7.
" Dost thou know that which is in the

quarters ?" " That is the pervasion of that sdman which we
worship." s.

" Dost thou know that which is in the sky ?" " That
is the display of that sdman which we worship."

I. 43. i.
" Dost thou know that which is in the sun ?" " That

is the splendor of that sdman which we worship." 2.
u Dost

thou know that which is in the moon ?" " That is the light of

that sdman which we worship." s.
" Dost thou know that

which is in the asterisrns ?" " That is the understanding of that

sdman which we worship." 4.
" Dost thou know that which is

in food ?"
" That is the seed of that sdman which wre worship."

s. "Dost thou know that which is in the domestic animals?"
" That is the glory of that sdman which we worship." e.

" Dost
thou know that which is in the re ?" " That is the praise of that

sdman which we worship." 7.
u Dost thou know that which is

in the yajus ?" " That is the action of that sdman which we

worship." s.
" Now what dost thou worship ?" " The syllable."

" Which is that syllable ?" "
[That] which flowing (^/ksar) was

42. 10 A.B. om. samno .... 'pa.
n -ha. 12 A.B. om. sa . . . . -smaha.

43. 'A.B. om. rest of quotation.
2 C. prajd.

3A.B. om. tat of etat.
4 C. om. 5 vo. 6 A.B. ste-. 1 C. leaves space for -ssa. s

-rf.
9 aksaran.
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iti. 9. katamas sa indra iti. yo
lksan ramata" iti. katamas sa"

yo
13 lksan ramata iti. iyath debate 'ti ho 'vaca. 10. yo

iyam ca-

/csusi
1 *

purusa esa indra esa prajdpatih. [sd\ samahprthivyd sama
dkdcena samo diva samas sarvena bhutena. esa paro divo dlp-

yate.
1 "

esa eve ''dam sarvam ity updsitavyah.
16

\\. saya etad evam
veda jyotismdn pratisthdvdn chdntimdn dtmavdn chrirndn vya-

ptimdn vibhutimdns tejasvl" bhdvdn prajndvdn retasvl yapasvl
stomavdn 1 * karmavdn aksaravdn indriyavdn sdmanvl bhavati.

\i. tad v etad red ^bhyanucyate. 4&>

caturda$ame 'nuvdke dvitlyah khandah.

I. 44. i. rupatii-rupam pratirupo babhuva

tad asya rupam praticaksandya :

indro mdydbhih pitrurupa
1

lyate*

* yuktd hy asya harayap $atd dace

'ti. 2. rupam-rupam pratirupo babhuve 'ti. rupam-rupam hy esa

pratirupo babhuva. a. tad asya rupam praticaksandye 'ti. pra-

ticaksanaya
3 hd 'sydi ''tad rupam. 4. indro mdydbhih pururupa*

lyata* iti. mdydbhir hy esa etat pururupa" lyate* s. yuktd hy

not exhausted (A/ksi)." "Which is that which flowing was not
exhausted?" "Indra." 9. "Who is this Indra?" "He who
rests in the eye."

" Who is he who rests in the eye ?" " This

divinity," he said. 10. That person which is in the eye, that is

Indra, that is Prajiipati. [He is] the same with the earth, the

same with space, the same with the sky, the same with all exist-

ence. He shines beyond the sky. He it is who must be wor-

shiped as 'this all.' n. He who knows this thus becomes bright,

having a firm stand, tranquil, self-possessed, fortunate, pervading,
displayed, possessing splendor, possessing light, possessing under-

standing, possessing seed, glorious, possessing praise, active, pos-

sessing the syllable, possessing Indra's power, possessing the sd-

man. 12. And this is also spoken of in a re:

I. 44. ]. "He became corresponding in form to every form;
such is his form to look upon ;

Indra through magic moves about
in many forms, for his ten hundred bay steeds are yoked."
2.

' He became corresponding in form to every form,' for he

became corresponding in form to every form. s.
4 Such is his

form to look upon,' verily to look upon his form is such.

4.
' Indra through magic moves about in many forms,' for

through magic he thus moves about in many forms. 6.
' For

43. 10 A.B. -ksa. A.B. indramata. 12 C. so. 13 C. om. 14 A.B. -I.

"C.divy-. ^-sltavyam.
17 -vl. 18 A.B. stomdn. lt ud.

44. ' A.B. pururaipa; C. pururupam.
'* G. ramyate.

:i -wd. 4 C. -pam.
6 C. -pam.

6 C. ramlyate.
VOL. xvi. 17
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asya harayac
1

patd dace Hi. sahasram hdi Ha ddityasya racma-

yah. te 'sya yuktds tdir idam sarvam harati. tad yad etdir

idam sarvam harati tasmdd dharayah.
e. rupam-rupam^ maghava bobhaviti

mdydh krnvdnah pari tanvam svdm:
trir yad divah pari muhurtam* dgdt

svdir mantrdir anrtupd rtdve

Hi. 7. rupam-rupam maghava bobhaviti Hi.
10

rupam-rupam
11

hy
esa maghava bobhaviti. s. mdydh krnvdnah pari tanvam
svdm iti. mdydbhir

1 *

hy esa
is>

etat svdm tanum gopdyati. 9. trir

yad divah pari muhurtam dgdd iti.
16

trir ha vd esa etasya mu-

hurtasye 'mam prthivlm samantah paryetl 'mdh prajds samca-

ksdnah. 10. svdir mantrdir anrtupd
1 ''

rtdve Hi. anrtupd hy esa

etadrtdvd.
1 *

44-

caturda$e 'nuvake trtiyah khandah.

I. 45. i. tad dha prtUur vdinyo divydn vrdtydn papracche
'ndram 1 uktham ream udgltham dhur

brahma sdma prdnam vydnam :

mano* vd caksur apdnam dhu$

protram protriyd bahudhd vadantl,

Hi. 2. te pratyuGur

his ten hundred bay steeds are yoked,' verily these are the
thousand rays of the sun

; they are yoked for him, with them
he takes this all. In that he takes

l^/hf] with them this all,

therefore they are called bay (hari). e. "Into every form the

bounteous one often changes, exercising magic around his own
body, when thrice in a moment he hath come from the sky, through
his own incantations drinking out of season, the holy one."
7.

' Into every form the bounteous one often changes,' for into

every form this bounteous one does often change, s.
' Exercis-

ing magic around his own body,' for through magic he thus

protects his own body. 9.
' When he thrice in a moment hath

come from the sky,' for thrice in this moment he goes com-

pletely around this earth surveying these people. 10.
'

Through
his own incantations drinking out of season, the holy one,' for

he is thus drinking out of season, the holy one.

I. 45. i. Now Prthu Vainya inquired this of the divine men-
dicants: "They call Indra uktha, re

, udgltha, brahman, sdman,
breath, vyana, or they call [him] mind, eye, apdna, ear; the learned

speak [of him] in many ways." 2. They answered: "These hymn-

44. 7 C. om. harayag tf.
l

sya.
8 A.B. insert ma. 9 murh-.

10 C. om. iti.
n
repeats rupam-rupam -viti Hi (!).

12 A. krcvd.
13 A. -bhi. 14 A. ya.

16 A. om. 16 ati. 18 C. nrt-. 18 C. fM.
45. ' C. -idam. 2 C. no.
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rsaya ete mantrakrtah purdjdh

punar djdyante veddndm guptydi kam:
te vdi vidvdnso vdinya tad vadanti

samdnam purusam bahudhd nivistam

iti. 3. imam ha vd tad devatdm trayydm* vidydydm imam*

samdndm? abhy* eka dpayanti ndi^ke. yo ha vdvdi"1tad evam

veda sa evdi1

''tdm devatdm samprati veda. 4. sa esa indra

udglthah. sa yaddi* 'sa indra udgltha dgacchati ndi 'vo 'dgd-

tuc co 'pagdtfndm
9 ca vijndyate. ita evo "rdhvas 11 svar 1 *

udeti.

sa upari murdhno leldyati. s. sa vidydd dgamad indro ne 'ha

kap cana pdpmd nyangah paripeksyata iti. tasmin ha na bap
cana pdpmd nyangah paripisyate. e. tad etad abhrdtrvyam
sdma. na ha vd indrah kam cana bhrdtrvyam papyate. sa yathe
'ndro na kam cana bhrdtrvyam papyata evam eva na kam cana

bhrdtrvyam pacyate ya etad evam vedd 'tho yasydi ^vam vid-

vdn udgdyati. J+5.

caturdaqe 'nuvake caturthah khandah. caturdago 'nuvdkas samdptah.

I. 46. i. prajdpatir vd veda agra dsit. so ''kdmayata bahus

sydm prajdyeya bhumdnam gaccJteyam iti. 2. sa sodacadhd

"tmdnam vyakuruta bhadram ca samdpti$ cd "bhutic ca 1 sam-

coniposing sages of old are born hither again for the keeping
of the Vedas

; verily they knowing [it], O Yfiinya, say this, that

one and the same person is entered into many places." s. So
some cause the attainment in the threefold knowledge of this

divinity, this same one, others do not. 4. Verily he who knows
this thus, he thoroughly knows this divinity. 5. That same Indra
is the udgltha. When this same Indra comes as udgltha, he is

not distinguished both of the udgdtar and the upagdtars. He
rises upward from here to heaven

;
he twinkles above the head.

6. He should know :

" Indra hath come
;
no evil whatever, [not

a] trace, will be left here;" truly in him no evil whatever, [not

a] trace, is left. 7. That is the rivalless sdman. Verily Indra
sees no rival whatever. As Indra sees no rival whatever, so he
also sees no rival whatever who knows this thus, and also he for

whom one knowing thus sings the udgltha.

I. 46. i. Prajapati in the beginning was the Veda. He de-

sired :

"
May 1 be many, may I beget progeny, may I attain

manifoldness." 2. He divided himself into sixteen parts : bliss

45. *A. traryya; B. trryyd. *A.B.lmdm. 5 -nd. *C.ny.
7 A.B. ha

vai. 8
i/a vai. 9 A.B. -trn-. 10 insert ti.

1{ rdhva. 12 svara. ]

*parise-.
46. i C. ce.
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bhutic ca bhutam ca sarvam ca rupam cd "'parimitam ca

eric ca yacac ca ndma cd ''gram ca sajdtdc ca payac ca

iiLahiyd* ca rasac ca. 3. tad yad bhadram hrdayam asya tat.

tatas sarhvatsaram asrjata. tad asya samvatsaro 'nupatisthate*

4. samdptih karma ''sya tat. karmand hi samdpnoti. tata rtun

<(st'jat<f; tad asya rtavo 'nupatisthante. s. dbhutir annam asya*
tat}' [tac] caturdhd* bhavati. tato tndsdn ardhamdsdn ahord-

trdny usaso 'srjata. tad asya mdsd ardliamdsd ahordtrdny usaso

'nupatisthante. 6. sambhiiti' reto* 'sya tad. retaso hi satnbha-

vati. 46.

pancadace 'nuvdke prathamah khandah.

I. 47. i. tatac candramasam asrjata. tad asya candramd anu-

patisthate. tasmdt sa retasah pratirupah. -2. bhutam 1

prdno*

'sya sah. tato vdyum asrjata. tad asya vdyur anupatisthate.

3. sarvaiii apdno 'sya sah. tatah pacun asrjata. tad asya pacavo*

'nupatlsthante. 4. rupam vydno
l

sya sah. tatah prajd asrjata.

tad asya prajd andpatisthante. tasmdd dsu prajdsu rupCt-ny

ad/iiyamyante.* 6. aparimitam mano 'sya tat. tato* dico 'srjata.

aiul attainment and energy and growth and existence and the

all and form and the infinite and fortune and glory and name
and the summit and the fellows and milk and exaltation and

sap. 3. What bliss is, that is his heart. Thence he created the

year. That of him the year attends upon. 4. Attainment, that is

his action. For by action one attains. Thence he created the sea-

sons. That of him the seasons attend upon. 6. Energy, that is

his food
;

that becomes four-fold. Thence he created months,
half-months, nights and days, dawns. That of him months, half-

months, nights and days, dawns attend upon. e. Growth, that

is his seed. For from seed one grows.

I. 47. i. Thence he created the moon. That of him the moon
attends upon. Therefore one corresponds to the seed. 2. Exist-

ence, that is his breath. Thence he created the wind. That of

him the wind attends upon. s. The all, that is his apdna.
Thence he created the domestic animals. That of him the

domestic animals attend upon. 4. Form, that is his vydna.
Thence he created offspring. That of him offspring attends

upon. Therefore among this offspring forms are found. 5. The

infinite, that is his mind. Thence he created the quarters. That

46. *-yah.
3 A.B. -ante. 4 A.B. insert ta. 5 A.B. tad; C. om. 6 A.B.

aiicardhd ; C. ardha. 7
-ti. A.B. -id ; C. -ta.

47. i-ta. 2 -wo. 3 A.B. rnpacavo. '-yate.
5 C. oin. tato tan-

mat.
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tad asya di$o 'nupatisthctnte. tasmdt td aparimitdh. aparimi-
tam iva hi manah. 6. pnr vug asya sd. tatas samudram asrjata.

tad asya samudro Anupatisthate. 7. yapas tapo
l

sya tat. tato

'</nim asrjata. tad6

asyd
1

''gnir anupatisthate. tasmdt sa mathi-

tdd* iva samtaptdd iva jayate. s. ndma caksur asya tat. 47.

pancadace -nuvake dvitiyah khandah.

I. 48. i. tata ddityam asrjata. tad asya "dityo 'niipatisthate.

a. agram murdhd 'sya sah. tato divam asrjata. tad asya dydur

anupatisthate. s. sajdtd angdny
1

asya tdni.* angdir* hi saha

jdyate. tato vanaspatm asrjata. tad asya vanaspatayo
l

nupatis-

thante. 4. payo* lomdny asya tdni. tata osadhlr asrjata. tad

asydu 'sadhayo 'nupatisthante. 5. mafilyd* mdnsdny asya tdni.

mdnsdir hi saha 6

mahlyate. tato vaydnsy asrjata. tad asya va-

ydnsy anupatisthante. tasmdt tdni prapatisnuni. prapatisnum
"*va mahdmdnsdni.'1

6. raso majjd* 'sya sah. tatah prthivlm asr-

jata. tad asya prthivy anupatisthate. i. sa hdi 'vam sodapadhd

of him the quarters attend upon. Therefore they are infinite;

for infinite, as it were, is mind. 6. Fortune, that is his speech.
Thence he created the ocean. That of him the ocean attends

upon. 7. Glory, that is his heat (penance). Thence he created

fire. That of him the fire attends upon. Therefore it is born
from the churned, as it were, from the thoroughly heated, as it

were. s. Name, that is his eye.

I. 48. i. Thence he created the sun. That of him the sun
attends upon. a. The summit, that is his head. Thence he
created the sky. That of him the sky attends upon. 3. The
fellows, those are his limbs. For with his limbs one is born.

Thence he created the forest-trees. That of him the forest-trees

attend upon. 4. Milk, that is the hair of his body. Thence he
created the herbs. That of him the herbs attend upon. s. Ex-

altation, that is his flesh. For with the flesh one is exalted (?).

Thence he created the birds. That of him the birds attend

upon. Therefore they fly forth. Forth-flying (elastic ?) as it

were are the large [pieces of] flesh
(?). e. The sap, that is his

marrow. Thence he created the earth. That of him the earth

attends upon. 7. He thus having divided himself into sixteen

parts came together. Because he came together (

47. 6 C. om. 7 C. tasyd.
8 A.B. mathitdmid ; C. mathititdd.

48. 1 A. amgdny; B. amgamhdny; C. amgarhhy.
a A. td. 3 A. gdir.

4 A. om. payo .... anupatisthante in 5. 5 B. mabhiyd; C. mahiyd.
6 B.ta. 1 mahlm-. "A.B. majjya.

9 A.B. -nte.
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"tmdnam vikrtya sardham samdit. tad yat sardham samditat

tat sdmnas sdmatvam. s. sa evdi 'sa hiranmayah purusa ud-

atisthat prajdndm janitd.
11

J+8.

pancadage 'nuvdke trtiyah Jchandah.

I. 49. i. devdsurd aspardhanta. te devdh prajdpatim upddhd-
van jaydmd 'surdn iti. 2. so lbravln na vdi mam yuyam vittha

1

nd 'surah, yad vdi mam yuyam vidydta? tato vdi yuyam eva

sydta pard ''surd bhaveyur iti. a. tad vdi bruhl
5

'ty abruvan. so
lbravlt purusah prajdpatis same 'ti mo ''pdddhvam. tato vdi yu-

yam eva bhavisyafha pard "*surd bhavisyantl 'ti. 4. tarn puru-
sah prajdpatis same ''ty updsata. tato vdi devd abhavan pard
'surah, sa yo hdi 'vam vidvdn purusah prajdpatis same 'ty updste

bhavaty dtmand pard 'sya dvisan bhrdtrvyo bhavati. Jfi.

pancadage 'nuvdJce calurthah Jchandah. pancadago
lnuvoikas samdptah.

I. 50. i. devd vdi vijigydnd
1 abruvan dvitiyam karavdmahdi.

md 'dvitlyd bhume 'ti. te
lbruvan sdmdi 'va? dvitiyam karavd-

mahdi. sdmdi 'va no dvitiyam astv iti. 2. ta ime dydvdprthivl
abruvan sametam sdma prajanayatam iti. a. so

3 (sdv asyd abl-

bhatsata.* so
3

'bravld bahu vd etasydm kim ca kim ca kurvanty

that is the reason why the saman is called so. s. That same
one arose, a golden person, a generator of offspring.

I. 49. i. The gods and the Asuras contended. These gods
ran unto Prajfipati [for help, saying]: "Let us overcome the

Asnras." 2. He said: "Verily you do not know me, neither do
the Asuras. Verily if you should know, then you would prevail,
the Asuras would perish." 3. "Tell that," they said. He said:
"
Worship me [saying] :

'

Purusa, Prajapati, Saman.' Verily

you will then prevail, the Asuras will perish." 4. They wor-

shiped him [saying] :

"
Purusa, Prajapati, Saraan." Thereupon

the gods verily prevailed, the Asuras perished. He who know-

ing thus worships [saying]: "Purusa, Prajapati, Saman," pre-
vails himself, his hostile rival perishes.

I. 50. i. The gods, having completely conquered, said: "Let
us make a second; let us not be without a second." They said:
" Let us make the saman the second

;
let the saman be our

second." 2. They said to this sky and earth: "Unite, bring
forth the saman." Yonder [sky] strongly abhorred this [earth].

48. 10 C. samdit ; A.B. after this repeat: tad yat sardham samditat (!).
11
joyitd.
49. > B. sattha. 2

-ydta.
3 A.B. -hi.

50. J A. vijijnana.
* A.B. va. 3 sd. 4 abihat-.
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adhisthwanty* adhicaranty adhydsate. pumta nv endm aputd
vd iti. 4. te gdthdm abruvan tvayd pundme 'ti. kith tatas sydd
iti. patasanis

9

syd iti. tathe 'ti. te gdthayd 'punan. tasmdd uta

gdthayd patam sunoti. 6. te kumbydm abruvan tvayd pundme
'ti. kim tatas sydd iti. patasanis syd iti. tathe 'ti. te kumbya;/^

'punan. tasmdd uta kumbyaya' patam sunoti* e. te
g

ndrdpan-
slm abruvan tvayd pundme 'ti. kim tatas sydd iti. patasanis

10

syd iti. tathe 'ti. te ndrdpansyd 'punan. tasmdd uta ndrdpansyd

patam sunoti. i. te rdibhlm11 abruvan tvayd pundme 'ti. kim
tatas sydd iti. patasanis syd iti. tathe ">ti. te rdibhyd 'punan.
tasmdd uta rdibhyd patam sunoti. s. se 'yam putd. qthd 'mum
abravld bahu vdi kim ca kim ca pumdnp carati. tvam 13

anupu-
nlsve "*ti. 50.

sodage 'nuvdke prathamah khandah.

I. 51. i. sa dilabend 1

'punita. putdni ha vd asya sdmdni putd
rcah putdni yajunsi putam anuktam putam sarvam? bhavati ya

He said: "Verily they do much on her of this kind and of that,

they spit on her, they go about on her, they sit on her. Cleanse
her now

; verily she is unclean." s. They said to the gdthd :

''With thee we will cleanse [her]."
" What would be the conse-

quence ?" " Thou wouldst be gainer of a hundred." "
Very well."

They cleansed [her] with the gdthd. And therefore one obtains

a hundred with the gdthd. 4. They said to the kumbyd :
" With

thee we will cleanse [her]."
" What would be the consequence

of it?" " Thou wouldst be gainer of a hundred." "
Very well."

They cleansed [her] with the kumbyd. And therefore one ob-

tains a hundred with the kumbyd. 5. They said to the ndrd-

pansl: "With thee we will cleanse [her]."' "What would be
the consequence of it."

" Thou wouldst be gainer of a hundred."

"Very well." They cleansed [her] with the ndrdpansl. And
therefore one obtains a hundred with the ndrdpansl. Q. They
said to the rdibhl: "With thee we will cleanse [her]." "What
would be the consequence of it?" "Thou wouldst be gainer of

a hundred." "
Very well." They cleansed [her] with the rdibhl.

And therefore one obtains a hundred with the rdibhl. i. This

[earth] here [was] cleansed. Then she said to yonder [sky]:

"Verily much does a man practice of this sort and of that; cleanse

thyself also."

I. 51. i. He cleansed himself with noise (?). Verily the

sdmans are cleansed, the re's are cleansed, the yajuses are

50. 5
-sthw-. *-ni; C. -nl, and so all MSS. in 5, 6, and 7.

7 C. -bhy-.
A.B. repeat 5.

9 C. tena. C.catam. n -blilm. C. ta. tam.
51. ' -lav- ; B. dilavdindm. 2 -vam.
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evam veda. a. te sametya sama prajanayatam? tad yat sametya
sdma prdjanayatdm tat sdmnas* sdmatvam. 3. tad idam sdma
srstam ada utkramya leldyad atisthat. tasya sarve devd mama-
tvina dsan mama mame* ''ti. 4. te 'bruvan vl ''dam

6

bhojdmahd
iti. tasya vibhdge na samapddayan. tan prajdpatir abravid

apeta. mama vd etat. aham eva vo vibhaksydniV ''ti. 5. so l

gnim
abravit tvam vdi me jyesthah putrdndm asi. tvam prathamo
vrmsve ''ti. e. so lbravm mandram sdmno vrne 'nnddyam? iti.

sa ya etad gdydd* anndda 10 eva so lsan mdm u sa devdndm

rcchdd ya evam vidvdnsam etad gdyantam upavaddd iti.

7. athe
li

'rtdram
12

abravit tvam anuvrmsve ''ti. s. so lbravld

ugram
1 * sdmno vrne priyam^ iti. sa

1 "

ya etad gdydc
1 * chrlmdn

eva so fsan mdm u sa devdndm rcchdd ya evam vidvdnsam etad

gdyantam upavaddd iti. 9. atha somam abravit tvam anuvrm-

sve ''ti. 10. so lbravld li>

valga sdmno vrne priyam iti. sa ya etad

gdydt priya eva sa kirteh priyap caksusah priyas sarvesdm

asan mdm u sa devdndm rcchdd ya evam vidvdnsam etad gdyan-
tam upavaddd iti. u. atha brhaspatim abravit tvam 1

"
1

anuvrnl-

sve
18

''ti. \i. so Abramt krduncam sdmno vrne brcihmavarcasam iti.

cleansed, the anukta is cleansed, the all is cleansed of him who
knows thus. 2. These two having united generated the sdman.
Because they having united (^i+ sam) generated the sdman,
therefore the sdman is called so. 3. This same sdman, having
been created, coming up there stood twinkling. All the gods
were desirous of possessing it [saying] :

"
[It is] mine, [it is]

mine." 4. They said :

" Let us share it out among ourselves."

They did not agree in its division. Prajapati said to them: "Go
away ! Verily, this is mine. I will share it out among you."
5. He said to Agni :

"
Verily, thou art the eldest of my sons;

choose thou first." e. He (A.) said: "I choose the soft (piano)
of the saman, i. e. the food-eating. Whosoever shall sing this,

may he be a food-eater; and may he encounter me of the gods who

speaketh ill of one who knoweth thus, who singeth this." 7. Then
he (P.) said to Indra: "Choose thou after [him]." s. He (I.) said:

"I choose the strong of the sdman, i. e. fortune. Whosoever shall

sing this, may he be fortunate
;
and may he encounter me of the

gods who speaketh ill of one who knoweth thus, who singeth this.

9. Then he said to Soma: "Choose thou after [him]." 10. He (S.)

said: "
I choose the pleasant of the sdman, i. e. the dear. Who-

soever shall sing this, may he be dear to fame, dear to sight,
dear to all, and may he encounter me of the gods who speaketh ill

of one who knoweth thus, who singeth this. u. Then he (P.) said

51. 3 A.B. pr&j-.
4 -at. 6 A. me. 6 C. leaves space for vi 'dam ; A.B.

vidam. 7 B.C. bhavisy-.
8 B.C. griyam.

9 B.C. gdyatrdc. ^B.C.chri-
mdn. ll B.C. atha. J2 B.C. somam. n B.C.valgu.

u B.C. priyam.
16 A.

om. saya . . . . so 'bravid in 9. 16 B.C. gdyatrac.
n A. om. 18 A. nuvr-.
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s i/a etad gdydd brahmavarcasy eva so lsan mam u sa devdndm
rcchdd ya evam vidvdnsam etad gayantam upavaddd iti. 51.

sodace 'nuvdke dvitiyah khandah.

I. 52. i. atha vicvdn devdn abravid yuyam anuvrmdhvam iti.

2. te 'bruvan vdicvadevam sdmno vrmmahe prajananam iti. sa

ya etad gdydt prajdvdn eva so 'sad
1 asmdn u'

2 devdndm rcchdd

i/a evam vidvdnsam etad gayantam upavaddd iti. 3. atha pacun
abravid yuyam anuvrmdhvam iti. 4. te

lbruvan vdyur vd asmd-

kam Ice. sa eva no varisyata* iti. te vdyuc ca pacavac cd J
bru-

van niruktartf sdmno vrmmahe pacavyam iti. sa ya etad gdydt

pacumdn eva so 'sad asmdn u ca sa vdyum* ca devdndm* rcchdd

ya evam vidvdnsam etad gayantam upavaddd iti. s. atha pra-

jdpatir abravid aham anuvarisya iti.
1

e. so 'bravld aniruktam

sdmno vrne svargyam* iti. sa ya etad gdydt svargaloka eva so

'san? mdm u sa devdndm* rcchdd ya evam vidvdnsam etad gayan-
tam upavaddd iti. i. atha varunam dbravit tvam anuvrnisve

'ti. s. so lbramd yad vo na kac cand 'vrta tad aham pariha-

to Brhaspati :
u Choose thou after [him]." He (B.) said :

" I

choose the plover-like of the sdman, i. e. excellence in sacred

lore. Whosoever shall sing this, may he be excellent in sacred

lore
;
and may he encounter me of the gods who speaketh ill of

one who knoweth thus, who singeth this."

I. 52. i. Then he said to all the gods :

" Choose ye after

[him]." 2. They said: " We choose that of the sdman which

belongs to all the gods, i. e. generation. Whosoever shall sing
this, may he be rich in generation, and may he encounter us of the

gods who speaketh ill of one who knoweth thus, who singeth this."

3. Then he said to the domestic animals :

" Choose ye after

[them]." They said :

"
Vayu is our lord; he will choose for us."

4. They, Vayu and the domestic animals, said: "We choose the

distinct [part] of the sdman, i. e. that which belongs to the domes-
tic animals. Whosoever shall sing this, may he be rich in do-

mestic animals
;
and may he encounter us and Vuyu of the gods

who speaketh ill of one who knoweth thus, who singeth this."

s. Then Prajfipati said :

u I will choose after [them]." e. He said :

" I choose the indistinct [part] of the sdman, i. e. that which be-

longs to heaven. Whosoever shall sing this, may he be in posses-
sion of the heavenly world, and may he encounter me of the gods
who speaketh ill of one who knoweth thus, who singeth this.

7. Then he said to Varuna: " Choose thou after [me]." e. He said:

52. ! B. inserts ma. 'insert from below ca sa vayum.
3 C. varistha.

*anir-. 6 B. -yu$.
6 A. B. omit the rest, to iti. 7 A.B. ti.

8 A.B. svar-

gam. 9 B. samut.
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risya
10

iti. kirn iti. apadhvdntam
11 sdmno vrne 'pacavyam iti.

sa ya etad gdydd apacur
12 eva so (san mam u sa devdndm

rcchdd13

ya etad gayad iti. 9. tdni vd etdny astdu gltdgitdni
sdmnah. imdny u ha vdi sapta gltdni. athe ''yam eva vdruny

dgd 'gltd. 10. sa yam ha kdmlb
cdi 'vam vidvdn etdsdm saptd-

ndm dgdndm gdyati gltam evd 'sya bhavaty etdn u kdmdn 1 *

rddhnoti11

ya etdsu kdmdh. athe 'mdm eva vdrumm dgdm na

gdyet. 52.

sodage 'nuvdke trtiyah Jchandah. sodago 'nuvdkas samdptah.

I. 53. i. dvayam vdve 'dam agro asit sac cdi 'vd 'sac ca.

2. tayor yat sat tat sdma tan manas sa prdnah. atha yad asat

sa rk l sa vdk so 'pdnah. s. tad yan manac ca prdnac ca tat

samdnam. atha yd vd7c cd 'pdnac ca tat samdnani. idam dyata-
nam manac ca prdnac ce 'dam dyatanarh? vdk cd 'pdnac ca.

tasmdt pumdn daksinato yosdm upacete.
3

4. se 'yam rg asmin

sdman* mithunam dicchata. tdm aprcchat kd tvam as~t 'ti. sd

'ham asml 'ty abravlt. atha vd aham amo 'sml 'ti. s. tad yat sd

" What no one of you hath chosen, with that I will gird myself (?)."
" What is it ?" " I choose the ill-sounding [part] of the saman,
i. e. that which does not belong to the domestic animals. Who-
soever shall sing this, may he be without domestic animals, and

may he encounter me of the gods who singeth this." 9. These
same then are eight [</6fs] of the sdman, sung and unsung ;

and

verily these seven are sung, but this dgd belonging to Varuna
is not sung. 10. Whichever of these seven dgds any one know-

ing thus sings, of him [the sdman ?] is sung, and he accomplishes
those wishes which are in these [dgds\. And this dgd belonging
to Varuna one should not sing.

I. 53. i. Verily, this [all] was twofold in the beginning: the

existent and the non-existent. 2. Of these two the existent, that

is the sdman, the mind, breath
;
and the non-existent, that is the

rc
9 speech, exhalation. That which is mind and breath, that is

the same; and that which is speech and exhalation, that is the

same. This resting-place is mind and breath; this resting-place
is speech and exhalation. Therefore a man lies by a woman at

the right side. 4. This re desired intercourse with this sdman.
He (the sdman) asked her (the re) :

" Who art thou ?" She
answered: "I am she (sd)."

"
Verily, then, I am he (ama)."

5. What was she (sd) and he (ama), that became the sdman; that

52. 10 A.B. -hrsy--, A.B. -yata.
ll A.B. apaddhamdtam ; C. apadhmd-

tam. n C. pac-.
13 A. prim. m. rddhad. u B. -tha ; C. Jcatha. 15 A. -g .

16 A.B. Jcdmd. 17 C. nlrudhn-; A.B. nirrdhnoti.
53. ] B. myak; after this A.B. insert asmy adadya bhavite 'ti ; C. asty

(space) bhavite 'ti (a misplaced gloss?). -na. 3 0. upavagete.
4 -ma.
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cd 'map ca tat sdmd 'bhavat tat sdmnas sdmatvam. 6. tdu vdi

sambhavdve 'ti. ne 'ty abramt svasd vdi mama tvam asy anyatra
mithunam icchasve 'ti. i. sd 'bravln na vdi tarn vinddmi yena

sambhaveyam* tvaydi 'va sambhavdnl 'ti. sd vdi punlzve 'ty

abramt. aputd vd asl 'ti.
6

s. sd 'pumta yad idam vipra
1 vadanti

tena. sd Abramt kves
''dam bhavisyatl 'ti. pratyuhe 'ty* abramt.

dhlr vd esd. prajdndm jlvanam vd etad bhavisyatl 'ti. tathe 'ti.

tat pratyduhat. tasmdd esd dhlr eva prajdndm jlvanam eva.

9. punlsve 'ty abramt. sd 'pumta gdthayd sd 'pumta kumbyayd
10

sd 'pumta ndrd$ansyd sd 'pumta purdnetihdsena sd 'punlta yad
idam 11

dddya nd 12

"gdyanti tena. 10. sd 'bravlt kve 'dam bhavis-

yatl 'ti. pratyuhe 'ty abramt. dhlr vd esd. prajdndm jlvanam
vd etad bhavisyatl 'ti. tathe 'ti. tat pratyduhat. tasmdd esd dhlr

v eva prajdndm jlvanam v eva. n. punlsvdi 've 'ty abravlt. 53.

saptadage 'nuvdke prathamah Jchandah.

I. 54. i. sd madhund 'pumta.
1 tasmdd uta brahmacdrl madhu

nd 'pnlydd vedasya paldva* iti. kdmam ha tv dcdryadattam

apnlydt. a. atha rk sdmd 'bravld bahu vdi kim ca kim ca

is the reason why the sdtnan is called so. e.
" Let us two here

have intercourse." "
No," he said,

"
verily thou art ray sister

;

desire intercourse elsewhere." i. She said: "Verily, I find no
one with whom I might have intercourse

;
let me have inter-

course with thee." " Then cleanse thyself," he said
;

"
verily

thou art unclean." 8. She cleansed herself with that which the

inspired bards say. She said :

" What is to become of this ?"
" Cast it back," he said

; "verily this is device
;

it will become the

living of people."
" Yes." She cast it back. Therefore is this

device the living of people. 9.
" Cleanse thyself," he said. She

cleansed herself with the gdthd, she cleansed herself with the

kumbyd, she cleansed herself with the ndrdpansl, she cleansed

herself with the purdna and itihdsa, she cleansed herself with
that which they do not sing here when starting (?).

10. She said:
" What is to become of it?" " Cast it back," he said

;

"
verily

this is device. It will become the living of people."
" Yes."

She cast it back. Therefore this is both device and the living
of people, n. " Cleanse thyself," he said.

I. 54. i. She cleansed herself with honey. And therefore a

Vedic student should not eat honey [saying]:
"

[It is] the husk
of the Veda." But he may eat at pleasure what his teacher gives
him. 2. Now the re said to the sdman: "

Verily much does a

53. 5 sambhavet. yam.
6 inserted. 7 A.B. pra ; C. riprd.

8 A.B. tve.
9 A.B. tyat ^C.-mbh-; B.C. insert va. "C. imam. 12 A.B. mddd-
yand; C. dddyand.

54. !

repeat whole clause. 2 C. leaves space for first two syllables,
third syllable sa ; for kdmam all MSS. read -md.
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pumdhc carati. tvam anupumsve 'ti. sa bharandakesnend* ^pu-

riita. putdni ha vd asya sdmdni putd rcah putdni yajuhsi putam
anuktam putam sarvam bhavati ya evam veda. s. tdbhydm
sado mithundya paryacrayan* tasmdd upavasatffiydm* rdtrim

sadasi
6 na cayitaS atra hy etdv rksdme upavasathiydm* rdtrim

sadasi sambhavatah. sa yathd creyasa upadrastai 'vam hi cacvad*

icvaro 'nulabdhah pardbhavitoh. 4. atho dhur udgdtur mukhe
sambhavatah. udgdtur eva mukham nen "ksete ''ti. &. tad u vd

dhuh kdmam evo ''dgdtur mukham Ikseta. upavasathiydm evdi

''tdm rdtrim sadasi na paylta. atra hy evdi 'tdv rksdme upavasa-

thiydm rdtrim sadasi sambhavata iti. e. tdm sambhavisyann
dhd 13

V/^o lham asmi sd tvam sd tvam asy amo lham. sa mdm
anuvratd 1 * bhutvd prajdli prajanaydvahdi. ehi sambhavdvahd 16

iti. 7. tdm sambhavann atyaricyata so 'bravm na vdi tvd

'nubhavdmi. virdd bhutvd prajanaydve 'ti. tathe ''ti. s. tdu

virdd bhutvd prdjanayatdm. hinkdrap cd "hava?" ca prastdvap
ca prathamd co \lgltha$ ca madhyamd ca pratihdracco 'ttamd

ca nidhanam ca vasatkdrac cdi 'vam** virdd bhutvd prdjana-

man practice of one sort and another; cleanse thyself also." He
cleansed himself with = I. 51. i. 3. They enclosed the

sadas for their intercourse. Therefore in the night of the fast-

day one should not lie in the sadas; for there, in the sadas, these

two, re and sdman, have intercourse in the night of the fast-day.
For, as one who spies upon a superior, even so he, apprehended,
is altogether likely to perish. 4. Now they say: "In the mouth
of the udgdtar they have intercourse

;
one should not look at

the mouth of the udgdtar.'''' 5. But they also say this: " He may
look at pleasure at the mouth of the udgdtar. Only in this

night of the fast-day he should not lie in the sadas; for there,
in the sadas, these two, re and sdman, have intercourse in the

night of the fast-day." e. When he was about to have inter-

course with her, he said: "I am he, thou art she; thou art

she, I am he; becoming obedient to me (my wife), let us gener-
ate offspring. Come! let us have intercourse." 7. When he had
intercourse with her, he exceeded. He said :

"
Verily, I am not

adapted to thee. Having become the virdj let us two generate."
" Yes." s. They, having become the virdj, generated. [As]
hinkdra and dhdva and prastdva and first [dgd ?~\

and udgltha
and middle [dgd .

?
]
and pratihdra and last [dgd ?~\

and nidhana

54. 3 A. harundakesnend ; B. bharanda- (second a corr. fromw); C.
bharundakoJcsnend. 4 A. -van. 6 A. -dhiydm ; B. -clydm.

6
-I.

7 A.

yita ; B.C. yeta.
8 A.B. -dh-. 9 A. gcad.

10 A.B. nunulavafy; C. anu-
nuluv-. "C.na. 12 A.B. -thi-. 13 B.C. insert rana. 14 A. -pr-.

15 sam-
bhavata. 16

dtyaricyate.
17 C. ha-.
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yatdm. te amum ajanayatdm yo
i
sd,u tapati. te vyadrava-

tum 54.

saptadage 'nuvdke dvitiyah Jchandah.

I. 55. i. mad adhy abhuSn mad adfiy abhuSd iti. tasmdd d/iur

madhuputra
1

iti. 2. tasmad uta striyo madhu nd 'pnanti putrd-
ndm idam vratam cardma iti vadanfih. -2. tadayam trco 'ni'tda-

prayata. it/am* eva gdyatry antariksaiti* tristub asdu jagatl.

tasydi 'tat trcah. a. sa uparistdt sdmd 'dhydhitam tapati. so

^dhruva wd "sld aleldyad iva. sa no "rdhvo* 'tapat. 4. sa devdn

abravld un ma gdyate 'ti. kim tatas sydd iti. priyarh vah pra-

yaccheyam. mam iha drnhete" 'ti. s. tathe "*ti. tarn udagdyan*
tain etad atrd 'drnhan.

7

tebhyap priyam prdyacchat. sdi 'sd

devdndm prlh. e. tata etad urdhvas tapati. sa nd 'rvdn atapat*
7. sa rsin abravld anu md gdyate *ti. kim tatas sydd iti. priyam
vah prayaccheyam. mam iha drnhete

5
'ti. s. tathe 'ti. tarn

anvagdyatv, tarn etad atrd 'drnhan. tebhyap priyam prdyacchat.
sdi 'sa rslndm pr'ih. 9. tata etad arvdn tapati. sa na tiryan

g

and vasatkdra thus having become the virdj they brought
forth. They generated him who burns yonder. They ran apart

1:55. i.~ [saying]: "Hath he originated from me (mad adhy
abhut) ? Hath he originated from me ?" Therefore they say

"honey-son" (madhuputra). And therefore women do not eat

honey, saying:
" We perform this vow of sons." i. Then this

triplet rose up in consequence: this [earth] the gdyatrl ; the

atmosphere the tristubh yonder [sky] the jagatl. That is its

triplet, s. He (yonder sun) burns on high, a sdman set above.

He was unstable, as it were
;
he twinkled, as it were. He did

not burn upward. 4. He said to the gods: "Sing me the udgl-
tha" " What would be the result ?" " I would bestow fortune

upon you. Make me firm here." 5. "Very well." They sang
him the udgUha. They thus made him firm there. He bestowed
fortune upon them. That is that fortune of the gods. 6. Hence
he thus burns upwards. He did not burn hitherward. 7. He
said to the sages (rsi) :

"
Sing after me." " What would be the

result of it ?" " I would bestow fortune upon you. Make me
firm here." s.

"
Very well." They sang after him. They thus

made him firm there. He bestowed fortune upon them. That
is that fortune of the sages. 9. Hence he thus burns hitherward.

54. ls ca. evam. prdj-.
20 A. vyadrptam ; B. bhyadrvatdm ; C. vya-

drpatdm (?).

WJ.'A.Bi-d. 2 B.C. idam. 3 C. -Iks-. 4 A.B. ddh- ; C. dh-. *dumhete.

'udagat. 'E.G. -hat. *tap-.
9 B.C. tiyyamd.
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atapat. 10. sa gandharvdpsaraso 'bravld a ma gayate ^ti. kirn

tatas
10

sydd iti. criyarh vah prayaecheyam. mam iha drnhete* 'ti.

11. tathe
9

ti. tarn dgdyan. tain etad atrd 'drnhan. tebhyac priyam
prayacchat. sdi ">sd gandharvdpsarasdm prlh. 12. tata etat

tiryan
11

tapati. 13. tdni vd etani trlni sdmna udgltam anugltam

dgltam. tad yathe ''dam vayam dgdyo
11

\lgdydma etad udgltam"
atha yad yathdgltam tad anugtiam. atha yat Mm ce ^ti sdmnas
tad dgltam. etani hy eva trini sdmnah. 55.

saptadage 'nuvake trtlyali khandah. saptadago 'nuvakas samdptah.

I. 56. i. apo va idam agre mahat salilam dslt. sa urmir

nrmim askandat.
1

tato hiranmaydu kuksydu"
1 samabhavatdm

te eva? rksdme* 2. se ''yam rg idam sdmd 'bhyaplavata* tdm

aprcchat kd tvam asi *ti. sd ''ham asm/i ^ty abravit. atha vd aham
amo lsml 'ti. tad yat sd,cd "*ma$ ca tat sdmnas sdmatvam. 3. tdu

vdi sambhavdve ^ti. ne ^ty abravlt svasd vdi mama tvam asi.

anyatra mithunam icchasve ''ti. 4. sd pardplavata? mithunam
icchamdnd. sd samds sahasram saptatih paryaplavata. 6. tad

esa plokas

He did not -burn crosswise. 10. He said to the Gandharvas and

Apsarases: "Sing unto me." " What would be the result of it ?"

"I would bestow fortune upon you. Make me firm here."

11.
"
Very well." They sang unto him. They thus made him

firm there. He bestowed fortune upon them. That is that for-

tune of the Gandharvas and Apsarases. 12. Hence he thus burns

crosswise. is. Verily these are the three of the sdman [viz.] :

what is sung as udgltha, what is sung after (anuglta), what is

sung unto (dglta). As we here having sung unto sing the udgitha,
that is what is sung as udyltha; and what is sung like the dglta,
that is that which is sung after

;
and anything of the sdman

[that is sung], that is sung unto. For there are just these three

[parts] of the sdman.

I. 56. i. This all was at first the waters, a great flood. One
wave mounted [the other] wave. Thence two golden wombs
came into being, these two [viz.]: re and sdman. 2. This same
re floated unto that same sdman. =. I. 53. s. 3. = I. 53. 6.

4. She floated away desiring intercourse. She floated around a

thousand seventies of years. 5. Regarding this there is this

55. 10 A.B. ta. U A.B. tiryanda.
W A.B. dgayo ; C.ageyo.

l3 -tham.
56. l -da. *kucydu.

z
yepa.

4 rkkasd-. 5 A. hyapl-.
6 A.B. papard-.
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strl smdi 'vd \gre samcaratl
7
'cchantl* salile patim :

samds sahasram saptatls tato (

jdyata papyata
iti. e. asdu vd ddityah papyatah." esa eva tad 10

ajdyata. etena

hi pact/ati. i. sd 'vittvd
11

nyaplavata. sd
1 * 'bravm na vdi tarn

vinddmi yena sambhaveyam. tvaydi *va sambhavdnl J

ti. s. sd

vdi dvitlydm icchasve 'ty abravm na vdi mdi Vro 'dyamsyasl "*ti.

sd dvitlydm vittvd
11

nyaplavata. 9. \trtvyatri\ icchasvdi 'we
14

"*ty
abravm no vdva 1 * md 16 dve 11

udyamsyatha iti. sd trtiydm
13

vittvd nyaplavata. so 'bravld
11

atra vdi mo 'dyamsyathe
1 * 7

ti.

10. sa yad ekayd ''gre sarnavadata tasmdd ekarce sdma. atha

yad dve apdsedhat tasmdd dvayor na kurvanti. atha yat tisr-

bJiis samapddayat tasmdd u tree sdma. n. td abravlt punl-
dhvam na pitta vdi st/ie 'ti. 56.

astddage 'nuvdke prathamah Jchandah.

I. 57. i. sd gdyatrl gdthayd 'pumta ndrd$ansyd
l

tristub rdi-

bhyd jagati. bhimam batd* malam apdvadhisate ^ti. tasmdd

b/nmald dhiyo vd etdh. dhiyo vd imd malam apdvadhisate
3

'ti.

$loka:
u ln the beginning the woman used to go seeking [her] lord

in the flood, one thousand seventies of years ;
thence the beau-

teous one was born." e. Yonder sun is the beauteous one (pap-
yata)', he was born then, for by him one sees (papyati). 7. She,
not having found [anyone], floated in. She said :

"
Verily I find no

one with whom I might have intercourse. Let me have inter-

course with thee." s. "Then seek a second one," he said; "verily
not alone wilt thou sustain me." She, having found a second

one, floated in. 9.
" Seek a third one," he said

;

"
verily ye two

will not sustain me." She, having found a third one, floated in.

He said :

"
Verily now you will sustain me." 10. Because he

talked first with one, therefore the sdman is in one re. And
because he refused two, therefore they do not do (sing) it in

two [re's]. And because lie agreed with three, therefore the

sdman is in a triplet, n. He said to them: "Cleanse yourselves,

verily you are not clean."

I. 57. i. That gdyatrl cleansed itself with the gdthd, the tris-

tubh with the narapansfc, the jagati with the rdibhl. "
Lo, they

have struck away fearful (bhlma) defilement (mala)." There-
fore these devices are terrible (f bhlmala). "Verily, these de-

vices have struck away defilement." And therefore [they are]
terrible (? bhlmala). And therefore one should not eat [any-

56. 7 C. samtl. *-ti.
<J

paqyali.
10 tarn. n

pitvd.
12 A. om. sd

nyaplavata. ^C.-ydm. U A.B. vdi. 15 C. vd. 16 C. leaves space ;
A. B.

dhve. "C.abr-. 18 B.C. -syasl.
19 C. -pad-. A.B.tisra-. 21

samp-.
57. ] A.B. -syot.

2 A. ba. 3 C. -the.
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tastndd u bhlmaldh. tasmdd u gdyatdm* nd 'fmyat* malena hy
ete jwanti. 2. atha rk6 sdmd 'bravld bahu vdi Mm ca kim ca

pumdh$ carati. tvam anupumsve 'fa", sa urdhvaganend 'purwta.

3. putdni ha vd asya sdmdni pdtd
7 rcah putdni yajunsi pfttain*

andktam* putam sarvam bhavati ya evam veda. 4. tdbhydm
dico mithundya parydnhan. tdm sambhavisyann ahvayatd

11

'mo lham asmi sd tvam sa 12 tvam asy amo 'ham iti. 5. tdm
etad ubhayato vdcd } *

''tyaricyata
1 * hinkdrena pnrastdt stobhena

madhyato nidhaneno ^paristdt. ati tisro brdhmandyams sadrcl

ricyate ya evam veda. e. tayor yas sambhavator urdhvap pwso
15

'dravat [prands] te. te prdnd evo "rdhvd adravan i. so 'sav

ddityas sa esa eva ud agnir eva gl candramd eva tham. sdmdny
eva iid rca eva gl yajunsy eva tham ity adhidevatam. &. athd

'dhyatmam." prdna eva ud vdg eva gl mana eva tham. sa eso

Adhidevatam cd 'dhydtmam co 'dglthah.
1 *

9. sa ya evam etad

adhidevatam cd \lfiydtmam co 'dgitham veddi 'tena hd ">sya

sarveno ''dgitam bhavaty etasmdd u eva sarvasmdd dvrpcyate

ya evam vidvdnsam upavadati. 57.

astddace 'nuvake dvitlyah khandah.

thing] of those singing ;
for they live on defilement (mala).

2. Then the re said to the sdman: "
Verily, much does a man

pratice of this sort and of that. Cleanse thyself also." He
cleansed himself with the upper series (?). s. = I. 51. i. 4. They
enclosed the quarters for their intercourse. When he was about
to have intercourse with her, he called out :

"
I am he, thou art

she; thou art she, 1 am he." s. With speech he thus exceeded
her on both sides, with the hinkdra in front, with the stobha in the

middle, with the nidhana in the rear. Three similar women of

the Brahman caste exceeds he who knows thus. 6. The vital blast

which when they had intercourse ran upward, that is the breaths.

These breaths ran upward. 7. Yonder sun, that same is ud, Agni
is gi, the moon is tham. The sdmans are ud, the re's are gl, the

yajuses are tham. So with regard to the divinities, e. Now
with regard to the self. Breath is ud, speech is gl, mind is tham.
That is this udg'itha with regard both to the divinities and to

the self. 9. He who thus knows the ^ldg%tha with regard both
to the divinities and to the self, verily his udg'itha is sung by
this all ;

and he is cut off from this all who speaks ill of one who
knows thus.

57. 4 -ta. 5 A. 'gni-.
6 A.B. rkka.

"

-tdnl. 8 A. -ta. 9 A. nuk-.
10
-syany.

1] A. avacayata ; B.C. ahvayanta.
12 A.B. sdma. 13 C. -cd.

14 A.B. tyarucyate.
16 A.B. cu-. 16A.B. dra-. n A. 'ddha-. I8 C. glth-.

19 C. -glth-. A. bhavatye 'ti ; B. bliavanti.
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I. 58. i. tad yad idam dhuh ka udagdslr iti ka etam ddityam
agdslr

1

iti ha vd etat prcchanti* 2. etam ha vd etam trayyd*

vidyayd gdyanti. yathd vmdgdthino* gdpayeyur evam. s. sa

esa hradah* kdmdndm purno yan manah. tasydi 'sd kulyd
6

yad
1 vdk* 4. tad yathd

9 vd apo
10 hraddt kulyayo 'pardm upa-

nayanty
11 evam evdi 'tan manaso ldhi vdco 'dgdtd yajamdnam

1 *

yasya kdmdn prayacchati. s. sa ya udgdtdram daksindbhir

drddhayati" tarn sd kulyo* 'padhdvati. ya u enam nd "rddhayati
sa u tdm apihanti. 6. atha vd atah lf>

prattle
1 *

cdi 'va pratigra-

hap ca. tad dhumam 1
"
1

iti vdi pradiyate. tad vdcd yajamdndya
pradeyam manasd "tmane.

1 *
tathd ha sarvam na prayacchati.

7. tad yad idam sambhavato reto
l

sicyata
l * tad apayat. yathd

hiranyam avikrtam21

leldyad evam. s. tasya sarve devd mama-
tvina dsan mama mame 'ti. te 'bruvan vl 'dam karavdmahd iti.

te 'bruvafi chreyo vd idam asmat. dtmabhir evdi 'nadvikaravd-

mahd iti. 9. tad dtmabhir eva vyakurvata. tesdm vdyur eva

hinkdra dm 'gnih prastdva indra ddis somabrhaspati udgltho

'pvindu pratihdro vipve devd itpadravah prajdpatir eva nidha-

I. 58. i. When they say here : "As who hast thou sung the

udgltha?" they ask this: "As who hast thou sung this sun?"
2. Verily they sing it with the threefold knowledge, just as

lute-players might play. a. Mind is this pool full of desires.

Speech is the stream of it. 4. As they lead the water from a

lake nearer by means of a stream, just so the udgdtar [leads]
that from the mind by means of speech unto the sacrificer whose
wishes he fulfils. s. Whoso by sacrificial gifts conciliates the

udgdtar, unto him this stream runs
;
and whoso does not con-

ciliate him, he drives this [stream] away. e. Now henceforth

[about] giving and receiving. [A gift] is given [with the

words] :

" This is smoke." Thus it should be given to the sacri-

ficer with speech, with the mind to one's self. Thus one does
not bestow all. 7. That seed which was shed when they had

intercourse, that lay there, just like undefiled sparkling gold.
s. Of it all the gods were desirous to be possessors [saying] :

" It

is mine, it is mine." They said: "Let us divide it among our-

selves." They said: "
Verily, it is superior to us. Let us divide

it by our selves." 9. They divided it by their selves. Of them

Vayu was the hinkdra, Agni the prastdva, Indra the ddi, Soma
and Brhaspati the udgltha, the two A9vins the pratihdra, all the

58. 1 A.B. -si.
2 A.B. pracchanny.

3 A.B. nryya.
4 C. -gayino; all

gdyay-.
5 C. hrd-. 6 A.B. Tcul-. 7 C. yat.

s vai. 9 -tra. ado. ]1 A.
-yanny; B. -yante ; C. -yanty.

12 -nd. 13 daksinobhi. 14 rddh-. 15 B.C.
adhah. 16

pratiq.
17 A.B. dhu-. ^ at-. ^G.sidhy-.

20 C. dac-. 21
opz-;

A. apitrtam. **yd.
23 A.B. somabr-i.
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nam. 10. eta vdi sarvd devatd eta hiranyam. asya sarvdbhir

devatdbhis stutam bhavati ya evam veda. etdbhya u eva sa sarvd-

bhyo devatdbhya dvrpcyate ya evam vidvdnsani upavadati. 58.

astddage 'nuvdke trtlyali khandah.

I. 59. i. atha ha brahmadattap cdikitdneyah kurum
1

jagdmd
"'bhipratdrinam* kdksasenim. sa ha ''smdi madhuparkam yaydca.
2. atha ha 'sya vdi prapadya* purohito 'nte nisasdda pdunakah.
tarn ha 'ndmantrya* madhuparkam papau. s. tarn ho 'vdca

him vidvdn no ddlbhyd ''ndmantrya madhuparkam pibasl ^ti.

samavairyam? prapadye 'ti ho 'vaca. 4. tarn ha tatrdi
6

'va

papraccha yad vdydu tad vetthdS iti. hinkaro vd asya sa iti.

5. yad aynau tad vetthdS iti. prastdvo vd asya sa iti. e, yad
indre tad vetthdS iti. ddir vd asya sa iti. i. yat somabrhaspa-

tyos
1 tad vetthdS iti. udgltho vd asya sa iti. 8. yad a$vinos tad

vetthdS iti. pratihdro vd asya sa iti. 9. yad vipvesu devesu* tad

vetthdS* iti. npadravo vd asya sa iti. 10. yat prajdpatdu tad

vetthdS iti. nidhanam vd asya tad iti ho 'vdca. drseyam vd asya tad

gods the upadrava, Prajapati the nidhana. 10. Verily these

are all the divinities; these are gold. Praised by all divini-

ties it is of him who knows thus
;
and from all divinities he is

cut off who speaks ill of one who knows thus.

I. 59. i. Now Brahmadatta Cuikitiineya went to the Kuril

Abhipratfirin Kaksaseni. He (A.) offered him a honey-potion

(madhuparka). -2. Now his purohita Qiiunaka, stepping forth,
sat down near bj

r
. He (B.) drank the honey-potion without

addressing him (9-)- 3 - ^e (?) sa^ t him (B.): "As know-

ing what, O Dalbhya, dost thou drink the honey-potion without

addressing [me] ?" "
Having recourse to that which belongs to

the strength of the sdman (?)," he (B.) said. 4. He (Q.) asked
him (B.) just there: " Dost thou know that which is in Vayu?"
"Verily, the hinkdra of it." &.

" Dosst thou know that which
is in Agni ?" "

Verily, the prastdva of it." 6.
" Dost thou

know that which is in Indra ?" "
Verily, the ddi of it." 7. "Dost

thou know that which is in Soma and Brhaspati ?" "
Verily, the

udgltha of it." &.
" Dost thou know that which is in the two

Ayvins ?"
u
Verily, the pratihdra of it." 9. Dost thou know

that which is in all the gods ?" "
Verily, the upadrava of it."

10.
" Dost thou know that which is in Prajapati ?" "

Verily, the

58. ^hirany.
59. J B. ku-; A. drain. 2 C. ends here. z

-ya^>:
4 A. -mantrah. b sd-

mavdiryyd, the r cancelled. 6 A. tata. 7 A.B somdb-. 8 B. repeats d-.
9 A. om.
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bandhutd vd asya
10

se 'ti. \\, sa ho 'vdca namas te
lstu bhagavo

vidvdn apd madhuparkam iti. 12. atha he 'tarah papraccha

kimdevatyam" sdmavdiryam
1*

prapadye 'ti. yaddevatydsu stu-

vata iti ho 'vdca taddevatyam iti. is. tad etat sddhv eva pra-

tyuktam.
1 *

vydptir vd asydi 'se ''ti ho 'vdca bruhy eve ''ti. me
''dam te narno 'karme 'ti ho 'vdca. mdi 'va no 'tipraknr iti.

14. sa ho 'vdca 'praksyam vdva tvd devatdm apraksyam vdva

tvd devatdydi devatah. vdgdevatyam sdma vdco mono devatd

manasah pacavah pacundm osadhaya osadhwdm dpah. tad etad

adbhyo
1 *

jdtam sdmd "*psu pratisthitam iti. 59.

astddage 'nuvake caturthah khandah.

I. 60. i. devdsurd aspardhanta. te devd manaso ''dagdyanS
tad esdm asurd abhidrutya* pdpmand samasrjan.

3 tasmdd bahu

kim ca Mm ca manasd dhydyati. punyam cdi 'nena dhydyati

pdpam ca. 2. te vdco ''dagdyan. tdm tathdi 'vd
4 'kurvan* ta-

smdd bahu kim ca kim ca vdcd vadati. satyam* cdi
7

'nayd

nidhana of it," \\Q said
;
"that of it belongs to the sages (rsi);

that is its connection." n. He (Q.) said : "Homage be to thee,
reverend sir; with knowledge hast thou drunk the honey-potion."
12. Then the other one (A.) asked :

" What divinities has that

which belongs to the strength of the sdman (?) to which thou
hast recourse ?"

" What divinities the [verses] have with which
the praise (stotra) is sung," he (B.) said, "those it has as divinities."

is. "That was well answered; that is its accomplishment (?),"
he said; "just talk." "Don't! We have done thee this honor,"
he said

;

" do not ask us too much." H. He said :

" I should
have asked thee about the divinity, I should have asked
thee about the divinities of the divinity. The sdman has speech
as its divinity ;

mind is the divinity of speech, the domestic
animals [are the divinity] of mind, the herbs [are the divinity]
of the domestic animals, the waters [are the divinity] of the

herbs. That same is the sdman born from the waters, standing
firm in the waters."

I. GO. i. The gods and the Asuras contended. The gods sang
the udg'itha with the mind. The Asuras, running against this

[mind] of them, mixed it with evil. Therefore with the mind
one thinks many a thing of one kind and another

;
both [what is]

good one thinks with it and [what is] evil. 2. They sang the

ndgltha with speech. That [speech] they treated in just the

59. 10 A. avya.
n A. -vatyd.

l -
sdmavdiyyd.

n -uttam. u
bhyo.

60. J

'gay-.
'2
-draksya or -dratya.

3
-sraj-.

4 va. 5 kilr-. 6
-tya.

7 vai.
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vadaty anrtam ca. s. te caksuso 'dagdyan. tat tathdi 'vd 'kur-

van. tasmad bahu kim ca kirn ca caksusd pacyati. darcanlyam
cat 'nena pacyaty adarcamyam ca. 4. te crotreno 'dagayan.
tat tathai 'vd 'kurvan. tasmad bahu kim ca kim* ca

8
crotrena

crnoti. cravaniyam cai 'nena prnoty acravamyam ca. s. te

'pdneno
"*

dagayan. tarn tathai 'vd 'kurvan. tasmad bahu kim ca

kim ca 'pdnena jighrati. surabhi cai 'nena jighrati durgandhi
ca. 6. te prdneno 'dagdyan* athd ''surd ddravans tathd karis-

ydma iti manyamdndJi. i. sa yathd 'cmdnam rtvd lostho vi-

dhvansetdi 'vam evd 'surd vyadhvansanta.
11

sa eso l$md "kha-

nam }<2

yat prdnah. s. sa yathd 'cmdnam dkhanam 13 rtvd lostho

vidhvansata evam eva sa vidhvansate ya evam vidvdnsam upa-
vadati. 60.

astddaqe 'nuvake pancamah khandah. astddago 'nuvdkas samdptah.

II. 1. i. devdndm vdi sad udgdtdra dsan vdk ca manac ca cak-

suc ca protram ca 'pdnac ca prdnac ca. 2. te 'dhriyanta teno

'dgdtrd dlksdmahdi yend ^pahatya mrtyum apahatya pdpmdnam

same way. Therefore with speech one speaks many a thing of

this kind and of that
;
both [what is] true one speaks with it and

[what is] untrue. 3. They sang the udgltha with sight. That

[sight] they treated in just the same manner. Therefore with

sight one sees many a thing of this kind and of that
;

both

[what is] seemly one sees with it and [what is] unseemly.
4. They sang the udgltha with hearing. That [hearing] they
treated in just the same manner. Therefore with hearing one
hears many a thing of this kind and of that

;
both [what is]

worth hearing one hears with it and [what is] not worth hear-

ing. 6. They sang the udgitha with exhalation. That [exhala-

tion] they treated in just the same manner. Therefore with
exhalation one smells many a thing of this kind and of that

;

both what is fragrant one smells with it and what is of bad odor,

e. They sang the udgitha with breath. Then the Asuras ran up,
thinking :

" We will treat it in the same manner." 7. As a clod

of earth colliding with a stone would break to pieces, even so the

Asuras broke to pieces. Breath is this stone as a target, s. As
a clod of earth, colliding with a stone as a target, breaks to

pieces, even so he breaks to pieces who speaks ill of one who
knows thus.

II. 1. i. Of the gods there were six udgdtars : viz., speech and
mind and sight and hearing and exhalation and breath. 2. They
resolved :

" Let us consecrate ourselves with that udgdtar by

60. 8 A. om. 9 B. -gat.
lo -sto. "A. sate; B. -santa. 12 -nom. 13 B.

dnem.
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svargam lokam iydme 'ti. s. te
lbruvan vdco 'dgdtrd diksdmahd

iti. te vdco 'dgdtrd 'dlksanta. sa yad eva vdcd vadati tad dtmana

dgdyad atha ya itare kdmds tdn devebhyah. 4. tdm 1

pdpmd
'nvasrjyata. so

1

yad eva vdcd pdpam vadati sa eva sa pdpmd.
5. te 'bruvan na vdino 'yam, mrtyum* na pdpmdnam atyavdkslt.

manaso 'dgdtrd diksdmahd iti. e. te manaso 'dgdtrd 'dlksanta.

sa yad eva manasd dhydyati tad dtmana dgdyad atha ya itare

kdmds tdn devebhyah. 7. tat pdpmd 'nvasrjyata. sa yad eva ma-
nasd pdpam dhydyati sa eva sa pdpmd. s. te 'bruvan* no nvdva*

no lyam mrtyum* na pdpmdnam atyavdkslt.
6 caksuso 'dgdtrd

diksdmahd iti. . te caksuso ''dgdtrd 'dlksanta. sa yad eva cak-

susd pacyati tad dtmana'' dgdyad atha ya itare kdmds tdn deve-

bhyah. 10. tat pdpmd 'nvasrjyata. sa yad eva caksusd pdpam
pacyati \sa eva sa pdpmd]. n. te

lbruvan no nvdva no 'yarn

mrtyum na pdpmdnam atyavdkslt. crotreno ''dgdtrd diksdmahd

iti. 12. te Crotreno ''dgdtrd 'diksanta. sa yad eva crotrena crnoti

tad dtmana dgdyad atha ya itare kdmds tdn devebhyah. is. tat

whom, having smitten away death, having smitten away evil,
we may go to the heavenly world." 3. They said :

" Let us con-

secrate ourselves with speech as udgdtar." They consecrated
themselves with speech as iidgdtar. What one speaks with

speech, that it sang to itself; and what the other desires are, those

[it sang] to the gods. 4. Evil was created after it. What evil

thing one speaks with speech, that is that evil. 5. They said :

"
Verily, this one hath not carried us beyond death, nor beyond

evil. Let us consecrate ourselves with the mind as udgdtar."
6. They consecrated themselves with the mind as udgdtar. What
one thinks with the mind, that it sang to itself; and what the

other desires are, those [it sang] to the gods. 7. Evil was created

after it. What evil thing one thinks with the mind, that is that

evil. s. They said :

"
Verily, this one hath not carried us be-

yond death, nor beyond evil. Let us consecrate ourselves with

sight as udydtar" 9. They consecrated themselves with sight as

udgdtar. What one sees with sight, that it sang to itself; and
what the other desires are, those [it sang] to the gods. 10. Evil
was created after it. What evil thing one sees with sight [that
is that evil]. 11. They said: "Verily, this one hath not carried

us beyond death, nor beyond evil. Let us consecrate ourselves

with hearing as udgatar." 12. They consecrated themselves with

hearing as udgdtar. What one hears with hearing, that it sang
to itself

;
and what the other desires are, those [it sang] to the

gods. is. Evil was created after it. What evil thing one hears

1. l -ma. 2 insert ya.
z
-tyu.

* A. bravin. 5 nva. 6
avatyav-.

7 B.
-man-.
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pdpmd 'nvasrjyata. sa yad eva $rotrena papam $rnoti sa eva sa

pdpmd. 14. te 'bruvan no nvdva no 'yam mrtyum na pdpmdnam
atyavdkslt. apdneno 'dgdtrd dlksdmahd iti. is. te 'paneno 'dgdtrd
''dlksanta. sa yad eva 'pdnend ''pdniti tad atmana dgdyad atha

ya itare kdmds tan devebhyah. ie. tarn pdpmd ''nvasrjyata. sa

yad eva 'pdnena papam gandham apdniti sa eva sa pdpmd.
n. te 'bruvan no nvdva no lyam mrtyum na pdpmdnam atyava-
kslt. prdneno ''dgdtrd dlksdmaha iti. is. te prdneno

"*

dgdtrd
''dlksanta. sa yad eva prdnena prdniti tad atmana dgdyad atha

ya itare kdmds tan devebhyah. 19. tarn pdpmd nd ''nvasrjyata.

na hy etena prdnena papam vadati na papam dhydyati na

papam papyati na papam prnoti na papam gandham apdniti.
9

20. tend ^pahatya mrtyum apahatya pdpmdnam svargam lokam

dyan. apahatya hdi 'va mrtyum apahatya pdpmdnam svargam
lokam eti ya evam veda. 61.

prathame 'nuvdJce prathamah khandah.

II. 2. i. sd yd sa vdg dslt so 'gnir abhavat. 2. atha yat tan

mana dslt sa candramd abhavat. s. atha yat tac caksur dslt sa

ddityo 'bhavat. 4. atha yat tac, chrotram dslt td imd di$o
(bha-

with hearing, that is that evil. 14. They said :

"
Verily, this one

hath not carried us beyond death, nor beyond evil. Let us con-

secrate ourselves with exhalation as udgdtar." is. They conse-

crated themselves with exhalation as udgdtar. What one exhales

with exhalation, that it sang to itself; and what the other desires

are, those [it sang] to the gods. ie. Evil was created after it.

What evil odor one exhales with exhalation, that is that evil.

IT. They said :

"
Verily, this one hath not carried us beyond

death, nor beyond evil. Let us consecrate ourselves with breath

as udgdtar." is. They consecrated themselves with breath as

udgdtar. What one breathes with breath, that it sang to itself;

and what the other desires are, those [it sang] to the gods.
19. No evil was created after that. For with this breath one

speaks no evil thing, thinks no evil thing, sees no evil thing,
hears no evil thing, exhales no evil odor. 20. By it having smit-

ten away death, having smitten away evil, they went to the

heavenly world. Having smitten away death, having smitten

away evil, he who knows thus goes to the heavenly world.

II. 2. i. What this speech was, that became Agni. 2. And
what this mind was, that became the moon. s. And what this

sight was, that became the sun. 4. And what this hearing was, that

1. *apariti.
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van. td u eva vicve devdh. s. atha yas so 'pdna ds'tt sa brhaspa-
tir abhavat. yad asydi vdco brhatydi patis tasmdd brhaspatih.

e. atha yas sa prdna dslt sa prajdpatir abhavat. sa esa putri

prajdvdn udgltho yah
1

prdnah. tasya svara eva prajdh. prajd-
vdn bhavati ya evam veda. i. tarn hdi 'tarn eke pratyaksam eva

gdyanti prdndS prdndS prdndS hum bhd ovd iti. s. tad u ho

''vdca pdtydyanis tata etarn arhati pratyaksam gdtum. yad vdva

vdcd karoti tad etad evd ^sya krtam bhavati ^ti. 9. atha vd ata?

rksdmnor eva prajdtih. sa yad dhinkaroty abhy eva tena kran-

dati.
3 atha yat prastduty di

4
'va tena plavate. atha yad ddim

ddatte reta eva tena sincati. atha yad udgdyati reta eva tena

siktam sambhdvayati* atha yat pratiharati reta eva tena sam-

bhutam pravardhayati. atha yad upadravati reta eva tena pra-
vrddham vikaroti. atha yan nidhanam upditi reta eva tena

vikrtam prajanayati. sdi "*sa rksdmnoh? prajdtih. 10. sa ya
evam etdm rksdmnoh prajdtim veda pra hdi 'nam rksdmam

janayatah . 62.

prathame 'nuvdke dvitiyah khandah. prathamo 'nuvdkas samdptah.

became these quarters ;
and these are all the gods. 5. And what

this exhalation was, that became Brhaspati. Because he is the

husband (lord, pati] of' this great (brhatl) speech, therefore he is

[called] Brhaspati. 6. Arid what this breath was, that became

Prajapati. That same, viz. breath, is rich in sons, rich in off-

spring, the udgWia. Of it tone is the offspring. Rich in off-

spring becomes he who knows thus. 7. Some sing that [breath]

openly :

"
Breath, breath, breath, hum, bhd, ovd" s. And Qfi-

tyfiyani said regarding this :
" Therefore it is possible to sing it

directly. Verily, what he performs with speech, that same is

performed of him." 9. Now [about] the generation of the re

and the sdman. In that he utters the Jiinkdra, thereby he
cries to [her]. In that he utters the prastdva, thereby he
mounts. In that he utters the ddi, thereby he emits seed. In

that he utters the udgltha, thereby he causes the emitted seed

to come to life. In that he utters the pratihdra, thereby he
causes the seed, come to life, to grow forth. In that he utters

the upadrava, he develops the seed, having grown forth. In that

he enters upon the nidhana, thereby he causes the seed, being un-

folded, to be born forth. That is the generation of the re and
of the sdman. 10. He who thus knows this generation of the re

and of the sdman^ him the re and the sdman propagate.

2. J A. yat.
2 A. atam; B. atha. 3 B. kurvati. *

e.
5
-bhav-; A.

OHI. yati. atha yat pratiharati.
6 A. sdmnoh; B. ksdmnoh.
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II. 3. i. esa eve 'dam agra dsld ya
l

esa tapati. sa esa sarvesdm*

bhutdndm tejo hara indriyam viryam dddyo "rdhva udakrdmat.

2. so 'kdmayatdi 'kam evd 'ksaram svddu mrdu3 devdndm va-

ndme* 'ti.
5

3. sa tapo 'tapyata. sa tapas taptvdi ''kam evd*

'ksaram abhavat"1

. 4. tarn devdc ca rsayac co 'pasamdipsan.
athdi 'so 'surdn bhutahano l

srjatdi 'tasya pdpmano 'nanvdga-

mdya. 5. tarn vdco 'pasamdipsan. te vdcam samdrohan. tesdm

vdcam paryddatta. tasmdt paryddattd vdk. satyam ca hy
enayd vadaty anrtam ca. e. tarn manaso 'pasamdipsan. te ma-

nas samdrohan. tesdm manah paryddatta. tasmdt paryddattam
manas. punyam ca, hy enena dhydyati pdpam ca. i. tarn

caksuso ^pasamdipsan. te coksiis samdrohan. tesdm caksuh par-

yddatta. tasmdt parydttam* caksuh. darcamyam ca hy enena

pacyaty adarcamyam ca. f. tarn crotreno ''pasamdipsan. te

crotram samdrohan. tesdm crotram paryddatta. tasmdt parydt-
tamg

crotram. cravamyam cdi ^nena crnoty acravaniyam ca.

9. tarn apdneno ^pasamdipsan. te 'pdnam samdrohan. tesdm

apdnam paryddatta, tasmdt parydtto
i

pdnah. surabhi ca hy

II. 3. i. This [universe] in the beginning was he who burns
here. This same, taking the splendor, the grasp, the vitality, the

virility of all beings, went upward. 2. He desired : "May we
win the one sweet soft syllable of the gods." z. He performed
penance. He having performed penance became the one syllable.
4. That gods and sages desired together to obtain. Then he
created creature-slaying Asuras, in order to prevent evil from

going after. 5. That they desired together to obtain by speech.

They ascended speech together. He took possession of their

speech. Therefore speech is taken possession of
;
for [what is]

true one speaks with it and [what is] untrue. 6. That they
desired together to obtain by mind. They ascended mind to-

gether. He took possession of their mind. Therefore mind is

taken possession of
;
for [what is] good one thinks with it and

[what is] evil. 7. That they desired together to obtain by sight.

They ascended sight together. He took possession of their

sight. Therefore sight is taken possession of
;
for [what is]

seemly one sees with it and [what is] unseemly, a. That they
desired together to obtain by hearing. They ascended hearing
together. He took possession of their hearing. Therefore hear-

ing is taken possession of. For [what is] worth hearing one
hears with it and [what is] not worth hearing. 9. That they
desired together to obtain by exhalation. They ascended exhala-

tion together. He took possession of their exhalation. There-

3. J B. sa. 3 -sd. s madu. 4 om. 5 eti. 6 diva, 'repeat from above
udevdndm. *paryydttam.

9 A. parydtta ; B. parydptam.
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enena jiyhrati durgandhi ca. 10. tarn prdneno 'pasamdipsan.

tarn prdneno 'pasamdpnuvan. 11. athd 'sura bhutahana ddra-

van mohayisydma iti manyamdndh. 12. sa yatfid 'pmdnam
rtvd lostho

10 vidhvansetdi 'vam evd 'surd vyadhvahsanta. sa eso
l$md "khano yat prdnah. is. s<i yatJid 'pntanam dkhanam rtvd

lostho
10 vidhvansata evam eva sa vidhvansate ya evam vidvdnsam

upavadati. 68.

dvitiye 'nuvdJce prathamah Jchandah.

II. 4. i. sa esa vapi dlptdgra udgltho yat prdnah.
1 esahl'dam

sarvam vape Jcurute. 2. vapi bhavati vape* svdn kurute ya evam
veda. as</a hy asdv ayre dlpyateS amiisya? vd sah.* a. tarn hdi

'tarn udgltham pdtydyanir dcaste va$l dlptdyra iti. dlptdgrd ha

vd asya klrtir bhavati ya evam veda. 4. dbhutir iti kdrlrdda-

yah. prdnam vd anu prajdh papava dbhavanti. sa ya evam
etam dbhutir* ity updsta di *va prdnena prajayd papubhir bha-

vati. 5. nambhutir* iti sdtyayajnayah. prdnam vd anu prajdh

papavas sambhavanti. sa ya evam etam sambhutir ity updste

sam e\ya\ prdnena prajayd papubhir bhavati. e. prabhutir iti

pdilandh* prdnam vd anu prajdh papavah prabhavanti. sa

fore exhalation is taken possession of
;
for fragrance one smells

with it and bad odor. 10. That they desired together to obtain

by breath. That they obtained together by breath, n. Then
the creature-slaying Asuras ran unto [them], thinking :

" We
will confound [them]." 12. = I. 60. 8., is. = I. 60. 9.

II. 4. i. That same, viz. breath, is the controling flame-pointed

udgltha. For it gets this all into control. 2. He becomes con-

troling, he gets his people into control who knows thus
;
for

does yonder one flame at this one's point or this one at yonder
one's ? s. That same udgltha Qfityayani calls

' the controling
one, the flame-pointed one.' Verily flame-pointed becomes his

fame who knows thus. 4. The Kariradis [call it]
t existence'

(dbhuti). Verily, along with breath offspring and domestic
animals exist. Whoso thus worships it as existence, with breath,
with offspring, with domestic animals he exists, s. The Satyaya-
jnis [call it] 'origination' (sambhuti). Verily, along with breath

offspring and domestic animals originate. Whoso thus worships
it as origination, with breath, with offspring, with domestic
animalshe originates. 6. The Qfiilanas [call it] 'prevalence

7

(pra-

bhuti). Verily, along with breath offspring and domestic aiii-

3. ilosto.
4. J insert esan ta hi 'dam sarvam vace Jcurute. 1 -co. 3 'mus-, 4 atah.

5 -bhur. 6
gduli-.
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ya evam etam prabhutir ity updste prdi 'va prduena
1

prajayd

pa$ubhir bhavati. 7. bhutir* iti bhdllabinah. prdnam vd anu

prajdh pa$avo bhavanti. sa ya evam etam bhutir ity updste bha~

vaty eva prdnena prajayd payubhih. s. aparodho
9

'naparuddha
iti pdrsna$ pdilanah. esa hy anyam aparunaddki

10 ndi ''tarn

anyah. esa ha11 vd ">sya dvisantam 1 *

bhrdtrvyam aparunaddhi

ya evam veda. 64.

dvitiye 'nuvake dvitlyah khandah.

II. 5. i. ekavlra
1

ity* druneyah* eko hy evdi^sa vlro >/^t i>rdnah.

d ha ''sydi ''ko vlro vlryavan jayate ya evam veda. 2. ekaputra
iti caikitaneyah. eko" hy evdi 'sa putro yat prdnah. a. sa u eva

dviputra iti. dvdu hi prdndpdndu. 4. sa u eva triputra* iti.

trayo hi prdno
l

pdno vydnali. s. sa u eva catiisputra iti. cat-

vdro hi prdno 'pa-no vydnas samdnah. e. sa u eva pancaputra
iti. panca hi prdno*

l

pdno vydnas samdno 'vanah. i. sa u eva

satputra iti. sad dh? prdno
l

pdno vydnas samdno lvdna uddnah.

8. sa u eva saptaputra iti. sapta hi'me plrsanydlt jn'dndh. 9. sa

mals prevail. Whoso thus worships it as prevalence, with breath,
with offspring, with domestic animals he prevails. 7. The Bhfil-

labins [call it] 'coming into being' (bhuti). Verily, along with
breath offspring and domestic animals come into being. Whoso
thus worships it as coming into being, with breath, with offspring,
with domestic animals he comes into being, s. Parsna (^fiilana

[calls

it] 'the unexcluded exclusion.' For it excludes another,

but] another [does] not [exclude] it. Verily, it excludes the hate-

ful rival of him who knows thus.

II. 5. i. Aruneya [calls it]
' sole hero.' For that, viz. breath,

is sole hero. Of him a sole hero, rich in heroism, is born who
knows thus. 2. jaikitaneya [calls it] 'having one son.' For that,
viz. breath, is the only son. 3. It is also having two sons. For
breath and exhalation are two. 4. It is also having three sons.

For breath, exhalation, and vydna are three. 5. It is also having
four sons. For breath, exhalation, vydna, [and] samdna are

four. 6. It is also having five sons. For breath, exhalation,

vydna, samdna, [and] avdna are five. 7. It is also having six

sons. For breath, exhalation, vydna, samdna, avdna, [and]
udana are six. a. It is also having seven sons. For these

breaths in the head are seven. 9. It is also having nine sons.

4. 7 B. inserts pajaya.
8 A. bhur. 9 avaroddhd. 10 A. -nadvi. H A.

se. "-to. } *-bin-.

5.
x -ru. 2

ty.
3
-naya ; for eko all MSS. eM. 4 A. -e.

5 A. dvip-.
6 B. -nd. 7 abhi.
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u eva nawiputra iti. wtpta hi clrsanydh* prdna dvdv avdnc<~m.

10. sa u eva dacaputra iti. sapta pirsanyah prdna dvdv avdncdu

nnhhydm dacamah. u. sa u eva bahuputra* iti. etasya hi 'yam
10

sarvdh prajdh. 12. etam ha sma vdi tad udgltham vidvdnsah

purve brdhmandh kdmdgdyina
11 dhuh kati te putrdn dgdsydma

iti 65.

dvitiye 'nuvdke trtlyah khandah.

II. 6. i. sa yadi bruydd ekam 1 ma dgdye 'ti prdna udgitha iti

vidvdn ekam manasd dhydyet. eko hi prdnah. eko ha 'syd "jd-

yate. a. sa yadi bruydd dvdu ma dgdye ''ti prdna udgitha ity

eva vidvdn dvdu manasd dhydyet. dvdif hi prdndpdndu.* dvdu*

hdi 'vd 'syd "jdyete." 3. sa yadi bruydt trln ma 5

dgdye 'ti prdna
udgitha ity eva vidvdns trln manasd dhydyet. trayo hi prdno
l

pdno vydnah. trayo hdi 'vd 'syd "jdyante. 4. sa
G

yadi bruydc
caturo ma dgdye 'ti prdna udgitha ity eva vidvdnp caturo ma-
nasd dhydyet. eatvdro hi prdno

f

pdno vydnas
6 samdnah. catvdro

hdi 'vd 'syd "jdyante. 5. sa yadi bruydt panca ma dgdye 'ti

prdna udgitha ity eva vidvdn panca manasd dhydyet. panca hi

For there are seven breaths in the head [and] two downward ones.

10. It is also having ten sons. For there are seven breaths in the

head, two. downward ones, [and] the tenth in the navel, u. It is

also having many sons. For this [earth] is all its offspring.
12. Verily, knowing thus this udgitha, the Brahmans of old when

they sang a wish [to any one] used to say :

" How many sons

shall we sing unto thee ?"

II. 6. i. If he should say :

"
Sing one unto me," knowing that

breath is the udgitha^ he should think one with his mind. For
breath is one. Truly, one is born unto him. i. If he should

say :

"
Sing two unto me," knowing that breath is the udgitha,

he should think two with his mind. For breath and exhalation

are two. Truly, two are born unto him. s. If he should say:
"
Sing three unto me," knowing that breath is the udgitha, he

should think three with his mind. For breath, exhalation, [and]
vydna are three. Truly, three are born unto him. 4. If he
should say :

"
Sing four unto me," knowing that breath is the

udgitha, he should think four with his mind. For breath, exhala-

tion, vydna, [and] samdna are four. Truly, four are born unto him.
5. If he should say :

"
Sing five unto me," knowing that breath

is the udgitha, he should think five with his mind. For breath,

5. 8 A.-dm. 9 B. vasuputra.
1(I A. yam; B. dayam. n

-gdina.
6. J A. aik-. 2 B. trayo.

3 B. inserts vydnah.
4 B. inserts sa hdi Jvd

'syd "jdyante.
5 mana. " A. om. sa yadi vydnas.
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prano
l

pdno vyanas samano 'vanah. panca hdi ''vd ''syd "jayante.

e. sa yadi bruydt san ma agaye 'ti prana udgltha ity eva vidvan

san manasa dhyayet. sad dhi1

prano
l

pdno vyanas samano 'vdna

uddnah. sad dhdi* 'vd 'syd "jayante. i. sa yadi bruyat sapta
ma agaye 'ti prana udgltha ity eva vidvan sapta manasa dhya-

yet. sapta hi 'me plrsanydh prdndh. sapta hai 'vd 'syd "jayante.

s. sa yadi bruydn nava ma agaye 'ti prana udgltha ity eva

vidvan nava manasa dhyayet. sapta $lrsanydh prana dvdv

avdncdu. nava hai 'vd 'syd "jdyante. 9. sa yadi bruydd daca

ma agaye 'ti prana udgltha ity eva vidvan dafa
9 manasa dhya-

yet. sapta clrsanydh prdnd dvdv avdncdu ndbhydm dacamah.

daca hdi ''vd ''syd "jdyante. 10. sa yadi bruydt sahasram ma

dgdye ^ti prana udgltha ity eva vidvan sahasram manasa dhya-

yet. sahasram hdi 'ta ddityarapmayah. te
10

'sya putrdh. saha-

sram hdi ''vd ''syd "jayante. n. evam hdi11
''vdi ''tarn udgltham

para dtndrah kakslvdns trasadasyur iti purve mahdrdjd$
l<*

pro-

triyds sahasraputram upaniseduh. te ha sarva eva sahasraputrd
dsuh. 12. sa ya

13
evdi 'vam veda sahasram hdi ''vd ''sya putrd

bhavanti. 66.

dvitiye 'nuvake caturthah khandah. dvitiyo 'nuvdkas samdptah.

exhalation, vydna, samdna, [and] avdna are five. Truly five are

born unto him. 6. If he should say :

"
Sing six unto me," know-

ing that breath is the udgltha, he should think six with his mind.
For breath, exhalation, vydna, samdna, avdna, uddna are six.

Truly, six are born unto him. 7. If he should say :

"
Sing seven

unto me," knowing that breath is the udgltha, he should think seven
with his mind. For these breaths in the head are seven. Truly,
seven are born unto him. s. If he should say :

"
Sing nine unto

me," knowing that breath is the udgltha, he should think nine with
his mind. There are seven breaths in the head [and] two down-
ward ones. Truly, nine are born unto him. 9. If he should say :

"
Sing ten unto me," knowing that breath is the udgltha, he should

think ten with his mind. There are seven breaths in the head,
two downward ones, [and] the tenth in the navel. Truly, ten are

born unto him. 10. If he should say :

"
Sing a thousand for me,"

knowing that breath is the udgltha, he should think a thousand
with his mind. Truly, a thousand are the rays of the sun. They are

its sons. Truly, a thousand are born unto him. 11. Para Atnfira,

Kakslvant, Trasadasyu, great kings of old, scholars in sacred lore,
thus studied this same udgltha of a thousand sons. All of them
had a thousand sons. He who knows thus, of him there come to

be a thousand sons.

6. 7 67u. *dhe. 9 B. dva. 10 B. ta. "ha. 12
/dp.

I3
yad.
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II. 7. i. parydto
1 vdi mdnavah prdcydm sthalydm* ayajata*

tasmin ha bhutdny udglthe 'pitvam* esire.* 2. tarn devd brhas-

patino ''dgdtrd dlksdmahd iti purastdd dgacchann ayam ta

udgdyatv iti. bambend* "jadvisena pitaro daksinato 1

'-yam ta

udgdyatv ity upanasd kdvyend* 'surah
9

papcdd ayam ta ud</<~<-

yatv ity aydsyend
11

"ngirasena manusyd uttarato 'yam ta udgd-

yatv iti. s. sa he "ksdm cakre hantdi ^ndn prcchdni kiyato
vd eka l$e kiyata ekah kiyata eka iti. 4. sa ho 'vdca brhaspatim

1 *

yan me tvam udgdyeh kim tatas sydd iti.
1

*. 6. sa16 ho 'vdca

devesv eva $rls sydd devesv Ipd svargam u tvdm lokarh gamaye-

yam iti. 6. atha ho 'vdca bambam djadvisam yan me tvam

udgdyeh Itim tatas sydd iti. i. sa ho 'vdca pitrsv eva pris sydt

pitrsv Ipd svargam u tvdm lokam gamayeyam iti. s. atha ho

'vdco ''panasam kdvyam yan
16 me11 tvam udgdyeh kim tatas sydd

iti. 9. sa ho 'vdcd 'suresv eva $ris sydd asuresv ipd
19

svargam u
tvdm lokam gamayeyam iti. 10. atha ho 'vdcd ''ydsyarn dngira-

II. 7. i. Qaryata Manava made a sacrifice on the eastern site.

With him created beings sought a share in the udgitha. 2. Unto
him the gods came from the east (front) [saying] :

" Let us con-
secrate ourselves with Brhaspati as udgdtar. Let this one sing
the udgltha for thee." With Bamba Ajadvisa the Fathers [came]
from the south (right) [saying]: "Let this one sing the udgltha
for thee." With Ucanas Kavya the Asuras [came] from the
west (rear) [saying]: "Let this one sing the udgltha for thee."

how great the power of the other is, how great the power of the
other (third) is." 4. He said to Brhaspati :

'* If thou shouldst

sing the udgltha for me, what would be the result of it ?" a. He
said :

"
Among the gods there would be fortune, among the gods

dominion, and I should cau_se thee to go to the heavenly world."
e. Then he said to Bamba Ajadvisa :

" If thou shouldst sing the

udgltha for me, what would be the result of it ?" 7. He said :

"
Among the Fathers there would be fortune, among the Fathers

dominion, and I should cause thee to go to the heavenly world."
s. Then he said to lianas Kfivya :

" If thou shouldst sing the

udgltha for me, what would be the result of it ?" 9. He said :

"
Among the Asuras there would be fortune, among the Asuras

dominion, and I should cause thee to go to the heavenly world."
10. Then he said to Ayasya Angirasa : "If thou shouldst sing

7.
1

Qayyd-.
'2
sthdlydm.

3
ajayata.

4 B. 'pisaam.
5 dicire. 6 bimb-.

7 daksanato. 8 B. kdmsyend. *-rdm. J0
gcdtah.

n A. aydmhyasyena ;

B. ayam hi syend.
12
kiyo.

13 -tih. u B. inserts griyam.
u A. om. sa

ho'vdca ..... tatas sydd iti in 6.'
u
ya. je.

1S
-gdh.

- z hdi.
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sam yan me tvam udgdyeh kim tatas sydd iti. n. sa ho 'vaca

devdn eva devaloke dadhydm manusyan mamisyaloke pitfn*
1

2ntrloke nudeyd ^smdl lokdd asurdn svargam u tvdm lokam

gamayeyam iti. 67.

trtlye 'nuvdke prathamah khandah.

II. 8. i. sa ho 'vdca tnam me bhagava udgdya ya etasya sarva-

sya ya^d" ['*] 'ti. 2. tasya hd 'ydsya evo 'jjagdu. tasmdd udgdtd
vrta uttarato nivepanam lipseta. etad dha net "ruddham nivepa-

nam yad uttaratah. s. uttarata dgato 'ydsya dngirasap $ar-

ydtasya* mdnavasyo ^jjagdtt. sa prdnena devdn devaloke 'da-

dhdd apdnena manusyan manusyaloke vydnena pitfri* pitr-

loke hinkdrena vajrend \smdl lokdd asurdn anudata. 4. i<ln

ho ''vdca duram gacchate 'ti. sa duro ha ndma lokah. tarn ha

jagmuh. ta ete
lsurd asambhdvyam* pardbhutdh. s. chandobhir

eva vdcd parydtam* mdnavam svargam lokam gamaydih cakdra.

6. te ho "cur asurd eta tarn veddma yo no 'yam ittham adhatte V?'.

tata* dgacc/ian.
6
tarn etyd 'papyan. 7. te

ibruvann ayam vd

dsya iti. yad abruvann ayam vd dsya iti tasmdd ayamdsyah.

the udgltha forme, what would be the result of it?" n. He
said :

" I should place the gods in the world of the gods, men in

the world of men, the Fathers in the world of the Fathers
;

I

should push the Asuras away from this world; and I should cause

thee to go to the heavenly world."

II. 8. i. He (9-) said: "Sing thou, reverend sir, the udgltha
for me, who art the glory of this all." 2. Of him Ayasya sang
the udgltha. Therefore an udgatar, when chosen, should desire

to take his resting-place in the north (left). For that resting-

place which is in the north is not obstructed, z. Having come
from the north, Ayiisya Angirasa sang the udgltha of Qaryata
Manava. By breath he placed the gods in the world of the gods,

by exhalation men in the world of men, by the vydna the Fathers
in the world of the Fathers, by the hmkdra [as] thunderbolt he

pushed the Asuras away from this world. 4. He said to them :

"Go ye afar." That is a world named 'afar.' They went to it.

These same Asuras were irretrievably defeated. 5. By the

metres, by speech, he caused Qaryate Manava to go to the

heavenly world. 6. These Asuras said :

"
Come, let us know

him who placed us thus." Thereupon they came. Having come,

they saw him. 7. They said :
"
Verily he (ayam) is in the mouth

(dsya)" Because they said : "Verily he is in the mouth," there-

7.
19 A. nvam. --dhyat.

21 -trn. 22 inserts.
8.

l
-$asa. --trn. '*

asamhyeyam- 4
<?&yyd-.

5 A. ta. -diets.
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ha r<~il Hdmdi ',sy/A. tarn ayds;/<i iti ])<iroh'x<iiii
<><-

s. sa j>rdn.o vd aydsyah. prdno ha vd endn sa nunude.

9. sa ya evam vidvdn udgdyati prdnendi ^va devdn devaloke

dadhdty apdnena
6

manusydn
10

manusyaloke vydnena pitfri* pitr-

loke hinkdrendi? Jva vajrend 'smdl lokdd dvisantam bhrdtrvyam
nudate. 68.

trtiye 'nuvdke dvitiyah khandah.

II. 9. i. tarn ha bruydd duram gacche ''ti. sa yum, vna lokam

asurd agacchans tarn hdi 'va* gacchati. 2. chandobJdr eva vdcd

yajamdnam svargam lokam gamayati. a. td etd vydhrtayat?

pre Vy e ''ti vdg [iti] bhur bhuvas svar ity [ud iti]. 4. tad yat

pre ''ti tat
3

prdnas tad ayam lokas tad imam lokam asmih loka

dbhajatl. 5. e ''ty apdnas tad asdu lokas tad amum lokam amus-

min loka dbhajatl. 6. vdg iti tad brahma tad idam antarikynn.
7. bhur bhuvas svar iti sd trayl vidyd. Q. ud iti so (sdv ddityah.

tad yad ud ity ud iva clesayati* . tad yad ekam evd ''bhisam-

l>adyate tasmdd ekavirah. eko ha tu san vlro vlryavdn bhavati.

d hd ''sydi 'ko
;>

vlro vlryavdn
6

jdyate ya evam veda. 10. tad u ho

''odea cdtydyanir bahuputra esa udgltha
1

ity evo ''pdsitavyam.

fore he is [called] Ayamasya, Ayamfisya, verily, is his name.
Him they call Ayasya in an occult way. &. This breath is Aya-
sya. Verily as breath he pushed them away. 9. He who know-

ing thus sings the udgltha places with breath the gods in the
world of the gods, with exhalation men in the world of men, with
the vydna the Fathers in the world of the Fathers, with the hin-

kdra [as] thunderbolt he pushes his hateful rival away from this

world.

II. 9. i. He should say to him :

" Go afar." What world the
Asuras went unto, unto that same one he goes. 2. With the

metres, with speech, he causes the sacrificer to go to the heavenly
world, a. These are the sacred utterances : pra, d, vac, bhus
bhuvas svar, [uc]. 4. What pra is, that is breath, that is this

world, that gives a share of this world in this world. 5. A^ that is

exhalation, that is yonder world, that gives a share of yonder
world in yonder world, e. Vac, that is the brahman, that is this

atmosphere. 7. Bhus bhuvas svar, that is the threefold knowl-

edge, s. Ud, that is yonder sun. Inasmuch as it is ud, it causes
to cling up {^^/clis + ud), as it were. 9. Inasmuch as it forms a unit,
therefore it is sole hero. But being one it becomes a hero possess-
ing heroism. To him a sole hero possessing heroism is born who
knows thus. 10. And Qatyayani said this :

" One should worship

8. 7 -aso. s A. pan-.
9 ehimk-. 10 -san.

9. ! B. -a. -syd-.
3 sat. 4 A. eyes-.

5 A. -e.
'
-ydvdn.

7

-e(ity).
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bahavo hy eta ddityasya* racmayas te
9 l

sya putrdh. tasmdd

bahuputra esa udgitha ity evo ''pasitavyam iti. 69.

trtlye 'nuvdke trtlyah khandah. trtlyo 'nuvdkas samdptah.

II. 10. i. devdsurds samayatante ">ty
dhuh. na ha vdi tad devd-

surds samyetire. prajdpatic ca ha vdi tan mrtyuc ca samyetdte.

2. tasya ha prajdpater devdh priydh
1

putrd anta dsuh. te
(
d/iri-

yanta teno 'dgdtrd diksdmahdi yend 'pahatya mrtyum apahatya

pdpmdnam svargam lokam iydme 'ti. s. te
lbruvan vdco 'dyfitra

dlksdmahd iti. 4. te vdco ''dgdtrd ^diksanta. tebhyd* idam vdg

dgdyad yad idam vdcd vadati yad idam vdcd bhunjate. 5. tarn

pdpmd ^nvasrjyata. sa yad eva vdcd pdpam vadati sa eva sa

pdpmd. e. te 'bruvan na vdi no 'yam mrtyum na pdpmdnam
atyavdksit* manaso ^dgdtrd dlksdmahd iti. i. te manaso ''dgd-

trd 'diksanta. tebhya idam mana dgdyad yad idam man<<sd

dhydyati yad idam manasd bhunjate. s. tat pdpmd ^nvasrjyata.

sa yad eva manasd pdpam dhydyoti sa eva sa pdpmd. 9. te

'bruvan no nvdva no lyam mrtyum na pdpmdnam atyavdksit.

[saying] : 'Possessing many sons is this udgitha? For many arc

these rays of the sun. They are its sons. Therefore one should

worship [saying] :

'

Possessing many sons is this udg'ithaS
"

II. 10. i. They say the gods and the Asuras strove together.

Truly, the gods and the Asuras did not then strive together.
Both Prajfipati and Death then strove together. 2. Now the

gods were near to this Prajapati, [being his] dear sons. They
resolved :

" Let us consecrate ourselves with that udgdtar by
whom, having smitten away death, having smitten away evil, we
may go to the heavenly world." 3. They said :

" Let us conse-

crate ourselves with speech as udgdtar" 4. They consecrated

themselves with speech as udgdtar. Speech sang to them that

which one speaks here with speech, which one enjoys here with

speech. 5. Evil was created after it. Just what evil thing one

speaks with speech, that is that evil. 6. They said : "Verily, this

one hath not carried us beyond death nor beyond evil. Let us

consecrate ourselves with mind as udgdtar" i. They consecrated

themselves with mind as udgdtar. Mind sang to them that which
one thinks here with the mind, which one enjoys here with the

mind. s. Evil was created after it. Just what evil thing one
thinks with the mind, that is that evil. 9. They said :

"
Verily,

this one, too, hath not carried us beyond death, nor beyond evil.

9. 8
ddityamsya.

9 ta.

10. ! B. -yayafy.
2 A. inserts no 'dgdtrd diksdmahd iti, which is can-

celled in red, between te and bhya.
3
avaty-.

'
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caksuso ''dgdtrd dlksdmaha iti. 10. te caksuso ''dgdtrd
"*

dlksanta.

tebhya idam caksur agayad yad idam caksusa pacyati yad
idam caksusa bhunjate. n. tat papma 'nvasrjyata. sa yad eva

caksusa papam pacyati sa eva sa pdpma. 12. te 'bmtvan no

nvdva no 'yam mrtyum na pdpmdnam atyavdkslt. crotreno

''dgdtrd dlksdmaha iti. is. te protreno ''dgdtrd ''dlksanta. tebhya
idam crotram agayad yad idam $rotrena prnoti yad idam cro-

trena bhunjate. 14. tat pdpma ''nvasrjyata. sa yad eva crotrena

papam crnoti sa eva sa pdpma. is. te 'bruvan no nvdva no 'yam

mrtyum* na pdpmdnam atyavdkslt.
b

prdneno ^dgdtrd diksdm,ahd

iti. i6. te prdneno ''dgdtrd
'dlksanta. tebhya idam prdna dgd~

yad yad idam prdnena prdniti yad idam pranena bhunjate t

n. tarn papma ''nvasrjyata. sa yad eva prdnena [papam] prd-
niti sa eva sa papma. is. te Bruvan no nvdva no6 l

yam mrtyum
na pdpmdnam atyavdkslt. anena mukhyena prdneno ^dgdtrd
dlksdmaha iti. 19. te 'nena mukhyena prdneno ''dgdtrd ''dlk-

santa. 20. so 'bravm mrtyur esa esdm sa udgdtd yena mrtyum'
atyesyantl^ti. 21. na hy etena prdnena papam vadati napapam
dhydyati na papam papyati na papam p-rnoti na papam

Let us consecrate ourselves with sight as udgdtar." 10. They
consecrated themselves with sight as iidgdtar. Sight sang to

them that which one sees here with sight, which one enjoys here
with sight, n. Evil was created after it. Just what evil thing
one sees with sight, that is that evil. 12. They said :

"
Verily,

this one, too, hath not carried us beyond death nor beyond evil.

Let us consecrate ourselves with hearing as udgatar.'
1 ''

is. They
consecrated themselves with hearing as ^^,dgdtar. Hearing sang
to them that which one hears here with hearing, which one enjoys
here with hearing, u. Evil was created after it. Just what evil

thing one hears with hearing, that is that evil. 15. They said :

"Verily, this one, too, hath not carried us beyond death nor be-

yond evil. Let us consecrate ourselves with breath as udgd-
tar" is. They consecrated themselves with breath as udgatar.
Breath sang to them that which one breathes here with

breath, which one enjoys here with breath, n. Evil was cre-

ated after it. Just what evil thing one breathes with breath,
that is that evil. is. They said: "Verily, this one, too, hath
not carried us beyond death nor beyond evil. Let us con-

secrate ourselves with this breath of the mouth as udgatar."
19. They consecrated themselves with this breath of the mouth
as udgatar. 20. Death said :

" This is that udgatar by whom
they will go beyond death." -21. For with this breath one speaks
no evil thing, thinks no evil thing, sees no evil thing, hears no

10. 4
-tyu.

5 B. inserts sa. * ne. 7

-yam.
VOL. xvi. 21
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gandham apdniti. 22. tend Apahatya mrtyum apahatya pdpnid-
nam svargam lokam dyan* apahatya hdi yva mrtyum apahatya
pdpmdnam svargam lokam eti ya evam veda. 70.

caturthe 'nuvdke prathamah khandah.

II. 11. i. sa yathd hatvd pramrdyd 'tlyad
1 evam evdi 't

mrtyum atydyan. a. sa vdcam prathamdm atyacahat. tarn pa-
rena mrtyum

2

nyadadhdt. so 'gnir abhavat. 3. atha mano l

tya-

vahat.
3

tat parena mrtyum' nyadadhdt. sa candramd abhavat.

4. atha caksur atyavahat. tat parena mrtyum^ nyadadhdt. sa

ddityo 'bhavat. s. atha protram atyavahat. tat parena mrtyum
2

nyadadhdt. td imd dico 'bhavan. td u eva vlpve devdh. 6. atha

prdnam atyavahat. tarn parena mrtyum* nyadadhdt. sa vdyur
abhavat. i. atha* "tmane kevalam eva 'nnddyam dgdyata.
8. sa esa evd ^ydsyah. dsye* dhlyate.

6 tasmdd aydsyah. yad v

eva
7

\^yam\ dsye* ramate tasmdd v evd 'ydsyah* 9. sa esa evd

"ngirasah. ato hi "'many angdni rasam labhante. tasmad dngira-
sah.

10

yad v evdi 'sdm angdndm rasas tasmdd v evd "ngirasah.
10. tarn devd abruvan Jcevalam vd dtmane (

nnddyam' dgdsih.

anu na etasminn annddya abhaja.
11

etad asyd 'ndmayatvam
12

evil thing, exhales no evil odor. 22. By him having smitten

away death, having smitten away evil, they went to the heavenly
world. Having smitten away death, having smitten away evil,
he goes to the heavenly world who knows thus.

II. 11. i. As one would pass beyond [another], having smitten

him, having crushed him, even so they passed beyond that death.

2. Speech he carried beyond it first. He deposited it beyond
death. It became fire. 3. Then he carried mind beyond it. He
deposited it beyond death. It became the moon. 4. Then he
carried sight beyond it. He deposited it beyond death. It be-

came the sun. a. Then he carried hearing beyond it. He de-

posited it beyond death. It became these quarters; they are also

all the gods. 6. Then he carried breath beyond it. He deposited
it beyond death. It became wind. i. Then he sang food-eating
for himself only. s. That same is Ayasya. Pie (ayam) is placed
in the mouth (asya}', therefore he is [called] Ayasya. And as

he rests in the mouth, therefore also he is [called] Ayasya.
9. That same is Angirasa. For from him these limbs (anga)
take their sap (rasa) ;

therefore he is [called] Angirasa. And
because he is the sap of these limbs, therefore also he is Angirasa.
10. The gods said to him :

"
Only for thyself hast thou sung food-

eating. Let us also have a share in this food-eating. That is his

10. *gamayan.
11. ' B. inserts sa ; for atydyan all -yat.

2
-yu.

:i -n.
4 datha. 5 dse.

6
dhyatL ^B.egd.

s
sye. *'mydsyah.

10 an-. u ah. ia
dmayatvam.
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asti
15

'ti. u. tarn vdi pravi$ate ''ti. sa vd dkdpdn
1 * kurusve ''ti.

sa imdn prdndn dkdpdri
1 * dkuruta. 12. tarn vdg eva bhutvd

'

gnih prdvipan mano bhutvd candramdp caksur bhutvd "ditya$

protram bhutvd dipah prdno bhutvd vdyuh. is. esd vdi ddivl

parisad ddivl sabhd ddivl samsat. 14. gacchati ha vd etdm"

ddivlm parisadam ddivlm sabhdm ddivlm 1
"
1 samsadam ya

evam veda. 71.

caturthe 'nuvdke dvitiyah khandah.

II. 12. i. yatro ha vdi kva cdi
1

''td devatd nisprpanti na hdi
9va tatra ka$ cana pdpmd nyangah paripisyate. 2. sa vidydn
ne ''ha kap cana pdpmd nyangah paripeksyate* sarvam evdi

3
''td

4

devatdh pdpmdnam nidhaksyantl ^ti. tathd hdi Jva bhavati.

3. ya u ha vd evamvidam" rcchati* yathdi 'td devatd rtvd mydd
evam nyeti.'

1

etdsu hy evdi 'nam devatdsu prapannam etdsu

vasantam upavadati. 4. tasya hdi 'tasya ndi 'va kd cand "rtir*

asti ya evam veda. ya evdi ^nam upavadati sa drtim drcchati?

5. sa ya enam10 rcchdd eva td devatd upasrtya bruydd ayam md
"rat" sa imam drtim 1

'2'

nyetv iti. tdm hdi ''vd "rUm nyeti.

e. ydvaddvdsd
1 * u hd 'sye ''me prdnd asmin loka etdvaddvdsd u

immunity from illness (?)." u. "
Verily, enter that." " Tlien make

spaces." He made these breaths spaces [for them]. 12. Fire, hav-

ing become speech, entered that; [so did] the moon, having be-

come mind; the sun, having become light; the quarters, having
become hearing; the wind, having become breath. 13. Verily, this

is the divine assembly, the divine congregation, the divine confer-

ence. 14. He goes to that divine assembly, divine congregation,
divine conference, who knows thus.

II. 12. i. Verily, wheresoever these divinities touch, there no
evil whatever, [not a] trace, is left. 2. He should know: " No evil

whatever, [not a] trace, will be left here; these divinities will burn
down all evil." Truly it happens thus. s. And whoso encounters
one knowing thus, as one having encountered these divinities

would perish, even so he perishes. For he speaks ill of him who
has resorted to these divinities, who dwells in them. 4. Verily,
of one who knows thus there is no misfortune whatever

;
he who

speaks ill of one knowing thus, he meets with misfortune. 5. If

one should harm him, he should say, approaching these divinities:
" This one hath harmed me. Let him go down unto this misfor-

tune." He goes down unto that misfortune, e. And as many

11. 13 cm. u
dkdgdt.

l5 dqdsanam.
H kuruta. 17 om. the -m. ls

pr&vl-.
12. l

ce. *ksate. 3 evam. *etd. 5 -md or -vida. 6 duechati. 7 neli.

*-tlr. dchchati. 10 em. n rdt. n atti. n
-ddva$d.
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ha 'sydi 'ta devata amusmin loke bhavanti. i. tasmad u hai

'vam vidvdn nai 'vd ''grhatayai bibhlydn na ''lokatdydi. eta me
devata asmin loke grhdn karisyanti. eta amusmin loke bhavanti.

iasmdd u lokam praddsyanti 'to*, s. tasmad u hai 'vam vidvdn

nai 'vd ''grhatdydi bibhlydn na ''lokatdydi. eta me devata asmin

loke grhebhyo grhan karisyanti svebhya
1
"
1

dyatanebhya iti hai 'va

vidydd \etd] devatd 1 * amusmin loke lokam praddsyantl ''ti. 9. tas-

mdd u hai 'vam vidvdn nai 'vd ^grhatdydi bibhlydn nd 'lokatd-

ydi. eta ma etad ubhayam samnamsyanti ''ti hai "*va vidydt.

tathd hai 'va bhavati. 72.

caturthe 'nuvdke trtiyah khandah. caturtho 'nuvakas samaptah.

II. 13. i. devd vdi brahmano vatsena
1 vdcam aduhran. agnir

ha vdi brahmano vatsah. a. sd yd sd vdg brahmdi 'va tat. atha

yo
l

gnir mrtyus sah. 3. tdm etdm vdcam yathd dhenum vatseno*

''pasrjya prattdm du/iUai ^vam eva devd vdcam sarvdn kdmdn
aduhran? 4. duhe* ha vdi vdcam sarvdn kdmdn ya evam veda.

sa hai 'so 'ndnrto vdcam devim udindhe* vada vada vade ''ti.

5. tad yad iha6

purusasya pdpam krtam bhavati tad a viskaroti.

abodes as these breaths of him have in this world, so many
abodes these divinities of him come to have in yonder world.

7. Therefore one knowing thus should not be in fear of house-

lessness, nor of worldlessness [thinking]: "These divinities will

make houses for me in this world. They come to be in yonder
world; and therefore they will give me the world." a. And there-

fore one knowing thus should not be in fear of houselessness, nor
of worldlessness. " These divinities will make in this world
houses for me from [their] houses, from abodes of their own,"
he should know; "these divinities will give a world in yonder
world." 9. And therefore one knowing thus should not be in

fear of houselessness, nor of worldlessness. Let him know :

"
They will bring about both for me." Verily so it comes to pass.

11. 13. i. Verily, the gods milked speech by means of the calf

of the brahman. Verily, fire is the calf of the brahman.
2. This speech, that is the brahman; and fire, that is death. From
this same speech as one would milk a given cow by means of a

calf, admitting [it to her] even so the gods milked from speech
all desires. 4. Verily, he milks from speech all desires who knows
thus. He, not being untruthful, kindles (?) divine speech [say-

ing]: "Speak, speak, speak." s. What evil is done here by man,

12. u
grah-.

15 B. asmil. H pravadd-. 17 B. inserts dyatanebhya.
18 eva td.

13. ! A. pastena ; B. patsena.
2 vaks-. 3 -ra. 4

jahe.
5 A. udigdhe.

G amiha.
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yad Hull ^nad api rahasl 'va kurvan manyate"
1 ltha* hdi ^nad

dvir eva karoti. tasmdd vdva pdpam na kurydC 78.

pancame 'nuvdke prathamah khandah.

II. 14. i. esa u ha vdva devdndrh nedistham upacaryo yad
agnih. 2. tarn sddhu ''pacaret. ya enam asmin loke sddhu 'paca-

rati
1

tarn eso 'musmin loke sddhu 'pacarati. atha ya enam, asmin

loke nd "driyate tarn eso 'musmin loke nd "driyate. tasmdd vd

agnim sddhu 'pacaret. 3. tarn ndi 'va hastdbhydm sprpen na pddd-
bhydm na dandena? 4. hastdbhydm sprpati yad asyd ''ntikam

avanenikte. atha yad abhiprasdrayati tat pdddbhydm. 6. sa

enam dsprsta tpvaro durdhdydm dhdtoh. tasmdd vd agnim sddhu

'pacarati. sudhdydm hdi 'vai "*nam dadhdti. 74.

pancame 'nuvake dvitlyah khandah.

II. 15. i. esa u ha vdva devdndm mahdpanatamo yad agnih.
2. tan na vratyam

1

adaddn.o* (

$mydt. yo vdi mahdpane *"na$naty

a$ndfi "pvdro hdi ^nam abhisanktoh.
3

putim* iva* hd '$mydt.
G

3. atho ha prokte '$ane bruydt samlntsvd ''gnitn iti. sa yathd

that it makes manifest. Although he thinks that he does it

secretly, as it were, still it makes it manifest. Verily, therefore

he should not do evil.

II. 14. i. Verily, he of the gods is to be next served, viz.

Agni. 2. Him one should serve well. Whoso serves him well

in this world, him he (A.) serves well in yonder world. And
who does not care for him in this world, him he (A.) does not
care for in yonder world. Verily, therefore one should serve

Agni well. s. Him one should not touch with the hands, nor with
the feet, nor with a stick. 4. He touches him with the hands,
when he washes himself in his neighborhood ;

and when he
stretches himself out towards [him], then [he touches him] with
the feet. e. He, being touched, is liable to place him in discom-
fort. Therefore one serves Agni well. Truly, he places such
a one in comfort.

II. 15. i. And verily he of the gods is the most voracious

one, viz. Agni. 2. Therefore he should not eat .what belongs to

a vow without having given [him]. Verily, if one eats while
the voracious one does not eat, he is likely to fasten on him.

Truly he would eat what is putrid, as it were. 3. So then, when
the meal is announced, he should say :

" Kindle the fire." As,

13. 7 -ta. 8 ath-. 9 B. adds esa u ha vd of the next chap.
14. l carati. 2 A. tandenam ; B. tandhdinam.
15. ]

pra-.
2 daddsmo. 3

abhis(a)nettdh.
4
-ir.

5 ivamiva. 6
'gni-.
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prokte 'pane preydnsam parivestavdi bruydt tddrk tat."
1

4. etad

u ha vava sama yad vdk. yo vdi caksus sdma protram same 'ty

upaste na% ha tena karoti. s. atha yd* ddityas sama candramds
same ''ty upaste na* hdi 9va tena karoti. e. atha yo vak same '?/

upaste sa evd ''nusthyd sama veda. vdcd hi sdmnd "rtvijyam

kriyate. i. sa yo vdcas svaro jdyate so l

ynir. vdg v eva vak.

tad atrdi
10

''kadhd sama bhavati. s. sa ya evam etad ekadhd

sama bhavad veddi 'vam hdi ''tad ekadhd sama bhavati ''ty

ekadhe ^va presthas svdndm bhavati. 9. tasmdd u hdi \iamvi-

dam eva sdmnd "rtvijyam kdrayeta. sa ha vava sama veda ya
evam veda. 75.

pancame 'nuvake trtiyah khandah. pancamo 'nuvdkas samdptah.

III. 1. i. ekd ha vava krtsnd devatd \dhadevatd evd "'nytih.

ayam eva yo '-yam pavate. 2. esa eva sarvesdm devdndm gra-
hdh. 3. sa hdi 'so

lstam ndma. astam iti he ''ha papcdd
1

grahdn
deaksate. 4. sa yad ddityo

lstam agdd iti grahdn agdd iti hdi

''tat. tena so lsarvah. sa etatn evd ''pyeti. s. astam candramd
eti. tena so lsarvah. sa etam evd ''pyeti. e. astam naksatrdni

when the meal is announced, one would direct that one's superior
be served [first), even so is that. 4. And that is also the sdman,
viz. speech. Verily, he who worships [saying]: "Sight is the

sdman; hearing is the sdman" he does not thereby perform it.

5. And he who worships [saying] :

" The sun is the sdman; the

moon is the sdman" he does not thereby perform it. e. Now he
who worships [saying]:

"
Speech is the sdman" he at once knows

the sdman. For with speech as the sdman the priestly office

is performed. 7. The tone which is born from speech, that is

Agni, and speech is just speech. That becomes here one, the

sdman. 8. He who thus knows that which becomes one, the

sdman [saying]: "Verily that becomes one, the sdman" he
becomes one, as it were, the best of his [people]. 9. And there-

fore one should cause one knowing thus to perform the priestly
office with the sdman. Verily he knows the sdman who knows
thus.

III. 1. i. One entire deity there is
;
the others are half-deities.

[It is] this one namely who cleanses here (the wind). 2. He [rep-

resents] the seizers of all the gods. z. He, indeed, is
'

setting
'

by name. '

Setting
'

they call here the seizers in the west. 4. In

that the sun has gone to setting, it has gone to the seizers.

Therefore it is not whole. It goes unto that [god]. 5. The
moon sets. Therefore it is not whole. It goes unto that [god].
6. The asterisms set. Therefore they are not whole. They go

15. 7 B. tarn. nd. yad.
10 etr-.

1.
1 B. panca.
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yunti. ten a tdny asarvdni. tdny etam evd 'piyanti. i. anv aynir

gacchati. tena so 'sarvah. sa etam evd 'pyeti. s. ety ahah. eti

rdtrih.* tena te asarve. te etam evd 'pttah.* 9. muhyanti dico na

vdi td* rdtrim prajfidyante. tena td asarvdh. td etam, evd 'piyanti.

10. varsati ca parjanya uc ca grJindti. tena so lsarvah* sa etam

evd ''pyeti. n. kslyanta dpa evam osadhaya* evam vanaspata-

yah. tena tdny asarvdni. tdny etam evd 'piyanti. 12. tad yad
etat sarvam vdyum evd ''pyeti tasmdd vdyur eva sdma. is. sa ha

vdi sdmavit sa \krtsnarii\ sdma veda ya evam veda. 14. athd

'dhydtmam. na vdi svapan vdcd vadati. se ^yam? eva prdnam
apyeti. is. na manasd dhydyati. tad idam eva prdnam apyeti.*

16. na caksusd papyati. tad idam eva prdnam apyeti. n. na

$rotrena prnoti tad idam eva prdnam apyeti. is. tad yad etat

sarvam prdnam evd 'bhisameti tasmdt prdna eva sdma. 19. sa

ha vdi sdmavit sa krtsnam sdma veda ya evam veda. 20. tad

yad idam dhur na batd 'dya vdtl
7

ti [sa] hdi ''tat puruse 'ntar

niramate* sa purnas
1 *1 svedamdna dste. 21. tad dha $dunakam

n

ca kdpet/am abhipratdrinam ca \Jcdksasenim~\ brdhmanah parive-

visyamdnd
1 ^

updvavraja.
13

76.

prathame 'nuvdke prathamah khandah.

unto that [god]. 7. The fire goes out. Therefore it is not whole.
It goes unto that [god]. 8. Day goes ; night goes. Therefore

they are not whole. They go unto that [god]. 9. The quarters
are confounded

; they are not known by night. Therefore they
are not whole. They go unto that [god]. 10. Parjanya rains and
holds up. Therefore he is not whole. He goes unto that [god],
n. The waters are exhausted, even so the herbs, even so the forest-

trees. Therefore they are not whole. They go unto that [god].
12. So, as this all goes unto wind, therefore is wind the sdman.
is. He is sclmtm-knowing, he knows the [entire] sdman, who knows
thus. H. Now with regard to the self. One who sleeps speaks not
with the voice. That same [voice] goes unto breath, is. He
thinks not with the mind. That same [mind] goes unto breath.

i6. He sees riot with sight. That same [sight] goes unto breath.

n. He hears not with hearing. That same [hearing] goes unto
breath, is. So, as this all goes together unto breath, therefore is

breath the sdman. 19. He is sdman-knowing, he knows the entire

sdman, who knows thus. 20. Now when they say: "Lo ! it doth
not blow to-day," it is then resting within man

;
he sits full,

sweating. 21. Now unto Qminaka Kapeya and Abhipratarin [Kak-
saseni], while they were being waited upon, a Brahman came.

1.
2 A. -rah. *

-tali.
4 tam. 5 B. inserts sa sdma veda. 6 B. es- ; A.

o.sd-. ''mam. s
-yat'i.

9 -mite. 10 -na. U A. -kag. -visya-.
13
-prajd.
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III. 2. i. tdu ha bibhikse.
1

tarn ha nd "dadrdte* ko vd ko ve

"*ti manyamdndu. 2. tau ho ^pajagdu
mahdtmanac caturo deva ekah

kas sa3

jagdra bhuvanasya gopdh :

tarn kdpeya* na vijdnanty eke
i

bhipratdrin bahudhd nivistam6

Hi. s. sa ho 'vdcd ''bhipratdri ''mam6
vdva'

1

prapadya pratibrufil

**ti. tvayd* va9

ayam pratyucya iti.
11

4. tarn ha pratyuvdcd
"tmd devdndm uta martydndm

hiranyadanto rapaso
14 na^ sunuh :

mahdntam asya mahimdnam dhur

anadyamdno yad" adantam 18
att't

1 *

"*ti. 5. mahdtm,ana$ caturo [deva] eka iti. vdg vet*
1

agnih. sa

mahdtmd devah. sa yatra svapiti tad vdcam prdno c/irati.

6. mana$ candramds sa mahdtmd devah. sa yatra svapiti tan

manah prdno girati. t. caksur ddltyas sa mahdtmd devah.

sa yatra svapiti tac caksuh prdno girati. &. protram di$as td

mahdtmdno devdh. sa yatra svapiti tac chrotram prdno girati.

9. tad yan mahdtmanac caturo deva eka ity etad dha tat.

10. kas sd^ jagdre'* ">ti. prqjapatir vdi kah. sa hdi 'taj jagdra.

III. 2. i. He begged [food] of them. They paid no attention

to him, thinking: "Who or who is he ?" 2. He sang unto them :

"One [god] who is he? swallowed up four magnanimous ones,

being a keeper of creation ; him, O Kapeya, some do not know;
him, O Abhipratarin, settled down in many places." a. Said

Abhipratarin :

"
Stepping forward, answer this man

; by thee

must this man be answered." 4. Him he answered :

" The self

of the gods and of mortals, with golden teeth, defective (?), not a

son. Great they call his greatness, in that he, not being eaten, eats

him who eats." 5. 'One [god] four magnanimous ones:' speech

verily is fire
;
that is a magnanimous god. When one sleeps,

then breath swallows up speech. 6. Mind [is] the moon
;
that is a

magnanimous god. When one sleeps, then breath swallows up
mind. 7. Sight [is] the sun ; that is a magnanimous god. When
one sleeps, then breath swallows up sight, s. Hearing [is] the

quarters ;
those are magnanimous gods. When one sleeps, then

breath swallows up hearing. 9. So, when [it is said] :
' One god

four magnanimous ones,' this is what that means. 10. 'Who (ka)
is he who swallowed up:' Ka is Prajapati. He swallowed this

2.
1 A. dvibh-. 2 drdte. 3 so. 4

T$. kdlapeya.
5 A. nivindam. 6 A.

m(a)ma ; B. ma. 7 A. vayyd ; B. yayyd.
8 B. ayd.

9 B.vava. 10
-yucce.

n
'ti. -ydca.

n
maty-.

1

l4
B.paraso.

}5 nu. 16 mabhi-. " B. yadi.
18 A. datam ; B. dantam. 19 A. anti. 20 A. paq ; B. va. 21 B. yd.

22 A.

svatipiti.
23 A. -na ; after this inserts prd<f>.

'24 -ar. 2S insert mahdtmd.
'26 A.ka.

'27 so.
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11. bhuvanasya gopd iti. sa u vdva bhuvanasya gopdh. 12. tarii

k<li wye?* na vijdnanty eka iti. na hy etani eke vijdnanti. is. abhi-

/>r<(tdrin bahudhd nivistam iti. bahudhd hy evdi 'sa nivisto

yat prdnah. 14. dtmd devdndm uta martydndm iti. dtmd hy
esa devanam uta martydndm. is. hiranyadanto rapaso*

1

??
16

sunur iti. na hy esa sunuh. sunurupo hy esa san na sunuh.

16. mahdntam asya mahimdnam dhur iti. mahdntam A?/
33

etasya
mahimdnam dhit/i.

34
17. anadyamdno yad adantam" attl '/.

anadyamdno hy eso 'dantam alti. 77.

prathame 'nuvdke dvitlyah khandah.

III. 3. i. tasydi 's prir atmd samudrudho* yad asdv ddityah.
tasmdd gdyairasya stotre nd 'vdnydn nee chriyd avachidyd* iti.

2. sa esa evo 'ktham. yat purastdd avdniti
3 tad etad ukthasya

piro yad daksinatas* m daksinah pakso yad uttaratas sa
j
uttarah

pakso yat papcdt \taf\ puccham. s. ayam eva prdna ukthasya
"tmd. sa ya evam etarn ukthasya "tmdnam atman pratisthitam
veda sa hd *musmih loke sdnyas satanus [sarvas] samb/iavati. 4.

$acvad d/ta vd amusmin loke yad idam pimtsasyd ^nddu $i$nam

up. 11. 'A keeper of creation:' he, indeed, is a keeper of crea-

tion. 12.
'

Him, O Kapeya, some do not know:' for some do not
kno.w him. is.

'

Him, O Abhipratarin, settled down in many
places:' for this breath has settled down in many places. 14.

l The
self of the gods and of mortals:' for he is the self of the gods
and of mortals, is.

' With golden teeth, defective, not a son:' for

he is not a son
;
for he, having the form of a son, is not a son.

i6.
c Great they call his greatness:' for they call his greatness

great, n. 'In that he, not being eaten, eats him who eats:' for

he, not being eaten, eats him who eats.

III. 3. i. Of it he is the fortune, the self completely risen
(?),

viz. yonder sun. Therefore one should not take breath in (during)
the stotra of the ydyatra [-sdman] [saying]: '''May I not be cut

off from fortune." 2. That same is the uktha. When one takes
breath eastward, that is the head of the uktha; when southward,
that is the right side (wing) ;

when northward, that is the left

side (wing) ;
when westward, that is the tail. s. This breath is

the self of the uktha. Who thus knows this self of the uktha

firmly established in the self, truly he comes into being in

yonder world with limbs, with a body, [whole]. 4. Verily, that
is certainly in yonder world, viz. a man's two testicles, the penis,

2.^-edha. so -o. 31 A. -se. 3 - nas. 33
A., s.

34 B. ahur ; and inserts
iti mahdnta hy etasya mahim dhuli. 35 antam. 36 sunur-.

3. B. samddr-. -vachc-. 3 vditi. 4 A. -inah. 6 sad. 6 tad. u
sdmgatas.
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karndu ndsike yat Mm cd 'nasthikam na sambhavati. s. atha

ya evam etam7

ukthasyd* "tmdnam dlman pratisthitam veda sa

hdi 'vd 'musmin Joke sdngas satanus sarvas sambhavati. 6. tad

etad vdipvdmitram uktham. tad annam vdi vipvam prtino
mitram. i. tad dha vi$vdmitra$ pramena tapasd, vratacaryene*

'ndrasya priyam dhdmo ""pajagdma. s. tasmd u hdi 'tat provdca

yad idam manusydn dgatam. 9. tad dha sa upanisasdda

jyotir etad uktham 11
iti. 10. jyotir iti dve aksare prdna iti dve

annam iti dve. tad etad anna eva pratisthitam. n. atha lull

'nam jamadagnir upanisasdda "yur etad uktham iti. 12. dyur
iti dve aksare prdna iti dve annam iti dve. tad etad anna eva

pratisthitam. is. atha hdi Wm 13
vasistha upanisasdda gdur

etad uktham iti. tad etad 1 * annam eva. annam hi gduh. \\. tad

dhur yad asya prdnasya purusap parlram atha kend 'nye
1 *

pru-

ndp parlravanto bhavanti ^ti. 15. sa bruydd yad vdcd vadati

tad vdcap pariram yan manasd dhydyati tan manasap parlram

yac caksusd payyati tac caksusup pariram yac chrotrena prnoti

tac chrotrasya $arlr(tn/. / /v//// u, lid 'nye prdndp par'travanto

bhavanft ^ti. 78.

prathame
lnuvdke trtiyah khandah.

the two ears, the two nostrils : whatever does not come into

being boneless. 6. Now whoso thus knows this self of the

uktha firmly established in the self, truly he comes into being in

yonder world with limbs, with a body, whole, e. That same is

the uktha belonging to Vi9vamitra. Verily, food is all (vipva),
breath is a friend (mitra). i. Now Vi9vamitra through exertion,

through penance, through the performance of vows, went unto

the dear abode of Indra. s. And he proclaimed to him that

which has come to men here. 9. Now he went for instruction

[to him] [saying]: "Light is this uktha." 10.
'

Light
' has twro

syllables,
' breath ' has two,

' food ' has two. That same is firmly
established in food. n. Then Jamadagni went for instruction

to him [saying]: "Life is this uktha" 12. 'Life 'has two sylla-

bles,
' breath '

two,
' food '

two. That same is firmly established

in food. is. Then Vasistha went for instruction to him [say-

ing]: "The cow is this uktha" That same is just food. For
the cow is food. 14. This they say :

" If man be the body of this

breath, how then do the other breaths (senses) come to have
bodies?" 15. Let him say : "What he speaks with speech, that

is the body of speech. What he thinks with the mind, that is

the body of the mind. What he sees with sight, that is the

body of sight. What he hears with hearing, that is the body of

hearing. Thus the other breaths (senses) also come to have
bodies."

"3. 7 A. -tad. *A.aktb-. 9
pr-. tad. ll utth-. 12 A. (-sada) gaur ; B.

dyugdur.
n -d. I4 uted. 16 B. 'nyena.
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III. 4. i. tad etad ukthani saptavidham. <;asyate stotriijn'

')inri~<jn> dh<ii/t/a. pragathas xnkhnh nitfitparidharwya? 2. iym
eva stotriyo 'gnir anurupo vdyur dhayya* 'ntari/csam pragatho*

dydus suktam adityo nivit. tasmdd bahvrcd udite nividam adfil-

yante. adityo hi nivit. dipah paridhanlye *ty adhidevatam.

3. athd \lhyatmam. atmai 'va stotriyah prajd 'nurupah i>rdno

< Ih.<li/ya* manali pragathaf piras suktam caksur nivic chrotram

paridhanlya?. 4. tad dhdi 'tad eke tristubha paridadhaty anu-

stttb/tai Vt'e. tristubhd tv eva paridadhyat. s. tad dhai ''tad eka

etd vydJirtlr abhivyahrtya yansanti* mahan mahya* samad/iatta

devo deoyd samadhatta brahma brdhmanya
10

saniadfiatta. tad

yat samadhatta samadhatte ''ti. 6. tasmdd idamm 11

purusasya

yarlraiii pratisamldtani. puruso hy etad uktham. i. inalian

mahya samadhatte ''ti. agnirvdi mahdn iyam eva mahl. s. devo

devya samadhatte ''ti. vayur vdi devo 'ntariksam devV* 9. brah-

ma brahmanya samadhatte ''ti. adityo vdi brahma dyaur brdh-

manl. 10. tdsdm vd etdsdm devatanam dvayor^-dvayor deva-

III. 4. i. That same uktha is sevenfold. Chanted is the sto-

triija (strophe), the anurupa (antistrophe), the dhdyyd (kindling

verse), the pragatha (tristich), the sukta (hymn), the nivid (noti-

fication), [and] the paridhdnlyd (closing verse). 2. This [earth]
is the stotriya; Agni the anurupa; Vayu the dhdyyd; the at-

mosphere the pragatha; the sky the sukta; the sun the nivid
therefore the Rig-veda scholars study the nivid when [the sun]
has risen

;
for the sun is the nivid the quarters the paridhd-

niyd. Thus with regard to the divinities. 3. Now with regard
to the self. The self itself is the stotriya; offspring the anu-

rupa; breath the dhdyyd; mind the pragatha; the head the

sukta; sight the nivid; hearing the paridhanlya. 4. Now some
recite its paridhanlya with a tristubh, others with an anustubh.

But let him recite the paridhdnlyd with a tristubh. 5. That
same some chant having uttered these sacred utterances :

u
He,

the great one, united with her, the great one; the god united

with the goddess ;
the brahman united with the brdhmanl. In

that he united, he united." e. Therefore the bodies of men are

now united respectively. For man is this uktha. i.
l

He, the

great one, united with her, the great one.' Verily Agni is he, the

great one, this [earth] is she, the great one. B.
' The god united

with the goddess.' Yerily Vayu is the god, the atmosphere is

the goddess. 9. 'The brahman united with the brdhmanV
Verily the sun is the brahman, the sky is the brdhmanl. 10. Of
these divinities each two divinities make up nine syllables respec-

4. insert 'gnir.
*
-niyam.

3 om. 4 A. ddhasyd; B. ddhdryyd.
b
prdg-.

6
dhdryyd.

7 B. -dlidtni-. s insert tad uktham, a gloss.
9
-ya.

10 A. -mahyd.
U A. iddnl. 12 B. -vd. n -du. 14

-yo.
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tayor nava-navd ^ksardni sampadyante. etad ime lt>

lokds
1 *

tri-

navd bhavanti. n. tad brahma vdi trivrt. tad brahmd ^bhiryd-

hrtya pansanti. esa u eva stomas so
18
'nucarah. 12. yad imam

dhur ekastoma ity ayam eva yo 'yam pavate. eso 'dliidevatant.

prdno
i

dhyatmam. tasya parlram amtcarah. 19
is. tad yathd ha

vdi manda manisntram samprotam sydd 7->.

prathame 'nuvdke caturthah khandah.

III. 5. i.
1 evam hdi Jasmin sarvam idam samprotam yan-

dharodpsarasah papavo manusydh. 2. tad dha munjas* sdma-

pravasah
3

prayayau. tasmdi* ha pvdjanir di$yuh preydya*
3. tasya hd 'ntariksdt patitvd navanltapinda urasi nipapdta.

tarn hd "ddyd ''nudadhdu. 4. tato
6 hdi ^va stomam7

dadarpd
'ntarikse vitatam bahu pobhamdnam. tasyo ha yuktim* dadarpa.

5. bahispavamdnam dsadya fUra
9

viyi prdm/a iti kdryat t'ttra*

grhitra apdnya iti vdcd. didrksetdi *vd 'ksibhyam puprusetdi

*va karndbhydm. svayam idam manoyuktam. e. tad yatra vd

isur atyagro bhavati na vdi sa tato hinasti
11 tad u vd etam no

lively. Thus these worlds come to be thrice nine. 11. Verily that

brahman is threefold. Having uttered the sacred utterances they
chant unto this brahman. And this is also the stoma, this the

anucara (sequel). 12. When they call him *

possessing one stomaj
that is he who cleanses here. That [he is] with regard to the

divinities
;
breath [he is] with regard to the self. The anucara

is its body. is. As the thread of a jewel would be twined in

with the jewel,

III. 5. i. Even so this all is twined in with it, viz. Gandhar-

vas, Apsarases, domestic animals, [and] men. 2. Now Munja
Samapravasa went forth. Qvajani, a Vfii9ya, went before him.

3. Falling from the atmosphere, a lump of fresh butter fell down
on his breast. He, taking it, put it in addition [in the tire (?)].

3. Thereupon he saw the stoma spread out in the atmosphere,
greatly shining ;

he also saw its application (?). 5. Having set

himself about the bahispavamdna, he should say fltra viyi prd-

nyaj tltra grhltra apdnya^ with speech. He should wish to

see with the eyes, he should wish to hear with the ears. This is

of itself yoked to mind. Now when an arrow is too pointed,

verily it then does not hurt. Verily thus he would not attain it.

4. 15 B. -au. 1C B. -kau. 17
-sd.

18
scl.

I9 -rahtam.
5.

' A gloss, the second quotation in 5, is inserted at the beginning
before evam (B. evd). ^mdunj-.

3
sdhag-.

4 A. sec. m.; B. tamasmai.
5
proydya.

6 teto. 7 A. -a. SA. -i.
9
tlttra, the first letter may be an I.

w
grhittra.

U A. asti; B. hanasti. l

*yad.
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'papnuyat. p<i, tty evd'pany&t. tadyathd bimbena mrgam. duayed
evam evdi 'nam etayd devatayd "nayati. sa yuktah karoti. esa

ls

evd ''pi yuktah" 80.

prathame 'nuvdke pancamah khandah. prathamo 'nuvdkas samdptah.

III. 6. J. yo 'sdu sdmnah prattim
1 veda pra hd 'smdi diyate.

2. dadd'
2
iti ha vd ayam agnir dipyate tathe 'ti vdyuh pavate

hante ''ti candramd om ity ddityah. s. esd ha vdi sdmnah prat-
tlh.

3 etdm ha vdi sdmnah prattim* sudaksinah ksdimir viddm
cakdra. 4. tarn hdi 'tdm hotur vd "jye ydyen, mditrdvarunasya
vd tdm* daddS* tathdS hantdS 1 him bhd ovd iti. pra ha vd
dMiidi dlyate. 5. [so]

l

py
%

anyan bahuri3

uparyupari
10

ya evam
etdm sdmnah prattim veda. e. ya u ha vd abandhur" bandha-
mat sdma veda yatra hd "*py enam na vidur yatra rosanti yatra

par'i 'va caksate tad dhd ''pi prdisthyam ddhipatyam annddyam
purodham paryeti. 7. agnir ha vd abandhur11 bandhumat
sdma. kasmad vd hy enam ddrvoh kasmdd vd parydvrtya man-
thanti sa prdisthydyd "dhipatydya ''nnddydya purodhdydi

1 *

jdyate. s. sa yatra ha vd apy evamvidam na vidur yatra ro-

Let liim breathe out [saying] simply pa. As one would attract

a deer by means of a mirror, even thus he attracts it (?) by means
of this divinity. He (?) performs yoked, and he is yoked also.

III. 6. i. That one yonder who knows the delivery of the

adman, verily unto him. it is delivered. 2. [Uttering] dada, this

fire here shines
; [uttering] tathd, the wind cleanses (blows) ;

hanta the moon [utters], om the sun. s. Verily this is the deliv-

ery of the sdman. Verily this delivery of the sainan Sudaksina
Ksainii knew. 4. One should sing that same in the o/yo-chant
of either the hotar or the maitravaruna-ipriest : dadd, tathd,

hantd, him bhd ovd. Verily it is delivered unto him. 5. He is

much superior to even many others who thus knows this delivery
of the sdman. e. And whoso being without relatives knows the
sdman rich in relatives, even where they do not know him, where

they are angry at him, where they overlook him, as it were, he
thus compasses excellence, supremacy, food-eating, [and] the office

of apurohita, i. Verily Agni, being without relatives, is the sd-

man rich in relatives. For in whatever way they churn him, from
the wood, or by turning, he is born for excellence, for supremacy,
for food-eating, [and] for the office of a purohita. &. Verily even

5. 13 -so. u -tih.

6. ^pratim.
tj A. taddn ; B. daddn. 3 A. praktih ; B. pravrktih.

5 tdum. 6 B. inserts hantdS. 7 A. om. 8
apy.

9
-hilny.

10 A. -upa.n -dhu. u -dhd. 13
grexth-.

u
A.-dye.
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I yalra, parV* 'va cakwte, tad dha 'pi praisthyam
1 *

ddhipat-

yam annddyam purodham paryeti. 81.

dvitlye 'nuvdke prathamah khandah.

III. 7. i. svayam it tatra yatrdi 'nam viduh. a. sudaksino ha

vdi ksaimih procHnapalir
1

jdbaldu te ha sabrahm&carina dsuh.

3. te he
2

''ine bahu japyasya cd 'nyasya cd 'nucire
3

prdcmacdlip*
ca jdbaldu ca. s. atha ha sma sudaksinah* ksdimir yad eva

yajnasyd 'rljo yat suviditam tad dha smdi 'va prcchati. 5. ta u
ha vd apoditd vydkro$amand<f cerup

7

yudro duranucdna iti ha
sma* sudaksin,am ksaimim akro$anti* pracmapalip

1 * ca jdhcddn
ca. e. sa ha sma "ha sudaksinah ksaimir yatra bhuyisthdh kunt-

pancalas samagata bhavltdras tan na esa samvddo na 'nupadrste
cudrd iva sathvadisyamaha iti. i. td u ha vdi jdbdlda didlk-

sate" cukrac ca gocruc ca. tayor ha praclnapalir 'vrta

udgdtd. a. sa tad dha sudaksino 'mibubudhe jdbaldu ha 'dlksi-

sdtdm 16
iti. sa ha samgrahitaram

1 * uvdcd "nayas^a" 're jdbaldu
hd 'dlksudtdm lG tad gamisydva iti. 82.

dvitlye 'nuvdke dvitlyah khandah.

where they do not know one knowing thus, where they are angry
at him, where they so to speak overlook him, he thus compasses
excellence, supremacy, food-eating, [and] the office of bpurohita.

III. 7. i. And [that happens] of itself where they know him.
a. Sudaksina Ksaimi, Pracina9ali, the two Jabalas they were
fellow-students, s. These, viz. Pracina9ali and the two Jabalas,
recited much of what is to be muttered and of other [prayers].
4. Then Sudaksina Ksfiimi used to ask [them] concerning that

which is easy of the sacrifice, concerning that which is well

known. 5. And they, being distracted, kept crying out: "
Qiidra,

ignoramus !" Thus they, viz. Priicina9ali and the two Jabalas,
used to cry out against Sudaksina Ksaimi. e. Then Sudaksina
Ksaimi used to say: "Where most of the Kurupaiicalas shall be
assembled together, there shall be this disputation of ours; we
will not dispute without witnesses, like Qticlras'" i. Now the

two Jabalas, Qukra and Go9ru, consecrated themselves. Of them

Pracina9ali [was] chosen udgdtar. B. Then Sudaksina became
aware :

" The two Jabalas have consecrated themselves." He
said to his driver: **

Sirrah, conduct [me thither]. The two Jaba-
las have consecrated themselves. Thither we will go."

6.

7. ' -cdhlir. 2 B. hdi. 3 'ruc-. 4 -cdldc. 5 -nam. 6
py-; A. -a. 7 A.

coruq.
8
-a. 9 akoc- 10

-patisy-.
n dadl-. u

-rug.
n
pr-.

14 samsam-.
15

-lie.
16 didlks-. 17

-ydsvd.
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III. 8. i. tasya ha jndtikd aprumukhd ivd "sur anyataram
vd ayam updgdd

1

iti. 2. atha ha sma vdi yah purd brahmavd-

<lt/uih vadaty anyataram updgdd iti ha smdi ''nam manyante,

atho ha smdi 'nam mrtam ivdi 'vo 'pdsate. a. tarn ha samgra-
Iilto ^vdcd ''tha yad bhagavas te tdbhydm na kucalam katlic?

''ttham dtthe ''ti. 4. om iti ho ''vdca gantavyam ma dcdryas*

suyamdn* amanyate ''ti. s. sa ha ratham dsthdya pradhdvaydm
cakdra. tarn ha sma pratiksante. 6. kam jdnlte ''ti. sudaksina

iti. na vdi nunam sa idam abhyaveydd iti. sa eve V/. 7. sa ha

sopdnddevd ''ntarvedy avasthdyo ''vdcd ''nga nv ittham grhapatdS
iti. tarn ha nd ''nudatisthdsat.

f' sa ho ''vdcd "'nutthdtd* ma 1

edhi.

krsndjino
(
si

['#*'].
tad ime kurupancdld avidiir* andtthdtdi ^va

ta iti ho "culi. s. tarn ha kaniydn bhrdto* ''vdcd
10

'nuttistha
11

bhagava udgdtdram iti. tarn hd 'nuttasthdu. o. sa ho ''vdca trir

vdi grhapate puruso jdyate. pitur evd ''gre
ldhi jdyate 'tha md-

tur atha yajndt. 10. trir
1 *

v
13
eva 1 *

mriyata
10

iti. sa yad dha vd

enam etat pita yonydm reto bhutam sincati 88.

dvitlye 'nuvake trtlyah khandah.

III. 8. i. Now his relatives were tear-faced, as it were [saying]:
" This one hath gone unto one or the other." 2. Now whenever
one formerly engaged in a theological disputation, they used to

think of him :

" He hath gone unto one or the other;" and they
used to wait on him as on one dead. s. The driver said to him :

"
Since, sir, thou art not on good terms with these two, why dost

thou speak thus?" 4.
"
Yes," he said, "I must go; the teacher

thought [them] easily governed." 5. He, mounting the chariot,
drove off. They catch sight of him. e. "Do you know who
this is ?" " Sudaksina." "

May he not come down hither now."
"

[It is] just he." 7. He, descending from the steps within the

sacred enclosure, said :

"
Verily now is it thus, O householder ?"

He did not wish to attend upon him. He said: " Be thou attending
upon me

;
thou art [dressed] in the skin of a black antelope."

These Kurupaiicalas knew this. "He is thy attendant," they
said. s. His younger brother said to him :

"
Sir, attend upon the

udgdtar" He attended upon him. o. He said :

"
Verily thrice,

O householder, man is born. From his father he is born first,

then from his mother, then from the sacrifice. 10. And thrice he
likewise dieth. When his father einitteth him as seed thus into

the womb,

8. ] B. -w. 2 B. t-.
3 dear-.

'

4
suy-.

5 -sthds-. "' -uddhd-. "' in.
* in-

sert iti. *A.grdto.
10 A. vd. "

anutisjha.
' A. triv. 13 A. a ; B. u.

14 A. om. 15 B. triyata.
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III. 9. i. tat prathamam mriyate. 2. andham 1 iva vdi

tamo yonih. lohitastoko vd* vai sa tad dbhavaty apdm vd

stokah. kirn hi sa
3 tad dbhavati. s. sa yas tarn devatdm veda

yam ca sa3
tato 'nusambhavati yd cdi* 'nam tarn mrtyum ativa-

hati sa udgdtd mrtyum ativahatl ''ti. 4. atha ya enam etad

dlksayanti* tad dvitlyam mriyate. vapanti Jcecapmacruni. ni-

krntanti nakhdn. pratyanjanty* angdni. pratyacaty
1 "

angullh.

apavrto
7 i

pavestita'
>

dste. na juhoti. na yqjate. na yositam* ca-

rati. amanusim vdcam vadati. mrtasya vdvdi 's
9 tadd rujxint

bhavati. s. sa yas tdm devatdm veda yarn ca 10 sa tato 'nusam-

bhavati yd cdi 'nam tarn mrtyum ativahati sa udgdtd mrtyum
ativahatl ''ti. e. atha ya enam etad asmdl lokdf. pretam cityam
ddadhati tad trtlyam mriyate. 7. sa yas

11 tdm devatdm veda

yam ca sa tato 'nusambhavati yd cdi 'narti tarn mrtyum ativa-

hati sa udgdtd mrtyum ativahatl ''ti. 8. etdvad dhdi 'vo
13

''ktvd

ratham dsthdya pradhdvaydm cakdra. 9. tarn ha jdbdlam pra-

tyetam kamydn bhrdto 'vdca kdmu bhavan chndrako vacant

avddl 'ti. hastind gddham dis'tr iti. JG. pro, hdi \iai 'nam tac

chacansa yah katham avocad bhagava iti. yas traydnnm t/trft/r/-

ndm sdmnd ''tivdham veda sa udgdtd mrtyum ativahatl 'ti. 84.

dvitlye 'nuvdke caturthah kUandah.

III. 9. i.
" Then lie dies for the first time. 2. Blind darkness,

as it were, is the womb, lie thus becomes either a drop of blood
or a drop of water. What, pray, does he thus become ? s. He
who knows that divinity after which he thence comes into being
and which carries him beyond this death he as udgdtar carries

beyond death. 4. And when they thus consecrate him, then

he dies for the second time. They cut [his] hair and [his] beard.

They trim [his] nails. They anoint his several limbs. He bends
his fingers. He sits uncovered, stripped off (?). He does not

offer oblations, he does not sacrifice, he does not approach a

woman, he speaks non-human speech. Verily he then has the

form of one dead. 5. = a. 6. And when they lay him, having
departed from this world, upon the funeral-pyre, then he dies for

the third time. i. = s." s. Having said this much, mounting the

chariot, he drove off. 9. To this Jabfila, having come back, [his]

younger brother said :

"
Sir, what words hath the Qticlra spoken ?

Thou hast sought a shallow with an elephant." He (the older Ja-

billa) set that forth to him who [had said]: "How hath he ^spoken,
sir?": "He who knows the carrying-over of the three deaths

by means of the sdman, he as udgdtar carries beyond death."

9. l anth-. 2 vo. 3 B. s.
4
ce. 5 A. di-. 6

-ajaty. "'ava-. s
ydus-.

9 sa.
10 B. inserts kd. n

yantas.
l*-tl'ti. n vd. 14 insert vahatl 'ti, can-

celled in B. 15
?/a/-.

16 -vac.
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III. 10. i. tarn vdva bhagavas te pito
1

'dgdtdram amanyate
'ti ho 'vdca. tad it ha prdclnacdld vidur* ya esdm ayam vrta

udgdtd "sa.
3 tasmin ha nd 'nuviduh. 2, te ho "cur anudhdvata

kdndviyam* iti. tarn ha 'nusasruh.
6
te ha kdndviyam udgdtdram

cakrire brahmdnam* prdclnacdlim. s. tarn hd'bhyaveksyo'' 'vdcdi

'yam esa brdhmano moghdya vdddya nd 'gldyat. sa nd 'nu sdmno
'nvicchata* 'ti. ati hdi 'vdi 'nam tac cakre. 4. sa yad dha vd*

enam etat pita yonydm reto bhutam sincaty ddityo hdi 'nam
tad yonydm reto bhutam11

sincati. sa ha 'sya tatra mrtyor Ice.
1

'2

5. atho yad evdi 'nam etat pita yonydm reto bhutam sincati
13
tad

dha vava sa tato 'nusambhavati prdnam ca. yadd hy eva retas

siktam prdna dvicaty atha tat sambhavati.^ e. atho yad evdi

'nam etad dlksayanty agnir hdi ''vdi "*nam tad yonydm reto bhu-

tam sincati. sa hdi 'vd 'sya tatra mrtyor ice.
1 *

7. atho yam evdi

''tdm vdisarjamydm dhutim adhvaryur juhoti tdm eva sa tato

'nusambhavati chanddnsi 16
cdi 'va. s. atha ya enam etad asmdl

lokdt
1

"
1

pretam citydm ddadhati candrarnd hdi 'vdi 'nam tad

yonydm reto bhutam sincati. sa u hdi 'vd 'sya tatra mrtyor Ice.

9. atho yad evdi 'nani etad asmdl" lokdt
11

pretam citydm dda-

III. 10. i. He said :

u
Sir, verily, thy father thought him an

udgdtar" and the PracTnayalas know it, who of them was the
chosen udgdtar here." To him they did not assent (?). a. They
said : "Run after Kfmdviya." They ran after him. They made
Kfmdviya the udgdtar, [and] Pracina9ali the brahman-priest.
a. He looking down at him said :

" Thus this Brahman was not
averse to idle talk. He doth not strive after the subtle of the
sdman." He did this beyond him

(?). 4. When the father
thus emits him as seed into the womb, then the sun thus emits
him as seed in the womb. He there lords over this death.
5. And when the father thus emits him as seed into the womb,
verily he thence comes into existence after that [seed] and after

breath. For when breath enters the emitted seed, then it comes
into being, e. And when they thus consecrate him, it is Agni
who thus emits him as seed into the womb. He there lords
over this death. 7. Now what vdisarjana-oSeriug the adhvaryu
oilers, after that he thence comes into existence and after the
metres, s. And when they thus lay him, having departed from
this world, on the funeral pyre, it is the moon who thus emits
him as seed into the womb. He there lords over this death.
9. Now when they put him, having departed from this world,

10. 1 A. -e. 2 visur. 3 sah. *'B.kantyavayam. -srah. 6 B.brdhma-
nam.

'

-peksyd.
s A. nvlc-. 9 B. ranam. 10 B. om. u A. rat-. 1S B. -o.

13 insert atho 'vaca. 14 insert atho ya enam etad dlksayanty .... tatra

mrtyor Ice.
15 insert atho yad evdi 'nam etad dik'sayanti.

16 A. asi.
17 -an. ls B. -vantl 'ti.
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dhaty atho yd evdi 'td avoksanlyd dpas to, eva sa tato 'nusam-

bhavati prdnam v eva. prdno hy dpah. 10. tarn havd evarhvid

udgdtd yajamdnam om ity etend 'ksarend "dityam mrtyum
ativahati vdg ity agnim hum iti vdyum bhd iti candramasam.

11. tan 19 vd etdn mrtyun sdmno 'dgdtd "tmdnam ca yajamdnam
cd 'tivahaty om ity etend 'ksarena prdnend 'mund "dityena.

12. tasydi 'sa $loka
utdi 'sdm jyestha uta vd kanistha

utdi 'sdm putra uta vd pitdi 'sdm :

eko ha devo manasi pravistah

purvo ha jajne sa u garbhe 'ntar

iti. is. tad yad eso 'bhyukta*
1 imam eva purusam yo 'yam

dchanno (ntar om ity etendi 'vd 'ksarena prdnendi 'vd 'mundi

'vd "dityena [ J 85.

dvitlye 'nuvake pancamah khandah. dvitlyo 'nuvakas samdptah.

III. 11. i. trir ha 1

vdi puruso mriyate trir jdyate? 2. sa hdi

'tad eva prathamam mriyate yad retas siktam sambhutam3 bha-

vati. sa prdnam eva 'bliisambhavati. d$dm abhijdyate. a. athdi

'tad dvitlyam mriyate yad dlksate. sa chanddnsy eva* 'bhisam-

on the funeral pyre, now what the waters for sprinkling are,

after those he thence comes into existence and after breath also.

For breath is the waters. 10. Him sacrificing an udgdtar who
knows thus carries beyond the sun, [i.

e. beyond] death, by
means of this syllable, viz. om; [saying] vac [he carries him]
beyond Agni; [saying] hum, beyond Vfiyu; [saying] bha, beyond
the moon. n. Verily beyond these same deaths an udgdtar
carries himself and the sacrificer, by means of this syllable,
viz. om, by means of breath, by means of yonder sun. 12.

About this there is this $loka :
" Is he the oldest of them or

the youngest? Is he their son, or their father? Truly one

god is entered in the mind
;
he was born of old and he is within

the womb." ia. In that he is spoken of, this same man who is

concealed within, by just that syllable om, by breath, by yonder
sun

[ ].

III. 11. i. Verily, thrice man dies, thrice he is born. 2. Then
he dies for the first time, when the seed, emitted, comes into

being. He is converted into breath
;

he is born into space.
3. Then he dies for the second time, when he consecrates himself.

He is converted into the metres
;
he is born unto the sacrificial

10. 19 A. td. -Mjaistha.
2l B. hyu~.

- achann.
11. 4 A. he. - insert sa hdi 'tad eva prathamam mriyate. trir jayate,

8 sabh-. 4 A. ova.
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bhavati. daksindm abhijdyate. 4. athdi ''tat trflyam mriyate

yan* mriyate. sa craddhdm evd Abhisambhavati. lokam abhijd-

yate. 5. tad etat trydvrd* gdyatrarh gdyati.
1

tasya prathamayd
"vrte ''mam

6 eva lokam jayati yad u cd 'smin loke. tad etena cdi

'warn prdnena samardhayati* yam abhisambhavaty etdm cd

'smd dcdm prayacchati yarn abhijdyate. 6. atha dviflyayd
"vrte ''dam evd 'ntariksam jayati yad u cd ''ntarikse. tad etdic

cdi11 'nam chandobhis samardhayati* ydny abhisambhavati. etdm

cd ''smdi daksindm prayacchati yarn abhijdyate. i. atha trtl-

yayd "vrtd ''mum eva lokam jayati yad u cd 'musmin loke. tad

etayd cdi
ynam praddhayd samardhayati* yaydi

9vai 'nam etac

chraddhayd ^gridi)
1 *

abhyddadhati sam ayam ito bhavisyatl 'ti.

etam cd ''smdi lokam 1 *

prayacchati yam abhijdyate. 86.

trtiye 'nuvdke prathamah Jchandah.

III. 12. i. etad vdi tisrbhir dvrdbhir imduc ca lokdil
1

jayaty
etdic cdi 'nam bhutdis samardhayat? ydny abhisambhavati.

2. atha vd ato hinkdrasydi
9

va. tarn ha3

svarge loke santam*

mrtyur anvety* acanayd. s. pr^r
6 va esd prajapatis sdmno yad

dhinkdrah. tarn id1

udgdtd criyd prajdpatina hinkdrena mr-

gift. 4. Then he dies for the third time, when he dies. He is

converted into faith
;
he is born into [his] world. 5. Therefore he

sings the gdyatra [-chant] in three turns (dvrt). By its first turn

he conquers this world, and what there is in this world. Thus he
causes him to thrive with that breath into which he is converted,
and he gives him that space unto which he is born. 6. And by its

second turn he conquers this atmosphere, and what there is in the

atmosphere. Thus he causes him to thrive with those metres
into which he is converted, and he gives him that sacrificial gift
unto which he is born. 7. And with the third turn he conquers
yonder world, and what there is in yonder world. Thus he

causes him to thrive with that faith with which faith they lay
him into the fire [saying]: "This one, from here, will come to

life ;" and he gives him that world unto which he is born.

III. 12. i. Verily, thus with three turns he conquers these

worlds, and he causes him to thrive with those things into

which he is converted. 2. Now from here concerning the

hinkdra. After him, being in the heavenly world, death goes,

hunger. 3. The hinkdra is the fortune, Prajapati of the sd-

man. That death the udgdtar drives away by means of for-

11. 5 -m. 6
triy-.

7 B. -anti. s
im-(l).

9 -mrdh-. 1 insert nyabhisam-
bhavati, cancelled in red. n ca. 'cndv. 13'-a.

12. ' vok-. 2 -mrdh. 8 A. om. 4 B. sitam. *B. aneti. *
crl.

'

cd.
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tyum apasedhati. 4. hum me 'ty aha ma 'tra nu* gd yatrdi ''tad

yajamdna iti hdi ''tat. 5. sa yatha preyasd siddhah pdplydn

prativijata? evam hdi 'vet 'smdn mrtyuh pdpmd prativijate.
9

e. yan me 'ty aha candramd vdi ma mdsah. esa ha vdi ma
mdsah. tasmdn me 'ty aha. bhd 11

iti hdi ''tat paroksene 'va. yas-

mad v eva me ''ty aha yad v eva me 'ty dhdi 'tdni trini. tasmdn

me 'ti brdydt. 87.

trtlye 'nuvdke dvitiyah khandah.

III. 13. i. hum bhd iti brahmavarcasakdmasya. bhdtl 'va hi

brahmavarcasam. 2. hum bo
1

iti pa$ukdmasya. bo iti ha pa$avo

vd$yante. . hum bag iti $rikdmasya.'* bag iti ha priyam pand-

yanti. 4. hum bhd ova ity etad evo 'pagltam. s. mahad ivd

'bhiparivartayan gdyed iti ha smd "ha ndko mahdgrdmo mahd-

nivepo bhavatl "*ti. sa yatha sthdnum arpayitve* 'tarena* ve

'tarena vd pariydydt* tddrk tat. e. tad u ho 'vdca pdtydyanih
kasmdi kdmdya sthdnum arpayet. atho 'pagitam evdi 'tat. ndi

'vdi 'tad* ddriyete'
1

'ti. i. \iti\ nu hinkdrdndm* atha vd ato

nidhanam eva. ova iti dve aksare. anto vdi sdmno nidhanam

tune, of Prajapati, of the hinkdra. 4. He says hum md: that

is,
" Do not now go thither, where the sacrificer now is." As,

driven by a better one, a worse one trembles before him, even
so death, evil, trembles before him. e. As for his saying ma,
md is the moon, the month. Verily, this month is md. Therefore
he says ma; that is bha, in an occult way, as it were. As to

why he says md in that he says md, there are these three [mean-
ings]. Therefore he should say md.

III. 13. i. Hum bhd are [the utterances] of him who desires

lustre in sacred lore. For lustre in sacred lore shines (^/bha),
as it were. 2. Hum bo are [the utterances] of him who desires

cattle. For cattle low bo. 3. Hunt bag are [the utterances] of

him who desires fortune. For saying bag they extol fortune.

4. Ham bhd ova, that is sung in response.
" Let him sing turn-

ing about unto something great, as it were," Naka used to say;
"he becomes the owner of a great village, the owner of a great

resting place." That is as if, having caused to run against a post,
with another or another one should go about [it]. 6. [But] Qa-

tyayani said regarding this :

" For what purpose should he cause

to run against a post ? Now that is sung in response. Let him

pay no attention to that." 7. So much about the hinkdras. Hence-
forth regarding the nidhana. Ova is two syllables. Verily the ni-

12. 8 insert iti. <J -vica-. 10 eevam. u
bhdga.

I9 diva.
13. l vo. *$rik-; A. -su. 3 -vd ; A. ayitvd.

4 B. -ree. 5
paryyd-.

6 A.
'tand. "' dndr-. 8 hinkdk-.
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antas svargo lokdndm anto bradhnasya vistapam. e. tain etad

udgatd yajamanam orn ity etend 'ksarend 'nte svarge loke da-

dhdti. 9. ya u ha vd apakso vrksagram gacchaty ava vdi sa

tatah padyate. atha yad vdi paksi vrksdgre yad asidhdrdydm

yat ksuradhdrdydm dste na vdi sa tato 'vapadyate. paksdbhydm
hi sarhyata

9
dste. 10. tarn etad udgatd yajamanam om ity etend

''ksarena svarapaksam krtvd ''nte svarge loke dadhdti. sa yathd

paksy abibhyad dsltdi ''vam eva svarge loke 'bibhyad dste 'thd
10

"carati. n. te ha vd ete aksare devalokap cdi ''va manusyalokap
ca. dditya$ ca ha vd ete aksare candramdp ca. 12. dditya eva

devaloka$ candramd manusyalokah. om ity ddityo
11

vdg iti can-

dramdh. 13. tarn etad udgatd yajamanam om ity etend 'ksarend

^dityam devalokam gamayati. 88.

trtlye 'nuvdJce trtiyah khandah.

III. 14. i. tarn hd "gatam prcchati kas tvam asl ''ti. sa yo ha
ndmnd vd gotrena vd prabrute tarn hd "ha yas te 'yam mayy*
dtmd ''bhud esa te sa iti. 2. tasmin hd "tman pratipat. tarn

2

rtavas sampaddryapad grhitam apakarsanti. tasya hd ''hordtre

dhana is the end of the sdman, heaven is the end of the worlds,
the summit is the end of the ruddy one. s. Thus the udgdtar
places the sacrificer by means of this syllable om in the end in

the heavenly world. 9. Verily he who without wings goes up
to the top of a tree, he falls down from it. But if one having
wings sits on the top of a tree, or on the edge of a sword, or on
the edge of a razor, verily he does not fall down from it. For
he sits supported by his wings. 10. Thus the udgdtar^ making
him, the sacrificer, by means of that syllable om possess sound as

wings, puts him in the end in the heavenly world. As one with

wings would sit without fear, even so he sits without fear in the

heavenly world, [and] likewise moves about, u. These same two

syllables are the world of the gods and the world of man. The
sun these two syllables are, and the moon. 12. The sun is the

world of the gods, [and] the moon is the world of man. The sun
is om, the moon is vac. is. Thus the udgdtar causes him, the

sacrificer, to go to the heavenly world by means of this syllable.
om.

III. 14. i. Him, having come, he asks: " Who art thou?" When
he announces himself, either by his [personal] name or by his family
[name], he says to him: "This self of thee that hath been in me,
that same is thine." 2. In this self is the beginning (fpratipat].
Him seized the seasons drag away; of him day and night

13. 9
himsayata.

1P A. -o. l}
-e. 14. ! B. -dhy. *ta.
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lokam dpnutah. 3. tasind u hdi 'tena* prabruvlta
1 ko 'ham asmi

suvas tvam. sa tvdm svargyaih* svar agdm iti. 4. ko ha vdi

praydpatir atha hdi 'vamvid eva suvargah* sa hi suvar gacchati.

5. tarn hd "ha yas tvam asi so 'ham asmi yo 'ham asmi sa tvam

asy ehl 'ti. e. sa etam eva sukrtarasam pravi$ati. yad u ha vd

asmin loke manusyd yajante
1

yat sddhu* kurvanti tad esdm ur-

dhvam annddyam utsidati. tad amum candramasam manusya-
lokam pravipati. i. tasye* ''dam mdnusani/cdcanam 10 andam
udare 11 lntas sambhavati. tasyo "rdhvam 1 '*

annddyam utsldati

standv 1 *
abhi. sa yad djdyate

lthd 'smdi mdtd stanam annddyam
prayacchati. s. oydto ha vdi tdvat pnruso ydvan na yajate

sa yajnendi *va jdyate. sa yathd 'ndam prathamanirbhinnam
evam eva. 9. tadd tarn ha vd evamvid udgdtd yajamdnam om

ity etend ''ksarend ^dityam devalofcam gamayati. vdg ity asmd
uttarend ''ksarena candramasam annddyam aksitim prayac-
chati.

16
10. atha yasydi 'tad avidvdn udgdyati no17 hdi 'vdi

'nam devalokam gamayati no enam annddyena samardhayati.
u. sa yathd 'ndam vidigdham payltd 'nnddyam alabhamdnam
evam eva vidigdhap pete Annddyam alabhamdnah. 12. tasmdd

obtain the world. 3. To him be should answer thus: "Who (kd)
am I, heaven [art] thou. As such I have gone to thee, the heav-

enly heaven." 4. Verily Prajfipati is who (ka), and he who knows
thus is heaven-going ;

for he goes to heaven. 5. He says to

him: " Who thou art, that one am I; who I am, that one art

thou
;
come !" e. He enters this sap of good deeds. And what

men in this world sacrifice, what good [deeds] they do, that of

them rises upward [as] food-eating ;
it enters yonder moon, the

world of men. 7. This human-like egg of him comes into being
within the belly. Of it the food-eating rises upward toward the

two breasts. When he is born, then the mother offers her breast

to him for food-eating, s. Verily unborn is the man in so far as

he does not sacrifice. It is through the sacrifice that he is born
;

just as an egg first burst. 9. Then the udgdtar knowing thus

causes him, the sacrificer, through this syllable, viz. om, to enter

the sun, the world of the gods. By means of the next syllable,
viz. vac, he gives him the moon, food-eating, imperishableness.
10. But whose udgltha one not knowing thus sings, verily he

does not cause him to enter the world of the gods, nor to

thrive through food-eating, u. As an egg would lie besmeared

(?), not receiving any food, so he lies besmeared (?), not receiving

14. 3 tdina. 4
-brav-; A. -vlt. 5 A. -gam.

f>

susvar-; B. -m. 7 B. jd-

yante.
8 A. sa-. 9 A. -di. -saiinik-; after it insert idam. "B.

adere, ddliv-. }S -ndc. 14 R.'jdyate.
15 A. -sa. ]K

-yaksiti.
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u hdi ^vamvldam evo ''dgdpayeta. evamvid ihdi 'vo ^dgdtar iti

hutah pratiprnuyat*
1

89.

trtiye 'nuvdke pancamah khandah. trtiyo 'nuvdkas samdptah.

III. 15. i. vdg iti he
1 'ndro vipvdmitrdyo 'ktham* iivdca. tad

etad vipvdmitrd updsate vdcam eva. 2. manur ha vasisthdya
brahmatvam uvdca. tasmdd dhur vdsistham eva, brahme ''ti.

3. tad u vd dhur evamvid eva brahmd. ka u evamvidam vdsis-

tham arhatl ''ti. 4. prajdpatih prdjijanisata. sa tapo 'tapyata.

sa diksata hanta nu pratisthdm janaydi
3
tato yah prajds srak-

sye* td
b
etad eva pratisthdsyanti nd ''pratisthds, carantlh prada-

ghisyanta iti. s. sa imam lokam ajanayad antariksalokam

amum6 lokam iti. tdn imdns trm lokdn janayitvd 'bhyayrdmyat.
e. tdn samatapatS tebhyas samtaptebhyas trlni $ukrdny uddyann
agnih prthivyd vdyur antariksdd ddityo divali. i. sa* etdni

$ukrdni punar abhy eva 'tapat.* tebhyas samtaptebhyas trmy
eva pukrdny uddyann rgveda evd 'gner yqjurvedo vdyos sdma-

veda dditydt. 8. sa etdni gukrdni punar abhy evd 'tapat. tebhyas

any food. 12. Therefore he should cause only one knowing thus
to sing the udgltha. Only one knowing thus here being ad-

dressed with "O udgdtar" should answer.

III. 15. i. Indra said the uktha for Vi9vamitra [with] vdc.

That same the descendants of Vi9vamitra worship, just speech,
a. Manu declared to Vasistha brahman-hood. Therefore they
say:

" The brahman belongs to Vasistha." 3. This they also say:
"One knowing thus is the ^raAwtm-priest; and who is equal to a

Vasistha knowing thus ?" 4. Prajapati was desirous to have

progeny. He performed penance. He considered :

' Come now,
I will generate a firm footing. What offspring I shall generate
thereafter, that will thus stand firm; it will not, moving about
without firm foundation, fall (?)." He generated this world, [also]
the world of atmosphere [and] yonder world. Having generated
these three worlds, he toiled upon [them]. 6. He heated them
together. From them being heated together three bright [bodies]
went up : Agni from the earth, Vayu from the atmosphere, the
sun from the sky. 7. He again heated these bright [bodies].
From them being heated together three bright [bodies] went up:
the Rigveda from Agni, the Yajurveda from Vayu, the Samaveda
from the sun. s. He again heated these bright [bodies]. From

14. 21
-grunu-.

15. 1 hdi. 2 utth-. *A.jdye; B. janaye.
*
rk-. tdm. 6 -mu. 7 sam-

abhavan. s ssa. 9 -n.
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samtaptebhyas triny eva cukrdny uddyan bfiur ity eva rgveddd
bhuva iti yajurveddt svar iti sdmaveddt tad10

eva. 9. tad dha
vdi trayydi vidydydi cukram. etdvad idam sarvam. sa yo vdi

trayim vidydm viduso lokas so (

sya loko bhavati ya evam veda.

90.

caturthe 'nuvdke prathamah khandah.

III. 16. i. ayam vdva yajno yo
lyam pavate. tasya vdk ca

manac ca vartanydu. vdcd ca hy esa etan manasd ca vartate.

2. tasya hotd 'dhvaryur udgdte 'ty anyatardm vdcd vartanim

samskurvanti. tasmdt te vdcd kurvanti. brahmdi 'va manasd

Anyatardm.
1 tasmdt sa tusmm dste. s. sa yad dha so l

pi stuya-
mdne vd casyamdne vd vdvadyamdna dsltd Anyatardm evd 'syd

'pi tarhi sa vdcd vartanim samskurydt. s. sa yathd purusa

ekapdd yan bhresann* eti ratho vdi ''kacakro vartamdna3 evam
eva tarhi yajno bhresann eti. s. etad dha tad* vidvdn brdhmana
uvdca brahmdnam prdtaranuvdka updkrte

5

vdvadyamdnam
dsmam 6 ardham'1 vd ime tarhi yajiiasyd 'ntaragur* iti. ardham
hi te tarhi yajfiasyd 'ntariyuh* 6. tasmdd brahmd prdtaranu-
vdka updkrte vdcamyama dsltd "paridhdriiydyd a vasatkdrdd

them being heated together three bright [bodies] went up ; bhhs
from the Rigveda, bhuvas from the Yajurveda, svar from the

Samaveda, just so. 9. That is the brightness of the threefold

knowledge. So great is this all. Verily what the world is of

him who knows the threefold knowledge, that becomes the world
of him who knows thus.

III. 16. i. This sacrifice verily is he that cleanses here. Speech
and mind are the two tracks of it. For thus it rolls along by
speech and mind. a. Of it

'

hotarj
'

adhvaryuj
*

udgatar* arrange
the one [track] by speech, Therefore they officiate with speech.
The brahman-pTiBBt [arranges] the other by the mind. There-
fore he sits in silence. 3. If he should sit talking aloud, while
the stotra or the castra are being uttered, then he would arrange
with voice the one track of it. 4. As a one-legged man, going,
keeps on tumbling, or a one-wheeled chariot, rolling, even so the

sacrifice then keeps on tumbling, s. A Brahman knowing this

said this to a brahman-priest who, when the prdtaranuvdka was

begun, sat talking aloud :

" These here then have excluded half

of the sacrifice." For half of the sacrifice they then did exclude.

6. Therefore the Brahman-priest should sit in silence, when the

15. 10 -m.
16. J -an. 2 B. cr-. 3 -ndm. 4 ta. 5

-o.
ri B. repeats as-. 7 -n. *-gu-

rur. 9
'ntaryyuh.
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itaresdm stutapastrdndm evd10

"samsthdydi pavamdndndm.
1. sa yathd purusa ubhaydpdd

11

yan bhresam na ia

nyeti ratho vo

^bhaydcakro vartamdna evam etarhi yajno bhresam na nyeti. 91.

caturthe 'nuvake dvitlyah khandah.

III. 17. i. sa yadi yajna rkto bhresann iydd
1 brahmane pra-

brute 'ty dhuh. atha yadi yajusta* brahmane prabrute "*ty dhuh.

atha yadi sdmato brahmane prabrute ''ty ahuh. atha 3

yady an-

upasmrtdt kuta idam ajanl ''ti brahmane prabrute ">ty evd "huh.

9. sa brahmd prdn* udetya sruvend ^gmdhra djyam juhuydd
bhur bhuvas svar ity etdbhir vydhrtibhih. 3. eta vdi vydhrtayas

sarvapraya$cittayah. tad yatha lavanena suvarnam samda-

dhyat* suvarnena rajatam rajatena trapu* trapund lohdyasam

lohdyasena kdrsndyasam'
1

kdrsndyasena ddru ddru ca carma ca

flesmandi* ''vam evdi 'vam vidvdns tat sarvam bhisajyati. 4. tad

dhur yad ahdusln me grahdn me 'grahld ity adhvaryave daksind

nayanty apanslrf
1 me vasad9 akar10 ma 11

iti hotra udagdsln ma

prdtaranuvdka is begun, till the final verse, till the utterance of

vasat of the other stotra and $astra, even till the completion of

the libations, i. As a two-legged man, going, does not take to

tumbling, or a two-wheeled chariot, rolling, even so the sacrifice

then, does not take to tumbling.

III. 17. i. If that sacrifice should go tumbling from the side

of the re, they say: "Tell it to the brahman-priest"-, and if

from the yajus, they say:
" Tell it to the brahman-priest "; and if

from the sdman, they say:
" Tell it to the brahman -priest "; and

if from [a cause] not understood [when they ask] :

" Whence
hath this arisen?" they say:

u Tell it to the brahman-priest."
2. That brahman-priest going up toward the east should offer the
sacrificial butter with a ladle in the agmdhra, with these excla-

mations : bhus, bhuvas, svar. 3. For these exclamations ex-

piate everything. As one would mend gold with salt, silver

with gold, tin with silver, copper with tin, iron with copper,
wood with iron, wood and leather with glue, even so one know-

ing thus cures everything. 4. This they say: "If with the.

words: 'He hath offered for me, he hath dipped the dippings for

me,' they lead the sacrificial gifts to the adhvaryu; if with the
words: 'He hath sung the $astra for me, he hath uttered the
vasat for me,' to the hotar; if with the words: 'He hath sung

16. "-&. "-pad. "yad.
17. H-. 2 -so. s ratha. 4 A. prand; B. prd.

5 B. vidadh-. *
-pum.

7 A. kdr-. 8 A. $yesma (sathdadhydt)na, parenthesis cancelled in red.
9 A. -sas. l akrn.

'

may. 20 B. om.'ev. ^dgdnsln.
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ity udgdtre
ltha Mm cakruse brahmane tusnlm dslndya samd-

vatlr eve 'tardir rtvigbhir daksirid nayanti 'ti. 5. sa bruydd

ardhabhag
1 *

gha
1 *

vai
16

sa 10

yajnasyd 'rdham hy esa yajnasya
vahati Hi. ardha ha sma vdi purd brahmane daksina nayanti
'ti. ardha itarebhya rtmgbhyah. 6. tasydi 'sa cloko

mayl ''dam manye bhuvanadi sarvam

mayi lokd mayi dipap catasrah :

mayl
17 'dam manye nimisad yad ejati

mayy dpa osadhayap ca sarvd

iti. 7. mayl ''dam manye bhuvanadi sarvam ity evamvidam ha
vdve 'dam sarvam bhuvanam anvdyattam. s. mayi lokd mayi
dipap catasra ity evamvidi ha vdva lokd evamvidi dipap cata-

srah. 9. mayl ''dam manye nimisad yad ejati mayy dpa osadha-

yap ca sarvd ity evamvidi 1 * ha vdve 'dam sarvam bhuvanam

pratisthitam. 10. tasmdd u hdi 'vamvidam eva brahmdnam
kurvlta. sa ha vdva19 brahmd ya evam veda. 92.

caturthe 'nuvdke trtlyah khandah.

III. 18. i. atha vd atas stomabhdgdndm evd 'numantrdh.

2. tad dhdi 'tad eke stomabhdgdir
1 evd 'numantrayante. tat

tathd no? kurydt* -A. devena savitrd prasdtah prastotar deve-

the udgltha for me,' to the udgdtar now then to the brahman
having done what, while he sat in silence, do they lead just as

large sacrificial gifts as to the other priests?" s. Let him say:
"
He, indeed, shareth in half of the sacrifice, for he carrieth half

of the sacrifice." Indeed they formerly used to lead half of the

sacrificial gifts to the brahman -priest, half to the other priests,
e. Of this there is the following ploka :

" In me, I think, is this

whole creation etc., in me the worlds, in me the four quarters ;

in me, I think, is that twinkling thing which stirs, in me the

waters and all the herbs." 7.
' In me, I think, is the whole crea-

tion etc. :' for on one knowing thus this whole creation is depen-
dent, s. 'In me the worlds, in me the four quarters :' for in one

knowing thus are the worlds, in one knowing thus the four

quarters. 9.
l In me that twinkling thing which stirs, in me the

waters and all the herbs :' for in one knowing thus this whole
creation has its support. 10. And therefore one should make one

knowing thus a brahman-priest. He indeed is a brahman-priest
who knows thus.

III. 18. i. Now from here [about] the after-verses of the sto-

mabhdgas. 2. Now some recite the after-verses just with the

stomabhdgas. One should not do that. 3. And some recite the

17. 12 -rer. u
-dgh.

14 om. yai.
16 sa. 17 A. matihl. lB -dam. ^ B. eva.

18. ' stoma-. 2 nu. 3 kurvdd.
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bJiyo vdcam isye 'ty u hdi 'he 'numantrayante savitd vdi devd-

ndm prasavitd savitrd* prasutd idam anumantraydmaha iti

vadantah. tad u tathd na 6

kurydt. 4. bhur bhuvas svar ity u
hdi 'ke ^numantrayanta esd vdi trayl* vidyd trayydi

1

've* ''dam

vidyayd* Anumantraydmaha iti vadantah. tad u tathd no eva

kurydt. s. om ity evd 'numantrayeta. 6. athdi 'sa vasisthasydi

'kastomabhdgdnumantrah. tena hdi 'tena vasisthah prqjdtikdmo
i

numantraydmcakre devena savitrd prasutahprastotar" devebhyo
vdcam isya bhur bhuvas svar om iti. tato vdi sa bahuh 10

pra-

jayd pacubhih prdjdyata 7. sa eva tena vasisthasydi 'kastoma-

bhdgdnumantrend 'numantrayeta
1 * bahur eva prajayd

11

papu-
bhih prajdyote. iyam tv eva sthitir om ity evd- 'numantrayeta.
93.'

caturthe 'nuvdke caturthah khandah.

III. 19. i. athdi 'sa vdcd vajram udgrhndti. yad
1 dha somah

pavata iti vo 'pdvartadhvam iti vd vdcdi 'va tad vdco vajram
vigrhyate vdcas satyend 'timucyate. tasmdd om ity evd 'numan-

trayeta. 2. devd vd anaydr trayyd [vidyaya\ sarasayo "rdhvds

after-verses [with this] :

"
Impelled by god Savitar, O prastotar,

send [thy] speech to the gods," saying:
"
Savitar, verily, is the

impeller of the gods ;
we recite this after-verse impelled by

Savitar." One should not do that either. 4. And some recite

the after-verse [with] bhus, bhuvas, svar, saying :

"
Verily,

this is the threefold knowledge ;
we now recite this after-verse

with the threefold knowledge." One should not do that either.

5. One should recite the after-verse [saying] only om. e. Now
this is Vasistha's only stomabhdga-&fter-verse. With this same

Vasistha, desirous of offspring, recited the after-verses :

" Im-

pelled by god Savitar, O prastotar, send [thy] speech to the

gods ; bhus, bhuvas, svar, om." Thereby he was greatly propa-
gated through progeny [and] cattle, i. Let him recite the after-

verse with this one stomab/idga-after-veYse of Vasistha
;
he is

greatly propagated through progeny [and] cattle. But this is

the rule : let him recite the after-verse with om only.

III. 19. i. Now with speech he takes up a thunderbolt. In
that he says either " Soma cleanses itself

"
or " Turn ye hither,"

thereby with speech that thunderbolt of speech is taken apart (?),

by the truth of speech he is released. Therefore he should
recite the after-verse [saying] om only. 2. Verily the gods

18. 4 ra. 5 A. ne, e cancelled in red. 6
-I.

7
trdiyye.

8 'va. 9
-ydyd.

10 -7m. n
-jdya.

n
praj-. tastom-. u

-yete.
15
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16 B. pancamah.
17 -std.

19. *ya.
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svargam lokam udakrdman. te manusydndm anvdgamdd bibh-

yatas* trayam vedam o^pllayan. 3. tasya pllayanta ekam evil

'ksaram nd 'paknuvan pllayitum om iti yad etat. 4. esa u ha

vdva sarasah. sarasd ha vd evamvidas trayi vidyd bhavati.

a. sa yam ha vdi trayyd* vidyayd sarasayd jitim jayati yarn

rddhim rdhnoti jayati tarn jitim rdhnoti tdm rddhim ya evam

veda. 6. etad dha vd aksaram trayydi vidydydi pratisthd.* om
iti vdi hotd pratisthita om ity adhvaryur om ity udgdtd. i. etad

dha vd aksaram veddndm trivistapam. etasmin vd aksara* rtvijo

yajamdnam ddhdya svarge loke samuduhanti. tasmdd om ity

evd ''numantrayeta. 94.

caturthe 'nuvdke pancamah khandah. caturtho 'nuvdkas samdptah.

III. 20. ). guild 'si devo 'sy
1

upavd 'sy
2

upa tarn vdyasva? yo
fsmdn dvesti yam ca vayam dvismah. 2. mahind* 'si bahuld "*si

brhaty asi rohiny asy apannd 'si. 3. sambhur devo (si sam
aham bhuydsam. dbhutir

5

asy dbhuydsam. bhutir asi bhuydsam.
4. yds te prajd upadistd nd 'ham tava tdh paryemi. upa te td

with this threefold [knowledge] rich in sap ascended upwards to

the heavenly world. They, being afraid lest men should come
after [them], pressed the threefold knowledge (Veda). 3. Press-

ing it, they could not press one syllable of it; that was om.
4. Verily this is full of sap; full of sap becomes the threefold

knowledge of one who knows thus. ft. Verily what victory one

wins, what thrift one thrives with the threefold knowledge full

of sap, he wins that victory, he thrives that thrift, who knows
thus. e. Verily this same syllable is the firm stand of the three-

fold knowledge. [Saying] om the hotar stands firm, [saying] om
the adhvaryu, [saying] om the udgdtar. 7. Verily this same

syllable is the triple heaven (?) of the Vedas. The priests hav-

ing placed the sacrificer in this syllable carry him up together
into the heavenly world. Therefore he should recite the after-

verse [saying] om only.

III. 20. i.
u Thou art in secret, thou art a god, thou art on-

blowing ;
blow on him who hates us and whom we hate. 2. Thou

art great, thou art abundant, thou art extended (brhafi), thou
art ruddy, thou art not fallen. s. Thou art a god coming
into existence

; may I come into existence. Thou art exist-

ence
; may I exist. Thou art becoming ; may I become.

4. What offspring of thee is declared, that [offspring] of thee

19. B vibh-. *trdiy-.
6
pratisth&. *-e.

20. l devdsmi. *'py.
3
vdyasvi. *mahikd. 5 abhuritir.
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dipami. 5. ndma me carlram me pratisthd me. tan me tvayi
tan me mo 'pahrthd iti ''mam prthivlm avocat. e. tarn iyam
dgatam prthivl pratinandaty ayam te bhagavo lokah. saha ndv

ayam loka iti. i. yad vdva me tvayi 'ty aha tad vdva me punar
dehl 'ti. s. kirn nu te may? 'ti. ndma* me carlram me pratisthd
me. tan me tvayi tan me punar dehl 'ti. tad asmd 14

iyam prthivl

punar daddti. 9. tdm dha pra md vahe 'ti. kim abhl 'ti. agnim
iti. tarn agnim abhipravahati* 10. so l

gnim dha 'bhijid asy
10

abhijayydsam.
11

lokajid asi lokam jayydsam. attir asy annam

adydsam. annddo bhavati yas tvdi 'vain veda. 11. sambhur devo
(
si sam aham bhuydsam. dbhutir asy dbhuydsam. bhutir asi

bhuydsam. 12. yds te prajd upadistd nd 'ham tava tdh paryemi.

upa te td di$dmi. is. tapo me tejo me 'nnam me van me. tan me

tvayi. tan me mo 'pahrthd
1 '*

ity agnim avocat. u. tarn tathdi

'vd "gatam agnih pratinandaty ayam te bhagavo lokas saha

ndv ayam loka iti. is. yad vdva me tvayi 'ty dha tad vdva me

punar dehi 'ti. ie. kim nu te mayl 'ti. tapo me tejo me
innam

me van me. tan me tvayi. tan me punar dehl 'ti. [tad] asmd

agnir punar daddti. \i. tarn dha pra md vahe 'ti. 95.

pancame 'nuvdke prathamah Tchandah.

I do not comprehend (?). That [offspring] of thee I declare,

s. My name, my body, my foundation : that of me is in thee.

Do not take that of me unto thee," thus he said to this earth.

6. Him having come this earth joyfully receives [saying]: "Thine,
reverend sir, is this world. This world is ours in common."

7. "Verily what of me is in thee," he says, "give that back to

me." s.
" What now of thee is there in me ?" " My name, my

body, my foundation. That of me is in thee; give that back to

me." That this earth gives back to him. 9. He says to her :

Carry me forth." " To what ?" " To Agni." She carries him
forth to Agni. 10. He says to Agni: "Victorious art thou, may
1 be victorious

; world-conquering art thou, may I conquer the

world; eating art thou, may I eat food; food-eating becomes he
who knoweth thee thus. n. = . 12. = 4. is.

" My penance, my
splendor, my food, my speech, that of me is in thee. That of me
do not take unto thee," he says to Agni. u. Him having come
thus Agni joyfully receives [saying]: "Thine, O reverend sir, is

this world. This world is ours in common." 15. == 7. ie.
" What

now of thee is there in me?" "My penance, my splendor, my
food, my speech. That of me is in thee; give that back to me."
That Agni gives back to him. n. He says to him: "Carry me
forth."

20. 6 sa. 7 B. madhi. 8 A. ma. 9 B. -hanti. 10 B. repeats abhi-

jidasy.
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III. 21. i. Mm ab/u 'ti. vdyum iti. tarn vdyum abhipravahati.
2. sa vayum aha yat purastdd vasi ''ndro raja bhuto vdsi. yad
daksinato vasi "$dno bhuto vasi. yat papcdd vasi varuno raja
bhuto vasi. yad uttarato vasi somo raja bhuto vasi. yad upari-
stdd avavdsi prajdpatir bhuto 'vavdsi.

1

a. vrdtyo*
l

sy ekavrdtyo
'navasrsto

3 devdndm bilam apyadhdh* 4. tava prajds tavdu

'sadhayas tava "po vicalitam anuvicalanti. 5. sambhur devo* (
si

sam aham bhuydsam. dbhdtir asy dbhuydsam. bhutir asi bhu-

ydsam. e. yds te prajd upadistd nd ''ham tava tdh paryemi.

upa te td dipdmi. 7. prdndpdndu* me pnitam me. tan me tvayi.

tan me mo ''pahrthd iti vdyum avocat. s. tarn tathdi 'vd "gatam

vdyuh pratinandaty ayam te bhagavo lokah. saha ndv ayam
loka iti. 9. yad vdva me tvayl? 'ty aha tad vdva me punar deJu

'ti. 10. Mm nu te mayl 'ti. prdndpdndu me prutam me. tan me

tvayi. tan me punar dehl "*ti. tad asmdi vdyuh punar daddti.

11. tarn aha pra md vahe ''ti. kim abhl ^ti. antariksalokam iti.

tarn antariksalokam abhipravahati. 12. tarn tathdi 'vd "gatam
antariksalokah pratinandaty ayam te bhagavo lokah. saha ndv

ayam loka iti. 13. yad vdva me tvayi 'ty aha tad vdva me

III. 21. i. "To what?" "To Vayu." He carries him forth

to Vayu. 2. He says to Vayu :

" In that thou blowest from the

front, thou blowest as king Indra. In that thou blowest from
the right, thou blowest as the Lord. In that thou blowest from

behind, thou blowest as king Varuna. In that thou blowest
from the left, thou blowest as king Soma. In that thou blowest
down from above, thou blowest down as Prajapati. 3. Thou art

the Vratya, the only Vratya, not released of the gods (?). Thou
hast closed the opening. 4. The progeny, the herbs, the waters

follow after thy departing. 6. = 20. 3. 6. = 20. 4. 7. My breath
and exhalation, my learning, that of me is in thee. That of me do
not take unto thyself," he said to Vayu. s. Him having come
thus Vayu joyfully receives [saying]:

" Thine is this world, rever-

end sir. This world is ours in common." 9. 20. 7. 10.
" What

now of thee is there in me ?" " My breath and exhalation, my
learning. That of me is in thee. Give that back to me." That

Vayu gives back to him. 11. He says to him: "
Carry me forth."

"To what?" "To the world of the atmosphere." He carries

him to the world of the atmosphere. 12. Him having come thus

the world of the atmosphere joyfully receives [saying]:
" Thine

is this world, reverend sir. This world belongs to both of us in

common." is. = 20. i. 14.
" What now of thee is there in me ?"

21. * A. *pa-.
2 A. pr-.

3 -srasto. 4
(a)vadMli.

6 samrbhur. 6 A. prd-
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punar dehl 'ti. u. kim nu te mayl *ti. ayam ma dkdpah. sa me

tvayi. tan me punar dehl 'ti. tarn asmd akd$am antariksalokah

punar daddti. 15. tarn aha pra md vahe 'ti. 96.

pancame 'nuvdke dvitiyah khandah.

III. 22. i. kim abhl ^ti. di$a iti. tarn
1

di$o
l

bhipravahati.

2. tarn 'tathdi *va "gatam di$ah pratinandanty* ayam te bhagavo
lokah. saha no 'yam loka iti. s. yad vdva me yusmdsv ity aha

tad vdva me punar datte 'ti. 4. kim nu te 'smdsv iti. protram
iti. tad asmdi protram dipah punar dadati. s. td aha pra md
vahate 'ti. kim abhl 'ti. ahordtrayor lokam iti. tarn ahordtrayor
lokam abhipravahanti. 6. tarn tathdi Jvd "gatam ahordtre pra-
tinandato lyam te bhagavo lokah. saha no 'yam loka iti. 7. yad
vdva me yuvayor ity aha tad vdva 'me punar dattam iti. s. kim
nu ta dvayor iti. aksitir iti. tarn asmd aksitim ahordtre punar
dattah. 9. te aha pra md vahatam iti. 97.

pancame 'nuvake trtlyah khandah.

III. 23. i. kim abhl J

ti. ardhamdsdn iti. tarn ardharndsdn

abhipravahatah. 2. tarn
1

tathdi ^vd "gatam ardhamdsdh prati-

nandanty^ ayam te bhagavo lokah. saha no lyam loka iti.

" This space of mine. That of me is in thee. Give that back to

me." That space the world of the atmosphere gives back to

him. is. He says to it:
"
Carry me forth."

III. 22. i. "To what?" "To the quarters." It carries him
forth to the quarters. 2. Him having come thus the quarters
joyfully receive [saying]: "Thine is this world, reverend sir.

This world is ours in common." s. = 20. 7.* 4. "What now of

thee is there in us ?" "
Hearing." That hearing the quarters give

back to him. 5. He says to them :

"
Carry me forth." " To

what ?" " To the world of day and night." They carry him to

the world of day and night. 6. Him having come thus day and

night joyfully receive [saying]: "Thine is this world, reverend
sir. This world is ours in common." 7. 22. 3. s.

" What now
of thee is there in us two ?" "Imperishableness." That imper-
ishableness day and night give back to him. 9. He says to them:

"Carry me forth."

III. 23. i.
" To what ?" " To the half-months." They carry

him forth to the half-months. 2. Him having come thus the
half-months joyfully receive [saying]: "Thine is this world,

22. 1 -d. 2 -dati. 23. x A. om. 2 -dati.
* Reading

"
you

" for " thee."
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3. yad vava me yusmdsv ity aha tad vava me punar datte ''ti.

4. kim nu te 'smdsv iti. imani ksudrdni parvani. tani me yus-
mdsu. tani me pratisamdhatte ''ti. tany asya ''rdhamdsdh punah
pratisamdadhati.* s. tan aha pra ma vahate 'ti. kim abhl ''ti.

masan iti. tarn masan abhipravahanti. e. tarn tathai 'vd "g>-
tam mdsdh pratinandantif ayam te bJiagavo lokah. saha no

'yam loka iti. 7. yad vava me yusmdsv ity aha tad vava me

punar datte 'ti. s. kim nu te
lsmdsv iti. imani sthuldni parvani.

tani me yusmdsu. tani me pratisamdhatte 'ti. tany asya mdsdh

punah pratisamdadhati. 9. tan aha pra ma vahate ''ti. 98.

pancame 'nuvake caturthah khandah.

III. 24. i. kim, abhl ''ti. rtun iti. tarn rtun abhipravahanti.
2. tarn tathai

1

''vd "gatam rtavah pratinandanty ayam te bha-

gavo lokah. saha no ''yam loka iti. s. yad vava me yusmdsv

ity aha tad vava me punar datte ''ti. 4. kim nu te 'smdsv iti.

imani jydydhsi parvani. tani me yusmdsu tani me pratisam-
dhatte ''ti. tany asya rtavah punah pratisamdadhati. 5. tan

aha pra md vahate ''ti. kim abhl ''ti. samvatsaram iti. tarn sam-

vatsaram abhipravahanti. 6. tarn tathai ''vd "gatam samvatsa-

reverend sir. This world is ours in common." s. =2 22. 3.

4.
" What now of thee is there in us ?" " These petty joints.

These of me are in you. These of me put together in their

respective places." These [joints] of his the half-months put
respectively together. 5. He says to them: "Carry me forth."

"To what?" "To the months." They carry him forth to the

months. 6. Him having come thus the months joyfully receive

[saying]: "Thine is this world, reverend sir. This world is ours

in common." i. = 22. 3. 8.
" What now of thee is there in us ?"

" These gross joints. These of me are in you. These of me put
together respectively." These [joints] of his the months put
respectively together. 9. He says to them: "

Carry me forth."

III. 24. i. "To what?" "To the seasons." They carry him
forth to the seasons. 2. Him having come thus the seasons

joyfully receive [saying] :

" Thine is this world, reverend sir.

This world is ours in common." 3. = 22. 3. 4.
" What now of

thee is there in us?" "These chief joints. These of me are in

you. These of me put respectively together." These [joints] of

his the seasons respectively put together. 5. He says to them :

"Carry me forth." "To what?" "To the year." They carry
him forth to the year. 6. Him having come thus the year

23. 3 A. -dhdti. corrected in red. 24. ' A. tdi.
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rah pratinandaty ayam te bhagavo lokah. saha ndv ayarn loka

iti. 7. yad vava me tvay
7? ^ty aha tad vava me punar dehl 'ti.

s. kirn nu te mayl 'ti. ayam ma dtmd. sa me tvayi tan me punar
dehl 'ti. tarn asmd dtmdnam samvatsarah punar dadati. 9. tarn

aha pra ma vahe3
"*ti. 99.

pancame
lnuvake pancarnah Jchandah.

III. 25. i. kim abhl 'ti. divydn gandharvdn iti. tarn
1

divydn

gandharvdn abhipravahati. 2. tarn tathdi ''vd "gatam divyd

gandharvdh pratinandanty ayam te bhagavo lokah. saha no
lyam loka iti. s. yad vava me yusmdsv ity aha tad vava me

punar datte 'ti. \. kim nu te
lsmdsv iti. gandho* me modo me

pramodo me. tan 'me yusmdsu. tan me punar datte 'ti. tad asmdi

divyd gandharvah punar dadati. 5. tan aha pra md vahate^ti.

kim abhl 'ti. apsarasa iti. tarn apsaraso
l

l)hipravahanti. e. tarn

tathdi ''vd "gatam apsarasah pratinandanty ayam te bhagavo
lokah. saha no 'yam loka iti. i. yad* vava me yusmdsv ity aha

tad vdva me punar datte 'ti. s. kim nu te
lsmdsv iti. haso me

krlld me mithunam me. tan me yusmdsu. tan me punar datte 'ti.

tad asmd apsarasah punar dadati. 9. td aha pra md vahate

'ti. 100.

pancame 'nuvake sasthah khandah.

joyfully receives [saying] :

" Thine is this world, reverend sir.

This world is ours in common." 7. = 20. i. s.
" What now of

thee is there in me ?" " This self of mine. That of me is in thee.

Give that back to me." That self the year gives back to him.

9. He says to it: "Carry me forth."

III. 25. i. "To what?" To the heavenly Gandharvas." It

carries him to the heavenly Gandharvas. 2. Him having come
thus the heavenly Gandharvas joyfully receive [saying]:

" Thine
is this world, reverend sir. This world is ours in common."
3. = 22. s. 4. "What now of thee is there in us?" "My fra-

grance, my joy, my delight. That of me is in you. Give that

back to me." That the heavenly Gandharvas give back to him.

s. He says to them: "Carry me forth." "To what?" "To the

Apsarases." They carry him forth to the Apsarases. 6. Him
having come thus the Apsarases joyfully receive [saying] :

"Thine is this world, reverend sir. This world is ours in com-
mon." 7. = 22. 3. s.

" What now of thee is there in us ?"
" My laughter, my play, my sexual pleasure. That of me is in

you. Give that back to me.'* That the Apsarases give back to

him. 9. He says to them :
"
Carry me forth."

24. s B. tvadhi. 3 vahate. 25. l A. ta. - B. gandharvo.
3 B. yuyad.

VOL. xvi. 25
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III. 26. i. kim abhl 'ti. divam iti. tarn divam abhipravahanti
2. tarn tathdi ''vet "gatam dyduh

1

pratinandaty ayam te bhagavo
lokah. saha ndv ayam loka iti. s. yad vdva me tvayl "*ty

aha

tad vdva me punar dehl 'ti. 4. kim nu te mayl 'ti. trptir iti.

sakrt trpte 'va hy esd. tarn asmdi trptim dyduh punar daddti.

5. tarn aha pra ma vahe 'ti. Mm abhl 'ti. devdn iti. f.am devdn

abhipravahati. 6. tarn tathdi 'vd "gatam devdh pratinandanty

ayam te bhagavo lokah. saha no lyam loka iti. i. yad vdva me

yusmdsv ity aha tad vdva me punar datte ''ti. s. kim nu te

'smdsv iti. amrtam iti. tad asmd amrtam devdh punar dadati?

9. tan aha pra md vahate ''ti. 101.

pancame 'nuvake saptamah khandah.

III. 27. i. kim abhl 'ti. ddityam iti. tarn ddityam abhiprava-
hanti. a. sa ddityam aha vibhuh purastdt sampat

1

pa$cdt.

samyan* tvam asi. samlco manusydn arosl
3

rusatas ta rsih

pdpmdnam hanti. apahatapdpmd bhavati yas tvdi* 'vam* veda.

3. sambhur* devo (

si sam aham bhuydsam. dbhutir asy dbhuyd-
sam. bhutir' asi bhuydsam. 4. yds te prajd upadistd nd 'ham

tava tdh paryemi. upa te td di$dmi. &. ojo me balam me caksur

me. tan me tvayi tan me mo 'pahrthd ity ddityam avocat.

III. 26. i. "To what?" u To the sky." They carry him
forth to the sky. 2. Him having come thus the sky joyfully
receives [saying] :

" Thine is this world, reverend sir. This
world is ours in common." 3. = 20. 7. 4.

" What now of thee
is there in me?" " Satisfaction." For that is satisfied once for

all, as it were. That satisfaction the sky gives back to him.
5. He says to it :

"
Carry me forth." " To what." " To the

gods." It carries him forth to the gods. e. Him having come
thus the gods joyfully receive [saying] :

" Thine is this world,
reverend sir. This world is ours in common." 7. = 22. 3.

s. "What now of thee is therein us?" "Immortality." That

immortality the gods give back to him. 9. He says to them :

"
Carry me forth."

III. 27. i.
" To what ?" " To the sun." They carry him forth

to the sun." 2. He says to the sun: "Extensive art thou in the

east, success (?) in the west. Thou art collective. Thou hast
been angry with collective men

;
of thee that art angry the sage

(rsi) slays the evil. He hath his evil smitten away who knoweth
thee thus." 3.= 20. s. 4.= 20. 4. 5. "My power, my strength, my
sight: that of me is in thee. Do not take that of me unto thee,"

26. *dyau.
2 -dali.

27. l A. -vat. 2
samyarndan. 3 A. arotisi, the ti cancelled in red. 4 tv.

evam. 6 B. -bhutir. 7 bhrtir.
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6. tarn tathdi >va "gatam* ddityah pratinandaty ayam te bhagavo
lokah. saha ndv ayam loka iti. i. yad vdva me tvayl 'ty aha

tad vdva me punar dehl
9

ti. s. Mm nu te mayl ''ti. ojo me
balam me caksur me. tan me tvayi. tan me punar dehl 'ti. tad

asmd ddityah punar daddti. 9. tarn aha pra ma vahe ''ti. kim
abhl ''ti. candramasam" iti. tarn candramasam abhipravahati.

10. sa candramasam dha satyasya panthd na tvd jahdti. amr-

tasya
1 *

pantlid natvdjahdti. n. navo-navo bhavasi jdyamdno
bharo ndma brdhmana updsse. tasmdt te satyd ubhaye devama-

nusyd annddyam bharanti. annddo bhavati yas tvdi* "'vam*

veda. 12. sambhur devo 'si sam aham bhuydsam. dbhutir asy

dbhuydsam. bhutir asi bhuydsam. 13. yds te prajd upadistd nd

''ham tava tdh paryemi. upa te td dicdmi. 14. mano me reto me

prajd me punassambhutir
1 * me 10 tan me tvayi tan me mo 'pa-

hrthd iti candramasam avocat. is. tam tathdi 'vd "gatam can-

dramdh pratinandaty ayam te bhagavo lokah. saha ndv ayam
loka iti. IP. yad vdva me tvayl 'ty dha tad vdva me punar dehl

^ti. n. kim nu te mayl *ti. manon me reto me prajd me punas-
sambhutir me.

1 * tan me tvayi. tan me punar dehl 'ti. tad asmdi

candramdh punar daddti. is. tam dha pra md vahe ''ti. 102.

pancame 'nuvake 'stamah Ichanddfy.

thus he said to the sun. e. Him having come thus the sun joy-

fully receives [saying]: "Thine is this world, reverend sir. This
world is ours in common." 7. = 20. 7. s.

" What now of thee
is there in me ?" " My power, my strength, my sight : that of me
is in thee. Give that back to me." That the sun gives back to

him. 9. He says to it :

"
Carry me forth." " To what ?" " To

the moon." It carries him to the moon. 10. He says to the
moon :

" The path of truth forsaketh thee not
;
the path of im-

mortality forsaketh thee not. u. Anew and anew thou becomest,
being born. Burden by name, a Brahman, thou dost worship.
Therefore the true, both gods and men, bring food for thee.

Food-eating becometh he who knoweth thee thus." 12. = 20. a:

13. = 20. 4. u.
" My mind, my seed, my offspring, my second

birth: that of me is in thee. Do not take that of me unto thee,"
thus he said to the moon. is. Him having come thus the
moon joyfully receives [saying] :

" Thine is this world, reverend
sir. This world is ours in common." ic. = 20. 7. n. " What
now of thee is there in me ?" "My mind, my seed, my offspring,

my second birth: that of me is in thee. Give that back to me."
That the moon gives back to him. is. He says to it :

"
Carry

me forth."

27. 8
"graM.

9 A. oni. 10 A. tvlyl; B. tvlylti.
n ncan-. 12 A. va. 13 B.

-dsa. 14 A. om. amrtasya pandhd (so reads B !)
devo 'si sam

aham. r
-ti.

16 me. 'ma. 17 B. kim nu.
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III. 28. i. kim abhl ^ti. brahmano 1 lokam iti. tarn adit-yam

abhipravahati. 2. sa ddityam alia pra ma vahe ''ti. Mm abhl

''ti. brahmano? lokam iti. tarn candramasam abhipravahati* so,

evam ete devate anusamcarati.* 3. eso (nto 'tah parah j>r</r<lho

nd 'sti.* ydn u kdn$ cd "*tah prdco lokdn abhyavddisma'
1

te* sarva

dptd bhavanti te jitds tesv asya sarvesu kdmacdro bhavati ya
evam veda. 4. sa yadi kdmayeta punar ihd "jayeye ''ti yasmin
kule 'bhidhydyed yadi brdhmanaktde yadi rdjakide tasminn

djdyate. sa etam eva lokam punah prajdnann abhydrohann eti.

5. tad u ho ''vdca pettyayemir bahuvydhito vd ayam bahupo lokah.

etasya vdi kdmdya nu* bruvate [vd] prdmyanti" vd ka etat pr<l-

sya punar ihe "ydd atrdi ''va sydd iti. 103.

pancame 'nuvdJce navamaJi khandah. pancamo 'nuvakas samdptah.

III. 29. i. uccdippravd
1 ha kdupayeyah* kduravyo raja "sa.

tasya ha ke$l* ddrbhyah pdncdlo raja svasriya* dsa. tdif ha

^nyonyasya priydv dsatuh. a. sa ho 'ccaipprav&h
1

kdupayeyo*
lsmdl lokdt preydya. tasmin ha prete ke$i

z

ddrbhyo 'ranye mrga-

III. 28. i. "To what?" "To the world of brahman." It

carries him forth to the sun. 2. He says to the sun :
" Carry me

forth." "To what?" "To the world of brahman." It carries

him forth to the moon. He thus wanders to and fro between
these divinities. 3. This is the end. There is no carrying forth

beyond this [limit]. And all the worlds beyond this [limit]
of which we have spoken, they are all obtained, they are con-

quered, in all of them there is unrestricted movement for him
who knows thus. 4. If he should wish: "

May I be born here

again," on whatever family he might fix his thoughts, be it a

Brahman-family, be it a royal family, into that he is born. He
keeps on ascending to this world again fore-knowing, s. And
Qatyayani said :

"
Ofttimes, indeed, this world here is very ill.

Now for the sake of it they talk to each other or toil [saying] :

i Who having thrown that away would come here again ? he
would be only there.'

"

III. 29. i. Uccai99ravas Kaupayeya was a king of the Kurus.
Now Ke9in Darbhya, king of the Pancalas, was his sister's son.

And they were dear to each other. 2. This Uccai99ravas Kfiu-

payeya departed from this world. When he had departed,

28. l B. prathamo.
? B. brah-. :s A. -anti, n cancelled in red. 4 insert

here eso tyam abhipravahati. pra md vahe 'ti. kirn abhl 'ti. brahmano
lokam iti ....... devate anusamcarati. 6 B. 'smi. 7

altered, red, to
-distha. s tesu. 9 insert vd. 10 bruvate. n B. inserts cd.

29. J

di$r-. *kduva-. 3 B. ke$cl; A. kecca. 4 A.svastrl-. 5 A. inserts

gd, cancelled in red.
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yd nt. cacdrd *priyam vinimsamdnah. s. sa ha tathdi 'va palya-

yamdno mrgdn prasarann antarendi 'vo 'ccdippravasam
1 kdu-

payeyam adhijaydma. 4. tarn ho 'vdca drpydmi sviSj jdndrnl
'ti. na drpyasl 'ti ho 'vdcajdndsi. sa

8 evd 'smi yam md manyasa
iti. 5. atha yad bhagava dhur iti ho 'vdca ya dvir bhavaty

<tnye 'sya lokam upayantl 'ty atha katham acako ma dvir bhavi-

ffujt iti. e. om iti ho 'vdca yadd vdi tasya lokasya goptdram
avide 'tas* ta dvir abhuvam apriyarh cd 10

'sya vinesydmy ami
cdi ^nam pdsisydml 'ti. 7. tathd bhagava iti ho 11

''vdca. tarn vdi

nu tvd parisvajd iti. tarn ha sma parisvajamdno yathd dhu-

mam vd 'pi 'ydd vdyum vd "kd$am vd 'gnyarcim vd ^po vdi

">vam ha smdi 'nam vyeti. na ha smdi 'nam parisvangayo ">pala-

bhate. 104.

sasthe 'nuvdke prathamah khandah.

III. 30. i. sa ho 'vdca
1

yad vdi te pura rupam dslt tat te

rupam. na^ tu tvd parisvangdyo* 'palabha* iti. a. om iti ho

'udca brdhmano vdi me sdma vidvdn sdmno 'dagdyat. sa me
'canrena sdmnd yarlrdny* adhunot. tad yasya vdi kila sdma

Dfirbhya went hunting in the woods, wishing to remove his sad-

ness. s. While he was thus roaming about, chasing deer, he

perceived just between [himself and the game] Uccai99ravas
Kaupayeya. 4. He said to him :

" Am I really crazy, [or] do I

know?" "Thou art not crazy," he (U.) said, "thou knowest. I

am he whom thou thinkest me to be." 5.
" Now since they say,

reverend sir," he (K.) said, "'if one becometh manifest, others

go to his world,' how then hast thou been able to become man-
ifest unto me ?" 6.

"
Yes," he (U.) said

;

" when I have found
the keeper of that world, thereupon I have become manifest unto
thee [thinking] :

' I will remove his sadness and I will teach him.'
"

7.
u Even so, reverend sir," he (K.) said

;

"
verily now let me

embrace thee." When he [tried to] embrace him, as if one were
to approach smoke, or wind, or space, or the gleam of fire, or

water, even thus he escaped him. He [could] not take hold of him
for an embrace.

III. 30. i. He (K.) said :

"
Verily, what appearance thou hadst

formerly, that appearance thou hast [even now]; 3
ret I [can] not

take hold of thee for an embrace." 2. "Yes," he (U.) said
;
"a

Brahman who knew the sdmati sang the udgltha for me with the

sdman. By means of the bodiless sdman he shook off my bodies.

29. 6
prassar-.

7 A. 'cca^r-; B. 'ccaz'fr-.
8
ya.

' ata. 10 B. vd. n he.

30. ' A. 'va. 2 ne. ?-
-goyo.

4
'palabhate, e cancelled in red. 5

-rarany.
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vidvdn sdmno 'dgdyati devatdndm, eva salokatdm gamayatl
'ti. 3. patangah prdjdpatya iti ho 'vdca prajdpateh priyah

putra dsa.
6
sa tasmd etat sdmd ''bravit. tena sa rsindm udagdyat.

ta eta
1

rsayo dhutacarlrd iti. 4. eteno eva sdmne 'ti ho 'vdca

prajdpatir devdndm udagdyat. ta eta upari devd dhutacarird

iti. 5. tasmin hdi ''nam anucacdsa. tarn hd ''nucisyo 'vdca yas
smdi 9

vai* 'tat sdma vidydt sa smdi 'va ta udgdyatv iti. e. sa

hd 'nupista
9

djagdma. sa ha sma kurupancdldndm brdhmandn

tipaprcchamdnac carati. 105.

sasthe 'nuvake dvitiyah khandah.

III. 31. i. vyudhacchandasd vdi dvddacdhena yaksyamdno*
'smi. sa yo* vas* tat sdma veda* yad aham veda sa eva ma udgd-

syati. mlmdnsadhvam iti. 2. tasmdi ha mimdnsamdndndm eka$
cana [no] sampraty abhidadhdti. 3. sa ha tathdi 'va palyaya-

mdna$ pmapdne
6

vd* vane"
1 vd s

"vrfipaydnam upddhdvaydm
cakdra. tarn ha cdyamdnah* prajahdu. 4. tarn ho 'vdca ko (

sl

''ti. brdhmano tsmi prdtrdo bhdtta iti. s. sa kim vetthe ''ti. same
^ti. e. om iti ho ">vdca. vyudhacchandasd vdi dvddacdhena

Verily, whose udgitha one who knoweth the sdman singeth with
the sdman, him he causeth to go to the same world with the
divinities." s.

"
Patafiga Prajapatya," he said,

" was a dear son of

Prajapati. To him he told this sdman. With it he sang the

udgitha of (for) the sages (rsi). [Thus] these same sages have
shaken off their bodies. 4. And with this sdman" he said,
"
Prajapati sang the udgitha of (for) the gods. [Thus] these same

gods above have shaken off their bodies." 5. In this he (U.) in-

structed him (K.). Having instructed him, he said :

" Whoever
shall know this sdman, let only him sing the udgitha for thee."

6. He, being instructed, returned. He went about asking ques-
tions of the Brahmans of the Kurus and Pancalas.

III. 31. i. [He said:] "lam going to sacrifice with a twelve-

day sacrifice having its metres transposed. Who of you knoweth
that sdman which I know, he alone shall sing the udgitha for

me. Ponder !" 2. Of them pondering not one answered him

precisely, s. He wandering about in the same way, drove up unto
one lying covered in a cemetery or a grove. Fearing him he (P.)
started away. 4. He (K.) said to him :

" Who art thou ?" " I am
a Brahman, Pratrda Bhalla." 5. "As such what dost thou know ?"

"The sdman." 6. "Very well," he (K.) said; "lam going to

30. 6 a. 7 -tarn. 8 ve.
9
-sta. 10 B. -pane-.

81. 1 -fcsam-. *yadi.
3 tvam. 4 vettha. 5 cmagrundm. 6 A. vdva ;

B. sddha. 7 na. s A.uva; IS.upa.
9 A.cchdydna; B.jdydna.
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yaksyamdno
(smi. sa yadi tvam tat sdma vettha yad aham

veda 11 tvam eva ma udgdsyasi. mlmdnsasve 'ti. i. tasmdi ha
mlmdnsamdnas tad eva 13

sampraty abhidadhdu. s. tarn ho 'vdcd

''yam ma udgdsyatl 'ti.
1 *

9. tasmai ha kurupancdldndm
1 * brdh-

mand asuyanta
16 dhur esu havd ayam kulyesu

17 satsu 'dgdsyati.
1 *

kasmd ayam alam 10
iti. 10. alam nvdi mahyam iti ha smd

"ha. sal 'vd 'lam masyd ''lam matdydi 'tasya hd 'lam21
evo

'jjagdu. tasmdd dlamydildjodgdte 'ty dkhydpayanti. 106.

sasthe 'nuvdke trtlyah khandah.

III. 32. i. tad dha sdtyaklrtd dhur yarn vayam devatdm upds-
maha ekam eva vayam tasydi devatdydi rupam gavy ddipama
ekam vdhana ekam hastiny ekam purusa ekam sarvesu bhutesu.

tasyd eve 'dam devatdydi sarvam rupam iti. 2. tad etad ekam
eva rupam prdna eva. ydvad dhy eva prdnena prdniti tdvad

rupam bhavati tad 1

rupam bhavati. 3. tad atha yadd prdna
utkrdmati ddrv eve* 'va bhuto

3

'narthyah* paripisyate na kirh

cana rupam. 4. tasyd 'ntardtmd tapah. tasmdt tapyamdnasyo
'snatarah prdno bhavati. 5. tapaso

(ntardtmd 'gnih. sa niruk-

sacrifice with a twelve-day sacrifice having its metres transposed.
If thou knowest that sdman which I know, thou shalt sing the

udgltha for me. Ponder." 7. He, pondering, answered him that

precisely, s. He (K.) said to him : "This one here shall sing the

udgltha for me." 9. Complaining of him the Brahmans of the

Karus and Pancalas said: "While those here are of the family,
shall he sing the udgltha f To whom is he acceptable ?"

10.
"
Verily, he is acceptable (alam) to me," he (K.) said

;

he sang his udgltha acceptably (alam). Therefore they call him
the dlamydildja-udgdtar (?).

III. 32. i. This the Satyakirtas say :

" As to the divinity
which we worship, of that divinity we point out one form to be
in the cow, one in a draught-animal, one in the elephant, one in

man, one in all creatures. This is the complete form of this

divinity." 2. That same one form is breath. For as long as one
breathes with breath so long there is form; that is form. s. And
when breath departs he is left useless, having become just like a

log, [and] no form whatever [is left]. 4. His inner self is heat

(penance). Therefore the breath of one who is heated (who
practices penance) becomes hotter, s. The inner self of heat

31. 10 -fcsara-. H B. inserts yad aham vettha. 12 A. corrected from -ti.

3 B. inserts tta. " om. iti.
15 B. -pane-.

16 dsu-. 17 kulesu. 18
'gas-.

19 B. arnam. 20 A. nydi, after this a ma is cancelled in A. 21 insert ma.
"evau.'

32. A. yad.
2
eyo.

3
-e.

4 -thah.
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tah. tasmdt sa dahati* 6. at/id 'dhidevatam* iyam evdi *sd

devatd yo 'yam pavate."
1 tasminn etasminn apo

lntah. tad annam.
so lruksa updsitavyah. yad asminn apo

lntas tend ^ruksah.

i. tasyd 'ntardtmd tapas. tasmad esa dtapaty usnatarah pavate.

s. tapaso 'ntardtmd vidyut. sa niruktah. tasmdt so l

pi dahati.
6

9. tani vd etdni catvdri sdma prdno van manas svarah. sa esa

prano vdcd karoti manonetrah. tasya svara eva prajdh. prajd-
vdn bhavati ya evam veda. 107.

sasthe 'nuvdke caturthah khandah.

III. 33. i. sa yo vdyuh prdna eva sah. yo 'gnir vdg eva sd.

yap candramd mana eva tad. ya
1

ddityas svara eva sah. tasmad

etam ddityam dhus svara etl ''ti. -2. sa yo ha vd amur devata

updste yd amur adhidevatam durupd* vd etd duranusamprdpyd*
iva. kas tad veda yady etd anu vd samprdpnuydn na vd. a. atha

ya end adhydtmam updste sa hd ''ntidevo bhavati. nirjlryantl 'va

vd" ita etd. \t\asya vd etdp $arlrasya saha prdnena nirjlryanti.

ka u eva tad veda yady etd anu vd samprdpnuydn na vd.
6

4. atha ya end ubhaylr* ekadhd bhavantlr veda sa eva ''nusthyd

(penance) is fire. That is distinct. Therefore it burns, e. Now
with regard to the divinities. He is this divinity who cleanses

here. Within him are the waters. These are food. He is to be

worshiped as soft. Because the waters are in him, therefore [he

is] soft. 7. His inner self is heat. Therefore it blows hotter

when [the sun] shines. 8. The inner self of heat is lightning.
That is distinct. Therefore it also burns. 9. Verily these four

[are] the sdman : breath, speech, mind, [and] tone. That same

breath, having mind as its guide, acts through speech. Of it

tone is the offspring. Rich in offspring becomes he who knows
thus.

HI. 33. i. Viiyu is breath, Agni is speech, the moon is mind,
the sun is tone. Therefore they say of this sun :

" He goeth as

tone." 2. If any one worships yonder divinities, namely those

[that are defined] with regard to the divinities verily, they are

of evil form, hard to be completely attained, as it were. Who
knows whether he will completely attain unto them or not ?

s. Now if any one worships them [as defined] with regard to the

self, he becomes one who is near the gods. They waste away,
as it were, from here. Verily these [divinities] waste away along
with the breath of his body. And who knows whether he will

completely attain unto them or not ? 4. Now he who knows both

32. 5 A. dati. 6 B. -ddiv-. 7
-p-.

8 B. repeats tani vdsitavyo (!) yad
asminn apo 'ntas tasmdt so 'pi dahati.

33. ' B. yadd.
2 -ruva. 3

-dpd.
4 A. cd. 5 va. 6 libhedhlr.
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sdma veda sa dtmdnarh veda sa brahma veda. s. tad dhuh

prddepamdtrdd vd ita eta ekam bhavanti. ato hy ayam prdnas
1

svarya* uparif itpari vartata iti. e. atha hdi ''Tea dhup catur-

anguldd vd ita etd ekam bhavanti 'ti. ato hy evd 'yam prdnas
1

sv<rri/a
s

upary* upari vartata iti. 7. sa esa brahmana 11
dvartah.

sa ;/a evam etam brahmana 11 dvartam vedd 'bhy enam prajdh

papava dvartante sarvam dyur eti. e. sa yo hdi 'vain vidvdn

prdnena prdnyd 'pdnend 'pdnya manasdi 'td ubhaylr derail

dtmany etya mukha ddhatte tasya sarvam dptam bhavati sarvam

jitam. na hd 'sya ha$ cana Jcdmo (

ndpto bhavati ya eva,m veda.

108.

sasthe 'nuvake pancamah Jchandah.

III. 34. i. tad etan mithunam yad vdk ca prdnap ca. mithu-

nam rksdme. dcaturam vdva 1 mithunam prajananam. 2. tad

t/atrd 'da aha somah pavala iti vo 'pdvartadhvam iti vd tat

sahdi 'va vdcd manasd prdnena svarena hinkurvanti. tad hinkd-

rena* mithunam kriyate. s. sahdi 'va vdcd manasd prdnena
svarena nidhanam upayanti. tan nidhanena mithunam kriyate.

4. tat saptavidham sdmnah. saptakrtva* udgdtd "tmdnam ca

these kinds [of divinities] as unified, he immediately knows the

sdman, he knows the self, he knows the brahman, s. This they
say: "From the size of a span from here these [divinities]
become one. For from here this breath turneth sounding
upward and upward." 6. And some say :

" From [the size of]
four fingers from here these [divinities] become one. For from
here this breath turneth sounding upward and upward." 7. That
is the turn of the brahman. He who thus knows this turn of the

brahman, unto him offspring [and] domestic animals turn; he

foes
to complete age. a. He who, knowing thus, breathing with

reath, exhaling with exhalation, coming into the self, puts these

divinities of both kinds with the mind in the mouth, by him

everything is obtained, everything conquered. No wish soever
of him is unattained who knows thus.

III. 34. i. Those are this couple, viz. speech and breath; a

couple are re and sdman. Verily to the fourth [generation] a

pair is generative. 2. Now where one says here either "Soma
cleanses itself," or "Turn ye hither," they thus utter the

hinkdra along with speech, with mind, with breath, with tone.

With the hinkdra a couple is thus brought about. 3. They also

perform the nidhana along with speech, with mind, with breath,
with tone. With the nidhana a couple is thus brought about.

4. That is the sevenfold of the sdman. Seven times the udgdtar

93. 7 -a. *svayy. *-ri(\).
w -l&id. n brahman.

34. J

papa.
2 -Mra. 3 -d.
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yajamdnam ca parlrdt prajanayati. s. yddrpasyo ha vdi veto

bhavati tddrcam sambhavati yadi vdi purusasya purusa eva

yadi gor gdur eva yady apvasyd 'pva eva yadi mrgasya mrga
eva. yasydi *va reto bhavati tad eva sambhavati. e. tad yathd
ha vai suvarnam hiranyam agndu prdsyamdnam^ kalydnataram

kalydnataram bhavaty evam eva kalydnatarena kalydnatarena
"tmand sambhavati ya evam veda. t. tad etad red* ''bhyanucyate.

109.
asthe 'nuvdke sasthah khandah.

III. 35. i. patangam aktam 1

asurasya mayaya
hrda papyanti manasa vipaccitah :

samudre antah kavayo vi caksate

marwmam padam icchanti vedhasa

iti. 2. patangam aktam iti. prano vai patangah. patann iva

hy esv angesv ati ratham udlksate? patanga ity acaksate. s. asu-

rasya mayaye 'ti. mano* va asuram. tad* dhy asusu ramate.

tasyai ''sa mayayd 'ktah. 4. hrda pa$yanti manasa vipapcita

iti. hrdai* 'va
6

hy ete pa$yanti yan manasa vipapcitah. s. sam-

udre antah kavayo vi caksata iti. puruso vdi samudra evamvida

u kavayah. ta
7 imam puruse 'ntar vdcam vicaksate. 6. marlci-

causes himself and the sacrificer to be born from the body.
5. And verily of what kind [of being] the seed is, that kind [of

being] arises: if it be of a man, a man; if of a cow, a cow; if of

a horse, a horse; if of a deer, a deer. Of what [being] the seed

is, just that being is born. 6. Now as gold of good color being
cast into the fire becomes more and more beautiful, even so he
comes into being with a more and more beautiful self who
knows thus. 7. That same is referred to in a re,

III. 35. i.
" The winged one, adorned with the magic of an

Asura, with the heart the inspired [bards] see, with the mind.
Within the sea the sages look about; the faithful seek the track

of the rays." 2. 'The winged one, adorned': breath is the

winged one. For flying (patari), as it were, in these limbs

(anga), he looks up beyond the chariot (?). [Therefore] he is

called winged one (patanga). s.
f With the magic of an Asura':

mind is asura[-like]. For it rests (^/ram) in the vital airs (asu).
He is adorned with its magic. 4.

' With the heart, with the

mind the inspired [bards] see': for verily the inspired ones see

with the heart as with the mind. 5.
' Within the sea the sages

look about' : verily man is the sea, and those who know thus are

the sages. They look about for this speech within man. e.
' The

34. 4
rcyd.

5
-syd-.

35. ' 'attam. 2 -tdh. 3 B. -e.
4 ta. 5 hrd. 6 evam. 7 sa.
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ndm padam icchanti vedhasa iti. marwya iva vd eta devatd yad
agnir vdyur ddityac candramdh. i. na ha va etdsdm devatdndm

padam asti. padeno ha vdi9

punarmrtyur anveti. s. tad etad

ananvitam sdma punarmrtyund. ati punarmrtyum tarati ya
evam veda. 110.

xaxthe 'nuvdke saptamah Jchandah.

III. 36. i. patango vdcam manasd bibharti

tdm gandharvo
lvadad garbhe

1 antah :

tdm dyotamdndrtf svaryam mamsdm
rtasya pade Jcavayo ni pdntl

'ti. 2. patango vdcam manasd bibharti "*ti. prdno vdi patangah.
sa imam vdcam manasd bibharti. 3. tdm gandharvo

lvadad*

garbhe antar iti. prdno vdi gandharvah purusa u garbhah. sa

imam puruse
lntar* vdcam vadati. 4. tdm dyotamdndm sva-

ryam*' mamsdm iti. svaryd hy esd manlsd yad vak. s. rtasya

pade kavayo ni pdntl ^ti. mano vd rtam evamvida u kavayah.
om ity etad evd 'ksaram rtam. 6 tena yad ream mlmdnsante yad
yajur yat sdma tad endm nipdnti. 111.

sasthe 'nuvdJce 'sjamah Jchandah.

faithful seek the track of the rays': rays, as it were, are these

divinities, viz. Agni, Vayu, sun, [and] moon. 7. Verily, of those

divinities there is no track. [For] by means of a track second
death goes after, s. That same is the sdman which is not gone
after by second death. He crosses over second death who knows
thus.

III. 36. i. "The winged one beareth speech with the mind; that

[speech] the Gandharva spoke within the womb; this brilliant

sounding wisdom the poets guard in the place of [sacred] order."

2. 'The winged one beareth speech with the mind': verily,
breath is the winged one; he bears this speech with the mind.
3. 'That [speech] the Gandharva spoke within the womb': verily
breath is the Gandharva, and man is the womb. He speaks this

speech within man. 4. 'This brilliant, sounding wisdom': for

sounding is this wisdom, viz. speech. &.
' The poets guard in

the place of [sacred] order': verily, mind is the [sacred] order,
and those who know thus are the poets; om, that syllable is the

[sacred] order. In that they reflect with it on the re, on the

yajus, on the sdman, thereby they guard this [wisdom].

85. 8 A. ve.

36. x
-o. 2 -a. 3 vadati. 4 ant-. 5 -a. 6 The MSS. have om ity ....

rtam after yat sdma.
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III. 37. i. apapyam gopdm anipadyamdnam
a ca para, ca pathibhic carantam :

set sadhricis
1 sa visuclr vasdna

a varlvartti bhuvanesv antar

iti. 2. apacyam gopdm anipadyamdnam iti. prdno vdi gopdh.
sa hi ''dam sarvam anipadyamdno gopdyati. s. d ca para ca

pathibhic carantam iti. tad ye ca ha vd ime prdnd ami ca rac-

maya etdir ha vd esa etad d ca pard ca pathibhic carati. 4. sa

sadhricis sa visuclr vasdna iti. sadhrlclc ca hy esa etad visuclc

ca prajd vaste." &. a varlvartti bhuvanesv antar iti. esa hy evdi

'sw bhuvanesv antar dvarlvartti. e. sa esa indra udglthah. sa

yaddi ''sa indra udgltha dgacchati ndi 'vo ''dgdtuc co 'pagdtrnam
3

ca vijndyate. ita evo "rdhvas* svar udeti. sa upari murdhno

leldyati. i. sa vidydd dgamad* indro ne *ha kac cana pdpmd
nyafigah pariceksyata* iti. tasmin ha na kac cana papmd nyan-

gah paricisyate. &. tad etad7

abhrdtrvyam* sdma. na ha vd

indrah kam cana bhrdtrvyam pacyate. sa yathe ''ndro na kam
cana bhrdtrvyam papyata evam eva [no,] kam cana bhratrvt/nni.

pacyate ya etad evam vedd ''tho yasydi ''vam vidvdn udgdyati.

112.
sasthe 'nuvdke navamah khandah. sastho 'nuvdkas samdptah.

III. 38. i. prajdpatim brahmd 'srjata. tarn apacyam amu-

kham 1

asrjata. 2. tarn aprapacyam* amukham caydnam brahmd

"vicat. purusyam
5
tat. prdno vdi brahma. prdno vdvdi 'naiit t<id

dvicat. 3. sa udatisthat prajdndmjanayitd. tarn raksdnsy* anva-

III. 37. i. "I saw the keeper who doth not fall down moving to

and fro by the paths. Clad in the converging and diverging
ones, he oft turneth hither within created beings." 2. 'I saw the

keeper who doth not fall down ': verily breath is the keeper. For
he keeps this all without falling dowT

n. s. 'Moving to and fro

by the paths': now what these breaths here and yonder rays are,

by them as paths he thus moves to and fro. 4.
' Clad in the con-

verging and diverging ones': for he is thus clad in converging
and diverging offspring. 6.

' He oft turneth hither within created

beings': for he often does turn hither within these created

beings, e-s I. 45. 4-e.

III. 38. i. The brahman created Prajiipati. It created him
not seeing, without mouth. 2. Him lying not looking, without

mouth, the brahman entered. That [became ?] human. Verily
the brahman is breath. Breath, indeed, entered him thus. a. He
arose, a generator of progeny. Him the Raksases fastened on.

37. *
-He-; at the beginning of this pada all MSS. insert atim. 2 B.

saste. 3 -trn-. 4 -dhva. 5
dgdd.

6
paris?-. 'eta. 8 bhr-.

38. ' mukh-. 2
aprav-.

3 -sam. 4 A. -dsy.
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sacanta* 4. tarn etad eva sdma gdyann atrdyata. yad gdyann*
atrdyata tad gdyatrasya gdyatratvam. s. trdyata enam sarva-

smdt pdpmano mucyate ya evam veda. e. tarn, upd ^smdi gd>/<n<i

nara ity red "pravarilyeno
1

'pdgdyan.* i. yad upd 'smdi gdyatd
nara iti tena gdyatram abhavat. tasmdd esdi 'va pratipat kdryd.
s. pavamdndye ''nddvd abhidevam iyd-hum-bhd-ksdtd iti sod>";<~i

''ksardny abhyagdyanta. sodapakalam vdi brahma. kaldpa evdi

''mini tad brahma "vicat. 9. tadetac caturvih$atyaksaram gdya-
tram. astdksarah prastdvah" sodapdksaram gltam tac caturvin-

patis sampadyante. caturvihpatyardhamdsas samvatsarah. sam-

vatsaras sdma. 10. td reap parlrena mrtyur anvditat. tad yac
charlravat tan mrtyor dptam. atha yad a$arlram tad amrtam.

tasyd ^arlrena sdmnd parlrdny adhunot. 113.

saptame 'nuvake prathamah khandafy.

III. 39. i. ovdSc ovdSc ovdSc hum bhd ovd iti sodapd 'ksardny

<(bhyagdyata. soda$akalo
l

vdi purusah. kald$a evd ^sya tac

charirdny adhunot. 2. sa eso i

pahatapdprnd dhutaparlrah. tad

ekkriydvrtiyuddsarhgdyaty o ity uddsa. d iti dvrdydt. vdg iti

4. Him one singing this same sdman rescued. Because he singing
(gayan) rescued (atrdyata), that is the reason why the gdyatra
[-sdman] is called so. 5. One rescues him, from all evil he is

delivered, who knows thus. e. They sang unto him with the re

which belongs to the preliminary invocation :

"
Sing, ye men,

unto this one." Inasmuch as [it runs]: "Sing (^'gd), ye men,
unto this one," hence it became the gdyatra (-sdman). There-
fore this is to be made the introductory verse, s.

" Unto Indu,
who is being purified, who desires to sacrifice to the god," thus they
sang sixteen syllables unto [him]. Verily sixteenfold is the brah-
man. Part by part the brahman thus entered him. 9. That
same is the gdyatra [-sdman] with twenty-four syllables. The
prastdva has eight syllables. The song (glta) has sixteen sylla-
bles. Thus twenty-four are obtained. Twenty-four half-months
has the year ;

the year is the sdman. 10. Because of the body
death went after these re's. What is possessed of a body, that
is obtained by death

;
and what is bodiless, that is immortal.

By means of the bodiless sdman he shook off this one's bodies.

III. 39. i. He sang unto [him] sixteen syllables : ovdc, ovde,
ovac, hum, bha, ovd. Sixteenfold is man. Part by part he thus
shook off his bodies. 2. That same one had evil smitten away,
his body shaken off ...... speech (vac) is the brahman; that

38. ~anusac-. 6
gdyatrann.

7
gravasiy-.

8
'pdgd-.

w B.-ldm. n
prdst-.

12 tarn. 13 A. -yata.
14 -sds.

39. '-a.
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tad bralima. tad id antariksam so 'yam vdyuh pavate. hum iti

candramdh. bha ity ddityah. 3. etasya ha vd idam aksarasya
krator2

bhdtl
''ty dcaksate. 4. etasya ha vd idam aksarasya

krator
3 abhram ity dcaksate. 5. etasya ha vd idam aksarasya*

kratoh" kubhram ity dcaksate. 6. etasya ha vd idam aksarasya
kratoc* cubhram ity dcaksate. 7. etasya ha vd idam aksarasya
krator

3 vrsabha5

ity dcaksate. 9. etasya ha vd idam aksarasya
krator* darbha* ity dcaksate. 9. etasya ha vd idam aksarasya
krator* yo bhdtl

7

''ty dcaksate. 10. etasya ha vd idam aksarasya
kratos* sambhavatl ''ty dcaksate. n. tad yat kim ca bhdS iti ca

bhd3* iti ca tad etan mithunam gdyatram. pra mithunena jayate

ya evam veda. 114.

saptame 'nuvdke dvitiyah khandah.

III. 40. i. tad etad amrtam gdyatram. etena vdi prajdpatir
amrtatvam agacchad etena devd etena rsayah. Q. tad etad brah-

ma prajdpataye 'bravlt prajdpatih
1

paramesthine prdjdpatydya

paramesthl prdjdpatyo devdya savitre devas savitd 'gnaye
l

gnir

indrdye 'ndrah kdcyapdya kdcyapa rcyacrngdya kdpyapdya

rcyacrngah kdcyajw devatarase cydvasdyandya? kdpyapdya
devatardc cydvasdyanah kdcyapac $rusdya vdhneydya kdcya-

cruso* vdhneyah" kdcyapa indrotdya
1

ddivdpdya cduna-

atmosphere is Vfiyu who cleanses here
;
hum is the moon

;
bha

is the sun. s. In virtue of this syllable they say of him :

" He
shineth." 4. In virtue of this syllable they say of him abhra

(cloud). 5. In virtue of this syllable they say "of him kubhra.
6. In virtue of this syllable they say of him cubhra (white).
7. In virtue of this syllable they say of him vrsabha (bull).
s. In virtue of this syllable they say of him darbha. 9. In virtue

of this syllable they say of him " he who shineth." 10. In virtue

of this syllable they say of him "he cometh into existence."

n. Whatsoever is bha and bhd, that is the couple, the gdyatra
\-sdman\. By copulation he is propagated who knows thus.

III. 40. i. That is the immortal gdyatra \-sdman\. By means
of it Prajapati went unto immortality, by means of it the gods,

by means of it the sages (rsi). 2. That same the brahman told

to Prajapati; Prajapati to Paramesthin Prajapatya; Paramesthin

Prajapatya to god Savitar; god Savitar to Agni; Agni to Indra;
Indra to Kfi9yapa; Kacyapa to B,9ya9rnga Ka9yapa; R9ya9rnga
Ka9yapa to Devataras QyJivasayana K9yapa; Devataras Qyava-
sayana Ka9yapa to Qru?a Yahneya Ka9yapa; 9ru?a Vahneya

39. *krt-. 3 so MSS. 4 -sva. 5 B. vrvrs-. 6 A. dabha; B. sambhavatl.
7 ya bhdti. 8 bh.

40. ' B. inserts Jcdyyapo.
'2 A. gydvasdya.

3 A. bhiiso; B. c_uso.
4 B.

vdkhne-. 6 A. indrdt-.
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kdye ''ndroto ddivdpap
6

pdunako drtaya dindrotaye pdunakdya
drtir dindrotip pdunakah pulusdya prdclnayogydya pulusah

prdclnayogyas satyayajndya pdulusaye prdclnayogydya satya-

yajnah pdulusiti prdclnayogyas somacusmdya sdtyayajfiaye prd-

cmayogydya somacusmas sdtyayajnih prdclnayogyo hrtsvdca-

ydyd "llakeydya'
1

mdhdvrsdya rdjne hrtsvdcaya dllakeyo mdhd-
vrso rdjd jana$rutdya* kdndviydya janaprutah kdndviyas sdya-

kdyajdna$ruteydya
g

kdndviydya sdyako jdnapruteyah kdndviyo

nagarine jdnapruteydya kdnduiydya nagart jdnapruteyah kdn-

dviyap pangdya pdtydyanaya
11

dtreydya $anga$ pdtydyanir

dtreyo rdmdya krdtujdteydya vdiydghrapadydya rdmah krd-

tujdteyo vdiydghrapadyah 115.

saptame 'nuvdke trtlyah Jchandah.

III. 41. i. pafikhdya bdbhravydya pankho bdbhravyo dak-

sdya kdtydyanaya
1

dtreydya daksah kdtydyanir dtreyah kan-

sdya_ vdrakaye kanso vdrakih prosthapdddya vdrakydya pro-

sthapddo vdrakyaff kansdya vdrakydya* kanso vdrakyo jayan-

tdya vdrakydya jayanto vdrakyah kuberdya vdrakydya knbero

vdrakyo jayantdya vdrakydya jayanto vdrakyo janaprutdya

vdrakydya janapruto vdrakyas sudattdya* pdrdparydya sudattah

Ka'9yapa to Indrota Daivapa 9^un^ka; Indrota Daivapa
to Drti Aindroti 9 l̂una^a

; ^W Aindroti 9auna^a to Pulusa

Pracinayogya; Pulusa PrficTnayogya to Satyayajna Paulusi Pra-

cinayogya; Satyayajna Paulusi Pracinayogya to Soma9usma Silt-

yayajni Pracinayogya; Soma9usma Satyayajni Pracinayogya to

Hrtsva^aya Allakeya, the king of the Mahavrsas
; Hrtsvfi9aya

Allakeya, the king of the Mahavrsas, to Jana9ruta Kfmdviya ;

Jana9ruta Kandviya to Sayaka Jana9ruteya Kandviya ; Sayaka
JanaQruteya Kandviya to Nagarin Jana9ruteya Kandviya ;

Na-

garin Jana9rQteya Kandviya to ^anga 9a^yayani Atreya; 9a^ga
Qatyayani Atreya to Rama Kratujateya Vaiyaghrapadya ;

Rama
Kratujateya Vaiyaghrapadya

III. 41. i. to_Qankha Babhravya; Qan1dia Babhravya to

Daksa Katyayani Atreya ;
Daksa Katyayani Atreya to Kansa

Varaki; Kansa Varaki to Prosthapada Varakya ; Prosthapada
Varakya to Kansa Varakya ;

Kaiisa Varakya to Jayanta Vara-

kya; Jayanta Varakya to Kubera Varakya; Kubera Varakya to

Jayanta Varakya ; Jayanta Varakya to Jana9ruta Varakya ;

Jana9ruta Varakya to Sudatta Para9arya ;
Sudatta Parf^arya to

40. 6
-piq.

i B. llok-. 8 B. inserts s sdtydyfjffff^agyo hrtsvd.
9 A. jdnugr-; B. jana$$r-.

10
$ing-.

"
-naya.

41. !

-ndya ; B. Tcdtydjaya-.
2 var-. *p-. \
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pdrdparyo
l

sddhdyo
b

'ttardya pdrdparydyd "'sddhd* uttarah pdrd-
paryo vipapcite pakunimitrdya pdrdparydya vipapcie chakuni-

mitrah pdrdparyo jayantdya pdrdparydya jayantah pdrdpar-

yah 116.

saptame 'nuvdke caturthah khandah.

III. 42. i. pydmajayantdya Iduhitydya pydmajayanto Idu-

hityah palliguptdya Iduhitydya palligupto Iduhityas satyapravase

Iduhitydya
1

satyapravd Iduhityah krsnadhrtaye sdtyakaye krsna-

dhrtis sdtyakip pydmasujayantdya lauhityaya pydmasujayanto
Iduhityah krsnadattdya Iduhitydya krsnadatto Iduhityo mitra-

bhutaye Iduhitydya mitrabhutir 1

Iduhityap pydmajayantdya

Iduhitydya pydmajayanto Iduhityas triveddya krsnardtdya Idu-

hitydya trivedah krsnardto Iduhityo yapasvine jayantdya Idu-

hitydya? yapasvl jayanto Iduhityo jayakdya Iduhitydya jayako
Iduhityah krsnardtdyalduhitydya krsnardto Iduhityo daksajayan-

tdya Iduhitydya daksajayanto Iduhityo vipapcite drdhajayan-

tdya Iduhitydya vipapcid drdhajayanto Iduhityo vdipapcitdya*

ddrdhajayantaye drdhajayantdya Iduhitydya vdipapcito ddr-

dhajayantir* drdhajayanto Iduhityo vdipapcitdya ddrdhajayan-

taye guptdya Iduhitydya. 2. tad etad amrtam gdyatram atha

ydny anydni gltdni kdmydny eva tdni kdmydny eva tdni. 117.

saptame 'nuvdlce pancamah khandah. saptamo 'nuvdkas samdptah.

Asadha Uttara Para9arya ;
Asadha Uttara Piira^arya to Vipa9cit

Qakunimitra Para^arya ; Yipa9cit ^akunimitra Panl9arya to

Jayanta Para^arya ; Jayanta Paraparja

III. 42. i. to Qyamajayanta Lauhitya; Qyamajayanta Lau-

hitya to Palligupta Lauhitya ; Palligupta Lauhitya to Satya9ra-
vas Lfiuhitya ; Satya9ravas Lauhitya to Krsnadhrti Satyaki ;

Krsnadhrti Satyaki to 9y i

"
lrnasu

j
ayan^ Lauhitya ; Qyamasu-

jayanta Lauhitya to Krsnadatta Lauhitya ;
Krsnadatta Lauhitya

to Mitrabhuti Lauhitya ;
Mitrabhuti Lauhitya to QyamaJ

ayanta

Lauhitya ; Qyamajayanta Lauhitya to Triveda Krsnarata Lauhi-

tya ;
Triveda Krsnarata Lauhitya to Ya9asvin Jayanta Lauhitya;

Ya9asvin Jayanta Lauhitya to Jayaka Lauhitya ; Jayaka Lau-

hitya to Krsnarata Lauhitya ;
Krsnarata Lauhitya to Daksaja-

yanta Lauhitya ;
DaksaJayanta Lauhitya to Vipa9cit Drdhaja-

yanta Lauhitya ; Yipa9cit Drdhajayanta Lauhitya to Vaipa9<3ita

Dardhajayanti Drdhajayanta Lauhitya; Vaipa9cita Dardhajayanti
Drdhajayanta Lauhitya to Vaipa9cita Dfirdhajayanti Gupta Lau-

hitya. 2. That is the immortal gdyatra[-saman\ ;
and wnat other

chants there are, they are optional only, they are optional only.

41. 4 A. sudattd; B. sudattatdya.
6 A. as- (!); B. as-.

42. l loh-. - A. -ti. * insert gyamajayanto Iduhitydya.
4
vdivip-. -'-d.
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IV. 1. i. $vetdpvo darpato harimlo 'si hairitcu/prpcu samfnm-

buddho ma fiihsih. mi mam tvam vettha pradrava. 2. yad abhy-
avacarano 1

'bhyavdisi svapantam purusam dkovidam apma-

mayend* varmand varuno 'ntar dadhdtu ma. s. yad abhyava-
carano* 'bhyavdisi svapantam purusam akovidam ayasmayena
varmand varuno lntar dadhdtu ma. 4. yad abhyavacarano

1

'bhyavdisi svapantam purusam akovidam lohamayena varmand
varuno 'ntar dadhdtu md. 5. yad abhyavacarano* 'bhyavdisi

svapantam purusam* akovidam rajatamayena varmand varuno
lntar dadhdtu md. 6. yad abhyavacarano"* 'bhyavdisi svapantam

purusam suvarnamayena varmand varuno lntar dadhdtu md.

7. dyur mdtd* matih pita namas ta dviposana:

graho ndmd "*si vipvdyus tasmdi te vipvdhd
6 namo

namas tdmrdya namo varundya'
1 namo jighdnsate. s. yaksma

rdjan md
s mdm hinsih. rdjan yaksma md hihslh. tayos samvidd-

nayos sarvam dyur ayany* aham. 118.

prathamo 'nuvdkas samdptah.

IV. 2. i. puruso vdi yajnah. 2. tasya ydni caturvinpatir
1

varsdni tat prdtassavanam. caturvinpatyaksard gdyatrl. gdya-

IV. 1. i. Possessing white horses, conspicuous, yellow-blue art

thoij, . do not harm. Thou knowest me not
;
run away.

2. When moving down against [him] thou descendest against
the sleeping man unknowing, let Varuna cover me with a stone

armor. s. When moving down against [him] thou descendest

against the sleeping man unknowing, let Varuna cover me
with a brass armor. 4. When moving down against [him] thou
descendest against the sleeping man unknowing, let Varuna
cover me with a copper armor, s. When moving down against

[him] thou descendest against the sleeping man unknowing, let

Varuna cover me with a silver armor. 6. When moving down
against [him] thou descendest against the sleeping man un-

knowing, let Varuna cover me with a golden armor. 7. Life is

the mother, thought the father. Homage to thee, O drying one.

Thou art seizer by name, possessing all life. TJnto thee then

homage for ever. Homage to the copper-red one, homage to

Varuna, homage to him who desires to slay. ft. Consumption
king, do not hurt me. King consumption, do not hurt. These
two being harmonious, may I go to complete life.

IV. 2. i. Man is the sacrifice. 2. His [first] twenty-four years
are the morning-libation. The gdyatri has twenty-four syllables.

1. ! -nd. 2 B. iti manmamayena. 4 in the following the MSS. abbrevi-
ate. 5 B. mdtana. (1

-vdhdya.
7 A. runaya. s an. "

2.
l
-ti.

VOL. xvi. 27
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tram prdtassavanam. s. tad vasundm. prana* vdi vasavah.

prdnd hi ''dam sarvam vasv adadate. 4. sa yady enarn etasmin

kdla upatapad upadravet sa bruydt prana? vasava idam m,e pra-
tassavanam mddhyandinena savanend 'nusamtanute 'ti. agado
hdi 'va bhavati. s. atha ydni catu$catvdrih$atam varsdni* tan

madhyandinam savanam. catupcatvdrinpadaksard tristup. trdi-

stubham madhyandinam savanam. e. tad rudrdndm. prdnd
vdi rudrdh. prdnd hi ''dam sarvam rodayanti. i. sa yady enam
etasmin kdla upatapad upadravet sa bruydt prdnd rudrd idam

me madhyandinam savanam trtlyasavanend 'nusamtanute 'ti.

agado hdi 'va bhavati. s. atha ydny astdcatvdrihpatam varsdni

tat trtlyasavanam. astdcatvdrinpadaksard jagafl. jdgatam trtl-

yasavanam. 9. tad dditydndm. prdnd vd dditydh. prdnd hi

''dam sarvam adadate. 10. sa yady enam etasmin kdla upatapad

upadravet sa bruydt prdnd ddityd idam me trtiyasavanam

dyusd 'nusamtanute ''ti. agado hdi "*va bhavati. 11. etad dha tad

vidvdn brdhmana uvdca mahiddsa ditareya upatapati kim idam

upatapasi yo
lham aneno ''patapatd na presydml 'ti. sa ha soda-

papatam varsdni jijlva. pra ha soda$a$atam varsdni jlvati ndi

'nam prdnas sdmy* dyuso jahdti ya evam veda. 119.

dvitlyo 'nuvdkas samdptah.

The morning-libation is connected with the gdyatrl. 3. It be-

longs to the Vasus. The breaths are the Yasus
;
for the breaths

take to themselves all this that is good (vasit). 4. If in that time
an illness should attack him, he should say :

" Ye breaths, ye
Vasus, continue this morning-libation of mine by the noon-liba-

tion." Verily he becomes well. 5. His [next] forty-four years
are the noon-libation. The tristubh has forty-four syllables.
The noon-libation is connected with the tristubh. e. It belongs
to the Rudras. The breaths are the Rudras

;
for the breaths

cause the whole [universe] to wail (^rud). i. If in that time an
illness should attack him, he should say :

" Ye breaths, ye Rudras,
continue this noon-libation of mine by the evening-libation."

Verily he becomes well. 9. Moreover his [next] forty -eight

years are the evening-libation. The jagatl has forty-eight sylla-
bles. The evening-libation is connected with the jagatl. 9. It

belongs to the Adityas. The breaths are the Adityas ;
for the

breaths take to themselves (^/dd+ d) this all. 10. If in that time
an illness should attack him, he should say :

" Ye breaths, ye
Adityas, continue this my evening-libation by my life-time."

Verily he becomes well. n. Now the Brahman Mahidasa Aita-

reya, knowing this, said in [his] illness :

" Why dost thou now
attack me, who am not to die of this illness ?" He lived a hun-
dred and sixteen years. He lives on to a hundred and sixteen

years, [his] breath does not leave him in the midst of his life-

time, who knows thus.

2.
2 -nd. 3 insert vdi. 4 varsmdni. 5

samy.
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IV. 8. i. trydyusam
1

kapyapasya jamadagnes trydyusam
1

:

triny amrtasya puspdni triny* dyunsi* me 'krnoh.

2. sa no mayobhuh pitav* dvipasva pdntiko* yets* tanuve syonah.
3. ye 'gnayah purlsydh pravistdh prthivwi anu :

tesdm7 tvam asy uttamah pro* no jlvdtave suva. 120.

trtlyo 'nuvdkas samdptah.

IV. 4. i. aranyasya vatso 'si vipvandmd
1

vipvdbhiraksano"*

'pdm pakvo 'si varunasya duto 'ntardhindma.
3

2. yathd tvam

amrto martyebhyo* 'ntarhito
4

sy evam tvam asmdn aghdyubhyo
'ntar dhehi. antardhir asi stenebhyah. 121.

caturtho 'nuvdkas samdptah.

IV. 5. i. vyusi savitd bhavasy udesyan visnur udyan puriim
1

udito brhaspatir abhiprayan maghave ''ndro vdikuntho mddhyan-
dine bhago 'pardhna* ugro devo lohitdyann astamite yamo
bhauasi. 2, apnasu somo rdjd nipdydm pitrrdjas

3

svapne manu-

sydnpravipasipayasdpa$un. 3. virdtre bhavo bhavasy aparard-
tre

l

ngird agnihotraveldydm bhrguh. 4. tasya tad
1

etad eva man-

IV. 3. i. The threefold life-time of Ka9yapa, of Jaraadagni
the threefold life-time, the three flowers of immortality, three

lifetimes thou madest for me. 2. Enter into us, O thou bene-
ficent food, which, tranquilizing, art pleasing to the body.
3. What dirty fires are entered into the earth along, of them
thou art the highest ; impel us unto life.

IV. 4. i. Thou art the calf of the forest, possessing all names,
all-defending; ripe of the waters art thou, Varurta's messenger,
concealment by name. 2. As thou, immortal, art concealed from

mortals, so do thou conceal us from the wicked. Thou art con-
cealment from robbers.

IV. 5. i. When it dawns, thou becomest Savitar
;
when about

to rise, Visnu
; rising, Purusa

; risen, Brhaspati ; ascending, the
bounteous one; at noon, Indra Vaikuntha; in the afternoon,

Bhaga ; growing red, the formidable god ; having set, thou
becomest Yama. 2. In the stones king Soma, in the night the

king of the Fathers. In sleep thou enterest into men; with the

milk, into cattle, s. In the middle of night thou art Bhava
;
in

the after-part of the night, Aiigiras ;
at the time of the Agni-

hotra, Bhrgu. 4. This disk is its udder, speech and breath are

3.
x
triydy-.

8 trm. 3 dyumksi.
4 -to. 5 cammtokd. 6

ya.
7 -om. s

prd.

5.

1

triydy-.
8 trm. 3 dyumksi.

4 -to. 5 cammtokd. 6
ya.

7 -om. 8
j

1

vigvon-d.
'

J -ksamd. 3 A. 'rddhanndma. 4 ta. 5
marttebhyo.

1

-o. 2 A. pardhena.
3
-ja.

4 ta.
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dalam udhah. tasydi 'tau standu yad vdk caprdnap ca. tdbhydm
me dhuksvd 'dhydyam brahmacaryam* prajdm papun svargam
lokam sajdtavanasydm. 5. eta dcisa* dcdse. bhur bhuvas svah.

udite $ukram ddipa."
1 tad atman dadhe. 122.

pancamo 'nuvdkas samdptah.

IV. 6. i. bhageratho hdi "ksvdko rdjd kdmaprena yajnena

yaksyamdna dsa. 2. tad u ha kurupancdldndm
1 brdhmand ucur

bhageratho ha vd ayatn diksvdko rdjd kdmaprena yajnena yaks-

yamdnah? etena* kathdm vadisydma iti. s. tarn hd ''bhyeyuh.

tebhyo* hd ^bhydgatebhyo
l

pacifl$ cakdra. 4. atha hdi ''sdm sa

bhdga dvavrdjo ^ptvd^ ke$apma$runi nakhdn nikrtyd "jyend*

''bhyajya dandopdnaham bibhrat. 5. tan ho 'vdca brdhmand

bhagavantah katamo vas tad veda yathd "$rdvitapratyd$rdmte
devdn gacchata iti. e. atha ho 'vdca katamo vas tad veda yad-
vidusas sudgdtd suhotd svadhvaryus sumdnusavid djdyata iti.

7. atha ho ''vdca katamo vas tad veda yac chanddnsi prayuj-

yante yat tdni sarvdni samstutdny abhisampadyanta iti. &. atha

ho 'vdca katamo vas tad veda yathd gdyatryd uttame aksare

these two teats. From them milk for me the lesson, Vedic

studentship, offspring, domestic animals, the heavenly world, the

prayer for supremacy over [my] fellows. 5. These wishes I wish.

Bhus, bhuvas, svar. When [the sun] hath risen, show brightness.
I place that in [my] self.

IV. 6. i. King Bhageratha Aiksvaka was about to sacrifice

with a wish-fulfilling sacrifice. 2. Then the Brahmans of the

Kurupaiicalas said : "Verily this king Bhageratha Aiksvaka is

about to sacrifice with a wish-fulfilling sacrifice. With him we
will have a talk." 3. They went to him. To them having corne

to [him] he paid honors. 4. Now he came to their place having
cut the hair of his head and his beard, having cut his nails, hav-

ing anointed himself with sacrificial butter, bearing a staff and
sandals. 5. To them he (Bhageratha) said: " Reverend Brahmans,
who of you knoweth this : how address and response go to the

gods ?" e. Then he said :

" Who of you knoweth what he

knoweth (= must know) of whom a good udgatar, a good hotar,
a good adhvaryu, one who knoweth men well, is born ?" e. Then
he said :

" Who of you knoweth this : how the metres are ap-

plied, to what all of them when used in praise together are

equivalent ?" s. Then he said : "Who of you knoweth this :

5.
5
-ya.

* dsisa. 7 ddisa.
6.

' B. -pane-.
2
yaksam-.

3 etatena. 4 insert bhd.
'

upatvd.
6
jyd.
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punar yajnam apigacchata iti. 9. atha ho 'vdca katamo vas tad

veda yathd daksindh pratigrhltd na hiiisantl 'ti. 123.

sasjhe 'nuvdke prathamafy khandah.

IV. 7. i. etdn hdi 'nan panca pra$ndn papraccha. 2. tesdm

1\a kurupa.ncdldndm
1 bako ddlbhyo 'nucdna dsa. a. sa ho 'vdca

yathd "prdvitapratydcrdvite devdn gacchata iti prdcydm* vdi

rOjan dicy d$rdvitapratydcrdvite devdn gacchatah. tasmdt'
2

prdn
tisthann dcrdvayati prdn tisthan pratydcrdvayatl 'ti. 4. atha

ho 'vdca yadvidusas sudgdtd suhotd svadhvaryus sumdnusavid*

Ojdyata iti yo vdi manusyasya sambhutim vede ''ti ho 'vdca tasya

sudgdtd suhotd svadhvaryus sumdnusavid djdyata iti prdnd u

ha vdva rdjan 'inanusyasya sambhutir* eve ''ti. s. atha ho ''vdca

yac chanddnsi prayujyante yat tdni sarvdni samstutdny abhi-

sampadyanta iti gdyatrtm u ha vdva rdjan sarvdni chanddnsi

samstutdny abhisampadyanta iti. e. atha ho ''vdca yathd gdya-

tri/d uttame aksare punar yajnam apigacchata iti vasatkdreno

ha vdva rdjan gdyatryd uttame aksare punar yajnam apigac-
chata iti. 7. atha ho* ''vdca yathd daksindh pratigrhltd na

hiiisantl 'ti 124.

sasthe 'nuvdke dvitiyah khandah.

how the last two syllables of the gdyatrl go again unto the sac-

rifice ?" 9. Then he said: "Who of you knoweth this: how
the sacrificial fees, being received, do not injure ?"

IV. 7. i. These five questions he asked of them. 2. Of these

Kurupaiicftlas Baka Dalbhya was learned, s. He said :

" < How
address and response go to the gods ?' verily in the eastern

quarter, O king, do address and response go to the gods. There-
fore standing towards the east one maketh address, [and] stand-

ing towards the east one maketh response." 4. Then he said :

" * What he knoweth (=must know) of whom a good udgdtar, a

good hotar, a good adhvaryu, one who knoweth men well, is

born ?' verily he who knoweth the origination of man," he said,
" of him a good udgdtar, a good hotar, a good adhvaryu, one
who knoweth men well, is born. And the breaths, indeed, O
king, are the origination of man." 5. Then he said :

" i How the

metres are applied, to what all of them when used in praise

together are equivalent?' verily to the gdyatrl, O king, all the

metres when used in praise together are equivalent." 6. Then
he said :

" ' How the last two syllables of the gdyatrl go again
unto the sacrifice ?' verily by means of the vasatkdra, O king,
the two last syllables of the gdyatrl go again unto the sacrifice."

7. Then he said :

" < How the sacrificial fees, being received, do
not injure ?'

7. ! B. -pane-, '-asm-. 3 saw-. 4 A. sambhutiddhura ; B. sambhutir
ddhara. b hdi. 6

prac-.
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IV. 8. i. yo vai gdyatrydi mukham vede 'ti ho 'vdca tarn

daksind pratigrhltd na hinsantl 'fa*. 2. agnir ha vdva rdjan

gdyatrlmukham. tasmdd yad agndv
1

abhyddadhdti bhuydn* eva

sa Una bhavati vardhate. evam evdi 'vam vidvdn brdhmanah

pratigrhnan bhuydn eva bhavati vardhata u eve 'ti. s. sa ho

'vdcd 'nucdno vai kild 'yam brdhmana dsa. tvdm aham anena

yajnendi "ml 'ti. 4. tasya vdi te tatho 'dgdsydml 'ti ho 'vdca

yathdi 'kardd eva bhutvd svargam lokam esyasl 'ti. s. tasmd

etena gdyatreno*
'

}

dgltheno \jjagdu. sa hdi 'kardd eva bhutvd

svargam lokam iydya. tena* hdi 'tendi 'kardd eva bhutvd svar-

gam lokam eti [ya evam veda\. e. om vd iti dve aksare. om vd

iti caturthe. om vd iti sasthe. hum bhd om vdg ity astame.

7. tena hdi 'tena pratidarpo* 'sya bhayadasyd "samdtyasyo

'jjagau. s. tarn ho ''vdca kim ta dgdsydml ''ti. sa ho ^vdca harl

me devdcvdv dgdye 'ti. tathe 'ti. tdu hd 'smd djagdu. tdu hdi

'nam djagmatuh. 9. sa vd esa udglthah kdmdndm sampad
6 om

vd3c om vdSc om vdSc hum bhd om vdg iti. sdngo hdi 'va sata-

nur amrtas sambhavati ya etad evam vedd 'tho yasydi 'vam

vidvan udgdyati. 125.

sasthe 'nuvdke trtiyah khandah. sastho 'nuvdkas samdptah.

IV. 8. i. Verily whoso knoweth the mouth of the gayatrl"
he said,

" him the sacrificial fees, being received, do not injure.
2. Verily Agni, O king, is the mouth of the gdyatrl. Therefore
in that one puts [things] in the fire, it thereby becometh greater,
it increaseth; even so a Brahman knowing thus, receiving [sacri-
ficial fees], becometh greater [and] increaseth." 3. He (Bhage-
ratha) said: "

Verily this one was a learned Brahman. I come to

thee with this sacrifice." 4. "Verily, I will sing for thee its

udgitha? he (B.) said,
" in such wise that thou shalt go to the

heavenly world having become sole king." 5. For him he sang
the udgltha by means of the gdyatra-udgltha. He (Bhageratha)
having become sole king went to the heavenly world. By means
of this same \udgltha\ he goes to the heavenly world, having
become sole king, [who knows thus], e. Om vd are two sylla-

bles, om vd the third and fourth, om vd the fifth and sixth, hum
bhd, om vdc the seventh and eighth. 7. With this same \udgltha\
Pratidar9a sang the udgltha for this Bhayada Asamatya. 8. He
said to him :

" What shall I sing into thy possession ?" He said:
"
Sing for me the two bay steeds of the gods."

"
Yes," he said.

He sang the two into his possession. They both came unto him.
9. This same udgltha is the success of wishes, viz. om vdc, om
vdc, om vdc, hum bhd, om vdc. Verily he comes to life with

limbs, with a body, immortal, who knows this thus, and he for

whom one knowing thus sings the udgltha.

8.
'

ayn-.
2
-ydn.

3
gdyatraso. *tona. 5 A. -ce. 6 A. savad.
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IV. 9. i. puruso vdi yajnah puruso ho 'dgithah. athdi^ta eva

mrtyavo yad agnir vdyur dditya$ candramdh. 2. te ha puru-
sam jdyamdnam eva mrtyupdpdir abhidadhati. tasya vdcam
evd 1

\gnir abhidadhati prdnam vdyup caksur ddityap protram
candramdh. s. tad dhus sa vd udgdtd yo yajamdnasya* prdne-

bhyo 'dhi mrtyupdcan unmuncatl* 'ti. 4. tad yasydi 'vam vidvdn

prastduti ya eva V?/ vdci mrtyupdcas tarn evd ">syo ''nmuncati.

5. atha yasydi 'vam vidvdn* udgdyati ya evd 'sya prdne mrtyu-

pdcas tarn evd ^syo 'nmuncati. e. atha yasydi 'yam vidvdn pra-

tiharatf ya evd ">sya caksusi* mrtyupdcas tarn evd \<tyo ''nmuncati.

7. atha yasydi 'vam vidvdn nidhanam 7

upditi* ya evd ""sya protre

mrtyupdcas tarn evd 'syo 'nmuncati. s. evam vd evamvid udgdtd

yajamdnasya prdnebhyo 'dhi mrtyupdpdn unmuncati. 3
9. tad

dhus sa vd udgdtd yo yajamdnasya prdnebhyo ''dhi mrtyupdpdn

unmucyd ''thai 'nam sangam satanum sarvamrtyos sprndtl 'ti.

126.

saptame 'nuvdke prathamah khandah.

IV. 10. i. tad yasydi 'vam vidvdn hinkaroti ya evd ^sya

lomasii mrtyupd$as tasmdd evdi ''nam sprndti. 2. atha yasydi

IV. 9. i. Verily the sacrifice is man, the udgltha indeed is

man. Now these are the deaths, viz. Agni, Vayu, the sun, the

moon. 2. They put upon man, when he is being born, the fetters

of death. Agni puts [them] upon his speech, Vayu upon his

breath, the sun upon his sight, the moon upon his hearing,
a. This they say :

"
Verily it is the udgdtar who releaseth the

fetters of death from the breaths of the sacrificer." 4. For
whom one knowing thus sings the prastdva, for him he releases

that fetter of death which is in his speech, s. And for whom
one knowing thus sings the udgltha, for him he releases that

fetter of death which is in his breath. 6. And for whom one

knowing thus sings the pratihdra, for him he releases that fetter

of death which is in his sight. 7. And for whom one knowing
thus enters upon the nidhana, for him he releases that fetter of

death which is in his hearing. 8. Thus an udgdtar knowing thus

releases the fetters of death from the breaths of the sacrificer.

9. This they say :
" He is an udgdtar who, having released the

fetters of death from the breaths of the sacrificer, rescueth him
then with his limbs, with his body, from every death."

IV. 10. i. Now for whom one knowing thus utters the hinkdra,
him he rescues from that fetter of death which is in his hairs.

2. And for whom one knowing thus sings the prastdva, him he

9.
x avd. 2

yaja-.
3 umun-. 4 -dvd. 5 B. udgdyati.

6 B. prdne.
7 B.

om. 8 B. pratiharati.
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prastduti ya evd 'sya tvaci
1

mrtyupdpas tasmdd

evdi 'nark sprndti. s. atha yasydi 'vam vidvdn ddim ddatte yc?

eva 'sya mdnsesu mrtyupdpas tasmad evdi 'nam sprndti. 4. atha

yasydi 'vam vidvdn udgdyati ya evd 'sya sndvasu mrtyupdpas
tasmdd evai 'nam sprndti. 5. atha yasydi 'vam vidvdn prati-

harati ya evd ^syd ''ngesu mrtyupdpas tasmdd evdi 'nam sprndti.

e. atha yasydi 'vam vidvdn upadravati ya evd 'syd 'sthisu

mrtyupdpas tasmdd evdi 'nam sprndti. i. atha yasydi 'vam

vidvdn nidhanam upditi ya evd 'sya majjasu mrtyupdpas sa

tasmdd evdi 'nam sprndti. s. evam vd evamvid udgdtd yajamd-

nasya prdnebhyo
l
dlii mrtyupdpdn unmucyd ''thai 'nam sdngam

satanum sarvamrtyos sprndti. 9. tad dhus sa vd udgdtd yo

yajamdnasya prdnebhyo
ldhi mrtyupdpdn unmucyd 'thai 'nam

sdngam satanum sarvamrtyos sprtvd svarge loke saptadhd da-

dhdtl J

ti. 10. sa vd esa indro vdimrdha udyan bhavati savito

'dito mitras samgavakdla* indro vdikuntho madhyandine samd-

vartamdnap parva ugro devo lohitdyan prajdpatir eva samvepe*

'stamitah. n. tad yasydi 'vam vidvdn hinkaroti ya evd 'syo

'dyatas
5

svargo lokas tasminn evdi 'nam dadhdti. la. atha

yasydi 'vam vidvdn prastduti ya evd 'syo 'dite svargo lokas

tasminn evdi 'nam dadhdti. is. atha yasydi 'vam vidvdn ddim

rescues from that fetter of death which is in his skin. s. And
for whom one knowing thus begins the ddi, him he rescues from
that fetter of death which is in his flesh. 4. And for whom one

knowing thus sings the udgltha, him he rescues from that fetter

of death which is in his sinews. 5. And for whom one knowing
thus sings the pratihdra, him he rescues from that fetter of

death which is in his limbs. 6. And for whom one knowing thus

sings the upadrava, him he rescues from that fetter of death

which is in his bones. 7. And for whom one knowing thus enters

upon the nidhana, him he rescues from that fetter of death

which is in his marrow, s. = IV. 9. 9. 9. This they say : "Verily
he is the udgdtar who, having released the fetters of death from the

breaths of the sacrificer, having then rescued him with his limbs,
with his body, from every death, placeth him in seven

parts
in

the heavenly world." 10. That same one, rising, is Indra Vaimrdha;
risen, Savitar

;
Mitra at the time when the cows are driven to-

gether ;
Indra Vaikuntha at noon

;
when returning, Qarva ;

when
it is becoming red, the formidable god; Prajapati when it has gone
home to lie down. n. Thus for whom one knowing thus utters the

hinkdra, what heavenly world there is of him rising, in that he

thus places him. 12. And for whom one knowing thus sings the

prastdva, what heavenly world there is of him when he has

risen, in that he thus places him. is. And for whom one know-

10. ' Tcv-. "yd.
3 sambhavak-. 4 -e prim, m., corrected to -o.

5 -a.
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ddatte ya evd ^sya samgavakdle* svargo loJcas tasminn evdi '

dadhdti. 14. atha yasydi
Jvam vidvdn udgdyati ya evd ^

madhyandine* svargo lokas tasminn evdi 'nam dadhdti. is. atha

yasydi 'vam vidvdn pratiharati ya evd 'syd 'pardhne svargo
lokas tasminn evdi 'nam dadhdti, 16. atha yasydi ^vam vidvdn

upadravati ya
1

evd* ''syd ''stamyatas* svargo lokas tasminn evdi

'nam dadhdti. n. atha yasydi 'vam vidvdn nidhanam upditi

ya evd ''syd ''stamite svargo lokas tasminn evdi 'nam dadhdti.

is. evam vd eoamvid udgdtd yajamdnasya prdnebhyo
(dhi

mrtyupdpdn unmucyd ''thai 'nam sdngam satanum sarvamrtyos

sprtvd svarge loke saptadhd* dadhdti. 127.

saptame 'nuvdke dvitiyah khandah. saptamo 'nuvdkas samdptah.

IV. 11. i. sad1 dha* vdi devatds* svayambhuvo 'gnir vdyur
asdv ddityah prdno

lnnam vdk. a. td<f prdisthye* vyavadantd*
^ham presthd

6

^smy aham presthd
6

''smy mdm priyam upddhvam
iti. a. td anyonyasydi

1

$resthatdydi nd ''tisthanta. td abruvan

na vd anyonyasydi
1

presthatdydi tisthdmaha* eta? samprabravd-
mahdi yathd presthds

3 sma iti. 4. td agnim abruvan katham

ing thus begins the ddi, what heavenly world there is of him at

the time when the cows are driven together, in that he thus places
him. 14. And for whom one knowing thus sings the udgltha,
what heavenly world there is of him at noon, in that he thus

places him. 15. And for whom one knowing thus sings the pra-
tihdra, what heavenly world there is of him in the afternoon, in

that he thus places him. ie. And for whom one knowing thus

sings the upadrava. what heavenly world there is of him going
home (setting), in that he thus places him. 17. And for whom
one knowing thus enters upon the nidhana, what heavenly world
there is of him when he has set, in that he thus places him.
is. Even so an udgdtar knowing thus, having released the fetters

of death from the breaths of the sacrificer, having then rescued
him with his limbs, with his body, from every death, places him
in seven parts in the heavenly world.

IV. 1 1. i. Verily there are six self-existing divinities, viz.

Agni, Vayu, yonder sun, breath, food, speech. 2. These disputed
regarding their preeminence [saying] :

" I am the best, I am the

best
; worship me as excellence." 3. They did not recognize

each the other's preeminence. They said :

"
Verily we do not

recognize each the other's preeminence. Let us therefore explain

together how we are best." 4. They said to Agni :
" How art

10. 6 B. mddh-. 6 B. sa. 8 A. diva. 9
sapta.

11. ' sadh. 2 da. 3 -d. 4
-foe.

& svavad-. *$rdis-. ^dnyd-.
8 -hdi. 9 eta.

VOL. xvi. 28
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tvam 10 crestho 'si 'ti. 6. so 'bravid aham devdndm* mukham

asmy aham anydsdm prajanam. maya "hutayo huyante. aham
devanam annam vikaromy" aham manusydndm. e. sa yan n<i

vi

sydm amiikhd eva devds syur amukhd anyah prajdh. nd "hutayo

huyeran. na devanam annam vikriyeta
1 * na manusyandm.

7. tata idam sarvam parabhavet tato na kim cana paricisyete
1 *

''ti. s. evam eve ''ti ho "cur ndi 've 'Aa
18 kim cana paricisyeta yat

tvam na syd iti. 9. atha vdyum abruvan katham u tvam crestho

'si 'ti. 10. so 'bravid aham devanam prdno 'smy aham anyd-
sdm prajanam. yasmdd aham utkrdmdmi tatas sa praplavate.

11. sa yad aham na syam tata idam sarvam parabhavet tato na

kim cana paricisyete ^ti. 12. evam eve ^ti ho "cur nai ^ve 'Aa kim

cana paricisyeta yat tvam na syd iti. 128.

asfame 'nuvdke prathamah khandah.

IV. 12. i. athd"dityam abruvan katham u tvam crestho 'si ''ti.

2. so 'bravid aham evo ^dyann ahar bhavdmy aham astamyan
rdtrih. mayd caksusd karmdni kriyante. sa yad aham na syam
nai ^vd ''has

1

sydn na rdtrih. na karmdni kriyeran. s. tata

idam sarvam parabhavet tato na kim cana paricisyete ''ti.

4. evam eve* ''ti ho ''cur ndi ''ve 'ha Mm cana paricisyeta yat tvam

na syd iti. 5. atha prdnam abruvan katham u* tvam crestho 'si

''ti. 6. so 'bravit prdno bhutvd ''gnir dlpyate. prdno bhutvd

thou the best ?" 6. He said :

"
I am the mouth of the gods, I of the

other creatures
; by me offerings are offered

;
I transform the

food of the gods, I [that] of men. e. If I were not, the gods
would be mouth! ess, mouthless the other creatures

;
no offerings

would be offered. Neither the food of the gods would be trans-

formed nor [that] of men. 7. Thence this all would perish ;

thence nothing at all would be left." 8. "Just so," they said;
"
nothing at all would be left if thou wert not." 9. Then they

said to Vayu :

" And how art thou the best ?" 10. He said :

"
I am

the breath of the gods, I of the other creatures. From whom I

go out, he then drifts away." u. = 7. 12. = &.

IV. 12. i. Then they said to the sun : "And how art thou the

best ?" 2. He said :
"

I, rising, become the day ; I, setting, the

night. By me as sight deeds are done. If I were not, there

would be no day, no night ;
no deeds would be done." s. = 11. 7.

4. = 11. s. s. Then they said to breath : "And how art thou the

best ?" 6, He said :

" As breath, Agni shineth
;
as breath, Viiyu

11. l tvd. n
-kdr-,

w a. 13
huyente(l) corrected to huyaran (1).

14
prim.

i. -e.
15

-sye.
16

?/a.
ll ahaham. 1B 'vaha.

12. l harina. 2
e.

3 uk.
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vdyur dkdcam* anubhavati. prdno bhutvd "ditya ucleti. prandd
annam prandd vdk. i. sa yad aham na sydm tata" idam9

sar-

vam pardbhavet tato na kim cana paricisyete 'ti. 8. evam eve

'ti ho "cur ndi 've 'ha kim cana paricisyeta yat tvam na syd iti.

9. athd 'nnam abruvan katham u 3 tvam crestham asl 'ti. 10. tad

abravln mayi pratisthdyd 'gnir dlpyate. mayi pratistfidya vdyur
dkdcam anuvibhavati. mayi pratisthdyd "ditya udeti. mad eva

prdno mad vdk. n. sa yad aham na sydm tata" idam 1 sarvam

pardbhavet tato na kim cana paricisyete 'ti. 12. evam eve 'ti ho

"cur ndi 've 'ha kim cana paricisyeta yat tvam na syd iti

is. atha vdcam abruvan katham u 3 tvam cresthd 'si 'ti. u. sa

'bravm maydi 've 'dam vijndyate mayd 'dah. sa yad aham na

sydm ndi 've 'dam vijndyeta nd 'dah. 15. tata* idam sarvam

pardbhaven ndi 've 'ha kim cana paricisyete* 'ti. ie. evam eve

'ti ho "cur* ndi 've 'ha kivh cana paricisyeta yat tvam na syd
iti. 129.

astame 'nuvake dvitiyah Jchandah.

IV. 1 3. i. td abruvann etd vdi kila sarvd devatdh. ekdi 'kdm

evd 'nu smah. 1

sa yan nu nas sarvdsdm devatdndm ekd cana na

sydt tata idam sarvam pardbhavet tato na kim cana paricisyeta.

hanta sdrdham sametya* yac chrestliam tad asdme 'ti. a. td etas-

min prclna
3
okdre vdcy* akdre samdyan. tad yat samdyan tat

sdmnas sdmatvam. s. td abruvan ydni no martydny anapaha-

permeateth space; as breath, the sun riseth; from breath [cometh]
food, from breath speech. ?. If I were not, then this all would

perish, then nothing at all would be left." s. = 11. a. 9. Then
they said to food :

" And how art thou the best ?" 10. It said :

"In me standing firm, Agni shineth
;
in me standing firm, Vayu

permeateth space in various directions
;
in me standing firm, the

sun riseth
;
from me [cometh] breath, from me food." u. = 11.7.

i9. = 1 1 . s. is. They said to speech :

" And how art thou the best ?"

14. It said :
"
By me this is distinguished, by me that. If I were

not, neither would this be distinguished nor that." is. = 11.7.

16. = 11. 8.

IV. 13. i. They said :

u
Verily these are complete divinities.

We are dependent each upon each. Now if of us complete
divinities any one were not, then this all would perish, then noth-

ing at all would be left. Come, coming together let us be that
which is best." 2. They came together in this breath, in the sound

o, [and] in speech, in the sound a. Because they came together

(^/i + am), therefore the sdman is called so/ s. They said :

12. *amk-. 5 tat (!).
6
abbreviate, omitting the rest down to sa (! for

na)sya iti. 7 abbreviate : i . . . . 'ty (!).
*
-cisya.

10 A. tur.
13. ! -a. 2 saw-. 3 -ne. 4 vdcc.
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tapdpmdny aksardni tdny uddhrtyd* 'mrtesv
6

apahatapdpmasu
puddhesv aksaresu gdyatram gdydmd 'gnaw vdydv dditye prdne
fnne vdci. tend? 'pahatya* mrtyum apahatya pdpmdnam

9
svar-

gam lokam iydme 'ti. 4. e Vy agner amrtam apahatapdpma
$uddham aksaram. gnir ity asya martyam anapahatapdpmd
Aksaram. 5. ve 'ti vdyor amrtam apahatapdpma puddham
aksaram. yur ity asya martyam anapahatapdpmd Aksaram.

e. e *ty ddityasyd Amrtam apahatapdpma puddham aksaram. tye

'y
10

asya martyam anapahatapdpmd Aksaram. 7. pre 'ti prd-

nasyd Amrtam apahatapdpma puddham aksaram. 11 ne 'y
ia

asya

martyam anapahatapdpmd Aksaram. s. e 'ty annasyd Amrtam

apahatapdpma puddham aksaram. nam ity asya martyam ana-

pahatapdpmd Aksaram. 9. ve 'ti vdco Amrtam apahatapdpma
puddham aksaram. g ity asydi martyam anapahatapdpmd Aksa-

ram. 10. td etdni martydny anapahatapdpmdny aksardny

uddhrtyd 'mrtesv apahatapapmasu^ $uddhesv aksaresu gdya-
tram dgdyann agndu vdydv dditye prdne 'nne vdci. tend

Apahatya mrtywn apahatya pdpmdnam svargam lokam ayan.

"
Removing those syllables of us which are mortal, whose evil is

not smitten away, let us sing a gdyatra in the syllables [which
are] immortal, having evil smitten away, pure : in Agni, in Vayu,
in the sun, in breath, in food, in speech. Thereby having smit-

ten away death, having smitten away evil, may we go to the

heavenly world." 4. A is the syllable of Agni [which is] immor-

tal, having evil smitten away, pure; gnis is his syllable [which
is] mortal, not having evil smitten away. 5. Vd is the syllable
of Vayu [which is] immortal, having evil smitten away, pure;

yus is his syllable [which is] mortal, not having evil smitten

away. e. A is the syllable of the sun [which is] immortal, hav-

ing evil smitten away, pure; tya is his syllable [which is] mor-

tal, not having evil smitten away. 7. Prd is the syllable of

breath [which is] immortal, having evil smitten away, pure; na
is his syllable [which is] mortal, not having evil smitten away.
8. A is the syllable of food [which is] immortal, having evil

smitten away, pure; nam is its syllable [which is] mortal, not

having evil smitten away. 9. Vd is the syllable of speech

[which is] immortal, having evil smitten away, pure; c is its

syllable [which is] mortal, not having evil smitten away. 10. They,

removing those syllables [which are] mortal, not having evil

smitten away, sang the gdyatra in the syllables [which are]

immortal, having evil smitten away, pure : in Agni, in Vayu,

13. 5
-tya. 'am-(l). ^yena.

8 -ta. 9 -na. 10
tya ity.

n A. adds vedi-

vdco mrta, cancelled in red. 12 na ity.
13 -mdsu.
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11. apaliatya mrtyum apahatya pdpmdnam svargam lokam eti

ya evam veda. 130.

astame 'nuvdke trtlyah Tchandah.

IV. 14. i. td brahmd ''bruvan tvayi pratisthdydi
Jtam udyac-

chdme 'ti. td brahmd ''bravld dsyena
1

prdnena yusmdri* dsyena

prdnena mdm updpnavdthe '/. 2. td etena prdnendu ^kdrena

vdcy akdram abhinimesyantyo hinkdrdd bhakdram okdrena

vdcam anusvarantya ubhdbhydm prdndbhydm gdyatram agd-

yann ovdSc ovdSc ovdSc hum bhd vo vd iti. s. sa yatho ">bhayd-

padl prctfitisthaty* evam eva svarge loke pratyotisthan. prati

svarge loke tisthati ya evam veda. 4. ya u ha vd evamvid asmdl

lokdt prditi sa prdna eva bhutvd vdyum apyeti vdyor adhy

abhrdny abhrebhyo
ldhi vrstim* vrstydi* 've ''mam lokam anuvi-

bhavati. 6. rsayo ha sattram* dsdm cakrire. te punah-punar
bahvlbhir-bahvlbhih pratipadbhis svargasya lokasya dvdram nd
'nu cana bubudhire. e. ta u pramena tapasd vratacaryene ^ndram

avarurudhire. i. tarn ho "cus svargam vdi lokam dipsisma* te

punah-punar bahvlbhir-bahvlbhih1

pratipadbhis svargasya loka-

sya dvdram nd ''nu cand ''bhutsmahi* tathd no l

nu$ddhi yathd

in the sun, in breath, in food, in speech. Thereby having smit-

ten away death, having smitten away evil, they went to the

heavenly world, u. Having smitten away death, having smitten

away evil, he goes to the heavenly world who knows thus.

IV. 14. i. They said to the brahman: "Standing firm in thee
we will hold this one up." To them the brahman said :

" With
the breath in the mouth ye shall obtain yourselves, with the

breath in the mouth me." 2. They, by this breath, the o-sound,

being about to settle the a-sound in speech, and by the o-sound

sounding the Ma-sound as speech after the hinkdra, sang the

gdyatra with both these breaths: ovdSc ovdSc ovdSc hum bhd vo
vd. 3. As one with both feet stands firm, even so they stood firm

in the heavenly world. He stands firm in the heavenly world
who knows thus. 4. And he who knowing thus departs from
this world, he, having become breath, goes unto Vayu, from

Vayu unto the clouds, from the clouds unto rain. With rain he
extends over this world, s. The sages (rsi) sat a session (sattra).

They again and again with many, many introductory stanzas did
in no way perceive the door of the heavenly world, e. And they
with exertion, with penance, with the performance of vows, got
possession of Indra. 7. They said to him: u We have desired to

obtain the heavenly world; yet again and again with many, many
introductory stanzas have we in no way perceived the door of the

14. J

dsyennena.
2 A. -d ; B. -dnn. 3 -at. *p-.

5 -tr-. 6 A. dipsisfa.
7 B. inserts bahvlbhir. s)bhut-. mesant-.
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svargasya lokasya dvdram anuprajndyd 'ndrtds svasti samvatsa-

rasyo 'dream gatvd svarc/am lokam iydme 'ti. 8. tan ho 'vdea

ko vas sthaviratama iti.
9

131.

astame 'nuvdke caturthah khandah.

IV. 15. i. aham ity agastyah. 2. sa vd eJu'ti ho'vdea tasmdi

vdi 1

te
lham tad vaksydmi* yad vidvdnsas svargasya lokax>/'*

dvdram anuprajndyd 'ndrtds svasti samvatsarasyo ''dream gatvd

svargam lokam esyathe 'ti. s. tasmd etam gdyatrasyo 'dgltJiam

upanisadam amrtam uvdcd 'gndu vdydv* dditye prdne
lnne vdci.

4. tato vdi te svargasya lokasya dvdram anuprajnayd 'nartds

svasti samvatsarasyo 'dream gatvd svargam lokam dyan.
5. evam evdi 'vam vidvdn svargasya lokasya dvdram anupra-

jnayd 'ndrtas svasti samvatsarasyo 'dream gatvd svargam lokam

eti. 132.

astame 'nuvdke paneamah khandah. astamo (nuvdkas samdptah.

IV. 16. i. evam vd etam gdyatrasyo 'dgltham
1

upanisadam
amrtam indro 'gasty&yo*

}vdcd 'gastya isdya cydvdpvaya isac

eydvdevir gdusuktaye gdusuktirjvdldyandya*jvdldyanac cdtyd-

yanaye* cdtydyanl ramdya krdtujdteydya vdiydghrapadydya*
rdmah krdtujdteyo vdiydghrapadyah 133.

navame 'nuvdke prathamah khandah.

heavenly world. Teach us so that we, perceiving the door of the

heavenly world, unharmed, having gone successfully to the end
of the year, may go to the heavenly world." 8. He said to them:
" Who of you is the oldest ?"

IV. 15. i. "I," said Agastya. 2. "Then come," he said; "I
will tell thee that which knowing ye, perceiving the door of the

heavenly world, unharmed, having gone successfully to the end
of the year, shall go to the heavenly world." 3. To him he told

this udgltha of the gdyatra[-sdmari\, the upanisad, the immor-

tal, in Agni, in Vayu, in the sun, in breath, in food, in speech.
4. Verily they then, perceiving the door of the heavenly world,

unharmed, having gone successfully to the end of the year, went
to the heavenly world. 5. Even so one knowing thus, perceiving
the gate of the heavenly world, unharmed, having gone success-

fully to the end of the year, goes to the heavenly world.

IV. 16. i. Verily thus Indra told this udtfdlia of the gdyatra
\-8dman\, the upanisad, the immortal, to Agastya, Agastya to

Isa Qyfivfi9vi, Isa QvJivmjvi to Gfiusukti, Gfiusukti to JValayana,

Jvalayana to Qatyfiyani, Qatyfiyani to Kama Krfitujateya Vai-

yaghrapadya, Rama Kratujateya Vaiyaghrapadya

14. 9 add aham ity (!).

15. ' A. om. 2 -ksdmi. 3 B. inserts dvdram avdi 'mm. 4
vdy.

16. l

-git-.
2 -dvo. 3 B. bvd-. 4

-dye.
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IV, 17. i. cankhdya bdbhravydya cankho bdbhravyo dak-

saya kdtydyanaya
1

dtreydya daksah kdtydyanir dtreyah kansfii/n

vdrakyaya? Jcawx^vdrakyas suyajfldya cdndilydya suyajnac

cdndilyo 'gnidattdya Cdndilydya 'gnidattae cdndUyas suyajfwi/a

cdndilydya suyajnac cdndilyo jayantdya vdrakydya jmjanto

vdrakyo janaprutdya vdrakydya janacruto vdrakyas* sudattdya

pdrdcarydya. -2. sdi '.ya
4

cdtydyanl gdyatrasyo 'panisad ev<uu

updsitavyd. 134.

navame 'nuvake dvitlyali khandah. navamo 'nuvdkas samdptafy.

IV. 18. i. kene ''sitam patati presitam mynah
kena prdnah prathamah prditi yuktah :

kene 'sitdm vdcam imam vadanti

caksup protram ka u devo yunakti.
a. protrasya protram manaso mano yad

vdco ha vdcam sa u prdnasya prdnah :

caksmap caksur atimucya dhirdh

pretyd ^smdl lokdd amrtd bhavanti.

3. na tatra caksur gacchati na vdg gacchati no manah :

na vidma 1 na vijdmmo* yathdi* 'tad anucisydtS
4. anyad eva tad viditdd atho aviditdd adhi :

, iti cucritma6

purvesdm ye nas tad vydcacaksire.

IV. 17. i. to _Qankha Bubbravya, 9a^kha Bfibhravya to

Daksa Katyayani Atreya, Daksa Katyayani Atreya to Kansa

Yarakya, Kansa Varakya to Suyajna Qfmclilya, Suyajiia (^andilya
to Jayanta Varakya, Jayanta Vfirakya to Jana9ruta Varakya,
Jana9ruta Varakya to Sudatta Pan"i9arya. That same upanisad
of the gdyatra \-sdman\ of Qatyayani is to be worshiped thus.

IV. 18. i. Sent by whom does the mind, sent forth, fly?
Yoked by whom does the first breath come forth ? By whom is

this speech sent which they speak ? And which god yokes sight

[and] hearing ? 2. Released from the hearing of the hearing,
from the mind of the mind, from the speech of speech and that

is also the breath of the breath from the sight of the sight, the
wise departing from this world become immortal, s. Sight does
not go there, speech does not go there, neither [does] mind.
We do not know, we do not distinguish, how one might teach that.

4. "It is different from the known and likewise from the unknown;"

17. 1
-dya.

-

p-.
3
-o, and insert janagrutdya vdrakydya janacrute (!)

vdrakyas.
4 -o.

18. x vidu. 2 -a. 3 B. inserts 'vdi. 4 -cims-. 5
-yru-.

j-
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s. yad vdcd 'nabhyuditam yena vdg abhyudyate :

tad eva brahma tvam viddhi ne 'dam yad idam upasate.
6. yan manasd na manute yena "hur mano* matam 1

:

tad eva brahma tvam viddhi ne ''dam yad idam upasate.
1. yac caksusd na pacyati yena caksunsi papyati :

tad eva brahma tvam viddhi ne 'dam yad idam upasate.
s. yac chrotrena na s

crnoti yena crotram idam crutam :

tad evag brahma tvam viddhi ne 'dam yad idam upasate.
9. yat prdnena na prdniti yena prdnah pramyate :

tad eva brahma tvam viddhi ne 'dam yad idam upasate. 135.

dafame 'nuvake prathamah khandah.

IV. 19. i. yadi manyase su vede 'ti dahram eva 'pi nunam
tvam vettha brahmano rupam yad asya tvam yad asya devesu.

atha nu mimdnsyam eva te manye 'viditam.

2. na 'ham manye sv vede 'ti no na vede 'ti veda ca :

yo nas tad veda tad veda no na vede 'ti veda ca.

s. yasyd 'matam tasya matam matam 1

yasya na veda sah :

avijndtam vijdnatdm vijndtam avijdnatdm.

thus we heard from those of old, who explained it to us. 5. That
which is not declared by speech, that by which speech is de-

clared, only that know thou as brahman, not that which they wor-

ship here. e. That which one does not think with the mind,
that by which they say the mind is thought, only that know thou
as brahman, not that which they worship here. 7. That which
one does not see with sight, that by which one sees sights, only
that know thou as brahman, not that which they worship here.

s. That which one does not hear with hearing, that by which
this hearing is heard, only that know thou as brahman, not that

which they worship here. 9. That which one does not breathe
with breath, that by which breath is led forth, only that know
thou as brahman, not that which they worship here.

IV. 19. i. If thou thinkest : "I know [it] well," little dost

thou even then know the form of the brahman, what of it thou

[art?], what of it [is] among the gods. Now then I think
what is unknown is to be pondered upon by thee. 2. I do not
think: "I know [it] well," neither do I know: U I know [it] not."

He of us who knows this knows it (the brahman], and he does
not know :

" I know [it] not." 3. Of whom it is not thought, of

him it is thought; of whom it is thought, he knows it not. Not
understood [is it] of those who understand

; [it is] understood

18. A. manyo. 7 B. matem. 8
nag.

9 MSS. abbreviate. 10 -nlti.

19. l am-.
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4. pratibodhaviditam* matam amrtatvam hi vindate:

dtmand vindate mryam vidyayd vindate lmrtam.

ft. iha ced avedld atfia sa,tyam asti. na ced ilia 'vedln mahatl

vinastih. bhntesu-bhutesu vivicya dh~trdh pretyd 'smal lokdd

ainrtri bhavanti. 136.

dagame 'nuvdke dvitiyah khandah.

IV. 20. i. brahma ha devebhyo vijigye. tasya ha brahmano vi-

jaye devd amahiyanta. ta diksantd 'smdkam evd 'yam vijayah.

asmdkam evd ''yam maliime 'ti. 2. tad dhdi 'sdm vijajndu. tebhyo

ha prddur babhuva. tan na vyajdnanta
1 kim idam yaksam iti.

3. te
(

(/nim abruvan jdtaveda etad vijdmhi kim etad yaksam iti.

tathe 'ti. 4. tad'
2

abhyadravat. tarn abhyavadat ko 'si 'ti. agnir
vd aham? asml 'ty abravvj jdtaveda vd aham asml ''ti. &. tas-

mins tvayi kim mryam iti. apt 'dam sarvam daheyam yad idam

prthivydm iti. e. tasmdi trnam nidadhdv etad dahe 'ti. tad

upapreydya sarvajavena. tan na papaka daydhum. sa tata eva

nivavrte ndi 'nad apakam vijnatum yad etad yaksam iti. i. atha

vayum abruvan vdyav etad vijdnlhi kim etad yaksam iti. tathe

'ti. a. tad* abhyadravat. tarn abhyavadat ko 'si 'ti. vdyur vd

of those who do not understand. 4. It is thought to be known
in awakening (?),

for one finds immortality ; by the self one
finds strength, by knowledge one finds immortality. 5. If one
has known [it] here, then it is true; and if one has not known

[it] here, [there is] great loss. The wise, having separated [it]
in the several beings, departing from this world become immor-
tal.

IV. 20. i. The brahman won a complete victory for the gods.
By the complete victory of this brahman the gods were exalted.

They considered :

" Ours is this complete victory, ours is this

greatness." a. Now it (the brahman) became aware of this

[thought] of them. It manifested itself to them. They did not

recognize it [saying] :

" What is this spectre ?" s. They said to

Agni : "O Jfitavedas, find that out, what spectre this is."

"Yes." 4. He ran to it. It said unto him: "Who art thou?"
" I am Agni," he said

;

" I am Jfitavedas." s.
" What strength

then is in thee ?" " I could burn even everything which is here
on earth." . It put down before him a blade of grass [saying]:
"Burn this." Approaching it with all his might he could not
burn it. Thereupon he returned [saying] : ""I could not find

out what spectre this is." 7. Then they said to Vfiyu:
" O Vfiyu,

find that out, what spectre this is."
" Yes." &. He ran to it.

"

It

19. 2 A. -vit-. 20. '-ate. - -m. 3 '7iawt. 4 B. -m.

VOL. xvi. 29
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aham asml 'ty abravm mdtaricvd vd aham? asml 'ti. 9. tasmins

tvayi kim viryam iti. apl 'dam sarvam ddadlya yad idam prthi-

vydm iti. 10. tasmdi trnam nidadhdv etad ddatsve 'ti. tad upa-

preydya sarvajavena. tan na cacdkd "datum, sa tata eva niva-

vrte* ndi 'nad acakam vijndtum yad etad yaksam iti. n. atlie

'ndram abruvan maghavann etad vijdriihi kim etad yaksam iti.

tathe 'ti. tad6

abhyadravat. tasmdt tiro ldadhe. 12. sa tasminn

evd "kdce striyam djagdma bahu cobhamdndm umdm hdima-

vatlm. tdrh ho 'vdca kim etad yaksam iti. 137.

dacame 'nuvdke trtlyah khandah.

IV. 21. i. brahme 'ti ho 'vdca brahmano vd etad vijaye mahl-

yadhva iti. tato hdi 'va viddm cakdra brahme 'ti. 2. tasmdd vd

ete devd atitardm ivd 'nydn devdn yad agnir vdyur indrah. te

hy enan nedistham? paspr$us sa3

hy enat* prathamo viddm
cakdra brahme 'ti. s. tasmdd vd indro Atitardm ivd 'nydn devdn.

sa hy enan nedistham pasparpa sa hy enat prathamo viddm
cakdra brahme 'ti. 4. tasydi 'sa ddeco yad etad vidyuto vyadyit-
tad" d3 iti

6

nyamisad'
1

dS. ity adhidevatam. 5. athd 'dhydtmam.

yad enad gacchatl 'va ca mono lnena cdi 'nad upasmaraty abJii-

said unto him: " Who art thou?" "I am Vayu," he said; "I
am Matari9van."

" What strength then is in thee ?" " I could
take even everything that is here on earth." 9. It put down
before him a blade of grass [saying]: "Take this." Approach-
ing it with all his might he could not take it. Thereupon he
returned [saying]:

"
I could not find out what spectre this is."

10. Then they said to Indra: "O Maghavan, find that out, what

spectre this is."
" Yes." He ran to it. It was concealed from

him. n. In that same space he encountered a woman, greatly

shining, Uma Hfdmavati. He said to her: "What spectre is

this ?"

IV. 21. i.
" The brahman'' she said

;

"
through the brahman's

complete victory ye are exalted." Then he knew: "[It is] the

brahman." 2. Therefore indeed these gods viz. Agni, Vayu,
Indra are as it were greatly above the other gods. For they
touched it nearest

;
for he first knew it to be the brahman.

3. Therefore indeed Indra is as it were greatly above the other

gods. For he touched it nearest
;
for he first knew it to be the

brahman. 4. Regarding it [there is] this direction :

" What of the

lightning hath lightened : ah ! hath winked : ah !" Thus with

regard to the divinities. 5. Now with regard to the self. That
which both goes as mind, as it were, and through it (mind)

20. b nivavrnta. 6
m(!).

21. 2 A. nedismd; B. nedisum. 3
te. *an~. 5 B. vidyu-. *itlS. ''mis-
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ksnam samkalpaJi? 6. tad dim tadvanam ndma. tadvanam ity

tipdsitavyam. sa ya etad evam vedd 'bhi hdi 'narh sarvdni bhu-

tdni samvdnchanti. g
7. upanisadam bho bruhi ^ti uktd ta upa-

nisat. brdhmlm vdva ta upanisadam abrdme ''ti. s. tasydi tapo
damah fairme V* pratisthQ

1* vedds sarvdngdni satyam dyatanam.
9. //o" vd etdm evam vedd 'pahatya pdpmdnam anante svarge
loke 'jyeye pratitisthati. 188.

dagame 'nuvake caturthah khandafy. da$amo 'nuvakas samdptafy.

IV. 22. i. d$d vd 1 idam agra dsld bhavisyad* eva. tadabhavat.

td dpo ^bhavan. 2. tds tapo 'tapyanta. ids tapas tepdnd huss ity

eva prdcth prdpvasan. sa vdva prdno 'bhavat. z. tdh prdnyd
'pdnan. sa vd apdno

lbhavat. 4. td apdnya
3

vydnan.* sa vdva

vydno 'bhavat. 5. td vydnya samdnan. sa vdva samdno lbha-

vat. 6. tds samdnyo \ldnan. sa vd uddno lbhavat. i. tad idam
ekam eva sadhamddyam* dsld aviviktam. &. sa ndmarupam'
akuruta. tendi "*nad vyavlnak."

1

vi ha pdpmano vicyate ya evam
veda. 9. tad asdu vd ddityah prdno

(

gnir
s

apdna* dpo vydno

imagination continually remembers it (the brahman}, e. Verily it

is tadvana by name. As tadvaria it is to be worshiped. Who
knows this thus, unto him all beings desire together. 7.

"
Sir, tell

the npanisad" "The upanisad has been told thee. Verily, we
told thee the upanisad of the brahman" 8. Penance, restraint,
action are its foundation, the Vedas all its limbs, truth its abode.

9. Verily he who knows this [upanisad^ thus, having smitten

away evil, stands firm in the endless heavenly world that is not
to be injured.

IV. 22. i. Verily this was in the beginning space, being about
to become. It became. It became the waters. 2. They per-
formed penance. Having performed penance [uttering] huss,

they breathed forth forward. That became breath, s. Having
breathed forth, they breathed out. That became exhalation.

4. Having breathed out, they breathed asunder. That became
the vydna. s. Having breathed asunder, they breathed together.
That became the samana. 6. Having breathed together, they
breathed up. That became the uddna. i. This [all] was one,

associated, not distinguished. e. He made name and form.

Thereby he distinguished it. Distinguished from evil is he who
knows thus. 9. Verily yonder sun is breath, Agni is exhalation,
the waters are the vydna, the quarters are the sanidna, the moon

21. 8 A. suk-. 9 samvdihksanti. 10 -o. n -e.

22. ^
repeat dqa vd. 2

yed.
3
apdna.

4
p-.

-vinot. 8 A. -I'm. 9 A. upd-.

5 -madam. 6
-raipam.
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dipas samdnap candramfi uddnah. 10. tad vd etad ekam abha-

vat prdna eva. sa ya evam etad ekam bhavad veddi 'vam hdi

'tad ekadhd bhavati 'ty ekadhdi 'va presthas svdndm bhavati.

it. tad agnir vdi prdno vdg iti prthivl vdyur vdi prdno vdg ity

antariksam ddityo vdi prdno vdg iti dydur dipo vdi prdno vdg
iti protrarh candramd vdi prdno vdg iti manah pumdn vdi

prdno vdg iti strl. 12. tasye ''dam srstarh pithilam bhuvanam

dsld aparydptam. is. sa manorupam akuruta. tena tat paryap-
not. drdham ha vd asye 'dam srstam apithilam bhuvanam

parydptam bhavati ya evam veda. 139.

eJcddage 'nuvake prathamah Tchandah.

IV. 23. i. sdi 'sa
1 caturdhd vihitd* prir udgithas sdmd ^rkyam

jyesthabrdhmanam. 2. prdno vdvo 'd vdg gl* sa udglthah.

s. prdno vdvd 'mo vdk sd tat sdma. 4. prdno vdva ko vdg rk

lad arkyam. 6. prdno vdva, jyestho vdg brdhmanam taj jyes-

thabrdhmanam. e. upanisadam bho bruhl* 'ti. uktd ta upanimd
yasya te dhdtava uktdh.*

1

tridhdtu visu vdva ta upanisadam*
abrdme 'ti. i. etac chuklam krsnam tdmram sdmavarna iti ha

smd ""ha yaddi
1

'va* puklakrsne tdmro varno 'bhyavditi sa vdi te

is the uddna. 10. Verily that became one, viz. breath. He who
thus knows this as becoming one [saying]: "Verily this thus

becometh onefold," he becomes at once the first among his own

people. 11. Verily now Agni is breath, speech is the earth;

Viiyu is breath, speech is the atmosphere; the sun is breath,

speech is the sky; the quarters are breath, speech is hearing;
the moon is breath, speech is mind; man is breath, speech is

woman. 12. That creation of his, when created, was unsteady,
not fully completed, is. He made the form of mind. By it he

completed it. Verily stable becomes this creation which was

created, not unsteady, completed, for him who knows thus.

IV. 23. i. This is the fortune divided into four parts, viz. the

udgltha, the sdman, the arkya, the chief brdhmana. 2. Verily
breath is ud, speech is glf that is the udgltha. a. Verily breath

is he (ama), speech is she (sd); that is the sdman. 4. Verily
breath is ka, speech is rk; that is the arkya. s. Verily breath

is the highest, speech is the brdhmana; that is the highest
brdhmana. e. "Sir, tell the upanisad." "The upanisad has

been told thee, since the elements have been told thee. With
three elements separately (?) verily we told thee the upanisad."
i.

" That white, black, copper-red is the color of the sdman," he
used to say ;

" when the copper-red color descendeth into the

22. a-.

23. J 'sd. *vihlta. s B.agih; A. gih. *bru-. 6 -ah. -sad. ' -da
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vrnte* dacama 10 mdnusam iti tridhdtu. sa dikmta kv nu ma uttd-

ndya" paydndye 'ma devatd balim hareyur iti. 140.

ekddage 'nuvdke dvitiyah khandah.

IV. 24. i. sa purmam eva prapadandyd 'vrnita.
1

2. inHI

purastdt pratyancam prdmyat. tasmd untr ab1i<mt. tad imimi.

urastvam. 3. tasmd atrasada etd devatd balim haranti. 4. vd-

cam anuharantlm agnir asmdi balim harati. s. tnano 'nuharac

candramd asmdi balim harati. 6. caksur anuharad ddityo
lsmdi

balim harati. i. protram anuharad di$o
l lsmdi balim haranti.

s. prdnam anuharantam vdyur asmdi balim harati. 9. tasydi

'te niskhdtdlf panthd balivdhand* ime prdndh. evam hdi ''tarn

niskhdtdh panthd balivdho,nds sarvato l

piyanti
>t

prdnd ya evam
veda. 10. sd hdi 'sd bralimdsandlm drudhd. d hd 'smdi brahmd-

satidim haranty* adhi ha brahmdsandlm rohati ya evam veda.

11. tad etad brahmaya$a<? $riyd parivrdham. brahma ha tic san

yapasd priyd parivrdho bhavati ya evam veda. 12. tasydi ^sa

ddego
1

i/o 'yam daksine 'ksann antah. tasya yac chuklam tad

ream rupam yat krsnam tat sdmndm yad eva tdmram iva

babhrur* iva tad yajusdm.'' is. ya evd 'yam caJcsusi purusa esa

white and black, it snatcheth these two unto itself
" He

considered: " Where now may these divinities bring tribute to

me lying supine ?"

IV. 24. i. He chose man for a resort, a. He entered him from
the front (east), turned toward him. For him he became wide

(uru). Therefore the breast (uras) is called so. s. To him

sitting there these divinities bring tribute. 4. Agni brings to

him as tribute speech bringing after. 6. The moon brings to

him as tribute mind bringing after. 6. The sun brings to him
as tribute sight bringing after. 7. The quarters bring to him as

tribute hearing bringing after. 8. Vayu brings to him as tribute

breath bringing after. 9. These are his dug-out paths, carrying
tribute, [viz.] these breaths. Thus dug-out paths, carrying

tribute, approach from all sides him who knows thus. 10. That

[divinity] is seated on the brahman-throne. Unto him they
bring the brahman-throne, he mounts the brahman-throne, who
knows thus. n. That same brahman-glorj is encompassed by
fortune. But being the brahman he is encompassed by glory

[and] by fortune who knowT
s thus. 12. Regarding it [there is]

this direction which is here in the right eye. What of it is

white, that is the form of the rc'sy what is black, that [is the

form] of the sdmans what is copper-red, as it were, brownish,
as it were, that [is the form] of the yqjuses. ia. What this per-

23. 9 A. -to,.
w

dac.c,-; before the $ an illegible letter, perhaps crossed
out. n

uktdndya.
24. ! A. adi$.
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indra esa prajdpatis samah prthivyd sama dkdcena samo
diva samas sarvena bhutena. esa paro divo dlpyate. esa eve 'dam

sarvam ity updsitavyam. lJf.1.

ekddace 'nuvdke trtiyah khandah.

IV. 25. i. sac cd 'sac cd ''sac ca sac ca vdk c<t maiiac ca \manac

crt] vdk ca caksuc 1

ca crotram ca crotram ca caksuc ca croddhd

ca tapac ca tapac ca craddhd ca tdhi sodaca. 2. sodacakalam

brahma. sa ya evam etat sodacakalam brahma veda tarn evdi

'tat sodacakalam, brahma 'pyeti. 3. vedo brahma tasya satyam

dyatanam camah pratisthd damac ca. 4. tad yathd cvah prdi-

syan pdpdt karmano jugupsetdi 'vartn evd 'har-ahah pdpdt kar-

mano jugupsetd "kdldt. 6. athai 'sdm dacapadl virdt. e. daca

puruse svarganara,kdni. tdny enam svargam gatdni svargam

gamayanti narakam yatdni narakam gamayanti. 1J$.

ekdda$e
'nuvdke caturthah khandah.

IV. 26. i. mano narako van narakah prdno narakac caksur

narakac crotram narakas tvan narako hastdu narako gudam
narakac cictiaih narakah pdddu narakah. 2. manasd pariks-

ydni
1

vede "*ti veda. 3. vdcd rasdn vede* 'ti veda. 4. prdnena

son in the eye is, that is Indra, that is Prajapati, the same
with the earth, the same with space, the same with the sky, the

same with all existence; he shines beyond the sky. One should

worship him [saying]:
" He is this all."

IV. 25. i. Being and non-being, non-being and being, speech
and mind, [mind and] speech, sight and hearing, hearing and sight,
faith and penance, penance and faith : these are sixteen. 2. Six-

teenfold is the brahman. He who thus knows this sixteenfold

brahman, him this sixteenfold brahman comes unto. s. The
Veda is the brahman, truth is its abode, tranquillity and restraint

its foundation. 4. As one about to decease the next day would

fuard
himself against an evil action, even so he should day by

ay guard against an evil action, until the time. 5. Now of

these the virdj is ten-footed, e. There are ten heavens and hells

in man. They, having gone to heaven, cause him to go to

heaven; having gone to hell, they cause him to go to hell.

IV. 26. i. Mind is a hell, speech is a hell, breath is a hell,

sight is a hell, hearing is a hell, the skin is a hell, both hands
are a hell, the rectum is a hell, the penis is a hell, both feet are

a hell. 2. He .knows: "With the mind I know those things
which are to be examined." s. He knows :

" With speech I

know savors." 4. He knows :

" With breath I know odors."

24. s -ur. 25. ^-ac. 26.
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gandhdn vede 'ti veda. s. caksusd rupdni vede 'ti veda. e. pro-

trena pabddn vede 'ti veda. i. tvacd samsparpdn vede 'ti veda.

8. hastdbhydm karmdni vede 'ti veda. 9. udarend 'panaydm
vede 'ti veda. 10. pipnena rdmdn vede 'ti veda. \\. pdddbhydm
adhvano vede ''ti veda. n. plaksasya prdsravanasya pradcpi-
mdtrdd udak tat prthivydi madhyam. atha yatrdi 'te sapta

rsat/as tad divo madhyam. 13. atha yatrdi 'ta usds tat prthivydi

hrdayam. atha yad etat krsnam candramasi tad divo hrdayam.
u. sa ya evam ete dydvdprthivyor madhye ca hrdaye ca veda nd*

'kdmo* lsmdl lokdt prditi. is. namo l

tisdmdydi* 'turetaya* dhrta-

rdstrdya pdrthupravasdya* ye ca prdnam raksanti te md r<ilt-

santu. svasti. karme 'ti garhapatyap patna"
1

ity dhavaruyo damn

ity anvdhdryapacanah. 143.

ekddage 'nuvake pancamah khandah. ekadaqo 'nuvdkas samdptah.

IV. 27. i. kas savitd. kd sdvitrl. agnir eva savitd, prthim
sdvitrl. 2. sa yatrd 'gnis tat prthim yatra vd prthivl tad agnih.
te dve yoni. tad ekam mithunam. 3. kas savitd. kd sdvitri.

varuna eva savitd. dpas sdvitri. 4. sa yatra varunas tad dpo

s. He knows: " With sight I know forms." 6. He knows: "With
hearing I know sounds." 7. He knows: "With the skin I know
contacts." 8. He knows: "With both hands I know works."
9. He knows: " With the belly I know hunger." 10. He knows:
"With the penis I know delights." 11. He knows: "With both
feet I know roads." 12. Just one span to the north of the Plaksa
Prusravana is the middle of the earth. And where these seven

sages (
Ursa major] are, that is the middle of the sky. is. And

where these salts are, that is the heart of the earth. And what
is black in the moon, that is the heart of the sky. 14. He who
thus knows the two centers and the two hearts of the sky and
the earth departs not unwilling from this world, is. Homage
to Atieama Etureta (?), to Dhrtarastra, to Parthu9ravasa, and let

those who protect breath protect me. Plail. 'Action' is the

householder's tire; 'tranquillity' is the dhavanlya fire; 'self-

restraint
'
is the anvdhdryapacana fire.

IV. 27. i. What is Savitar ? What is Sfivitri ? Agni is Savi-

tar, earth Sfivitri. a. Where Agni is, there is earth
;
or where

earth is, there is Agni. These are two wombs. This is one

couple. 3. What is Savitar ? What is Savitii ? Varuna is Savi-

tar, the waters are Sfivitri. 4. Where Varuna is, there the waters

26. *komo. 4 A. -samaya ; B. -samaya.
6 etur-. 6 corrected from

pdrfyugr-.
1

-may.
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yatra vd 1

"pas tad varunah. te dve yonl. [tad ekam mithunam.']
6. Teas'* savitd. kd sdvitrl. vdyur eva savitd. dkdcas sdvitrl.

e. sa yatra vdyus tad dkdco yatra vd "kdcas tad vdyuh. te dve*

yorii. tad ekam mithunam. i. Teas* savitd. kd sdvitrl. yajna eva

savitd. chanddnsi sdvitrl. Q. sa yatra yajnas tac chanddnsi

yatra vd chanddnsi tad yajnah. te dve2

yom. tad ekam mithu-

nam. 9. kas* savitd. kd sdvitrl. stanayitnur eva savitd. vidyut
sdvitrl. 10. sa yatra stanayitnus tad vidyud yatra vd vidyut*
tat stanayitnuh. te dve* yonl. tad ekam mithunam. n. kas*

savitd. kd sdvitrl. dditya eva savitd. dydus sdvitrl. 12. sa

yatra "dityas tad dydur yatra vd dydus tad ddityah. te* dve yonl.
tad ekam mithunam. is. Teas'* savitd. kd sdvitrl. candra eva

savitd. naksatrdni sdvitrl. u. sa yatra candras tan naksatrdni

yatra vd naksatrdni tac candrah. te dve* yonl. tad ekam mithu-

nam. is. kas* savitd. kd sdvitrl. mana eva savitd. vdk sdvitrl.

16. sa yatra manas tad vdg yatra [vd] vdk tan manah. te* dve

yonl. tad ekam mithunam. \i. kas* savitd. kd sdvitrl. purusa

[eva] savitd. strl sdvitrl. sa yatra purusas tat strl* yatra vd strl

tat purusah. te dve yonl. tad ekam mithunam. 144>

dvddage 'nuvake prathamah Miandcih.

are; or where the waters are, there is Yaruna. These are two
wombs. [This is one couple.] 5. What is Savitar ? What is Savi-

tri? Vfiyu is Savitar, space Savitri. 6. Where Vfiyu is, there

is space ;
or where space is, there is Vayu. These are two wombs.

This is one couple. 7. What is Savitar ? What is Sfivitii ? The
sacrifice is Savitar, the metres are Savitri. s. Where the sacri-

fice is, there the metres are
;
or where the metres are, there is the

sacrifice. These are two wombs. This is one couple. 9. What
is Savitar ? What is Savitri ? Thunder is Savitar, lightning
Savitri. 'io. Where thunder is, there is lightning ;

or where

lightning is, there is thunder. These are two wombs. This is

one couple, n. What is Savitar ? What is Savitri? The sun
is Savitar, the sky Savitri. 12. Where the sun is, there is the sky ;

or where the sky is, there is the sun. These are two wombs.
This is one couple, is. What is Savitar ? What is Savitri ? The
moon is Savitar, the asterisms are Savitri. u. Where the moon
is, there the asterisms are

;
or where the asterisms are, there is the

moon. These are two wombs. This is one couple, is. What is

Savitar ? What is Savitri ? Mind is Savitar, speech is Sfivitri.

16. Where mind is, there is speech ;
or where speech is, there is

mind. These are two wombs. This is one couple, n. What is

Savitar? What is Savitri? Man is Savitar, woman Savitri.

Where man is, there is woman
;
or where woman is, there is man.

These are two wombs. This is one couple.

27. J

p-.
9 abbreviate here and in the following.

8 B; -un. 4 -ih (!).
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IV. 28. i. tasya esa prathamah pddo bhus tat savitur varen-

yam iti. agnir vdi varenyam. dpo vdi varenyam. candramd

vdi varenyam. a. tasya esa dvitlyah pddo bhargamayo bhuvo

bhargo devasya dhlmahi^ti. agnir vdi bhargah. ddityovdi bhar-

gah. candramd vdi bhargah. s. tasyd esa trtlyah pddas svar

dhiyo yo nah pracodaydd iti. yajno vdi pracodayati. strl ca

vdi purusac
1 ca prajanayatah. 4. bhur bhuvas tat savitur va-

renyam bhargo devasya dhlmahi 'ti. agnir vdi bhargah. ddityo

vdi bhargah. candramd vdi bhargah. 6. svar dhiyo yo nah pra-

codaydd iti. yajno vdi pracodayati. strl ca vdi purusac ca praja-

nayatah. e. bhur bhuvas svas tat savitur varenyam bhargo

devasya dhimahi dhiyo yo nah pracodaydd iti* yo vd etdm sdvi-

trlm evam vedd ">pa punarmrtyum tarati sdvitryd eva salokatdm

jayati sdvitryd eva salokatdm jayati. lJf.5.

dvddace 'nuvdke dvitiyah khandah. dvddago 'nuvdkas samdptah.

ity upanisadbrdhmanam samdptam.

IV. 28. i. This is its first pdda : "Bhus; that desirable

[splendor] of Savitar." Fire indeed is what is desirable. Waters
indeed are what is desirable. The moon indeed is what is desir-

able, a. This is its second pdda, made up of splendor:
"
Bhuvas;

may we obtain the god's splendor." Fire indeed is splendor.
The sun indeed is splendor. The moon indeed is splendor,
a. This is its third pdda: "Svar; who may impel our devo-
tion." The sacrifice indeed impels. Woman and man propa-
gate. 4.

"
J3hus, bhuvas ; may we obtain that desirable splendor

of god Savitar." Agni is splendor. The Sun is splendor. The
Moon is splendor. &. "Svar; who shall impel our devotion."
The sacrifice impels. Woman and man propagate, e.

*

J3hus,

bhuvas, svar; may we obtain that desirable splendor of god
Savitar, who may impel our devotion." He who knows this Savi-

tri thus overcomes second death, he wins the same world with the
Sfivitri itself; he wins the same world with the Sfivitri itself.

23. ! -san. - insert yajno vdi pracodayati. strl ca vdi purusaq ca

prajanayatah.
VOL. xvi. 30
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NOTES.

The MSS. have this heading: talavakdrabrdhmane (!) upanisadbrdh-
manam.
In the numbering of the paragraphs the MSS. are careless and incon-

sistent. A. omits the anuvaka and khanda divisions, but numbers suc-

cessively the paragraphs of each book. I have not thought it worth
while to record simple omissions or inaccuracies of B. and C. in the

anuvaka and khanda divisions, or of all three MSS. in the paragraph-
numbers. With book ii. 1, A. and B. begin a new set of numbers

(at the end of the paragraphs), omitting however the first three para-

graphs (ii. 1-3), and numbering ii. 4 as 2
;
but after this regularly

ii. 5 = 5, etc., to the end of book iii., iii. 42 = 57. There are remnants
of a still different system of numbering in B., where the first three

paragraphs of book iii.
,
in addition to the other figures, are numbered

as 56, 57, and 58 respectively ; iii. 18. has in B. the additional number
70 ; iii. 22. has 73

;
iii. 32. has 79. The numbering of these last three

chapters is clearly at variance with that of the first three of the book,
and also with the order of the paragraphs in our text.

I. 1. i ff. Cf. 8. 1 ff.

I. 1. a. Cf. GB. i. 6, sa (prajdpatih) khalu prthivyd evd 'gnim nira-

mimatd 'ntariksdd vdyum diva ddityam. The rest is different. prd-
nedat : cf . JB. i. 354, tasya (i. e. yajnasya) yo rasah prdnedat . . .

I. 1. 7. Cf. Malt. U. vi. 23, athd 'nyatrd 'py uktam yah gabdas tad

om ity etad aksaram.

I. 1. s. tdny . . . astdu: i. e. prthivl, agni; antariksa, vdyu ; dyu,

dditya ; vac, prdna. The whole paragraph is repeated at i. 6. 6
; and,

omitting etdny, i. 33. II
;
34. 2. astdgaphdh pagavas: cf. JB. iii. 241,

247, astdksard vdi gdyatrl. astdgaphdh pa$avah ; TMB. iii. 8. 2 (QB. vi.

2. 2. 15). Elsewhere e. g. TS. vi. 1. 6. 2
;

iii. 2. 9. 4
;
AB. i. 21. 15

;
28.

11 the jagati is connected with the domestic animals.

I. 2. 3. ovdSc . . . ova: cf. iii. 39. 1 (i. 3. 1).

I. 2. 4. pardn: here 'to no purpose,' as AB. iii. 46 2, 3, 4. In para-

graphs 5 and 6 it has its ordinary meaning. The -ail for -dk also in

nyan i. 6. 1 : cf. Kath. U. ii. 4. 1 (and Bohtlingk's note) ; Ait. U. iii. 3
;

Mait. U. vi. 17 (avdn) ; butpardk and arvdk at i. 9. 5.

I. 2. 5. sa sarvd . . . 'nusamvdti : cf. TB. ii. 3. 9. 6, sarvd digo 'nusam-

vdti ; iii. 10. 4. 2, sarvd digo 'nusamvdhi.

I. 3. i. etdbhydm : scil. devatdbhydm : cf . below, 8, etdbhir devatdbhir.

I. 3. 2. sa yathd . . . : cf. gB. xiv. 6. 1. 8 (=BAU. iii. 1. 8) ;
ix. 3. 3. 6 ;

JB. ii. 418, sa yathd vrksam dkramandir dkramamdna iydd evam eva

. . . svargam lokam rohanto yanti (AB. iii. 19. 6-7).

I. 3. 3. mrtyu is also identified with agandyd BAU. i. 2. 1, and below

iii. 12. 2. The peculiar d is suported by 4
; iii. 12. 2

; iv. 24. 9
; and JB.

i. 136 (three times) ; but aqandyantlh and aqandyeyuh JB. i. 117.
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I. 3. 4. annam . . . candramdh: cf. KBIT. iv. 2, candramasy annam ;

Mait. U. vi. 5.

I. 3. 4, 6. Cf. JB. i. 136, annend 'qanaydm ghnanti. tam-tam agana-
yam annena hatvd svargam lokam arohan.

I. 3. 6. The emendation rathasya is made certain by RV. viii. 91 (80).

7, khe rathasya Iclie -nasah.

I. 3. 7. The meaning of atha yad . . . pratihdrdt is obscure.

I. 8. s. yathd 'gnind . . . samsrjyeta: cf. JB. i. 81 (twice) yathd 'gndv

agnin abhisamddadhydt tddrk tat. The precative dsicydd (AQS. ii. 3. 5,

dsincydd) among these optatives is very surprising, and calls perhaps
for an emendation (dsinced?).

I. 4. i ff. Cf . iii. 39. 3 ff.

I. 4. 2. ativyadhl . . . gurah: a Vedic reminiscence : cf. VS. xxii. 22,

rdjanyah qura isavyo 'tivyddhl; TS. vii. 5. 18, rdjanya isavyah quro
mahdratho jdyatdm ; QB. xiii. 1. 9. 2, rdjanyah gura isavyo 'tivyddhi
mahdratho jdyatdm.

I. 4. a. dagavdjl : perhaps 'of tenfold strength.'

I. 4. 4. On the inferiority of the ass to the horse cf. TS. v. 1. 2. 2 ff. ;

gB. vi. 4. 4. 7.

I. 4. 5. kubhra occurs again at iii. 39. 5. Neither this nor MS. ii. 5. 3

(p. 50. 16, 18) cast light on the exact meaning of the word. andryas :

the emendation is doubtful, but a change from ryy to rthy would be

easy in a Devanagari MS. Instead of rdjnah, rdjyam would be ex-

pected : cf . TS. ii. 6. 6. 5, ya evam veda pra rdjyam annddyam dpnoti ;

QB. ii. 4. 4. 6, rdjyam iha vdi prdpnoti ya . . .

I. 4. s. him vo : him bhd would be expected, as in 1.

I. 5. i. ne: read so with the MSS. ;
n as below iii. 3. 1 ; 14. 8, -nir-

bhinna ; iv. 3. 3
;
21. 8, sarvdngdni; iv. 1. 8 MSS. aydny ; AB. i. 13. 4;

30. 5 : cf . Tait. Prat. vii. 4.

I. 5. s. satyam: the emendation is doubtful, the whole chapter ob-

scure.

I. 5. 5. ydvatl . . . prthivl: cf. TS. ii. 6. 4. 3
;

5. 2, etc.

I. 5. e. ygrh + ud of the lifting up of a cup, as AB. vii. 33. 2, tan

(i. e. camasdri) yatro 'dgrhmyus tad enam upodgrhniydt. manasd :

i. e.
' in silence,' opposed to vdcd, as i. 58. 6, etc.

I. 6. i. tena vd etam . . . nidadhydd iti : the text as it stands is unin-

telligible, the chapter obscure throughout.
I. 6. a. raqmln . . . vyuhati: cf. Iga U. 16, yama surya prdjdpatya

vyuha ragmin . . .

I. 6. 4. andlayanam : formed from dlaya as anilayana (Tait. U. ii. 7)

from nilaya, and meaning the same.

I. 7. i. There is no indication of a lacuna between te and karoti in

any of the MSS.
I. 7. a. catvdri vak . . . vadanti, RV. i. 164 45

; repeated below, at

i. 40. 1.

I. 7. e. sa yathd 'gmdnam . . . : the same comparison occurs again
below at i. 60. 8 and ii. 3. 12-13 ;

in all three passages read losto (for

lostho) : cf . Chand. U. i. 2. 7, 8, yathd 'gmdnam dkhanam rtvd (Bohtlingk
inserts mrtpindo) vidhvansata evam hdi 'va sa vidhvansate ya . . . ;
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BAIT. i. 3. 8, sa yathd 'gmdnam rtvd losto vidhvahsetdi 'vam hdi 'va

vidhvahsamdnd visvanco vineQuty.

At the end B. and C. have iti svarakhandah.
I. 8. i ff. Cf. I. 1. 1 ff.

I. 8. 4, s = iii. 19. 3, 4.

I. 8. 7. dravantam: it is barely possible to support the reading of

the MSS. dravam by BV. iv. 40. 2 b.

I. 8. 10. marimrgitvd: the exact meaning is as doubtful here as it is

QB. iv. 5. 1. 10 : cf. Eggeling's note, SBB. xxvi. 388.

I. 8. 11. tendi 'nam . . . : cf. JB. i. 322, sa yathd madhuna Idjdnpra-

yuydd evam evdi 'tend 'ksarena sdmdn (!) rasam dadhdti; and ii. 77,

yathd madhv dsicya Idjdn dvapet tad anyathdi 'va sydt tddrk tat.

I. 8. 12. ayaSm : the clause is so much abbreviated as to be obscure.

The peculiar position of the pluti-mark in the MSS., though repeated

twice, is very probably due to a mistake. Cf. Schroeder, MS., i., intro-

duction, p. xxx, and ZDMG. xxxiii. 187.

I. 9. 2. vdg ity rk : cf. Chand. U. i. 8. 4 ; 7. 1 ; BAU. i. 5. 5.

I. 9. 4. asfdu: those enumerated in 2. bahurbhuyas: cf . RV. i. 188.

5, bahvlg ca bhuyaslg ca.

I. 9. s. vyomdnto vdcah: I have taken vyomdntah here in its pri-

mary sense ; see below, note to i. 10. 4.

I. 10. a. yathd sucyd . . . : cf. JB. ii. 10, yathd sucyd paldgdni sam-

trnndni syur evam etend 'ksarene 'me lokds samtrnndh ; Chand. U. ii.

23. 4, tad yathd gankund sarvdni parndni samtrnndny evam omkdrena
sarvd vdk saintrimd. These parallel passages show that ganku in the

Chand. U. may be taken in its ordinary meaning of 'pin' (AB. iii. 18. 6).

I. 10. 4. dagadhd . . . : the same series of numerals is repeated at

i. 28. 3 and 29. 5. Cf. Weber, ZDMG. xv. 132 ff. The series at TMB.
xvii. 14. 2 is very similar to this ; the chief difference is badva (cf. AB.
viii. 22. 4) for padma ; vyomdnta occurs nowhere else, and the meaning

given to it is purely conjectural. It occurred above, i. 9. 5, in its ordi-

nary sense.

I. 10. 5. Cf. KB. viii. 9, td parovarlyasir abhyupeydt. trln agre
standn atha dvdv athdi 'kam paraspara eva tdh lokdn varlyasah ku-

rute ; AB. i. 25. 6, parovarlydnso vd ime lokd arvdg ahhlydnsah.
I. 10. 10. satyam . . . dpa : cf. RV. x. 85. 1, satyeno 'ttabhitd bhumih.

I. 11. i. annakdginlr : it would be easy to emend to -kdnksinir or -kd-

mimr, were it not for the fact that the word occurs twice again, with-

out any variants, in a similar story, JB. i. 88, prajdpatih prajd asrjata.

td enam srstd annakdginlr abhitas samantam paryavigan. tdbhyo him-

kdrend 'nnddyam asrjata . . . tarn etat prajd annakdginir abhitas sa-

mantam pariviganti. tdbhyo himkdrendi 'vd 'nnddyam srjate ; also

JB. ii. 148, td enam annakdginih prajd abhyupdvavrdhuh ; and at JB.

ii. 149, td enam annakdginlh (MSS. -gIn-) prajd abhyupdvartante. The

same tautological expression tarn . . . sarve devd abhitas samantam

paryavigan occurs at JB. ii. 142.

I. 11. 5-9
; 12, 1-2, 4. Cf. Chand. U. ii. 9. 2-8, where however the

pratihdra is connected with the embryos, and the upadrava with the

forest-animals.
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I. 11. 5. Of. JB. iii. 213, prajdpatih payun asrjata. te 'smdt (MSS.

-ri) srxtd asamjdndnd apdkrdman (MSS. -krd-). so 'kdmayatd 'bhi inn

pa$avas samjdniran. na mad apakrdmeyur iti. sa etat sdmd 'pa$yat
tend 'stuta. tato vdi tarn pagavo 'bhisamajdnata (MSS. -samanj-) tato

'smdd anapakramino 'bhavan. tad u (MSS. vi) hinkdram bhavati. hum
iti vdi pagavas samjdnate hum iti mdtd putram abhyeti hum iti putro
mdtaram.

I. 11. o. tantasyamdnd : the emendation is doubtful.

I. 12. i. upadravam grhnanta : the pun here is not quite clear to me ;

perhaps upadrava is to be taken as '

mishap,' and reference is made to

the harmful nature of the Gandharvas : cf. AV. viii. 6. 19 ; Pischel,

Ved. Stud. i. 80.

I. 12. 4. Cf. Chand. U. ii. 9. 1-8
;

ii. 14,

I. 12. 5. Cf. Chand. U. ii. 9. 1, sarvadd samas tena sdma.

I. 12. 7. Cf. Chand. U. ii. 5. 1
;
16. 1

;
SB. iii. 1

; below i. 35. 2 ff.

I. 12. 9-13. i. Cf. Chand. U. ii. 3. 1-2; 15. 1
; QB. i. 5. 2. 18; ii. 2.

3. 8.

I. 13. i. yad vrstdt . . . : cf. QB. ii. 6. 3. 7, vrstdd osadhayo jd-

yante.
I. 13. 5. Or. Chand. U. ii. 7. 1

; below, 33. 3.

I. 15. a. anrcena sdmnd: cf. A. C. Burnell's Arxeyabrdhmaua (Man-

galore, 1876), Introduction, p. xi ff., "by a sdman was intended a

melody or chant, independent of the words ; . . . the earliest records

that we have make a distinction between the chant and the words, and
treat the first as of more importance." To the references there given

may be added. AQS. ix. 9. 9 (see Weber, Ind. Stud. x. 156, and Sitzungsb.
d. Berliner A. d. W. (1892), p. 807), and below i. 18. 8 and 21. 9.

I. 15. 4. prasdma, prasdmi: the former is not found elsewhere, the

latter occurs in the likewise obscure passage QB. iii. 9. 1. 9, vdg vdi sa-

rasvaty annam somas tasmdd yo vdcd prasdmy annddo hdi 'va bhavati,
from which it would seem that prasdmi might mean 'abundantly'
rather than 'imperfectly' (PW., pw., Eggeling): cf. Chand. U. ii. 8. 3.

I. 16. 4. rci sdma gdydma : i. e. 'sing a re to a sdwem-melody
'

: cf.

Burnell's Arseyabrdhmana, Introd. p. xii,
" A sdman is sung (gdi) on

(or, as we should say, to) a re (rci). This idiom is an old one, for it

occurs in the Brahmanas repeatedly ;
if the re (or words) really formed

part of the sdman, this idiom would be impossible."
I. 16. s. te: i. e. the chants of the noon and evening libations.

I. 16. s. The present kdmayate of all MSS. has certainly crept in

from 9.

I. 16. 9. On the redundant pronoun see Delbriick, Altind. Synt., p.
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; Whitney, AJPh. xiii. 304.

I. 18. i. Cf. JB. i. 283 ff. (partly translated by Whitney, Trans. Am.
Philol. Assoc. xxiii. 30), prajdpatir devdn asrjata. tan (A.B to) mrtyuh
(-urn] pdpmd 'nvasrjyata. te devdh prajdpatim (prajdm) upetyd 'bruvan

kasmdd (asmd) u no 'srxthd (Srstd) mrtyum cen nah (na) pdpmdnam
anvavasraksyann (-srksy-) dsithe 'ti. tan (A.B. to) abravic (A.B. br-)

chanddnsi sambharata tdni yathdyatanam pravi$ata tato mrtyund
pdpmand vydvartsyathe (-vrtsy-) 'ti. vasavo (savo) gdyatrim samabha-
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ran (sambh-). tarn te prdvican. tan sd (sa) 'cchddayat. vicve devd anu-
xtubham samabharan. tdm te prdvican. tan sd 'cchddayat (-n). marutah

paiiktim samabharan. tdm te prdvican. tan sd 'cchddayat. sddhydc cd

"ptydc cd 'ticchandasam (C. -dahsam) samabharan. tdm te prdvican.
tdn sd 'cchddayat (C. -n). 284. savandny eve 'ndrdgni anuprdvicatdm.
tato vai tdn (td) mrtyuh pdpmd na nirajdndt. kuto hi tasya mrtyuh
pdpme "cisyate yam na nirjdndti. na hdi 'nam mrtyuh pdpmd 'nuvin-

dati ya evam veda. chanddhsi vdva tdn mrtyoh pdpmano f

cchddayan
(C. -day-), tad yad endn (-no) chanddhsi mrtyoh pdpmano l

cchddayahs
tac chandasdm chandastvam. chddayanti evdi 'ndm chanddhsi mrtyoh
pdpmano ya evam veda.

I. 18. 3-4. Of. Chand. U. i. 4. 2, devd vdi mrtyor bibhyatas trayim

vidydm prdvican. te chandobhir acchddayan. yad ebhir acchddayahs
tac chandasdm chandastvam.

I. 18. s. rcy asvardydm : cf. i. 21. 9, etdvad vdva sdma ydvdn svarah.

rg vd esa rte svardd bhavati, whence it appears that a re without mel-

ody (sdman = svard) is meant : see above, i. 15. 3
; 16. 4.

I. 18. 9. The Chand. II. i. 4. 4 identifies svara and om.

I. 19. 3. etena hd 'sya sarveno 'dgitam . . . : cf. i. 57. 9
; 58. 10. The

construction of \/vragc + d with the ablative (instead of dat. or loc.)

is noteworthy.
I. 20. a. tad yathd . . . : cf. JB. i. 144, yathd vd akseiia cakrdu vi-

xkabdhdv evam etene 'mdu lokdu vixkabdhdu ; RV. vii. 99. 3.

6. The three dgds are described below, i. 37. 1. The precise tech-

nical meaning of dgita, vibhuti, pratisthd, and pragd is obscure.

I. 21. 4. The paragraph is not clear to me ; ahordtrd as feminine is

very irregular ; prdcir I have taken in the sense of pardcir (into which

it should perhaps be corrected) 'successive,' as AB. vi. 18. 6 ff.

I. 21. . rgvd . . . : cf. above, i. 18. 8.

I. 22. 2. Cf. TS. vi. 3. 1. 4-5, na 'dhvaryur upagdyet. vdgviryo vd

adhvaryuh. yad adhvaryur upagdyed udgdtre vdcam samprayacched

upaddsukd 'sya vdk sydt.

I. 23. s. tasyd 'bhipilitasya . . . : this is a clear contradiction of i. 1. 6.

I. 24. i. The same play between aksara and \/ksar in Amrtanada U.

24, yad aksaram na ksarate kaddcit (Ind. St. ix. 32): cf. also QB. vi. 1.

3. 6.

I. 24. 2. The same play between akxara and y'ksi is repeated below,

i. 43. 8.

I. 25. 5. atha yathd . . . : i. e. as insignificant as a pail in comparison
with a river.

I. 25. 7. Cf. JB. i. 324, trdistubho vd asdv ddityac guklam krsnam

purusah.
I. 25. s. yo 'gnir mrtyus sah: cf. QB. ii. 2. 4. 7, 9, agner mrtyor

dtmdnam atrdyata ; JB. i. 12, devd vdi mrtyund samayatanta. sa yo ha

sa mrtyur agnir eva sah. Chand. U. iii. 1-4 and vi. 4. 2 are quite
different from this paragraph.

I. 25. 10. On thepurusa of the sun cf. KBU. iv. 3
;
Chand. U. i. 6. 6 ;

iv. 11. 1
;
BAU. ii. 1. 2

;
iii. 9. 12.

I. 26. i. Cf. JB. i. 254, trivrc caksu$ $uklam krxnam kanmikd ; 324,
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trdisfabham idarh caksuc cuklam krsnam purusah; QB. xii. 8. 2. 26,

trivrd vd idam caksuh guklam krsnam kanlnakd ; below i. 34. 1.

I. 26. 3. tad yds td dpo . . . : cf. i. 29. 5 ; 33. 5
; QB. ii. 1. 1. 3 : cf. AA.

iii. 2. 2-4.

I. 26. 4. On the purusa of the eye cf. KBU. iv. 18, 19 ; Chand. U. i.

7. 5 ; iv. 15. 1
;
BAU. ii. 3. 5 ; iv. 2. 2

;
v. 5. 2, 4, etc.

I. 26. 5. The paragraph is obscure.

I. 26. ff. The Chand. U. vi. 4. 4. mentions rohitam, guklam and
krsnam rupam of the lightning.

I. 26. s. On the purusa in lightning cf. KBU. iv. 5
; Chand. U. iv.

13. 1
;
BAU. ii. 1. 4 ; 5. 9.

I. 27. i. adhydste: very likely in the sense of 'prevails,' which PW.
assumes for it in RV. i. 25. 9. annam krtvd : because death is hunger :

above i. 3. 3
; BAU. i. 2. 1, 4.

I. 28. 3. sa esa saptaracmir vrsabhas tuvismdn : the last three words
are quoted from the re below, 29. 7 (EV. ii. 12. 12a).

I. 28. s. On these numerals see above, note to i. 10. 4.

I. 29. 7. The re is RV. ii. 12. 12.

I. 29. s. esa hy eva . . . rsabhah : cf. JB. ii. 87, indro vd akdmayata
rsabhas sarvdsdm prajdndm sydm rsabhatdm gaccheyam iti. sa etam

yajnam apagyat tarn dharat tend 'yajata. tato vdi sa rsabhas sarvdsdm

prajdndm abhavad rsabhatdm agacehat. mahlyd here and below

(46. 2 ; 48. 5) was certainly connected with mahant rather than with

ymah: cf. PW. s. v. \/mahiy ; the commentator of TS. vii. 5. 10 ex-

plains it by pujd.
I 30. 2. anisedham sdma : nisedha is the epithet of several sdmans.

I. 30. s. = i. 45. 6. AB. iv. 2. 3. states that the ndndanam sdma (SV.
ii. 653) is abhrdtrvyam and bhrdtrvyahd : cf. also Ind. Stud. iii. 203, 208.

I. 31. s. Very differently on the sevenfold sdman, Chand. U. ii. 8 ff.

yd devatdh : on the divinities of the different quarters see BAU. iii.

9. 20 ff.

I. 32. i. The re is RV. viii. 70(59). 5.

I. 33. 2. tad yad vdi brahma sa prdnah : this is the doctrine of Kau-
sitaki and Paingya (KBU. ii 1

; 2.), of the sacrificial fires as revealed

to Upakosala Kamalayana (Chand. U. iv. 10. 5), and one of the expla-
nations of Varuna to Bhrgu (Tait. U. iii. 3. 1). The same was taught by
Udanka gaulbayana (BAU. iv. 1. 2). For a refutation of it see BAU. v.

13. 1.

I. 33. s. Cf. i. 13. 5. mana eva hiilkdrah: cf. Chand. U. ii. 11. 1.

vdk prastdvah : cf. Chand. U. ii. 7. 1 ; 11. 1.

I. 33. 4. karoty eva vdcd : cf. below ii. 2. 8
; iii. 32. 9, sa esa prduo

vdcd karoti ; QB. iv. 6. 7. 5, sa yatre 'yam vdg dsit sarvam eva tatrd

'kriyata sarvam prdjndyatd 'tha yatra mana dsln ndi 'va tatra kim
cand 'kriyata na prdjndyata no hi manasd dliydyatah ka$ cand "jdndti ;

Mahanar. U. iv. 7, vdcd krtam karma krtam ; VS. xiii. 58 and com-
ment on it, QB. viii. 1. 2. 9. gamayati manasd : cf. Chand. U. v. 10.

2 ( iv. 15. 6), tat puruso manasa endn brahma gamayati. tad

etan . . . manah : cf . Mait. U. vi. 34, tdvan mano niroddhavyam hrdi

ydvat ksayam gatam.
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1. 33. 5. agnih prastdvah: cf. Chand. U. ii. 2. 1. dditya udglthah :

cf. Chand. U. ii. 20. 1 (i. 3. 1).

I. 33. 7. The same etymology recurs below, 40. 6; 48. 7; 51. 2; iv. 13. 2.

I. 33. s. For the identification of sun and moon with the sdman cf.

Chand. U i. 6. 3, 4.

I. 34. i. Cf. above 26. 1.

I. 34. 3. set esa dhutim atimatya and ta eta dhutim atimatya in 5

refer to pada c of the re quoted in 6.

I. 34. e. The stanza is AV. x. 8. 35, which reads sadhriclh for samielh

in b, and dhutim in c. In b dadante (manuscript reading : see Whitney,
Index Verb.) should be restored for dadate of the edition. For dicas

samlclh cf. gB. vii. 3. 1. 24.

I. 34. 7. The stanza is AV. x. 8. 36, which has esdm for eko in c, and
eke for anye in d.

I. 34. 11. ta etas . . . annddydya: obscure and probably corrupt.
I. 35. i. samvatsara: 36. 1, parjanye, 4, puruse, and 10, devatdsu,

prove it to be locative.

I. 35. 2 ff. Cf. above, i. 12. 7.

I. 35. 4. A similar play on varsah and varsdh QB. ii. 2. 3. 7.

I. 35. e. nidhanakrta : nidhanlkrta would be expected, but cf. the

similar passage SB. iii. 1, which ends hemanto nidhanam. tasmdd dhe-

mantam prajd nidhanakrta ivd "sate nidhanarupam ivdi 'tarhi.

I. 36. i. Cf. Chand. U. ii. 3. 1 and 15. 1
; similarly TS. i. 6. 11. 3-4 ;

B. i. 5. 2. 18.

I. 36. 5. pratyag: contrasted with urdhva in 4, as Kath. U. i. 5. 3,

urdhvam prdnam unnayaty apdnam pratyag asyati (cf . Chand. U. iii.

13. 3, yo 'sya pratyan susih so 'pdnah. 5, yo 'syo "rdhvah susih sa

uddnah). It corresponds to dvrtta in Chand. U. ii. 2. 2, lokd urdhvdg
cd "vrttdc ca.

I. 36. G. Cf. Chand. U. ii. 19.

I. 36. s. Cf. Chand. U. ii. 7.

I. 36. 10. Cf. Chand. U. ii. 20.

I. 37. i ff. On this distribution of the savanas among the different

divinities see Eggeling's note, SBE. xii., p. xviii.

I. 37. 2. On the manner in which the gastras of the three savanas

should be sung cf. AB. iii. 44. 5. Also below i. 51. 6 ff. The term
mandra is frequently connected with Agni in the RV. Differently
Chand. U. ii. 22. 1, where the vinardi sdmnah is regarded as Agni's

udgltha. rdhnoti with accusative, like ypus.
I. 37. 3. ghosini, upabdimatl : these two adjectives are also combined

JB. i. 253, yasmdd etad ghosi 'vo 'pabdimad iva glyate tasmdd ghosi 'vo

'pabdimad iva garbhd jdyante : cf . AB. iv. 9. 3, agvarathene 'ndra djim
adhdvat. tasmdt sa uccdirghosa upabdimdn ksatrasya rupam. dindro

hi sah. The Chand. U. assigns to Indra the glaksnam balavat sdmnah.

I. 37. s. need: i. e. 'further on': cf. below 7.

I. 37. e. The Chand. U. also attributes the krduncam sdmnah to Br-

haspati, while in TS. ii. 5. 11. 1 it is assigned to the Asuras : yat krdun-

cam anvdhd "suram tad yan mandram mdnusam tat. As to its char-
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acter, cf. comment, on TS. v. 5. 12. 1, krdunco ddrunasvanah pakyi-

vicesafy.

I. 38. 2. nitardm may mean ' in a low tone.' The rest of the chapter
is obscure and partly corrupt.

I. 38. s. A loma sdman is mentioned TMB. xiii. 11. 11. The point of

the pun between loma [sdman] and lomagdni (perhaps
' covered with

herbs ') pmag&ndni is not clear.

I. 38. 4. galunasa : the exact form of the name is not quite certain ;

at J.B. i. 316, A. B.C. read galdna, D. galena. Qdmulaparndbhydm :

probably corrupt ; but I have not corrected the u into i, because $dmila
is only found as adjective, 'made of fami-wood.'

I. 39. i. Paulusita is probably the same person as Paulusi, Chand. U.
v. 11. 1 (QB. x. 6. 1. 1), who is (Chand. U. v. 13. 1) also addressed as

Pracmayogya.
I. 39. 3. sdmnah pratisthd : cf. BAU. i. 3. 29, tasya hdi 'tasya sdmno

yah pratisthdm veda prati ha tisthati. tasya vdi vdg eva pratisthd etc. ;

Samavidh. B. i. 12, yo ha vdi sdmnah pratisthdm veda prati ha tisthaty
asminc ca loke 'musming ca. vdg vdva sdmnah pratisthd. yad v etad

vdg ity rgvedah sah. rci sdma pratisthitam.
I. 39. 4. sdmnas suvarnam : cf. BAU. i. 3. 28, tasya hdi 'tasya sdmno

yah suvarnam veda bhavati hd 'sya suvarnam. tasya vdi svara (!) eva

suvarnam etc.; Samavidh. B. i. 11, yo ha vdi sdmnah svam yah suvar-

nam veda svam ca ha vdi sdmnah suvarnam ca bJiavati. svaro ( !) vdva

sdmnah svam tad eva suvarnam.

I. 40. i. The verse is RV. i. 164. 45.

I. 40. 2. vag eva sdma: cf. BAU. i. 3. 24, vdg vdi sdma.

I. 40. 3. The meaning of this paragraph is not quite clear.

I. 40. 5 ff. Cf. KB. ii. 8.

I. 40. 7. prdnd evd 'suh: cf. QB. vi. 6. 2. 6, prdno vd asuh.

I. 41. 4. The re is RV. i. 89. 10.

I. 41. 7. The same five purusas are mentioned BAU. ii. 1. 2 (sun), 3

(moon), 4 (lightning), 8 (waters) ;
3. 9 (eye) ;

KBU. iv. 3 (sun), 4 (moon),
5 (lightning), 10 (waters), 17 and 18 (eyes). Slightly different Chand.
U. iv. 11. 1 (sun) ;

12. 1 (moon) ; 13. 1 (lightning) ;
15. 1 (eye), 6 (mind).

I. 43. 5. yat pagusu . . . : cf. Tait. U. iii. 10. 3
;
TB. iii. 8. 7. 2.

I. 43, 9. Cf. Mait. U. vii. 11, purusac caksuso yo'yam daksine 'ksiny
avasthitah

\

indro 'yam . . .

I. 43. 10 = iv. 24. 3. * >

I. 43. 11. The list of adjectives, with the exception ofjyotismdn, cor-

responds to the qualities enumerated above, 42. 3 ff .

I. 44. i. The re is RV. vi. 47. 18.

I. 44. s. harayah = ddityasya racmayah: cf. Nirukt. vii. 24, ddi-

tyasya harayah suparnd harand ddityaragmayas te. For the etymol-
ogy cf. SB. i. 1. 13, purvapaksdparapaksdu vd indrasya hari tdbhydm
hi 'dam sarvaih harati.

I. 44. e. The stanza is RV. iii. 53. 8.

I. 44. 9. imdh . . . samcaksdnah : cf. RV. vi. 58. 2.

I. 45. i. The metre of the verses in 1 and 2 is defective. The
thought of the first cloka is similar to RV. i. 164. 46 (AV. ix. 10. 28).

VOL. xvi. 31
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pada c of which ends like pada d here. For the end of pada d of the

second stanza, cf. below, iii. 2. 1.

I. 45. 4. to the end is repeated verbatim at iii. 37. 6 ff., which has been

used in emending the MSS. reading here. leldyati : the verb, in the

same sense, is repeated below at 51. 3
;
55. 3 ;' 58. 7

; also JB. i. 299, pra-

jdpatir yasmdd yoneh prajd asrjata so 'leldyad eva sa dipyamdno bhrd-

jamdno 'tixthat ; MS. i. 8. 6 (p. 123. 12.), yad angdresu vyavagdntexu

leldya vi 'va bhdti tad devdndm dsyam : cf . ApQS. vi. 9. 2.

I. 45. s. pdpmd nyangah : pdpmanyaiigah would be expected, but cf.

below li. 12. 1, and JB. i. 10, tad yathd 'Mr . . . (MSS. anyeddhmdte) na

ka$ cana nyangah pdpmd parigisyata evam hdi 'vd 'smin na ka$ cana

nyangah pdpmd paricisyate ya evam vidvdn agnihotram juhoti.

I. 46. 2. On sajdta, see Eggeling's note on QB. v. 4. 4. 19. mahlyd :

cf. above, i. 28. 8.

I. 46. s. caturdhd: the conjecture is uncertain ; perhaps the reading
was pancadhd.

I. 48. s. The paragraph is not clear.

I. 48. 7. samditat : it would be easy to regard this form and anvditat

(iii. 38. 10) as due to dittography of the following tat, were it not for

AV. xviii. 3. 40, cmvditat, which is protected by the metre.

I. 48. s. janitd: so emended after Chand. iv. 3. 7. Perhaps it would

be better to correct it into janayitd : cf. below, iii. 38. 3, and JB. ii. 386,

prajdpatify prajdndm prajanayitd.
I. 50. Cf. below, 53 ff., 56 ff.

I. 50. 4. sunoti is the MSS. reading throughout, although one would

rather expect sanoti. But cf. AB. iv. 17. 3, where asunvan (so all MSS.

and Aufrecht ;
P W. emends to asanvan) corresponds to asisdsatyas in 2.

I. 51. i. dilabena : I emend so hesitatingly after AV. vi 16. 3 etc.

I. 51. a. Cf. below, i. 58. 8.

I. 51. 5 ff. Cf. above, i. 37. 1 ff.

I. 52. s. apadhvdntam: emended after Chand. U. ii. 22. 1, apadhvdn-
tam varunasya.

I. 53. i. At Chand. U. vi. 2, Qvetaketu's father strongly maintains

that in the beginning there existed the sat only, without a second : cf.

also Chand. U. iii. 19. 1 (identity of sat and asat). The Tait. U., on the

other hand, holds (ii. 7. 1) that the sat was produced from the asat, a

doctrine which Qvetaketu's father mentions and refutes.

I. 53. s. tasmdt . . . : the logical connection of the two sentences is

obscure. For the second one, cf. (^B. i. 1. 1. 20 = ii. 5. 2. 17, evam hi

mithunam klptam uttarato hi strl pumdhsam upagete ; vi. 3. 1. 30 =
vii. 5. 1. 6, dalcsinato vdi vrsd yosdm upagete. The reason is very prob-

ably the desire for male offspring : cf. Brhat S. Ixxviii. 24, daksina-

pdrgve puruso vdme ndri yamdv ubhayasamsthdu.
I. 53. 4 ff. On the superiority of the sdman over the re and its

chronological bearing see K. T. Telang's introduction to the Bhagavad-

giita, SBE. viii. 19. sdman is loosely treated as male and masculine

(amah; 54. 2, .sa) : cf. QB. iv. 6. 7. 11, tadvd etad vrsd sdma yosdm ream

sadasy adhyeti ; i. 4. 4. 3, varsd hi manah ; AB. i. 28. 16, where vac is

taken as masculine.
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I. 53. 5. For the etymology, cf. e. g. BAU. i. 3. 24 ; Chand. U. i. 6. 1 ;

AB. iii. 23. 1.

I. 53. s. viprd: the emendation is doubtful.

I. 53. 12. dddya na . . . : text and translation are doubtful.

I. 54. i. tasmdd . . . : cf. ApDhS. i. 1. 2. 23
; GautDhS. ii. 13. ka-

mam . . . : cf . ApDhS. i. 1. 3. 32. From ApDhS. i. 1. 4. 5 ff. it would

seem that students were at times offered forbidden food by their teach-

ers : see Biihler's note.

I. 54. 2. bharandakesnena : correct form and meaning are unknown.
I. 54. s. On the intercourse of sdman and re in the sadas and the

prohibition of witnessing it (except through the door), see QB. iv. 6. 7.

9ff.

I. 54. G. amo 'ham . . . : different versions of the formula AV. xiv.

2. 71
; QB. xiv. 9. 4. 19 (= BAU. vi. 4. 20); AB. viii. 27. 4 (for appoint-

ing apurohita) ; TB. iii. 7. 1. 9
; GB. ii. 3. 20 ; ApQS. ix. 2. 3 ; Ka. xxxv.

18
; gGS. i. 13. 4 ; AGS. i. 7. 6

;
PGS. i. 6. 3

; ManGS. 1. 10
; BaudhGS.

1. 12 ; BharadGS. i. 19
;
HGS. i. 20. 2.

I. 54. 7. sambhavann atyaricyata: the emendation after i. 57. 5.

I. 54. s. hinkdrac ca . . . : cf. AB. iii. 23. 4, te vdipancd'nyad bhutvd

pancd 'nyad bhutvd 'kalpetdm dhdvag (? Aufr.-vcif) ca hinkdrac. ca pras-
tdvac ca prathamd ca rg udglthag ca madhyamd ca pratihdrac co 'ttamd

ca nidhanam ca vasatkdrac ca. vyadravatdm, the emendation after

QB. iv. 6. 7. 10, tasmdd yady apijdydpatl mithunam carantdu pacyanti

vy eva dravata dga eva kurvdte.

I. 54. is. tadyathe . . . : text and meaning of the clause are uncer-

tain.

I. 56. 7 ff. Cf. AB. iii. 23 ; GB. viii. 20 ff., and Haug's note, AB. ii.

197.

I. 57. i. gdyatdm : for this pregnant use of the genitive see Weber,
Ind. Stud. ix. 247.

I. 57. 7. Cf . Chand. U. i. 3. 6-7 ; BAU. i. 3. 25.

I. 57. 9. Cf. above, i. 51. 3.

I. 58. i. Because the udgltha (ud) is the sun : cf. above, 57. 7.

I. 58. 2. gdpayeyur : with the same meaning which the causative of

\?vad usually has.

I. 58. e. prattic: the MSS. read here and iii. 6. 1, 3 pratic, as do five

MSS. of TS. v. 4. 7. 2. manasd ' in silence,' as above, i. 5. 6.

I. 58. 7. hiranyam avikrtam : cf. JB. iii. 1, sa (Prajapati) idam sarvam

vyakarot. yathd ha vdi hiranyam vikrtam evam.

I. 58. s. Cf. i. 51. 3.

I. 59. 3. sdmavdiryam : the meaning is uncertain. According to JB.
i. 219, the nidhana is the virya of the sdman : tad u ho 'vdca jdnac.ru-

teyo vlryam vd etat sdmno yan nidhanam.
I. 59. is ff. The distribution of what follows among the several

speakers is not clear
;
tad etat sddhv . . . brilhy eva probably belongs to

Qaunaka, who approves of Brahmadatta's answer and urges him to

continue. After this it seems as if Brahmadatta's reply was lost, in

which he proposes to turn the tables and ask Qaunaka and Abhipra-
tarin. To this either Qaunaka or Abhipratarin object with me 'dam te
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namo 'karma (with reference to 11) ... atiprdksis. And in 14 Brahma-
datta gives the questions which he proposed to ask them, together with

the answers. As the text stands, however, it would seem that me 'dam
. . . atiprdksis is spoken by Brahmadatta, although what he refers to

by idam namas is not clear. The text is not above suspicion, especially

the absolute ma = '

don't,' for which BAIL v. 13. 2, sa (Pratrda's father)

ha smd "ha pdnind ma prdtrda seems to be the only parallel case.

I. 60. Of. below, ii. 1 and 10; Chand. U. i. 2 ;
BAU. i. 3 (6. xiv. 4. 1):

cf. also JB. i. 269, manasd suhdrdasam ca durhdrdasam ca vijdndti

prdnena surabhi cd 'surabhi ca vijdndti caksusd darqaniyam cd 'dar-

ganiyam ca vijdndti qrotrena gravaniyam cd 'gravaniyam ca vijdndti

vdcd svddu cd 'svddu ca vijdndti.

I. 60. s apdnena jighrati : this peculiar conception occurs also at

BAU. iii. 2. 2, so 'pdnend 'tigrahena grhitah. apdnena hi gandhdn jigh-

rati. In the latter passage Bohtlingk has changed the reading, though

supported by both recensions, into sa gandhend and prdnena respec-

tively. It is possible that the confusion (for which, however, I am
inclined to hold the authors themselves responsible) came about through

passages like ii. 1. 16, apdnena pdpam gandham apdniti, which, occur-

ring in connection with 'perceiving by sight,' 'hearing with hearing,'

etc., was thought to be equal to 'smelling bad odor/ instead of 'ex-

haling
'

it.

I. 60. 7. Cf. above, i. 7. 6.

After chapter 60 the MSS. have this very corrupt colophon : gandbhi-

dhdnopanisadam calam sastikhandakam niyogddvinavd (B. -cd) ddhyd-

yam yrikrsnena (B. gesddrira) likhat (B. -n). muddgirivan hi samudra-
kdnanaksanti rudrdksipaddgnayo gunah. kugakarnacardgvi (B. -karna-

kucdgni) sdgaracruti gamgdddhva gundm gajesavah.
II. 1. Cf. i. 60 and ii. 10.

II. 2. s. vdco brhatydi patis : brhati as a name for vac and the same

etymology of Brhaspati also Chand. U. i. 2. 11
;
BAU. i. 3. 22.

II. 2. e. tasya . . . prajdh : cf. below, iii. 32. 9.

II. 2. s. yad vdva . . . : cf. i. 33. 4.

II. 3. 2. svddu. . . vandme'ti: the emendations are not quite certain.

II. 3. 5. The change from paryddatta in 5 and 6 to parydtta in 7, 8,

and 9 (cf . below, ii. 13. 3) is noteworthy.
II. 3. 13 ff. Cf. above, i. 7. 6.

II. 4. 2. asya hy . . . vd sah : unclear.

II. 6. 10. sahasram . . . putrdh : cf. ii. 9. 10.

II. 6. 11. Cf. TS. v. 6. 5. 3, etam vdi para dtndrah kaksivdn dugijo

vitahavyah crdyasas trasadasyuh pdurukutsyah prajdkdmd acinvata.

tato vdi te sahasram-sahasram putrdn avindanta ; TMB. xxv. 16. 3,

para dtndras trasadasyuh pdurukutso vitahavyah grdyasah kaksivdn

dugijas ta etat prajdtikdmdh sattrdyanam updyahs te sahasram-saha-
sram putrdn apusyann evam vdva te sahasram-sahasram putrdn pus-

yanti ya etad upayanti.
II. 7. i. The emendation of sthdlydm to sthalydm after JB. iii. 128

(transl. Proceedings for May, 1883, p. x), atha ha cyavano bhdrgavah
punar yuvd bhutvd *ga[cchac] charydtam mdnavam. tarn prdcydm sthal-
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yam dydjayat. In the AB. the name of the sage is Qaryata Manava, in

the QB. the a is short, as in our text.

II. 7. 2. For the different quarters assigned to gods, Fathers, etc.,

cf. e. g. QB. iii. 1. 1. 2., 6, 7. bambena is the correct reading: cf.

below, 6, and TS. vi. 6. 8. 4.

II. 8. 2. etad dha nd . , . : cf. AB. i. 14. 5 [udici] dig apardjitd ; QB.
iv. 6. 6. 1 ff.

II. 8. 7. The same etymology below, ii. 11. 8 ff., and BAU. i. 3. 9, 22 ;

Chand. U. i. 2. 12.

II. 9. 3. Five vydhrtis are also mentioned at JB. ii. 354, pancabhir
vdi vydhrtibhir idam devd ajayan.For pro, and d, cf. Chand. U. ii.

8. 1, and Eggeling, SEE. xii. 101, note. ud must be supplied: see 8.

II. 9. 4,5. The identification of pra with prdna (but of d with uddna^
is also found QB. i. 4. 1. 5

; differently Chand. U. ii. 8. 1.

II. 9. s. ud iti so lsdv ddityah : cf. Chand. U. i. 3. 7, dditya evo '.

The meaning of the following clause is obscure.

II. 10. Cf. above, i. 60.

II. 10. 2. tasya . . . dsuh : the same phrase is repeated below, iii. 30.

3 : cf. JB. iii. 190, atha ha vdi vdikhdnasd ity rsikd indrasya priyd
dsuh.

II. 10. 4. bhunjate : on account of the preceding vadati I have taken

it as 3d singular.
II. 11. Cf. BAU. i. 3. 12 ff.

II. 11. s. Cf. above, ii. 8. 7.

II. 11. 9. For the etymology cf. BAU. i. 3. 9, 21.

II. ,11. 10. andmayatvam: the reading is probably corrupt.
II. 12. i. pdpmd nyangah: see above, i. 45. 5.

II. 12. 7. alokatdydi alokyatdydi, BAU. i. 3. 33.

II. 13. s. yathd dhenum . . . : cf. TS. ii. 3. 6. 2, yathd vatsena prat-
tarn gam duha evam eve 'mdh lokdn prattdn kdmam annddyam duhe.

II. 14. i. nedistham : cf. Aufrecht on AB. 1. 1
;
and QB. i. 6. 2. 11.

II. 14. 4. atha yad . . . pdddbhydm : cf. QB. iii. 1. 1. 7, tasmdd u ha
na praticina$irdh gayita. ne 'd devdn abhiprasdrya gayd iti.

At the end of the chapter there is the following colophon :

grutyantdgamahi devdggrlnivdsa iti grutah :

ekahlnakaldkhandam garddhydyam alllikhat.

III. 1. For this and the following chapter, cf. Chand. U. iv. 3. 1. On
the grahas see Eggeling on QB. iv. 6. 5. 1

; Vayu is similarly contrasted

with the other divinities at BAU. i. 5. 33, sa yathdi 'sam prdndndm
madhyamah prdna evam etdsdm devatdndm vdyuh. mlocanti hy anyd
devatd na vdyuh. sdi 'sa 'nastamitd devatd yad vdyuh. (Somewhat simi-

lar is AB. viii. 28. 2 ff.). But at QB. iii. 9. 2. 5 we read sarvam vd idam

anyad ilayati yad idam kimcd 'p iyo 'yarn pavate 'thai 'td (the waters)
eva ne 'layanti.

III. 1. 4. Cf. JB. ii. 48, yadd "dityo
lstam eti vdyum (MSS. -r) evd

pyeti.

III. 1. 7. Cf. JB. ii. 48, yadd vd agnir udvdyati vdyum evd 'pyeti.

III. 1. is. krtsnam: supplied after 19.

III. 1. 14. Cf. JB. ii. 49, yadd vdi tusnlm dsteprdnam eva vdg apyeti
KBU. iii. 3.
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III. 1. i6. Cf. JB. ii. 49, yadd svapiti prdnam eva caksur apyeti.
III. 1. so. Vayu enters man, QB. i. 1. 3. 2

; v. 2. 4. 10.

III. 1. 21. In the corresponding story of Chand. U. iv. 3, the beggar
is a brahmacdnn.

III. 2. 2. The Chand. U. version in c reads t. k. nd 'bhipagyanti mar-

tydh ; and, at the end of d, vasantam (b of the gloka at JB. ii. 26 ends ba-

hudhd nivisjdu); in b the MSS. of the Chand. U., as ours, read so for sa.

III. 2. 4. The Chand. U. version in a has janitd prajdndm for uta m. ;

in b, hiranyadanstro babhaso 'nasurih ; in d, anannam for adantam.

rapasa (from rapas^ as rabhasa from rabhas) is uncertain, and so is

also the reading of the next two words.

III. 3. i. na : see note on i. 5. 1.

III. 3. 3. Breath is identified with the uktha in BAU. v. 14. 1.

III. 3. 4. gagvad: Eggeling now takes the word to mean 'probably'
in the Brahmanas : note on QB. v. 4. 3. 2. The end of this paragraph
is not clear to me ; perhaps the na should be thrown out.

III. 3. G. Cf. a similar etymology of the name in AB. vi. 20. 3, 4.

III. 4. 4. tristubhd paridadhati: cf. AB. vi. 15. 5.

III. 4. 10. nava-navd 'ksardni sainpadyante : this statement is cor-

rect for agni + prthivl + mahant 4- mahl, and dditya + dyu + brah-

man + brdhmani ; but not for vdyu + antariksa + deva + devl, which
make ten syllables, unless vdyv is read for vdyu.

III. 4. 13. For the comparison, cf. JB. ii. 248, yathd (MSS. gdha) vdi

mandu manisutram otam sydd evam esu lokesu trirdtra otah (MSS.

odah); QB. xii. 3. 4. 2 ; TMB. xx. 16. 6.

III. 5. 2. muftjas: corrected after SB. iv. 1. The rest of the chapter
is obscure, the readings, especially the quotations in 5, doubtful.

III. 5. 5. The quotations are given as they appear in the MSS., with-

out samdhi at the end. manoyuktam: it is uncertain whether this

should be taken as a compound, or as two separate words.

III. 5. e. bimbena : possibly
'

by means of the fruit of the Momordica

monadelpha.'
III. 6. 4. hotur vd "jye . . . mditrdvarunasya vd : see Eggeling's note

on QB. iv. 3. 2. 1 (SBE. xxvi. 325).

III. 6. e, 7. The correction of abandhu (neuter) to the masculine

-dhur seems necessary to bring out the contrast : cf. RV. viii. 21. 4,

vayam hi tvd bandhumantam abandhavo viprdsa indra yemima.
kasmdd vd . . . manthanti : these words are not quite clear to me.

III. 8. 2. anyatardm updgdd : I take this to be a euphemistic expres-

sion, similar to QB. v. 1. 3. 13, so kva tatah sydt. The actual bodily

danger incurred by entering into a disputation with a superior is well

known (e. g. Chand. U. i. 10. 9-11. 9 : QB. ix. 6. 3 : BAU. iii. 9
; JB. ii.

76, 77, etc.).

III. 8. 4. The construction of the clause as it stands is harsh, 110

matter whether ma be taken as dative or as genitive : see Delbrtick,

Synt. 399 (end). suyamdn : the word is very appropriate in talking to

a driver.

III. 8. 7. In the following this much is clear, that Sudaksina Ksaimi

by his unexpected arrival within the sacred enclosure succeeds in out-
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witting PracmaQali (iii. 7. 7) and making himself the udgdtar ; he par-
ticulars are not clear to me.

III. 8. 10. Possibly here and in the following paragraphs retobhuta

should be taken as a cpd. : cf. havirbhuta, MS. iii. 4. 7 (p. 53. 18).

III. 9. 9. This paragraph is obscure. It must be inferred that the

younger Jabala was not able to hear Sudaksina's discourse, iii. 8. 9-9. 7,

the substance of which is told him by his older brother in iii. 9. 10, yas

traydndm . . . ativahati. The transitive use of avddi is very remark-

able. It is probable that avddi 'ti should be corrected into avddit,

which would at the same time remove the superfluous Iti.

III. 9. 10. enark . . . yah katham avocad bhagava iti = the younger
Jabala.

III. 10. 1-3 are obscure. It is uncertain who is the subject of uvdca

in 1 and 3
;
also who is reproached in 3.

III. 10. 9. avoksamyd dpas : cf. AGS. iv. 6. 14.

III. 10. is. The stanza is AV. x. 8. 28, where however b reads utdi

'sdm pito 'ta vd putra esdm, and precedes a ; in c AV. reads pratliamo

jdtah s. u. g. antah,

III. 10. is. The readings of this paragraph are doubtful. Though
the MSS. have no indication of a lacuna, it is certainly defective, and
lacks the verb on which imam purusam depends.

III. 11. a. yad retas . . . abhisambhavati : cf. QB. vii. 3. 1. 45, retah

siktamprdnam abhisambhavati. dgdm abhijdyate : cf. Chand. U. vii.

12. 1, dkdge jdyate. dkdgam abhijdyate.

III. 12. i. imdng ca lokdn: cf. QB. xiii. 1. 7. 2, trydvrta ime lokdh.

III. 12. 2. aqanayd : see note on i. 3. 3.

III. 13. s. pandyanti : so far only found in Pan. iii. 1. 28 : cf. above,
i. 38. 5, pandyydh.

III. 13. 5. Naka Maudgalya (QB. etc.). The bearing of yatha . . .

tddrk tat on what precedes is not clear. The clause is so much abbre-

viated as to be obscure. It is probable that ratham should be supplied
as object to the causatives arpayitvd and arpayet (6) : viz.

' as one hav-

ing caused one chariot to collide with a post (obstruction) would drive

around the obstruction with the next chariot' : cf. AV. x. 4. 1, ratha

sthdnum drat.

III. 13. e. The iti should perhaps be placed after arpayet.
III. 13. 7. bradhnasya vistapam : this phrase occurs frequently in the

JB : tad bradhnasya vistapam gacchanti (ii. 337, 344. 351, 353, parallel

passages) ;
atha ydg catasras tad eva bradhnasya vistapam. tasminn

etad devls sarvdn kdmdn duhre (iii. 328) ; tad etat svargyam sdmd 'pnute

svargam lokam ya evam veda. tad yathd ha vdi bradhnasya vistapdny
evam etdni viqdlasya vistapdni svargasya lokasya samastydi pra svar-

gam lokam dpnoti ya evam veda (iii. 219) ; samudrasya (MSS. -a) vistape

occurs JB. iii. 213 : cf. below, iii. 19. 7, trivist pam.
III. 14. 1-6. This is repeated, almost verbatim, JB. i. 18, where how-

ever the text is unfortunately even more corrupt than here : viz. tarn

lid "gatam prcchati leas tvam (C. tasyam) asl 'ti (C. om. iti). sa (C. -e) yo
ha ndmnd vd (A.B. om. vd) gotrena vd prabrute (B. -bralte) tarn hd "ha

i/as te -yam mayy (C. for hd "ha . . . mayy has bhd bha ye su ; for mayy
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B. reads maryy, A. may} dtmd 'bhud (B.C. ndrd) e*a te sa (C. si) iti. tas-

min ha "tman pratipat (C. prativart) tarn (B.C. to) rtavas (A. tavas)

sampaldyyapad (so A. and B. ; C. sampaldryya) grhitam apakarsanti.

Then, with only a few orthographical differences, to the end of 5 (all

MSS. read suvas, svargyam, svar, suvargah, suvar in 3 and 4). After

this, sa etam eva sukrtarasam (so C ;
A.B. samkrt-) apy eti tasya

putrd ddyam upayanti pitaras sddfiukrtydm. In the text the division

pratipat. ta is purely conjectural, the MSS. reading pratipatta, which

might be an ablative depending on apakarsanti, but it seems not im-

probable that a past pple is hidden in the word. For sampaddryapad
I have been unable to find an acceptable emendation.

III. 14. s. sa yathd . . . eva: cf. JB. ii. 12, yathd ha vd idam dndd

(MSS. -an) nirbhidyerann evam evdi 'tasmdd ahho nirbhidyante ; Ait.

U. i. 1. 4, tasyd 'bhitaptasya mukham nirabhidyata yathd "ndam (cf.

also RV. i. 104. 8, dndd md no . . . nir bhet). The nn in nirbhinnam
is noteworthy : see above, note to 1. 5. 1.

III. 15. 2. Cf. SB. i. 5. 1 ff., indro ha vdi vigvdmitrdyo 'ktham uvdca

vasisthdya brahma. vdg ity eva viqvdmitrdya mano brahma vasisthdya.
2. tad vd etad vdsistham brahma ; also TMB. xv. 5. 24. Hence a Vasistha
should be chosen as 6ra/mia7i-priest, TS. iii. 5. 2. 1 : vasistho brahmd

kdryah; cf. SB. i. 5. 3.

III. 15. 4 ff. Cf. AB. v. 32 ; QB. xi. 5. 8
;
GB. i. 6

;
Chand. U. iv. 17.

III. 16. i ff. Strikingly (at times verbatim) similar is AB. v. 33. 2 :

cf. also GB. iii. 2 ; Chand. U. iv. 16 ; KB. vi. 11
; SB. i. 5. 4 ff.

III. 16. ?. ubhaydpdd, ubhaydcakro : cf. iv. 14. 3, ubhaydpadi (also

ubhayddant) ; the AB. has ubhayatahpdt and ubhayatagcakra.
III. 17. 1-2. Cf. Chand. U. iv. 17. 4 ff.

;
AB. v. 32. 5 ff. ; gB. xi. 5. 8.

5 ff. ; SB. i. 5. 8
; JB. i. 358, yan nu no l

dyd 'yam yajfro bhresann iydt

(MSS. iy-) kendi 'nam bhisajydme 'ti tan prajdpatir abravid yad vd

etasya trayasya vedasya teja indriyam vlryam rasa dsid idam vd aham
tad va (MSS. vam) udayaccham (MSS. insert ity). eta vydhrtlh prdyac-
cham. etdbhir enam bhisajyathe 'ti. sa yadi yajna rkto bhresam iydd

(MSS. i-) bhus svdhe 'ti gdrhapatye juhavdtha. sdi ''va tatra prdyag-
cittih. atha yadi yajusto bhuvas svdhe 'ty agnldhre juhavdtha. sdi 'va

t. pr. atha yadi sdmatas svas svdhe 'ty dhavaniye juhavdtha. sdi 'va t.

pr. atha yadi 'stipagubandhesu vd dargapurnamdsayor vd bhuvas svdhe

'ti anvdhdryapacane juhavdtha. sdi 'va t. pr. atha yady anupasmrtdt
kuta idam ajani 'ti bhur bhuvas svas svdhe 'ty dhavaniye juhavdtha.
sdi 'va tasya sarvasya prdyagcittih.

III. 17. 3. tad yathd . . . : very similar is Chand. U. iv. 17. 7
; the

comparisons in AB. v. 32. 6 and QB. xi. 5. 8. 6 differ, especially in the

latter: cf. also comm. on KBIT. (Bibl. Ind. p. 4, line 4 ff.), baddhvd
kdsthene 'va kdstham nihsamdhibandhanam jaturajjulohddibhih.

III. 17. 4. tad dhur . . . : almost verbatim as AB. v. 34. 1 ff.; GB. iii. 3.

III. 17. e. With c of the gloka cf. Mund. U. ii. 2. 1, atrdi 'tat sam-

arpitam ejat prdnan nimisac ca yat.

III. 19. i. somah pavate and updvartadhvam : cf. below, iii. 34. 2

gB, iv. 2. 5. 7, 8, and Eggeling's notes, SEE. xxvi. 307, 308.

III. 19. 3, 4 = i. 8. 4, 5.
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III. 20. i. yo 'smdn . . . dvismah = KBU. ii. 8 (Mahanar. U. iv. 13);

the phrase (without the ca after yam) is very frequent in AV., e. g. ii.

11. 3
;

19. 1-23. 5.

III. 20. a. apannd: cf. BAU. v. 15. 10 (gB. xiv. 8. 15. 10), apod asi

na hi padyase, in an invocation of gdyatrl.

III. 21. . Text and translation are uncertain ; the last two words
are emended after AV. vii. 35. 2 6, dham . . . bilam apyadhdm.

III. 25. 4. modo . . . pramodo : as in Tait. U. ii. 5. 1, modo daksinafy

paksah pramoda uttarafy paksah (of the dtmd "nandamayah).
III. 27. 11. navo-navo . . . jdyamdno : a Vedic reminiscence, RV. x.

85. 19, navo-navo bhavati jdyamdno . . . (= AV.
;
TS. ; TB).

III. 28. i ff . Similar, but differing considerably in detail, are BAU. v.

12 and KBU. 1. 2 ff.

III. 28. s. atra = loke 'gokdntare 'toie (BAU. v. 12. 1). f/h fc* S~

III. 29. 3. There seems to be no other passage in Vedic literature

where a dead man temporarily returns of his own accord to comfort and
instruct a friend. Somewhat similar are the stories of Bhrgu (QB. xi.

6. 1. 1 ff. ; JB. i. 42-44, JAOS. xv. 234 ff.) and Naciketas (TB. iii. 11. 8.

1 ff.
;
Kath. U. i. 1), and, in later literature, that of Kadambari calling

her lover back to life by her embrace (Weber, ZDMG. vii. 588 = Ind.

Streif. i. 367). Cf . also the Jaina-story of ajj' Asadha, Ind. Stud. xvii.

109.

III. 29. 7. Cf. Horn. II. *. 99 f., f apa <j>uvqaac (Achilles) wpt^aro

ov 6' l/la,3e i/
w^ (of Patroclus) <f Kara X&ov6ct rfvre Ka-rrv6g,

\

III. 30. 3. prajdpater . . . dsa : the same phrase occurred above, ii. 10.

2. rxindm is perhaps to be taken with sa, and devdndm in 4 withpra-
jdpatir.

III. 31. i. Cf. JB. iii. 7, prajdpatir jdyamdna eva saha pdpmand
jdyata. so 'kdmayatd 'pa pdpmdnam haniye 'ti. sa etam vyudha-

chandasamdvadaqdhaihyajnamapaqyat. tamdharat. tend'yajata. tena

visvancam pdpmdnam vyduhata. sa yah pdpmagrhlta iva manyeta sa

etena vyudhachandasd dvddagdhena yajeta. visvancam hdi 'va pdpmd-
nam vyuhate.

III. 31. s. The emendations of this corrupt passage are tentative only.
III. 31. 10. I have not been able to restore a satisfactory text.

III. 32. s. tad atha yadd . . . : cf . gB. iii. 8. 3. 15 = 4. 5, yadd 'smdt

prdno 'pakrdmati ddrv eva tarhi bhilto 'narthyah $ete ; KBU. ii. 14,

asmdc charirdd uccakramns tad dhd 'prdnat guskam ddrubhutam $i$ye.

III. 32. 5. sa ... sa : as is seen from 8, they refer to antardtmd.
III. 32. 9. vdcd karoti: see above, i. 33. 4. tasya svara . . . prajdh :

cf. above, ii. 2. 6 ; in Chand. U. i. 13. 2, svara and prdna are identified.

III. 33. i. For the identification of agni and vac cf. Chand. U. iii. 13.

3, sd vdk so 'gnih. ddityas svara . . . : cf . Chand. U. i. 3. 2, samdna
u eva 'yam cd 'sdu ca. umo 'yam usno 'sdu. svara iii 'mam dcaksate

pratydsvara ity amum ; i. 5. 1, ity asdu vd dditya udgitha esa pranavah.
om iti hy esa svarann eti: cf. i. 3.1, ya evd 'sdu tapati tarn udgitham
updslta. udyan vd esa prajdbhya udgdyati.
VOL. xvi. 32
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III. 33. 7. brahmana dvartah: cf. Chand. U. iv. 15. 6, mdnavam
dvartam.

III. 84. i. tad etan . . . rksdme: cf. Chand. U. i. 1. 5. dcaturam :

to the passages from MS., KB., and Kath., quoted by Bohtlingk (on
Panini viii. 1. 15) and Schroeder (Monatsberichte d. Berl. AJcad., July
24, 1879, p. 683), must be added JB. ii. 276, dcaturam ha khalu vdi

mithunam prajananam; iii. 42, dcaturam (MSS. dcatun) mithunam
prajananam ; iii. 87, dcaturam vdva m. p.

III. 34. 2. somali pavate and updvartadhvam : see above, iii. 19. 1.

III. 34. 5. Cf. QB. vi. 6. 1. 6, yddrg vdi yondu retail sicyate tddrg
jdyate; vii. 4. 1. 1, yddrcdd vdi jdyate tddrnn eva bhavati ; Brh. Sarhh.

Ixxv. 2.

III. 35. i. The verse is RV. x. 177. 1. On marlclndm in d see Weber,
Ind. Stud. ix. 9, note.

III. 35. 2. ati ratham udlksate: these words are doubtless corrupt.
III. 35. e. maricyah I have left unchanged, regarding it as one of the

frequent instances of confusion of i-stems and i-stems.

III. 36. i. The verse is RV. x. 177. 2.

III. 37. i. The verse is RV. x. 177. 3 (=i. 164. 31).

III. 38. a. prajdndm janayitd : cf. i. 48. 8.

III. 38. 4. A similar etymology of gdyatra is given at BAU. v. 15. 7.

III. 38. e. upd 'smdi . . . nara: the first pada of SV. ii. 1 and 113 (=
RV. ix. 11. 1 etc.). The final of gdyatd is protracted also in SV. and RV.
The second and third padas are given in 8, with the var. lect. devam
for devdn (SV. RV.). They also differ from SV. and RV. in the pro-

traction of the final of indave to -vdi, and of the last three vowels of

iyaksate (iydkmtdi), and by the insertion of hum-bhd between the

second and third syllable of the latter. The Bibl. Ind. gives the verse,
43 r 4 i.' 4r 5 2 1 '.' 2

yajndyajniyam, thus : upd '5smdi
\ gdSydStd ndrdh

\ pdSvdmdSnd \121 22 r r A 8 * 1

yd23d \ hummdyi \ ddSvdyi \
dbhi devdn iydSkmtdu \\ te.

III. 38. s. sodagakalam vdi brahma : cf. below, iv. 25. 2.

III. 38. 10. anvditat : cf. note on i. 48. 7.

III. 39. i. sodagakalo vdipurusah: cf. QB. xi. 1. 6. 36, and the mystic

explanations of Prag. U. vi. 1 ff.

III. 39. 2. tad . . . dvrdydt : I have not been able to restore a read-

able text. From what follows it would appear that parts of ovdc, as

and o. are commented upon and mystically explained.

III. 39. 3 ff . are similar to i. 4. 2 ff .

III. 40 ff. Only very few of these names occur in the Vangabrdh-
mana ; a number of names are repeated in the vanga at iv. 16 ff.

After III. 42. the MSS. have this colophon :

bahutvdd dhdrandgaktd vismaranty alpabuddhayah :

yam aham trihgad adhydyam alikham tarn brhadganam.
IV. 1. i. haritasprgas samdnabuddho : the correctness of the MSS.

reading is doubtful, the meaning obscure,

IV. 2. i ff. Cf. Chand. U. iii. 16. The correspondence is very close,

even to the misreading caturvin$ativarsdni in 2.

IV. 2. s. sarvarh vasv ddadate : Chand. U. sarvam vdsayanti(cf. QB.
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xi. 6. 3. 6 ; BAU iii. 9. 4.) ; cf. BAU. iii. 9. 4, etexu hi 'dam vmtu sarvam
hitam (= JB. ii. 77, JAOS. xv. 240).

IV. 2. . For the etymology cf. JB. ii. 77 ; gB. xi. 6. 3. 7.

IV. 2. 9. For the etymology cf. JB. ii. 77, idath sarvam ddaddnd

yanti = gB. xi. 6. 3. 8 ; ii. 1. 2. 18 (of the sun), tasmdd ddityo ndma yad
esdm vlryani ksatram ddatta.

IV. 3. i. The AV. v. 28. 7 reads: trydyusarh jamadagneh kagyapa-

sya trydyuxam \
tredhd 'mrtasya caksanam trlny ayuhxi te 'karam ;

padas a and 6, of the AV. version are also found VS. iii. 62.

IV. 3. 2. Cf. RV. i. 187. 1, upa nah pitav dcara . . .
| mayobhur . . .

IV. 3. a. = TS. v. 5. 7. 5 ; also VS. xviii. 67, with these var. lect. : in

a, pdncajanyd for purlsydh ; in 6, asydm prthivydm abhi ; in c, asi

tvam. purlsydh : see Eggeling's note to QB. vi. 3. 1. 33. no : cf.

above, 1. 5. 1.

IV. 5. i ff. Cf. below, 10. 10 ff.

IV. 5. a. virdtra, not so much "the end of the night" (PW., pw.) as

the second half, or after-part of the night : cf; vyadhva. agnihotra-

veldydm = after sunrise (AB. v. 31).

IV. 6. 4. Tallies with the description given of a Vedic student return-

ing after he has completed his studentship, QGS. iii. 1
; PGS. ii. 6 ; GGS.

iii. 4 ; dandopdnaham occurs also QGS. iii. 1. 18.

IV. 6. 6. sudgdtd . . . : cf. TS. vii. 1. 8. 1, d 'sya catvdro vird jdyante
suhotd sudgdtd svadhvaryuh susabheyah.
IV. 8. a. Cf. BAU. v. 15. 12.

IV. 8. 7. For Pratidarga Aibhavata, see gB. xii. 8. 2. 3.

IV. 9. 9. \(spr follows the mi-class only here and below, 10. 1-8 : cf.

e. g. stabhndti, stabhnoti ; sindii, asinot (JB. iii. 210 ter) ; skabhndti,
skabhnuvant ; lundti, lunoti; ksindti, ksinoti; stfndti, strnoti, etc.

IV. 10. 9. saptadhd : i. e. by means of the seven vibhaktis of the

sdman enumerated in 1--7
;
cf. below, 18.

IV. 10. 10. Cf. above, 5. 1.

IV. 11. 10. Cf. iii. 32. 5.

IV. 13. 3. Chand. U. viii. 3. 5
;
KBU. i. 6

; BAU. ii. 3. 1 similarly
divide satyam into an immortal (sa) and mortal (ti) syllable.

IV. 14. 2. The paragraph is obscure.

IV. 14. s. ubhaydpadl : scil. devatd.

IV. 14. 4. It seems very probable that a negative should be supplied
in the relative clause, in order to contrast this paragraph with the pre-

ceding one. It would then correspond to KBU. i. 2, ye vdi ke cd 'smdl

lokdt prayanti candramasam eva te sarve gacehanti . . . etad vdi svar-

gasya lokasya dvdram yac candramdh. tarn yah pratydha tarn atisrjate.

atha ya enam na pratydha tarn iha vrstir bhutvd varsat i. sa iha . . .

tesu-tesu sthdnesu pratydjdyante (Bohtlingk, Ber. d. Sachs. G. d. W.

1889, p. 201 ff.).

IV. 16 ff. Some of the names occurred above, iii. 40 ff.

IV. 18-21. The Kena-Upanisad. In Qafikara's recension it formed
the ninth adhydya. One of Burnell's MSS. of a fragment of JB. (i. 1-

178) contains a commentary on this Upanisad, with the title Ksudravi-

varana.
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IV. 18. i. Roer compares Kath. U. ii. 6. 3
; Tait. U. ii. 8. 1.

IV. 18. 3. Roer compares Kath. U. ii. 6. 12 ; Tait. U. ii. 2. 4 (=9) ;

Mund. U. iii. 1. 8.

IV. 18. 4. Both the Bombay ed. and the ed. of Roer count para-

graphs 3 and 4 as one. The second half-stanza of 4 occurs also Iga U.

10, 13 ; see also Weber, Ind. Stud. ii. 183.

IV. 18. e. mano matam : this was also the reading of the author of

the Ksudravivarana.

IV. 18. 9. pranlyate : for a similar pun between prdna and \/nl +

pra see Prag. U. iv. 3, yad gdrhapatydt pranlyate pranayandd dhava-

nlyah prdnah ; also QB. vii. 5. 1. 21.

IV. 19. i. dahram : both edd. and the Ksudravivarana read dabh-

ram. The AV. recension reads daharam (Ind. Stud. ii. 182). Both Q.
and the Ks. place a period after eva te and take manye viditam (so, with-

out avagraha, all edd.) as a remark of the student, which is harsh and

unnecessary ; by reading aviditam we obtain a fit transition to what
follows. The AV. recension differs considerably here, and begins the

second paragraph with viditam.

IV. 19. 4. vidyayd . . . 'mrtam : cf. Iga U. 11, vidyayd 'mrtam aqnute
= Mait. U. viii. 9.

IV. 19. s. vivicya: Roer vicintya, Bombay ed. and the Ks. vicitya ;

but the latter explains dhlrdh by vivekinah: cf. Kath. U. i. 2. 2, tdu

samparltya vivinakti dhlrah.

IV. 20. 4. tad: both MSS. here tarn; in 8, A. tad, B. tarn; in 11, both

m (!) ; the AV. recension has tarn throughout. vd aham : the faulty

reading of the MSS. vd 'ham (here and once below, in 8) is found also

in Chamb. 137 throughout (Ind. Stud. ii. 182).

IV. 20. 6. ndi 'nad aqakam: the edd. here, and below in 10, 'tad for

'nad.

IV. 20. 9. ddadlya: the edd. and Q. ddadlyam.
IV. 21. i. The edd. insert sd before brahme 'ti. For mahlyadhva the

edd. have -dhvam.

IV. 21. 2. pasprgus : the edd. have the faulty form paspargus. sa :

our MSS. and the edd. te, but it is obvious that this reading is due to

the te of the following paragraph, and should be changed to sa, with

Chamb. 137 (Ind. Stud. ii. 182). It is probable that the whole clause

is a gloss.

IV. 21. 4. vyadyutad d3 iti nyamisad a3 : Roer, vyadyutadd iti 'ti

nyamlmisadd ; the Bombay ed., vyadyutadd3 iti 'ti nyamimisaddS .

The author of the Ks. read nyamimisad. The d after the verbs is

surprising ; both commentaries explain it as having the force of com-

parison (Ks. d ive 'ty upamdrtha dgabdah}. After nyamisad an iti

seems to be wanting.
IV. 21. 5. yad enad . . . cdi 'nad: the edd. twice etad.

IV. 21. 7. Cf. 23. 6.

IV. 21. s. sarvdngdni : the edd. -ni : see note to i. 5. 1.

IV. 21. 9. 'jyeye: the edd., Q., and the Ks., jyeye (Q. =jydyasi; Ks.

mahati sarvamahati ; both explanations are impossible). But there
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can be no doubt that the true reading is 'jyeye, as suggested by Muller.

Here ends the Kena-Upanisad.
IV. 22. 11. agnir vdi . . . vdg iti : the change from vdi to iti through-

out this paragraph is noteworthy. In the similar passage i. 6. 2, iti vdi

and iti are used for vdi.

IV. 23. i. arkyam : the same form is repeated below, 4. As the form
occurs repeatedly in QB. along with arka (see PW.), I have not cor-

rected it to arkam, which would better fit the etymology here given.
IV. 23. 2. prdno vdvo 'd : cf. Chand. U. i. 3. 6

; BAIL i. 3. 25. vdg

gi : cf . Chand. i. 3. 6
;
BAU. i. 3. 25 identifies vdc with githd.

IV. 23. a. Cf. Chand. U. i. 7. 1
; BAU. i. 3. 22 differs.

IV. 23. 4. BAU. i. 2. 1 derives arkya (so MSS.) from \/rc
' honor ' and

ka '

joy.'

IV. 23. r,. Cf. above, 21. 7. The second half of this and the first half

of the next paragraph are corrupt. The translation is purely tentative.

visu as independent word is unsupported, and calls for emendation.

IV. 23. r. The guklam, krsnam, and tdmram are the three dhdtus.

The rest of the paragraph is obscure, and I have not succeeded in restor-

ing a satisfactory text. In da(space)ffa of the MSS. perhaps damaq
gama are hidden.

IV. 24. 3 = i. 43. 10.

IV. 24. 12. Cf. note to i. 26. 1. In i. 25. 8, guklam rupam is also

assigned to the re, but 9 connects krsnam rupam with the yafus.

IV. 24. 12. Cf. note to i. 26. 4.

IV. 25. 2. Cf. above, iii. 38. 8.

IV. 26. 2 ff. Similar are KBU. iii. 6 and BAU. iii. 2. 2. KBU. man-
asd sarvdni dhydndny dpnoti ; BAU. manasd hi kdmdn kdmayate.

IV. 26. 3. vdcd : i. e. jihvayd, as KBU. (jihvayd sarvdn annarasdn

dpnoti) and BAU. (jihvayd hi rasdn vijdndti) read : cf. QB. viii. 5. 4. 1,

sarvesdm angdndm vdcdi 'vd 'nnasya rasam vijdndti; x. 5. 2. 15, na
vdcd 'nnasya rasam vijdndti. See further, TMB. xx. 14. 3 (PW.), and
JB. i. 269, quoted in the note to i. 60.

IV. 26. 7, 9. There are no corresponding passages in KBU.; BAU.
has tvaed hi spartan vedayate ; for 9-11 there are no corresponding

passages in BAU.
IV. 26. 10. KBU. upasthend "nandam ratim prajdtim dpnoti.
IV. 26. 11. KBU. pdddbhydm sarvd ityd dpnoti.

IV. 26. 15. atisdmaydi 'turetdya: the text seems to be corrupt.
dhartardstra and prthu$ravas are mentioned together at TMB. xxv. 15.

3
;
AV. viii. 10. 29 reads dhrtardstra, and Kaug. 9. 10 and 17. 27 pdrtha-

gravasa.
IV. 28. The sdvitri is here given (as directed e. g. by ApGS. iv. 11.

10) pada by pada, hemistich by hemistich, and as a whole.

IV. 28. e. apa . . . tarati: I have not corrected to ava . . . tarati

on account of AV. vi. 6. 3 (RV. x. 133. 5 reads ava . . . tira in this

verse).
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INDEX

I. Contains the arra^ elprip&va and rarer words, together with such

words and references as for one reason or another seemed note-

worthy. An * indicates that the word, form, or meaning to which it

is prefixed is wanting in the minor Pet. lex. A v. after a reference in-

dicates that it is to a vahqa.

II. Gives a list of the etymological explanations.

III. Gives a collection of the more important grammatical points.

IV. Gives a list of quotations.

I.

akara, iv. 13. 2
;
14. 2.

j

akovida, iv. I. 2, 3, 4, 5.

aksaya, i. 24. 2 (bis).

aksaram-aksaram, i. 17. 2.

*aksaravant, i. 43. 11.

aksiti, i. 9. 5
; 10. 4 ;

iii. 14. 9 ; 22.

8
; (^numeral) i. 28. 3 ; 29. 5.

agenda, iv. 2. 4, 7, 10.

Agastya, iv. 15. 1
;
16. 1 v.

"aglta, i. 52. 9. Cf . gltdgita.

*agrhatd, ii. 12. 7, 8, 9.

*agnihotravela, iv. 5. 3.

*agnyarcij iii. 29. 7.

aghdyu, iv. 4. 2.

l/ac + *abhi-pari, i. 35. 8.

anjas ("easy'), iii. 7. 4.

anu (sdmnah), iii. 10. 3.

atipurusa, i. 27. 2.

ativyddhin (quot.), i. 4. 2.

Mtisdma *Etureta (? a demon), iv.
|

26. 15.

*atyagra, iii. 5. 6.

*atrasad, iv. 24. 3.

adhruva, i. 55. 3.

adhvaryu, iii. 10. 7
;

16. 2 ; 17. 4
;

19. 6.

anantatd, i. 35. 8.

"ananvdgama, ii. 3. 4. Cf. emvd-

gama.
ananvita (-am sdma), iii. 35. 8.

"anaparuddha, ii. 4. 8.

anapahatapdpman, iv. 13. 3, 4, 5,

6, 7, 8, 9, 10.

anavdnam (adv.), i. 37. 7 (bis).

anasthika, iii. 3. 4.

"andmantrya, see ymantray + d.

andmayatva, ii. 11. 10.

*and1ayana, i. 6. 4.

*anisedha (-am sdma), i. 30. 2, 3.

anugita, i. 55. 13 (bis).

cmwcara, iii. 4. 11, 12.

anupadrsta (locat.
*'
secretly '), iii.

7. 6.

*anupasmrta, iii. 17. 1.

"anumantra, iii. 17. 1: seeekastoma-

bhdgdnumantra.

anurupa, i. 27. 4 (bis); (noun) iii. 4.

1, 2, 3.

*Anuvaktr *Sdtyakirta, i. 5. 4.

anuvrata (fem.-td), i. 56. 6.

anustubh, i. 18. 7.

anusthyd, ii. 15. 6 ; iii. 33. 4.

anukta, i. 51. 1 : 54. 2
; 57. 3.

anutthatr, iii. 8. 7 (bis).

anrca, i. 15. 3.

anta (-te, adv. locat.), ii. 10. 2.

antardtman, iii. 32. 4, 5, 7, 8.

*antariksandman, i. 20. 2.

antardhi, iv. 4. 2.

*antardhindman, iv. 4. 1.

*antaryaksa, i. 20. 4 (bis).

antideva, iii. 33. 3.

andha, iii. 9. 1.

*annakdgini, i. 11. 1.

annamaya, i. 29. 5.

*annaQiibha, i. 10. 1.
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anndda, i. 51. 6.

*anyatodvdra, i. 30. 2.

"arivdgama, iii. 19. 2. Of. ananvd-
\

grama.

anvdhdryapacana, iv. 26. 15.

apaksa, iii. 14. 9.

apaciti, i. 39. 5
; (plur. with ykf)

iv. 6. 3.

apacitimant, i. 39. 5.

apanna, iii. 20. 2.

aparardtra, iv. 5. 3.

aparddha, i. 16. 5.

apardhna. iv. 5. 1 ; 10. 15.

aparimita, i. 46. 2
;
47. 5.

aparodha ("independent word), ii.

4.8.

aparydpta, iv. 22. 12.

apagya, iii. 38. 1.

apahatapdpman, iii. 27. 2
;
39. 2 ;

iv. 13. 3 10.

apitva, ii. 7. 1.

apilita, i. 8. 10.

aputa, i. 50. 3
; 53. 7.

aprativdeya, i. 9. 5.

apratistha, iii. 15. 4.

*aprapa$ya, iii. 38. 2.

Abhayada'Asamdtya, iv. 8. 7.

Abhipratdrin, iii. 1. 21
;

2. 2, 3, 13.

Abhipratdrin Kdksaseni. i. 59. 1 ;

iii. 1. 21.

*abhramga, i. 30. 2.

abhrdtrvya (-am sdma), i. 30. 5 :

45. 6
; iii. 37. 8.

ama, i. 53. 4, 6 (bis) ; 54. 6 (bis) ; 56.
j

2 (bis) ; 57. 4 (bis) ; iv. 23. 3.

"amaldkdnda, i. 38. 6.

amdnusa, iii. 9. 4.

amdvdsya (-a rdtri), i. 33. 6 (bis).

amukka, iii. 38. 1, 2 ; iv. 11. 6.

ayana, i. 34. 2.

*ayamdsya, ii. 8. 7 (bis).

ayasmaya, iv. 1. 3.

Aydsya, ii. 8. 7, 8
;
11. 8 (ter).

Aydsya Angirasa, ii. 7. 2, 6 ; 8. 3.

*ayutadhd i. 10. 4
; 28. 3 ; 29. 5.

*ayutadhdra, i. 10. 1.

aruksa, iii. 32. 6 (bis).

arkya, iv. 23, 3.

*ardhadevatd, iii. 1. 1.

ardhabhdj, iii. 17. 5.

ardhodita, i. 12. 4.

"arbudadhd, i. 10. 4
; 28. 3 ; 29. 5.

alabhamdna, iii. 14. 1 (bis).

a/am, iii. 31. 9, 10 (quater).

"alokata, ii. 12. 7, 8, 9.

avakdga (-am kr with dat.), i. 7. 2.

avikrta, i. 58. 7.

*avokftaniya, iii. 10. 9.

*avydsikta, i. 37. 6.

agan, iv. 5. 2.

*aeanayd, i. 3. 3, 4, 5
; iii. 12. 2.

agithila, iv. 22. 13.

apmamaya, iv. 1. 2.

*a$rumukha, iii. 8. 1,

Asddha Uttara Pdrdgarya, iii. 41.

Iv.

astdcatvarihgadaksara, iv. 2. 8.

astdgapha, i. 1. 8 ; 6. 6
; 9. 4

;
33. 11;

34. 2.

1 4/s + anu, iv. 13. 1.

asambhdvyam (adv.), ii. 8. 4.

asidhdrd, iii. 13. 9.

asumaya, i. 29. 3.

\/asuy, iii. 31. 9.

asvara (" without melody,' sdmaii)
i. 18. 8.

ahordtra (dual), i. 25. 5
; (neut.

plur.)i. 46. 5; (*fem. plur.), i. 21. 4.

d (one of the five vydhrtis), ii. 9. 3,

5
; (exclamation, 'after the verb)

iv. 21. 4 (bis).

dkramana, i. 3. 2.

dkrdnti, i. 26. 6.

dkhana, i. 7. 6
; 60. 8

; ii. 3. 12, 13.

dgd, i. 20. 6, 7 ; 37. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 ;

52. 9, 10 (bis).

*dgita, i. 20. 6, 8 (bis) ; 55. 13 (bis).

dgnidhra, iii. 17. 2.

Angirasa, ii. 11. 9 (ter) : see Ayd-
sya A.

dcaturam, iii. 34. 1.

*

dearyadatta, i. 54. 1.

*dcdryokta, i. 22. 3.

*Ajakegin (plur.), i. 9. 3.

*Ajadvisa, see Bamba A.

djya, iii. 6. 4.

Atndra, see Para A.

dtmavant, i. 43. 11.
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Atreya, see Daksa Kdtydyani A.,

Qanga Qdtydyani A.

ddi, i. 11. 7 ; 12. 4
; 19. 2

;
31. 2, 5

;

58. 9
;
59. 6 ; (ddim dd + d), ii. 2.

9
;
iv. 10. 3, 13.

*ddityara$mi, ii. 6. 10.

ddhipatya, iii. 6. 6, 8.

4/op -f *upa-sam, ii. 3. 4-10.

dplna, i. 8. 12, 13 (bis).

abhuti, i. 46. 2, 5 ;
ii. 4. 4 (bis) ; iii.

20. 3, 11
;
21. 5 ; 27. 3, 12.

dyatana, i. 53. 3 (bis) ; ii. 12. 8.

Aruni, i. 42. 1.

Aruneya, ii. 5. 1.

*Ark$dkdyana, see Galunasa A.

drseya, i. 59. 10.

*dlamydildjodgdtr (?), iii. 31. 10.

dlopa, see madhvdlopa.

*Allakeya, see Hrtsvdqaya A.

dvarta, iii. 33. 7 (bis).

dvi$osana, iv. 1. 7.

dvr*, iii- U- 5, 6, 7
;
12. 1.

*avrti$aydna, iii. 31. 3.

dgravaniya (-d re), iii. 38. 6.

*dgrdvitapratydgrdvita (dual), iv. 6.

5
; 7. 3 (bis).

yds + adhi, i. 27. 1.

dsamgavam (adv.), i. 12. 4.

Asamdtya, see Abhayada A.

dsura, i. 16. 2.

dhavanlya, iv. 26. 15.

dhava, i. 54. 8.

\/i -4- abhi-pra (of the sun), iv. 5. 1.

Vi + part, iii. 20. 4, 12 : 21. 6.

i/i + pali, iii. 29. 3
;
31. 3.

\/i + *sam-ud-d, i. 35. 2.

itihdsa, see purdnetihdsd.

yidh + *ud (conject.), ii. 13. 4.

indriyavant, i. 43. 11.

indragrestha, i. 10. 1.

Indrota Ddivdpa Qdunaka, iii. 40.
t

1 v.

Jsa Qydvdgvi, iv. 16. 1 v.

yinkh + *vi, i. 37. 4.

wfcf/ia, i. 40. 2 (bis) ; 45. 1 (quot.); i

iii. 3. 2 ; 6 (vdigvdmitra u.), 9 ff.
;

4. 1.

ugra (-am sdmnah), i. 51. 8
; (-o

^,), iv. 5. 1 ; 10. 10.

Uccdiggravas Kdupayeya, iii. 29. 1,

2,3.

ucchrdya, i. 5. 7.

w (one of the five vydhrtis), ii.

9. 3, 8.

utkrdnti, i. 26. 5.

Uttara, see Asddha U. Pdrdgarya.

udrc, iv. 14. 7 ;
15. 4, 5.

udgdtr, i. 22. 2, 5, 8 ; 45. 5 ; 54. 4,

5
;
58. 4, 5 ; ii. 1. 1 ff. ; 10. 2 ff.

;

iii. 7. 7 ; 8. 8
;

9. 3, 9
;

10. 1, 2 ;

12. 3
; 13. 8, 10, 13 : 14. 9

;
17. 4

;

19. 6
;
34. 4

; iv. 9. 3, 9
;
10. 9, 18.

udglta, i. 55. 13 (bis).

udgitha, i. 11. 8
;
12. 4, 7 ;

13. 1, 3,

5; 19. 2; 21. 7
;

31. 2, 6; 33. 3,

5, 9, 10
;
34. 1

;
35. 4 ; 36. 1, 3, 5,

6, 8, 9
;
54. 8

;
58. 9 ; 59. 7

;
ii. 4.

1, 3
;

5. 12 ; 6. 1, 3 ff . ;
7. 1

;
9.

10
;
iv. 8. 5

;
9. 1.

upagdtr, i. 22. 5, 6
;

45. 5
;

ii. 8. 2.

upatapant (noun), iv. 2. 11.

upadrava, i. 12. 1, 4
;

19. 2
;

31. 2,

8 ; 58. 9
;
59. 9.

upadrastr, i. 54. 3.

upanisad, iv. 15. 3
;
21. 7

;
23. 6.

upabdimant, i. 37. 3.

upardm (adv.), i. 58. 3.

upary-upari, iii. 6. 5 ; 33. 5, 6.

upavasathiya, i. 54. 3 (bis), 5 (bis).

upavd, iii. 20. 1.

updstamayam (adv.), i. 12. 4.

*ubhaydcakra, iii. 16. 7.

*ubhaydpad, iii. 16. 7
;
iv. 14. 3.

Umd Hdimavati, iv. 20. 11.

"Ulukya (?) Jdnaqruteya, i. 6. 3.

U$anas Kdvya, ii. 7. 2, 6.

*urdhvagana, i. 57. 2.

urmi, i. 56. 1 (bis).

\/uh + "sam-ud, iii. 19. 7.

l/r (caus.), iii. 13. 5, 6.

rktas, iii. 17. 1.

*rkpada, L 15. 5, 6.

rksama, i. 54. 3, 5 ; 56. 1.

rksdman, ii 2. 9 (bis), 10.

rgveda, i. 1. 3 ; iii. 7. 8.

Rgyagrnga Kdgyapa, iii. 40. 1 v.

rsikalpa, i. 4. 2.

ekacakra, iii. 16. 5.
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ekapad, iii. 16. 5.

ekaputra, ii. 5. 2.

ekardj, iv. 8. 4, 15.

ekavih$a (-aih sdma), i. 19. 1, 3

(bis).

ekavira, ii. 5. 1.

ekavrdtya, iii. 21. 3.

ekasthd, i. 37. 5.

"ekastomabhagdnumantra, iii. 18.

6, 7.

i/ej, iii. 17. 6, 9.

*etdvaddvdsa, ii. 12. 6.

"Etureta (?), see Atisdma E.

Aiksvdka, see Bhageratha A.

Aiksvdka Vdrsna, i. 5. 4.

Aitareya, see Mahiddsa.

Aindroti, see DrW A Qdunaka.
dilaba, i. 51. 1.

om ra, iv. 8. 6 (ter).

ora vd^c om vd3c om vdSc hum bhd
om vac, iv. 8. 9.

okdra, iv. 13. 2
;
14. 2 (bis).

om, i. 1. 6, 7
;
2. 1 (quater), 2 (qua-

ter) ; 3. 5
;

9. 2 (quater), 3 (bis) ;

10. 2, 7, 11
; 18. 10, 11

; 23. 7 ;

24. 4 (bis) ;
30. 1

;
iii. 6. 2 ; 10. 10,

11
; 13. 8, 10, 12, 13

;
14. 9 ; 18. 5,

7
;

19. 1, 6, 7. Rule as to its pro-

nunciation, i. 24. 3. (' yes') iii.

8. 5; 29. 6; 30. 2; 31. 6.

ova ovd, i. 9. 1
;
17. 1.

ovd ova ova hum bhd ovd, i. 3. 1.

ovdSc ovdSc ovdSc hum bhd ovd, i.

2. 3
;

iii. 39. 1.

ovdSc ovdSc ovdSc hum bhd vo vd,

iv. 14. 2.

kansa (neuter !), i. 25. 5.

Kama *Vdraki, iii. 41. 1 v.

Kansa "Vdrakya, iii. 41. 1 v. ; iv.
j

17. 1 v.

Kakslvant, ii. 5. 11.

katha, iv. 6. 2.

kam (particle), i. 45. 2.

karmavant ("active'), i. 43. 11.

kaldgas, iii. 38. 8 ; 39. 1.

kalydna (comparat.), iii. 34. 6

(quater).

Kagyapa, iv. 3. 1.

Kdksaseni, see Abhipratdrin K.
VOL. xvi. 33

Kdndviya, iii. 10. 2 (bis).

see Janagruta K., Nagarin
Jdnagruteya K., Sdyaka
Jdnagruteya K.

Kdtydyani, see Daksa K. Atreya.

Kdpeya, iii. 2. 2, 12.

see Qdunaka K.
kdma (adv. accus.), i. 54. 1, 5.

kdmacdra (noun), iii. 28. 3.

*kdmadughdksiti, i. 10. 1.

kdmapra, iv. 6. 1, 2.

'kdmdgdyin, ii. 5. 12.

*Kdrlrddi (plur.) ii. 4. 4.

kdrsndyasa, iii. 17. 3 (bis).

Kdvya, see Uganas K.

Kdgyapa, iii. 40. 2 v.

seeRgya$rnga K., Devataras

Qydvasdyana, K., Qrusa
Vdhneya K.

kimkdma, i. 11. 2.

kimdevatya, i. 59. 12.

kuksi, i. 56. 1.

Kubera *Vdrakya, iii. 41. 1 v.

kubhra, i. 4. 5
; iii. 39. 5.

kumbyd, i. 50. 5 (ter) ; 53. 9.

Kuru (sing.), i. 59. 1
; (plur.) i. 38.

1 : see kdurava.

Kurupancdla (plur.), iii. 7. 6 ; 8. 7
;

30. 6, 9 ; iv. 6. 2 ; 7. 2.

kugala (with dat.), iii. 8. 3.

I/AT + vi, ii. 2. 9.

Krsnadatta Lduhitya, iii. 42. 1 v.

*Krsnadhrti Sdtyaki, iii. 42. 1 v.

*Krmardta Lduhitya, iii. 42. 1 v.

see Triveda K. Lduhitya.

krsndjina(*poss. cpd.), iii. 8. 7.

kegagmagru (*plur.), iii. 9. 4; iv. 6. 4.

Keqin Ddrbhya, iii. 29. 1, 2.

Kdupayeya, see UccdiQfrawtx.

kdurava, iii. 29. 1.

kratu, iii. 39. 3-10.

ykrand + abhi, ii. 2. 9.

*Krdtujdteya, see Rama K. Vdiyd-

ghrapadya.
kriid, iii. 25. 8.

krdunca, i. 37. 6
; 51. 12.

yksar + *abhi-vi, i. 10. 1.

Ksdimi, see Sudaksina K.

ksudra, iii. 23. 4.
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ksuradhdrd, iii. 13. 9.

khala (-a devatd), i. 5. 1, 4.

"Galunasa *Arksdkdyana, i. 38. 4.

Gandharvdpsaras (plur.), i. 41. 1;

55. 10, 11; iii. 5. 1.

ygam + anu (of the fire), iii. 1. 7.

ygam + adhi (pass.), i. 39. 4 ; 47. 4.

ygarh (with genit.), i. 16. 11.

ygd (caus. "play '), i. 58. 2.

ygd + ud, i. 3. 2 ; 10. 7 ; 14. 4 : 18.

11; 24. 4; 27. 7; 30. 5 ; 32. 6
;
38.

1,3; 45. 7
;
54. 4, 5, 13

; 57. 9 ; 58.

1; 60. 1 ff.; ii. 7. 2, 4 ff.; 8. 3, 9
;

iii. 17. 4; 30. 2-5; 31. 1, 6ff. ; iv.

8. 7, 9
;

9. 5.

\/gd + upa (' address
'

?), iii. 2. 2.

gdthd, 1. 50. 4 (ter) ; 53. 9
; 57. 1.

gddha, iii. 9. 9.

gdyatra, i. 1. 8
; 2. 3

;
3. 7 ; 37. 7 ; iii.

11. 5; 38. 4, 7, 9; iv. 8. 5; 13, 3,

10
;

14. 2
;
15. 3

; 16. 1.

gdyatri, i. 1. 8
; 17. 2 ; 18. 4 ; 55. 2;

57. 1
; iv. 2. 2 ; 6. 8

; 7. 6
; 8.

1, 2.

*gdyatrimukha, iv. 8. 2.

gdrhapatya. iv. 26. 15.

*gitdgita (plur.), i. 52. 9.

Gupta, see Vdipagcita Ddrdhaja-
yanti G. Lduhitya.

ygrh + ud, i. 5. 6.

ygrh + prati, iv. 6. 9
;

7. 7
;

8. 1,2.

ygrh + vi, iii. 19. 1.

gotra, iii. 14. 1.

goptr, iii. 29. 6.

Gobala Vdrsna, i. 6. 1.

*gobhaga, i. 10. 1.

*Gocru (a Jabala), iii. 7. 7.

Gautama (patron, of Arum), i.42.1.

Gdusukti, iv. 16. 1 v.

ygld (with dat.), iii. 10. 3.

caksurmaya, i. 28. 7.

*caksu$grotra (poss. cpd.), i. 10. 1.

caturangula, iii. 33. 6.

"caturvingatyaksara, iii. 38. 9 ; iv.

2. 2.

*caturvin$atyardhamdsa, iii. 38. 9.

"catusputra, ii. 5. 5.

*catuQcatvdringadaksara, iv. 2. 5.

year (with pple.), iii. 7. 5.

year + anu-sam, iii. 28. 2.

year + abhi-ava, iv. 1 . 2 ff .

ycal + anu-vi, iii. 21. 4.

ycal + vi, iii. 21. 4.

cdtvdla, i. 5. 5.

ycdy (conject), iii. 31. 3.

citi. iii. 10. 8, 9.

Cdikitdneya. i. 37. 7 : ii. 5. 2 ;

(plur.) i. 4X1.
see Brahmadatta C., Vdsi-

stha C.

Cditrarathi, see Satyddhivdka C.

jagatl, i. 18. 6
; 55. 2 ; 57. 1 : iv.

2. 8.

jan + abhi (with accus.), iii. 11.

2-7.

Janacruta Kdndviya, iii. 40. 2 v.

Janacruta "Vdrakya, iii. 41. 1 v ;

iv. 17. 1 v.

japya, iii. 7. 3.

Jamadagni, iii. 3. 11 ; iv. 3. 1.

Jayaka Lduhitya, iii. 42. 1 v.

Jayanta, see Yacasvin J. Lduhi-

tya.

Jayanta Pdrdgarya, iii. 41. 1 v.

Jayanta *Vdrakya, iii. 41. 1 v

(two persons of this name) ; iv.

17. 1 v.

Janacruta, see Nagarin J. Kdn-

dviya.

Jdnagruteya, see Ulukya J., Sd-

yaka J. Kdndviya.

Jdbdla, iii. 9.' 9 ; (dual) iii. 7. 2, 3,

5, 7, 8 (bis).

see Gogru, Qukra.

jlvana, i. 53. 8 ff.

yjr + nis ("prim, conj.), iii. 33. 3.

Jdivali, i. 38. 4.

'jyesthabrdhmana, iv. 23. 1, 5.

jyotipmanti i. 43. 11.

*Jvdldyana, iv. 16. 1 v.

tathd (exclam.), iii. 6. 2, 4.

taddevatya, i. 59. 12.

tadvana, iv. 21. 6.

ytan + anu-sam, iv. 2. 4, 7, 10.

ytap -f d (adv. locat. of pple.), iii.

32. 7.

ytap + upa, iv. 2. 4, 7, 10, 11 (bis).

*tapastanu, i. 10. 1.
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tdmra, iv. 1. 7 ;
23. 7 ; 24. 12.

trtiyasavana, i. 16. 5
;
37. 4 (ter);

iv. 2. 8 (bis), 10.

ytrp + *anu-sam, i. 14. 4.

tejasvin, i. 43. 11.

Jraym, iii. 17. 3 (bis).

traya veda, i. 1. 1, 2 ;
8. 1, 3, 4, 10.

ra2/i wcfya, i. 18. 10
;
19. 2 ;

23. 6
;

45. 3
;
58. 2.

'trayodagdmdsa (poss. cpd.), \ 10. 6.

Trasadasyu, ii. 5. 11.

tridhdtu, iv. 23. 6, 7.

*triputra, ii. 5. 4.

trivistapa (neuter), iii. 19. 7.

*Triveda *Krsnardta Lduhitya, iii.

42. 1 v.

tristubh, i. 18. 5; 55. 2; 57. 1; iv. 2.5.

trydyusa (quot.), iv. 3. 1 (bis).

trydvrt, iii. 11. 5.

Daksa Kdtydyani Atreya, iii. 41.

1 v
; iv. 17. I v.

*Dak$ajayanta Lduhitya, iii. 42. 1 v.

\'dagh + pra ('future ind.), iii. 15. 4.

'dandopdnaha, iv. 6. 4.

*dadd (exclam.), iii. 6. 2.

dadd tathd hantd him bhd ova, iii.

6.4.

dar$ata, iv. 1. 1.

*da$aputra, ii. 5. 9.

dagavdjin, i. 4. 3.

"Ddrdhajayanti, see Vdipagcita D.

Gupta Lduhitya, Vdipagcita D.

Drdhajayanta Lduhitya.

Ddrbhya, see Kegin D.

Ddlbhya (patron, of Brahniadatta

Caikitaneya), i. 38. 1; 56. 3.

Ddlbhya, see Baka D.

"divastambhana, i. 10. 9. 10.

\
dill + *vi, iii. 14. 11 (bis).

*diptdgra, ii. 4. 1, 3 (bis).

"duranusamprdya, iii. 33. 2.

'(luranucana, iii. 7. 5.

durdhd, ii. 14. 6.

*durupa, iii. 33. 2.

*duredevatd, i. 14. 1.

drdha, iv. 22. 13.

'"Drdhajayanta, see Vipagcit D. Ldu-

hitya, Vdipayeita Ddrdhaja-

yanta D. Lduhitya.

Drti Aindroti (Jdunaka, iii. 40.

2v.

\/drp, iii. 29. 4 (bis).

!/drfr i. 55. 4 ff .

*Devataras '(Jydvasdyana Kdgyapa,
iii. 40. 2 v.

devagrut (sdman), i. 14. 2.

devdgva, iv. 8. 8.

Ddivdpa, see Indrota D. Qaunaka.
dydvdprthivi, i. 50. 1.

4/dr^ + *anu-sam, i. 25. 4.

ydm + upa (< sing the upadrava '),

ii. 2. 9
; iv. 10. 6, 15.

ydru + vi, i. 54. 8.

! dvddagdha, iii. 31. 1, 6.

*dviputra, ii. 5. 3.

ydhd + apa-ni, i. 8. 6.

ydhd + abhi, iii. 31. 7.

\'dhd+ prati-sam (active), iii. 4. 6 ;
<

23. 4 (bis), 8 ; 24. 4 (bis).

j

ydhd + vi-d (pple.), iii. 28. 5.

yMhd (pple. dhita), i. 38. 6.

i dhdyyd, iii. 4. 1-3.

d^, i. 53. 8 (bis), 10 (bis) ; (plural)
i. 57. 1 (bis).

dhutagarira, iii. 30. 3, 4
; 39. 2.

Dhrtardxtra (a demon), iv. 26. 15.

Nagarin Jdnagruteya Kdndviya,
iii. 40. 1 v.

\/nam + saw, ii. 12. 9.

"navanltapinda, iii. 5. 3.

*navaputra, ii. 5. 9.

Ndka, iii. 13. 5.

*ndmarupa, iv. 22. 8.

ndrdgansi, i. 50. 6 (ter) ; 53. 9 ;

57.1.

*nikharvadhd, i. 10. 4 : 28. 3
; 29. 5.

\fnij + am (*intens.), ii. 14. 4.
1

nitardm, i. 38. 2 (bis).

nidhana, i. 12. 2, 4, 7
;
13. 1, 3, 5

;

19. 2
; 21. 7 ; 31. 2, 9

; 35. 6 ; 36.

1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; 54. 8; 57. 5;
58. 9

; 59. 10
; iii. 34. 3

; (nidha-
nam i + upa), ii. 2. 9

;
iii. 34.

3 : iv. 9. 7
;

10. 7, 15.

*nidhanakrta, i. 35. 6.

*nidhanasamstha, i. 12. 2.

*niyutadhd, i. [10. 4 ;] 28. 3 ; 29, 5.

nivid, iii. 4. 1, 2 (ter), 3.
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nigd, iv. 5. 2.

niska, i. 35. 7, 8.

\ni + abhi-ati, i. 12. 7, 9 ; 13.

3,5.

\/nl + vi, iii. 29. 2, 6.

1 yned + *pra, i. 1. 3-5
; 23. 3-8.

nyanga, i. 4. 2-5 ; 45. 5 ; ii. 12. 1,

2 ; iii. 37. 7 (bis).

*nyarbudadhd, i. 10. 4 ; 28. 3
; 29. 5.

*nvdva, i. 12. 8
; 13. 2. 4

; ii. 10. 9,

12, 15, 18, etc.

nvai, i. 4. 7 ; iii. 31. 10.

'pancaputra, ii. 5. 6.

ypandy, iii. 13. 3.

pandyya, i. 38. 5.

\/pat + "upa-apa, i. 11. 7.

Patanga Prdjdpatya, iii. 30. 3.

ypad + sam (causat.), i. 51. 4
;

56. 10.

padma (numeral), i. 10. 4 ; 28. 3
;

29. 5.

para, i. 9. 3.

Para Atndra, ii. 6. 11.

paramapurusa, i. 27. 2.

Paramesthin Prdjdpatya, iii. 40.

parah-parovariyant, i. 10. 5 (bis).

*pardkrdnti, i. 26. 5.

pardn ('useless'), i. 2. 4, 5.

paridhdniya. iii. 4. 1-3
;

16. 6.

parisad, ii. 11. 13, 14.

parisvanga, iii. 29. 7
;
30. 1.

parvan, iii. 23. 4, 8
;

24. 4.

paldva (*sing.), 1. 54. 1.

*Palligupta Lduhitya, iii. 42. 1 v.

ypag + anu, i. 8. 7 (bis).

pagyata, i. 56. 6.

yprath (causat.), i. 37. 4.

pdncdla, iii. 29. 1.

Pdrdgarya, see Asddha Uttara P.
,

Jayanta P., Vipagcit (Jakuni-

mitraP., Sudatta P.

*Pdrthugravasa (a demon), iv. 26. 15.

"Pdrsna Qdilana, ii. 4. 8.

pitu, iv. 3. 2.

pitrrdja, iv. 5. 2.

*punyakrt, i. 5. 1.

punyakrtyd, 1. 30. 4.

punarmrtyu, iii. 35. 7, 8 (bis).

punassambhuti, iii. 27. 13, 17.

*purdnetihdsa, i. 53. 9.

purisya (quot.), iv. 3. 3.

purodhd, iii. 6. 6, 7, 8.

purovdta, i. 12. 9 ; 36. 1.

Puluxa Prdclnayogya, iii. 40. 2 ?;.

puvpa (quot.), iv. 3. 1.

\/pu + anu, i. 50. 8
;
54. 2

;
57. 2.

puti, ii. 15. 2.

yprcch + ati, i. 59. 13.

"prthaksalila, i. 10. 1.

*prthiviprati.?tha, i. 10. 9, 10.

"prthivyupara, i. 10. 1.

PrJ/m Vdinya, i. 10. 9
;

34. 6 ;

45. 1.

Pdulusi, see Satyayajiia P. Prdcl-

nayogya.

*Pdulusita, see Satyayajiia P.

pra (one of the five vydhrtis), ii.

9. 3, 4.

"pragd, i. 20. 6 ; 21. 3.

pragdtha, iii. 4. 1-3.

prajdtikdma, iii. 18. 6.

*prajdpatimdtra, i. 8. 12.

prajdvant, i. 52. 2.

"prajndvant, i. 43. 11.

pratigraha, i. 58. 6.

pratipat, iii. 14. 2 (?) : iv. 14. 5.

pratibodhavidita, iv. 19. 4.

pratirupa, i. 27. 5 (bis) ; 47. 1.

pratisthd, i. 20. 6 ;
21. 2.

pratisthdvant, i. 43. 11.

pratihdra, i. 3. 7 ; 11. 9
; 12. 4, 7

;

13. 1, 3, 5 ;
19. 2

; 21. 7 ; 31. 2, 7
;

35. 5 ; 36. 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ; 37. 7
;

54. 8 ; 58. 9 ; 59. 8.

Pratidarga, iv. 8. 7.

pratti, i. 58. 6 ; iii. 6. 1, 2 (bis), 5,

pratyaksam (adv.), i. 33. 5
; ii. 2.

7,8.

*prathamanirbhinna, iii. 14. 8.

"prapatisnu, i. 48. 5 (bis).

prabhuti, ii. 4. 6 (bis).

pramoda, iii. 25. 4.

*prayutadhd, i. 10. 4
;
28. 3 ; 29. 5.

pravdha (*' carrying forth '), iii.

28. 3.

"prasdma, i. 15. 4.

prasdmi (adv.), i. 15. 4.
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prastdva, i. 11. 6 ; 12. 4, 7 ; 13. 1, 3,

5
;
17.3

;
19. 2

;
21. 7 ;

31. 2, 4
;
33.

3, 5, 9, 10 ; 34. 1
;
35. 3

;
36. 1, 3, 5,

6, 7, 8, 9
;
54. 8 ; 58. 9 ; 59. 5 ;

iii.

38. 9.

prastotr, iii. 18. 3, 6.

Prdclnayoga, i. 39. 1.

see Puluya P., Satyayajna
Paulmi P., Somagu$ma Sdtya-

yajni P.

Prdcinaqdla (plur.), iii. 10. 1.

*Prdclna$dli, iii. 7. 2, 3, 5, 7 ;
10. 2.

Prdjdpatya, see Paramesthin P.

prdnc (** successive
'

?), i. 21. 4.

prdnamaya, L 29. 1.

*prdnasamhita, i. 10. 1.

prdndpdna (dual), ii. 5. 3
;

6. 2
;

iii. 21. 7, 10.

prdtaranuvdka, iii. 16. 5, 6.

prdtassavana, i. 16. 5, 12
;

37. 1

(ter) ; iv. 2. 2 (bis), 4.

Prdtrda Bhdlla, iii. 31. 4.

prddegamdtra, iii. 33. 5.

Prdsravana, see Plciksa P.

*Pro$thapdda *Vdrakya, iii. 41. 1 t\

V'p?/tt + a (causat.), i. 8. 12.

Ptaksa Prdsravana, iv. 26. 12.

yplu + d, ii. 2. 9.

yplu + *ni, i. 56. 7-9.

yplu + *pard, i. 56. 4.

l/jpfai + pra, iv. 11. 10.

yplu + sain (causat.), i. 36. 1.

Baka Ddlbhya, i. 9. 3
;
iv. 7. 2.

bandhutd, i. 59. 10.

Bamba *Ajadvi8a, ii. 7. 2. 6.

*balivdhana, iv. 24. 9 (bis).

ballvarda, i. 4. 3.

bahispavamdna, i. 5. 6 ; iii. 5. 5.

bahuputra, ii. 5. 11 ; 9. 10.

bahula, iii. 20. 2.

bahvrca, iii. 4. 2.

Bdbhravya, see (^'ankha B.

bimba, iii. 5. 6.

6iZa, iii. 21. 3.

brhant (fern, -hati), ii. 2. 5.

bradhna, iii. 13. 7.

brahmatva. iii. 15. 2.

Brahmadatta Cdikitdneya, i. 38.

1
; 59. 1.

brahman, i. 1. 8 ; 25. 10 ; 26. 8 ;
33.

2 ;
40. 3

;
ii. 13. 1, 2 : iii. 4. 5, 9

;

15.2,3; 16. 5,6; 17. Iff.; 28. 1,

2 ;
33. 4, 7

; 38. 1, 2 ; iv. 14. 1
;

18. 5ff.
;

19. 1
;

20. I, 2; 21. 1

ff.
; 24. 11

;
25. 1 ff.

brahmayagas, iv. 24. 11.

brahmavarcasakdma, i. 37. 6.

*brahmdsandl, iv. 24. 10 (ter).

brdhmanakula, iii. 28. 4.

*brdhmanabhakta, i. 10. 1.

brdhmam, iii. 4. 5, 9
;

21. 7 (b.

upanisad).
bha (exclam.) i. 4. 2 ff.

bhakdra, iv. 14. 2.

Bhageratha Aiksvdka, iv. 6. 1, 2.

bhadra, i. 46. 2, 3.

bhandumant (-mat sdma), iii. 6. 6.

ft/wzra (epith. of the moon), iii. 27.

11.

*bharandake?na (?), i. 54. 2.

bhaSbhdS, iii. 39. 1.

bhd, iii. 10. 10 (or bhas ?).

Bhdlla, see Prdtrda B.

Bhdllabin (plur.), ii. 4. 7.

*bhdvdnt, i. 43. 11.

bhlma, i. 57. 1.

bhlmala, i. 57. 1 (bis).

*bhuvanddi, iii. 17. 6, 7.

fcJmva*, i. 1. 4 ; 23. 6 ; iv. 28. 2.

ybhil + ami, i. 54. 7 ;
iv. 12. 6.

ybhu + anu-vi, iv. 12. 10 : 14. 4.

|

\/bhu + adhz, i. 55. 1 (bis).

*bhutahan, ii. 3. 4, 11.

&Mta, ii. 4. 7 (bis) ;
iii. 20. 3, 11 ; 21.

5 : 27. 3, 12.

bhuman, i. 46. 1.

bhur bhuvas, iv. 28. 4.

bhilr bhuvas svar, ii. 9. 3, 7 : iii. 17.

2
; 18. 4

;
iv. 5. 5

; 28. 6.

bhuribhdra, i. 10. 9, 10.

6Ms, i. 1. 3 : 23. 6 ; iv. 28. 1.

bhoga, i. 35. 7.

\/bhres, iii. 16. 5 (bis) : 17. 1.

bhresa, iii. 16. 7 (bis).

*madhudhdna, i. 22. 1.

madhundU, i. 22. 1.

madhuparka. 1. 59. 1-3, 11.

*madhuputra, 1. 55. 1.
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*madhvdlopa, 1. 22. 8.

Manu, Hi. 15. 2,

*manonetra, iii. 32. 9.

manomaya, i. 28. 5.

*manoyukta (?), iii. 5. 5.

*manorupa, iv. 22. 18.

ymantray + ami, iii. 18. 2, 3 (bis),

4 (bis), 5, 6, 7 (bis) ; 19. 1, 7.

ymantray + a. i. 59. 2, 3.

mandra, i. 51. 6.

*mamatvin, i. 51. 3
;
58. 8.

mayobhu, iv. 3. 2.

*marici, iii. 35. 6.

martydmrta (dual, *copul. cpd.), i.
|

25. 3.

waZa, i. 57. 1 (bis).

mahdgrdma ('possess, cpd.), iii.

13. 5.

*mahdnivega, iii. 10. 5.

mahdmdnsa (plur.), i. 48. 5.

mahd$ana, ii. 15. 2
; (superlat.), ii.

15. 1.

Mahidaaa Aitareya, iv. 2. 11.

mahina (conject.), iii. 20. 2.

\ inahly, i. 48. 5.

mahlyd, i. 29. 8 ; 46. 2
;
48. 5.

md (absolutely), i. 59. 13.

Mdtarigvan, iv. 20. 8.

-mdtra, see prajdpatimdtra.

mddhyandina savana, i. 16. 5
;
37.

3 (ter.) ;
iv. 2. 5 (bis), 7.

Mdnava, see (Jarydta M.

*mdnuxanikd$ana, iii. 14. 7.

*mdhdvrsa, iii. 40. 2.

\/mi + "abhi-ni, iv. 14. 2.

'Mitrabhuti Lduhitya, iii. 42. 1 v.

\fmix + ni, iii. 17. 6, 9
;
iv. 21. 4.

ymuc + *abhi-ati, i. 30. 4.

Munja Sdmagravasa, iii. 5. 2.

*muhurdikxin, i. 39. 1.

miita, i. 20. 5.

mrgayd (-dm car), iii. 29. 2.

mrtyupdga, iv. 9. 1, 3-9
;

10. 1-9, !

18.

ymrd + pra, ii. 11. 1.

mrdu, ii. 3. 2.

ymr$ (intens.), i. 8. 10.

4/mrf + prati-abhi, i. 22. 6.

mditrdvaruna, iii. 6. 4.

moda, iii. 25. 4.

yaksma (rdjan), iv. 1. 8.

yajurveda, i. 1. 4
; iii. 15. 7, 8.

yajustas, iii. 17. 1.

yajnakdma, i. 14. 4.

yathdglta, i. 55. 13.

yathdyatanam (adv.), i. 18. 3.

*yaddevatya, i. 59. 12.

*yadvidvdhs, iv. 6. 6 ; 7. 4.

yyam + vz-d, i. 37. 5.

yagasvin, i. 43. 11.

Yagasvin Jayanta Lduhitya, iii.

42. 1 v.

i/^as -f- *prati (conject.), i. 5. 7.

ydtaydman, i. 38. 6.

*ydvaddvdsa, ii. 12. 6.

4/%it 4- pra, i. 8. 11 (bis).

yukti, iii. 5. 4.

V#w/ + pra, iv. 6. 7 : 7. 5.

rajatamaya, iv. 1. 5.

*rapasa (?), iii. 2. 4, 15.

rahasi (adv.), ii. 13. 5.

rdjakula, iii. 28. 4.

Rama *Krdtujdtcya Vdiydghrapad-

ya, iii. 40. 2 v ; iv. 16. 1 v.

l/rit.s, iii. 27. 2 (bis).

\f'ruh + *sam-ud, iii. o. 1.

retatsvin, i. 43. 11.

rexman, i. 2. 6.

rdibhl, i. 50. 7 ; 57. 1.

rodhasi, i. 25. 5.

Rduhina, a demon (quot.), i. 29. 7,

10.

l/Za&ft + i^pa, iii. 29. 7 ; 30. 1.

/a/a, i. 8. 11.

ySll, i. 45. 4
;

51. 3
;

54. 3
;
58. 7

;

iii. 37. 6.

lokajit, iii. 20. 10.

loma \-samanf], i. 38. 3.

lomaga, i. 38. 3.

losta, i. 7. 6
; 60. 8

;
ii. 3. 12, 13.

lohamaya. iv. 1. 4.

lohdyasa, iii. 17. 3 (bis).

*lohitastoka, iii. 9. 2.

ylohitdy, i. 12, 4
;
iv. 5. 1

;
10. 10.

Lduhitya, see Krxnadatta L., Krs-

nardta L., Jayaka L., Triveda

Krsnardta L., Daksajayanta L.,

Palligupta L., Mitrabhuti L.,
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Yagasvin Jayanta L.
, Vipagcit

Drdhajayanta L.
, Vdipagcita

Ddrdhajayanti Gupta L., Vdi-

pagcita Ddrdhajayanti Drdha-

jayanta L., Qydmajayanta L.,

Qydmasujayanta I/., Satyagra-
vas L.

\/vad (intens.), iii. 16. 3, f>.

yvad + apa, iii. 7. 5,

vana (conject.), iii. 31. 3.

"varunapariyatana, i. 10. 1.

vartani. iii. 16. 1-3.

*var$apavitra, i. 10. 1.

varsuka, i. 36. 2.

valgu, i. 51. 10.

vaga (-ge kr), ii. 4. 1, 2.

vasat, iii. 17. 4 ; vasatkdra, i. 54. 8.
\

\2vas + vi (adv. locat. of pple),
|

iv. 5. 1.

vasantd (adv.), i. 35. 2.

Vasistha, iii. 2. 13
; 15. 2 ; 18. 6

(bis), 7. Of. vdsistha.

yvd + ava, iii. 21. 2 (bis).

*vdkprabhuta, i. 10. 1.

vdgdevatya, i. 59. 14.

vdnmaya, i. 28. 3.

vac (one of the five vydhrtis), ii. 9.

3, 6
; (exclam.), iii. 10. 10 ; 14. 9.

vdcamyama, iii. 16. 6.

*

Vdraki, see Kansa V.

'Vdrakya, seeKansaV., Kubera F.,

Janagruta V.
, Jayanta V.

,
Pros-

thapdda V.

Vdrsna, see Aiksvdka F., Gobala

F.

vdsistha, iii. 15. 2.

Vdsistha Cdikitdneya, i. 42. 1.

Vahneya, see (Jruxa F. Kdgyapa.

\'vij + *prati (conject.), iii. 10. 5|

(bis).

\'vid + ami (*' assent'), iii. 10. 1.

Vipagcit *Drdhajayanta Lduliitya,

iii. 42. 1 v.

Vipagcit
*

(Jakunimitra Pdrdgarya.
iii. 41. 1 v.

vipra (conject.), i. 53. 8.

vibhu, iii. 27. 2.

vibhuti, i. 20. 6
;
21. 1

; 42, 8.

vibhutimant, i. 43. 11.

virdtra, iv. 5. 3.

vivdcana, i. 9. 5.

vigvandman, iv. 4. 1.

'vigvabhiraksana, iv. 4. 1.

Vigvdmitra, iii. 3. 7 ; 15. 1
; (plur.)

iii. 15. 1. Cf. vdigvdmitra.

vigvdyu, iv. 1. 7.

vigvdhd, iv. 1. 7.

\/vis + pari, ii. 15. 3
; iii. 1. 21.

vim (?), iv. 23. 6.

vistapa, iii. 13. 7. Cf. triviytnpa.

vindgdthin, i. 58. 2.

vrkmgra, iii, 10. 9 (bis).

+ aww, i. 40. 2.

4- *abhi-pari, iii. 13. 5.

+ sam-d, iv. 10. 10.

, i. 13. 1.

vedi, i. 5. 5.

yvest + m (*prim. conj.), i. 2. 6, 7.

Vdikuntha (Indra), iv. 5. 1
; 10. 10.

Faira/a, i. 45. 2.

see Prthu F.

Vdipagcita
*

Ddrdhajayanti Gupta
Lduhitya, iii. 42. 1 v.

Vdipagcita
*

Ddrdhajayanti *Dr-

dhajayanta Lduhitya, iii. 42. 1 v.

Vdimrdha (Indra), iv. 10. 10.

Vdiydghrapadya, see Rdma Krd-

tujdteya F.

vdigvdmitra, iii. 3. 6.

vdisarjaniya (-a dhuti), iii. 10. 7.

vydpti, i. 42. 7
; 59. 13.

vydptimant, i. 43. 11.

vydhita, iii. 28. 5.

vydhrti, i. 23. 6 ; 24. 4 ; ii. 9. 3.

vyudhacchandas, iii. 31. 1, 6.

*vyomdnta (numeral), i. 9. 5
; 10. 4

;

28. 3
; 29. 5.

*vrataearya, iii. 3. 7.

4/vrafc + d (with *ablat.), i. 19. 3
;

57. 9 ; 58. 10.

vrdtya (plur., divyd vrdtydh), i. 10,

9
; 34. 6

;
45. 1. Cf. ekavrdtya.

'Qakunimitra, see Vipagcit (?. Pd-

rdgarya.

Qankha Bdbhravya, iii. 41. 1 v;
iv. 17. 1 v.

*Qanga Qdtydyani Atreya, iii. 40.

1 v.
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gatasani, i. 50. 4-7.

Qarva, iv. 10. 10.

(Jarydta Mdnava, ii. 7. 1
; 8. 3, 5.

('dtydyani, i. 6. 2 ; 30. 1
; ii. 2. 8

;

4. 3 : 9. 10 ; iii. 13. 6
;
28. 5 : iv.

16.lv; 17. Iv.

see Qanga Q. Atreya.

Cdndilya, see Suyajna (J.

gdntika, iv. 3. 2.

'gdntimant, i. 43. 11.

*gdmulaparna (dual), i. 38. 4.

Qdldvatya, i. 38. 4.

githila, iv. 22. 12.

gukra, iii. 15. 6, 7 (bis), 8 (bis), 0.

(Jukra (a Jabala), iii. 7. 7.

V'ftt? + *-w, (ppJe.) iv. 1, 7.

gudraka (Mimin.), iii. 9. 9.

gum, i. 57. 6.

Cdilana (plur.), i. 2. 3
; ii. 4. 6.

see Pdrsna (;., Sucitta (j.

^dunaka, i. 59. 2.

see Indrota Dvdivdpa .,

Drti Aindroti Q.

(Jdunaka Kdpeya, iii. 1. 21.

gmagdna, i. 38. 3; (conject.), iii.

31. 3.

'Qydmajayanta Lduhitya (two per-
sons of this name), iii. 42. 1 v.

"Qydmasujayanta Lduhitya, iii. 42.

1 v.

*Qydvasdyana, see Devataras Q.

Kdgyapa.

Qydvdgvi, see Isa (j.

grimant, i. 43. 11.

ygru + d (causat.), iv. 7. 3.

ygru + prati-d (causat.), iv. 7. 3.

\/gru + *prati-upa, i. 38. 3.

(Jrusa Vdhneya Kdgyapa, iii. 40.

lt\

gresthatd, iv. 11. 3.

grotramaya, i. 28. 9.

yglis + *ud, ii. 9. 8.

glesman, iii. 17. 3.

(Jvajani (a Vaigya), iii. 5. 2.

gvetdgva, iv. 1. 1.

**atputra, ii. 5. 7.

*sodagagata, iv. 2. 11 (bis).

ysthiv + *adhi, i. 50. 3.

*samgavakdla, iv. 10. 10, 13.

samgrahitr, iii. 7. 8
; 8. 3.

samvega, iv. 10. 10.

samsad, ii. 11. 13, 14.

samsava, i. 9. 3.

1 samsthd, i. 20. 6
; 21. 4.

samsparga, iv. 26. 7.

scyata, i. 46. 2 ; 48. 3.

sajdtavanasyd, iv. 5. 4.

l/so%' + a6M, ii. 15. 2.

satanu, iv. 8. 9
; 9. 9

;
10. 8, 9.

Satyayajna Pdulusita, i. 39. 1.

Satyayajna Pdulusi Prdcmayogya ,

iii. 40. 1 v.

Satyagravas Lduhitya, iii. 42. 1 v.

*Satyddhivdka Cditrarathi,i,39. 1.

4/2 sad -|- t*d, iii. 14. 6.

sadas, i. 54. 3 (ter), 5 (bis).

saptakrtvas, iii. 34. 4.

saptaputra, ii. 5. 8.

saptaragmi (quot.), i. 28. 2.

saptavidha (-am sdma), i. 31. 3 (bis) ;

iii. 34. 4.

sa6M, ii. 11. 13, 14.

"samdnabuddha (?), iv. 1. 1.

samdpti, i. 46. 2, 4.

sampat, iii. 27. 2 ; iv. 8. 9.

samprati, i. 5. 5 : 45. 3
;

iii. 31. 2.

7.

sambhu, iii. 20. 3, 11
; 21. 5

; 27. 3,

12.

j samWiuti, i. 46. 2, 6
;

ii. 4. 5 (bis) ;

iv. 7. 4 (bis).

saras, i. 25. 5,

sarvajava, iv. 20. 6, 10.

sarvatodvdra(-amsdma), i. 30. 2, 3.

sarvaprdyagcitta, iii. 17. 3.

sarvamrtyu, iv. 9. 9
; 10. 8, 9, 18.

i sarvarupa, i. 27. 6 (bis).

I 'sahasraputra, ii. 6. 11 (bis).

sahasrdkxara, i. 10. 1.

sdilga, iii. 3. 3, 5 ; iv. 8. 9
;

9. 9 ;

10. 8, 9, 13.

Sdtyaki, see Krmadhrti S.

Sdtyakirta (plur.), iii. 32. 1.

see Anuvaktr S.

Sdtyayajni(plm'.), ii. 4. 5.

see Somagitsma S. Prdcma-

yogya.

sdmatas, iii. 17. 1.
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sdman, see ananvita, anisedha,

abhrdtrvya, ekavinga, devagrut, \

bandhumant, loma, saptavidha,
j

sarvatodvdra.

3. sdman (masc.), i. 34. 11.

*sdmanvin, i. 43. 11.

*sdmapatha, i. 6. 1.

sdmaveda, i. 1. 5 ; iii. 15. 7, 8.

*sdmavdirya, i. 59. 3, 12.

Sdmagravasa, see Munja S.

sdmi (with genit.), iv. 2. 11.

Sdyaka Jdnagruteya Kdndviya, iii.

40. 2 v.

ysic + *vi-d, see avydsikta.

*sukrtarasa, iii. 14. 6.

*Sucitta (Jdilana, i. 14. 4. *i-T

Sudaksina, iii. 7. 8
;

8. 6 (see Sttda-

ksina Ksdimi).
Sudaksina Ksdimi, iii. 6. 3; 7. 1,

4, 5, 6 (see Sudaksina).

Sudatta Pdrdgarya, iii. 41. 1 i> ;

iv. 17. 1 v.

sudhd, ii. 14. 6.

'sumdnuxavid, iv. 6. 6
;

7. 4 (bis).

Suyajna ^dndilya, iv. 17. 1.

suyama, iii. 8. 4.

suvar, iii. 14. 3, 4.

suvarga, iii. 14. 4.

suvarna (epith. of hiraiiya), iii.
j

34. 6.

suvarnamaya, iv. 1. 6.

swftotfr, iv. 6. 6
; 7. 4 (bis).

sukta, iii. 4. 1-3.

suci, i. 10. 3.

sudgdtr, iv. 6. 6 ;
7. 4 (bis).

*sunurupa (?), iii. 2. 15.

4/sr + abhi-pra (*ind. of causat.), I

ii. 14. 4.

l/sr + pra ("* approach '), iii. 29. 3.
|

sopdna, iii. 8. 7.

*Somabrhaspati (dual), i. 58. 9.

Somagusma Sdtyayajni Prdclna-
\

yogya, iii. 40. 2 v.

stana, iii. 14. 7.

ystu (' sing the stotra'), i. 59. 12.

+ pra, i. 17. 2
; ii. 2. 9

;
iv. 9.

4
;

10. 2, 12.

+ sam, iv. 6. 7 ; 7. 5 (bis).

'stutagastra (plur.), iii. 16. 6.

VOL. xvi. 34

stotra, iii. 3. 1.

stotriya, iii. 4. 1-3.

stobha, i. 20. 6
; 21. 5

; 57. 5.

stoma, i. 13. 3; iii. 4. 11
; 5. 4.

stomabhdga, iii. 8. 1, 2.

'stomavant, i. 43. 11.

sthall, ii. 7. 1.

sthaviratama, iv. 14. 8.

l/sM + *anu-upa, i. 46. 3-5
; 47.

1-7
; 48. 1-6.

sthdnu, iii. 13. 5, 6.

sthiti, iii. 18. 7.

, sprndti, iv. 9. 9
; 10. 1-8.

+ ni, ii. 12. 1.

ysyand + vi, i. 10. 5.

ysvaj + pari, iii. 29. 7.

svadhvaryu, iv. 6. 6
; 7. 4 (bis).

svayambhu, iv. It. 2.

svar, i. 1. 5
;
23. 6

; iv. 28. 5.

ysvar + anu, iv. 14. 2.

ysvar + abhi, i. 21. 10, 11.

'svarapaksa, iii. 13. 10.

*$varganaraka (plur.), iv. 25. 5.

svarya, iii. 33. 5, 6.

svasrlya, iii. 29. 1.

"svdhdkdravasatkdra (dual), i. 13. 3.

yhan (desid. pple.), iv. 1. 7.

hantd (exclam.), iii. 6. 1,4.

haras, i. 21. 7
;

ii. 3. 1.

*haritasprga (?), iv. 1. 1.

*harinila, iv. 1. 1.

hasa, iii. 25. 8.

y# ha + pra, iii. 31. 3
; (pple.), i.

25. 5.

hinkdra, 1. 3. 7
;

4. 1, 6, 8 ; 11. 5
;

12. 4, 7, 9 ;
13. 3, 5

; 19. 2
; 21. 7

;

31. 2, 3
;
33. 3, 5, 9, 10

; 34. 1 ;

35. 2
; 36. 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9

; 38. 6
;

54. 8 ; 57. 5
;
58. 9

; 59. 4 ; iii. 12.

2, 3
; 34. 2.

yhinkr, i. 3. 4
;

4. 1, 6
; ii. 2. 9

; iii.

34. 2
;
iv. 10. 1, 11; (intens, pple.),

i. 11. 5; 35. 2.

him bha, i. 4. 1.

him bhd ovd, i. 4. 6.

him vo, i. 4. 8.

"hiranyadanta, iii. 2. 4, 15.

hum, iii. 10. 10.

hum bag, iii. 10. 3.
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hum bo, in. 13. 2.

hum bhd, iii. 13. 1.

hum bhd om vac, iv. 8. 6.

hum md, iii. 12. 4.

*huss (exclam.), iv. 22. 2.

yhr + abhi-vi-d, iii. 4. 5, 11.

yhr + pari, i. 52. 8.

yhr + pari-d, i. 35. 7.

yhr+prati, ii. 2. 9 ; iv.9.6 : 10. 4, 15.
*

Hrtsvd$aya Allakeya, iii. 40. 2 v.

*hrdaydgra, i. 10. 1.

heman (adv. locat.), i. 35. 6.

Hdimavatl, see Uma .EZ.

f, iii. 16. 2
;

17. 4
; 19. G.

II.

ETYMOLOGIES, ETC.

aksara : ykmr, i. 24. 1
;
43. 8.

yksi, i. 24. 2 ; 43. 8.

antarikva : antah, antaryaksa, i.

20.4.

Aydsya : ayam + dsya, ii. 8. 7 ;

11.8.

arkya : re + ka, iv. 23. 4.

asu : ysu, i. 40. 7.

asura : asu + \rarn, iii. 35. 3.

Angirasa : anga + rasa, ii. 11. 9.

ddi : ydd + d, i. 11, 7.

ydhd + d, i. 19. 2.

dditya : \/dd + d, iv. 2. 9.

dvarta : yvrt + d, iii. 33. 7.

uras : uru, iv. 24. 2.

re : yrc, i. 15. 6.

gdyatra : gdyann atrdyata, iii. 38.

4.

devayrut : devatdh + ygru, i. 14. 3.

patanga : ypat + anga, iii. 35. 2.

pagyata : \/pa$, i. 56. 6.

pratihdra : yhr + prati, i. 11. 9.

prasdma, prasdmi : pra + sdman,
i. 15. 4.

prastdva : \/stu, i. 11. 6.

Brhaspati : (vdco) brhatydi patih,
ii. 2. 5.

bhimala : bhima + mala, i. 57. 1.

madhuputra : mad adhyabhut, i.

55. 1.

mahiyd : ymahiy, i. 48. 5.

Rudra : \/rud, iv. 2. 6.

rodasi : yrud, i. 32. 4.

Vasu : vasu, iv. 2. 3.

vdigvdmitra : vigva + mitra, iii.

3. (>.

gatasani : $atam + ysu, i. 50.

4ff.

sajdta : \'jan + saha, i. 48. 3.

samudra : ydru + sam, i. 25. 4.

sdman : \/i + sam, i. 33. 7 ; 40. 6
;

48. 7 ;
51. 2

; iv. 13. 2.

sama, i. 12. 5.

sa + ama, i. 53. 5
; 56. 2

;

iv. 23. 3.

sindhu : \/si, i. 29. 2.

suvarga : suvar + ygam, iii. 14. 4.

hari : yhr, i. 44. 5.

III.

GRAMMATICAL.

The Grantha characters are liable to confuse pa and va, tta and kta,

r and ra, th and dh, dh and y, also long and short vowels, especially u
arid u. There is no distinction made between mma and mama. No
avagraha is used.

Lingual n for n : see note to i. 1. 5. Confusion of i-stems and z-stems :

uv : v, tanuve, iv. 3. 2 (verse) ; suvar, marlcl, iii. 35. 6.

iii. 14. 3, 4, suvarga, iii. 14. 4. Numerals: see note on i. 10. 4 ;

Locat. of stems in -an without end- sahasram saptatlh=
r
!OQQQ.

ing ; as sdman, i. 21. 8 ; 53. 4 ; ! Verbs : \/spr, pres. sprndti, see note

aksan, i. 41. 7
;
43. 9. on iv. 9. 9 ; ybhunj according to
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a-conjugation, ii. 10. 4 ff.
; yi,

irregular imperfects samditat, i.

48. 7 (see note) and anvditat, iii.

38. 10
; \/sic, precative dsicydd,

i. 3. 8 (see note) ; \/da + pari-d,

past pples paryddatta and par-

ydtta side by side, ii. 3
; y$i, 3d.

sing. pres. gaye, i. 35. 7 ; peri-

phrastic future with plural of

pple : gmagdndni bhavitdrah, gd-

tdras smah, i. 38. 3
; transitive

use of passive aorist in -i (?), iii.

9. 9 (see note) ;
adverbial gerund,

updpapdtam, i. 11. 7.

Composition : nidhanakrta for -ni-

krta, i. 35. 6 (see note) ; apposi-

tion instead of composition : pap-
ma nyangah, i. 45. 5 ; ii. 12. 1, 2 ;

iii. 37. 7 (bis).

Syntax: Superfluous u: teno, i. 1.

8
;

6. 6 ; 9. 4
; 33. 11

; 34. 2, etc. ;

genit. of time, i. 44. 9
; dative of

the infinitive after \/bru, ii. 15.

3
;
kam after dat. in fin., i. 45. 2

(verse) ; \/rdh with accusative, i.

37. 3 ff.
; yvragc + d with abla-

tive, i. 19. 3
;

i. 57. 9
; 58. 10 :

locat. absolute of pples : dtapati,
iii. 32. 7 ; upatapati, iv. 2. 11 ;

vyusi, iv. 5. 1
; verb in plural

after gaturvihgati, i. 17 . 2
;

iii.

IV.

1. VERSES.

[ativyddhl rdjanyag gurah, i. 4. Ipatangam aktam, iii. 35. 1 : RV. x.

2, a Vedic reminiscence : see 177. 1, etc.

note.] patango vdcam manasd, iii. 36. 2 :

aditir dydur aditir, i. 41. 4 : RV. i RV. x. 177. 2, etc.

1. 89. 10, etc. mayl 'dam manye bhuvanddi, iii.

apagyam gopdm anipadyamdnam, 17. 6.

iii. 37. 1 : RV. i. 164. 31=x. 177. mahdtmanag caturodevah, iii. 2. 2 :

3, etc. cf. Chand. U. iv. 3. 6.

dtmd devdndm uta martydndm, iii. yad dydva indra te gatam, i. 32. 1 :

2. 4: cf. Chand. U. iv. 3. 7. RV. viii. 70. 5 (SV. i. 278; ii.

dyur mdtd matihpitd, iv. 1. 7. 212.), etc.

indram uktham ream, i. 45. 1. yas saptaragmir vrsabhas, i. 29. T :

imam esdm prthivim. i. 34. 7 : AV. RV. ii. 12. 12, etc.

x. 8. 36. ye 'gnayah purlsydh, iv. 3. 3 : TS.

utdi \?dm jyesthah, iii. 10. 12 : AV. v. 5. 7. 4, 5
;
VS. xviii. 67.

x. 8. 28. yebhir vdta ixitali, i. 34. 6 : AV. x.

upd 'smdi gdyata, iii. 38. 6, 8 : RV. 8. 35.

ix. 11. 1 (SV. ii. 1, 113), etc. rupam-rupani pratirupo, i. 44. 1 :

rsaya ete mantrakrtah, i. 45. 2. RV. vi. 47. 18.

catvdri vdkparimitd, i. 7. 3 ; 40. 1 : riipam-rupam maghavd, i. 44. 6 :

RV. 1. 164. 45, etc. RV. iii. 53. 8.

tat savitur varenyam, iv. 28. 1 ff . : sa no mayobhuh, iv. 3. 2.

RV. iii. 62. 10 (SV. ii. 812), etc. ;
sa yadd vdi mriyate, i. 4. 7.

trydyusam kagyapasya jamadagnes ,
strl smdi 'vd 'gre, i. 56. 5.

iv. 3. 1 : AV. v. 28. 7. sthundm divastambhanim, i. 10.

[navo-navo bhavasi jdyamdnah, \ 9, repeated in 10, but different

iii. 27. 11, Vedic allusion : see in d.

note.]
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2. YAJUSES, ETC.

abhijid asy abhijayydsam, iii. 20. prdndS prdndS prdndS hum bhd
10.

amo lham asmi (longer version), i.

54. 6
; (abbreviated), 57. 4.

aranyasya vatso 'si, iv. 4. 1.

ova, ii. 2. 7.

mahdn mahyd samadhatta, iii. 4. 5.

yat purastdd vdsi 'ndro, iii. 21. 1.

vibhuh purastdt sampat pagcdt,

updvartadhvam, iii. 19. 1
; 34. 2. iii. 27. 2.

guild 'si devo 'si, iii. 20. 1. vyusi savitd bhavasi, iv. 5. 1.

c%as stha grotram, i. 22. 6. gvetdgvo dargato harinilo 'si, iv.

devena savitrdprasutah, iii. 18. 3, 6. 1. 1.

purusah prajdpatis sdma, i. 49. 3, satyasya panthd, iii. 27. 10.

4 (bis). i

somah pavate, iii. 19. 1
;
34. 2.

CORRECTIONS.-

P. 80. (Introduction) line 12, and note *, read Journal xv. for xiv.

P. 81. (Text) i. 1. 8, read astdgaphdh for astdgaphdh.
P. 85. (Text) i. 5. 1, read akar ne for akar ne.

(Translation) i. 5. 7, add " after burns.

P. 86. (Translation) i. 6. 1, add
" after immortality.

P. 87. (Text) i. 7. 6, read losto for losjho, and cancel note 7
.

P. 115. (Translation) i. 37. 5, read further on for above (?)

P. 122. (Notes) 44n, read rupam-rupam for rupam-rupam.
P. 132. (Translation) i. 54. 8, read three times [re] for [dgd ?].

P. 140. (Text) i. 60. 8, read losto for lostho, and cancel note 10
.

P. 145. (Text) ii. 63. 12, 13, read losto for lostho, and cancel note 3 10
.

P. 148. (Translation) ii. 66 (end), insert 1 2 before He who.

P. 154. (Notes) 11", read -ah for ah.

P. 164. (Translation) iii. 5, line 6, read 4 instead of 3.

P. 166. (Text) iii. 7, line 4, read 4 instead of a.

P. 168. (Notes) 915
,
read -yaj- for yaj-.

P. 176. (Translation), iii. 16. 6, read brahman-priest for Brahman priest.

P. 187. (Translation), iii. 27. 11, read Bearer for Burden.

P. 188. (Text) iii. 28. 5, read bahu vydhito for bahuvydhito.

(Notes) 29', read -digr- for digr-.

P. 201. (Translation) iv. 2. 2, read gdyatri for gdyatri.

(Notes) I3
, supply aydny.

P. 216. (Text) iv. 19. 2, read su for sv.

P. 227. line 13, read ativyddhi for ativyadhi.
P. 237. line 43, read kimcd 'pi yo for kimcd 'p iyo.

P. 248. col. 1, line 42 and col. 2, line 47, read 2 v for 1 v.
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ONE of the most fascinating characters in the history of the

Bagdad caliphate is Ibrahim of Mosul (Ibrahim al-Mausuli), the

foremost singer and composer in the reign of that celebrated

despot, Harun ar-Rashid. As a boon companion and prime
favorite, he became the repository of confidence both for the

caliph and for his erstwhile Barmecide viziers. Hence the impor-
tance and interest attaching to traditions which relate to him and
his 'affairs, and have been handed down through his family line

or the schools of music and literature. They still lie numerously
imbedded in the various histories, in the Kitab al-Aganl a work
which I class by its contents as a musico-biographical encyclo-

paedia and from which Ibn Hallikan derived much of his memoir-
istic information and in the host of anthological productions
still extant.

The outward details of his life have been summed up very
briefly by Kosegarten ;* at greater length, and from several

sources, by Hammer-Purgstall,t who made good use of the

Gotha epitome known as the Mohtar al-Agani ;
also by Ahl-

wardt,J who paid more attention than the former to the inner

historical and artistic development of the period ;
and finally by

Caussin de Perceval, entirely on the basis of the unabridged
" Book of Songs

"
as contained in the Paris MS. But these

scholars merely cited the traditions which they found, or trans-

lated them, sometimes literally, sometimes freely, according to

* Prooemium to his Alii Ispahan, liber cantilenarum magnus, vol. i.

(unic.), p. 26.

f Literaturgesch. der Araber, iii. 769 ff.

j Vorwort to his Diwan des Abu Nowds, p. 13.

Journal Asiatique (1873), 7e
serie, ii. 546, in an article posthumously

published.
VOL. xvi. 35
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taste, as if an examination of their correlation and interdepen-
dence were uncalled for, or even unnecessary. Therefore, in the

following study of a couple of coincident traditions found in two
or more of the sources, a stricter critical treatment will be

attempted, in the hope of thereby bringing out new facts respect-

ing the sources themselves.*

A good opportunity for comparative work oifers itself in the

three versions (I am informed that there is at least one other) of

the story of Ibrahim and the Devil, a conspectus of two of

which is appended below. This tradition is reported by the
Kitab al-Agani in Ibrahim's own words, as they purport to* have
been repeated to his son Ishak, by him to his son Hammad, and

by the latter to Mohammed ibn Mazyad,f who passed it on to

Al-Isbahanl, the author of the Aganl.J Yet it is identical with
the anecdote in the Thousand and One Nights, entitled "

Story
of Abu Isliak an-Nadim Ibrahim al-Mauauli (and his adventure)
with Abu Murra." Burton, of course, translates the latter form
of the story, and in a note he criticises his predecessor, Lane, for

failing to perceive its existence in the body of the Nights, and

giving only an abstract of it from another source.
||

But Burton
himself mistook in supposing that that source could have been
Al-Mas'udi (" French translation, vol. vi., p. 340 ") ;

for the

passage cited relates the appearance of the Devil to Ishak, his

son (also known as Al-Mausull), in the palace of the caliph, not
in his own home.T Hence the footnotes in which Burton calls

attention to its differing characteristics help little in the study of

the story of Ibrahim and the Devil. His alternative, that Lane
borrowed from the Halba(t) al-Kumeit, is of course the correct

one.** This anthology was written by Shams ad-Din an-Naw-

wajl (d. 1455 A. D.). Although I have had no access to its text,

I perceive from Lane's abstract, which is often literal, that its

version stands midway between that of the Agani and that of

the Nights. Its description of the Devil's disguise agrees with
the details given in the former, while its use of the appellative
Abu Murra in speaking of the Devil accords with the latter.

There are also other agreements with the Agani account. The

story, however, received an addition or two : e. g. the statement

that Ar-Rashid, after appointing Saturday for the "
day off,"

gave Ibrahim two thousand dinars.

* Cf . some remarks by Derenbourg in the Revue Critique (1888), no. 15.

f Also known by his surname Ibn Abi-1-Azhar (cf . Agani, v. 66 below
middle ;

at the conclusion of this story, v. 38, incorrectly Ibn al-Azhar).

\ Ed. Bulak, v. pp. 36-38. Reprinted, with various omissions, in the

Riwdydt al-Agdm (ed. Beirut 1888) i. p. 35.

So Macnaghten. But Cairo ed. (1302 A. H.) iii. p. 163 has Iblis for

Abu Murra.

||

Cf. Lady Burton's ed., iv. p. 321. Lane (1st ed.) i. 223: compare
his defense, iii. 246, overlooked by Burton.

Tf Perhaps the index to Al-Mas'udi (vol. vi.) misled him. It makes the

same blunder.
**Cf. Lane, 1. c., i. 224, footnote *.
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But the version in the Thousand and One Nights is considera-

bly shortened from the original form of the story, and toned
down to a mere tale. This is shown by the numerous blanks in

the right hand column of the parallel translations below.*
The first point of difference in the Nights as regards subject-

matter is the entire absence of the slave-girls from the first part
of the story. Then again Ibrahim has a plurality of doorkeepers,
but no chamberlains. Harun makes no pithy remarks, either at

the beginning or at the end (the wish excepted). The unwelcome
sheikh wears one tunic and white garments instead of two tunics

and short boots. The style of his cap varies, but the species of

his perfumery is unnoticed. He is less discourteous, and by no
means sarcastic, in his first request for a song. The insult con-

tained in his compliment is less distinctly emphasized, so much
less that the name Ibrahim is actually not employed, f Abu Ishak

sings only twice
;
and no allusion is made to his great care in sing-

ing to the caliph, perhaps the most delicate touch of the story.
The first two of the Devil's songs vary slightly in vocabulary,
probably on account of bad copying; but the third song has
received an additional couplet, as well as a rearrangement of

lines. J The musical technicality or reference to the mdhttri
metre of the third song is dropped, showing that the design of

this narrative, which was originally to explain how Ibrahim be-

came famous for the use of that metre, had been exchanged for

the mere desire to relate a sensational anecdote. Ibrahim's
reflections on his way to inform the caliph of his experience are

also omitted
;
and his present, instead of being delivered for him,

is taken by him.

Now all these differences in the trend and wording of the

story go to show that the version in the Thousand and One
Nights is a free borrowing from some written biographical
source. That it is not a form corrupted by the repetitions of

story-tellers is evident, I think, from the remarkably long verbal

agreements with the text of the Aganl, a work which belongs
back in the tenth century. Yet it must be later than the version
in the Halba(t) al-Kumeit (used by Lane), for reasons already
given, and therefore subsequent to 1450 A. D. The minor differ-

ences of vocabulary and turns of phrase are probably due to the

careless copying of the Nights during the three or four centuries

of its history.

* In my translations, when the words or constructions differ in the

originals, the English renderings vary to correspond.
t So Macnaghten and Cairo eds. Salhani (Beirut, 5 vols.), however,

"Ibrahim."

\ In one case (Ut> 16! for ^Lj |j|), the Nights has a more apposite

reading. But the Bulak text of the Agani may be at fault. It would
be interesting to collate all the MSS. on this passage (v. 38, top).

Particularly its disagreement in the details of the Devil's disguise.
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The question now arises, what reason is there for the existence
of this anecdote in the Nights ? It must be answered that, so

far as it is concerned, Lane seems to be correct in his surmise

that, just as the old groundwork of the Thousand and One
Nights (the Persian work entitled the "Thousand Nights") be-

came by the addition of tales of Arab origin* the least portion
of the collection, so the anecdotes especially the thirteen ex-

tending from the 680th to the G98th night,f of which "Ibrahim
of Mosul and the Devil "

is the seventh were borrowed from
older books, more classical in style, modernized, and inserted to

supply lost portions or augment the original series of stories. \
It is Lane's opinion, however, that the borrowing was by means
of oral communication for a number of years before the written

work, the Thousand and One Nights, appeared. It seems more

probable, from what has been said up to this point, that the bor-

rowing was made through a chain of written sources. Further-

more, though this story of Ibrahim was shortened, most of the

other twelve anecdotes were probably lengthened and developed,
as it were, from sober tradition into the freer form of fiction. At
least one of them, the fourth in order, entitled "

Story of Yunus
the Scribe (and his adventure) with Al-Walid ibn Sahl," exhibits

such a history. For the basis of it is to be found in the Kitab

al-Agani, in the biography of Yunus. Likewise the u
Story of

Jamil ibn Ma'mar (told) to Harun ar-Rashid," the eighth of these

anecdotes, describes a scene, though not the incidents, of one of

the traditions adduced on authority in the biography of Jamil.

The story of Ibrahim and the Devil, having many parallels
in the ana of other Arab singers who endeavored to mystify
their patrons respecting their sources of musical inspiration,

requires little comment here upon its unhistorical nature as a

story. There are two accounts of an appearance of the Devil to

his son Ishak
;
the one in the Nights (the eleventh anecdote of

the thirteen), where a young woman plays an important part in

the proceedings ;
and the other in Al-Mas'tidi's Murdj ad-Dahab,

so unhappily referred to by Burton. There are also in the

Agani two accounts of the Devil's visitation to Ibrahim ibn

* Such was the judgment of Hammer-Purgstall : cf. Lane, 1. c., iii.

741 middle.

f-Cf. Lane, 1. c., iii 238 middle.

JCf. Lane, 1. c., iii. 744 middle; and Burton in his Terminal Essay,
ed. Lady B., vi. 295, where, for the words "They end in (two long
detective stories)," should be read "

They are followed by, etc."

Other anecdotes in the Nights are equally traceable to a written
source such as the Agani The story of " Isaac of Mosul and the Mer-
chant "(ed. Lady B., iii. 238) should be carefully compared with the
version in the Agani (v. 126). The Basket-story of Ishak is, on the
other hand, a freer adaptation, doubtless transmitted through an inter-

vening anthology or two, of the story formerly told of his father Ibra-

him (see Agani, v. 41-2).
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al-Mahdi,* a story of Ibn Jami', who was not of Persian but of

good Koreishite birth, inspired by a jinm,\ and a story of Molja-

rik, Ibrahim al-Mausuli's favorite pupil, surprised by a vision of

Iblis in the form of an old sheikh. J Under the same category of

weird stories come the traditions, also found in the Agani, that

one of Ishak's most famous melodies was learned from cackling

geese, and that his father Ibrahim one night, in a grotto belong-
ing to his estate, enjoyed a secret opportunity to plagiarize on
the efforts of two miauling cats.fl It must not be supposed, how-

ever, that educated persons of the tenth century, among whom
one would certainly class the author of the Agani, believed in

the truth of these narratives. "With acumen Al-Isbahanl says, at

the close of the account of Ibrahim and the Devil : "Thus am I

informed of this story by Ibn al-Azhar (Ibn Abi-1-Azhar). I

do not know what to say about it. Perhaps Ibrahim made up
this tale to gain esteem by it

;
or it was made up and told about

him, though a foundation for the story is (afforded by the follow-

ing), which is more like the truth of it." Thereupon he details

a tradition, according to which Ibrahim dreamed that a man met
him and opportunely suggested that he set some words of the

poet Du-r-Rimma (="he of the withered limb," not Du-r-

Rumma), to the amazingly fine new melody which he had just

composed in the mdhuri metre. But, though the idea that Ibra-

him had a dream is more natural than that an apparition came to

him in broad daylight, it should be noted that in the latter event
he was taught a mdhttri, tune, apparently the first one of the kind
known to him, while in the former he is inspired with words for

that tune. The stories therefore do not hang together, and in so

far both must be pronounced fictitious. The possibility suggests
itself merely that Harun was minded to play Ibrahim a trick

some day when he had let him off from court functions
;
and

whether he initiated him in the mdhtiri metre or not matters lit-

tle, the point of interest being that he once upon a time showed
himself a well-disguised, witty, and artistic Devil.

Another tradition worthy of study occurs in Al-Isbahanl's

biography of Ibrahim. It concerns an event which happened at

a time in Ibrahim's life earlier than that in which the one just
treated is supposed to have occurred.

At the death of Harun's father, the caliph Al-Mahdi, in the

year 785 A. D., Ibrahim, then forty or more years of age, was

beginning to leave behind his older competitors in the art of sing-

ing, among whom were Yahya ibn Marzuk (al-Makki) and Ibn

* Cf. Barbier de Meynard in Journal Asiatique (1869), 6e
serie, xiii.

307.

\ Cf. Caussin de Perceval, 1. c., p. 542, and Agani vi. 71 top.

\ See Briinnow's vol. xxi. of the Aganl, p. 232.

Aganl, v. 89 middle.

| Aganl, v. 20 bottom.
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Jami', and to stand forth conspicuously in his profession. His
old master Siyat had just died. Meanwhile, Fuleih ibn al-'Aura'

was ranked of the old school of composers, Hakam al-Wadt
was only mediocre in his rendering, Mohammed ar-Raff (az-Zaff ?)

was unoriginal, and Moharik, 'Alawiyya, and Ishak were yet
young and of the new generation. Ibrahim ibn al-Mahdi, the

half-brother of Harun, was also but a youth of sixteen, and,

according to the orthodox ideas of the Moslems, so hampered by
his royal birth as to be incapable of rising higher than the posi-
tion of a dilettante. The consequence was that Ibrahim al-

Mausull stepped to the front, and enjoyed a much-coveted famil-

iarity with the ruling monarch, winning through his favor great
fame and large rewards for his marked musical powers. Some-

times, however, he must have overstepped the bounds, as a real-

ization of his unique position filled his mind. Accordingly a

certain degree of credence may be given to the following account
of a musical seance under the caliph Al-Hadi. In the " Tcfrili

ar-Husul wa-l-MuMk " of At-Tabari* it reads thus :

One day [Ibrahim speaks] we were with Musfi
[i.

e. Al-Hadi],
and Ibn Jami' and Mo'ad ibn at-Tobeibf were with him (too).
It was the first day that Mo'ad had come in to our presence, and
Mo'ad was excellent in (singing) songs and well acquainted with
some of the old ones. (Al-Hadi) said :

" Whoever of you pleases
me (with a song) shall have his choice (of reward)."J So Ibn
Jami1

sang him a song ;
but it did not move him. (Now) I

understood his desire in songs. So, (when) he said,
" Come now,

Ibrahim !" I sang to him :

' ' Suleima sometimes holds reunions ;

But where are her sweetmeats ? where, Oh ?"

He was so pleased that he arose from his seat and raised his voice

and said "
Repeat." So I repeated. Then he said " This is what

I like : make (your) choice." I said " Commander of the Faith-

ful, the garden of 'Abd al-Malik and its gushing fountain."!
Then his eyes revolved in his head till they were like two coals

and he said :

"
(You) son of an uncircumcised woman, you desire

that the vulgar may hear that you pleased me, and that I gave
you your choice and presented you with a fief. By Allah, if

your foolishness which conquers your soundness of sense were
not (due to) haste, 1 should strike off that (thing) your tear-

fountains^ are in !" He was silent a while, and I saw the Angel

* Series iii. 1, p. 595, ed. Houtsma and Guyard.

f The Agani seems to offer nothing respecting this person.

:j: Literally, "Whoever of you pleases me, his choice (shall be) to

him." The exact sense of ^jy^ is to tickle the fancy of a person.

Literally, ''This is my taste."
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of Death between me and him, awaiting his command. Then he
called to Ibrahim al-Harranl and said :

" Take this fool by the

hand and lead him into the treasury, and let him take from it

what he will." So Al-Harrani took me into the treasury and said
" How much will you take ?" I said " One hundred badra"*
He said " Wait till I consult him." I said "Then eighty." He
said " Till I consult him !" Then I knew what he meant, and I

said ''Seventy badra for me and thirty for you." He said
" Now you have it right : go ahead." So I went away with
seven hundred thousand (dirhams), and the Angel of Death went

away from me.f
That such an incident as this took place in the life of Ibrahim

is made clear by the occurrence of an equally interesting and

ingenuous account in the Agani.| It appears, however, to have
descended (from Ishak) through a different channel of tradition.

Although agreeing verbally in parts, it varies considerably con-

cerning the circumstances of the occasion. At-Tabari states that
his narrative was told (in his day ?) on the authority of Ishak
" or someone else," on the authority of Ibrahim, as if it made
little difference to his readers from whom he got hold of it. But
Al-Isbahanl gives a chain of evidence, according to his custom :

"
Yahyfi ibn 'All from his father ('All ibn Yahya), from Ishak."

For the benefit of comparison the version in the Agani is here
translated. After describing the morose and sour-tempered
Al-Hadi, Isliak is reported to have said :

My father was singing songs to him one day, and he said :

"Sing me the kind of song I like and am pleased with, and you
shall have your choice (of reward)." He said : "Commander of

the Faithful, if Saturn were not in opposition to me with his

cold, I should hope to attain to what is in your mind." (Ibrahim

said) For I never used to see him give ear to any of the songs.
His attention was (always) to its genealogy and its subtlety (of

expression); and the school of Ibn Sureij he praised more highly
than the school of Ma'bad. So I sang to him (this) piece of his :

"
Surely a weariness overtakes me at the remembrance of thee ;

As the sparrow shakes himself free when the rain-drops moisten
him."

Thereupon he thrust his hand into the opening of his cuirass and
lowered it an arm-length. Then he said :

" Well done, by
Allah ! (Sing me) more." So I sang :

" O love for her ! increase in me ardor every night ;

O carelessness of the days ! thy meeting-place is the Judgment Day !

"

* There is ostensibly a play on this word 8>Jo in H^LJ (= haste)
above. ' ' "

f Literally
" from my face."

j Ed. Bulak v. 16.

In his excitement.
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Then he thrust his hand into his cuirass and lowered it another

arm-length or near it, and said: "
(Sing me) more. You villain,

well done, by Allah ! You must have your choice, Ibrahim."

(But) I sang :

" I renounced thee so that 'twas said ' He knows not love.'

And I visited thee so that 'twas said ' He has no patience'."

Then he raised his voice and said "Well done, my fine fellow !*

Come, what will you ?" I said u My master,, the fountain of

Marwan in Medina." Then his eyes revolved in his head till

they were like two coals, and he said "
(You) son of an uncir-

cumcised woman, you desire to publish me in this assembly, so

that people may say
' He pleased him and he gave him his

choice'; and (you wish) to make me (subject to) talk and report.
Ibrahim al-Harrant, take this fool by the hand, when you go, and
lead him into the private treasury. If he take everything in it,

let him have it." So I entered and took fifty thousand dinars.

There is a manifest value in comparing these two narratives of

the same remarkable event in Ibrahim's life, aside from the differ-

ences which appear in their subject matter. The status of secular

tradition in the time of the historian At-Tabari was evidently
that of floating hearsay and inexact testimony, even for the period

preceding him by only from a hundred to a hundred and fifty

years. On the other hand, the good authority for the account in

the Agant happens to be very well known in this particular case.

The Kitab al-Fihrist, a bibliography proved from at least four

passages within it to have been written in the year 987 A. D.,
states that 'Alt ibn Yahya (see chain of authorities above) was a

contemporary and pupil of Ishak, and that he wrote a book
entitled "

History of Ishak ibn Ibrahim." It also informs us that

he died hardly forty years later than Ishak, and that his son

Yahyfi lived until 912 A. D., at which time the author of the

Agant was a youth of fifteen. f It may be said, therefore, with

all probability, that Yahya put into Al-Isbahant's hands papers
in his possession which contained this story of Ibrahim and Al-

Hadt, if he did not copy it directly from his father's book into

his own
;
for the Fihrist informs us that he also composed a

history of Ishak, a statement which is corroborated in the Agant
in the biography of Ishak. J Of course it is probable that Yahya's
father merely heard the story from his celebrated teacher, and

may not have written it out entirely as it was told to him. But
in any case it was transmitted through a direct line of well-known

traditionists to the author of the " Book of Songs."

* Ar. e)J| Jj viuLlaLl .

f See ed. Fliigel, p. 143. Ibn Hallikan closely follows the Fihrist in

his articles on 'All and his son Yahya.
t See v. 102 bottom.
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That At-Tabari, however, gives his little anecdotes on less good
authority, there is an indication in his tradition from a certain

Al-Karrnani, who related that Al-Hadi despatched Yahyfi ibn

Hal id with a ring as token of good-will to Ibrahim al-Mausuli for

the purpose of bringing him back to court. For, in the later

years of Al-Mahdi, Ibrahim had been forced to seek a hiding-

place through having violated his oath that he would not asso-

ciate with his two sons, Musa. and Hiirun. But, according to the

family tradition, known to Al-Isbahanf directly from Hammad,
who wrote a history of his grandfather Ibrahim, it was not the

Barmecide vizier but the family relatives who brought back the

great singer into Al-Hadi's presence, where he announced in

touching lines of his own composition the sad news of his favorite

wife's decease.* Had Hammad known that Yahya the Barmecide
was sent after his grandfather on that memorable occasion, he
would surely have mentioned the fact with great emphasis ;

for

his family pride and his father's, too was enormous.
In the light of the foregoing remarks it is certainly fair to

conclude that the traditionists upon whom At-Tabari depends
were in many cases "

outsiders," speaking from hearsay only, and
that they are to be graded below the professional men of music
and letters whose schools of tradition preserved authoritative

testimony to the history of persons who had formerly been con-

nected with them.

CONSPECTUS.
AGANt 1001 NIGHTS.

I asked Ar-Eashid that he would I asked permission
1 of Ar-Eashid

give me a day in the week in which that there might be given me some
he woiild not send for me for any day for being private with my
cause or pretext, that I might be household and iny friends,

alone therein with my maidens2

and my friends.

He granted me Saturday,
3
saying He granted me Saturday.

"
It is a day I find burdensome, 4 so

amuse yourself however you wish."

So I remained Saturday at home, And I went home and began to

and ordered the preparation of my prepare my meat and drink and
meat and drink and whatever I whatever was needed, and ordered

needed, and ordered my doorkeeper, the doorkeepers to shut the doors

and he shut the doors, and I in- and not to permit anyone to come
structed him not to let anyone in in to me.
to me.

* Cf . Aganl, v. 6.
1 So Lane (from Halba(t) al-Kumeit version).
8 Lane here agrees with the Agani.
* Lane adds " and he gave me two thousand dinars."
4 Ahlwardt (1. c.) freely :

" auf den Tag gebe ich nicht viel."
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But while I was in my sitting-

room with the women around me
and maidens in line before 1 me,
behold I (was visited) by a sheikh

of comely and reverend (aspect),

clad in short boots and two fine

shirts, a kalansuwa? on his head

and in his hand a silverhooked staff,

and wafting musk until the house

and court were filled (with it).

Great annoyance penetrated me
at his coming in to me in the face

of what I had ordered, (annoyance)
such as had never before penetrated
me ; and I thought to turn away
my doorkeeper and chamberlains4

on his account. But he saluted me
in the best fashion, and I returned

it and bade him be seated.

So he sat down. Then he began
some stories of people and Arab
battles5 and stories and verses, un-

til my anger was gone, and me-

thought my servants had sought to

please me by admitting one of such

good breeding and elegance. Then
I said "Are you (inclined) for meat?"

He said " I have no want of it." I

said "Are you (inclined) for drink ?"

He said " That is as you wish." So
I drank a pint and poured him out

the like.

Then he said to me : "Abu Ishak,e

are you (inclined) to sing us some-

thing of your art wherewith you
have good custom from high and

But while I was in my sitting-

room with the harem around me,
behold (there appeared) a sheikh of

comely and reverend (aspect), clad

in white garments and a fine shirt,

a teilasdn* on his head and in his

hand a staff with silver handle, and

wafting perfume3 until the court

and porch were filled (with it).

Annoyance penetrated me at his

coming in to me and I thought to

turn away the doorkeepers.
4 But

he saluted me in the best fashion,

and I returned it and bade him be

seated.

So he sat down and began telling

me stories of the Arabs and their

verses, until my anger left (me) and

methought my servants had sought
to please me by admitting one of

such good breeding and culture.

Then I said "Are you (inclined) for

meat?" He said " I have no want

of it." I said "And for drink?"

He said " That is as you wish." So

I drank a pint, and poured him out

the like.

Thereupon he said to me : "Abu

Ishak, are you (inclined) to sing us

something so we may hear of your
art wherein you excel 7

high and

For "women," the Agani has with

masc. pi. verb, the 1001 Nights with fern. pi. verb (all eds.).

2 Burton for teilasdn " a doctor's turband." Lane does not know the

form of the kafansuwa.
3 Lane adds " from his clothes."
4 Lane has "chamberlain" here and at the opening of the story.

Ahlwardt refers the "turning off" to the visitor. This maybe sup-

ported by the reading of the Gotha epitome, which he used.
5 Likewise Lane,

" tales of war."
6 Lane " Ibrahim."
7 So Lane.
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low ?" His speech angered me, but

I showed it indifference, took the

lute, tried it, then played and sang.
He said "Well done, Ibrahim!"

Then my anger increased, and I

said :

' ' He is not satisfied with

coming in to me without permis-
sion and making demands upon me,
but must call me by name instead

of by surname and addressing me
respectfully."

3 Then he said " Will

you go on (singing) to us?" I re-

ceived the insult, took the lute and

sang. He said,
" Well done, Abu

Ishak ! Finish, that we may repay

you and sing to you." I took the

lute and sang and took pains and

completely rose up in what I sang
to him, as I had never taken pains
and arisen before the caliph or any-
one else, because he said to me "I
will repay you." He was delighted
and said " Well done, my master !" 5

Then he said " Will you give your
servant6 leave to sing?" I said

"As you like," doubting his sense

to sing in my presence after what
he had heard from me. But he
took the lute, tried it, tightened it

and, by Allah, I fancied it was

speaking in the Arabic tongue for

the beauty of its voice as I heard it.

Thereupon he sang :

low ?" His speech angered me, but
I showed the matter indifference,

took the lute, played and sang. He
said " Well done, Abu Ishak !"'

(Then
2

says Ibrahim) I became
more angry, and I said: "He is

not content with coming in to me
without permission and making
demands upon me, but must call

me by name, ignorantly addressing
me."3 Then he said " Will you go
on (singing)? We will repay you."
I bore the annoyance, took the lute

and sang, and took pains in what I

sang and completely rose up be-

cause he said to me "We will

repay you."
4 He was delighted and

said " Well done, my master !" 5

Then he said, "Will you give
me leave to sing?" I said "As you
like," doubting his sense to sing in

my presence after what he had
heard from me. But he took the

lute, tried it, and, by Allah, I should

have 7 fancied the lute was speak-

ing in the pure Arabic tongue, with

a sweet murmuring voice. And he

began to sing these couplets :

"I have a wounded heart; who "I have a wounded heart; who
will sell me will sell me

" For it a heart having no wound "For it a heart having no wound
(at all)? (at all)?

1 Salham (Beirut, 5 vols.) corrects to "Ibrahim," in accordance with
the context.

a 9

2 Salhani (Beirut, 5 vols.) omits ^ .

3 Lane has "proves himself unworthy of my conversation" (a mis-
translation ?).

4 The story is here divided by the customary formulas and part repe-
tition of the foregoing words, to introduce the 688th night.

5 Lane has " my master, Ibrahim."
6
Similarly Lane,

"
your slave."

-
JuU prefixed to the verb-form.
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"The people refuse rne it; they
will not sell it.

" Who would buy damaged (goods)
for sound ?

"I groan for the pining which is

in my sides

"With the groans of a choked one,

wounded by drink."

And, by Allah, I thought the

walls and doors and all that was
in the house answered him and

sang with him, for the beauty of

the song, so that I fancied I and

my limbs and clothes answered

him. I abode amazed, unable to

speak or answer or move, for the

trouble of my heart. Then he

sang:

" Culvers of Liwa ! (to your nests)

return ;'

2

' ' Your mournful voices thrill this

heart of mine. 3

' ' Returned they ; as they flew, they
well nigh took

" My life, and made me tell my
secret pine.

" With cooing call they repeatedly,
as though

" Their breasts were maddened with

the rage of wine :
4

" Ne'er did mine eyes their like for

culvers see

"Who weep, yet teardrops never

dye their eyne."

(I do not know any air to these

couplets traceable to Ibrahim. That

which I do know to them is by Mo-

" The people refuse to sell it to

me.
" Who would buy damaged (goods)

for sound ?

" I groan for the pining which is

in my flanks,
" With the groans of a choked one,

injured by drink."

And, by Allah, I thought the

doors and the walls and all that

was in the house answered him and

sang with him, for the beauty of

his voice,
1 so that I fancied that I

heard my limbs and clothes answer
him. I abode amazed, unable to

speak or move, for the trouble of

my heart. Then he sang these

couplets :

' ' Culvers of Liwa ! (to your nests

return
;

2

" Your mournful voices thrill this

heart of mine. 3

" Then back a-copse they flew, and
well nigh took

" My life, and made me tell my
secret pine.

" With cooing call they one who's

gone, as though
" Their breasts were maddened with

the rage of wine :
4

"Ne'er did mine eyes their like for

culvers see

"Who weep, yet teardrops never

dye their eyne."

1 Or "piece" ^a .

2
Following Burton's translation. Ahlwardt, "Culvers of the hedge,

back hither return."
8 Ahlwardt,

" Euch girren horen ist mein einzig Gliick."

,
"

4 Agani ^>AJM ; 1001 Nights /j"?j-*w
The translation of this line is

too free to be faithful. Lit.
"
(as though) they had drunk wine or mad-

ness were in them."
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hammed ibn al-Harit ibn Shoheir,

[of the metre] hafif ramal.)
1

And Allah knows, by Allah, my
reason was nigh distracted with

delight and pleasure as I listened.

Then he sang :

"O Zephyr of Najd, when from

Najd thou biowest,

"Thy voyage heaps only on me
new woe !

' '

I moan with the moaning of love-

sick grief,

"Into grief doth all check and all

effort blow.

"Bespake me the turtle in bloom
of morn,

"From frail plant-twig and the

willow (bough);

"They say lover wearies of love

when far,
' ' And is cured of love an afar he

go;
"I tried every cure, which ne'er

cured my love ;

" But that nearness is better than
farness I know."

Then he said :
"
Ibrahim, this

song is mdhtiri. Take it and keep
to it in your singing, and teach it

to your maidens." I said "Repeat
it to me ;" but he said : "There is

no need to repeat it. You have
learned it and have it all." There-

upon he vanished from before me.
I was amazed, rose for my sword,
bared it, ran to the doors of the

harem and found them closed. I

Then he sang also these couplets :

" O Zephyr of Najd, when from

Najd thou blowest,

"Thy voyage heaps only on me
new woe !

"The turtle btspake me in bloom
of morn

"From the cassia-twig and the

willow (bough).
4 ' She moaned with the moaning of

love-sick youth,
"And exposed love-secret I ne'er

would show
;

"
They say lover wearies of love

when near,
" And is cured of love an afar he

go;
"I tried either(?) cure, which ne'er

cured my love
;

' ' But that nearness is better than

farness I know.
" Yet the nearness of love shall no

'vantage prove,
"An whoso thou lovest deny thee

of love."2

Then he said: "Ibrahim, sing
this song which you have beard,
and keep to it in your singing, and
teach it to your maidens." I said

"Repeat it to me;" but he said:

"There is no need to repeat it.

You have learned it and have it

all." Thereupon he vanished from

before me. I was astonished, rose

for my sword, drew it, then hast-

ened2 to the door of the harem and

1 This musical note is very interesting (Moh. ibn al-Harit was slightly
younger and outlived Ibrahim, to the reign of Al-Ma'mun). Of course
it has no place in the Nights.

2 As Burton notes, this song occurs without the last two hemistichs
in Al-Mas'udi (Fr. transl. vii. 318) ; a good proof that the compiler of
the Nights has made an addition, or copied it in from another.

2 OJ^ (?)
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said to the maidens "What have found it closed. I said to the

you heard in my room?" They maidens " What have you heard ?"

said "We have heard the finest They said "We have heard the

singing ever heard." I went out sweetest and finest of singing." I

astounded to the house-door, found went out astounded to the house-

it closed, and asked the doorkeeper door, found it closed, and asked the

about the old man. He said: "What door-keepers about the old man.
old man? By Allah, no one has They said: "What old man? By
come in to you to-day." So I went Allah, no one has come in to you
back to think over my adventure, to-day." So I went back thinking

it over.

But lo, he called me from one of But lo, he called me from one

the corners of the house, and said : corner of the building, and said
" No harm to you, Abu Ishak ! I am "No harm to you, Abu Ishak ! I

Iblis, who have been your guest am only Abu Murra, who have

and companion to-day, so trouble been your companion to-day, so

not." Then I rode off to Ar-Rashid, fear not." Then I rode off to Ar-

and said " May I never (again) pre- Rashid and told him the story,

sent him with news like this." I He said "Repeat the pieces which

entered his presence and told him" you have learned from him." I

the story. He said " Reflect upon took the lute and played, and be-

the couplets, whether you learned hold ! they were firm in my breast,

them." I took the lute, tried them, Ar-Rashid was delighted with them
and behold ! they were so firm in and began to drink to them, though

my breast as not to have vanished, he was not confirmed in drinking,

Ar-Rashid was delighted and sat and said "Would he might some

drinking, though he was not reso- day favor us with his company, as

lute in drinking, and ordered me a he favored you !" Then he ordered

present and its delivery, and said me a present ;
and I took it, and

" The sheikh was most wise in say- departed,

ing to you that you had learned

them completely. Would he might
some day favor us with his com-

pany, as he favored you !

"
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IN view of the conflicting opinions that are current respecting
the age of the eighth book of the Rig-Veda, every additional

means of historical criticism becomes of value. Of possible bases

of criticism two have attracted my attention. In reading the

Kanva book, I have been struck by the noteworthy similarity in

vocabulary and in numerical formulae between the eighth book
and those books which I may call " General Books," (i., ix., x.)
in distinction from the other received "

Family Books" (ii.-vii. ;

the fourth book is perhaps the latest of the Family Books). The
material for comparison from both points of view I have now
collected

; but, as the examples of the vocabulary are not yet

arranged, I offer at present only the coincidences in numbers
found in the Kanva Book and General Books. The results from
this point of view alone are of course not such as to be conclu-

sive in any way; yet they furnish strong corroborative evidence
of the view that sees in the Kanva-book a literary production
which, in so far as we are enabled to discriminate in the matter
of time, belongs rather to the later than to the earlier Vedic

period. There are hymns in either division of the books when
the latter are arranged in groups, that belong to the other divis-

ion. This is a va sans dire of Vedic criticism. Yet the general
character of the two groups is not such as to indicate that the body
of hymns of one group in their present form is synchronous with
with that of the other.

In respect of numerical formulae, the evidence given by their

use easily may be overestimated
; but, not less easily, this may

be unjustly depreciated. For a numerical complex, when once

received, naturally tends to assume a sacrosanct character, and

perpetuates itself in the religious consciousness. Not that a holy
number remains intact. Other factors come into play. Exag-
gerated laudation leads to multiplication in majorem gloriam.
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Nevertheless, coincidences of numerical formulae are to a certain

extent indicative of a contemporary way of looking at things,
and as such deserve to be reckoned as a factor in determining
the age of a literary production. It is, for instance, possibly a

mere coincidence that "the far distance" is spoken of in one

group of books and that only in the other (later) group are found
" the three far distances." The underlying idea of three spaces

may be older than the expression that here conveys it
;
but it

certainly is significant that in the formulaic expression the

Kanva book coincides with the later group ;
while the signifi-

cance is heightened by finding similar coincidences to be not

unusual, but rather, considering how few are the fixed formulae,
the norm. While, therefore, I would not lay too much weight
upon the following examples, I consider them provisionally as

indicative of a close connection between the General Books and
that attributed to the Kanvas.
The first example is the one already cited. In x. 95. 14 we

find a plurality of "far distances" implied in paramd paravdt ;
in i. 34. 7 and in the Atharva-Veda vi. 75. 3, the number is

known as "three far distances." Elsewhere in the Rig-Veda
this formula is unknown save in the Kanva-book, and there it

occurs twice (viii. 5. 8
;

32. 22).

This three is of course a number peculiarly holy. Accordingly
it is here that we find most of the coincidences. Thus, the gods
are grouped in threes in a certain expression that is used but

twice, once in the first, once in the eighth book (trisv a rocan'e

divds, i. 105. 5
;

viii. 69 (58). 3); the mystical "three dawns" are

known only in viii. 41. 3
;

x. 67. 4
;
and mrrti, used all through

the Veda in the singular, occurs in the plural only in viii. 24. 24,

and x. 114. 2 (here specified as three in number).
Again, the fixed expression trivr't, occurring quite a number

of times, is found in the Atharvan, but in RV. only in the Kanva
and General Books : thus, i. 34. 9, 12

;
47. 2; 118. 2

;
140. 2

;

viii. 72 (61). 8
;
85 (74). 8

;
ix. 86. 32

;
x. 52. 4

;
114. 1

;
124. 1

;

and in four or five hymns of the Atharva-Veda. This is a very

good example, because trivr't is a word thoroughly Brahmanic
and classical, so that its history, if sketched in literature, would
read " used as a common word in epic literature and legal smrtis ;
often employed in the Brahmanic period ;

not rare in the AV.
;

found in RV. in the General Books and Kanva, but not traced so

far back as the other Family Books."
The following examples of " three" may point to a closer con-

nection with a late period. The expression trisadhasthe barJnsi in

i. 47. 4 is paralleled only by the similar tridhdtu barhis of viii. 102

(91). 14
;
and by tribarhisi sddasi also in the first book, i. 181. 8.

Indra's bolt is represented as a trident only in i. 121. 4* and viii.

72 (61). 8. It is only in viii. 2. 21 that Indra receives the laud

which is elsewhere ascribed to Agni, that he is
" born in three

* Trikakubh (Indra) in sense refers to three-forked lightning.
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places." Cases of magic where " three" is employed in a mys-
terious occult manner, common in the Atharvan (e. g. AV. iv. 3. 1

;

9. 8, etc.), occur in RV. only in the eighth and tenth books (viii.

91 (80). 5-7 ;
x. 87. 10 ff.). The same growth in appreciation of

esoteric wisdom, especially affected in the Brahmanas, may per-

haps be traced in the fact that " concealed "
padani are spoken

of only in i. 164. 45
;

viii. 8. 23
;

x. 13. 3 (=AV. xviii. 3. 40,
v. 1.). The "three ages past" appear to be known in viii. 101

(90). 14=AV. x. 8. 3, and not elsewhere in the Rig-Veda.

Turning to the next holiest number, it is only in the eighth
book of the Rig-Veda that saptdpada occurs, withal in its late

meaning, just as it is found in the Atharva-Veda (RV. viii. 72

(61). 16
;
AV. v. 11. 10); it is only in the eighth book that the

" seven bottomed sea" is known, viii. 40. 5. Again, the " seven

rapmdyas of the sun" are spoken of only in i. 105. 9 and viii. 72

(61). 16, although synonyms of rapmdyas are often found else-

where, and Indra's seven racmdyas are common. Ludwig,
indeed, will not accept Sfiyana on i. 105. 9, when the latter says

saptasamkhydka racmayah suryasya to explain arm ye saptd
rapmdyas tdtrd me ndbhir dtatd ; but, with the remark " es ist

uns jedoch von dergleichen nichts erinnerlich," refers the rays to

Agm as the only possibility (v. 444); a subjective impression
that is contradicted by stiryasya saptd rapmibhis in viii. 72

(61). 16.

A very striking example of the differences between the Family
and the General Books may be noticed in the number of hotars.

These priests are of course mentioned a great many times. In
distinction from the " seven seers," who by the way are late, the
seven vipras, and the kavdyas, the hotars, when expressly counted,
are reckoned either as five or as seven. In iii. 29. 14 we have a

passage which on entirely different grounds is reckoned late, and
here we find seven hotars. There is only one more passage in

the Family Books, and this in the same third book, where the
hotars are reckoned as seven, viz. : iii. 10. 4. On the other hand,
they are elsewhere counted as five in the Family Books, while in

books eight and ten, and possibly in the first book, they are

counted as seven. The count of the Atharva-Veda also makes
them seven. Thus, in RV. ii. 34. 14

;
v. 42. 1 we have distinctly

only five hotars ; but, as in AV. iv. 24. 3, so in RV. i. 58. 7 (?);
viii. 60 (49). 16

; ix. 10. 7 ;
114. 3

; x. 35. 10
;

61. 1
;

63. 7, there

are as plainly seven hotars, and probably we should add to these

viii. 72 (61). 7
;

ix. 10. 3
;
and x. 122. 4.* With this latter

group goes the late iii. 29. 14 (the language alone of this hymn
shows its lateness

; compare Lanman, Noun-inflection, p. 578).
I reckon as late, not early, coincidences with cis-Indic data,

referable to Persian or Babylonian influence,! and among them

*
Ludwig, iii. 228, includes iii. 7. 7 (late ?) as hotars, but these are

viprds, not expressly hotars. I think AV. never mentions five hotars.

t On this topic, more in the next paper.
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the name of the land as " Seven Rivers." The seven rivers are

often referred to; but, as an equivalent of hapta hendu, this

designation occurs only in viii. 24. 27, where it stands on a par
with the one mention of Babylon's mintage, the " mand of gold"
of viii. 78 (67). 2. It is, again, only in the eighth book that we
find designated fractions other than a half. In viii. 47. 17 $aphd
is i and kala is $* So AV. vi. 46. 3

;
xix. 57. 1.

Before leaving the province of seven, I may add the fact that

saptdmanusa occurs only in viii. 39. 8, in respect of which I

venture proleptically the following suggestion. Agni "of the

seven peoples" may be meant, since it is difficult to see how
manusa can stand here for "

priest." We may accept the ex-

planation that seven means "many" (PW.), but another explana-
tion is also possible. In a preceding paperf I have attempted to

show that the "five tribes" cannot be the Puru-Yadu group with
which the five are arbitrarily identified. I think the "five"
refers to the five tribes whose respective family- or tribe-collec-

tions make the first Rig-Veda. Each tribe is identified with one

special family of singers. Their output is represented by books

ii.-iii., v.-vii. There were new tribes absorbed into the whole

body of older Aryans. They too had each its priestly family.
The first new one was the tribe represented in the collection by
the hymns of the Gautamas, the fourth book. The next to come
in were the Kanvas, who for a long time are regarded as more or

less aliens. Apart from these distinctly family or tribal collec-

tions, containing some spontaneous and some ritualistic poetry,
were the hymns not claimed by any family as exclusively theirs.

Such were the few really old hymns of Soma, of death (with the

Yama hymns), and of marriage. But such hymns were not numer-

ous, and the later books consist chiefly of the new hymnology
that belonged to a united people, settled in about the same region
which they are to occupy for centuries. The " seven singers

"

(fsayas), as fathers of the clan-priests, belong only to this later

period (iv. 42. 8
;

ix. 92. 2
; x. 82. 2

;
114. 7

;
130. 7). There

were, then, before the Rik collection finally closed, seven families

or tribes, each with its ancestral rsi, and to this division refers

the "Agni of the seven tribes
"
(saptdmanusa) of the eighth book.

The old nomenclature continues, however, just as the "seven

rivers," after they become twenty-one, are still called " the seven,"
and even in the later period

" the five families "
(jdna, manusa,

etc.) are retained.

The cardinal points, known in the Atharvan as ten, appear as

ten in the Rik only in viii. 101 (90). 13, and, possibly, i. 164. 14.

In regard to two of the most significant numerical formulae, I

have elsewhere compared the use of the General Books with that

of the Kanvas (" The Holy Numbers of the Rig-Veda," in the

Oriental Studies of the Philadelphia Oriental Club). The facts,

briefly stated, are as follows. Several stereotyped groups of

* In vii. 18. 15 prakaldvid is not technical. f J.A.O.S. xv. 260.
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seven, such as " seven gifts,"
" seven rivers," are raised by treb-

ling to twenty-one ; just as, conversely, in the Atharvan the
three bonds of Varuna are multiplied into the other sacred num-
ber and become twenty-one. There are in the Rik, outside of

the group i, viii, ix, x, but two cases where is found this later

multiplication of objects that were before holy enough without
such aid

;
and both of these exceptions refer to the same point,

and are full of esoteric mystery :
"
they observed the first name

of the cow
; they found the thrice-seven highest names of the

mother" (iv. 1. 16); and "Varuna declared unto me, the wise

one, that the not-to-be-slain one (viz., the cow) bears thrice seven
names" (vii. 87. 4). There are "seven names of the cows" in

i. 164. 3
;
and in each of these cases we have to do with the rais-

ing of the number from seven to thrice seven, for these cows were
once identical with the other Indric sevens (the Maruts, the

beams, etc.).
The further cases are as follows :

Seven is raised to thrice seven in i. 20. 7, where the gifts

begged for as seven in the Family Books (v. 1. 5
; vi. 74. 1)* are

now twenty-one. The " seven secret places
"
(padd) of Agni are

in i. 72. 6 raised to thrice seven
;
and in a mystic hymn of the

same book, i. 191. 12-14, we find mentioned "the three times
seven vispulingakds, and thrice seven peahens (Maruts)." In
all the Family Books (with the exceptions just mentioned) there

are no mystic thrice sevens. But in viii. 69 (58). 7 the Maruts

appear again as thrice seven
;
and in viii. 96 (85). 2 Indra's seven

strongholds, familiar from other parts of the work, suddenly
appear as " thrice seven mountain-tops" destroyed by Indra.f
Other instances are all from books nine and ten :

" Thrice seven
cows milk for him," in ix. 70. 1

;
and again

" thrice seven cows "

are opposed to "seven cows" (streams) in ix. 86. 21, 25. In the

tenth book are "the thrice seven streams" and "thrice seven

wood-piles," x. 64. 8
;

90. 15.

Moreover, a certain increase, even of the old method of multi-

plying holiness, may be observed in the trih saptd saptafinam
(3*x7x70) of viii. 46. 26; while in viii. 19/37 we find "three
seventies." Once more, it is to be noticed that it is only in viii.

96 (85). 8 that the Maruts are raised to "thrice sixty."J
The

Atharvan use of " thrice seven beings" is found in the Rik only
at i. 133. 6 and Val. 11. 5, a Kanva verse.

* Compare v. 52. 17 ; saptd me saptd - - ekam-eJcd catd dadus in a

gift-laud.
f Bergaigne, La Religion Vedique, ii. 1 22, takes viii. 96. 2 and i. 72. 6

as referring to " worlds." But these are thrice seven only in still later

literature. Compare viii. 7. 34 for sense. So later the seven hells

become twenty-one. In iv. 19. 3 and ix. 54. 2, the saptd pravdtas may
be hills. Seven fortresses are mentioned in vi. 20. 10 ; vii. 18. 13 (Family
Books).

{ Not
"
sixty-three" (trih sastis).
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Not less interesting is the raising of the number of the original
ten gods (as I think I have shown their original number to be,
1. c.) to thrice eleven.* In Val. 9. 2 and ix. 92. 4, as in the late

passage i. 34. 11, all the gods are included in this number. In
iii. 6. 9 we find the only exception to the rule that the thrice

eleven are confined to Kanva and General Books. For the Kanva
book compare viii. 28. 1

;
30. 2

;
35. 3

;
39. 9. In i. 139. 11 (com-

pare x. 65. 9) the three elevens are distributed over heaven, earth,
and waters. Without division they are mentioned in i. 34. 11

;

45. 2. The exception in iii. 6. 9 may possibly be only a further

example of the case in hand : that is, a late verse
;
for here the

gods are mentioned pdtnlvantas
'

accompanied with their wives,'
an expression which occurs in regard to gods only here and
i. 72. 5

;
iv. 56. 4

;
viii. 28. 2

;
93 (82). 22. But the fourth book

is almost as late as the eighth.
Characteristic also of the eighth book is the fact that only here

is there found a Dvita invented to go with the ancient Trita (as
later still Ekata goes with both), viii. 47. 16. We have in all

this the same later raising of gods as that which we see again in

AV. xi. 5. 2 (thousands of Gandharvas) ;
and TS. v. 5. 2. 5 ff.

where the old Vasus are raised to 333
; or, better still, ib. i. 4. 11. 1,

where the eleven Rudras are made thirty-three. f
I might add to these a rather remarkable fact in connection

with Schmidt's theory of the duodecimal system : viz., that sixty,
alone or in composition, occurs in Family Books only in the

60,000 men slain by Indra at vi. 26. 6, and in the Battle of the
Ten Kings, vii. 18. 14. But it is not infrequent in the other

group. In viii. 96 (85). 8 we have 3X60 (above); in i. 53. 9

there are 60099 slain by Indra
;
in i. 126. 3, we find 60,000 kine ;

in viii. 4. 20, the same
;

ib. 46. 29, the same
;

ib. 22, 60,000 horses
;

all these passages being gift-lauds ;
and in ix. 97. 53 there are

60,000 good things.
A few more cases remain. Only in iv. 26. 7 and in the eighth

book have we ayhta 10,000 (viii. 1. 5; 34. 15
;
and gift-lauds,

ib. 2. 41
;

21. 18
;
46. 22). In the eighth and tenth books appears

generally the greatest extravagance in gift-lauds (e. g. viii. 5. 37 ;

46. 22
;

2. 41
; x. 62. 8). But in vi. 63. 10 hundreds and thou-

sands of horses are acknowledged as baksheesh !

The "double one," dvayh^ is found only in viii. 18. 14, 15
;

ix. 104. 6
;
105. 6

; dmpa, 'island,' only in i. 169. 3
;

viii. 20. 4.

The old "
pair

" of horses is replaced by a spike-team : i. e. horses

with a leader (pfsatis +prdstis), only in i. 39. 6
; 100. 17

;
viii.

7. 28, and a gift-laud in vi. 47. 24. The later "four names" of

Indra occur in the Rik only in x. 54. 4 and viii. 80 (69). 9. Else-

where the four are unknown, although familiar to the Brahmanic

* That is, at first, "ten with one added" as e'Jca$atam=lQQ, loc. cit.,

p. 152. Compare RV. x. 85. 45.

f The 3339 gods of iii. 9. 9 really belong only in x. 52. 6. The still

later group of thirty-five gods has been discussed by me, loc. cit., p. 153,

It is found i. 162. 18 and x. 27. 15, 16.
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age (see Ludwig's citations). In viii. 80. 9 the fourth name is

taken as a matter of course,. Compare the Kanva verse Val. 4. 7,

where Indra is the fourth Aditya, another late idea.

These numerical coincidences will be found to be paralleled by
the vocabulary of the poets of the General Books and Kanvas

respectively, in regard to which I hope to read a paper at the

next meeting.*

* For previous estimates of the age of the Kanva book, see Zimmer,
Altindisches Leben, p. 355 ; Lanman, J.A.O.S., X. 580

; Brutmhofer, KZ.,
1880

;
Iran und Turan, Preface.
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NOTES.

uo Of. Fleischer, ZDMG. vi. 390 ; Flugel, Die Grammat-

ischen Schulen der Araber, p. 5
; Yakut, iv. 369, 3

; Zamahsari, al-Mu-

fassal, 139, 3
; 162, 3. On the influence of the stars upon rain, see

Wellhausen, Skizzen, iii. p. 173, and the passages cited there.

So ' vi
t "-n So called according to the Muhlt al-Muhit, p. 3350 x.j 3

On the j>j see Lane, s. v.
^jLo\

and compare

the table there given ; Muhlt, p. 2140 ; Lisdn, i. p. 171 ;
Ibn Hisam (ed.

Wiistenfeld), ii. p. 150
; Kazwim, i.p. 42

; ZDMG., iii. 97 ; and above all,

Wellhausen, Skizzen, iii. p. 174. Alberuni, ed. Sachau, pp. 336, sq. On
the mansions of the moon, see Ideler, Untersuchungen uber den Ur-

sprung und die Bedeutung der Sternnamen, Berlin, 1809, p. 287 ; Stein-

schneider, ZDMG., xviii. p. 118; JRAS. 1890, p. 328; Ibn Kuteibah,
Adab al-Kdtib, i. p. 32

; Whitney, Oriental and Linguistic Studies,

Second Series, pp. 413, seq. Ibn Kuteibah wrote a special work upon
this subject. See Sproull, An Extract from 1. K.'s 'Addb al-Kdtib

(Leipzig, 1877), p. 3.

Lisdn, s. v.
t-jj*,

has the whole passage from J| line 6, to
p,

-gv M

line 18, but in the name of Abu Mansur. I note the following variants: 7

*\ J^5 ;
8

' omits from

to xLJ ; ibid., Zj&l\ ;
9 om.

which is perhaps the better reading, cf . Ideler, Untersuchungen, p. 158.

The two roots are similar in meaning. For a similar confusion, see De

Goeje, Bibliotheca Geographorum Arabicorum, iv. p. 363
;
10

om. from S^t^ to ^jJt ; 11
JlftliJt

5
12

Jy&VI
5 JLJ] \^^ ,*

;
14 om. sxLc. ^4^> ! ;

15
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,
and adds L+JS tojuo _j| JL

7.

^& =
(j^Sj.xc

(/? and y of Aries?) Kazwmi, i. p. 42
; Ide-

ler, Untersuchungen, pp. 134, 287.

10. We ought to read _ijJ! ,
as in the authorities cited above

;
cf .

also Lisdn, i. 70
; Muhit, p. 331.

12. |,4*aJ| is usually made up of J^^l dl+.wJ! and

^x>!Jt , Ideler, Untersuchungen, p. 51
; Lisdn, xiii. 469 [ZDMG., xlix.

116]. In
^Ai'wJ! we seem to have a more general name, "a star

which watches (is opposite to) another star." Lane, p. 1134. See line

22.

17.
v-Jjjyfi-j *r^V^ 5

on the margin jjUciJ L^ . The passage is

quoted Lisdn, 172, but without
vOj^C-

18. MS. JaJLftJ! ; Muhit, s. v. and Lisdn, ix. 339 Jaxs ; on the marg.

of the MS. some one hay made the correction JoxftJ! .

19. MS. has distinctly ioo ,
with kesr ; but see Lane and MuMf,

s. v.
; and Lisdn, vi. 134, where our passage is quoted.

marg. &^:SXjiJ Jfjo ^

u ; but see Thorbecke, Al-HarlrVs Durrat-al-Gawwds (Leipzig,

1871), p. 35
; Lane, pp. 1975, 1989. Lisdn, vi. 134, cites this passage,

with ddl.

24. Cf. Wright, Opuscula Arabica, p. 20.

o
a ^*

25. So the MS. Read ^j>J: .

8
33. So the MS. Lane, p. 937

&*.>.<> ; Ifw^if, p. 699.

f o ^ G x-

36. Marg. eULb vd^Sj^o
Sv^fr^ R^SXx-o ^JoJ! Ut

f ^
Lisdn, xvii. 321, cites the verse with the variant reading dL^SJ !<XL^> Ls .

52. Read VJ! .

c
59. The verse is cited by Lane, p. 936, and by Lisdn, xv. 109, with +-ffi

in place of U! . Marg. O^M ^ ofj-il
b! ^vX-wuJ! (MS. has

clearly <3l*^, which is an evident mistake.) On Al-Sukkari, see Fliigel,

loc. cit., p. 89. Hammer-Purgstall, Literaturgesch., i. p. 396.
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Lisdn, xiii. 343 : ! Ju^ L\ JU* x*_>

*j&

etc. Jyb yo^ X*!/!N tX^^J
JJC5^t>! tX.i'^

JLi' xJue

But in spite of this, see the remark of Lane, loc. cit.

83. Read v_^xjLi . Lisdn, i. 462, quoting Jo\ +* , reads
. .. . .

86. On ^.jJLx) and ououo , see Wright, Grammar, i. 165.

gi- Marg. ^O!AO JJj^
xjlo 5v^^ *J'l^ ^?l ^^ Sblj Jl ItX^XxX

. iOv^O .vj" *J &jU j-^LTJ!

On Abu Hatim al-Sajastam (d. 248 or 255 A. H.) see Fliigel, Die

Grammatischen Schulen, p. 87
; Yakut, iii. 44

;
and Wiistenfeld's note,

ad loc. On Abu-1-fadl ibn al-Faraj al-Riyashi, see Flugel, Grammat.

Schulen, p. 85
;
and the authorities cited by Fleischer, Kleinere Schrif-

ten, iii. 474. (d. 257 A. H.)

103. I have added Ljt-LoJ* . Marg. o Lx-LaJ> .

106. J^b . See De Goeje, Diwan Moslim al-Ancdri (Leyden, 1875), p. xli.

Marg. JcLJJ jjLCo Jjo ^ICJ! JL aLuiLa. .

9
> ^

109. Readv<Xg_).

111. Marg. L.oxAjcLlLj ,jLS'*J!
RxXwL^. . Both in the text and on the

margin (jL>) Muhij, p. 703 and Freytag ;
so also the Lisan,

B. v.; but the Taj says :
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118. Cf. Beidawl, i. p. 30, 8. Marg. Jou^ j +. Jo\

dLLo <XfcJ! JU*
j

129. Marg. vo

130. The text in line 131 is not clear
;
we must evidently read the verse :

I am indebted for this to Prof. Ignaz Goldziher of Buda-Pesth. A close

scrutiny of the MS. seems to bear out this reading.

136. *o\ cf. Yakut, ii. 941.

U8. Ms. SxliaJu*/! ; but it must be read with is ;
see line 141.

149. ^ OO rather substantiates the reading of the Kdmus

(Lane, p. 1397, s. v. xX^^Xww ), and not ^L^JI ^ as Lane suggests.

164. MS. lsyj with xo'l oiJ! or xJL^U ^ftJ! ; Wright, i. p. 10
;

ZDMG., xxx. 207; Noldeke, Geschichte des Qorans, p. 257; Fleischer,

Kleinere Schriften, i. 29. But I doubt if it was ever used with the

singular.
'

9 --

180. MS. has
i^3' >-o , evidently a mistake for the feminine.

168. MS. has x5T!Jo. ,
and above the end of the word some letters

which I read as \[JL>C ,
which may perhaps be ULXJ referring to the

possibility of either punctuation.

176. Read
ULl-L^ .

&

179. Read LwLo ; Lisan, iv. 192, citing this passage, reads

180. Read LO .

188. MS. has >>jLft ; but read
(V
AJL!| . Cf. Muhlt, p. 740, ^L<TJ!

The same mistake is found in line 194, where I have made the cor-

rection in the text.

193. H^^jJ! Marg. jf
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195.
y-*JLM

Marg. -4JC!! &jy. _j|

197. Kurgan, Surah, 13, 18. Beidawi, ad loc. gives the two readings

and tJis^ ; so also the Kassdf, i. p. 677 (ed. Lees), in the name

of Ru'bah ibn al-'Ajaj. On Ru'bah see Ibn Hallikan, i. 528 ; Kitdb al-

Aghdnl, viii. 60
;
xvi. 121 ; Ibn Hisam, Leben Mohammed's, vol. ii.

Index, p. 237
;
Gawaliki's al-Mu'arrab, Index, p. 174.

198. Marg. xJji^ aJU! Ju^ ^! -xc. Xjui

? w ^ , J v- ^ ,

208. MS. JJUoJ* . Read JJLbJ and correct lines 206 and 207 accord-

ingly.

211. Muhif, pp. 1254 and 1985, gives both forms. Read also

against the MS.
8j * > ^

223. MS. seems to read HtXS-l , but the correct reading is aL-A

; cf. Lisdn, iv. p. 140.

233. ^jjj^and ^)!tX5^1.
238. Both forms occur.

'
.' o "

235. Lisdn, xvi. 90, cites the first two lines, with JtXx_j and
t

both of which readings must be accepted. Before this our author

S
cited.

J O S ' S

240. Marg. \_axwjj v-d/xo *.J'L

241. So in the MS. Read

244. Read

247. Read

253. In the Taj, vii. 174 and Lisdn, hi. 474 ;
xii. 382 the reading of the

O 55

first word is '&J^ .
Dr. Torrey has been kind enough to examine

the MS. again, and finds the correct reading to be
.j

margin of the Tdj is the remark ^o |*-*J ^ <5^3
Tne same

remark is made in Lisdn. loc. cit. ; cf . also Yakut, iv. 929, 1. 22.

268. -xJI in MS. with jirt written above. Does this again refer to

a double pronunciation?
& ^ ^ ^^, ^.

285. I have inserted k(Jo . Marg. KJo .
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290. MS.

304. Read
U*J>j

.

306. Marg. J^L> p3L*jj|.

INTRODUCTION.

Al-Ans&ri was one of the most renowned of the early Basra gramma-
rians. His full name was Abu Zaid Sa'id, and his genealogy is given

by Ibn Hallikaii 1 as : ibn Aus ibn Thabit ibn Zaid ibn Kais ibn Zaid ibn

al-No'man ibn Malik ibn Tha'labi ibn Ka'b. He belonged to the noblest

family of the Hazraj.* His grandfather Thabit is said to have been one
of the six who collected the Kur'an while the prophet was still alive. 3

Ibn Hallikan says of him :
" He held the first rank among the literary

men of that time, and devoted his attention principally to the study
of the philology of the Arabic language, its simpler terms and rare

expressions." Al-Nadlm gives us the following estimate upon the

authority of al-Mubarrad :
4 "Abu Zaid was well learned in grammar,

though he did not come up to Halil and Sibawaihi. Yiinus was looked

upon by Abu Zaid as untrustworthy in matters of lexicography, but
was more learned than Abu Zaid in grammar. Still, Abu Zaid was
held in higher estimation than either al-Asma'i or Abu Ubeidah in

grammar. For this reason he is called Abu Zaid al-Nahawi (the gram-
marian)." Nawawi 5 calls him "the Imam" in matters of philology.

Simply as "Abu Zaid" he is cited by many authors, e. g. Yakut,
Jauhari, the editors of the Taj al-Arus and Lisdn al-'Arab, etc.

In the strife which divided the Basra from the Kufa school,
6 al-

Ansari seems to have been catholic in his choice of authorities. Abu
Sa'id says of him :

7 " I do not know any of the Basrian philologists who
have come to Kufa to study the speech of the Beduin Arabs except
Abu Zaid ; for he relates traditions coming from al-Mufaddal al-Dabbl."

According to Abu 'Amr al-Mazini, traditions going back to Abu Zaid

have been handed down by Abu 'Ubeid al-Kasim, Muhammad ibn Sa'd,

Abu Hatim al-Sajastani, Abu Zaid 'Omar ibn Shabbah, Abu Hatim al-

Razi, etc., etc. 8 Our author is generally praised for his great knowl-

1

Biographical Dictionary, Tr. de Slane, i. p. 570
;
other authorities

call Thabit: ibn Bashir ibn Abi Zaid. To this ibn Hallikan wisely
remarks: "and God knows which of the two is correct." See also,

Hammer-Purgstall, Literaturgeschichte der Araber, i. 303.
3
Fliigel, Kitab al-Fihrist, i. p. 54, 20.

8
Fliigel, Die Grammatischen Schulen der Araber, Leipzig 1862, p. 71

;

Sprenger, Das Lebcn und die Lehre des Mohammad, iii. 259
; Noldeke,

Oeschichte des Qorans, p. 189.
4
Fliigel, Kitdb al-Fihrist, loc. cit.

6
Biographical Dictionary of Illustrious Men, ed. F. Wiistenfeld, p. 721.

6 See e. g. Fliigel, Schulen, passim ; Kosut, Funf Streitfragen der
Basrenser und Kufenser, Wien, 1878.

7
Fltigel, Schulen, p. 142.

8 Nawawi, loc. cit.
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edge of tradition. Al-Thauri says, quoting Ibn Munadir : "Al-Asma'i
has the best-stocked memory of them all

;
Abu 'Ubeidah surpasses them

in general information
; and Abu Zaid al-Ansari is the surest authority

in traditional knowledge."
! Even al-Asina'I himself was not slow to

recognize his worth. There is a tradition, the authority for which rests

with 'Uthman al-Mazim, that he ('Uthman) was once present when al-

Asma'I went up to Abu Zaid, who was then surrounded by his pupils,

and after kissing him on the head sat down among them and said :

"Thou hast been our lord and master for the last fifty years."
2 While

they were there, Halaf al-Ahmar came, kissed him and sat down and
said :

" This one has been our teacher for twenty years."
3

Upon the authority of both al-Asma'i and Abu 'Ubeidah, Abu Zaid is

said to have been abstemious, God-fearing and religious.
4 In philosoph-

ical thought, Ibn Hallikan says he belonged to the sect of the Kada-
rites5 the upholders of the doctrine of free-will, who afterwards re-

ceived the name of Mu'tazilites.'

Of his life we know nothing other than that he came to Bagdad about
the year 158 A. H., when al-Mahdi Muhammad had ascended the throne

of the Caliphate.
7 The date of his death is also uncertain. It is vari-

ously given as 214, 215 or 216 A. H. about 830 A. D. But all authori-

ties agree that he attained a great age (93, 95 or 96).
8 He died at Basra.

Abu Zaid was quite a prolific writer, nearly always upon lexicograph-
ical and grammatical subjects. The canon of his works varies in the

different authorities. As many as twenty-five seem to be current and
are mentioned by more than one author. But few of these were large
works. They deserve rather the title "tract" than "book." In the

case of most of the early Muhammadan writers, very few of their

works have come down to us
; those of Abu Zaid are among the rarest.

His philological works are :

l. *-LwuJt* Jo^l ^?Lx
. On the words used in Arabic for camel and

sheep. Fi., Hal., Fl.; H. H. v. 30 simply

On versified gnomes. Fi., Fl.

1 Ibn gallikan, loc. cit.
5 Nawawl, who also relates the story, says thirty years.
3 This is added by Nawawl. On Halaf al-Ahmar see Ahlwardt,

Chalef Elahmar's Qasside, p. 17.
4 Al-Fihrist,loc. cit.
5 Ibn Hallikan, loc. cit.', Ibn Koteibah, Handbuch der GescMchte, ed.

F. Wustenfeld, p. 270.
6 Haarbriicker, Asch-Schahrastdni's Religionspartheien und Philoso-

phenschulen, Index, p. 452
; Von Krerner, Geschichte der herrschenden

Ideen des Islams, p. 29 ; Dugat, Histoire des Philosophes et des Theolo-

giens musulmans, p. 42 ; Steiner, Die Mu'taziliten, p. 24.
7
Fliigel, Schuten, loc. cit.

8
Suyuti, Al-Muzhir, ii. p. 231.

9 In the following list I have been careful to give my authorities.

Fi. = Fihrist; Hal. Ibn Hallikan
;
H. H. Haji Halifah, ed. Fliigel ;

FL = Fliigel, Gramm. SchiUen; Su. Suyuti, as cited by Fliigel.
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3. k t ft w>Uc^. On words and synonyms for rain. Fi., Hal., Su.

4.
i^LwwoiM (Jj-Ls ^Uc^. On words used in regard to the human

body. Fi., Hal., Fl., H. H. iii. 173. 1

5. uyliJU! v-jUS". On the different Arabic dialects. Fi., Hal., Fl.

6.
^v*- ,c^ Jfeljj*

wLx5^. On the Kur'an recension of Abu 'Amr.

Fi., Fl. 2

7. st>LAJ! v^LxS^.
On uncommon expressions. Fi., Hal., Fl., H. H.

vi. 387.'

8.
SLyJuCJ!^ ;*+iU v.jlxS'. On the dual and plural. Fi., Hal., Fl.,

H. H. v. 71.

9.
(j* vXflj j^yi-H i^LxS^.

On the words used for bow and shield.

Hal., H. H. v. 138
; Su. gives these as two separate tracts.

10. V^-J! oU6.^ ^U5", H. H. LAjwft xw-Jt Lx5^. On the

lightening of theHamza. 4 There is another reading (HjJisi "On the
full pronunciation, etc." Hal., Fi., Fl.

11.
(jx ^J. On the words used for "milk." Hal., Su.; H. H.

v. 142 has vJUU JJI

12. -+A ^_jx5. On the words used for the date. Fi., Hal.

13. sLy^J! \_jLx5^. On the words used for different kinds of water.

Fi., Hal., Su., H. H. v. 161. Though mentioned here as a separate

treatise, it will be found as a part of the Ja^Jt ^Lx5^printed above.

14.
v^jyaJiJI <oUT. Hal., H. H. v. 137. Fi. has

v^^oJCJLjt ^\J&.

15.
jji.^J| ^Ucr'.

On the expressions used in regard to animals.

Fi., Hal.

16. ^JiJ! v^Uw^. On the difference (between the parts of the human

body and those of animals). Fi., Hal., Fl.

1 For other works upon this subject, see the list in Ahlwardt's Cata-
logue of the Arabic MSS. in the Berlin Library, vol. vi. p. 293.

8 For similar compilations of Kur'an readings, see Ahlwardt, ibid. i.

p. 247.
3 Extracts from a MS. of this work were sent in 1854 by Dr. Eli Smith

to Professor Fleischer, and published by the latter, ZDMG., xii. p. 57.

[See, also, Kleinere Schriften, iii. 471 sg.] The whole has lately been
published by the Catholic press of Beirut and under the superintendence
of Sa'id al-Huri al-Shartuni. To this is attached a tract on " Faults
of Speech";^which, however, must have originally belonged to the
book. It is not mentioned in any of the lists of Abu Zaid's works. [Cf .

Noldeke, 2DMG., xlix. p. 320.]
4 Cf. Fleischer, Kleinere Schriften, pp. 35 and 47.
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17.
o^Jwl^ o-lxi ^Lx$". On the first and fourth forms of the

verb. Fi., Hal., Fl., H. H. v. 131. 1

18. f>L4jgw^!| v^Jvi ^1*5^. On peculiar noun formations. Fi., Hal.,

Fl., H. H. iv. 322.

19. W^J' v^Ltf".
On the hamza. Fi., Hal., Fl.

20. ^Lojt s^Lx^. On the infinitive. Fi., Hal., FL, H. H. v. 151, 574.

21.
(JjJaJLjt wUc5^. On language. Fi., Fl.

22. -SJL&JL ^LajJ! ^Uc5^. On expressions used for plants and

trees. Fi., FL, H. H. v. 162. 2

23.
^jj^JiJ!

L-jLx^"- On the combination of letters (?). Mentioned only

by Fi.

24. oLxJ^LJ! v-jLxS^. On words commencing with lam ; only in FL

26. <Xa.!J! v_;Uc5^. On the singular ; only in Fi.

26. oL$jL&JI oXJ wbtf'. Fi.

27. ,vA*J! o*3 v^ljc5^. Description of the 'Anam tree (see Fihrist, ii.

p. 84). Fi.

28. &jL&jo H_?UL$ . On synonyms? Fi.

29. (VpLfjnj ^,.,31x5^. On transitive verbs ?? Fi.

30. v >vxJ! uyLj'kJO (^.jljo . On the noble Arab families. Hal., Su.,

H. H. iii. 84.

In addition to these, Al-Nadim mentions a number of other works
which are given in none of the other authorities ; and the subject mat-

ter of which can only be guessed at :

31. ,L*^c. l+JJ v^Lx^.
On the religious belief of 'Uthman?

Lx^. On mechanics and the secret arts ??

33. [,.JLlL (jij^JI ^Lx^. On the expressions used for battle and

war?

34. JLJlil voUS'. Dozy, Suppl., i. 207. "Droit d'occupation
"
? ?

35.
iuuo^

jlj ^Lx^.
In his Catalogue of the Arabic MSS. in the Berlin Library (vol. vi.

299) Ahlwardt speaks of a ^LuJ! ^Lx^by our author. It may per-

haps be a part of No. 2.

1 Ibn Dureid also wrote on this subject ; Fliigel, Oramm. Schulen, p.
103. Ibn al-Qutiyya, 11 libro dei Verbi, pp. 10, seq.

2 Ibn Hallikan : I have seen a fine work of his, a treatise on plants,
which contained a number of curious passages.
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The little tract published here gets its title Ja^J! v^jLx

subject of which it treats. 1 But in addition to discussing the names of

the different kinds of rain and the expressions used in speaking of rain,

it treats in the same manner of the following subjects : JL&> (thunder),

O*J (lightning), L-jL^ (mist) and sLyo (waters). This last seems to

have existed as I said above as a separate treatise. Most of the

material collected in these earlier tracts has found its way into the

large lexica : Jauhari, Taj, Lisdn, etc. But they are important in

studying the history of Arabic lexicography, and in determining the

value of the work done by these first masters of a science which has

been so greatly developed in the Muhammadan Schools.

I have been able to use only one MS. ; and this has made the editing

at once difficult and risky. But I know of no other in a European

library. The MS. in the Bibliotheque Nationale of Paris is numbered
No. 4231 (old no., Ancien fonds No. 1328), written in the year 631 A. H.

(see fol. 22a) = 1233 A. D. The handwriting is good and clear, and the

punctuation is given very fully. But in the course of time, the writ-

ing, especially of the vowels, has become dulled, so that one is left at

times in great doubt. Nor is the MS. itself free from faults. As this is

the only MS., I have adhered closely to the original,
* making changes

only where there were evident faults
;
even then, I have in every case

called attention to the change. In order to insure accuracy, I have

twice compared my copy with the manuscript ;
and through the kind-

ness of Prof. H. Derenbourg the proof was once more compared (by Mr.

Oonzelmann) with the original. It was Prof. Derenbourg who first

drew my attention to this tract of Abu Zaid, and who urged upon me
the desirability of publishing it.

The MS. contains also :

..v^V ^1-gJlaJ! ..wo AjuuaJI ia-Lt

1 Ibn Dureid also wrote a work upon this subject. See W. Wright,
Opuscula Arabica, Leyden, 1859, pp. 15, seq.; Berlin Catalogue of Arabic
MSS., vi. p. 295. Ibn Dureid treats of a number of words mentioned
in our tract ; but I have not thought it necessary to cite each case.

2 I have been able to control a number of readings by the citations

from another MS. in the Lisdn al-Arab. It would have taken months
of work to hunt up every citation ; I have done so only when the text
was suspicious.

3 On Ibn Halawaihi, see Derenbourg, Hebraica, 1894.
4 Published from this MS. by H. Derenbourg, Le livre des locutions

vicieuses, in Morgenldndische Forschunyen, Leipzig, 1875, pp. 107, seq.
Published from a MS. in Gotha by H. Thorbecke, Ibn Duraid's Kitdb

almaldhin, Heidelberg, 1882.
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PEOOEEDINGS

OF THE

AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY,
AT ITS

MEETING IN BOSTON AND CAMBRIDGE, MASS.,

April 6th, yth, and 8th, 1893.

THE Society assembled at Cambridge, in the Room of the

Faculty of Arts and Sciences of Harvard University, University
Hall, on Thursday, April 6th, and was called to order by the

President, Rev. Dr. William Hayes Ward, at 3.15 p. M.

The following members were in attendance at the sessions :

Thayer

Torrey

Ward, W. H.

Warren, H. C.

Warren, W. F.

Winslow

Wright, T. F.

Young
[44]

The minutes of the Washington meeting were read by the

Recording Secretary, Prof. Lyon, of Harvard University, and

accepted by the Society. The report of the Committee of

Arrangements was submitted in the form of a printed program
and accepted.
The Chair appointed as a Committee to audit the Treasurer's

report Rev. Mr. Berle and Prof. Kellner
; and, as a Committee to

prepare a list of nominations for office for the ensuing year,
Prof. J. Henry Thayer, Prof. George F. Moore, and Prof.
Elwell.

The reports of the retiring officers were now in order.

The Treasurer, Mr. Henry C. Warren, of Cambridge, Mass.,

presented his accounts and statement to the Society ;
and they

VOL. XVI. A
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were referred, with book and vouchers and the evidences of the

property, to the above named Committee of Audit. The Com-
mittee reported that the accounts were in due order, and that the
funds called for by the balances were in the possession of the

Treasurer. The usual analytical summary of the General
Account follows :

RECEIPTS.

Balance from old account, April 21
,
1892 $432.84

Assessments (155) paid in for 1892-93 $775.00

Assessments (38) for other years 190.00

Sales of publications.. 183.30

Interest on Publication Fund 101.17

Interest on balances of General Account 14.96

Total income of the year 1,264.43

Total receipts for the year $1 ,697. 27

EXPENDITURES.

Journal, xv. 2 (remainder), and distribution $231.68

Proceedings, April, 1892 326.19

Authors' extras from Journal and Proceedings 36.00

Job printing 16.00

Postage, express, brokerage, etc 41.44

Total disbursements for the year - . $651.31

Credit balance on Gen'l Account, April 6, 1893 1,045.96

$1,697.27

One life-membership fee has also been received during the

year, and is, in accordance with action taken last year, retained

as capital. The anonymous gift of $1,000 to the Publication

Fund reported last year has been invested in eight shares of the

State National Bank, Boston (bought at 126
;

the extra $8 is

included in the item of "brokerage" in the above account), and
is earning at present a trifle over 6 per cent.

The state of the funds is as follows :

1892, Jan. 1, Amount of the Bradley Type-fund $1,316.70

Interest one year 53.18

1893, Jan. 1, Amount of the Bradley Type-fund $1,369.88

Amount of Publication-fund 2,008.00

1892, July 7, Amount of Life-membership-fund 75.00

Interest to Oct. 12, 1892 .75

1892, Oct. 12, Amount of Life-membership-fund $75.75

1893, April 6, Balance of General Account $1,045. 96

The bills for Journal xv. 3 have not yet been presented.
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The report of the Librarian, Mr. Van Name, for the year
1892-3, is as follows : The accessions to the Society's library for

the past year have been 37 volumes, 78 parts of volumes, 99

pamphlets, and 9 manuscripts (Sanskrit). The titles of all these

works are included in the list appended to volume xv. of the

Journal, just completed. The number of titles of printed works
now in the library is 4,595; of manuscripts, 186.

The Committee of Publication reported that since the last

meeting they had published and distributed the following: Jour-

nal, volume xv,, number 2 (= pages 143-283), issued June 22,

1892; Proceedings of the Washington meeting of April 21-23,
1892 (= vol. xv., pages cxli-ccxxx), issued Nov. 28, 1892; and

finally, Journal, vol. xv., number 3 (= pages 283-322 and ccxxxi-

ccxlvii and i-v), issued April 3, 1893; in all, 292 pages.
Professor Lanman observed that a plan to publish the Journal

as a quarterly had been strenuously advocated by one or two
members. He believed that the Committee of Publication were

very strongly of the opinion that promptness and frequency of

issue were in the highest degree desirable
;
but that, on the other

hand (aside from the consideration of expense), the quality of

the material offered for publication should be the sole deter-

minant of the question whether any given paper should be

printed ;
that the needlessly created necessity of issuing a num-

ber upon each quarter-day might make quantity a co-determinant,
a result for which parallels are not far to seek, and which would
be most sincerely to be deprecated.

Moreover, there are indications all of the greatest hope and

promise that material of the most worthy character is already
forthcoming with increasing abundance, and that the laboriously

gathered items of the Society's income are likely to allow of a

somewhat extended scale of expenditure for printing.

Finally, it was noted that the German Oriental Society is only
a little younger than our own; that it has between four and five

hundred contributors to its treasury, or about twice as many as

have we; that what is much more to the point the professed
Orientalists among its members are far more numerous than

ours, and that this disparity, through most of the past history of

our Society, has been much greater than it is even now; and

that, as compared with their splendid achievements Journal,

"Abhandlungen," and miscellaneous works, some seventy-five
volumes in all our fifteen volumes of Journal and Proceedings
is a showing by no means discreditable.

The Directors reported by their Scribe, Prof. Lanman, as

follows:

1. They had appointed the next regular business meeting of

the Society to be held on the Thursday, Friday, and Saturday of

next Easter week, March 29, 30, and 31, 1894, or on some one or

more of those three days, and that they would determine and an-

nounce the place of meeting in due course.
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2. They had re-appointed, as Committee of Publication for

1893-94, Messrs. Hall, Lanman, G. F. Moore, Peters, and W. D.

Whitney.
3. On recommendation of the Librarian they had voted a

standing annual appropriation of $25 for the binding of books.
4. They had voted to present the report of the Committee on

Joint Meetings to the Society, with a recommendation that the
resolutions proposed by that report be adopted. (See below.)

6. They had voted to recommend to the Society for election to

membership the following persons:

As Corporate Members:

Rev. J. L. Amerman, New York, N. Y. ;

Mr. Nageeb J. Arbeely, New York, N. Y. ;

Mr. Joseph F. Berg, New Brunswick, N. J. ;

Dr. Heinrich C. Bierwirth, Cambridge, Mass. ;

Dr. I. M. Casanowicz, Washington, D. C.;

Dr. Charles H. S. Davis, Meriden, Conn.;
Mr. Wm. W. Hastings, Haverford, Penn.;
Rev. Willis Hatfield Hazard, Cambridge, Mass. ;

Rev. Arthur Lloyd, Port Hope, Ontario ;

Mr. Percival Lowell, Boston, Mass. ;

Prof. Duncan Macdonald, Hartford, Conn. ;

Mr. George L. Meyers, New York, N. Y.
;

Prof. Clifford H. Moore, Andover, Mass. ;

Mr. Paul Elmer More, St. Louis, Mo. ;

Mr. Murray Anthony Potter, San Francisco, Cal. ;

Mr. James Hardy Ropes, Andover, Mass. ;

Mr. William A. Rosenzweig, New York, N. Y.;

Rev. W. Scott Watson, Jr., Guttenberg, N. J.;

Prof. Theodore F. Wright, Cambridge, Mass.

As Corresponding Members:

Mr. George A. Grierson, Bengal Civil Service, Howrah, Bengal
Dr. A. F. Rudolf Hoernle, Madrassah, Calcutta, Bengal ;

Rev. W. A. Shedd, Missionary at Oroomiah, Persia ;

Dr. John C. Sundberg, U. S. Consul at Baghdad, Turkey.

And as Honorary Members:

Prof. Edward B. Cowell, Cambridge, England ;

Prof. Friedrich Delitzsch, Leipzig, Germany ;

Prof. Ignazio Guidi, Rome, Italy ;

Prof. Hendrik Kern, Leyden, Netherlands ;

Prof. Jules Oppert, Paris, France ;

Dr. Reinhold Rost, London, England ;

Prof. Archibald H. Sayce, Oxford, England.
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The report of the Directors being thus finished, the Society
proceeded to the election of new members; and, ballot being
had, the above named gentlemen were duly elected.

Mr. Talcott Williams, Chairman of the Committee appointed
to confer with several Societies for the purpose of agreeing upon
a common time and place of meeting, presented a written report

embodying the following resolutions:

Resolved, That the Directors of this Society be requested to make
arrangements with any of the following Societies, to wit :

The American Philological Association ;

The Archaeological Institute of America ;

The Anthropological Society of Washington ;

The Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis ;

The Modern Language Association of America ;

The American Folklore Society ;

The American Dialect Society
or any other Societies of a similar purpose, for a joint meeting in con-

nection with the next annual meeting of this Society.

Resolved, That the Directors have authority* to appoint a meeting of

this Society either in the Christmas vacation of 1893-94, the Easter

vacation of 1894, or the Christmas vacation of 1894-5, if an alteration

from the usual date be necessary in order to secure a joint meeting.

The resolutions were adopted, and the Committee, Messrs.

Williams, Haupt, and Lanrnan, continued over for another year.
The following names of recently deceased members of the

Society were reported:

Dr. Thomas Chase, of Providence, R. I. ;

Brinton Coxe, Esq., of Philadelphia, Penn.;
Mr. George E. Eby, of Philadelphia, Penn.

;

Dr. Andrew P. Peabody, of Cambridge, Mass.

On Friday morning, Professors Elwell, G. F. Moore, and Thayer,
as the Committee on the nomination of Officers, reported. Dr.
Ward having intimated his desire not to stand for re-election,
on account of the pressure of his other duties, which made
it impracticable for him to give to the position such time and
care as he felt that it demanded, the Committee nominated as

President of the Society, Pres. D. C. Gilman; as Vice-President,
in Mr. Oilman's place, Dr. Ward; and as Vice-President, in

place of the late Dr. Peabody, Prof. Toy ;
and for the remaining

offices, the incumbents of the preceding year. The gentlemen so

nominated were elected. The Board for 1893-94 is accordingly
as follows:

* In accordance with the palpable intention of this resolution, it should read

"Directors be requested to appoint," etc.
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President Pres. D. C. Oilman, of Baltimore.

Vice-Presidents Dr. William Hayes Ward, of New York
; Prof. C.

H. Toy, of Cambridge ; Prof. Isaac H. Hall, of New York.

Corresponding Secretary^Prof. C. R. Lanman, of Cambridge.
Recording Secretary Prof. D. G. Lyon, of Cambridge.
Treasurer Mr. Henry C. Warren, of Cambridge.
Librarian Mr. Addison Van Name, of New Haven.
Directors The officers above named ; and, Professors Bloomfield and

Haupt, of Baltimore; Mr. Talcott Williams, of Philadelphia; Prof. E.

W. Hopkins, of Bryn Mawr
; Prof. A. L. Frothingham, of Princeton

;

Prof. R. Gottheil, of New York
; Prof. George F. Moore, of Andover.

The session of Thursday afternoon was held at the Room of

the Faculty of Arts and Sciences of Harvard University. Soon
after assembling, the Society took a brief recess, while tea was
served in the office of the Dean of Harvard College. Upon ad-

journment, some of the members went to the house of Prof. Toy
and others to the house of Prof. Lanman, for supper and an in-

formal evening gathering.
The session of Friday morning was held in the house of the

Treasurer, Mr. Warren. This is the same house in which the

Society used to assemble in the days of Professor Beck, who
formerly lived in it. At the close of the morning session, upon
the invitation of Mr. Warren, the members of the Society took
their luncheon at his house.

The session of Friday afternoon (April 7) was held in the

Library of the American Academy, in Boston. This meeting
was on the precise fiftieth anniversary of the first meeting of the

incorporated Society, which was called to meet at the house of

Mr. John J. Dixwell, No. 5 Allston street, Boston, at three o'clock,

Friday afternoon, April 7, 1843. The anniversary meeting was
devoted to reminiscences of the founders and of the history of

the Society, contributed by Dr. Ward, Prof. Lanman, Prof.

Thayer, Rev. Henry L. Jenks, Prof. G. F. Moore, and Prof.

Lyon.
Twenty-one members of the Society dined and spent the even-

ing together at the Parker House.

Saturday morning's session was held in Claflin Hall of Boston

University, Somerset street, Pres. W. F. Warren of Boston Uni-

versity acting as Chairman. During the session, Col. T. W.
Higginson gave some very interesting reminiscences of Theodore
Parker and Charles Beck. On motion, there were passed votes
of thanks to Harvard University, the American Academy, and
Boston University, as also to Messrs. Lanman, Toy, and Warren,
for the various kind offices which had contributed to make the

meeting a pleasant and successful one. At the close of the final

session, twenty-six persons were present, all being members of

the Society. The Society adjourned at quarter before one o'clock.
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The following communications were presented:

1. On a new critical edition of the Hebrew text of the Old
Testament ;* by Professor Paul Haupt, of Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, Baltimore, Md.

The first part of the new edition of The Sacred Books of the Old Testa-

ment contains the Hebrew text of the Book of Job, with notes by
Professor Siegfried of the University of Jena. The Hebrew text fills 27

pages, and the Critical Notes 21. With the exception of the portions writ-

ten in prose, namely the prologue (chapters 1-2) and the epilogue (42.

7 -17), as well as the introductory verses prefixed to the discourses of

Elihu (c. 32. 1-6), the text is printed crixr]d6vy in double columns. The

composite structure of the Book of Job is illustrated by the use of three

different colors. The original portions of the poem are printed in black

without any additional coloring, while subsequent additions are placed
in blocks of different colors, namely blue, red, or green : blue indicat-

ing parallel compositions ; red, corrective interpolations conforming
the speeches of Job to the spirit of the orthodox doctrine of retribu-

tion ;
and green indicating polemical interpolations directed against

the tendency of the poem. The Elihu speeches (chapters 32-37) are

given in a special appendix printed in green. Later interpolations
and glosses are relegated from the text and appear in the foot-notes.

The traditional order has often been changed to restore the proper

sequence. After c. 13. 1-27 there follows for instance c. 14. 4, 3, 6, 13, 15,

16, 17, 1, 2 ; 13. 28
; 14. 5, 7-12, 14, 18-22, etc. In order to facilitate

references to verses appearing out of the traditional order, there has

been appended a Concordance, giving the received arrangement of the

verses and the corresponding pages and verses of the new edition. For
the sake of clearness, the whole text has been divided into paragraphs
wherever the change of subject seemed to require it.

The emendations adopted (ca. 600) are not given in the notes, as in

Graetz'sf posthumous work, but appear in the text. They are all care-

fully indicated by special diacritical marks, showing in every case

where the Qere has been adopted instead of the Kethib ; whether the

new reading involves merely a departure from the Masoretic points or a

different division of the consonantal text, whether it is conjectural or

based on the authority of the ancient Versions. Doubtful words are

marked with notes of interrogation, lacunae are indicated by *****,
and hopelessly corrupt passages by . . . . : the received text in such

* The Sacred Books of the Old Testament A critical edition of the Hebrew text,

printed in colors, with notes, by eminent Biblical scholars of Europe and America,
edited by Paul Haupt. Part 17: The Book of Job. By C.Siegfried. Leipzig:

J. C. Hinrichs'sche Buchhandlung ;
Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1893.

f Emendationes in plerosque Sacrce Scripturce Veteris Testamenti libros secundum

veterum versiones nee non auxiliis criticis cseteris adhibitis. Auctore H. Graetz.

Ex relicto defuncti auctoris manuscripto ed. Guil. Bacher. Breslau, 1892. N"eW

York: Gustav E. Stechert.
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cases being given in the notes appended. The Hebrew text has been

left unpointed except in ambiguous cases.

The Notes contain brief philological justifications of the emendations

adopted, with constant references to the ancient Versions as well as to

modern critics. Above all, Merx's well-known book * is cited through-
out the Notes. It has not been deemed necessary to classify all the

divergences exhibited by the ancient Versions. As a rule, there have

been recorded only those variations on the authority of which an
emendation has been adopted by the editor of the book. The Hebrew
text is cited in the Notes according to the pages and lines of the new
edition. But it is proposed to add in the subsequent parts, in the outer

margin, the number of the chapters and verses, in order to facilitate

references as much as possible. The English translation of the Notes

has been most carefully prepared by Professor R. E. Briinnow, of the

University of Heidelberg.
The chief aim of the new edition of the Hebrew text is to furnish

the philological foundation for our new translation of the Bible now in

course of preparation. The edition of the Hebrew text exhibits the

reconstructed text on the basis of which the new translation has been

prepared by the contributors. At the same time, it is hoped that the

edition will prove useful for the class-room. It will save the instructor

much time in giving in a brief and distinct form the critical analysis of

the book in question. It will moreover have a most wholesome effect

on the student, in forcing him to read unpointed Hebrew, f a practice

which, unfortunately, is too much neglected in most of our Universities

and Theological Seminaries. But, above all, I hope our new edition

will become an indispensable help for all Hebraists who study the Old

Testament from a critical point of view. It will show the student at a

glance whether the received text is unquestionably correct, whether a

passage is original or a subsequent addition. Thus it will, I think, place
not only the historical but also the grammatical and lexicographical

study of the Old Testament on a new basis.:}: A good deal of space is

taken up in ourHebrew grammars and dictionaries with the explanation
of unusual forms and words. Most of these will be found eliminated

in our edition.

The munificence of Jacob H. Schiff, Esq., of New York, to whom
Harvard University is indebted for the new Semitic museum, has

enabled us to place the new edition within the reach of all students.

Though the work is perhaps the most sumptuously gotten up Hebrew
book ever published, the parts will be sold, in handsome covers, at the

nominal price of about $1.00. Bibliophiles will be glad to learn that

* Das Gedicht von Hiob. Hebraischer Text, kritisch bearbeitet und iibersetzt,

nebst sachlicher und kritischer Einleitung, von Adalbert Merx. Jena, 1871.

f-
"We must remember that a pointed Semitic text prejudices the reader. The

adding of the vowels is a semi-interpretation.

\ Cf. the remarks of Paul de Lagarde prefixed to the second part of his Orien-

talia, Gottingen, 1880.

Cf. Stade's Lehrbuch der hebr. Grammatik (Leipzig, 1879), p. vi.
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there will be an edition de luxe, limited to 100 copies, printed on the

most costly hand-made Dutch paper, in a beautiful ornamental binding

specially designed for the wdrk by Professor Stroehl, of Vienna, who
also has designed the new ornamental headings and tail-pieces for the

Hebrew text.

In conclusion, I should like to say a few words about an objection
that will most likely be raised against our new edition. Some people
will say, I presume, that the critical analysis is more or less subjective,
that there is not a general consensus of opinion concerning the depart-
ures from the received text, even among the most competent Biblical

scholars
; perhaps none save the editor of the book in question will

believe in his reconstruction of the text. Now it is undoubtedly true

that in a great many cases we cannot as yet give the final dictum of

science. Like all progressive research, Biblical criticism is in a state

of fluctuation. A student who uses our new edition must rely on his

own judgment. We cannot expect to find the final solution of all diffi-

culties at once. We must be satisfied to recognize the difficulties as

such, to realize that the received text and the traditional order is not

intact. If we do not always hit the mark in reconstructing the text,

we may find some comfort in the maxim, which I at least adhere to,

that the probably right is preferable to the undoubtedly wrong. Ultra-

conservatism bars all progress. A man who is afraid of making a mis-

take had better not write on the Bible* or, for that matter, on any
scientific subject at all. Nor do I think that honest work can do any
harm to the cause of religion. It is a pity to think that faith and rea-

son should be incompatible. Reason is a divine gift. Let us exercise

it, but (as I stated in the first programme of our work)f with the vere-

cundia due to the venerable documents which form the basis of our

faith.

2. On a modern reproduction of the eleventh tablet of the

Babylonian Nimrod Epic and a new fragment of the Chaldean
account of the Deluge ; by Professor Haupt.

The Johns Hopkins Press has now on sale a few plaster casts of a

modern reproduction of the Chaldean Flood Tablet, i. e. the eleventh

tablet of the so-called Izdubar or Gilgamesh^: Legends, commonly
known under the name of the Babylonian Nimrod Epic. The casts

have been most carefully made by one of the modelers of the U. S.

*
Cf. the conclusion of B. Duhm's preface to his commentary on Isaiah

(Gottingen, 1892), p. iv.

f See Johns Hopkins University Circulars, No. 98 (May, 1892), p. 89, 15.

\ For the name Gilgames = Tihyapog (Ael. n. an. xii. 21), cf. Dr. Casanowicz's

note in No. 98 of the Johns Hopkins University Circulars, p. 91 . Mark Lidzbarski

(ZA. vii. 110: cf. ilid. 327) suggests that the name of Nimrod's ancestor Hrot>tfpo?

i. e. Xasisatra or Atraxasis, may be identical with the Arabic , .yj*^ ,
who lives

at the confluence of the two great rivers ( .5 V^^AJ *:Suo : cf. Koran,

Sura 18, v. 59 ff.). For the name Atraxasissee Beitrage zur Assyrwlogie, ii. 401.

VOL. XVI. B
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National Museum, Washington, D. C., from a clay tablet which I

caused to be prepared some months ago by Rev. Dr. Rudolf Zehnpfund,
of Rosslau, near Dessau, Germany. The plaster has been colored

throughout so as to give the casts the appearance of real baked cunei-

form clay tablets. The color is about the same as in the two fragments
of the first column of the Flood Tablet (R*2. II. 390 and 383) which I

discovered in 1882,* or in the fragment of the Daily Telegraph Collec-

tion (D. T. 42), containing a different recension of the account of the

Deluge, f

Our tablet has the size of the largest Deluge fragment known in the

Kouyunjik collection of the British Museum as K 2252. A diagram
showing the dimensions of this fragment is given on p. 132 of my edi-

tion. This fragment, which I refer to as Deluge Tablet A, has been

pieced together out of about 20 small pieces. The reverse, for instance,

is composed of 15 different pieces.:}: The text engraved on our modern
Flood Tablet is the same as the one given on plates 134-149 of my edi-

tion. It is based on the fragments of 13 different copiesg of the Deluge
Tablet now preserved in the British Museum. With the help of these

duplicates the text can be almost completely restored. The only passa-

ges where we have rather extensive lacunce now are in the lower part
of the first column, and in the lines describing the building of the ves-

sel in the upper part of the second column, as well as the lines

describing the coming of the Flood in the lower parts of the second

column ; the beginnings of some lines in the fifth column, and the ends

of some lines in the first paragraph of the sixth column. Unless we
recover some new fragments, we shall never be able to complete the

text.

I have reason to believe that there are still a number of unknown

Deluge fragments in the collection of the British Museum. Mr. Theo.

G. Pinches, than whom there is none more familiar with the treasures

of the Assyrian collections in the British Museum, was kind enough to

send me some time ago a new fragment of the Flood Tablet, which he

discovered on August 12th, 1891. It bears the number 81. 2-4, 460.

The collection 81. 2-4 (i. e. received at the British Museum April 2d,

1881) seems to have come from the same place as the tablets of the

Kouyunjik collection.
||

Mr. Pinches wrote me that he had not been

able to find out whether the new piece joined any of the other Deluge

fragments. I am inclined to think that it belongs to No. 64 on p. 128

of my edition, i. e. 81, 2-4, 296
; but of course, this can only be settled

after an inspection of the two fragments.

* See my ATckadische Sprache (Berlin, 1883), p. xli.

f Of. Schrader's KAT2
57, n. 2; Delitzsch, Assyr. Worterluch, p. 143, n. 12.

\ See the engraving in Geo. Smith's Chaldean Account of Genesis (London, 1880),

p. 9 (German ed. p. 10), or Kaulen's Assyrien und Bdbylonien (Freiburg, 1891), p.

169. A new piece of the reverse, which was found a few years ago, is published

on p. 124 of my edition. Cf. plates 95-131 of my edition.

I
Cf. C. Bezold, Die Thontafelsammlungen des .British Museum, in the Sitzungs-

lerichte der Berliner Academie, phil.-hist. Classe, July 5, 1888, p. 7, 51.
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The new fragment, though very small (ca. If x | in.), contains 5

variants to 11. 139-145 of my edition : viz., Us instead of li-is in appalls
' I beheld,' 1. 139

; the upright wedge for the preposition a-na at the

beginning of 1. 141
;
in 1. 143, the phonetic complement -a is omitted

after the number 2 (= sand) ;
in 1. 145, we have the accusative xassa

(character GAR) instead of xassu 'fifth.'* If 81. 2-4, 460 joins 81. 2-4,

296, the plural kibrdti *

regions
' would be written defective in 1. 139,

just as the infinitive kasddi ' arrival
'

is written defective in 1. 130 on
81. 2-4, 296. Lines 143 and 144, as well as 11. 145 and 146, form but one
line each on the new fragment, as well as on the Deluge Tablets A and
Cb

(and I).f

These graphic variations are not of much consequence, but in 1. 140

we read on the new fragment, instead of ana 12 ta-a-an iteld nagti,
' after 12 double hours| there appeared an island ', ana 14 ta-a-an etc.,

i. e. 'after 14 double hours there appeared an island.' The number 12

is only preserved on Deluge Tablet B, i. e. K 3375 (p. 109, 1. 31- of my
edition). This variation is not surprising ; fragment I exhibits a num-
ber of peculiar readings : e. g. ina nUrub nissdti in 1. 126, and sabbd saptd-
sunu instead of katmd ; rddu after sdru in 1. 129 ; and in 1. 139 A-AB-BA =
tdmdum

\\
follows immediately after kibrdti.

I give here a reproduction of the new fragment, based on the copy
kindly sent me by Mr. Pinches.

*
Cf. IV2

5, 22
;
xassu stands for xansu (IV

2
,
additions ad pi. 56, 1. 5) = xamsu,

just as sumsu '

his name '

occasionally appears as sussu (IV
2
12, rev. 32, n. 20).

f.Cf. p. 133 of my edition.

$ See Jensen in his review of Tallquist's Sprache der Contracte Nabund'id's,

ZA. vi. 348.

See Meissner, Altbabyl Privatrecht (Leipzig, 1893), p. 124. Cf. the name of

the Elamite city NagUu (Delitzsch, Paradies, p. 324).

|| Deluge Tablet B has in 1. 133 appalsd-ma tdmata '

I beheld the sea.' A and I,

however, read TAM-MA instead of ta-ma-ta, and this TAM-MA cannot be explained

as a masculine form of tdmdu (Beitr. z. Assyr. i. 135). I think it should be read

ud-ma = nDTN '

land.' It is possible that we should also read udmu instead

of fi,mu in 1. 119, udmu ulld, ana tUi l&-itiir-ma, although the frequent occurrence

of ume ull&ti etc. (Delitzsch, AW. 449) seems to be in favor of the reading fimu.
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Our reproduction of the Flood Tablet is intended especially for use in

academic classes, to enable students who have not access to original
tablets to study the cuneiform writing. An accompanying statement

gives explicit directions for the making and engraving of clay tablets,

based on various experiments made by Dr. Zehnpfund, who is undoubt-

edly the most skilful modern cuneiform scribe. He engraved, for

instance, the cuneiform congratulatory tablet which the contributors

of our Assyriologische Bibliolhek presented to the head of the firm of

J. C. Hinrichs, Leipzig, at the centennial anniversary of the firm.* He
also engraved the text of the legend of the demon KATER printed in the

famous menu of the Stockholm Congress of Orientalists, f A photo-

graph of this tablet will be published in the Transactions of the Con-

gress.:}: A copy of the Stockholm Congress tablet is exhibited in the

museum of the University of Pennsylvania, as well as in the U. S
National Museum. Some notes on the subject are published in the

Report on the Section of Oriental Antiquities in the U. S. National

Museum, printed in the Smithsonian Reports for 1890, p. 139.

[Postscript. A note from Mr. Pinches, just received, informs me that

my conjecture regarding the new Deluge fragment is right ; 81, 2-4,

460 joins 81, 2-4, 296. Ana 14 ta-a-an in 1. 140 is also perfectly clear.]

3. On recent studies in Hindu grammar ; by Professor

W. D. Whitney, of Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

An abstract of this paper, which will appear in full elsewhere (in the

Amer. Journal of Philology, vol. xiv.), is as follows :

In May, 1884, I read before the Society a paper entitled " On the

study of Hindu grammar and the study of Sanskrit "
(it was published

in abstract in the Proceedings, and in full in the Amer. Journ. PhiloL
,

vol. v.), intended to point out the true place and value of the gram-
matical division of the Sanskrit literature. Since then have appeared
a number of contributions to knowledge in that department, by two

younger scholars, at that time unknown, and these it is proposed to

examine briefly.

The first, published in Bezzenberger's Beitrdge zur Kunde der indo-

germanischen Sprachen, vols. x. and xi., 1885 and 1886, has for title

' ' the case-system of the Hindu grammarians compared with the use of

the cases in the Aitareya-Brahmana," and is a doctorate-dissertation

by B. Liebich (now privat-docent at Breslau). Its first part was a

digest of Panini's rules as to the case-uses, and was very welcome, as a

contribution to the easier understanding of his treatment of one import-
ant subject. In the second part, the author arranges under the Paninean

scheme all the facts of case-use in the Brahmana mentioned : a careful

*
Cf. Johns Hopkins University Circulars, No. 98, May, 1892, p. 92.

f Menu du diner offert au VIfI Congre* International des Oricntalistes, Stock-

holm, le 7 Sept. 1889.

J I have seen the photograph, but I do not know when the Transactions of the

Semitic Section Ib will be published. I understand that the first volume of the

Transactions of the Stockholm Congress, containing the papers of the Islamitic

Settion Is
,
has just been issued.
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and creditable piece of work. The results of the comparison are pre-

cisely what we, knowing well the relation of the Brahmana language
to the classical language, should expect to find them; there is gen-
eral agreement, with plenty of special differences. Nothing indicates

in the slightest degree any particular relation between Panini's system
and this text. The general conclusion is that the native case-syntax, in

spite of its striking defects of theory, is a fairly good practical scheme ;

the great grammarian comes out of the trial with credit. The author,

however, mistakenly adds to his work the secondary title
" a contribu-

tion to the syntax of the Sanskrit language," and this it plainly is not ;

we see here another example of the too common misapprehension that

what illustrates Panini casts light upon Sanskrit. Of the author's own
summary of results, the only item to be approved, as really following
from the investigation, is that " the doctrine of Panini reposes upon a

careful and acute observation of the actual language :" and this ought
not to have required proof. Better, also, "of an actual language,"
since Panini's care and acuteness are less in question than the char-

acter of the tongue he represents. That that tongue was especially a

book-language, as the author's further remarks seem to indicate that

he regards it, is doubtless an untenable view.

Four years later, in the same Journal (Bezzenberger's Beitrage etc.,

vol. xvi., 1890), a kindred subject is taken up by Dr. R. Otto Franke

(now privat-docent at Berlin), in a paper entitled "the case-system of

Panini compared with the use of the cases in Pali and in the Acoka

inscriptions." The author builds upon Liebich's foundation, looking
in the later dialects mentioned for agreement with the Paninean
scheme as drawn out by the latter, and finding as much as was reason-

ably to be expected, besides, in other departments of syntax, a curious

coincidence or two which were beyond expectation. As the ground is

less worked over, his harvest of new facts is fuller than that of

Liebich. His general views as to Panini and his Sanskrit seem open to

criticism. He greatly exaggerates the importance of Liebich's articles,

and writes as if it were possible for any reasonable persons to imagine
that the Aitareya-Brahmana, or the Pali and the inscriptions, were the

exclusive, or the principal, basis of Panini's rules
;
or that Panini may

have "collected the phenomena of very diverse dialects, and fused

them together into an integral whole."

But the question as to what Panini's language really was is approached
again by Dr. Franke under the heading

" what is Sanskrit?" in Bezzen-

berger's Beitrage, vol. xvii. (1891 ; but the article is dated at the end

Nov., 1889). The first half of the discussion turns on the question
what Panini means by bhdsd, and reaches the very plausible conclusion

that it is no Prakrit, but unapproved Sanskrit. Of the second half the

result is that " Panini's Sanskrit is accordingly in the main bhdsd.

And yet, on the other hand, it is neither bhdsd nor a living language :"

which is not very clear. It is quite unaccountable that these authors

take no notice of the dramas, which set before us a state of things,

unquestionably at one time a real one, when educated people talk
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Sanskrit and uneducated Prakrit. That is precisely the present char-

acter of Sanskrit, the spoken and written tongue of the educated class
;

that has been its character for over 2000 years ; and that must have

been its character at the beginning, when the distinction of Sanskrit

and Prakrit first arose. That it was originally a vernacular is a matter

of course, though one soon stiffened and made somewhat unnatural by

grammatical handling ;
it was the tongue which Panini and his like

themselves spoke, and which they thought alone worthy to be spoken

by others of which, therefore, they tried to lay down the laws. In

his conspectus of the views of various scholars upon the subject,

Franke quotes a very old statement of Weber's, to the effect that " the

development of Sanskrit and of the Prakrit dialects out of their com-

mon source, the Indo-Aryan mother-tongue, went on with absolute

contemporaneousness (vollstdndig gleichzeitig)." But this seems scien-

tifically untenable. It would imply, for example, that attd (or appd)
and dtmd, that pakkhitta and praksipta, that hodu and bhavatu, and

their like, are contemporaneous developments, while it is clear that the

former in each case is the altered representative of the latter, than

which nothing older and more original is attainable even by linguistic

inference on Indian soil. The great mass of Prakrit words, forms,

constructions imply the corresponding Sanskrit ones as a stage through
which they have themselves passed. That here and there exceptions

are met with, altered items of which the original is not found in Sans-

krit, or is found in Vedic Sanskrit, is without any significance what-

ever against the mass. The history of dialects shows no dialect

descended en bloc from an older one, and such exceptions might

equally be relied on to prove Italian and French "absolutely contem-

poraneous
" with Latin.

In the same year (1891), Dr. Liebich published a valuable collection of

studies entitled " Panini : a contribution to the knowledge of Sanskrit

literature and grammar" (8vo., 164pp.). The first study, or chapter,

deals with Panini's period, reviewing briefly the opinions of scholars,

and, without bringing forward new evidence, arriving at the date

"after Buddha and before Christ" as a merely probable conclusion.

The second treats of Panini's chief successors and commentators, as to

whom much the same chronological uncertainty prevails. The third

is an attempt to find his place in the literature, by a new method, a sta-

tistical one : the author counts off a thousand successive personal

verb-forms in four works, the Aitareya-Brahmana, the Brhad-Aran-

yaka, two Grhya-Sutras, and the Bhagavad-Gita, and applies to them
the rules of the native grammar, to see how many and what of them

are against rule. The test is made with creditable learning and indus-

try, and the results are interesting, but really illustrative only, as

bringing to light nothing that was not well known before. The mat-

ter is one to which the statistical method is not very well suited ; this

is decidedly more in place in the secondary inquiries raised in chapters

six and seven, where it is cleverly shown that the last chapters of the

Aitareya-Brahmana are of later origin than the rest (as already
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believed, on other grounds), while the whole substance of the Brhad-

Aranyaka is fairly homogeneous. It is much to be regretted that,

instead of the acknowledgedly late Bhagavad-GIta, the author did not

select as example of the epic language some part of the Mahabharata
which could plausibly be regarded as belonging to its original nucleus.

The fourth chapter, headed " Panini's relation to the language of India,"
is chiefly made up of a review of the opinions of other scholars as to

the position of Panini's Sanskrit among the dialects of India, the

author adding a statement of the results of his statistical examination

as his own view
;
and he closes with a new and wholly unacceptable

general classification of the entire body of dialects. He makes three

principal divisions : pre-classical, classical, and post-classical. To the

first he assigns only the language of the Vedic samhitas, the mantra-
dialect

;
the second he makes include the Brahmana and Sutra lan-

guage (which he had elsewhere shown to be notably older than Panini),

together with " the doctrine of Panini ;" and in the third he puts,

along with the epic or extra-Paninean, all the literature which we
have been accustomed to call "classical," by Kalidasa and the rest!

Liebich's classical "doctrine of Panini" can only include, besides

Panini's grammar itself, what in my former paper I called "the non-

existent grammarians' dialect," because nothing had ever been written

in it
;
Liebich now acknowledges that this and the real language of the

literature even belong to different primary periods of the history of

Indian language which is more than I had ever ventured to claim !

Just half of Dr. Liebich's volume is occupied by two so-called Appen-
dixes, containing digests of the teachings of the native grammar in

regard to the voice-inflection of the verbal roots (as active or middle or

both), and to the formation of feminine declensional stems. These are,

in my opinion, the substantially valuable part of the work, exemplify-

ing what needs to be done for all the various subjects included in the

grammar ; and the next step must be to compare the schemes with the

facts of the literary language, in order to see what are the differences

and to infer their reason.

There is left for notice only the fifth chapter, in which the author

attempts to answer the objections of my former paper to thrusting the

grammarians' Sanskrit on our attention in place of the real Sanskrit of

the literature. The first point, that of the twelve hundred ungenuine
roots in the dhdtupdtha, he, after the manner of the students of the

native grammar in general, slips lightly over, with the suggestion of

possible interpolations since Panini's time as if that relieved of respon-

sibility the native grammatical system as it lies before us, or as if

interpolation could explain the increase of eight or nine hundred roots

to over two thousand 1 Till this increase is accounted for (if it ever

can be), it becomes the admirers of the Hindu grammar to speak in

humble tones. It is equally difficult to suppose that Panini should

have accepted the whole list and that any one should have thrust in

the false roots, undetected and unhindered, since his period.

As to the middle periphrastic perfect and the middle precative, Dr.

Liebich says nothing that changes at all their aspect as stated by me :
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that they are formations "sporadic in the early language, and really

extinct in the later, but erected by the grammarians into a regular part

of every verb-system." And the same is true in its way of the second-

ary passives. How much shadow of excuse Panini may have had for

giving to them the value he does is a secondary question. Prayoktase
at TS. ii. 6. 23

is, in my opinion, shown to be 1st sing., and not 3d, by
the occurrence of te in the sentence with it ; the isolated and wholly
anomalous yastdhe of TA. i. 11. 4 may be conjectured to be a corrupt

reading, and the sole foundation of the grammarians' 1st singular.

In excuse of Panini's two rules (viii. 3. 78, 79) defining when dhvam
and dhve are to be used in 2d pi. mid., the author first suggests, without

carrying out and either accepting or rejecting, the theory of a misinter-

pretation by the later grammarians : the sign in has two very different

possible meanings ; and it is uncertain what elements of the first rule are

carried over by implication into the second. These ambiguities are to

the discredit of the grammar ; especially the second, which is a per-

vading one : in numberless cases we know not what a Paninean rule

means until we know from the literature what it ought to mean, and

then interpret it accordingly. Next it is pointed out that, after all, dh

and dh are very little different, and perhaps Panini's ear failed some-

times to distinguish them properly ! This virtually gives away the

whole case, making Panini's word worthless not only here but in every
other question of euphony ; even I have never charged him with any-

thing so bad as that. Finally, Liebich doubts of the connection of cause

and effect in matters of language ; we might properly expect to find

dh sometimes without any reason for it. The utter futility of the whole

reply is palpable. Panini lays down a distinct statement as to when
dh and when dh is to be used ; and he makes the difference depend

upon a circumstance which evidently can have no bearing upon it
;
and

all the (few) facts of the literature are against him. As for his

inclusion of the perfect ending dhve in the same rule, that could have

reason only if the original and proper form of the endings were sdhvam

and sdhve ; and, if that were so, we should find dh in forms of the pres-

ent-system also.

Passing over certain topics in my paper (the most important of them

being the grammarians' derivation of the reduplicated aorist from the

causative stem instead of from the root), Dr. Liebich takes up finally

the defense of Panini's classification of compounds, and especially of

the so-called avyaylbhava class of adverbial compounds, regarded as

primary, and coordinate with copulative, determinative, and possessive.

According to him, the true fundamental principle of classification is

furnished by the syntactical relation of the two members of the com-

pound to one another : in the determinatives, the former member is

dependent on the latter ;
in the copulatives, both are coordinate ;

in

the possessives, both are alike dependent on a word outside the com-

pound, which they qualify adjectively ; then, finally, in the adverbial

(e. g. atimdtram
'

excessively,' froma^ 'beyond' andmdtrd '

measure'),

the latter member is dependent on the former. Calling the dependent
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element minus and the other plus, we thus have the scheme minus-

plus, plus-plus, minus-minus, and plus-minus, which is plainly exhaus-

tive : no more are possible ; no fewer are consistent with complete-
ness. The scheme is thus drawn out by some of the later grammarians,

though not expressly by Panini himself ; but Liebich is confident that

the latter knew and acknowledged it, being hindered from its full

adoption by considerations of brevity : brevity, it may be added, being
in his text-book well known to be the leading consideration, to which

everything else is to be sacrificed to us hardly a recommendation of

the work. But it has never been found, I believe, that the facts of

language could be successfully treated mathematically ;
and so it seems

to be here. There is no such thing as a plus-minus class of compounds,
and perhaps Panini was acuter than his successors (including our

author) in seeing that this is the case. Not that there is no plus-minus
relation between the elements of ati-mdtram ; but so there is a minus-

plus relation between those of the possessive mahdbdhu '

having great
arms.' As the conversion of the latter to adjective value overrides

the internal relation and makes the whole minus-minus, so does also

the conversion of the former to adverb value. Calling the adjective-

making influence a, and the adverb-making b, then, if (minus-plus)
a =

minus-minus, certainly (plus-minus)
b = minus-minus as well. In very

fact, however, atimdtram is the adverbially used accus. neut. of the

adjective atimdtra 'excessive'; and so, I confidently hold, are by
origin all its fellows ;

and the avyaylbhdva stands at a double remove
from plus-minus value. The asserted primary class is not even a sub-

class, but only one group in a list of utterly heterogeneous character.

At the close of his chapter, Dr. Liebich, conceiving himself to have
refuted me everywhere, compassionates me for not having made a

happier selection of points for objection. I, on the contrary, feel quite
satisfied with them, as having withstood undamaged all his attacks ;

but I am willing to add one more, which, indeed, he urges on my atten-

tion. He, namely, lifts up hands of horror (p. 61) at me for pronounc-
ing (in my Skt. Gr.) something "barbarous" which Panini teaches.

The matter alluded to is the formation of comparative and superlative

predications by adverbial endings : thus, daddti l he gives,' daddtita-

rdm * he gives more,' daddtitamdm ' he gives most '

precisely as if one
were to say in Greek didavirepov, diSuatrarov. It may be maintained,
without fear of successful contradiction, that such formations, no
matter who authorizes them, are horrible barbarisms, offenses against
the proprieties of universal Indo-European speech. The total absence of

anything even suggesting their possibility in the pre-Paninean language,
and their great rarity later, among writers to whom a rule of Panini

is as the oracle of a god, shows sufficiently that they are not real.

Doubtless they were jocose or highly slangy modes of expression, which
some unexplainable freak led Panini to sanction.

Liebich's Panini is reviewed by Dr. Franke at considerable length in

the Gott. Gel. Anzeigen for 1891 (pp. 951 ff.), though less in the way
of a detailed examination and criticism of its statements and opin-
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ions than of an independent discussion of some of the points involved.

Many pages, however, are expended upon Pamni's classification of the

compounds ; and here the critic by no means supports Liebich's views,
but rather takes my side, and helps to expose the superficialities and

incongruities of Panini's treatment of the subject. In other respects
the notice is a laudatory one, going so far as to "

thoroughly approve,"
as "very successful," Liebich*s special pleadings respecting the ending
dhvam including, we must suppose, the suggestion of Panini's defec-

tive ear, and the denial of a connection between cause and effect in

Sanskrit euphony. It even adds a further argument of a like character :

that in Prakrit dh sometimes takes the place of dh, and that Prakritic

changes sometimes work their way into Sanskrit. So in Prakrit, and
on a very large scale, n becomes n ; but that would hardly support a

Hindu grammarian who should teach that a r altered the next follow-

ing n to n only when itself preceded by certain specified sounds. The

question of the twelve hundred false roots Franke passes over with the

same cautious carelessness as Liebich, as if it were a matter of no real

account.

The last publication we have to notice is again by Liebich, a small

volume (8vo, pp. xl, 80, Breslau, 1892), entitled "Two chapters of the

Kagika." It contains a simple translation of the exposition given

by that esteemed and authoritative commentary for the rules of Panini

that concern compounds ;
and there is prefixed an ample introduction,

in which the absolute four-fold classification, spoken of above, is drawn

out, illustrated, and defended much more fully than in the same
author's Panini. This introduction, though dated later, must probably
have been prepared and printed earlier than Franke's criticism of the

Panini, for the author could otherwise hardly have so ignored the

rejection of the theory by his fellow partizan of the Hindu grammar.
The volume is valuable as smoothing the way a little to the compre-
hension of Panini for those who shall approach it hereafter ;

but its

method is a narrowly restricted one ; it refrains from all attempts at

independent explanation, and yet more from all criticism. It is con-

tent, for example, to report without a word of comment the two discord-

ant interpretations which are offered by the Kagika for the extremely
difficult introductory rule, and which plainly indicate that it did not

itself quite know what the rule was meant to say. No one can well

fail to be repelled by the fantastic obscurity with which the subject of

compounds is presented in these chapters ;
and we have seen above

that the underlying theory is a very defective one : how absurd, then,

to require that students of Sanskrit should derive from such sources

their knowledge of Sanskrit composition !

I would by no means say anything to discourage the study of Panini ;

it is highly important and extremely interesting, and might well absorb

more of the labor of the present generation of scholars than is given
to it. But I would have it followed in a different spirit and a different

method. It should be completely abandoned as the means by which

we are to learn Sanskrit. For what the literature contains the liter-
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ature itself suffices ; we can understand and present it vastly better

than Panini could. It is the residuum of peculiar material involved in

his grammar that we shall value, and the attempt must be to separate
that from the rest of the mass. And the study should be made a truly

progressive one, part after part of the native system being worked out

to the last possible degree and the results recorded, so that it shall not

be necessary for each generation to begin anew the tedious and unre-

warding task.

4. Announcement of an edition of the Jaimimya or Talava-
kfira Upanishad-Brahmana ; by Dr. Hanns Oertel, of Yale

University, New Haven, Conn.

Dr. Oertel gave a brief account of Burnell's discovery in Southern
India of Grantham manuscripts of the Jaimimya or Talavakara Brah-

mana (of which the Upanishad-Brahmana forms the fourth or con-

cluding book), and of his sending them to Professor Whitney, by
whom, with the help of other scholars, they were copied and collated

(see Proceedings for May, 1883, Journal, vol. xi., p. cxliv). The fifteen

years since elapsed have failed to bring to light any new material.

Under these circumstances, it does not seem premature to make public
that part of the Brahmana whose text is least corrupt the only part
of the extensive work which admits of being edited in full, namely the

Upanishad-Brahmana. All the manuscripts are very inaccurate, and

they also evidently go back to the same faulty archetype, so that in

many passages they present the same corrupt and unintelligible text.

Such passages are most numerous in the first chapter (adhydya). It

may be hoped that, the text being made accessible, difficulties which
must now be left unsolved will be at least in part removed by further

comparison with other texts and by skilled conjecture.
The work is divided into four chapters. Each of the first three has a

colophon, and the last three sections (khanda) of the third are a vanga.
The last chapter is made up of heterogeneous material. It opens with

three sections of mantra. The last two sections of the ninth division

(anuvaka] are again a vah$a. Then follows the Kena-Upanishad, in

four sections, one division
;
and two more divisions end the chapter and

the work proper : the drseya-brdhmana, published as a separate work

by Burnell, comes after and ends the manuscript.
In general, the contents of the Upanishad-Brahmana are of one class

with those of other similar works. Of most interest to us, perhaps, is

the legendary material. For more than a dozen legends corresponding
ones are found in other texts already published, with more or less of

resemblance and divergence. Of others, to which no parallels have
been discovered elsewhere, perhaps the most notable is the story of

Uccaiggravas Kaupayeya, king of the Kurus, and his friend Kegin

Darbhya :
*'

They were dear to each other, and then Uccaiggravas Dar-

bhya departed from this world. When he had departed, Kegin
Darbhya went hunting in order to get rid of his gloomy thoughts.
While he was roaming about, Uccaiggravas stood before him. ' Am I
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crazy, or do I know thee,' said Kegin to him. He answered :
' Thou

art not crazy ; thou knowest me ; I am he whom thou thinkest me to

be.'" And he goes on to explain that he has come back to comfort
and instruct his friend. "Kecin said: 'Reverend sir, let me now
embrace thee ;' but, when he tried to embrace him, he escaped him, as

if one were to approach smoke, or wind, or space, or the gleam of fire,

or water ; he could not take hold of him for an embrace. He said :

'

Truly, what appearance thou hadst formerly, that appearance thou
hast even now

; yet I cannot take hold of thee for an embrace.' "

And then the king informs him that he has shaken off his corporeal

body because a Brahman knowing the sdman which Prajapati re-

vealed to his dear son Patanga sang for him the udgltha. Thereupon
Kegin seeks in vain among the Brahman-priests of the Kurus and Pan-
calas for a knower of this sdman, till at length he meets Pratrda

Bhalla, who answers his questions correctly, and whom he chooses as

udgdtar for his twelve-day sacrifice.

Bhrgu and Naciketas visit the other world ; but no further example
is known in Vedic literature of an inhabitant of the other world who
returns to this in order to comfort and instruct a friend.

The edition will comprise : 1. The transliterated text, with full list of

various readings ; 2. a purely philological, literal translation ; 3. notes,

chiefly references to parallel passages ;
4. indexes of names, quotations,

and the more important grammatical and lexical points.

5. The influences of Hindu thought on Manichaeism
; by

Mr. Paul Elmer More, of St. Louis, Mo.

The Manichaean religion, which was promulgated by Mam, a Persian,

in the third century of our era, and which spread rapidly from Babylon
to the east as far as China and westward with the Roman Empire, is

an admirable example of the syncretic method of thought of that age.

It is the deliberate attempt of a religious reformer to fuse into one

homogeneous system Zoroastrianism and Christianity, the two relig-

ions then struggling for supremacy on the borderland of the Persian

Empire. Probably the Zoroastrianism which forms the background of

his syncrasis is tinged with the Semitic superstitions prevalent in

Assyria ; certainly the Christian elements adopted are gnostic rather

than orthodox. Baur and several of the later historians have endeav-

oredunsuccessfully, as I think to show that the Christian elements

are not an integral part of Manichaeism, but rather nominal additions

to an ethnic religion already complete in itself. Such a view appears
to me altogether to miss the true spirit of Mam's purpose, and of the

manner of thought of his age. However, it remains conceded by all

that in one way or another Manichaeism is put together out of Persian

and Christian elements.

The influence of Hindu thought, and of Buddhism in particular, on

this religion is more a matter of dispute. The great historians have

expressed different views on the subject. Geyler, in his dissertation

Der Manichceismus und sein Verhdltnisszum Buddhismus, merely enum-
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erates a number of detached correspondences in details of faith and

practice. Unfortunately, the publication by Flugel of the portion of

the Fihrist of Muhammad ben Ishak bearing on Manichaeism naturally
fosters such a method of comparison. The Arabian encyclopedist
adds a number of details to our knowledge of the more extravagant side

of the heresy, but in a manner which tends to draw the student away
from the more philosophical presentation by St. Augustin, on whom
Baur and the earlier historians had mainly to depend. What I wish
to establish is briefly this : First, that Man! was influenced not by
Buddhism alone, but by that whole movement of Hindu thought of

which Buddhism is a single part ; and, secondly, that this influence is

seen not so much in the addition of new rites and dogmas borrowed
from Buddhism as in the subtle spirit of India thoroughly permeating
those already adopted from Persian and Christian sources.

In approaching this question, two avenues of information must be

considered : to wit, historical tradition and internal
, evidence. As

might be expected, historical statements on such a subject are sug-

gestive but extremely vague. It is recorded however in the Fihrist

that Man! traveled for forty years, visiting the Hindus, the Chinese,
and the inhabitants of Chorasan. Some tradition also of the Bud-
dhistic sources from which he drew seems to have lingered in the

minds of the early chroniclers
; and, as so often happens, these abstract

ideas became personified, and figure with fabulous names among the

followers of the reformer. It is not my intention here to discuss this

side of the question. The following brief quotation from Renan's

Histoiredes Langues Semitiques sums up the matter admirably :
" Bud-

das figure tantot comme maitre, tantot comme disciple de Manes ;

Scythianus (Qakya?), le propagateur du Manicheisme en Occident,

voyage dans 1'Inde ;
enfin les auteurs arabes designent tous comme

fondateur du Sabisme un personnage du nom de Budasp ou Budasf .

II n'est pas impossible que 1'Evangile de Manes, ou 1'Evangile selon

Saint Thomas, ne fut quelque soutra bouddhique, le nom de Gotama
etant devenu /card Quuav"

On the other hand, internal evidence, drawn from a study of the

religions themselves, justifies a more positive view of their relationship.

It has been remarked that Hindu thought moves in cycles. Certainly,

during the centuries just before and after our era, we see such a wave
of thought sweep over India, changing the whole religious and intel-

lectual life of the people. The Sankhya philosophy, Buddhism, Jainism,

and the Krishna cult apparently arose and developed side by side, being
the various aspects of one great revolution. Their points of contact

are numerous and essential ;
and doubtless, if the complete literature of

the time were at our command, their origin and growth would show still

more striking phases of resemblance. Now details of belief and wor-

ship may be detected in Manichseism which appear to be borrowed

from one and another of these cults ;
but beyond this there is yet a

deeper influence clearly perceptible. Mam, we must believe, spent a

number of years in northern India, traveling far and wide. We know,
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too, from the Fihrist that the conception of his religious reform was

already in his mind when he set forth from Assyria. Accordingly, we
should expect to find traces of Hindu thought not so much in the

framework of his system and in the details of construction as in the

general tone and coloring of the whole. It is scarcely possible to

believe that an earnest searcher after the truth should have been for

years under the influence of this tremendous moral and intellectual

ferment without bearing away just such traces of it in his mind. In

the same way the philosophic student even of to-day who reaches this

old Hindu life through the dust of dictionaries, although his intellect-

ual credo is not altered by the study, finds perhaps that a peculiar spell

is laid over his whole manner of thought.
An examination of the doctrines of Mam makes this conjecture a

certainty. The influence of Hindu thought is seen to be secondary and

yet very profound. Dogmas already received are given a deeper meaning,
and forms already adopted take on a new and wider significance. Thus
Manichseism starts with the Zoroastrian conception of two co-eternal

and hostile powers, of good and of evil, of light and of darkness.

Now, in the Persian books, Ahriman opposes the god of light at every

point, to be sure
; yet creation was originally good, and the evil works

of Ahriman are a later corruption. In the Bundahish (xv. 6), we are

even told that Mashya and Mashyoi first believed that the world was
created by Ormazd, and that afterwards they believed Ahriman to be

the creator. From this falsehood Ahriman received his first joy. By
this falsehood they both became darvands, and their souls shall remain
in hell even unto the resurrection. Aji Dahaka, the great dragon, was

expressly created by Ahriman to destroy the handiwork of the god of

light. The material \vorld is primarily righteous ;
and it is the first

duty of man to support asha, the existing order of things, against the

assaults of the demons. Here the influence of Hindu conceptions on

Manichaeism is evident. The struggle between Mam's god of light and

Eblis, the prince of darkness, becomes more intimate and far-reaching.

The contest is no longer carried on in a neutral region between the two

opposing powers, like two armies in battle array, but is waged in every

particle of matter between the two natures contained within it.

The contest comes about in this way : The regnum lucis is threatened

with invasion by the principes tenebrarum, who from the dark abyss
behold its glory and are enamored of it. An emanation of God, called

the Primus Homo, descends into the depths to combat them. The five

gross material elements belong to the regnum tenebrarum ; and to

oppose these he first arms himself with a panoply of the five finer ele-

ments representing the spiritual counterpart of these an idea probably

suggested by the Sankhyan theory of the five tanmdtras and the five

mahdbhutas. He is for the time overwhelmed by Eblis, or Saclas. as

the demon is sometimes called
; part of his panoply is rent away from

him, and out of the union of these finer elements, or soul, with the

gross matter of the regnum tenebrarum springs the existing order of

things, the soul being held by force in the bonds of matter, and giving it
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form and life. Creation is then essentially a work of evil
; matter

as in all the phases of the Hindu cycle of thought, is altogether base ;

and the great struggle now waging is the effort of the imprisoned soul,

or emanation of light, to free itself from the bondage of the world. It

is to be noticed however that Mam's conception of evil, although deep-
ened and spiritualized by Indian mysticism, remains primarily Persian.

Evil for him is an actual and active principle, eternal in its nature, and
far removed from mdya, or mere illusion.

The process of redemption is the point of contact with Christianity,
and from now on our heresy v^ ill be found Christian rather than Persian.

In other words, ManT's system may be divided into two great periods,
one of involution, or mingling of spirit and matter, adopted from
Zoroastrian sources ; and the second of evolution, or the separation of

spirit and matter, borrowed chiefly from the Christian faith. This

division is not, of course, a hard-and-fast one, but in the main makes
evident the nature of the syncrasis. In this second part of the system,
Christian ideas are modified by Hindu thought in a manner precisely
similar to the process already described. The Christian terminology
and ritual are maintained, but the mission of the Christos is deepened
and extended. The labor of salvation is no longer confined to the

action of a man or god-man living his life in Palestine, but becomes the

cosmic struggle of the Weltgeist striving upward toward deliverance.

It is the Buddhist or Jaina conception of the progress toward release

aided onward by the appearance of the Enlightener. St. Paul's mysti-
cal utterance,

" The whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain

together," makes it easy to understand how such Hindu notions could be

involved in Christian terminology ;
and the conclusion of this same

passage, "until now . . . waiting for the adoption, to wit the

redemption of our body," shows at the same time how far-reaching was
the change wrought by the influence of India. A brief survey of the

Manichaean Christology will make the subject plainer.

Man! distinguishes between the Christos and Jesus. The general name
of the emanation from the kingdom of light is the Primus Homo ; this

is regarded in two ways, as a passive principle (ovva^ irafhrrucf}} suffer-

ing the bondage of the world, and as an active principle (fivvauis

fyfjuovpyiKii) effecting its own deliverance. Now the former is called the

Jesus patibilis, while the latter is the Christos. When the world was
created out of the union of the spiritual Primus Homo and tho mate-

rial regnum tenebrarum, the purest portion of the mixture, that con-

-taining the most light, was placed in the sky as the sun and moon.
Their light, together with the atmosphere (which is the Holy Ghost),

acting on the earth, produces life ; life is the struggle of the imprisoned
soul upwards toward reabsorption into the kingdom of light. In this

process the sun and moon, the life-giving light (called also the Primus

Homo, the Son of God), are the Christos ; the spirit dormant in the

earth and awakened by their touch is the Jeus patibilis. Every tree

that expands its leaves in the warm breath of heaven, every flower that

paints its blossoms with the colors of the sky, is only an expression of
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the upward striving of the weary Weltgeist. So the agony of the
crucifixion became symbolical of the universal passion, and Jesus was
said to be omni suspensus ex ligno. The feeling which inspired this

conception of the suffering Jesus is beautifully told in that stanza of

Omar Khayyam :

Now the New Year reviving old Desires,

The thoughtful Soul to Solitude retires,

Where the White Hand of Moses on the Bough
Puts out, and Jesus from the Ground suspires.

Now when the demons of evil see that the light which they possess is

thus gradually withdrawn from them, they are thrown into despair.

They conspire among themselves, and, by a curious process of procrea-

ting and then devouring their offspring, produce man, who contains the

quintessence of all the spiritual light remaining to them. Adam is be-

gotten by Saclas and Nebrod, their leaders, in the likeness of the Primus
Homo. He is given the glory of the world, is made the microcosm or

counterpart of the universe, that by the excellence of his nature, as by a

bait, the Soul may be allured to remain in the body. He is created by
the lust of the demons ;

his own fall consists in succumbing to the

seductions of the flesh
;
and through the process of generation the spirit

is still held a bond-slave in the world, passing from father to son. As
the Christos acting in the sun awakens the inanimate earth, so too he

appears as a man among men, as Jesus of Nazareth, teaching the way
of salvation. Release comes only with the cessation of desire, and this

again is brought about only through the true knowledge, or Gnosis,

imparted by the Savior. In all this we see strong traces of the Zoroas-

trian sun-worship, as might be expected. The Christos represented as

distentus per solem lunamque points at once to Mithra, the sun-god and
mediator. But the significant modification comes rather from India.

The whole conception of Christ's mission is changed ;
and the labor of

his life is to proclaim the way of release to the spirit already groping

upward, rather than to act as mediator between man and God. His

incarnation is only one brief event in the long struggle of Jesus and the

Christos. In accordance with this, the doctrine of Docetism was im-

ported from India, either directly or through the earlier Gnostic sects.

Docetism is a transparent adaptation of the Hindu Maya which plays so

important a role in Indian philosophy, in later Buddhism, and in the

Krishna cult. A single quotation from the Bhdgavata Purdna or the

Lotus of the True Law would show the close resemblance of these doc-

trinesand might at the same time throw light on the vexed question
of borrowing between Christianity and the Krishna cult ; for surely no

one would care to maintain that Maya is a western conception, origi-

nating in Gnostic Docetism. For instance, we read in the Bhdgavata
Purdna (iii. 15. 5, cited by Senart)

" It is through his Maya, by means
of Maya, that Bhagavant has taken on himself a body ;" and in the

Lotus of the True Law (chap, xv., SBE. xxi. 302) it is written : "The

Tathagata who so long ago was perfectly enlightened is unlimited in
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the duration of his life ; he is everlasting. Without being extinct, the

Tathagata makes a show of extinction, on behalf of those who have to

be educated." Precisely the same words might be used to express the

Gnostic and Manichaean doctrine of the Christ.

So too the dogma of sin as consisting in desire instead of disobedience,

and, in accordance with this, the resulting system of ethics, are dis-

tinctly Hindu. The chief duty of man is to abstain from satisfaction

of the desires of whatever sort, that he may not plunge the soul still

deeper in the slough of sense. Marriage was abhorred as evil above all

things, in flagrant contradiction of Persian and orthodox Christian

views. In the constitution of the Manichaean church we see the same

principles at work. This was divided into two bodies, the electi (or

reheioi) and the auditores, in imitation of the orthodox church, theaudi-

tores taking the place of the catechumens. At first one might be

tempted to consider the word auditor as a direct translation of the

Buddhist grdvaka ; but the latter in his duties corresponds perfectly to

the electus and not to the auditor. Furthermore, the adoption of

Christian sacraments shows that the church was organized after west-

ern models rather than Indian ; and yet the essential meaning of the

organization leads us at once to the great Hindu religions of the time.

The chief duty of the elect, besides chastity, was ahihsd, carried almost

to the extremities found among the Jainas. The whole purport of their

life, not to go into details, reminds us more of the Bhiksus and Nir-

granthas than of anything in Western manners. Furthermore, the

principal duty of the auditors is precisely that of the Buddhist Updsakas.
Their connection with the elect consisted mainly in providing the latter

with food, in order that these might be saved the awful sin of destroy-

ing even vegetable life. Like the Updsakas, too, the auditors were
allowed to marry and mingle with the world. At death the souls of

the elect were transported up to the kingdom of light, into a state of

being not unlike the Nirvana of the Jainas, and possibly of the Bud-
dhists. The auditors passed through a long series of transmigrations,
while the wicked were cast into hell. Metempsychosis plays a com-

paratively subordinate part in the Manichaean faith, but shows never-

theless how profound was the influence of India on the whole system.
-Certain of the Christian sacraments, as has been mentioned, were

accepted by the Manichseans. Of their manner of baptism we know
little

; but the Eucharist received among them the same curious modi-

fication. As the Jesus patibilis was said to be crucified in every plant,

so the faithful were supposed to partake of the body and blood of Jesus

at every meal, for they ate only vegetable food. But it is not my pur-

pose here to go into the details of the Manichsean syncrasis, or to insti-

tute any such minute comparison. Sufficient has been said, I hope, to

indicate how the real influence of Hindu thought on Manichaeism is to

be found in the extension and modification of the whole body of dog-
mas and rites brought together from Persian and Christian sources,

VOL. xvi, D
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6. The plural with pronominal suffixes in Assyrian and
Hebrew

; by Mr. George A. Reisner, of Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mass.

In the inscriptions of the time of Hammu-rabi there are traces of a

diptote declension of the plural: viz., nom. u (u?), and gen. i (i?).

The plural in u occurs four times, as follows : Biling. Insc. H. Col. ii.,

line 9, ni-su ra-ap-sa-tum li-is-ti-mi-ga-Jcum ; CyJ. Insc. H. Col. i., line

7, and also Col. ii., line 4, sarru sa ip-sa-tu-su a-na si-ir Sh. u M. ta-ba ;

Samsu-iluna, Col. iii., line 1, mu-sar-bi-u sar-ru-ti-ya. The first three

are plainly nominatives
;
and the last one, I think, is as plainly a nom-

inative-absolute, such as occurs often in Assyrian.
It is true that this evidence is meager ; but it is uniform, and it is

supported in a measure by the contract tablets : cf . Meissner, B. z.

Altbab. Privatrecht, No. 48, line 25, si-bu-tum pa-nu-tum, sa Mar-ilu-

Mar-tu i-na bob ilu Nin-mar-ki Hu-ba-ni lu-u ma-ru a-na-Jcu u-sa-mu

ik-bu-u-ma, kiram u bitam a-na Ilu-ba-ni u-bi-ru; No. 78, lines 4-7,

a-na ta-az-M-tim da-a-a-ni ik-su-du-u-ma a-na bit ilu Samas i-ru-bn-u-

ma i-na bit Samas da-a-a-nu di-nam u-sa-hi-zu-u-su-nu-ti-ma. Several

times also a plural in u seems to be used as a nominative absolute.

Cf. No. 77, line 1, 5 GAN eklim bi-ri-a-tum ; and No. 24, line 1, 140 SE
na-as-pa-ku-tum, where a sentence intervenes before the rest of the

tablet.

The evidence is confirmed by the Tel-el-Amarna Tablets, which con-

tain the following examples : Berlin VA. Th. 152 (Winckler, No. 8),

line 11, um-ma-a Ici-i ab-bu-ni it-ti a-ha-mi-is ni-i-nu lu ta-ba-nu,
'

Say-

ing, as our fathers (were) with one another, we, let us be friendly ;'

line 13, i-na-an-na damkar-pl-u-a, sa itti Ahu-ta-a-bn ti-bu-u, i-na matu
Ki-na-ah-lii a-na si-ma-a-ti it-ta-ak-lu-u ; Berlin VA. Th. 151 (Winckler,
No. 6), back, line 4, sum-ma la-bi-ru-tum ya-a-nu is-su-ti li-il- ....,' If

there are no old ones, let [them take?] new ones' (ace.); Berlin,

unnumbered (Winckler, No. 3), line 14, assalu-pl ba-na-tum i-ba-as-sa ;

and line 24, binatu-pl-u-a i-ba-as-sa-a ; Bulaq 28179 (Winckler, No. 9),

back, line 10, ma-ta-tum ru-ka-tum ni-i-nu,
' Distant countries (are) we

(ours).' These are all apparently nominatives. Once, in (London 81)

P.S.B.A. vol. x., p. 562, front, line 19, the word gab-bi-su-nu occurs as

a plural nominative agreeing with Ku-na-ha-a-u. Besides these exam-

ples, there are no other nominative plurals in these tablets. Once also,

Winckler, No. 7, line 37, the phrase sar-ra-ni ma-ah-ra-nu-ma is a gen-
itive. Everywhere else, the genitive and accusative end in i. Cf . also

Agum-kakrimi, col. vii., line 19, ir-bi-tu.

To sum up, then, I conclude that, in the time of Hammu-rabi and for

some time after that, the plural in Assyrian was declined after the dip-

tote scheme, like the Arabic sound-plurals. Later, however, the dis-

tinction between the u and the i case was lost.

Further, with the pronominal suffixes, these terminations u and i

are retained see the examples above. So, later, when the distinction

between the u case and the i case was lost, i + the pronominal suffix is

found in all cases with both feminine and masculine. Now, comparing
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this with the Hebrew, we find that there too the plural, whether fem-
inine or masculine, with pronominal suffixes, ends in i. And I wish to

suggest a similar process of development in Hebrew to that which has

taken place in Assyrian. First, then, whether the feminine in u-i is

originally made simply by analogy from the masculine or not, the

Hebrew feminine >JTJ
- with pronominal suffixes goes back to a

real usage of this full form without the pronominal suffixes. Second,
this full form *ffl is descended from a diptote declension of the

plural (masculine and feminine) in u-i. And, finally, this makes prob-
able a general Semitic diptote declension in the plural at a somewhat

early stage in the development of the language.

7. On the so-called Chain of Causation of the Buddhists
; by

Mr. Henry C. Warren, of Cambridge, Mass.

" Chain of Causation "
is the title given by Occidental students to the

formula which embodies the Buddha's effort to account for the origin
of evil. The formula itself is as follows :

" On Ignorance depend the

samkhdras ; on the samkhdras depends Consciousness ; on Conscious-

ness depends Name-and-Form ; on Name-and-Form depend the Six

Organs of Sense ; on the Six Organs of Sense depends Contact ; on Con-

tact depends Sensation ; on Sensation depends Desire ; on Desire depends
Attachment ; on Attachment depends Existence ; on Existence depends
Birth ;

on Birth depend Old Age and Death, Sorrow, Lamentation,

Misery, Grief, and Despair."

.Chain of Causation is an unfortunate title, inasmuch as it involves

the use of Occidental categories of an exacting kind into which to fit,

as into a Procrustean bed, Oriental methods of thought. As a nat-

ural consequence, this same Chain of Causation has proved a

stumbling-stone and rock of offense to some of the best European
scholars. Oldenberg, for example, in his Buddha (Hoey's translation,

pp. 226-7), says :
" The attempt is here made by the use of brief pithy

phrases to trace back the suffering of all earthly existence" to its most
remote roots. The answer is as confused as the question was bold. It

is utterly impossible for anyone who seeks to find out its meaning to

trace from beginning to end a connected meaning in this formula.

Most of the links of the chain, taken separately, admit of a passable

interpretation ; many arrange themselves also in groups together, and
their articulation may be said to be not incomprehensible ; but between
these groups there remain contradictions and impossibilities in the con-

secutive arrangement of priority and sequence, which an exact exegesis
has not the power, and is not permitted, to clear up." R. S. Coplestone,

Bishop of Colombo and President of the Ceylon Branch of the Royai
Asiatic Society, in his book Buddhism, which has just appeared, also

gives up the problem in despair, saying (p. 122)
" Who will attack

a metaphysical puzzle which he [Prof. OldenbergJ declares insoluble ?"

Now a great deal of the difficulty experienced by these scholars

appears to me to arise from the too strict way in which they use the
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word "cause," and from the idea which they labor under that Time
plays an important part here, whereas it would appear to have but a

secondary role.

The term "cause" should be used in a very loose and flexible way,
and in different senses, in discussing different members of this series.

The native phrase of which Chain of Causation is supposed to be a

translation is paticca-samiippdda.* Paticca is a gerund, equivalent to

the Sanskrit pratltya, from the verbal root i 'go,' with the prefix prati
- back ;' and samuppdda stands for the Sanskrit samutpdda, meaning
'a springing up.' Therefore the whole phrase means ' a springing up
[into existence] with reference to something else,' or, as I would render

it, 'origination by dependence.' The word "chain" is a gratuitous

addition, the Buddhist calling it a wheel, and making Ignorance depend
on Old Age etc. Now it is to be noted that, if a thing springs up
that is to say, comes into being with reference to something else, or

in dependence on something else, that dependence by no means needs

to be a causal one. In the Pali, each of these members of the so-called

Chain of Causation is said to be the paceaya of the one next following,
and paceaya is rendered 'cause.' But Buddhaghosa, in the Visuddhi-

Magga, enumerates twenty-four different kinds of paceaya, and, in

discussing each member of the paticca-samuppdda, states in which of

these senses it is a paceaya of the succeeding one.

The Pali texts very well express the general relation meant to be con-

veyed by the word paceaya when they say
" If this one [member of the

series] is not, then this [next following] one is not."

I will now run over the Chain of Causation, member by member, in

reverse order, giving my own explanation of the relation of each mem-
ber to the one before it, and show how comprehensible become the

relations of the different members to each other if the term " cause"

be used in a more flexible manner, and if Time be considered as only

incidentally involved. I begin, then, with the bottom of the series.

Old Age etc. are said to depend on Birth. The relation here between

Birth and Old Age etc. is that which we should express by the term

"antecedent condition." The fact that I am born as a man or human
being does not make me necessarily arrive at Old Age ; yet, as the

natives say, if there were no Birth, there would be no Old Age etc.

Birth is then said to depend on Existence. Now by Existence is

meant existence in general, not this or that particular existence, but

all existence whatsoever to which transmigration renders us liable.

The relation, therefore, of Birth to Existence is simply that of a

particular instance to a general category.

Next, Existence is said to be dependent on Attachment, and Attach-

ment in its turn on Desire. I group together these two members of the

series, as they mean much the same thing, Desire being the more gen-

eral term, and the four divisions of Attachment are four classes of

* See E. C. Childers, Pali Dictionary, p. 359; the same, in Colebrooke's Essays,

i. 453 ; Bohtlingk and Roth, vii. 723, and the references to Burnouf there given.
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Desire considered in the light of tendencies. Existence, therefore, is

said to depend on Desire. Of this Desire it is said : "Where anything
is delightful and agreeable to men, there Desire springs up and grows,
there it settles and takes root :" that is to say, all pleasurable objects
to which we cling become so much food to create and perpetuate our

being. It may seem strange to put Desire and Attachment before

Existence, but the existence here meant is sentient existence, and the

assertion is that, wherever Desire and Attachment develop themselves,
there ipso facto we have sentient existence. The relation, therefore, of

Existence and Desire or Attachment is that of effect to cause, and that

of Attachment to Desire is identity.

The statement that Desire depends on Sensation hardly requires any
special elucidation. In order that we should have Desire, there must
be objects of Desire that is to say, pleasurable sensations. Thus Sen-

sation is the necessary antecedent or condition of Desire.

Sensation is said to depend on Contact. Contact means the contact of

the organ of sense with the object of sense. The Buddhist explanation
of vision, for instance, is that the eye and the form or object seen come
into collision, and that from, this contact results the sensation of sight.

The relation, therefore, of Contact and Sensation is that of cause and
effect.

Contact is said to depend on the Organs of Sense. This statement

hardly requires any comment, for, of course, if there were no eye,
there would be no eye-contact and resultant vision. The Organs of

Sense are, therefore, the necessary antecedent conditions of contact.

,The Organs of Sense are said to depend on Name-and-Form. By
Form is meant the body, and by Name certain mental constituents of

being. It is therefore perfectly natural to say that the Organs of

Sense depend on Name-and-Form, for the organs of the five senses are,

of course, part of the body ; and, as the Buddhists hold that there is a

sixth sense, namely the mind, having ideas for its objects, this is

naturally dependent on Name. Name-and-Form are therefore the

material cause of the Organs of Sense. (I connect Name-and-Form
with hyphens, as in Pali they are usually compounded into one word,
and declined in the singular.)

Name-and-Form depend on Consciousness, or better, perhaps, on the

Consciousnesses. There are many- different Consciousnesses : those

belonging to the organs of sense, the eye-consciousness or sight, the

ear-consciousness or hearing, etc., and many more besides, such as the

Consciousness connected with the Trances. Now these Consciousnesses

and Name-and-Form constitute the entire human being. Without these

consciousnesses Name-and-Form would be lifeless ; and, again, without

Name-and-Form the Consciousnesses would not be possible. Therefore

the Consciousnesses and Name-and-Form are interdependent, neither

of them being able to exist independently that is to say, in the case

of the human being.
The Consciousnesses depend on the samkhdras or karma. Samkhdra

and karma are much the same thing ; karma is from the root kar, and
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means 'deed' or 'act'; and samkhdra is from the same root, and
means 'doing' or 'action.' This karma may be good, bad, or indiffer-

ent, and performed by the body, voice, or mind ; but Buddhaghosa
says they can all, in the last analysis, be reduced to thoughts or mental

activity. Any dwelling of the mind on an object is a samkhdra, and
the Consciousnesses result from such samkhdras. All the samkhdras are

really also consciousnesses, but some thirty-two are marked off as the

results of the others, and called vipdka-vinndnas
' resultant conscious-

nesses.' Thus the relation of these thirty-two consciousnesses to the

others called samkhdras is that of effect to cause.

The samkhdras are said to depend on Ignorance, and by Ignorance is

meant the want of knowledge of the evil nature of all things. So long
as we remain ignorant of the unsatisfactoriness of all objects of sense,

we continue to occupy our mind with them that is to say, we con-

tinue to perform karma. Ignorance, then, is the antecedent condition

of the samkhdras.

I have thus gone over the Chain of Causation, and shown how

variously the members of the series depend on each other, and that

only in three instances was this dependence efficient cause.

My readers will also please notice that I have not assigned one part

of the series to one point of time, say to one existence, and then the

subsequent part to the following existence the reason being that I

consider the accounting for re-birth only a special application of this

formula. For instance, some of the Consciousnesses may depend on

the samkhdras of a former birth
;
others (e. g., those of the Trances),

on samkhdras of the present one
;
also the Existence which depends on

Desire and Attachment may be a renewed existence, or it may be such

an existence as is given temporarily by the Trances (i. e., existence in

the realm of Form by the four lower Trances, or in the realm of Form-

lessness by the four next above).

The Chain of Causation would thus appear in some sort to repeat

itself, the assertion that Existence depends on Desire and Attachment

being the more general statement of how all existence originates ;

while the description of the Consciousnesses evolving from the sam-

khdras, and, in the case of re-birth, embodying themselves in Name-

and-Form, is the specific one of how the human being comes about.

8. The Pari9istas of the Atharva-veda; by Dr. Edwin W. Fay,
University of Texas, Austin, Texas.

Dr. Fay has at present the use of the two manuscripts, A and B,
described by Dr. Magoun, Asurl-Kalpa, in the Am. Journal of Phi-

lology, 1889, x. 165 ff. Codex A is a clean MS. of 217 leaves, or of 434

pages, each of nine lines. Twelve Parigistas, covering thirty-five pages,
or about a twelfth part of this material, have been already copied and

collated by Dr. Fay. The text and translation of the first six have

been completed, and the text has been settled for several Parigistas more.

It is believed that a tolerably complete and satisfactory text can be

arrived at from the two MSS. now in hand, even without other manu-
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script material. Many repetitions of details occur within the compass
already surveyed. The separate Parigis^as are wont to present two
treatments of the same ceremonial, one in prose, the other in glokas.

For this reason, it will often be possible to get the general sense of a

passage, even when the determination of the precise text-reading
offers insuperable difficulties.

After all, it is only the general sense of the ParicJs^as that may fairly

claim the attention of Orientalists. They present very little of lin-

guistic interest, apart from occasional new words, and the authentica-

tion of words marked by Boehtlingk as not quotable. But it should be

added that, for students of folk-lore, ready access to this large collec-

tion of ritualistic and witchcraft practices is highly desirable.

Dr. Fay thinks that within the next two years he can finish the work
of editing all these Parigistas, as aforesaid. It is, nevertheless, very
much to be wished that additional MSS. might be put at his disposal.

And he would accordingly ask the Sanskritists of India and Europe to

inform him (through the Secretary of the American Oriental Society,

Cambridge, Massachusetts), of any such MSS. as might be entrusted to

the Society for his use.

9. Emendation of Katha-sarit-sagara iii. 37
; by Professor

C. R. Lanman, of Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

In the third Taranga of the Katha-sarit-sagara, three brothers (verse 6)

marry Bhojika's three daughters (10). A famine arises and the hus-

bands flee (11). The sisters dwell with Bhojika's friend, Yajnadatta

(13), and the second sister bears a son, Putraka, who, as protege of

Qiva, attains in time to fabulous wealth and to kingship (24). On the

advice of Yajnadatta (35), Putraka bestows unprecedented largess ; on

hearing the news of which, his father and uncles return, and (36) are

most handsomely treated. Then comes (37) one of the frequently

interjected sententious reflections of Somadeva :

dgcaryam aparityajyo drstanastapadam api
avivekdndhabuddhlndm svdnubhdvo durdtmandm.

In course of time, continues the poet (39), they lusted for royal power
and strove to slay Putraka, etc. etc.

In the edition of Brockhaus (1839), the couplet reads as I give it ; and
so in the edition of Durgaprasad and Parab (Bombay, 1889). Brock-

haus, in his translation, p. 9, ignores the couplet entirely. In 1855,

Boehtlingk and Roth set up for anubhdva the meaning
"

3. Gesinnung,

Denkungsart (?)," but merely for the sake of this one passage. Thus
sva-anubhdva (sva = ' own ') would amount to nearly the same thing as

sva-bhdva. And so Tawney appears to take it in his translation, i. 13.

In 1875, however, Boehtlingk and Roth, again for the sake of this sole

passage, insert in the Lexicon the compound sva-amibhdva, and render

it by
" Genuss an Besitz (sva), Sinn fur Besitz," and direct the reader

to cancel the meaning and the citation under anubhdva 3. And iu

1879 Boehtlingk gives the same view in the minor Lexicon. Accord-
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ingly, we should translate :
'

Strange to say, wicked men, even after

they have got into misfortune and out again, cannot (so blind are their

minds for lack of judgment) give up their enjoyment of property

(or taste for property, or interest in property).' This, although not

entirely inapposite, is not very pat.

I suspect that Somadeva wrote the line as follows :

avivekdndhabuddhindm svabhdvah sudurdtmandm.

Copyist A left out su- ; he, or his corrector, placed su- in the margin ;

copyist B put it back from the margin into the text, but in the wrong
place, thus, sva-su-bhdvo durdtmandm ; for the senseless svdsu-, copyist
C substituted what in nagari letters looks very nearly like it, namely
svdnu-. Thus arose the corruption.
The reading svabhdvah,

' own nature,' yields just the sense we want,
and fits the metre. For the combination sudur-, compare duh-sparca

(opposite of su-sparca) with su-duhsparga, and the like.

10. On the an. \8y. rwjdnah, RV. i. 32. 6, with a note on

haplology ; by Prof. M. Bloomtield, of Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity, Baltimore, Md.

The hymn containing the word rujdndh is one of the most prominent
of the large class which describe the conflict of Indra and the demon
of the cloud, Vrtra. The passage in question, RV. i. 32. 6 c, d, reads :

na 'tdrld asya sdmrtim vadhdndm
sdm rujdndh pipim indragatruh.

'

(Vrtra) has not survived the blow of his (Indra's) weapons, etc.
1

The fourth pada is rendered by Grassmann : "im Sturz zerbrach der

Indrafeind die Kliifte ;" Ludwig translates " die gebrochenen burgen
zermalmte er (selber noch im sturze) des feind gott Indra." Both trans-

lators ignore the native treatment of the word. In Yaska's Naighan-
tuka i. 13 = Kautsavaya 30,* it occurs in a list of words for 'river,'

and in Yaska's Nirukta vi. 4 we have, more explicitly, rujdnd nadyo
bhavanti rujanti kuldni^

' the rujdndh are rivers ; they break (ruj) the

banks.' This purely etymological rendering is adopted by Sayana :

indrena hato nadlsu patitah san . . . vrtradehasya pdtena nadlndm
kuldni tatratyapdsdnddikam curnlbhutam. Even at the time of the

present arrangement of the naighantuka there must have been some

perplexity, for the word occurs a second time in Naigh. iv. 3, in one of

those lists which even in Yaska's time stood in need of especial elucid-

ation. And Madhava, in explaining the parallel passage at TB. ii. 5.

4. 4, renders quite differently : bhangamprdpnuvantih svaklyd eva sendh

. . . vajrena hato bhumdu patan san samipavartinah sarvdn ciirdn cur-

nikrtavdn ' his own armies while they are perishing, all the heroes

standing near, (Vrtra) slain by the bolt, falling upon the ground, has

*See the writer in P.A.O.S., Oct. 1890; Journal, vol. xv. p. xlviii,

f Cf. under Pa^ini ii. 3. 54: nadi kuldni rujati.
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ground to pieces ;' here rujdndh is explained by bhangam prdpnuvantih
. . . sendh, in a manner totally different from the Nirukta. But all

these translations are certainly incorrect, because they make rujdndh
an accusative dependent upon sdm pipise, which is thus forced to

assume the function of a middle with active value. Every occurrence
of the word in the Rig-Veda and the Atharva-Veda, and, so far as is

known, every Vedic occurrence of the word, goes to show that the

middle does not occur with active value ; only the active occurs : see

especially Grassnaann's Lexicon and Whitney's Index Verborum. Thus
sdm pipisa indragatruh cannot mean anything else but ' he who had
Indra as his enemy was crushed.' This grammatical consideration is

supported to perfection by the facts otherwise known in the case :

Vrtra never crushes anything ; on the other hand, sdm pis is used espe-

cially of Indra, and most frequently when he crushes cloud-demons :

e. g. RV. iii. 18. 9, giro ddsasya sdm pinak ; iii. 30. 8, ahastdm indra

sdm pinak kundrum ; iv. 30. 13, puro ydd asya (sc. gusnasya) sam-

pinak; vi. 17. 10, yena ndvantam dhim sampinak ; vrii. 1. 28, tvdm

puram . . . qiisnasya sdm pinak. One may say that but for the pres-
ence of rujdndh in the pada no one would have ever thought of regard-

ing sdm pipise as an active. We are thus constrained to search in

rujdndh for a nom. sg. in agreement with the subject of the sentence.

Another point strongly claims recognition. The root ruj, simple as

well as with various prepositions, figures very prominently in descrip-

tions of the injuries which Indra inflicts upon demons, and it seems

very natural to suppose that the word rujdndh here states that such

injury was inflicted upon Vrtra by Indra. Thus RV. x. 89. 6, 7, (indrali)

qrndti vidu rujdti sthirdni . . . jaghdna vrtrdm . . . rurdja purah : cf.

also i. 6. 5
;
51. 5 ; iv. 32. 10 ; vi. 32. 3

;
ix. 48. 2. Very similar are RV.

viii. 6. 13, vi vrtrdm parvago rujdn ; i. 59. 6, vi vrtrasya . . . pasyd^

'rujah ; x. 152. 3 = AV. i. 21. 3 = SV. ii. 1217
;
also TS. i. 6. 12. 5. vi

vrtrasya hdnu ruja. Elsewhere Vala is treated in the same way : e. g.

RV. iv. 50. 5, vdlam ruroja ; RV. vi. 39. 2, rujdd . . . vi vdlasya sdnum ;

AV. xix. 28. 3, hrddh sapdtndndm bhindhi 'ndra iva virujdn valdm.

At RV. x. 49. 6, sdm . . . ddsam vrtrahd 'rujam, and AV. iv. 24. 2, yd (sc.

indro) ddnavdndm bdlam drurdja, the same theme is treated. At RV.
vi. 22. 6, the words rujo vi drdhd express essentially the same thing,

the cleaving of the clouds : cf. also vii. 75. 7 ; viii. 45. 13
; ix. 34. 1. At

RV. vi. 32. 2 we have rujdd ddrim (cf. i. 72. 2) ;
at RV. vi. 61. 2,

arujat sdnu giritidm. Again, of Indra it is said at RV. x. 84. 3, rujdn
. . . gdtrun ; at RV. i. 102. 4 AV. vii. 50. 4, prd gdtrundm maghavan
vr'snyd ruja. Every additional example strengthens the impression
that rujdndh originally stood in agreement with indragatruh, the sub-

ject of the sentence, and we are at once led to the emendation rujdndh
' broken '

in the sense of a passive : cf . Delbriick, Altindisclie Syntax,

p. 264. But why should the correctly accented and easily intelligible

rujdndh have given way to this discordant lectio difficillima with anom-
alous accent ? The sense, too, is tautological in the extreme :

' Vrtra

having been broken was crushed '.

VOL. XVI. E
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The suggestion which we have to offer is uncertain, and, but for the
fact that its rejection does not deprive the negative analysis of the pas-

sage of its value, it might perhaps not have been offered in print. The
root ruj is employed very frequently in connection with parts of the

body. Thus we have above the expressions vi vrtrdsya hdnu ruja ; vi

vrtrdm parvago rujdn ; rujad . . . vi vdlasya sanum. In a different

connection we have AV. ix. 8. 13, figuratively, yah slmanam virujdnti
murdhdnam prdty arsanih ' the pains which break the crown of the

head and the head ;' AV. ix. 8. 18, yah . . . pdruhsi virujdnti ; QB.
iv. 5. 2. 3, virujya from. At Ram. iii. 72. 20 we have pak.^atunda-
nakhdih . . . gdtrdny drujatd ; at Har. 5694, standn drujya. With this

use are related the very common expressions like mukha-ruj 'pain in

the mouth,' Varah. Br. S. 5. 82 ; drg-ruj, ibid. 104. 5
; aksi-ruj, ibid. 51.

11
;
104. 16

; netra-ruj, AK. iii. 4. 26. 203,
'

pain in the eyes ;' pdrgva-ruj,
Sur. i. 165. 9,

'

pain in the side ;' laldte ca rujd jajne, Ram. iii. 29. 15
;

qiro-ruj, Varah. Br. S. 53. Ill
; giro-rujd, MBh. iii. 16829 ; ciraso rujd>

ibid. 16816.

iJy suggestion, now, is that rujandh is a compound of a derivative of

the root ruj with some designation of a part of the body. It might be
= rujdnd + as '

having a broken mouth ;' but it seems to me more

likely to be rujdnd + nds '

nose,' which would yield rujdndnds, changed
by dissimilation (haplology) to rujdnds.* The word would then

mean ' with broken nose.' In stanza 7 of the same hymn the state-

ment is made that Vrtra was broken into many small pieces : purutrd
vrtro agayad vydstah ; which augurs that his nose was not exempt
from the general catastrophe. This, at any rate, yields good sense,

and accounts for the anomalous (bahuvrihi) accentuation. The stem
nds ' nose' does not occur out of composition, but it seems to be fairly

certain in anas, RV. v. 29. 10 : andso ddsyunr amrno vadhena. The

padapatha divides an-dso, and both the Petersburg lexicons and
Grassmann follow, translating the word by

' without face or mouth.'

Ludwig, Rig-Veda ii. 109, translates ' with your weapon you slew

the noseless Dasyu,' having in mind the flat-nosed aborigines. Cf.

also his remarks in the notes, vol. v., p. 95. The same interpretation
was advanced previously by Max Miiller : see Ad. Kuhn, Die Herab-

kunft des Feuers, p. 59, note. Especially on the second assumption

(rujandh = rujdndndh) it is easy to understand how the composite
character of the word might have been forgotten, and the earliest

interpreters driven to propositions entirely out of accord with the rest

of the sentence and with reasonable sense.

Note on Haplology.

Cases of haplology are by no means so rare in the older language as

would appear from the very few instances which are usually reported.

* See the note on haplology at the end of this article. A. bahuvrlhi with a

participle in -na as the first member we have in dadr<;dnd-pavi, yuyujand-sapti

("Whitney, Sk. G-r.
2

1299c): cf. also uttand-hasta, uttdnd-pad. The participle

rujdnd is to be regarded as belonging to the root-aorist: cf. ib. 840, 6.
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Whitney, Sk. Gr. 9
1021b, mentions irddhydi for *iradh-ddhydi, and

this is the sole example in illustration of the process mentioned by
Brugmann, Orundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik, i. 484. Other

examples, in addition to ulokd for *ulu-loka from uru-lokd (see below),
are : madugha

'

sweet-wood, licorice,' for *madhu-dugha, *madhugha,
with loss of aspiration, both intermediate forms being found occa-

sionally in the MSS. : see e. g. Kau. 35. 21, note 9 ; trcd and trica for

*try-rca
' a group of three stanzas

'

(so already Yaska, Nir. iii. 1) ; hiran-

mdya for *hiranya-maya 'golden,' where the loss of the first ya by dis-

similation operates across the syllable ma ; gusmayd for *gusma-maya,
TS. ii. 2. 12. 4,

'

fiery,' which the Petersburg lexicon erroneously regards
as the corruption of a theoretical *$u$mya ; gevrdha for *$eva-vrdha
'

kindly, friendly
'

(Grassmann) ; sddas-pdti for *sddasaspdti
*

pro-
tector of home': compounds with pdti having two accents regularly
exhibit a genitive as the first member : $ubhds-pdti, br'has-pdti, brdh-

manas-pdti, and by imitation vdnas-pdti, jds-pdti, rdtlias-pdti ; glrsakti
' head-ache '

may stand for glrm-sakti
' affection of the head ' from root

sac in the sense of ' fasten upon :' cf. AV. i. 12. 3, where Qirsakti and
sac occur together alliteratively. The last example is by no means cer-

tain. There is correlation, surely, between this phenomenon and the

gliding over of causatives like ksayaydmi, etc., to the p-type : ksapay-
dmi etc. : cf . also the change of rohdydmi of the mantras to ropdydmi
in the Brahmanas.

11. The. etymology of ulokd ; by Professor Bloorafield.

The various essays on this expression are instructive alike for the

keen philological insight and the inadequate grammatical propositions of

their authors. The expression is distinctively an archaism in the liter-

ature. In the first eight mandalas of the RV.
,
the word lokd occurs only

twice without the u preceding : vi. 47. 8
; viii. 100. 12.* With antece-

dent u, the occurrences are i. 93. 6 ; ii. 30. 6
; iii. 2. 9

; 29. 8 ; 37. 11 ; iv.

17. 17 ; v. 1. 6
;

4. 11
;
vi. 23. 3

; 73. 2
;

vii. 20. 2
; 35. 5

; 60. 9 ; 84. 2 : 99. 4
;

viii. 15. 4 (here u loka-krtnum). In the ninth book, there are two
occurrences of simple lokd, ix. 113. 7, 9

;
and three of u lokd, ix. 2. 8'

(u lokdkrtnum}\ 86. 21 (u lokakft] ; 92. 5 (u lokdm). In the tenth

book, there are six occurrences of u lokd : x. 13. 2
; 16. 4

;
30. 7 ; 104.10 :

133. 1 (u lokakr't) ; 180. 3
; and three occurrences of simple lokd ; x. 14. 9

;

85. 27 ; 90. 14. In addition, the tenth book, and that alone, begins to

produce compounds in which lokd is the final member : urulokam, in

x. 128. 2 ; jwalokdm, in x. 18. 8
; and patilokdm, in x. 85. 43. This

shows on the whole a perceptible growth of lokd at the expense of

u lokd in the ninth and tenth books ;
and the AV. continues boldly in

* Correct accordingly Bollensen in ZDMG. xxiii. 607. who claims that there is

no occurrence of lokd without preceding u in the first eight books
;
and Max

Miiller, Vedic Hymns (SBE. xxxii), p. Ixxv, who notes only viii. 100. 12.
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the same direction. Here lokd occurs so often as to render a count use-

less, but u lokd occurs only three times, in one hymn of the Yama-

book, xviii. 4. 11, 44, 71, in the obviously archaizing phrase sukr'tdm

u lokdm. I do not count three other occurrences which coincide with

the RV., namely vii. 84. 2=RV. x. 180. 3; xviii. 2. 8=RV. x. 16. 4;

xviii. 3. 38 RV. x. 13. 2. The AV. abounds also in compounds in which
loka forms the second member ; see Index Verborum, p. 257a. In the

Yajus-texts, both u lokd and lokd occur
;
but we have no means of con-

troling their frequency or proportion. We have surdbhd u lokd in VS.

xii. 35= TS. iv. 2. 3. 2=MS. ii. 7. 10 ;* sukr'tdm u lokdm in VS. xviii.

52=TS. iv. 7. 13. 1= MS. ii. 12. 3; and in VS. xviii. 58. The parallel of

VS. xviii. 58 in TS. v. 7. 7. 1 has sukr'tasya lokdm instead of sukr'tdm

u lokdm. That is precisely the favorite manner in which the AV.

manages to circumvent the archaism : see e. g. iv. 11. 6
;
14.6 ; vi. 119. 1

;

120. 1 ; 121. 1, 2 ;
vii. 83. 4

;
xi. 1. 8, 37, etc. In VS. xi. 22--=MS. ii. 7. 2

occurs the pada dkah su lokdm sukrtam prthivydm, which is varied in

TS. iv. 1. 2. 4 to dkah sd lokdm sukrtam prthivydh. Both su and sd

are modern variants of u ; and they testify that the combination u lokd

had become perplexing. It is to be noted also that the compound
lokakr't, which is preceded by u in the two sole occurrences in the RV.

(ix. 86. 21 ;
x. 133. 1), occurs in other texts always without u : AV. xviii.

3. 25
;
TS. i. 1. 12. 1

;
TB. iii. 7. 2. 10

; AgS. iv. 13. 5.

Most Vedic scholars have recognized the unusual character of u before

lokd. In many cases it makes no sense ; and in RV. iii. 2. 9; 37. 11
;

v. 4. 11
; viii. 15, 4 ; ix. 2. 8, it stands at the beginning of a pada, in

defiance of the rule that enclitics cannot stand at the beginning of any
verse-line. f There is no connection from which u lokd, regarded as

two words, could have been propagated secondarily ;:{:
hence all the

interpreters have agreed in assuming ulokd as a single word, misunder-

stood by the padapatha and the Pratigakhya of the RV., owing to the

occurrence of lokd in the same text.

Adalbert Kuhn, in Ind. Stud. i. 350 ff., after comparing lokd with

Lith. and Old Pruss. laukas, Lettish lauko, all meaning
'

open space,

field,' Low Germ, louch, loch '

village,' derives the words from Skt. uru,

evpv-c, and sees in the u a trace of the fuller form of the stem, which
was lost for reasons not stated. The Pet. Lex. suggests that the word
is a derivative from the root rue '

shine,' preceded by a preposition

u, a reduced form of ava. Bollensen, ZDMG. xviii. 607 ff., xxii. 580,

derives it from an adjective *urv-anc, through the weak stem *urv-ac,

extended into an a-stem *urvaka, *uroka. Ascoli, Corsi di glottologia,

* The same expression occurs in RV. v. 1. 6.

f Hence the RV. Pratigakhya (978), which, like the padapatha, regards u in

these cases as the particle, is led to insert a special provision exempting u from

the law of enclitics; anuddttam tu pddadau novarjam vidyate padam, 'no

unaccented word is found at the beginning of a pada except u."
1

\ A somewhat mechanical propagation of the particle u must be assumed for

its persistent occurrence after infinitives in -tavd'i (-tavd' u).
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p. 236 (German translation p. 195), Fick, Vergleichendes Worterbuch (all

editions), and Job. Schmidt, Vocalismus, ii. 220, assume a phonetic

development of u out of the initial I. Grassmann modifies the view of

the Pet. Lex. by assuming a reduplicated stem *ruroka which lost the

r of the reduplicating syllable.

The gerrn of what seems to me the true explanation is contained in

Kuhn's view : there is some connection between ulokd and the word
uru. I assume a simple stem lokd, and a descriptive compound uru-

lokd, changed by assimilation of the linguals to *ululokd\ and by
haplology to ulokd. Naturally, after the loss of one of the syllables,

the origin of the word was forgotten, and the padakara, perplexed by
the existence of the simple word lokd, construed u as the particle.

The Vedic poets themselves had lost all knowledge of the composite
character of the word ; but the expression ulokd clearly betrays its

elective affinity for the word uru, which frequently occurs as its pred-
icate : e. g. RV. i. 93. 6

;
vi. 23. 7 ; vii. 33. 5 ; 60. 9

;
84. 2

; 99. 4 ; x. 180. 3.

The case is therefore one of the unconscious doubling of equivalent lin-

guistic elements ; the first uru having been exhausted by its phonetic
fate, a second uru is put into requisition ; its fitness as a predicate
of lokd (ulokd) has not passed by4 But there appears to be a certain

shyness in putting uru near ulokd ; in all cases where the two occur

together, uru stands at the beginning and ulokd at the end of the

pada : e. g. i. 93. 6, urum yajnaya cakrathur u lokdm. So also vi. 23. 7
;

vii. 35. 5
; 60. 9

;
84. 2

;
99. 4 ; x. 180. 3.

The occurrence of the an. fay. uruloka in RV. x. 128. 2 = AV. v. 3. 3 =
TS. iv. 7. H. 1, does not stand in the way of the assumed phonetic pro-
cess. In the first place, the word occurs in the tenth book, and we

may assume that the phonetic law had ceased to operate. Further, the

cases are not the same : *urulokd changed to ulokd is a karmadharaya,
and accordingly oxytone ;

uruloka is a bahuvrihi in both function and
accentuation. It is quite likely that the identical grave intonation of

the two similar first syllables in uruloka favored a process of dissimila-

tion uncalled for by the two initial syllables of urulokam, contrasted as

they were by accent and perhaps also by syllabification (ur-ul-o-kd, but

u-ru-lo-kd). But there seems to be also a chronological difference ;

f Cf. Bechtel, Ueber gegenseitige Assimilation und Dissimilation der beiden

Zitterlaute, pp. 45 if. Aufrecht's essentially similar view, ZDMG. xlii. 152, did

not come to my notice until the
i
resent article was in type. Perhaps the totally

independent arrival of both of us at the same result may impart an element of

security to the construction.

^ Cf. cases like Vedic prtstisu 'in battles,' with double loc. plur. ending su.

This is rendered natural by a compound like prtsutur, where prtsu may have

been felt as a stem-form. Similarly patsu-tds
4

at the feet
' and patsiitah-gl'

'lying at the feet;' comparatives and superlatives like qresthatama, ntdis-

thatama ; Pali abhiruyhitvd for *abhiruyhitva = Skt. abhinihya, ogayhii-d

for *ogayha = avagdhya, etc. See E. Kuhn, Pali-grain matik, p. 120.
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since the AV., though it does not directly compound uru and ZoM,

places them closely together, e. g. ix. 2. 11, urum lokdm akaram mdh-

yam edhatum; xii. 1. 1, urum lokdm prthivi nah krnotu; see also

xiv. 1. 58 ; xviii. 2. 20. The RV., as indicated above, avoids this, and
exhibits in its place six occurrences of the type urum . . . uloJcdm, e. g.

vii. 84. 2. urum na indrah krnavad u lokdm. Each expression is typ-
ical for the text from which it is quoted.

12. The doctrine of the resurrection among the Ancient
Persians

; by Professor A. Y. Williams Jackson, of Columbia

College, New York City.

This paper was presented in abstract. The main points of its discus-

sion, however, may briefly be given ; and the most important passages
from which citations were drawn are perhaps worth recording for

future reference, if the paper be printed elsewhere in full.

Attention was first called to various likenesses and resemblances in

general between the religiqn of Ancient Iran, as modified by Zoroaster,

and the doctrines of Christianity. The most striking among these par-

allels are those to be found in the views relating to eschatology and the

doctrine of a future life. It is the optimistic hope of a regeneration of

the world and of a general resurrection of the dead that most markedly
characterizes the religion of Persia from the earliest times. The pious

expectation of a new order of things is the chord upon which Zoroaster

himself rings constant changes in the Gathas or ' Psalms.' A mighty
crisis is impending (Ys. xxx. 2, maze ydonho) ;

each man should choose

the best, and seek for the ideal state ; mankind shall then become per-

fect, and the world renovated (frasem ahum, frasotema : cf. frasokereti,

etc.). This will be the establishment of the power and dominion of

good over evil, the beginning of the true rule and sovereignty, "the

good kingdom, the wished-for kingdom
"

(vohu khsathra, khsathra

vairya). It is then that the resurrection of the dead will take place.

It will be followed by a general judgment, accompanied by the flood of

molten metal in which the wicked shall be punished, the righteous

cleansed, and evil banished from the world (cf. also A.O.S. Proceed-

ings for Oct. 1890, Journal, vol. xv. p. Iviii).

After this general introduction, various classical passages in Greek

authors touching upon the ancient Persian belief were examined in the

light of the Avesta. The citations were drawn from Theopompus,

quoted by Diogenes Laertes, Procemium p. 2, ed. Miiller, Fragmenta
Historicorum Grcecorum i. 289, and again by ^Eneas of Gaza, Dial, de

animi immort. p. 77, both cited by Windischmann, Zoroastrische

Studien p. 233. The allusion in Plutarch (Is. et Os. 47) was discussed,

and the interesting passage Herodotus 3. 62 was reconsidered. All these

classical passages were found to be quite in keeping with the general
results won from the Avesta.

A more detailed investigation of the Avesta and the Pahlavi books

now followed in regard to the doctrine of a millenium, the coming of

the Saoshyant
'

Saviour,' the destruction of evil, the establishment of
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the kingdom and sovereignty of good, and the renovation of the uni-

verse, all which are directly associated with the doctrine of the

resurrection.

In connection with the idea of a coming millennium, a final change
and regeneration of the world a belief parallel in a measure with ideas

found in the Revelation such passages were discussed as Ys. xxx. 2 ;

xxxiii. 5
;
xxxvi. 2 ; Iviii. 7 ; li. 6

;
xliii. 5, 6

;
xxx. 9

; xlvi. 19 ; 1. 11 :

cf. Yt. xix. 11
;
Vd. xviii. 51 ; Ys. Ixii. 3 ; Yt. xiii. 58, 128

;
and Ys. li.

9
; xxx. 7 ; Vsp. xx. 1 ; Yt. 17. 20 ; together with numerous allusions in

the later Pahlavi books, such as Bundahish i. 25 ; xxx. Iff.; xxxii. 8, et

al. Some of the classical passages were again used in comparison.
A treatment of the doctrine of the idea of a Saviour, as directly con-

nected with the resurrection belief, was next briefly given ; certain

parallels with the Messianic ideas of Judaism were drawn. Quotations
used for discussion upon this point were made from Ys. xlvi. 3

; xlviii.

9 ; Ys. xiv. 1
;

ix. 2
; Yt. xiii. 128 ; xix. 89 ; Bund. xxx. 2 ff .

; BYt. iii.

61
;
Dd. ii. 13, et al., and a passage in a Syriac MS. commentary on

the N. T. by 'Isho'dad, as well as Apocryphal N. T.. Infancy, iii. 1-10.

Finally, the resurrection passages Yt. xiii. 128 ;
xix. 89-96

; Fragm.
iv. 1-3 were translated in full and commented upon. The latter frag-
ment (iv. 1-3) appears in the DInkart ix. 46. 1-5 as taken from the

Varshtmansar Nask (cf. West, Pahlavi Texts transl. S. B. E. xxxvii.

302). A number of Pahlavi allusions were then instanced, occurrences

of Phi. tanu-l pasln
' the body hereafter ' were treated, and an extended

discussion was given of the well-known Bundahish passage xxx. 1-32,

and of its relation to the ancient Damdat Nask. Statements bearing

upon the resurrection were also cited from the accounts given in the

Dmkart and the Persian Rivayats, of the contents of the original Avestan
Nasks or '

books,' to show that this doctrine must have been often re-

ferred to or discussed, and that it was evidently a prominent article of

faith.

Having given a summary, and shown the perfect uniformity and
accord between the Avesta, the Pahlavi Books, the old accounts of the

original Nasks, and the early allusions in the classics, the paper came
to the conclusion that the doctrine of the resurrection of the body is

one of the oldest in the religion of Persia ; that it may have been

developed or even modified at different times ; but that it was charac-

teristic of Mazdaism in all its periods, so far as we can judge, and was
a tenet undoubtedly inculcated by Zoroaster some centuries before the

Christian era.

13. Sanskrit-Avestan Notes
; by Professor Jackson.

1. Skt. gambhird, gabhlrd, Av. gufra.

In American Journal of Philology xi. 89, 90, P. Horn of Strassburg
has drawn attention to the possible existence of an occasional Avestan

u or u which answers to an a, or is the representative of the nasalis

sonans. Dr. Horn has since somewhat questioned the correctness of

his own suggestion ;
I think much may be said, however, in its favor.
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The examples which Horn originally brought forward to support his

theory were, it is true, by no means all sure ; but a comparison with
the Sanskrit seems to make, on this principle, the Avestan word gufra
*

deep
'

quite clear. Presumably, Ay. gufra stands for *gmf-ra : cf. Av.

jaf-ra. This can be none other than Skt. gambh-i-rd, gabh-i-rd. On -l-

see also Bartholomae Studien z. indog. Sprachgeschichte ii. 170, 179. A
proportion may thus be constructed :

Av. guf-ra : Av.* gmf-ra, cf. jaf-ra : Skt. gambh-l-rd :

Skt. gmbh-i-rd, cf. gabh-l-rd.

We have thus an Av. u representing a, m.

The writing u in Av. may indeed not be truly orthographic : the

variants at Yt. xv. 28 for the similar word guf-ya, gaf-ya would seem
to show that fact ;

but that such a u does occur in Av. for m, a, seems

unquestionable, and an acceptance of Horn's suggestion may perhaps
clear up other words.

2. Skt. achdyd, RV. x. 27. 14, and Av. asaya, Yasna Ivii. 27.

In the Avesta, Ys. Ivii. 27, the divine horses of Sraosha are thus

described :

yim cathwdro aurvanto

aurusa raokhsna frdderesra

spenta vldhvdonho asaya
mamivasanho vszenti

( Four white steeds, bright, shining, sacred, knowing, and . . . .
,
bear

Sraosha through the heavenly space.'

The epithet asaya, left untranslated, is obscure. Dr. E. W. West,

under date Dec. 5, 1888, wrote me that the Pahlavi version of the word

seems to contain sdyako, with which he compared Mod. Pers. aoLw*
' shadow.' The hint was an excellent one

; asaya might well mean
' not casting a shadow.'

Turning now to the Sanskrit, we find a precise parallel in the word

a-chdyd
' shadowless ' in a passage of the Rig-Veda, x. 27. 14 : brhdnn

achdyd' apaldgo' drvd. The meaning at once becomes clear, and the

forms match exactly. For the phonetic changes (Skt. d Av. d ; Skt.

ch = Av. s), see my Avesta Grammar, 17, 142.

With reference, moreover, to the force of the attribute ' shadowless '

Professor Geldner has happily suggested a parallel in the familiar

epithet chdyddvitlya 'accompanied by a shadow,' the characteristic

mark distinguishing Nala from the gods in the well-known episode

MBh. iii. 57. 25. A further support, I think, may also be brought in

from a passage in the classics. Plutarch, in Is. et Os. 47, describes the

millennium which the Zoroastrian religion pictures as coming upon
earth at the end of the world ;

in this connection he notes as one of the

characteristics of men beatified that they shall no longer
' cast a

shadow :' avOpcifirov^ eudaiiiovas easadai, /uqre rpo<p^g deopevovg /ur/re amav Troiovvrag.

See also Windischmann, Zor. Studien, p. 234.

The epithets Skt. achdya, Av. asaya are therefore quite parallel in

signification ;
and the wonderful coursers of Sraosha, besides all their
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other divine attributes, become * shadowless '

as they dart through
the sky.*

3. Data for Zoroaster's Life.

In P. A.O.S. for April, 1892 (Journal, vol. xv., p. clxxx), attention

was called to the Zartusht-Namah as possibly furnishing a number of

old traditional facts connected with the actual life of Zoroaster. Men-

tion was made, for example, of Zoroaster's reputed teacher Barzm-
karus. Possibly that name may rest upon some good foundation

Allusion to a spiritual teacher (aethrapaiti) of Zoroaster is at any rate

now quotable from an ancient Avesta fragment of the Hadhokht Nask,
cited in Sad Dar xl. 4 : see also Dmkart viii. 45. 9. The Avesta text

(emended) is thus given in West, Pahlavi Texts transl., S. B. E. xxiv.

302
;
xxxvii. 483 :

md dzdrayois, Zarathustra ! md Pourusaspem md Dugh-
dhovdm, md aethrapaitis ;

which may be rendered :
'

Mayest thou, O Zoroaster, not anger thy
father, Pourushaspa, nor thy mother, Dughdhova, nor thy spiritual

teacher.' Might Barzinkarus be the very aethrapaiti here alluded to?

According to the Zartusht-Namah, Zoroaster was given into a learned

teacher's charge at the age of seven years.

The passage cited is also especially interesting as it gives us an actual

occurrence of the name of Zoroaster's mother in an Avesta text. Her
name had previously been quotable only in Pahlavi and Persian writ-

ings. See, for instance, Bd. xxxii. 10
; SI. x. 4

; xii. 11, and the refer-

ence in A.O.S. Journal xv. 228.

Items like this have their value as contributing something toward our

knowledge of Zoroaster's life and the facts connected with him as a

historical personage. It is for just such points as this that we must
look to Pahlavi scholars to provide us with new material and data.

14. The independent particle sti, in the Rig-veda ; by Prof.

Herbert C. Tolraan, of the University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

As an inseparable prefix, the particle su is used, in all periods of the

Sanskrit language, with the familiar meanings which flow naturally
from its primary signification

' well.' On the other hand, as is well

known, the Veda furnishes many examples of su used as an inde-

pendent word.

The German translators either omit the word entirely, believing it to

be used simply as a metrical expletive, or else they render it by schon,
which is a good German reproduction of the padding of the original, if

padding it be. They also render it by gut, recht, sehr, ja, recht bald

* Since the above was written, I am interested in finding that Darmesteter, in

his new translation, Le Zend-Avesta, vol. i. 366. assigns precisely the same mean-

ing to asaya, 'sans faire d; ombre.' To have the support also of such authority is

gratifying.

VOL. XVI. F
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(Ludwig), sogleich ; and ma u su is rendered by nimmer : thus, for exam-

ple, in RV. i. 38. 6, mo su nali . . . nirrtir durhdnd vadhlt. But is not
the meaning rather '

Kindly (i. e. please), O Maruts, let not destruction

(and) disaster slay us '?

The particle su occurs as a word in the first book of the Eig-veda in

some forty-one passages, counting the refrain of i. 112. 1-23 as one. If

we examine these passages, we shall find that the renderings 'kindly,'
'

please,'
' be so good as to,' fit in all but eight. In these eight we can

insist either a. on the simple adverbial meaning of the particle, or else

b. that its force consists in representing the action of the verb as desir-

able.

Thus, as an example under a. may be cited i. 37. 14, tdtro su mdda-

yddhvdi,
' so enjoy yourselves as their (the Kanvas' : tdtra = kdnvesu)

guests, well or thoroughly : i. e. have a rousing good time with them.'

And, as examples under b. : i. 136. 1, prd su jyestham nicirdbhydm
brhdn ndmo . . bharatd,

'

proffer well (i. e. acceptably or so that it may
be most acceptable) as your best offering to the two needful (gods)

exalted homage ;' i. 164. 26, abhfrddho gharmds tad u su prd vocam,
' the kettle is hot and I announce it (to you) acceptably : i. e. you'll be

glad to hear me say so.'*

But it is the meaning
'

please
' which I desire especially to empha-

size, and which, I think, is the most appropriate in no less than

twenty-three of the forty-one passages. In each case I render by
' be

so good as to.' Thus, i. 9. 6, asman su . . codaye 'ndra rdye,
' be so

good, O Indra, as to help us on to prosperity ;' i. 17. 7, asman su

jigyuxas krtam,
' be ye two so good as to make us victorious ;' i. 26. 5,

ima u su grudhi girah,
' and be so good as to hear these (our) songs ;'

and similarly in the others, in which the verb is an imperative or its

equivalent. And not essentially different is i. 118. 10, ta vdm nard sv

dvase . . hdvdmahe. ' therefore we call on you two, O heroes, to be so

good as to help us.'

It seems to follow that the meaning
'

please
' or ' I pray

' must be

conceded for the detached su. The logical development of the mean-

ings presents no difficulty: thus, 'well, acceptably, kindly, we pray.'

Moreover, there is in various languages a tendency to tone down the

harshness of a direct command. In this way the Roman noli facere
and ne feceris took the place of ne fac. And the use of quominus with

verbs of hindering and so on was developed under the same tendency.
In late Greek, Trapa/caAw was attached for a like purpose to the impera-

tive, so that to-day in Athens it is the regular word for '

please.'f

The functions of the detached su in the Rig-veda I hold to be : 1, to

soften a command (' please ') ; 2, to make acceptable a wish (' I pray') ;

*The other five passages are i. 135. 9; 184. 2; 52. 1; 53. 1 : 139. 8. But

it may be noted that in all these eight examples, save one, it is quite possible

to appty the rendering 'please.'

J-
A<5f fioiy Tra/oa/caAw, rag e/la/'ac;,

' Please hand me the olives.' Compare the

Latin bene in nunc te opsecro ut me lene iuves. Mostell. iv. 3. 41.
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and 3, to modify the verb as a simple adverb (' well, agreeably '). Of
the last use there are somewhat less than a dozen instances.

The particle, then, has a definite significance in every case of its

occurrence, and ought not to be slighted by the translator. In most of

the instances where the German versions attempt to render it, its sense

is quite different from that of schon, sogleich, wohl. etc.

15. On early Moslem promissory notes
; by Mr. Frank D.

Chester, Assistant in Arabic in Harvard University, Cambridge,
Mass.

In the Kitab al-Agani (ed. Bulak, I, p. 17, 1. 16), first-rate evidence is

to be found that the Arabs of the time of Moawiya, the first Damascus

calif, had already excellent financial arrangements in private business

transactions, particularly the custom of giving what we now call a

"promise to pay" for money lent on specified terms. A tradition

there reported from Mos'ab ibn 'Ammar, a descendant of the famous
Ibn az-Zubeir of Medina, relates that Sa'id, grandson of Umayya,
before his death had instructed his son 'Amru to make over certain

property to his cousin Moawiya, in order to pay off the debts that had
accumulated upon him during his lifetime. For it was the custom
that near relatives should take upon themselves all indebtedness of the

deceased. In this case, Sa'id desired that 'Amru should be able to offer

the calif something that he might sell to advantage and incur no

expense. Accordingly, Moawiya accepted his relative's offer with the

words " What* has he made over to me?" 'Amru replied
" His castle

in Al-'Arsa." He said "I take it for his debt." He answered "It is

yours on condition that you have the amount transported to Medina
and converted into wdfis." He said "Ay," and had it transferred to

Medina and divided among his creditors. "And the greater part,"
- af- '

says the tradition, "consisted of promises to pay

The Arabic word 8<& here used appears to have a technical sense,

an illustration of which is afforded by the conclusion of Mos'ab's story,

which runs thus :

A young man of the Koreish came to him (viz. 'Amru, on his return

to Medina) with a document
(viX.o)

to the amount of twenty thousand

dirhams with Sa'id's own signature and the signature of a freedman of

his upon it. He sent for the freedman, and made him read the docu-

ment. When he had read it, he wept and said "
Ay, this is his writing,

and this is my signature upon it." Then 'Amru said to him "How

* Read ( c^^ ) U^ Vi& ^ '
no *-' ^ ^*-* w^ic^ makes little sense : cf.

'Araru's reply.
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comes there to be twenty thousand dirhams for this youth upon it ?

Why, he is the poorest of the poor of the Koreish !" He said " I will tell

you about it. Sa'id was passing along after his loss of office, and this

youth happened on him, and journeyed with him till he arrived at his

home. There he stopped and said 'Do you wish anything?' (The

youth) said '

No, except that I found you traveling alone and desired

to come to your protection.' Then he said to me '

Bring me a sheet of

paper,' and I brought him this. He wrote out this debt himself, and
said ' You shall not suffer anything at my hands ; take this, and, when
anything comes in to me, you come to me.'" 'Amru said "

By Allah,
he surely shall not receive it except in wdfis. Give it to him." And
the twenty thousand dirhams were weighed out to him in wdfis !*

The legal point of this story is that Sa'id's great generosity led him
to incur money obligations when he had no means to fulfil them.
This fact really invalidated his note, at least according to the Moham-
medan law of the present day ;

and so also did the fact that he speci-
fied no time of payment.

o --

One is naturally led to inquire whether the word ,.o<> , which was

here used of the transaction with the impoverished youth (1. 24), had

acquired the technical and limited usage that it now possesses, to sig-

nify the simple
'

loan-obligation.' The Moslem law-books of the present
o --

time provide for two sorts of legal obligations to pay, the oc> and the

* (v" , treating them under the same category with contracts

of sale. Thus the creditor is looked upon as buyer to the amount of

the obligation, and the debtor as vender of the same, so that the Mos-

lem manages to evade the Koranic prohibition of usury. Such legal

squinting, it may be said, is characteristic of the Orientals, and has its

parallels elsewhere in their institutions. Accordingly, in the second

species of contract, the debtor promises to deliver goods or money to a

stipulated amount over that actually borrowed, and the creditor con-
u ,-

trives to get his interest. The ,.oi> , however, which more concerns

us here, is a promise to restore merely -the amount lent, at the end of a

specified term. In case the debtor fails to keep his agreement, the

Hanifite and the unorthodox Shi'ite sects insist still further that the

creditor may claim no interest
;
but the Shafi'ites more rationally per-

mit him to convert the contract immediately into the ojw*
Ordinarily, a written contract is made out, with the signatures of sev-

^ ^ W <"O

* Ar. iiLxi!,JLj (= in wdfi kind). The waft was then equivalent to the silver

o *"

,
about 20 cents. There would be no point to the end of this story if it

were translated by 'in full.' Cf. 'Amru's request above. How improper to have

asked Moawiya to pay in full !
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eral witnesses, in whose presence the loan must be made. Yet the

contract is valid if oral only, provided the creditor pronounces the
J O^"*- , -

word
ci^o^i'l

'

I lend,' and the debtor c>-Lo '

I receive.'

To return to our story of Sa'id and the time of Moawiya (7th cent.

o --

A.D.): we can say this much, that ..>-* was then used of a 'promise
^-

to pay,' though it connoted in fact much more than s'Jcfr (cf. loc. cit.

lines 11, 16, 24) ;
that one witness, at least, was required, though prob-

ably more, this being a peculiar case ;
that the custom of writing out

c^!<Xc was very common, especially when rich men had fees to pay ;

finally that, as another tradition, adduced (loc. cit.) to show that Sa'id

was generous to a fault, also indicates, local if not inter-territorial sys-

tems of credit prevailed. Sa'id ordered a freedman, it is said, to

- -*
" take what he likefl on his security (&jUo!),"

in order to marry off

one of his young servants.

But now let us pass from Moawiya to Mohammed, half a century ear-

lier. Have we proof that there existed in his time such financial

facilities as are above suggested? Or is it correct to draw the usual

picture of a system of barter, in which the precious metals had a value

not as a circulating medium, but as natural products, for ornamental

purposes ? The testimony of the Koran (ii. 282-284) would tend to dis-

establish this latter view :

" O ye who believe !" it reads,
"

if ye engage
in debt for a stated time, then write it down, and let a scribe write it

down between you faithfully ;
. . . . unless, indeed, it be a ready-money

transaction between you, which ye arrange between yourselves ;
. . . .

but bring witnesses to what ye sell one to another ; . . . . but if ye be

upon a journey and ye cannot find a scribe, then let a pledge be taken."

It looks as if in Mohammed's time at Medina, where these words
were said to have been uttered, and at Mekka, there was a class, not

necessarily a school of men, who, knowing how to write, had fallen

into the custom of recording transactions for their neighbors, and
acted as scribes to the merchants passing in and out of the city.

Mohammed thus favors their employment, as calculated to assure the

systematic recording of business acts, and to prevent unfair dealing.
With this evidence we may compare that of the traditions of the

Sahih of Al-Bokhari, in his chapter on "
Borrowing, Payment .of

Debts, Cheating, and Failure "
(ed. Krehl, ii. 44). Here is reported

Mohammed's behavior in matters of trade. The first two traditions

represent him as paying his creditors promptly or else giving security
(e. g., an iron cuirass for some food obtained from a Jew), while the

fourth states that he was in the habit of keeping by him one dinar, no

more, with which to meet any obligation. Somewhat discrepancy,
we find here no use of scribe or witness, but only pledge-giving, which

grew out of simple barter, or holding of ready money as a medium of
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exchange. Probably Mohammed's own social and commercial rela-

tions expanded in proportion as he and his religion advanced into

greater popularity.
On the other hand, we have good reason to believe that the advent

of the Prophet gave one forcible turn to the commercial life as well as

to the religious cult of the Arabs. In his day, the Bedawin flowing in

from the desert to the cities were confounded, and too often thrown

into great straits, by the class of men who swarmed the market-places
and acted as money-changers. Fortunately, there are extant lines

from old poets, a couple of them perhaps pre-Mohammedan, which

depict this condition of things in the Arabian business world (see

Noldeke, Beitrdge zur Poesie der alien Araber, pp. 183-193)*. Each

fragment or piece of poetry expresses the great joy of a man who, in a

very wily manner, has been able to foil his creditor. In all these lines

o --

the word ^ jt> has only the general sense of *

debt,' usually referring

to a simple bill of sale. It is interesting to
notice^the

word XAA^\.AO,

which was used in the story of Sa'id to signify the ' sheet of paper
' on

which the ..>.><> was recorded. The Koranic prohibition of usury,

however, is our best evidence of the fact that money-changing was a

widespread practice in Mohammed's time, along with some sort of

banking and account-keeping (ii. 276-279). The policy of that revela-

tion was to protect the poorer classes of his converts against the fraud-

ulent extortions of those quasi-brokers. With the new era, therefore,

the purely financial side of trade fell into the hands of Jews and other

foreigners alone, with whom it largely remains at the present time.

.
The last purpose of this inquiry is to ask whether the Arabs were

borrowers of these financial arrangements, especially the use of docu-

ment and witnesses. Until the sixth century, when some homage was

paid to the kings of Ilira and Ghassan, and appeal was made to their

jurisdiction, they had never seen political union
; under tribe or clan

rule there was no recognized authoritative opinion. Some exception
to this must be taken from the fact that certain highly respected fam-

ilies, like the Koreish at Mekka, rose early to a controlling influence in

the cities. But more and more, particularly in the sixth century, the

Arabs came into living contact with Egypt, Syria, and Persia, whose
inhabitants were well advanced in their organization of private as well

as political rights and regulations. Through the Christians then set-

tled in Arabia, and especially the Ghassanite Arabs in the north of the

peninsula, the Bedawin were confronted with Greek civilization, and

borrowed much of Byzantine culture as time went on. But, if in

Mohammed's time such documents were used, it must have been

through the influence of the caravan-trades to the north and east that

* For this reference I am indebted to Dr. C. C. Torrey, of Andover.
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the usage was introduced, though even at that early period the Jews
and Christians might have disseminated European habits of business

from Alexandria and other important commercial centres. Never-

theless, it is equally probable that the Arabs, no less than the Babylo-

nians, from whom we have all kinds of contract-tablets reaching far

back into antiquity, were original in this particular ; that they were

early led to require written testimony to business transactions ; and
that their increasing commerce with the outside world developed in

their best representatives the sense of justice ; so that under Moham-
med, who was himself a keen trader, they easily adopted a regular

requirement of documentary evidence in the undertaking of business

obligations.

16. A palm-leaf column from Ahnas; by Rev. W. C. Winslow,
of Boston.

This column, now in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, was one of

six belonging to a vestibule of a temple that once stood at Ha-Khen-

ensu, referred to in Assyrian texts as Hininsi, afterwards named

Heracleopolis by the Greeks, and called by the natives at present

Ahnas, sometimes Henassieh
;

it is referred to in Isaiah xxx. 4, as

Hanes. Henassieh may be a corruption of Hanes, the eh being a com-
mon terminative. As to the age of the site, Brugsch (Dictionnaire

Geographique, i. 604) quotes a text stating that here Ra, the second

king of the initial divine dynasties, began his earthly reign. Dr.

Naville, the explorer of the Egypt Exploration Fund, searched in vain

for inscriptions of the IXth and Xth Dynasties, whose seat of govern-
ment was here ; but among his disclosures were the columns of a side

entrance to a temple undoubtedly dedicated to Arsaphes, a form of

Osiris, usually represented with a ram's head. For the large text on
the basement declares : "The living Horus, the mighty Bull who loves

Ma, the lord of praises like his father Pthah, King Rameses, erected

this house to his father Hershefi (Arsaphes), the Lord of Two Lands."

The great Harris Papyrus (British Museum) states that Rameses III,

presented slaves to "the temple of Hershefi, the king of the Two
Lands": the peculiar designation of the god thus occurring in both

cases. The six shafts, 17 feet in height, were probably taken by
Rameses II. from an edifice of Usertesen II. of the XHth Dynasty, as

the architraves bear the cartouches of that king ; but they can be abso-

lutely dated only from the reign of Rameses.

The royal inscriptions, clearly emblazed, run from the bending palm-
leaf to the base, on this wise : Emblems of the shoot of a plant and a

bee (wasp form), verbally suten cheb ; the six-worded cartouche, Ra
user ma Sotep en Ra ; si Ra ; the cartouche, Ramessu mer Amon ; the

symbol Crux ansata, or tau of the Nile ; the plant and bee repeated ;

Neb Taui ; the six-worded cartouche repeated ; Si (or Se) Ra ; Neb
khaui ; the smaller cartouche repeated ; the symbol of life repeated ;

Neb Taui; the larger cartouche repeated ; Neb Khaui ; and the smaller

cartouche. On the column's right, with the same or equivalent titles,
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Rameses is offering to Horus (figures 2 feet 9 inches in height) ; on the

left a replica of the right, and, on the rear, of the front. The column
from Ahnas in the museum of the University of Pennsylvania is with-

out its capital ; the Boston shaft is unrivalled by any other monu-
mental work in this country from Egypt for its peculiar grace and

beauty.

17. Professor D. G. Lyon, of Harvard University, gave an

account of a collection of Phoenician glass-ware recently acquired

by the Harvard Semitic Museum. The objects are said to have
been found in tombs in the vicinity of Tyre, and they are believed

to belong to the period between Alexander and the beginning of

our era. There are forty-eight specimens, consisting of vases,
tea bottles, kohl holders, bowls, goblets, and pitchers. They are

well preserved, and several of the specimens are of unusually fine

workmanship.
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PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY,
AT ITS

MEETING IN NEW YORK, N. T.,

March 29th, 30th, and 3ist, 1894.

THE Society assembled at New York, in the Room of the
Trustees of Columbia College, on Thursday of Easter Week,
March 29th, at 3 P. M., and was called to order by its President,
President Daniel Coit Oilman of the Johns Hopkins University.
Professor Henry Drisler welcomed the Society to New York and
to the hospitalities of Columbia College.
The following members were in attendance at one or more

of the sessions :

Adler

Arbeely

Arnold, W. R.

Babbitt

Barton

Binney
Bloomfield

Bradner

Briggs

Brinton

Carpenter

Casanowicz

Chambers

Chester

Collitz

Dahl

Deinard

The minutes of the last meeting, at Boston and Cambridge,
were read by the Recording Secretary, Professor Lyon of Har-
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vard University, and accepted by the Society. The report of the
Committee of Arrangements was presented by Professor Jackson,
of Columbia College. It was in the form of a printed program,
with a cyclostyle supplement, and was accepted.
The reports of outgoing officers were now in order.

The Corresponding Secretary, Professor Lanman, of Harvard

University, presented some of the correspondence of the year.

This included letters of regret from the Right Rev. C. R. Hale, of

Cairo, 111., from Prof. G. F. Moore, of Andover, Mr. Orne, of Cambridge,
and Prof. Hilprecht, of Philadelphia. The last reports part 2 of volume
I. of The Babylonian Expedition of the University of Pennsylvania as

well under way, and that he hopes to have it in the printer's hands be-

fore leaving for Constantinople and the Hittite region in May, 1894.

The Secretary called the attention of the Society to the valuable and

interesting volumes of transactions of the International Congress of

Orientalists held in London in 1892. Application for them may be made
to E. Delmar Morgan, Esq., care of the Royal Asiatic Society, 22 Albe-

marle st., London.

Messrs. Wijayaratna and Co. write from Maradana, Colombo, Ceylon,

offering various works in Pali, Sanskrit, and Singalese, and declaring
their readiness to procure similar books for those concerned with these

studies.

Dr. John C. Sundberg, recently appointed United States Consul at

Bagdad, writes from Bagdad under date of April 27, 1893. He gives an

interesting account of his journey from San Francisco to Bagdad, by
way of Hong Kong, the Straits Settlements, Calcutta, Bombay, Bandar
Abbas on the Strait of Hormuz, Bushire on the Persian Gulf, the Schatt-

el-Arab, and the Tigris. He says: "Owing undoubtedly to the very

filthy habits of the poor, there is a great amount of eye-disease here,

and I treat from sixty to eighty patients (poor) gratis every day. I

have also a few rich patients, and among them the Naklb, the most in-

fluential man in Bagdad, the Wall not excepted. I have made a few

short excursions into the desert, but shall postpone my visit to Babylon,

perhaps till next fall. There are sold here a great many antiquities of

modern make ;
in fact, there are several Assyrian antiquity factories

in Bagdad, and spurious seals and cylinders as well as coins are

sold in the bazaars to gullible tourists."

Rev. George N. Thomssen, of the American Baptist Mission, Kurnool,
Madras Presidency, India, writes under date of September 28, 1893, con-

cerning the Vadagalai and Tengalai sects of Vaishnavas in that region :

"In India great religious revivals occasionally occur. At such

times a wave of deepfelt enthusiasm sweeps over the land, and some-

times the effects of it can be traced after many centuries have elapsed.

About 1000 years ago the great Vedanta philosopher and Brahman revi-

valist, Sankaracharya lived. We have few facts of his life all we
know is that he lived as a celibate in Sringeri, Mysore. Among the

Hindus, or rather among the Vaishnavites among the Hindus, he is
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called the Adiguru, the first priest. His enthusiastic teaching of

the Vedas with his own philosophical interpretation soon won for him

disciples in all parts of India. Finding that he had not sufficient

strength to look after all his adherents, he founded monasteries in

convenient centers, and appointed his most prominent disciples to be his

representatives. One of the centers selected was Ahobolam, in the

mountains of the Kurnool District of the Madras Presidency, a place

about 200 miles north-west of Madras. The madham or monastery is

in the mountain-range known as the Eastern Ghauts. It is a lone-

some place, where tigers and the wild beasts of India have their haunts.

There are two temples, one near the foot of the mountains, where the

Pujari or worshiper (a man paid by grant of land and presents from

pilgrims) lives
;
and about 2 miles distant, in a very retired part, is the

most sacred temple, in a cave.

"The god worshiped at Ahobolam is called Ugraha-Nara-Simham,
the austere man-lion. Nara-simham is the name of the fourth avatar

or incarnation of Vishnu. In this avatar Vishnu is said to have sprung
out of a stone pillar as a man-lion, and to have in this shape destroyed
the Asura or demon Hiranyan. When Vishnu is represented as the

avenger, destroying the man-lion, he is called Ugraha, the austere, the

.awful one ;
on the other hand, when he is represented as the pacified

man-lion, quieted by the slokas chanted by Hiranyan's son Prachladen,
he is called Lakshmi-Nara-Simham, the merciful man-lion. Before this

severe idol the high-priest and the disciples of the Vadagalais are to

worship, but at the present day the idol is very much neglected. It is

questionable whether the present high-priest living in Tiruvellur near

Madras has ever taken the trouble to go to Ahobolam, arid hence many
of his followers do not believe in him. He carries about with him a

small gold, idol representing Ugraha-Nara-Simham, and this his disciples

worship. He is, like most of the other prominent priests of the

Hindus, a wealthy man, and goes where he can get the most money
with the least trouble so a prominent Hindu says. Ahobolam is still

considered a very holy place, and annually many pilgrims go there from
all parts of India. The reason why this of all other centers is so sacred

is that after the death of the Adiguru Sankaracharya each one of his

principal disciples, in their respective centers, claimed to be the holiest

and that their monasteries or madhams were the most sacred, and so

tried to gain the greatest possible influence. All the different centers

in the course of time became Tengalai centers, except Ahobolam, which
became the great Vadagalai center.

"
Teng means south and Vada north, and Galai means mark

; hence
the great difference between the two sects consists in the mark they
wear on their forehead. These marks cause great dissensions at the

great annual feasts, and even the courts are often called upon to settle

the disputes. In the temples both sects claim the right of placing the

mark of their sect on the forehead of the idol. The Tengalais claim

that this mark represents both feet of Vishnu, resting on a lotus throne :

hence the mark, looking like a trident, is to extend down to the bridge
of the nose. Some of the very orthodox Brahmans, in order to make
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this very plain, even put five toes to each slanting line representing a

foot. On the other hand, the Vadagalais claim that the mark repre-
sents only the right foot of Vishnu, from which the holy river, the

Ganges, sprang ;
and hence there is to be no throne, or mark half way

down the nose. The center line is said to represent Lakshmi, Vishnu's

wife, since, according to the allegorical interpretation, as God has no

wife, this represents the mercy of God which Lakshmi personifies. Form-

erly the great disputes were about more spiritual things, but, as

both parties have become materialistic, their great disputes now are

about these little caste-marks. Of course there are even now spiritually

minded men in both sects, and these still keep up the quarrel about

man's relation to God. Both parties have their own theories, which

they defend with all the obstinacy of the proverbial Scotchman who is

open to conviction, but who would like to see the man that could con-

vince him.
" The question raised at these discussions is :

'

Is a man a free agent or

not?' To this the Tengalais reply :

' He is not ! All of man's actions are

controlled by God. Man has no will of his own, and can do nothing
aside from God. He is as dependent on God as the kitten is on the cat !

'

Hence the theory of the Tengalais is called the Marjalapattu, or cat-

hold theory. On the other hand, the Vadagalais say :

' Man is a free

agent ;
he can do as he wills to do. He has a will of his own, and is not

under the sole control of God. Man's relation to God is that of the

young monkey to its mother !

' For this reason this theory is called the

Markattapattu or monkey-hold theory. Of course there are still many
other differences, differences in ritual, in regard to priority at worship,
in regard to mantras or sacred incantations ; but these would be too

wearisome to enumerate. The Tengalais are the most numerous

among the Vaishnavites, and also seem to be the most materialistic,

while the Vadagalais still seem to retain a trace in their character of

the severity of the god they worship."

A letter from the Geographical Society of the Pacific invites us to

take part in their "
Geographical Day," May 4th. Mr. W. E. Coleman

was subsequently appointed to represent the Oriental Society on that

occasion.

Mr. Edward Naville writes inviting our Society to take part in the

International Congress of Orientalists to be held at Geneva, Switzer-

land, September 3-12, 1894. Messrs. Brinton, Gottheil, Haupt, and

Jackson were appointed Delegates to represent the Society.

The Secretary announced the death of the Corporate Member
Mr. Alexander Isaac Cotheal, of New York, N. Y.

Mr. Cotheal was born in New York City, November 5, 1804, the eldest

son of Henry Cotheal, and grandson of Isaac Cotheal of Revolutionary
times. Ab the age of twenty-one he entered the house of his father and

uncle, Henry and David Cotheal, a well-known shipping-firm trading
to Central America, especially the Mosquito Coast, to San Bias, and to

California. In 1840, Mr. Cotheal was a frequent visitor to the ship
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Sultanee, then in port atNew York, and became greatly interested in the

Arabic language. In 1851, he embarked for the east coast of Africa,

Zanzibar and Mozambique. Later he visited Nicaragua ; and he was
Consul General for Nicaragua from 1871 until his death. He also trav-

eled in Europe, particularly in Spain. It was of his personal experi-
ences there that he liked especially to talk, and he seems to have had
warm friends there.

He retired from business early in life and devoted himself to congen-
ial literary pursuits. He was one of the founders of the American Geo-

logical Society and President of the American Ethnological Society. He
filled various offices in the St. Nicholas Society, of which, at his death,
he was the oldest member. He was a life-long member of Trinity
Parish. He was the author of a " Sketch of the language of the Mos-

quito Indians," which was published in the " Transactions of the

American Ethnological Society." Of Oriental tongues, besides Arabic,
he studied Turkish, Persian, Hindustani, and Gujaratti.
His Arabic was chiefly learned at home, by hard study, and by con-

stant teaching from natives whom he chanced to find in New York and
who would come to his house and read with him. At the request of

the late Sir Richard F. Burton, Mr. Cotheal translated the rare Arabic

text of "
Attappa, the Generous." This is published in the sixth vol-

ume of Sir Richard's "
Supplemental Nights."

He was elected a member of the American Oriental Society Septem-
ber 30, 3846, and came to be the oldest living member of the Society.
His presence was to be counted on at the New Haven and New York

meetings, and he more than once entertained the Society at his resi-

dence. He was a Director of the Society for over a quarter of a cen-

tury, from 1865 to 1891. In 1890, he made what was the first gift to it

by way of endowment of a publication fund : to wit, one thousand
dollars. This was reported in the Proceedings for May, 1890, as
" intended by the donor as a nucleus of a Publication Fund, and pre-
scribed by him to be invested, that its interest may be used to help in

defraying the costs of the Journal and Proceedings."
Mr. Cotheal was unmarried. He passed away February 25, 1894, at

his residence in New York. His nephew, Mr. Henry Cotheal Swords of

New York, writes :
" He died, as he had always lived, at peace with all

the world ; and I trust that our last end may be like his."

The Treasurer, Mr. Henry C. Warren, of Cambridge, Mass.,

presented to the Society his accounts and statement for the year
April 6, 1893 to March 29, 1894, and suggested the desirability
of annually appointing an Auditing Committee to examine the

securities of the Society at the place where such securities may be
stored. The Chair appointed gentlemen residing in the neighbor-
hood of Boston : to wit, Professors Toy and Lyon of Cambridge.
To them the Treasurer's accounts, with book and vouchers, and
with report on the state of the funds, were referred. The Commit-
tee reported to the Society and certified that the accounts were in
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due order and properly vouched, and that the funds called for

by the balances were in the possession of the Treasurer. The
usual analytical summary of the General Account follows :

RECEIPTS.

Balance from old account, April 6, 1893 $1,045.96
Assessments (168) for 1893-4 $840.00
Assessments (34) for other years 170.00

Sales of publications 114.26

Income of investments, so far as collected 36.46

Interest on balances of General Account - 30. 50

Supplement to anonymous gift of $1 ,000 8.00

Total collected income of th e year 1
,
199. 22

Total receipts for the year $2,245.18

EXPENDITURES.

Journal, xv. 3, and distribution $212.52

Journal, xvi. 1 (part) 154.12

Proceedings, April, 1893. 138.49

Authors' extras from Journal and Proceedings 31.75

Paper _ 105.10

Job printing 21.00

Postage, express, etc. 33.69

Total disbursements for the year 696.67

Credit balance on Gen'l Account, March 29, 1894 1,548.51

$2,245.18

The supplementary gift of $8 was intended to offset the excess

over $1,000 of the cost of the eight shares of bank-stock (at 126}
in which the original gift was invested.

The interest of the Bradley Type-fund is regularly passed to-

the credit of that fund for further accumulation.

Exclusive of that interest, the amount of the interest, collected

and uncollected, for the year is $110.40, and belongs to the credit

of the General Account.
The state of the funds is as follows :

1893, Jan. 1, Amount of the Bradley Type-fund . _ $1,369.88

Interest for one year 55.32

1894, Jan. 1, Amount of the Bradley Type-fund $1,425.20

Amount of Publication-fund $2,127.19

1894, March 29, Balance of General Account $1,548.51

Total of funds in possession of the Society $5,100.90-

The bills for Journal xvi. 1 have not yet been all presented.
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The Librarian, Mr. Addison Van Name, of New Haven,
presented the following report for the year 1893-94.

The additions to the Society's Library for the year now closing have

been 90 volumes, 87 parts of volumes, 118 pamphlets, and a plaster

cast of the Chaldean Deluge* tablet. The number of titles is now 4,648.

No sales having been reported by the Paris agency* for ten years

past, orders were sent for the return of the volumes of the Journal on

hand, except vols. ii.-v., of which the Society already had a more than

sufficient supply. In accordance with the instructions given, ten sets

of these four volumes were distributed to certain designated libraries

and institutions. From one of these, the Musee Guimet, we have just

received an unexpectedly large return, no less than fifty volumes of

its publications, including twenty-three quarto volumes of the Annales

and twenty volumes of the Revue de Vhistoire des religions. The

Society will no doubt authorize the sending of the volumes of the

Journal needed to complete the Museum's set.

The Imperial Russian Archaeological Society has invited an ex-

change of publications by sending the latest volumes of three separate
series of *ts issues, an invitation which should be promptly accepted.
The standing appropriation of $25 a year for binding voted at the

last meeting has not been expended. There will be a certain advantage
if two years' appropriations may be combined so that $50 may be

available every second year.

During the past summer a much needed rearrangement of the

Society's library was completed by Dr. Oertel, with the aid of Dr.

Haskell, a service for which the thanks of the Society are due to them.

For the Committee of Publication, Professor Lanman reported
as follows : The Proceedings of the Society at Boston and Cam-
bridge, April 6-8, 1893, were issued, as a pamphlet of xlviii

pages and as a part of volume xvi. of the Journal, on the 1st of

June, 1893. The printing of the first half of volume xvi. of the

Journal (260 pages) is so nearly completed that the part can
be issued a few days after the meeting.
The Directors reported by their Scribe, Professor Lanman, as

follows :

1. They had appointed the next meeting of the Society to be
held at Philadelphia at some time during the Christmas week of

1894, in case the American Philological Association or any
of the other Societies addressed by us upon the subject should

finally determine to unite with us in a joint meeting at that time

* The stocks of publications of the Society long held by Messrs. Triibner and

Co. of London, and by the firm F. A. Brockhaus of Leipzig, have now been

returned
;
and likewise those held by Prof. Lanman. The Society has therefore

now no scattered agencies whatever for the sale of its publications, and the entire

stock thereof, along with its library, is gratuitously stored and cared for by the

Yale University Library.
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and place. The Committee on Joint Meeting was continued
over. As eventual Committee of Arrangements had been ap-

pointed the Corresponding Secretary, and Professors Haupt,
Hopkins, and M. Jastrow, Jr. [The next annual business

meeting will be held in the week beginning with Easter (April

14), 1895.]
2. They had appointed, as Committee of Publication for

1894-95, Professors I. H. Hall, Haupt, Lanman, G. F. Moore,
and W. D. Whitney.

3. They had appointed Mr. W. E. Coleman to represent the

Society at the meeting of the Geographical Society, and Messrs.

Brinton, Gottheil, Haupt, and Jackson as delegates to the Ge-
neva Congress: all as noted above, page Hi.

4. They had authorized the exchanges suggested in the Re-

port of the Librarian, and the biennial combination of the annual

appropriations for book-binding.
5. The Directors voted to recommend to the Society that an

invitation be extended to the International Congress of Orien-

talists convening at Geneva in 1894-, to meet in this country in

1897, under the auspices of the American Oriental Society. The
Directors were careful to refrain from committing themselves to

any question of details as to the place of meeting and the Com-
mittee of Arrangements ;

and not to commit the Society to the

expenditure of money.
6. They had voted to recommend to the Society for election

to membership the following persons :

As Corporate Members :

Mrs. Emma J. Arnold, Providence, R. I.
;

Rev. E. E. Atkinson, Belmont, Mass.
;

Hon. Truxton Beale, Washington, D. C.
;

Dr. William Sturgis Bigelow, Boston, Mass.;

Prof. G. R. Carpenter, New York, N. Y.;

Rev. Camden M. Cobern, Ann Arbor, Mich.;

Mr. Ephraim Deinard
, Kearny, N. J. ;

Mr. Joseph H. Durkee, New York, N. Y.
;

Prof. Ernest F. Fenollosa, Boston, Mass. ;

Miss Lucia G. Grieve, New York, N. Y.
;

Rev. J. B. Grossmann, Philadelphia, Pa.;

Prof. Joshua A. Joffe, New York, N. Y.:

Mr. Nobuta Kishiuioto, Okayama, Japan ;

Mr. Robert Lilley, New York, N. Y.;

Prof. Samuel A. Martin, Lincoln University, Pa.
;

Prof. Edward S. Morse, Salem, Mass. ;

Mr. George W. Osborn, Westfield, N. J.
;

Rev. Ismar J. Peritz, Mattapan, Mass.;

Mr. Edward Robinson, Boston, Mass. ;

Mr. Sanford L. Rotter, New York, N. Y.
;

Miss Adelaide Rudolph, New York, N. Y.;
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Mr. Macy M. Skinner, Cambridge, Mass. ;

Mr. A. W. Stratton, Toronto, Canada ;

Miss Cornelia Warren, Boston, Mass,;

Rev. J. E. Werren, Abington, Mass.;

Prof. John H. Wigmore, Evanston, Illinois
;

Rev. Stephen S. Wise, New York, N. Y.;

Rev. A. Yohannan, New York, N. Y. [28.]

The recommendation contained in the fifth paragraph of the

report of the Directors was unanimously adopted by the Society.
And the persons recommended for election to membership, after

ballot duly had, were formally elected.

On Saturday morning, Rev. Dr. Ward, and Professors Toy
and Hopkins, "as Committee on the Nomination of Officers, re-

ported. The Corresponding Secretary, Professor Lanman, who
was elected to that office first in 1884, and had performed the
somewhat similar duties of Secretary of the American Philolo-

gical Association from 1879 to 1884, having expressed a wish,
after fifteen years of such service, to be relieved, the Committee
nominated in his stead Professor Edward Delavan Perry of

Columbia College, New York
; and, for the remaining offices, the

incumbents of the foregoing year. The gentlemen so nominated
were duly elected by the Society. For convenience of reference,
the names of the Board for 1894-95 may here be given :

President Pres. D. C. Oilman, of Baltimore.

Vice-Presidents Dr. William Hayes Ward, of New York
; Prof. C.

H. Toy, of Cambridge ; Prof. Isaac H. Hall, of New York.

Corresponding Secretary Prof. E. D. Perry, of New York.

Recording Secretary Prof. D. G. Lyon, of Cambridge.
Treasurer Mr. Henry C. Warren, of Cambridge.
Librarian Mr. Addison Van Name, of New Haven.
Directors The officers above named : and Professors Bloomfield and

Haupt, of Baltimore ; Mr. Talcott Williams, of Philadelphia ;
Prof. E.

W. Hopkins, of Bryn Mawr
;
Prof. A. L. Frothingham, of Princeton ;

Prof. R. Gottheil, of New York
;
Prof. George F. Moore, of Andover.

In taking the Chair on Friday afternoon, the President of the

Society made a brief address, in which he expressed his grateful

appreciation of the honor that the Society had conferred upon
him.

In assuming the office, in order to be quite familiar with the policy
that had been pursued, he had made it his duty to read with attention

the minutes of the Directors as well as of the Society, during the past
half century ; and he spoke particularly of its new birth in 1857. At
that time, the question had arisen as to the possible enlargement of

resources and membership, and an elaborate report, drawn up by Pro-

fessor Whitney and approved by an able committee, was presented and
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adopted.* This report is still worth consideration. It lays stress upon
the importance of publishing contributions to Oriental learning, as the
chief condition of usefulness and honor. The long series of learned

papers that bear the Society's imprint shows how steadily this principle
has been observed. There are no indications that the standard will be

lowered. On the contrary, the increasing number of scholars in this

country devoted to Oriental learning gives assurance that the Journal
and the Proceedings will continue to publish important contributions

to Oriental science. Thus the highest object of the Society has been
and will be attained.

In respect to the scope which should be given to Oriental studies, the

report of the Committee makes these remarks, which, in view of the

tendency of the Society toward philological studies, are worth repeat-

ing :

" We believe that Oriental studies have a high and positive value for
all who are studying the history of the human race ; that natural his-

tory, that geography, that ethnology, that linguistics, that the history
of religions, of philosophy, of political institutions, of commerce cannot
be pursued without the most constant reference to the Orient. * * *

' We need not fear * * * to welcome into our number any person
who has enlightenment and culture enough to take an interest in our
objects and to be willing to contribute to their furtherance. * * *

"We do not regard Oriental scholarship as a requisite for admission
to the Society, but only that liberal culture which inspires an apprecia-
tion of our objects and a willingness to join heartily in promotiug
them. * * *"

After other introductory words, the Chairman called attention to the

fact that in a very few days, on the twelfth of April, it will be a hun-
dred years since the birth of the distinguished geographer, Edward

Robinson, who held the office of President of the American Oriental

Society for a period of seventeen years, from 1846 to 1863. But few of

the actual members of this association knew him personally. There

are some, however, who remember how constantly he attended the

meetings, which were then held semi-annually, as a general rule in

Boston and New Haven
;
how dignified and courteous he was as a pre-

siding officer ; and how much lustre was derived from his acquisitions
as a scholar and his fame as an explorer. The published memorials of

his life are brief, consisting chiefly of the discourses delivered soon after

his death by his colleagues in the Union Theological Seminary of New
York, Professors Henry B. Smith and Roswell D. Hitchcock ;

but this

brevity is not a reason for serious regrets, because his writings consti-

tute his memoirs, and because the outward incidents of his career were

not of extraordinary interest. He belongs to the class of men wha
confer great benefits upon their generation, and acquire corresponding

renown, by accurate, patient, prolonged, and unostentatious researches,

the results of which are important contributions to human knowl-

edge. Although he was a minister of the Presbyterian church, it is not

as a minister that he is remembered. He secured the reverence of his

* The Committee included Dr. Edward Robinson, President Woolsey, Professor

C. C. Felton, Professor Hadley, and Professor "Whitney.
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pupils, but not so much by the inspiring qualities which were charac-

teristic of his own biblical teacher, Moses Stuart of Andover, as by the

thoroughness of his scholarship and the reputation of his works. As a

grammarian and lexicographer he won distinction, especially in the

early part of his career
;
but his lasting reputation is due to the thor-

ough explorations which he made in the peninsula of Sinai, in the

Desert, and in Palestine. Part of his fame may perhaps be attributed

to the fact that in this modern epoch of scientific researches he was a

pioneer in the field of Biblical geography ;
but far more depends upon

his accuracy and thoroughness, as an observer, a recorder, and an inter-

preter. He would himself award the heartiest praise to his companion
in travel, Rev. Eli Smith, whose name is associated with Robinson's

upon the title page of the Biblical Researches. To his extraordinary

preparations for the journey the most ample references are made, both

in the preface and in the earliest chapter of the narrative, which is based

upon the diaries of both the travelers.

In the archives of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions (the speaker continued) I have recently read the letters which
were addressed by Eli Smith to Dr. Rufus Anderson, one of the Secre-

taries in Boston. I cannot say that they throw much light upon the

well-known Researches in Palestine, but it is more than possible that

they will interest those members of the Society who regard the journey
of Robinson and Smith as an epoch-making expedition. Some extracts

from this correspondence I therefore present to the Society, in com-
memoration of the life which began one hundred years since.

'

Here is added also the substance of President W. Hayes Ward's
address at the meeting in Boston last year (April 7th, 1893 : see

the Proceedings of that meeting, p. vi).

A few gentlemen held an informal meeting, fifty years ago last

August [1842], in the office of John Pickering, of Boston, to consider the

practicability of organizing an American Oriental Society. They ap-

pointed a Committee to draft a constitution. They met again in the

same place on the 7th of September, when the draft was reported,

amended, and adopted. Again they adjourned till October 13th, when
the organization was perfected by the election of John Pickering as

President; William Jenks, Moses Stuart, and Edward Robinson as

Vice-Presidents
;
William W. Greenough as Corresponding Secretary ;

Francis Gardner as Recording Secretary and Librarian ; and John James
Dixwell as Treasurer. The incorporators were John Pickering, William

Jenks, and John J. Dixwell. The first Directors were Rufus Anderson,
Barnas Sears, C. C. Felton, Sidney Willard, and Bela B. Edwards, and
the object of the Society was stated to be the cultivation of learning in

the Asiatic, African, and Polynesian languages.
I ask you now to stop for a moment and look at those names. You

will notice, in the first place, that they do not represent particularly
either Harvard College or Yale College. Professor Felton's name is a

famous one in the history of Harvard, but he was a Grecian, and his
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own studies were not especially in the line of those of the Society of

which he was made one of the original Directors. Yale was not rep-
resented at all. It was inevitable that John Pickering should be
elected first President of the American Oriental Society. It was to his

initiative and that of Rev. Dr. Jenks* that its organization was due.

He was for the first two or three years of its existence its life and soul.

Mr. Pickering was more, perhaps, than any other man we have ever

had our admirable Crichton, or Mezzofanti. He was, according to

Charles Sumner,
" familiar with the English, French, Portuguese,

Italian, Spanish, German, Romaic, Greek, and Latin languages ; less

familiar, but acquainted, with Dutch, Swedish, Danish, and Hebrew ;

and he had explored, with various degrees of care, Arabic, Turkish,

Syriac, Persian, Coptic, Sanskrit, Chinese, Cochin-Chinese, Russian,

Egyptian hieroglyphics, Malay in several dialects, and particularly the

Indian languages of America and the Polynesian islands."

He was invited by Harvard College to the chair of Hebrew, and
afterward of Greek, and declined both. He was pioneer in the study
of the languages and antiquities of our American Indians. He wrote
numerous books and papers, of which the one which will now be best

remembered is his dictionary of the Greek language. Pickering's
Lexicon succeeded Hedericus and Schrevelius in the use of our schools

in the first half of the century, and did not lose its currency even down
to the time when Liddell and Scott took and possessed the field. He
was also a lawyer in full practice, City Solicitor for Boston, State Sen-

ator, and reviser and editor of the Statutes of Massachusetts. Such
a man was a whole Oriental Society in himself, and his decease so

soon after its organization seemed at first to be fatal to its survival.

The two oldest foreign Missionary Societies were very definitely rep-
resented in the two directors Rufus Anderson and Barn as Sears. It

was more than anything else to provide a place where the grammatical,

geographical, and historical studies of missionaries could be received

and published, that the American Oriental Society was founded.

Rufus Anderson was the most distinguished director of missionary
work that this country has ever seen. He was a tall, smooth-shaven,

very dignified and very positive man, and made one great mistake in

the conduct of the mission work under his charge. He undervalued

the direct and indirect work of education, and to this day the injury
is felt which resulted from his suppressing certain advanced schools

after his visit to India. While he was not a contributor himself of

articles to be read at the meetings of the Society, his hearty coopera-
tion was of great value, as encouraging the missionaries under his

care to prepare and send valuable contributions.

Barnas Sears, Professor in Newton Theological Seminary, was closely

related to the second foreign Missionary Society organized in this coun-

try, and which found its field in what was then the almost utterly un-

known land of Burmah. But to the public Barnas Sears was known as

* See Proceedings for May, 1875, p. iii (Journal, vol. x., p. cix).
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one of the very foremost representatives of education in this country,
not simply as connected with seminary or college, but by his activity
in all matters which concerned public education. He was no more of

an Orientalist than Dr. Rufus Anderson, but his sympathy was genuine
and his help hearty.

An entirely different class of men was represented by Moses Stuart,
Edward Robinson, and Bela B. Edwards. These men were scholars

such as we cannot easily equal, the men who first introduced our

youth to German learning. Moses Stuart was the pioneer of Hebrew
studies in America, Professor of Hebrew at Andover Seminary, a man
of free, open, and honest mind, thoroughly devoted to the truth, the

author of excellent Hebrew grammars and Chrestomathies, and of

numerous able commentaries and learned discussions and excursuses.

If any man in this country was the morning star of Oriental learning,
it was Moses Stuart, a man far in advance of his day. I never saw him,

although I learned as a boy to believe him the chief of American schol-

ars, and I went to Andover Academy in time to hear, ten years after

the organization of the Society, the commemorative funeral discourse

preached at the opening of the term following his death. As might be

expected, he was a theologian as well as an Orientalist ; but his singu-

larly candid mind always put him in advance of the conservatives of

his day, although I remember that it did not prevent him from defend-

ing the paternal institution of African slavery against the intemperate
attacks of the troublesome Abolitionists.

Edward Robinson was a younger man, who lived for a while in Pro-

fessor Stuart's family, and was induced by him to devote himself to

Oriental studies. He was then in the prime of his power, and had the

year before published his famous "Biblical Researches" in Germany
and the United States. His edition of Gesenius' Hebrew Lexicon had
not yet appeared, nor his Hebrew grammar. The young Hebrew stu-

dents of the day still used Stuart's Grammar and Chrestomathy, and
Gibbs's Lexicon. I well remember Edward Robinson, and indeed I

recited to him a few times while he was still teaching in Union Theo-

logical Seminary, but in feeble health, in 1857. He was a bluff, some-

what gruff man, strongbodied and large, with a kind heart under a

rough exterior. I recall a recitation in the Harmony of the Gospels
for at this time he had ceased to teach the Old Testament in which,
when he had mentioned Good Friday, one of the junior theological stu-

dents from Puritan New England asked him in perfect innocence, and
with an ignorance that did not all surprise me,

" What part of the year
does Good Friday come on?" "Are you," was his severe reply, "from

Connecticut, and don't you know that Fast Day always comes on Good

Friday ?" We all of us knew the annual Fast Day, if we did not know
Good Friday. Moses Stuart and Edward Robinson were the fathers of

a real school of Hebrew students, and he created an enthusiasm in Sem-
itic studies which might have borne much more fruit if the time had
been ripe for it, as it was ripe when men of our own day created a new
interest in the same studies. But then little advance seemed possible.

There was no key to the Semitic problems. Scholars seemed able to
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go only round and round in the same circle, and so enthusiasm was
soon dampened. Besides, the key to Aryan languages was then found
in the new study of Sanskrit, which attracted all the attention of our
ambitious young men. And yet Moses Stuart and Edward Robinson
were pioneers to whom we cannot give too much credit. Even the best

methods of modern teaching were not unfamiliar to them. The Sem-

inary method, of which we make so much, was familiar to them, if I

may judge from a single specimen of their labors which I found a day
or two ago in looking over some pamphlets belonging to my father,

who was one of Moses Stuart's pupils, and a member of the class which

prepared this pamphlet. It is a collection of all the quotations in the

New Testament, arranged in parallel columns, giving the Hebrew and

Septuagint forms from the Old Testament, with the quotations as they
stand in the New Testament, and prepared by the junior class of Ando-
ver Theological Seminary, under the superintendence of Moses Stuart,

and published in 1827. The texts of both Greek and Hebrew are the

latest and best available, the Septuagint being taken from that of the

Vatican manuscript.
Bela B. Edwards, another of Moses Stuart's pupils, was a yet younger

man, and a very brilliant scholar ; but he died at an earlier age. I will

not stop to recount his career and character, but I have mentioned
these men as the typical Oriental scholars of their time. All that the

schools of the day could do for Oriental studies was to teach Hebrew
to theological students, with a little Syriac to those who wanted it.

It is at first surprising that, with so many theological seminaries,

every one of which had a professor of Hebrew, there was so little done
worth recording. It was only a very few enterprising men like Moses

Stuart and Edward Robinson that attempted anything new and credit-

able
;
the rest simply taught the dry rules of grammar, as the grammar

gave it, to their pupils. There was not a professor of any Semitic lan-

guage in any of our colleges or universities, with the sole remarkable

exception, soon to be mentioned, of Edward E. Salisbury in Yale Col-

lege. Indeed, there was no professor of Arabic in Harvard, our oldest

University, until, not many years ago, our own Professor Toy was
called to the chair of Semitics. The reason is clear the time was not

ripe for any unifying principles which should give basis for compara-
tive study. Among the Aryan languages, Comparative Grammar was
in its infancy ; and outside of that family, where the key had been

found in Sanskrit, it was unknown.
I have said that the organization of the American Oriental Society

was perfected at the October meeting in 1842 by the election of the first

board of officers. At the next May meeting, in 1 843, the President

read an admirable introductory address, in which he outlined the pur-

poses of the Society and the advantages which it possessed, and then

gave a general view of the progress of Oriental studies up to that time.

One who now observes that our country is full of young and ambitious

scholars devoted to these studies in our institutions of learning will be

surprised to see that it was not to such men that our first President

looked for the learned papers which should justify the existence of the
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Society, but chiefly to the missionaries in foreign lands. It was they

only, or travelers like Edward Robinson, that seemed to have any
opportunity to make original researches. We must look, he said, to

the "intelligent and energetic American missionaries and scholars

who are now spread over some of the most interesting regions of the

civilized East and of uncivilized Polynesia." There are, he added,
" more American missionaries masters of these languages than of any
other nation on the globe." On these men he depended ; but he

pointed with special pride to the monumental work of Edward Robin-

son, issued the year before. Then he cast his eye over the entire globe,

but stopped a moment in Egypt, where, he said, it is now proved that

history goes back as far as the nineteenth century before Christ, in

Carthage, Phenicia, Asia Minor, in the Nestorian country of Persia,

where Justin Perkins had honorable mention, and in Mesopotamia,
whose records were yet ut3excavated.

It is interesting, now that Cuneiform literature holds so prominent
a place in our studies, to hear President Pickering speak thus of the

few cuneiform inscriptions then known, mostly from Persia: "The
eminent Dr. Grotefend, of Frankfort, has recently applied himself to

the task of deciphering them, and his success thus far does the greatest
credit to his learning and sagacity." Only the Persepolitan was known,
and the angular style of the writing shows, said he, that the cuneiform

characters were used "exclusively for the purpose of engraving on

stone, and were never intended for the ordinary purposes of writing."
It is evident that libraries of cuneiform writing to be unburied in every
ancient city were then unimagined. Not yet were the names of

Rawlinson, Oppert, Hincks, and Norris known to the world.

After going the circuit of the East and of Polynesia, attracted to the

latter region by the labors of the missionaries in the Sandwich Islands,

President Pickering makes one observation which was a prophecy, and
which anticipated what proved to be almost a complete revolution in

the work of the Society and in the linguistic scholarship of the country.
These words deserve to be quoted. He says (JAOS. i. 42) :

"It is a high gratification to every American, who values the reputa-
tion of his native land, to know, that some of our young countrymen are
now residing in Germany that genial soil of profound learning with a
view to the acquisition of the Sanscrit language ; and that we shall
one day have the fruits of their learning among us."

To this was appended the following note :

"Since this Address was delivered, one of our countrymen has
returned from Germany, with a rich collection of Oriental manuscripts
(formerly in De Sacy's library), and a valuable body of works in Sans-
crit literature

; which, it is said, are to accompany him to the ancient
and respectable College at New Haven."

That young man was Edward E. Salisbury, who had gone to Yale

College to take the chair of the Sanskrit and Arabic languages, and also

w^as destined to become very soon after this the Corresponding Secre-

tary, and to take 011 his willing and capable shoulders the burden of the

Society, to prepare or secure its papers, and to pay the expense of their
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publication. That chief burden he bore until, in 1857, he succeeded in

shifting the responsibility of the office upon William D. Whitney, the
most distinguished scholar among all the names on our records.

Such was the origin of the American Oriental Society in 1842, just

twenty years after the organization of the Asiatic Society of France,
and nineteen years after the organization of the Royal Asiatic Society of

England. The German Oriental Society, it may surprise us to recall,

was organized in Dresden in 1844, two years after the American Orien-

tal Society, and the first number of its Zeitschrift, issued in 1846, has

an article on Oriental studies in America, prepared, I think, by Bela B.

Edwards, in which a very handsome tribute is paid to the excellent

work of Edward Robinson, Eli Smith, and others, and mention is made
of the publications of this Society and of the excellent introductory ad-

dress of Mr. Pickering, whose death is lamented, as he was the life of

the Society, and it had seemed to be in a state of suspended animation
since his decease.

The first article in the first issue of the Journal of the American
Oriental Society, following the President's address, is on Buddhism,
and is by Edward E. Salisbury. Every other article in this volume
and the same is very nearly true of the second is by some American mis-

sionary. One of these, on the Zulu language, is by Lewis Grout, and
it is a remarkable fact that he offers an article for this meeting on a

kindred topic. In vol. iv. there are twelve articles, ten by missionaries,

one by Edward E. Salisbury, and one by William D. Whitney. Professor

Whitney's first contribution to our Journal is in the Second Part of

vol. iii. and is on " the Main Results of the Later Vedic Researches in

Germany."
Such was, in brief, the condition of Oriental studies in the United

States during the first four years after the organization of the Ameri-

can Oriental Society. Then followed immediately what we may call

our Sanskrit era. From this time the two men who carried the Oriental

Society on their shoulders, and who gave it its fame and glory, were

Edward E. Salisbury, the elder scholar, and his distinguished pupil,

William D. Whitney. Philology had found its key. The great school

of American philologists found their teacher and master at " the ancient

and respectable College at New Haven." The generous expenditure of

time, labor, and money by these two men in behalf of this Society is

beyond all praise.

During the session of Saturday morning, a telegram was
received from Professor Theodore F. Wright, who had meantime
returned to Cambridge, to the effect that permission had been

granted by Government to the authorities of the Palestine Explo-
ration Fund to conduct excavations for two years in Jerusalem.

Mr. Talcott Williams, a member of the Executive Committee
on the Babylonian Section of the Archaeological Association of

the University of Pennsylvania, announced that explorations had
been resumed at Niffer by Mr. John Henry Haynes, who had

prosecuted the work with great success during the past year, and

would be kept in the field for a year to come.
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Rev. Dr. Ward presented the following minute, and added
some fitting words showing how great have been the services of

Professor Salisbury to the Society. By vote of the Society, the

minute was adopted for record and for transmission to Professor

Salisbury.

The American Oriental Society, at its annual meeting in New York,
this the thirtieth day of March, 1894, remembering with gratitude

the eminent services rendered for many years to it, and through it to

American scholarship, by its oldest living member and most efficient

founder, Edward Elbridge Salisbury of New Haven, Connecticut,
desires heartily to congratulate him on occasion of his eightieth

birthday, now almost attained, and to express its fervent wish that

he may long continue to encourage and aid it with his interest and
his counsels.

In the program for the meeting, the Corresponding Secretary
had ventured to insert the following paragraph :

The plan of the sessions allows about nine hours for the presentation
of communications. It is evident that, in fairness to all, no one

speaker has a right to more than fifteen minutes for the presentation
of any one single communication. It is, moreover, palpably inappro-

priate to read a long or a highly technical paper before persons of so

varied interests as are they who now compose the Society. It is there-

fore suggested that in case of such papers no attempt be made to read

the manuscript ;
but that a resume of the paper be given, along with a

brief account of the methods employed in reaching the conclusions.

It is believed that the results of an enforcement of such a rule on the

part of the presiding officer would commend the rule to the hearty

approval of the Society.

The suggestion was in fact adopted as a rule, and was enforced
with all desirable strictness by the Chair, and with excellent

effect. If a continuance of this rule should also prove effectual,
for a time at least, in staving off what is proposed as an other-

wise inevitable division of the Society into Aryan and Semitic
sections for the reading of papers, no one can doubt that we
should all be the gainers.
The suggestion was made that all papers be handed in some

weeks prior to the meeting and distributed in print to the

members before they leave their homes, so that the time now
devoted to reading might be free for discussion

;
but such a

course would appear for the present hardly feasible.

The Society held four formal sessions, all in the Room of the

Trustees of Columbia College. The afternoon sessions of Thurs-

day and Friday began at about three o'clock
;
and the morning

sessions of Friday and Saturday, at about half-past nine. To
break the continuity of the sessions, several recesses of five

minutes were taken. Between the morning and afternoon ses-

sions of Friday, certain New York members entertained the

VOL. XVI. H
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Society at luncheon at No. 54 East Forty-ninth Street, opposite
the College. On Friday evening, at about seven o'clock, some

thirty-five members dined together at Hotel Wellington. Both on
on Thursday evening, and also on Friday evening after the dinner, a

very considerable number of the members met informally in a pleas-
ant hall, and spent several hours in agreeable social intercourse.

It was voted that the thanks of the Society be sent to the

authorities of Columbia College for their hospitality, and to the

Committee of Arrangements for their work, which accomplished
much for the comfort and pleasure of the members and for the

success of the meeting.
Final adjournment was had on Saturday at 12.35 p. M.

The following communications were presented :

1. Report of progress of work upon Buddhaghosa's Visuddhi-

Magga ; by Henry C. Warren, of Cambridge, Mass.

Several years ago I 'began to make translations from the Buddhist

Scriptures as contained in the Pali language. My plan was by a series

of translations to present Buddhist doctrine in Buddhist phraseology,
so to speak. The work has proved very pleasant. The thoughts, the

dialectic, the point "of view, the whole mental and moral atmosphere
in which one is immersed, in the study of native Buddhist texts, are

each and all so different from anything to which we Occidentals are

accustomed, and so much that seemed important truth rewarded iny

search, that, though the work has grown but slowly, my interest has

never flagged.

In order the better to carry out my plan of giving a consistent view

of Buddhist teaching, it was necessary to consult and, if possible,

master Buddhaghosa's Visuddhi-Magga. Buddhaghosa was a Buddhist

convert who flourished in the fourth century of our era. He wrote in

Pali, and his masterpiece is, no doubt, this same Visuddhi-Magga, which,

being interpreted, is
' The Way of Purity,' or ' The Way of Salvation.'

This Visuddhi-Magga is a treasure-house of Buddhist doctrine, and
elaborates in an orderly, systematic manner the Buddhist plan of sal-

vation.

As the Visuddhi-Magga, however, is only to be had in native manu-

script, I had recourse to one owned by Prof. T. W. Rhys Davids,

Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society, and began to transcribe. It

seems almost impossible to understand a Pali work written on palm-
leaves until it has first been transcribed. The natives do not divide

the words, and they make use of almost no devices to help the eye, so

that it becomes a question of spelling one's way along letter by letter,

and it is hardly possible to read currently. Accordingly I was obliged
to copy, and to copy not once but a number of times, and thus I found

inyself editing the Visuddhi. In order to better the readings of the

passages I wanted to translate, I obtained from Rev. Richard Morris,

of England, another palm-leaf manuscript, written like the first one,

in the Singhalese character. As these two manuscripts, however,
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were very similar, and repeated each other's mistakes, and as I now
felt myself fairly embarked on the task of editing the Visuddhi, I

borrowed the copy belonging to the India Office Library of London,
England. This is a very correct manuscript in large Burmese charac-

ters, and on it I rely as much as on both the others put together.

Lastly, a fourth manuscript has just been received, written like the

India Office Library copy in the Burmese character, and, so far as I have

yet had opportunity to judge, with very similar readings.
Thus the volume of translations and the editing of the Visuddhi

have gone on hand in hand ; but the volume of translations, as having
been first undertaken, I am intending to publish first. In fact, the

first chapter is being printed, and the electroplates made ; but the next

three chapters occasion me more difficulty, and are still in a backward
condition. As they are largely of a philosophical character, and
contain with the fifth and last chapter what will make some seventy-
five printed pages of translations from the Visuddhi

; and as, moreover,
there is much of a technical nature in the Visuddhi which must be

mastered in order to understand the thought, my progress in my
volume of translations is conditioned by my comprehension of the

Visuddhi ; and, per contra, in order to edit properly I must understand

what I am editing, and to that end translation is greatly helpful.

Thus I do not find it advantageous to let one undertaking far outrun

the other, and hence also it seems impossible at present to fix the date

when either one will be finished. However, two complete type-
written copies of the Visuddhi have been made, and about a third of

another one. My design is to have this third copy be the last, for there

would appear to be no need of a fourth complete revision. Therefore

I am in hopes that, when this third copy is finished and the various

readings have been affixed, it will be fit to send to the printers.

2. On the Sacrifices D and D Dfr* in the Marseilles

Inscription ; by Professor George A. Barton, of Bryn Mawr Col-

lege, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

It will be remembered that in the Marseilles inscription mention is

made of three different kinds of sacrifices, which are respectively called

^D , niTl^ ,
and ^3 D^^ . Of these, the H^ltf is sufficiently

explained in the Corpus Inseriptionum Semiticarum. The exact mean-

ing of the other two is, however, much debated.

As to ^0 , Vogue and Blau think this word an adjective descrip-

tive of the fl^tf , corresponding to the Hebrew Q*OH The following

uses of the word in Hebrew may be urged in support of this opinion :

^D *3 Tp$>
'

thy beauty for it was perfect,' Eze. xvi. 14
; fi*?'

1

??

*5*
'

perfect in beauty,' Eze. xxvii. 3. This view is, however, shown to

be incorrect by the inscription itself ; for we have in 1. 3. ^M in

the case of a ^^^ ,
where ^7^0 *s evidently the name of a sacrifice.

Saulcy, Munk, Schroder, Meier, Halevy, and the editors of the Corpus
are therefore in the right when they maintain that there are three sac-
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rifices, and not two only, mentioned here. The Corpus translates

'holocaust,' and in this follows the Hebrew usage. Cf. Lev. vi. 15,

ItOpn ^7^3 iTiiT
1

?
*
** snaU ^e to Yahwe a holocaust, burned as

incense;' LeV vi. 16, ^Nfl N*? tVrtft ^3 \fl3 JimD'
1?^

T v : T T :

'

every minkhath of the priest shall be a holocaust ; it shall not be

eaten;' Deut. xiii. 17, HDPTj ^Ifi"^ fSpH r\^^3T^}
nirr

1

? y?3 fffi^^fW. ^yn-ri^ tr>b 99*1^1
'and its

spoil thou shalt gather together unto the midst of the street, and thou

shalt burn the city with fire ;
it is a holocaust to Yahwe ;' 1 Sam. vii. 9,

nifT*? y?5 n*?iy rr^i -117$ ^n n^tp ^xio^' npn and

Samuel took a fat lambj and offered it as a burnt offering, a holocaust

to Yahwe.'

From these examples it is clear that
{^3 means ' holocaust '

in

Hebrew, and there are no Hebrew examples to be adduced on the other

side. It does not, however, follow from this that it had the same

meaning in Phoenician. Indeed, our present inscription abundantly

proves that it did not have that meaning. It prescribes that in the case

of an ox as a *J
1

J3 the priest should have three hundred shekels of

flesh,* and that in the case of a calf as a *^h}3 ne should have one hun-

dred and fifty shekels of flesh. Whence was the flesh to come, if not

from the victim? Moreover, the hide, the viscera, the feet, and the

rest of the flesh went to the owner of the sacrifice. Whether the owner
offered all this as a burnt offering, or retained a portion for himself,

does not appear. It may be supposed that he offered it, but this cannot

be proved. When the victims were smaller animals, as rams, lambs,

kids, and birds, the priest received a money-payment only. Were these

then real holocausts? It is uncertain
;
for in some cases, as when the

victim was a lamb or a kid, the hide etc. went to the worshiper.
When the victim was an ox or a calf, therefore, we are sure that the

offering was not a holocaust
;
and we cannot be sure that it was so in

all the other cases.

It appears, therefore, that the
L
?

1

J3 did not signify a holocaust, but

was a technical name for a sacrifice the exact nature of which is not

yet known.

Is the nature of the ^^3 D^t^ clear? In this phrase the

appears to have been the name of the sacrifice, and the ^^ an adjec-

tive describing it. If so, the adjective meant '

complete
'

or '

whole,' if

we may reason from Hebrew analogy.

The root-meaning of D
1?^ was * be whole.' If etymology were,

therefore, to have any weight, we should conclude that this sacrifice

was designed to renew the bond of union between the worshiper and

* It is true that this statement rests on an emended passage of the text, but of

the correctness of the emendation there can be no doubt. The reasons for it are

patent to all, and in it all agree.
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his god. Among the Hebrews the etymological meaning is supported

by several statements of the literature. For example, Deut. xxvii. 7,

rfi-j^ rnrr ^5*7 nrtofcn DB> r)
1

?^) wxhip man 'sacri-

fice D^D
1

?^* and eat there, and rejoice before Yahwe thy God.' Here

D'D
1?^ is a survival of the old commensal idea of sacrifice. Lev. xix.

5 reads JiniTQfl D
1

HlH 0*01 PO?. IPQn 'SI 'when

ye offer sacrifices of &?& to Yahwe, ye shall offer them that ye

may be accepted.' From Lev. iii. 3, vii. 31, etc., we learn that the fat

of the D^t^ was burned on the altar, and the inwards without the

camp, and that the flesh was eaten. Lev. vii. 11-21 divides the

D^D
1

?^ i 11^ thank-offerings and vow-offerings : cf. Prov. vii. 14.

Whether a similar ritual existed, and similar distinctions held, in Phoe-

nicia, we have no means of knowing. The analogy of /}^ as a sacri-

fice would lead us to think not. The term Q
1

?^ has disappeared from
the Carthage tablet. We have also no means of determining the exact

force of ^O in the compound expression. It may have applied either

to the victim, implying that the whole was a D^J^ or to the idea of

the root D /^> implying that it effected a complete wholeness between
the god and the worshiper. The former supposition is more in accord-

ance with the analogies of primitive thought, and is to be preferred.

3. Description of the Semitic manuscripts in the library of

the Hartford Theological Seminary ; by Professor Duncan B.

Macdonald, of Hartford, Conn.

I. SYRIAC.

Four fragments of lectionaries (Peshita and Harqlensian text), all in

very similar hands, closely resembling Plate VII. in the facsimiles

given in Wright's Cat. of the Syr. Mss. in the Brit. Mus., but more

regular and angular. They resemble, also, but by no means so closely,

Plate XIV., being much finer in outline and not so clumsy.
A. A double leaf of vellum, not the inner leaf of a gathering ; double

cols.; 43 x 31,* written part 26 x 20, between cols. 2.5
;
a full line aver-

ages 11 letters ; single point punctuation and colored ornaments ; Harq.
text.

F. la. John xv. 26-xvi. 3
;
then 1-^ica.^. j.A.^c55 csio (colored orna-

ment across page) U*50
^' ^-'^? j-^*.s r.

b. Colored ornament across page, then ,-~ao _.

F. 2a. J-oaXr: lie 0^9 |Z^Z? UiA.^r~ ? U.io9 ? ; Luke v. 17-20.

&. Luke v. 20-25.

B. A fragment cut out apparently for the sake of a painting of Christ

raising the dead, which fills one side. On the other, in double cols.,

Luke xxiv. 4-6, 9-10. Breadth of written portion 21, between cols. 2.5 ;

* All measurements are given in centimetres.
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a full line averages 11 letters ; single point punctuation ; small orna-
ments between verses 4 and 5, 9 and 10 . Harq. text.

C. A single vellum leaf, much shriveled and damaged by fire
; double

cols.; written portion 28 x 19, between cols. 1
;
a full line averages 11

letters ; single point punctuation ;
rubrics in red and gold ;

Peshita

text.

a.
V-A-I^-LM a]- <_:so

|

wA-o]? l*~*r~
|
w^^:,^*^ ^J-D

|
jioj? . John xii.

12-17.

b. John xii. 17-22
; at foot of col. 2 a rubric of 8 lines, but much

damaged.
D. A single vellum leaf

; double cols.; 43 x 32, written portion 30 x 21,

between cols. 2.5
; a full line averages 10 letters ; single point punctua-

tion
; rubrics and colored ornaments : Harq. text.

a. [Pjjaoie Lpo^ o . Luke xiii. 22-28.

b. Luke xiii. 28-30 ; then, in a small hand,

|
]"\]n (along margin ^P S * m r ?o )

. Then, in a larger hand,

. ^J^c-^j l^cc^? |
>c~g-o wiX4,? *ajt9

| )^9e-c9, then, at head of col. 2, John

iv.46-50.

Marginal readings : in Luke xiii. 25, f=> ^*s for ^so ^J^] in John

iv. 47, joci ^^f> for |cci ,^1^ .

fit may, perhaps, serve as an explanation of so elaborate a descrip-

tion of such small fragments, that they are to be regarded as specimens
from an as yet untouched collection in Kurdistan. So far as the evi-

dence goes, we may have here a new find of 8th Century MSS.
; and, as

efforts are being made to get at them, further information may be

looked for.]

IT. ARABIC.

1. Kufi Qur'an fragment.
One very large oblong vellum leaf, written on both sides but mounted

in such a manner that only the writing on one side is accessible
;
size

of leaf as it remains, 54.5 x 49, of written part 48 x 45.5
; 25 lines

;
a

rounded regular hand, sloped slightly backwards, and with much
closer resemblances to Plate LIX. in the Palaeographical Society's Fac-

similes (dated by Wright in the 8th century) than to any other Kufi

text I have seen ; but it is firmer and more rounded, and the slope back-

wards is not so marked
;

it is absolutely different from the usual stiff

artificial Kufi
;
words divided between lines ; at the end of line 13 there

is a little stroke to fill out the line, thus ,
and the rest of the word,

*Jo , comes in the next line
; no vowels ;

diacritical points sparingly

given, in the shape of short slanting lines
;
and divisions of verses are

similarly marked (except end of verse 95, where there is no mark); but

all these are apparently later additions, for the ink is much blacker and
fresher ; terminal ornament to 1. 14 (end of v. 92) this certainly by

original hand, and just before it stand three slanting lines belonging to
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the later verse divisions
;
the page that is accessible contains Sura xi.,

v. 86, (j^UJ! !^[**dU>i'V]j,
to v. 98, .,j^X+J IcXxJ ; there is no ruling

visible.

There are the following differences of orthography from the Qur'aii

text as given in Flugel and in Fleischer's Baidawl (compare generally

Noldeke, Geschichte des Qordns, pp. 248 ff.): The alif of prolongation

is omitted in LJtp! 1. 5, ^IllLl
1. 8,

"
SLitf! 1. 9, ILi 1. 12,

16
>

jWiSlXS
I- 20

> v!*i I- 21, jjJ^Li 1. 25, and in all

the cases of the vocative L> ,
viz. 11. 3, 6, 10, 15, 17, 19

; the alif with

9 ^f- 9 I of
hamza is omitted in 1&> L ! 1. 6(N61d., p. 254); in 1. 8

*.Xx^j!
and in 1. 16

dLsjJ are written for I^Lgj! and ^JIIjJ ;
in 1. 5 C&3 (accepting

the later diacritical points) is read for iLwio in Baidawi's text, but he

gives &LwwO as a various reading (compare alsoNold., p. 258) ;
but in the

text given with the Calcutta edition of az-Zamakhshari's Kashshdf
> I o*

several of these words are written as in this fragment *._X__x-^.-j! ,

- ' - ' ' o'- < o ^f
Jwo , ^*A^* , dU4^>-J , |<U-V-Jty

and j in all the

cases of the vocative ;
in the Qur'an lithographed by Drugulin in 1890

from a MS. of A. H. 1094 I find the first three of these, and the first

two are in the Qur'an MS. of A. H. 978 in the Seminary library. I give
these details as an addition to the growing proof of our need of a relia-

ble Qur'an text. No one could describe Flugel's edition as reliable, and
Fleischer edited Baidawi, not the Qur'an. The. following extracts from

p. 167 of the
jsrjj-i ^fr ,^^** *x*w

IwwwJjLfLdJ! (on the margin of Ibn al-Qasih's Commentary on the Shdti-

blya, Cairo, A. H. 1304) may be of interest as to two of the above read-

ings : fy &oUJt JijoL
(Js-aajj ^Lloyi!

Li* (d_j|

vJLv.a,^vJL ^ i'l_^ f!^ ^jo jjjo Lg-L^wJ I n jj

^!
JU Lu ^Uxi M ^ ^ ^ ^ --' * On - 18 in the

he explains

^ j aJJ!
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lift

2. Qur'an of A. H. 978.

Carefully written on Oriental glazed paper ; fully pointed and, gener-

ally, with the waqf signs (Kosegarten, Gramin. arab., p. 88
; Diction-

ary of the technical terms used in the sciences of the Musalmans, pp.
1498-1500

; as-Suyuti, 'Itqan, Calc. edit., pp. 195 ff.; Cairo edit, of A. H.

1306, pp. 87 ff.; Nold., Gesch., pp. 352 ff.). Consists at present of 329

leaves, but one is missing between F. 326 and F. 327 (contained Suras

xciii. xcvi.): gatherings @ 5, but so many leaves have been mounted
that the later gatherings cannot be distinguished ; size of page,
20.5 x 15

;
of written parts, 13.5 x 7.5 ;

13 11. to the page ; catchwords
to leaves

;
no ruling visible

; Sura titles, sections, and pausal signs in

red
;
has been carefully collated, with corrections on margin ; on 6 of

last leaf came last words of UJI S\-** and an Arabic-Turkish

oocolophon : ^JJ|
<jyiJ (sic) +[+3

^U^vJ!
lAJkfl

|*>L^
*l JuJI Jtet &+

s4>~uw
p-** ;-^

>xftAJ! [sic] tXoiJ! ^*-o! ^L*J>
x-U! K^x

-^ ^
"

Stamped oriental leather binding ; bookplate with D. G. IOHANNES
WILHELMUS D. S. I. C. M. A. & W.

|

EX BIBLIOTHECA SERENIS-
SIM^: DOMUS

|

SAXO-ISENACENSIS.
3. Al-Ghazzali ('Abu Hamid Muhammad b. M. b. M.) ash-Shafi'i

Minhdj al-*Abidln, and three books of the 'Ihya al- Ulum. A. H. 850.

Written in a legible hand on Oriental glazed paper, without vowels,.

but with many diacritical points ; rulings with dry point (the SyttuiuO?),

as also slanting on the margin for notes ; many marginal notes and
corrections ; catchwords to leaves ;

section-titles and divisions in red ;

174 leaves
;
17 gatherings @ 5 + 1 @ 2(?) ; the second leaves of the first

and last gatherings are lost ; leaves la and 6, 1096, and 173-4a and b

are blank ;
27 11. to page ; size of page 27 x 18, of written part 17 x 12.

Contains, on leaves 3-109, 37-40 of jJt 1*-^ ^^^ '
beinS

the last sections of the 4th (^L^sLj! *J>>)
and last quarter of the-

work : compare Gosche, pp. 254 ff. The titles of the sections are :
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(37) xjyjj VU5"; (38) JUS! vJ!
;
iU>wwLsxJ! vjLxT; (39) jCftxJt v^Utf;

(40) sjuu Lo cj4Ji v$^<3 ^Lx5^: they correspond to Vol. iv., pp.

327 end of Cairo ('Azhariya) edit, of A. H. 1302 ; the beginning of 37

is missing down to aJo^LtJ! /5^Lo *j ^^ , p. 327, 1. 26 of above

edit. ;
on leaves 110-171 is

^.jJolxJ! _L^wo ^Lc5^, complete down

to 2UOJU
(^!*

LuJLe. , p. 89, 1. 30 of Cairo (Maimuniya) edit, of A. H.

1305
; the closing four lines and the colophon were on the lost leaf, 172 ;

on leaf 109a is colophon to the '

Ihya al- Ulum (in this and in other

notes I supply diacritical points, which are mostly lacking) :

[sic] jjj

xJJ! U^ xiUJ! [?]

On the margin there comes in the same hand :

SJucXe. ^3 ^-Lt
iO-LUu) aJJ! J^sx? i-L

v>.j>Lxj

On the blank pages there are several notes scribbled in very illegible

hands, of which the following may be of some interest :

... --t

^o /-ft-w-> i^LJ -ix! ^ [?] 1

LiLo
I^Aj

aJJ! sl-wcot

JJ

aJJ! *--Cw .j -xLt
jj-guoU*.

.sLxj ^.xJL*J! ^ aJJ

J4JI
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yJJ tX4.il

This volume has apparently been a Waqf at one time ; for on leaf la

stands viLo rl>x? LJW* On the same page : Ex bibliotheca ducali

Hilpertohusana. Stamped oriental leather binding ; book-plate as No. 2.

4-5. Al-'Idrisi (the Sharif 'Abu <Abd Allah b. Muhammad b. M. b.

'Abd Allah b. 'Idris) Nuzhat al-mushtdq fi ikhtirdq al-dfdq.
A very careful collation (with Roman abridgment

' e typographia

Medicea,' 1592?) of the Oxford MSS., Pococke 375 and Grav. 42,

DCCCLXXXIV. and DCCCLXXXVIL, in Bibl. Bodl Cat. Vol. I., p. 192.

The collator was Rev. George Cecil Renouard, and in the second vol-

ume the date 13 Aug., 1823, is given. At the end of the first volume is

the following note : Extraits du traite de geographic d'Edrisi d'apres les

deux exemplaires de la bibliotheque d'Oxford, et collation de quelques

passages des deux manuscrits, par le reverend George Cecil Renouard,

qui avait enterpris une edition du texte arabe avec une version anglaise.

C'est ici le premier volume. Les deux volumes m'ont ete offerts par
M. Renouard le 30 Juin, 1854, dans une lettre datee de Swanscombe,
Dartford, Kent. Reinaud.

The collation extends over Climate I., parts 1-10, II. 1-7, III. 1-5,

and IV. 1. Of the Oxford MSS. there have already been used by Dozy
and de Goeje in the Description de VAfrique et de I'Espagne,

Climates I. 1-5, II. 1-4, III. 1-4, and IV. 1.; by Gildemeister, in Idrisii

Palcestina et Syria (Bonn, 1885 : compare, too, Rosenrnuller, Analecta

arabica III.), III. 5 and IV. 5 (extracts); by Schiaparelli and Amari, in

UItalia descritta nel " Libro del re Ruggero
"
(Rome, 1883), IV. 2 and 3,

V. 2 and 3; by Amari, in Biblioteca Arabo-Sicula (Leipzig, 1857), IV. 2.

This leaves a comparatively small unpublished part for which this col-

lation is available. In view of Gildemeister's note on p. \?\ ,
it may be

worth mentioning that Renouard read the date of Pococke 375 as A. H.

960, in opposition to Gagnier's 806 and Uri's 906. Dozy read it as 860.

From a notice prefixed to Lee's translation of Ibn Batuta (London,

1829) it would appear that this was a preparation for a translation to be

published by the Oriental Translation Committee.

6. Ibn Duraid ('Abu Bakr Muhammad b. al-Hasan) al-'Azdi Al-qasi-

da al-maqsura.
Az-Zamakhshari (Jar Allah 'Abu-1-Qasim Mahmud b. <Umar) Kitab

as-Sawdbigh fi sharh an-nawdbigh.
A carefully written manuscript in a European hand (Schultens'), with

few vowels. It begins

Ss-oJix> [the space of a line blank] 5^x3.3
aJU!

ytt
o U t
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UU.Q*JI
(J.X? Suulj Lg-JL? ^u Lu&A auxii? L> U

Thus it is a commentary that follows, and not a it^At"*^' : at the end

is the following colophon : d *j aJui*J>
.JWWL&.

&JJ! ^j**J AJ

w

The date and the name of the transcriber are the same as those of Cod.

1072 Warr. (Cat. Bibl. Lugd., Vol. ii., pp. 49 ff.) and this may be from
that MS. : then the Nawabigh begin :

1!

It appears to be a copy of Cod. 814 (8) Warn., leaves 219-243 (Cat. Bibl.

Lugd., Vol. i. [2d edit.], p. 219) ;
and contains the text with extracts

from at-Taftazanfs Comm. up to &j'L^Lftj y N t^l u^^j on P- 1^
of Schultens' edit. (Lugd. Bat., 1772) ;

there it breaks off abruptly, and
there follows immediately : Explicit MS. Cl. Schultensii manu descrip-
tum nullo finiti operis addito indicio. There are interlinear and mar-

ginal glosses in Latin.

7. Al-Jurjam ('Abd al-Qahir b. 'Abd ar-Rahman) Al-*awdmil al-mi'a.

With a commentary. Written in at least two generally legible hands,
on oriental glazed paper, without vowels, but with diacritical points ;

some marginal corrections ; catchwords to leaves : text sometimes

underlined in red, sometimes in black, but both irregularly ;
105 leaves ;

gatherings @ 5 but very irregular ;
11 lines to page ; size of page

14.75 x 10.5, of written part 9.5 x 6.5.

The commentary is anonymous, and in the manuscript catalogues
accessible to me I can find traces of two other copies only, also anony-

mous, and both in the Escurial : see Derenbourg, Les manuscrits arabes

de rEscurial, Vol. i., pp. 103-4
; Casiri, Bibliotheca Arabico-Hispana Es-

curialensis, Vol. i., p. 40. Casiri gives name of author as Khalid b. 'Abd

Allah b. 'Abi Bakr al-'Ansari, but apparently through confusion "with

another work in the same volume. It begins after the basmala
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J (sic)

(sic) sl^LoJI^ s^LLc.
LU-Lc. *JijJt [Derenb. OU

i (sic) lojja.} .AxJUaJ! oo! UJ

1!

It is incomplete at the end, breaking off abruptly in the treatment of

the miibtada 1 and habar at the foot of leaf 105b : SvX&> x>

-x*-o

The remainder is missing, with the colophon.
8. Ibn 'Abi 'Usaibi'a (Muwaffaq ad-Din 'Abu l-'Abbas 'Ahmad b. al-

Qasim b. Khalifa b. Yunus as-Sa ?

di al-Khazraji) Kitab '

Uyun al-'anba

fl tabaqdt al-'attiba.

A copy of the Vienna MS. Mxt. 180 (II. 330 No. 1164 in Flugel's Cat.),

apparently made for Miiller by Hassan and Langer. It consists of 843

large leaves, in 9 fasciculi. On the value of the MS. see Miiller's edit.,

Vol. ii., p. xviii. Further description of this transcript is unnecessary.

4. Non-Jewish religious ceremonies in the Talmud
; by

Dr. I. M. Casanowicz, of Washington, D. C.

The Talmud is not only the storehouse of the Jewish religious and
mental life for more than seven centuries, but also a panopticon, as it

were, of the whole ancient world. For just the time which thia

encyclopaedia of the Jewish mental history encompasses, namely from

the 4th century before to the 4th after Christ, was the period in which
the Jewish nation was drawn into the circle of the pagan world, not

only in political life but also in the domain of culture and civilization,

Long before Palestine was brought under the supremacy of Rome, it

came into close contact and conflict with that phase of Greek culture

and civilization which is called Hellenism, and it might be expected
that the mental life of the prominent nations of that period, which,

moreover, was characterized by its cosmopolitanism and syncretism,
will be found in some way reflected and mirrored in the Talmud.

Limiting ourselves to the representation of the religious ceremonies

of the nations that came under the observation of the authors of the

Talmud, we give in the following pages a specimen of the material

which the Talmud contains for a study of the religious practices of the

ancient world, as found in the tract Aboda Zarali.

This section of the Talmud, as its name indicates, cultus alienus sive

extraneus, which in the talmudical and rabbinical usage of language
means 'idolatry,' contains the laws relating to idolatry and the

enticers or seducers to it. and treats in eight chapters of : 1. The
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festivals of idolaters
; 2. The social and commercial intercourse with

them ; 3. Images and other objects of pagan worship ; 4. Matters

pertaining to idolatry.

The treatise is written with the object of protecting and guarding
Judaism against the encroachments of Paganism.
We arrange the statements of the Talmud, adding the parallels from

the classical writers where there are such, under the following head-

ings : 1. Seasons ; 2. Places ; 3. Objects ;
4. Offerings and mode of

worship ;
5. Witchcraft.

1. Seasons of Worship.
" It is forbidden to enter into any transactions with idolaters three

days before their festivals. . . . And these are the festivals of the

idolaters : the Calendae, Saturnalia, Cratesim, the day of the Genesia

of the kings, the days of birth and death. These are the words of

Rabbi Mei'r.* The (other) "wise men say : the death at which a (public)

cremation takes place is connected with idolatry, otherwise not ; while

in case of shaving the beard and front-lock, of returning from a sea-

voyage, of release from prison, or of giving a festival to a son, it

is forbidden to have converse with this single man and on this single

day only." (i. 1. la
; 3. 8a.)

" Rab Chaninf says the Calendae takes place eight days after the

solstice (of Tebeth=:December), the Saturnalia eight days before the

same solstice." (i. 1. 6ot.)

Calendae means properly the day of summoning, from calare ' sum-
mon.' Macrobius^: and Varro mention that it was the duty of one of

the pontifices to watch for the first appearance of the new moon, and,
as Boon as he descried it, to carry word to the rex sacrorum, who then

summoned the people and offered a sacrifice. The Calendae, i. e. the

first day of each month, were consecrated to Juno. Also to the

Lares gifts were offered on the Calendae.
||

The Calendae of January,
which are alluded to in our passage, were celebrated with special

solemnity, and were called the Calendae par excellence.^

The Saturnalia were celebrated in December, at first only for one

day, on the nineteenth,** later for several days, beginning 011 the

seventeenth, ft in honor of Saturnus (Cronos), with sacrifices in open
air, and were accompanied by great merriment.^
The meaning of the word genesia (yeveaia) is discussed 10a, and de-

cided to mean the assuming of the reign by the king, while that of

cratesim (uparrjaeig) is said to be the obtaining of the supremacy of

Rome, 86. The Latin equivalent of yeveaia, natalis, was also employed
in a wider sense. Thus Spartianus, Vita Adriani 4, says:

"
quando

* Lived in the second century A. D. ^[ Griinbaum in ZDMG. xxxi. 277.

f Lived 299-352 A. D., in Machuza. **
Livy ii. 21. 2.

\ Saturn i. 15. ft Dio Cass. 59. 6; Macrob., 1. c.. i.

De re rustica i. 37. 10; Suet. Caligula 17.

H Preller, Romische Mythologie, p. 490. ft Macrob., 1. c., i. 7, 8, 10, etc.
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et natalem adoptionis celebrari jussit. Tertio Iduum earundem quando
et natalem imperil instituit celebrandum ;

"
to which Casaubon re-

marks : "Antiqui vocarunt natales omnes dies propter aliquam
laetitiam insignem sibi solemnes

;
inde in historiis principis ejusdem

tot natales." The Jerusalem Talmud, i. 39c, takes yeveaig in the mean-

ing of birthday, and Kparqaeis of the installation of the king in his

office.

That these days of the Roman emperors were religiously celebrated

is attested by Roman writers.* So were also offerings made to the

Lares on the birthday, at the entering of a son on the age of maturity,
on the happy return from a voyage, etc., of private persons. f

Funerals, with the Greeks as well as with the Romans, were ac-

companied by a sacrifice and a funeral repast, especially on the ninth

day after burial4
"These (viz. those named above) are the festivals of the Romans.

Which are those of the Persians? The Motredi, Turiski, Moharneki.

and Moharin. These are of the Romans and Persians ; and which are

of the Babylonians ? The Moharneki, the Arquenithi, and the tenth

of Adar (March-April).
"

(116.)

2. Places of Worship.
Rab said there were five principal (established) places of idolatry :

the house of Bel in Babylon, the house of Nebo in Cursi, Tar'atha in

Maphog, Qarepa in Askalon, Nishra (eagle) in Arabia." (116.)

The temple of Bel, i. e. of Bel-Merodach, in the city of Babylon, of

which he was the tutelar deity, was quite celebrated in antiquity.
The principal seat of worship of Nebo was, according to the cuneiform

inscriptions, Borsippa, the sister-city of Babylon. Under Qarepa of

Askalon probably Serapis is to be understood.! According to Hai

Gaon,^[ there was in a mosque of Arabia a stone with an eagle engraved
on it, to which religious homage was paid,** and it is very likely that

in pre-Islamic times such an object existed as the Ka'aba in Mecca.
"

It is allowed to assist in the building of platforms and bath-houses ;

but when the cupola is reached where idols are placed, it is forbidden."

" Proclus the philosopher asked of Rabban Gamaliel, ff while he was
in the bath of Aphrodite at Acco (Ptolemais), why he was bathing in a

bath where an idol is set up ? Gamaliel answered : She (i. e Aphro-
dite) came into our (territory), not we into hers ; the bath was not

* Sueton. Vespasian 6
;

Tiberius 53
;
Tacit. Histor. ii. 79

; Pliny, Panegyricus 53

f Preller, 1. c., p. 491.

\ Juvenal v. 84; Augustine, Confessions vi. 2. 2.

Principal of the Academy of Sora, died A. D. 247.

1 Levy, Worterbuch iv. 222.

If Lived 969-1038 in Pumbeditha.
**

Levy, ib. iii. 455.

ff Gamaliel II., President of the Academy and Synhedrion of Jabne (Jamnia) at

the end of the first and beginning of the second century A. D.
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made for Aphrodite, but Aphrodite for the bath (i. e. to decorate it)."

(iii. 5. 446.)

Baths equipped with halls, libraries, etc., and decorated with statues,

are often spoken of in the ancient authors.*

In another passage (iv. 6. 536)
"
platforms (%) of kings" are men-

tioned, which Rashi explains to have been stone structures erected on
the road where the king had to pass. On these were placed idols, that

the king may worship them in passing.

"Rabbi Meir says it is forbidden to visit the theaters and circuses,

because they deliberate there on the affairs of idolatry." (186.)

3. Objects of worship.
"Rabbi Ishmaelf says: three stones, arranged one at the side of

the other, make out a Mercury, and are forbidden to make use of
; but

two are allowed." (iv. 1. 496.) Another authority defines a Mercury
thus : "two stones on each side and a third one placed upon them."

(50a.) It was the old primitive form of worship, and represented not

the Roman Mercury, but the Greek Hermes, with whom, however,

Mercury was in later time identified. Hermes was originally con-

sidered a deity of crops, flocks, and roads, and particularly as Hermes

e.v66iog, i. e. the omnipresent protector of roads ; pillars of stone were

raised in his honor at cross-roads, to which every passer-by used to

add a stone. As early as Homer these ip/iela or tptieloi h6<j>oi were

known.:}: But it is a well-known fact that the crude primitive

representations of the deities, like the Xoanes etc.
, were through the

whole period of classical antiquity most devoutly reverenced in Greece

and Italy, and survived down to the centuries of the Christian era.

The Hermae, in particular, not only were seen by Strabo in Egyptg
and Pausanias in Greece, ||

but have also been found by recent trav-

elers in Greece and other countries.^ It is therefore probable that

the Greek settlers also introduced them into Palestine and Syria.
" Rabbi Judah** adds (to that which is to be considered as an idol

and therefore forbidden to make use of) the representation of a

suckling woman and Serapis . . .
,
but this only when he has a

modius and she a sucking child." (43a.)

Serapis or Sarapis, Egyptian Asarhapi= Osiris-Apis, was the Egyptian
Osiris in the character of a god of the lower world, his corresponding
incarnation as a god of the upper world being the bull Apis. Under
the Ptolemies, Osiris and his sister-wife Isis were amalgamated with

Greek divinities. As Serapis he included the Egyptian Osiris, Pluto,

* Of. especially Vitruvius v. 10 ff.
;
Seneca Ep. ii. 2.

f Died as martyr under Hadrian about 134 A. D.

\ Of. Odys. xvi. 471.

Of. xvii. 818.

I
Of. iv. 33. 3.

^[ Of. Boss, Reisen durch Griechenland, i. 18, 174.

**
Disciple of Akiba, 100-160 A. D.

(?)
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JEsculapius, and Zeus. His temple at Alexandria, the Serapeion, was
one of the most famous buildings in antiquity. This new worship

rapidly spread from Egypt to Greece.* In Rome the Egyptian cults

make their appearance in the second century B. C., and in 43 B. C. a

temple was erected in honor of Serapis and Isis by the Triumvirs.

Their worship, favored by the emperors, spread especially in the Roman
provinces. The worship of Serapis in Palestine is, moreover, attested

by coins of Csesarea, Ptolemais (Acco), Neapolis (Shechem), and ^Elia

Capitolina (Jerusalem).! Serapis as Zeus-Serapis was represented
as may be seen from the surviving colossal bust in the Vatican with

a modius, or corn-measure, upon his head. The suckling woman with

infant may have been a representation of Isis, who was often conceived

as having her son Horus on her lap ; or of Juno, who, as goddess of

childbirth (Juno Lucina), was represented on her festival, the Matro-

nalia, with an infant in swaddling clothes ; or also of Aphrodite-
Ashtarte.
" Rabbi Meir says : all kinds of images are forbidden, because they

are worshiped once a year ; but the wise men say it is not forbidden

unless the hand holds a staff, or a bird, or a globe which shows,

as Rashi explains, that great importance was attributed to the image."

(iii. 1. 406.)

There are still extant numerous statues with the objects named
above attached to them, as for instance a scepter or staff to those of

Zeus, Hera (Juno), Hermes (Mercury), ^Esculapius ;
and a bird to those

of Apollo and Aphrodite (Venus).

"Fragments of images are allowed, but the representation of a hand
or foot is forbidden, for these things are worshiped." (iii. 2. 41a.)

" When one finds vessels with a representation of the sun, the moon,
a serpent (dragon), upon them, he shall carry them to the Dead Sea

(i.e. destroy them)." Another authority says: "All representations
are allowed except that of a serpent." (iii. 3. 42a.)

The representation of divinities and mythological scenes on vases,

lekyths, etc., is still extant in numerous specimens. That these vessels

were objects of religious homage is not known from any other source.

The serpent particularly was the attribute of many divinities. It was
also the symbol of ^Esculapius, who was brought from Epidaurus to

Rome in the shape of a snake when his worship was introduced into

that city 293 B. C. It was also the popular representation of the Genii. \
" Idolaters who worship mountains and hills they themselves (i.e.

the mountains and hills) are allowed, but what is upon them (trees) is

forbidden "
(iii. 6. 45a.)

Sacred groves and trees are often mentioned in the classical writers.

* Preller in Berichte der sachsischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, 1854, p. 195 ff.

f Schiirer, Ges<-hichte des judischen Volkes im Zeitalter Jesu Christi, i. 546,

586; ii. 15 ff.

\ Preller, Edmische Mythologie, pp. 76, 566; Vergil, JEn. v. 95.

Cf. e. g. Yergil, Georg. iii. 332
;
JSn. i. 165 ff; see also Preller, 1. c., p. 297.
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Particular trees were sacred to individual divinities : so, for instance,

the oak to Zeus, the laurel to Apollo, the myrtle to Aphrodite. The

worship on elevated places is also often referred to in the Old Testa-

ment.

"It is forbidden to put the mouth to the statues which pour out

water, in order to drink, because it might give the appearance of kissing
the idol." (12a.)

"With regard to the statues of kings the opinions are divided.

According to Rabbah,* all agree that those of cities are allowed to be

made use of, because they are made for the sake of ornament [not with
a view to religious worship]." (41a.)

It is well known that since Augustus the provinces especially were
zealous in the cult of the emperors. It was with them an expression
of loyalty to Rome. Caligula demanded divine worship even from the

Jews, and only his timely death prevented the temple at Jerusalem
from being denied by his statue.

4. Offerings and Mode of Worship.
"It is forbidden to sell to idolaters pineapples, cembrenuts, figs,

frankincense, and the white cock. Rabbi Judah says it is allowed to

sell a white cock among other cocks, and in the case of a single
white cock it may be sold when one of its toes is cut off, for they do not

offer a defective victim Rabbi Meir says it is also forbidden to

sell to idolaters dates and palms." (i. 5. 136.)

The cock was offered to ^Esculapius, the god of healing. The specifi-

cation of a white cock is found only here.
" When one finds upon the head of (a statue or pillar of) Mercury

money, garlands, or vessels, they are allowed for use
;
but vines, gar-

lands of ears, wine, oil, flour, and similar things that are offered upon
the altar are forbidden." (iv. 2. 516.)

"The following objects of non-Israelites are forbidden for any use

whatever : wine, vinegar that was originally wine, and skins with a

hole in the region of the heart. Rabban Simeon ben Gamaliel-!- says
that if the opening (of the skin) is round it is forbidden, if oblong it is

allowed." (ii. 3. 296.)

The use of wine for libations is well known. The opening of the

skins in the region of the heart may refer to the inspection of the

entrails of the victims by the haruspices.
" It is forbidden to make ornaments for idols, as chains, earrings,

and rings." (196.)
" A city where there is an idol and where there are booths with gar-

lands and without garlands the former are forbidden (to enter and
make purchases in), the latter are allowed." (i. 4. 126.)

The distinction is made because the booths decorated with garlands
were used in the interest of the cult.

* Died 300 A. D., as principal of the Academy of Pumbeditha.

f President of the Synhedrion at the time of the Judteo-Roman war.

VOL. XVI. J
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" Rabbi Nathan* says that on the day when taxes are remitted they
use to proclaim and make known :

' whosoever shall put a wreath upon
his head and that of his animal in honor of the idol, to him the taxes

will be remitted." (13a.)
" Rab Judah said that Rab was teaching concerning an idol that

was worshiped with a stick (Rashi : a stick was swung in front of it) ;

that if one broke a stick in front of it he was guilty (of an act of idola-

try), but if he merely threw it he was free." (506.)

5. Witchcraft and Superstition.
" Said Rabba bar Rab Isaac to Rab Judah : 'there is an idolatrous

house in our place, where, when the world is in need of rain, a dream

says to them : slaughter a man for me and rain will come. And they
slaughter a man and rain comes.' "

(55a.)
" Said Zonan to Rabbi Akiba :f

' both of us know that there is no

reality in idolatry, and yet we see people going to the temples broken
down (as cripples) and returning restored.'" (55a.) The answer of

Akiba is to the effect that God does not overrule the pre-ordained desti-

nies of men on account of their foolishness.
" When one goes to the stadia and circuses and sees there the snakes,

the conjurors, the flute-players, the clowns (?), the muledrivers (?), the

ventriloquists (?), the hierodules (?), and the sigillaria (?), so is this sitting
in the seat of the scornful (Psalm i. 1)." (186.)

These are the references to the religious beliefs and practices of the

nations who came under the observation of the Jews about the time of

the beginning of the Christian era, derived from a single treatise of the

Talmud. Many of the customs recorded are also found in the Greek
and Roman writers

;
some are met with only in this treatise. Alto-

gether, it would seem that the Talmud is not entirely to be disdained as

a source of instruction respecting the civilization and religions of the

ancient world.

5. On a recent attempt, by Jacob! and Tilak, to determine on
astronomical, evidence the date of the earliest Vedic period as

4000 B. C.
; by Professor W. D. Whitney, of Yale University,

New Haven.

At a meeting of the Society in this city nearly nine years ago (Oct.

'85), I criticised and condemned Ludwig's attempt to fix the date of

the Rig-Veda by alleged e3lipses. The distinguished French Indianist,

Bergaigne, passed the same judgment upon it at nearly the same time,

(Journ. Asiat. '86). Although the two criticisms provoked from Lud-

wig a violent and most uncourteous retort (see his Rig-Veda, vol. vi.,

* Lived about 140-200 A. D.

f Died as a martyr under Hadrian.
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p. x),* his argument appears to have fallen into the oblivion which alone

it merited.

Within the past year, a similar attempt has been made, independently
of one another, by two scholars, one German (Prof. Jacobi, of Bonn, in

the Festgruss an Roth. 1893, pp. 68-74) and one Hindu (Bal Gangadhar
Tilak, The Orion, or researches into the antiquity of the Vedas, Bom-

bay, 1893, pp. ix, 229, 16mo.), working along the same general line, and

coming to an accordant conclusion : namely, that the oldest period
called Vedic goes back to or into the fifth millennium before Christ an

antiquity as remote as that long recognized for Egyptian civilization,

and recently claimed, on good grounds, for that of Mesopotamia also.

This is a startling novelty ;
as such, however, we have no right to re-

ject it offhand
;
but we are justified in demanding pretty distinct and

unequivocal evidence in its favor, before we yield it our credence.

The general argument may be very briefly stated thus : The Hindus (as

also the Chinese, the Persians, and the Arabs) had a lunar zodiac of 27

(or 28) asterisms, rudely marking the successive days of the moon's cir-

cuit of the heavens. Since the establishment of the Hindu science of

astronomy, under Greek influence and instruction, in the first centuries

of our era, the series of asterisms has been made to begin with Agvini (in

the head of Aries), for the acknowledged reason that that group was
nearest the vernal equinox at the time. But earlier, in the Brahmanas

etc., the series always began with Krttika (Pleiades), presumably
because, owing to the precession, that group had been nearest to the

equinox : and this was the case some two thousand and more years
before Christ. Some two thousand and more years yet earlier, the

equinox was near to Mrgairas, or the head of Orion
; if, therefore, it

can be made to appear that the Hindus once began their asterismal

system with Mrgagiras, and because of the latter's coincidence with the

equinox, we shall conclude that they must have done so more than four

thousand years before Christ. But the same sum can be worked in

terms of months. The Hindu months are lunar, and are named sidere-

ally, each from the asterism in or adjacent to which the moon is full in

the given month ;
but the seasons follow the equinoxes and solstices ;

hence the rainy season, for example, began about a month earlier when
Agvini (Aries) was at the equinox than when Krttika (Pleiades) was

there, and about two months earlier than when MrgaQiras (Orion) was
there ; and if it can be shown that the year always commenced with a

fixed season, and has twice changed its initial month, Mrgagiras (Orion)

* His language is as follows :

"
Anything more completely the opposite ( Wider-

spil) of criticism than the judgment which our, in all points well-considered, dis-

cussion of the subject has met with at the hands of Whitney and Bergaigne is

not to be conceived. It [the discussion] is refuted in no single point ;
the judges

do not stand upon the ground of criticism, but upon that of personal and wholly

unjustified opposition." Perhaps nothing different from this was to be expected

from one who could propose such a theory : finding nothing to say in its
defense^

he was obliged to abuse his critics and impute to them personal motives.
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will thus also be proved to have been at the equinox at a recorded or
remembered period in Hindu history. And this, in one of the two
alternative methods, or in both combined, is what our two authors

attempt to demonstrate.

Professor Jacobi sets out by finding in the Rig-Veda the beginning
of the year to be determined by that of the rainy season. And first

he quotes a verse from the humorous hymn to the frogs, RV. vii.

103. 9, usually rendered thus: "they keep the divine ordering of

the twelve-fold one (i. e. of the year) ; those fellows do not in-

fringe the season, when in the year the early rain has come "
:

that is to say, the wise frogs, after reposing through the long dry
season, begin their activity again as regularly as the rains come.
Jacobi objects that dvddagd, rendered "twelve-fold," means strictly

"twelfth," and ought to be taken here in this its more natural sense ;

and he translates :

"
they keep the divine ordinance ; those fellows do

not infringe the season of the twelfth [month] ;

"
inferring that then

the downright rains mark the first month of the new year. But
dvddacd does not in fact mean "twelfth" any more naturally than
"twelve-fold ;" its ordinal value, though commoner, especially in later

time, is not one whit more original and proper than the other, or than

yet others ; and the proposed change, partly as agreeing less with the

metrical division of the verse, is, in my opinion, no improvement, but

rather the contrary ;
and no conclusion as to the beginning of the year

can be drawn from it with any fair degree of confidence. This first

datum, then, is too indefinite and doubtful to be worth anything.
Next our attention is directed to a verse (13) in the doubtless very

late suryd-hymn in the tenth book (x. 85), where, for the sole and only
time in the Rig-Veda, mention appears to be made of two out of the

series of asterisms, the Atharva-Veda being brought in to help estab-

lish the fact. The subject is the wedding of the sun-bride, and the

verse reads thus: "The bridal-car (vahatu) of Surya hath gone forth,

which Savitar sent off
;
in the Magha's (RV. Agha's) are slain the kine

(i. e., apparently, for the wedding-feast); in the Phalguni's (RV. Arjunrs)
is the carrying-off (RV. carrying-about : vivdha *

carrying-off
'

is the

regular name for wedding)." The Magha's and the Phalguni's are suc-

cessive asterisms, in Leo, Magha being the Sickle, with a Leonis, Reg-

ulus, as principal star
; and the Phalguni's (reckoned as two asterisms,

" former " and " latter
"
Phalguni's) are the square in the Lion's tail, or

ft, 6, 6, and 93 Leonis. Now, as Professor Jacobi points out, the transfer

of the sun-bride to a new home would seem plausibly interpretable as

the change of the sun from the old year to a new one
;
and hence the

beginning of the rainy season, nearly determined as it is by the sum-
mer solstice, would be with the sun in the Phalguni's ;

and this would

imply the vernal equinox at Mrgagiras (Orion), and the period 4000 B. C.

or earlier.

There is evidently a certain degree of plausibility in this argument.
But it is also beset with many difficulties. The whole myth in question
is a strange and problematic one. That the moon should be viewed as
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the husband of the asterisms, whom he (all the names for "moon "are

masculine) visits in succession on his round of the sky, is natural

enough ; but that the infinitely superior sun, made feminine for the

nonce (surya instead of surya), while always masculine else, should be

the moon's bride, is very startling: nor, indeed, is it anywhere dis-

tinctly stated that the moon (soma) is the bridegroom, though this is

inferable with tolerable confidence from intimations given. Surya is

repeatedly said to go (vs. Id) or go forth (vs. 12 d) to her husband (and

only vs. 38 to be " carried about :" but for Agni, not Soma), or to go (vs.

10 d) to her house; while any people who had gone so far in observa-

tion of the heavens as to establish a system of asterisms, and to deter-

mine the position of the sun in it at a given time (no easy matter, but

one requiring great skill in observing and inferring), must have seen

that it is the moon who "goes forth" in the zodiac to the sun. The
astronomical puzzle-headedness involved in the myth is hardly recon-

cilable with the accuracy which should make its details reliable data

for important and far-reaching conclusions. The kine for the feast, too,

it would seem, must be killed where the bride is, or when the sun is in

Magha ; then if the wedding-train starts when sun and moon are

together in the PhalgunFs, which would be ten to fifteen days later,

how do we know that they do not go and settle down in some other

asterism, further on ? And are we to suppose that the couple move and
start their new life in the rains ? That is certainly the least auspicious
time for such an undertaking, and no safe model for the earthly wed-

dings of which it is supposed to be the prototype. On all accounts,

there is here no foundation on which to build important conclusions.

Nor shall we be able to find anything more solid in Professor Jacobi's

next plea, which is derived from the prescriptions of the Grhya-Sutras
as to the time when a Vedic student is to be received by his teacher,

and to commence study. Qankhayana sets this at the season when the

plants appear : that is to say, at the beginning of the rains ; and it is

pointed out that the Buddhists also fix their season of study and preach-

ing in the same part of the year. But Paraskara puts the initiation of

the student at the full moon of the month Qravana, which (Qravana

being /5, a, y Aquilae) would have been first month of the rains in the

second millennium before Christ ; while Gobhila sets it, alternatively,

in the month Bhadrapada, which would have occupied the same posi-

tion more than two thousand years earlier, or when the vernal equinox
was at Orion. The author further points out that the Ramayana (a

comparatively very late authority) designates Bhadrapada as the

month for devoting one's self to sacred study ; and that the Jains (whom
one would think likely to be quite independent of Brahmanic tradition)

do the same. The reason for fixing on this particular season Professor

Jacobi takes to be the fact that " the rainy months, during which all

out-of-doors occupation ceases, are the natural time of study ;" and

then he makes the momentous assumption that the designations
of Qravana and Bhadrapada can be due only to traditions from older

periods, when those months began the rainy season respectively. On
this point cautious critics will be little likely to agree with him. If the
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systematic study (memorization) of Vedic lore began as early as 4000 B.

C.
,
and could be carried on only in-doors, and so was attached closely to

the in-doors rainy season, we should expect to find it attached through-
out to the season, and not to the month, and especially in the case of

the Jains ; that these also abandoned the rains is one indication that

the consideration was never a constraining one. And the orthodox
Vedic student did not go to school for a limited time in each year, but

for a series of years of uninterrupted labor
;
and on what date the

beginning should be made was a matter of indifference, to be variously
determined, according to the suggestions of locality and climate, or

other convenience or to the caprice of schools, which might seek after

something distinctive. I cannot possibly attribute the smallest value

to this part of our author's argumentation.
We are next referred by him to the connection established by several

of the Brahmanas between the Phalgunfs (/?, 3, etc. Leonis) and the

beginning and end of the year. The Taittiriya-Sarhhita (vii. 4. 8) and
the PancavinQa-Brahmana (v. 9. 8) say simply that "the full-moon in

Phalguni is the mouth (mukha, i. e. 'beginning') of the year;" this

would imply a position of the sun near the western of the two Bhadra-

pada's (a Pegasi etc.), and determine the Phalguna month, beginning
14 days earlier, as first month. The Kausltaki-Brahmana (v. 1) makes
an almost identical statement, but adds to it the following :

" the latter

(eastern) Phalgu's are the mouth, the former (western) are the tail ;

"

and the Taittiriya-Brahmana (i. 6. 28
) virtually comments on this, saying

that ' ' the former Phalguni's are the last night of the year, and the

latter Phalguni's are the first night of the year." The Qatapatha-
Brahmana (vi. 2. 2. 18) puts it still a little differently: "the full rnoon

of Phalguni is the first night of the year namely, the latter one
;
the

former one is the last [night]." All this, it seems, can only mean that,

of two successive (nearly) full-moon nights in Phalguni, the former,

when the moon is nearer the former Phalguni, is the last night of one

year, and the other the first night of the next year; and the only conclu-

sion to be properly drawn from it is that the full-moon of the month

Phalguna divides the two years. But Professor Jacobi, by a procedure
which is to me quite unaccountable, takes the two parts of the state-

ment as if they were two separate and independent statements, infer-

ring from the one that Phalguna was recognized by the Brahmanas as

a first month, and from the other that the summer solstice was de-

termined by them to lie between the former and latter Phalguni's as

if the sun in the Phalguni's entered into the question at all, and as if

the Brahmanas ever made any pretense to such astronomical exact-

ness as would be implied in their drawing the solstitial colure between

the former and the latter Phalguni's ! What they have really done is

bad and blundering enough, but quite of a piece with their general
treatment of matters involving astronomical observation. For it is

senseless to talk, in connection with the full moon in Phalguna, of a

year-limit between the two Phalguni's ;
if the definition would fit the

circumstances in a given year, it could not possibly do so in the year

following, nor in the year after that, nor ever in two years in succes-
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sion. All that we have any right to infer from these Brahmana pas-

sages is that they recognize a reckoning of the year (among others) that

makes it begin in Phalguna ; and this might be for one of a great many
reasons besides the occurrence of the solstice near that group of stars

four thousand years before Christ. In fact, all inferences drawn from

varying beginnings of the year, in one and another and another month,
seem to me helplessly weak supports for any important theory. With
their customary looseness in regard to such matters, the ancient

Hindus reckoned three, or five, or six, or seven seasons (rtu) in the

year ; and there was no controling reason why any of these might not

have been given the first place the vacillating relations of the lunar

months to the actual seasons adding their share to the confusion. Of

course, any given month being taken as first, the ancient four-month

sacrifices, of primary importance, would be arranged accordingly.
Professor Jacobi even tries (though with becoming absence of dog-

matism) to derive a little support from the names of the two asterisms

which, with the vernal equinox at Mrgagiras (Orion's head), would
enclose the autumnal equinox, namely Jyestha 'eldest' before the

equinox, and Mula 'root' after it : the former, he thinks, might desig-
nate the " old" year, and the latter be that out of which the new series

springs and grows. But how should Jyestha, 'oldest' or 'chief,' ever

come to be so applied ? The superlative is plainly and entirely unsuited

to the use ; and an asterism does not suggest a year, but only a month
;

and the asterism and month just left behind would properly be styled
rather the "

youngest," the most recent, of its series. If we are to

determine the relations of the asterisms on such fanciful etymological

grounds (after the manner of the Brahmanas), I would repeat my sug-

gestion, made in the notes to the Surya-Siddhanta, that Mula (tail of the

Scorpion) is
' root ' as being the lowest or southernmost of the whole

series; that Jyestha (Antares etc.) is its "oldest" branch, while in

Vigakha 'divaricate' (a and (3 Librae) it branches apart toward Svati

(Arcturus) and Citra (Spica) ;
this is at least much more plausible than

our author's interpretation.

Finally, after claiming that these various evidences "
point unmistak-

ably
"
(untriigUch) to the asserted position of the equinox at Orion in

the oldest Vedic period, Professor Jacobi goes on as follows :

" The later

Vedic period has applied a correction, consisting in the transfer of the

initial point to Krttika (the Pleiades) ; and this very circumstance gives
their determination a real significance ; it must have been nearly right
at the time of the correction." Here he seems to me to be wanting in

due candor
;
I cannot see that he has any right to make such a state-

ment without at least adding a caveat :

"
provided the system of aster-

isms was really of Hindu origin and modification," or something else

equivalent to this. Doubtless he cannot be ignorant of the discussions

and discordance of opinion on this subject, nor unaware that at least

some of those who have studied it most deeply hold views which would

deprive his statement of all value. If the asterismal system were
limited to India, there would be much less reason for regarding it as

introduced there from abroad and yet, even in that case, some would
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doubtless have been acute enough to suspect a foreign origin. But it is

found (as was pointed out above) over a large part of Asia
;
and the

only question is whether it was brought into India or carried out of

India. What possible grounds has Professor Jacobi for regarding its

Indian origin as so certain that the opposing view has no claim even to

be referred to? The eminent French astronomer Biot thought that he

had proved it primitively Chinese, by an array of correspondences and
historical evidences alongside of which our author's proofs of a remote

antiquity for the Veda make no show at all. Other scholars e. g.

Sedillot have been as confident that the system had its birth in Arabia.

Weber and I, on whatever other points we may have been discordant,

agreed entirely, some thirty-five years ago, that it must have been in-

troduced into India, probably out of Mesopotamia ; nor, I believe, has

either of us seen any reason for changing his conviction since. And I

know of no modern scholar whose opinion is of any value that holds

and has endeavored to show the contrary. Nothing in the Rig-Veda
nor in the Brahmanas, and nothing in the later Sanskrit literature,

tends in any degree to give us the impression that the ancient Hindus
were observers, recorders, and interpreters of astronomical phenomena.
On the contrary, their treatment of such facts (we have already seen

an instance or two above) shows the same looseness and heedlessness

that is characteristic of the Hindu genius everywhere in its relation to

objective truths, to successive historical occurrences. That no hint of

the existence of a planet can be found in the Rig-Veda is enough by
itself to show that the Hindus of that period had not devised an aster-

ismal system. A late hymn or two, and passages in the Brahmanas,
show the recognition of a year of 360 days, divided into 12 months of

30 days each, beside a system of lunar months, which would give a

year of only 354 days : what their relation to one another, how their

differences were reconciled, and by what method either reckoning was

kept in unison with the true year, no one knows. The earliest so-called

"Vedic" astronomical manual (veddnga), the Jyotisha, whose first

object, seemingly, it ought to be to give rules on such points, is mostly
filled with unintelligible rubbish, and leaves us quite in the lurch as

regards valuable information. And when, not long after the beginning
of our era, the Hindus had borrowed from Greece a true astronomical

science, the product of long-continued and accurate observation, they
at once proceeded to cast it into an artificial form, founded on assumed
and consciously false data, adapting it to purely closet use, with exclu-

sion of further observation : taking in as part of the data a grossly
inaccurate determination of the positions of certain selected "

junction-
stars

"
(yogatdrd) of the asterisms, which positions they called dhruva

(

fixed,' thus virtually denying the precession. That such observers and

reasoners as these should have been capable, some four or five thousand

years before Christ, of determining, or believing themselves to have

determined, the position of the summer solstice as between (3 and 6

Leonis lacks to my mind any semblance of plausibility. Instead of

shifting the beginning of the asterismal series from Mrgagiras (Orion's

head) to Krttika (Pleiades) in the later Vedic period, I hold it as alone
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probable that they received the system, from abroad with Krttika at its

head, and would probably have retained it in that form until the

present day but for the revolution wrought in their science by Greek

teaching. When the beginning was shifted from Krttika to Agvini

(Aries), it was for good reason, and owing to the change of position of

the equinox ; but the credit of this belongs to the Greeks, and not to

the Hindus.

If Professor Jacobi's main argument is thus wholly destitute of con-

vincing force, neither can we attribute any greater value to the sup-

porting evidence which he would fain derive from the mention of a

polar star (dhruva, lit'ly
' fixed ') by the Grhya-Sutras, solely and alone

as something which a bride is to be taken out and made to look at on

the evening of her wedding-day. For such observers, and for such a

trifling purpose, any star not too far from the pole would have satisfied

both the newly-wedded woman and the exhibitor ; there is no need of

assuming that the custom is one handed down from the remote period
when a Draconis was really very close to the pole, across an interval of

two or three thousand years, during which there is no mention of a

pole-star, either in Veda or in Brahmana.

The success of the author of the other work here considered in estab-

lishing his kindred thesis is, as will readily be inferred, no better. Mr.

Tilak is not by profession a student of Indian antiquity, nor of astron-

omy, but a lawyer a pleader and lecturer on law in Poona. He was,
as he states, led to his investigation by coming upon Krishna's claim in

the Bhagavad-Gita
" I am Margagirsha among the months," ascribing

to 'it an importance and authority which, considering the late date and

secondary origin of that episode of the Mahabharata, Western scholars

would be far from endorsing. The investigation is carried on in an
excellent spirit, with much and various learning, and with commenda-
ble ingenuity ;

it assembles many interesting facts, and makes some
curious and attractive combinations ; but, as appears to me, its argu-
ments are in general strained, its premises questionable, and its conclu-

sions lacking in solidity. A book larger than his own would be needed

to discuss fully all that the author brings forward ; nothing more can

be attempted here than to excerpt and comment upon leading points,
in such a way as to give a fair impression of his strength and his

weakness.

Mr. Tilak's main object is, as already intimated, to establish that the

asterism Mrgaciras (lit'ly
' deer's head ') with its surroundings, or the

constellation Orion with its neighbors, was a great center of observa-

tion and myth-making in the earliest time, even back to the period of

Indo-European or Aryan unity and this, not only because of its con-

spicuous beauty as a constellation, but also, and principally, for its

position close to the vernal equinox in the fifth millennium before

Christ : somewhat, it may be added, as the equal or superior promi-
nence of the Great Bear is due in part to its character as a constellation,

and in part to its place near the pole.
To this central point of the value of Orion we are conducted by a

well-managed succession of stages. After a general introductory chap-
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ter, on which we need not dwell, the second is entitled "
Sacrifice alias

the Year ;

" and in it begin to appear the misapprehensions to which
reference has been made above. That there is a close relation between
natural periods of time and the sacrifices is a matter of course : the

morning and evening oblations depend upon the day ; the new-moon
and full-moon ceremonies, upon the natural month

;
the four-month or

seasonal sacrifices, upon the recognized seasons ; and so, when the

round of the year had made itself plain, there were established rites to

mark its recurrence. But Mr. Tilak appears to hold that the year was
fixed and maintained by and for the sake of the great sattra (' session ')

or protracted sacrifice that lasts a whole year. Unmindful of the fact

that every ceremony of more than twelve days is called a sattra, and
so that there are sattras of a great variety of lengths, even jear-sattras
for variously measured years, and (at least theoretically) for series of

two or more years ; failing also to see that they are, all of them, the

very superfetation of a highly elaborated sacrificial system, implying
orders of priests, accumulated wealth, and, one may even say, regu-
lated city life he views (pp. 13-14) the ye&v-sattra as a primitive Indo-

European institution, the necessary auxiliary to a calendar. "With-
out a yearly satra regularly kept up, a Vedic Rishi could hardly have
been able to ascertain and measure the time in the way he did. . . .

The idea of a sacrifice extending over the whole year may be safely

supposed to have originated in the oldest days of the history of the

Aryan race." Then, in order to trace back into the Rig-Veda a recog-
nition of the two ayanas (' courses') or halves of the year, the northern

and the southern those, namely, in which the sun moves respectively
northward and southward, from solstice to solstice, or else (for the

word has both varieties of application) on the north and on the south

of the equator, from equinox to equinox he determines that meaning
to belong to the Vedic terms devayana and pitrydna : and this is an
utter and palpable mistake ; the words have no such value ; devayana
occurs a dozen times, usually as adjective with some noun meaning
'

roads,' and never signifies anything but the paths that go to the gods,

or that the gods go upon, between their heaven and this world, to

which they come in order to enjoy the offerings of their worshipers ;

and pitrydna, occurring only once, designates in like manner the road

traveled by the Fathers or manes, to arrive at their abode. There is. in

fact, nothing yet brought to light in the Rig-Veda to indicate, or even

intimate, that in its time such things as ayanas and equinoxes and sol-

stices, regarded as distances and points in the heavens, had ever been

thought of ; everything of the kind that the author of Orion thinks to

find there is projected into the oldest Veda out of the records of a much
later period. And these two fundamental errors are enough of them-

selves to vitiate his whole argument.
The next chapter (III.) is entitled ''The Krittikas." Over its main

thesis namely, that in the earlier time the asterismal system began
with Krttika (Pleiades) instead of Avim (Aries) we need not linger ;

that is conceded by everyone, and has been sufficiently set forth above :

together with, it is believed, its true explanation. The (as concerns
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this point) crucial question respecting the origin of the system Mr.

Tilak barely mentions in his Introduction (p. 6 ff.), declining to enter

into any discussion of it : and, from his point of view, not without

reason ;
for if he is in a position, as he claims, to prove that India had

a yet earlier system beginning with Mrgaciras (Orion), he has demon-
strated the Hindu origin, in spite of all that has been said and can be

said against it. A considerable part of the chapter is taken up with a

full quotation, accompanied by translation and discussion, of two par-

allel passages from the Taittiriya and the Kaushitaki Brahmanas,

respecting the times of consecration for the ye&r-sattra. Four different

times are prescribed in succession : the last quarter in the month

Magha, the full-moon of the following month Phalguna, the full-moon

of the next succeeding month Caitra. and four days before the full-

moon (i. e., doubtless, of Caitra; but some native authorities regard

Magha as intended : see Weber, Nakshatras, ii. 343) ; objections are

raised to the convenience of the first two, and the others (virtually one)

are approved as acceptable. If, now, this sattra were, as Mr. Tilak

assumes and fully believes, a counterpart of the year, established in

primeval times, on competent astronomical knowledge, for the purpose
of keeping the calendar straight, and accordingly adapted precisely to

the movements of the sun ; and if its vishuvant or central day (with 180

days of ceremonies in a certain order preceding it, and 180 days of the

same in a reverse order following it) were attached necessarily to an

equinox, because the word vishuvant implies an equal division of the

day between light and darkness
;
and then if there were no way of ex-

plaining the series of alternative beginnings excepting by recognizing
two of them as conservative traditions from times that fitted these

astronomical conditions then, and only then, we could use them as

sufficient data, inferring from them the positions of the equinox, and
hence the epochs, at which they were successively established. But all

these necessary conditions appear to be wanting. Weber, in his essays
on the Nakshatras (ii. 341 ff.), quotes and expounds the same Brahmana

passages in full. He demonstrates yet other allowed seasons for

beginning the ye&r-sattra, out of the Kaushitaki-Brahmana itself and
out of the Sutras. So far as any preference is shown in connection

with the incidence of the vishuvant-day, it is for the solstice instead of

the equinox. And the texts which set forth the different dates side by
side are plainly unaware of any deeper reason for the choice of one

instead of another. In short, there is nothing to be fairly inferred from
these quoted passages except that considerable diversity prevailed, in

practice, and was allowed, as regards the time for commencing the

sattra, and that the element of astronomical exactness did not enter

into the case at all. How, indeed, should it do so, when the date was
attached to any one of the constantly shifting lunar months ? no fixa-

tion expressed in such terms could ever be accurate two years in suc-

cession. If there had been among the primitive Indo-European s, or

among the earliest Hindus, science enough to establish such a rite by a

certain sidereal position of the sun, there would have been enough to

keep it there, without transference to an ever-oscillating date.
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The next chapter is called "
Agrahayana," and is devoted to a learned

and ingenious argument to prove that, as the word agrahdyana means
'

beginning of the year,' and is recognized as a name for the month
Margagirsha (with the moon full near Orion), that month must have
been at one time regarded as first of the twelve (or thirteen). This may
be freely granted, without at all implying that the asterism Mrgaciras
(Orion's head) was ever first of the asterismal series, and for the reason

that it lay nearest to the vernal equinox. The extended and intricate

discussions into which Mr. Tilak enters as to the relation of agrahdyana
and its derivatives, dgraha.yani etc., as laid down and defended by vari-

ous native lexicographers and grammarians, are rather lost upon us,

who value far more highly a few instances of actual and natural use in

older works than the learned and artificial lucubrations of compara-
tively modern Hindu savants ; that agrahdyana itself designates the

asterism Mrgagiras, and so proves it to have been first asterism of a

series beginning and ending with the year, is by no means to be credi-

ted, in the absence of any passages exhibiting such use, and against the

evidence of all the analogies of asterismal nomenclature.
In the following chapter, "the Antelope's Head," we come to the

very center of our author's position. By the name antelope's or deer's

head (mrgagiras) has been generally understood the little group of

inconspicuous stars in the head of Orion, constituting one of the series

of asterisms, while the brilliant star a in his right shoulder constitutes

another, called Ardra (' wet ') ; the whole constellation of Orion has

been viewed as the antelope (mrga) ; and, correspondingly, the neigh-

boring Sirius is named mrgavyddha
'

deer-hunter,' while the three stars

of Orion's belt, which point just in the direction of Sirius, are the

"three-jointed arrow" (isus trikdndd) shot by the hunter. Mrgagiras,
as so understood, is in itself an insignificant group, and we have some
reason for wondering why the bright y, Orion's left shoulder, was not

selected instead
;
but the general constellation is so conspicuous that

anything standing in a clearly definable relation to it might well be

regarded as sufiiciently marked ; and, at any rate, the identity of this

group as the asterism is established beyond all reasonable question by the

circumstance that it is accepted as such in the two other systems, the

Chinese and the Arab. Mr. Tilak, however under what inducement,
it seems difficult to understand desires to change all this, and to turn

the entire constellation of Orion into a head, with what we call the
"
belt

"
running across the forehead at the base of the horns. By so

doing he cuts loose altogether from the traditional asterismal systems,
makes up an unacceptable constellation with some of the brightest

stars omitted, and regards the deer as shot through the top of the skull

with the arrow, as if this had been a rifle-bullet. All this, though our

author values it so highly as to make his frontispiece of it, is to be sum-

marily rejected. If the Hindus of the Brahmana period saw, as they

plainly did, a deer (mrga} in Orion, it should be enough for us that the

asterismal system adopts its head as one member ; the establishment of

the deer itself might be as much older as there is evidence to prove it.

Mr. Tilak tries to find something relating to it in the Rig-Veda, by point-
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ing out that the dragon slain by Indra is more than once spoken of

there as a " wild beast "
(mrga : this is the original, and in ancient times

the only, meaning of the word); and that, as he claims, Indra cuts off the
head of his foe the dragon ; but here, as nearly everywhere that he

appeals to the Rig-Veda, his exegesis is faulty ; two of his three

passages speak of "
splitting" (Wild) the head, and the other of "crush-

ing
"

(sam-pis) it
;
no cutting off is alluded to

;
and all attempts to find

in the earliest Veda a severed head of a mrga, in whatever sense of the

word, are vain. If, as he asserts, there are Hindus at the present time
who point out the belt of Orion as the asterism Mrgagiras, that can be

nothing more than a popular error, substituting for one group of three

stars another and brighter one in its vicinity, and easily explainable of

a people who have long been notoriously careless as to the real identity
of their asterisms.

Then the author goes on to find in the Milky Way, near by, the river

that separates this and the other world, and in Canis Major and Canis
Minor the two dogs that guard it on either side, and the two dogs of

Yama, and the dog of the Avesta, and Sarama, and Cerberus, and the

dog whom (RV. i. 161. 13 : see below) the he-goat accused of waking
up the Ribhus all very ingenious and entertaining, but of a nature

only to adorn and illustrate a thesis already proved by evidence possess-

ing a quite other degree of preciseness and cogency. We are taught to

regard the deer, the hunter, and the dogs as originally Indo-European,
the dogs having been later lost (from the sky) by Hindu tradition, and
the hunter (as distinguished from the deer) by Greek tradition.

Throughout the discussion, the treatment and application of Rig-Veda

passages is far from being such as Western scholarship can approve ;

and the same is the case with the final conclusion of the chapter, that
" the three principal deities in the Hindu mythology can be traced to

and located in this part of the heavens " the trio being Vishnu,

Rudra, and Prajapati.

The sixth chapter,
" Orion and his Belt," continues the same argu-

ment, and with evidences to which we must take equal exception.

Agraliayana and its derivatives are again brought forward for explana-

tion, and its hdyana is made out to come probably from ayana, with
an indifferent h prefixed (for which various supporting facts are

adduced, as hinv and inv) and the vowel lengthened ; and thus

agrahayanl is identified with agrayanl, the sacrifice of first fruits,

while the latter is further on identified with the name Orion. The
number of the planets is found to be " fixed at nine "

(with anticipation,
it is to be inferred, of the discovery of Uranus and Neptune), since

there are nine grahas or '

dips
'

of liquid oblation at the sacrifice (the

common name of a planet being also graha). The sacred thread of the

Brahman s comes from Orion's belt as its prototype ; and the belt, staff,

and antelope's skin of the Brahmanic pupil commencing his Vedic study

go back equally to Orion's trappings. The chapter has no direct bear-

ing upon the main question of the work, and these details are quoted

only as illustrating the degree of the author's prepossession in favor of his

theory of the immense importance of Orion. And the first part of
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chapter VII.,
" Ribhus and Vrishakapi," is of the same character. It

is suggested that the means turlyena brahmand (RV. v. 40. 6),
'

by the
fourth prayer

' which the sage Atri employed successfully in bringing
the eclipsed sun back into the sky, was perhaps a quadrant or some
similar instrument. Planets are recognized in brhaspati, in $ukra and
manthin, and in vena, both vena and qiikra (

= cypris) being names of

Venus and so on. Then the principal part of the chapter is devoted to

the discussion of a couple of obscure legends from the Rig-Veda. At
i. 161. 13 we read thus :

"
Having slept, ye Ribhus, ye asked :

'

Who, O
Agohya, hath awakened us ?

' The he-goat declares the dog to be the
awakener ; in a year thus to-day have ye looked out (i. e. opened your
eyes) ;" and iv. 33. 7 says that the Ribhus slept twelve days as guests
with Agohya. If, now (as has been suggested also by others), the
Ribhus are the divinities of the seasons (which is reconcilable with
some of their described attributes, though by no means with all) ; and
if Agohya, lit'ly

* the unconcealable one,' is the sun ; and if the twelve

days of recreation are the twelve that must be added to the lunar year
to fill it out to a solar one (one, unfortunately, of 366 days, which neither

Vedic tradition nor astronomy sanctions) : and if
" in a year

"
(saihvat-

sare) means distinctly
' at the end of the year' (which might be if the

sleep had been of a year's length, but is far less probable, if not impos-
sible, supposing it to have been of twelve days only) then the dog that

roused them (or, at least, was accused of having done so by the he-goat,
whom Mr. Tilak this time interprets to be the sun), presumably in order

to recommence their duties at the beginning of a new year, may have
been Canis Major (although this is nowhere called a dog in Hindu tradi-

tion, the Hindus, as we saw above, having lost that feature of the original

Indo-European legend) ;
and this would imply the sun's start upon his

yearly round from a vernal equinox in the neighborhood of Orion, at

four to five thousand years before Christ. Doubtless it will be generally
held that a conclusion depending on so many uncertainties and improb-
abilities is no conclusion at all. If it were already proved by sound evi-

dence that the Hindus began their year, at the period named, from an
observed equinox at that point in the heavens, then the interpretation
of the legend offered by our author might be viewed as an ingenious
and somewhat plausible one

; but such an interpretation of such a

legend is far too weak a foundation to build any belief upon.
As for the Vrishakapi hymn (RV. x. 86), the use made of it in the

chapter seems utterly fanciful and unwarranted. Of all who have

attempted to bring sense out of that strange and obscure passage of the

Rig-Veda, no one is less to be congratulated on his success than Mr.

Tilak. His discussion of it is only to be paralleled with the endeavor

to extract sunbeams from cucumbers, and does not in the least call for

examination or criticism in detail. Nor need we spend any words

upon the final chapter, "Conclusions," in which the theories and sug-

gestions of the work are gathered and presented anew, without added

evidences, in their naked implausibility. Our own conclusion must be

that the argument is wholly unacceptable, and that nothing has been

broilght forward, either by him or by Jacobi, that has force to change
the hitherto current views of Hindu antiquity.
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0. On the third volume of Eggeling's translation of the Qata-
palha-Brahmana, with remarks on " soma = the moon "

; by Pro-
fessor Whitney.

Having presented to the Society (see Proceedings for October, 1882,

and for October, 1888: Journal, vol. xi., p. cxxxiv ; and vol. xiv., p. vi)

criticisms on the first and second volumes of Eggeling's translation,
I feel called upon not to let the third pass without a few words of

notice. It brings us to the middle of the Brahmana, and counts as vol.

xli. of the Sacred Books of the East. When that series comes to an
end (if it ever does), it is to be hoped that some provision will be made
for the completion of this extremely important work

; that it should be

left a fragment would be the greatest pity, and little to the credit of

those who are responsible for the planning and carrying out of the

enterprise.
The volume contains three of the fourteen books constituting the

Brahmana. Book v. concludes the exposition of the regular soma-

sacrifices, being chiefly occupied with the vdjapeya and rdjasuya cere-

monies, and, at the end, with the sdutrdmani ; on these, Weber has

lately published important monographs.* Then books vi. and vii. give
the first part of the interminable discussion of the agnicayana, or

building-up of a fire-altar out of specially prepared bricks and other

objects : something quite apart from the general order of Vedic rites,

and apparently of comparatively modern origin ; and, as Weber points
out in his detailed description of the ceremony in the Indisclie Studien

(xiii. 217 ff.), the language of the Brahmana here takes on certain pecu-

liarities, as if this part were from another hand or another school than
that which produced the preceding books.

That the volume is, upon the whole, an industrious and instructive

piece of work, a trustworthy representative of its original, and sup-

ported by notes generally valuable and helpful, is a matter of course.

It is, as ought to be the case, perceptibly superior to its predecessors ;

the occasional striking misapprehensions of meaning which had to

be pointed out in them are here hardly to be found whether from
absence of occasion of their occurrence, or because the translator has

learned much by experience ; for it does not appear that he has been

willing now , any more than hitherto, to submit his version to a careful

and searching revision. The lack of this is indicated by the not very
rare omissions of words or phrases or sentences of the original (toward

fifty such cases have been noted) : sometimes (as in v. 3. 3. 10
;
vi. 2. 1. 7 ;

3. 3. 14
; 6. 2. 7

;
7. 2. 2

;
vii. 1. 1. 7 ;

3. 2. 10
; 5. 2. 38) he skips from one

occurrence of a word to a later one, losing what intervenes, to the

extent even of a line or more
; but usually only a word or two is let

slip (examples are : mahate twice, v. 3. 3. 12, and repeated at v. 4. 2. 3
;

giras, v. 4. 1. 9
; itare, v. 4. 2. 1

; yusmas, vi. 4. 4. 16 ; vittam, vi. 6. 2. 4 ;

riktas, vii. 1. 2. 9
; samvatsare, vii. 1. 2. 11), or even a part of a word

* Ueber den Vajapeya, in Sitzungsb. d. k. Preuss. Akad. d. Wiss. for 1892, p. 765 ff.,

and Ueber die Konigsweihe. den Eajasuya. in Abhandl. do. do. for 1893.
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(as -stomam, v. 1. 3. 1
; a-, v. 5. 4. 33, turning the negative statement

into a positive). The same carelessness is shown in certain uncorrected

errata: e. g., shed for sheds (du.), v. 2. 1. 23 ; lord for lords, v. 3. 3. 11
;

hip for hips (du.) vii. 5. 1. 35 ; seed once (vi. 4. 3. 2) for seat and once

(vii. 3. 1. 36) for sand ; head (vi. 5. 4. 16) for heat ; substance for susten-

ance (urj : vi. 7. 3. 3); saline salt for saline soil, vii. 1. 1. 7; worship
for worshiper (dagvans : vii. 3. 1. 29).

That the translator takes rather lightly his task of turning the Brah-

mana into English may be instructively shown by a notable example
out of his second volume. There is a certain combination of a root with

prefixes, mad with upa + ni, which occurs (so far as known) only three

times in the language, all in the third and fourth books of this Brah-

mana ;
and upon their interpretation depends in no small degree the

important question whether a second root mad requires to be recognized.
On turning to see what are the views of Professor Eggeling upon this

point, we find that once (iii. 7. 3. 11) he renders the verb in question by
"quiet them" (impv.), once again (iv. 3. 2. 4) by "he quickens," and
the last time (iv. 6. 9. 6) by "he encourages" in each case, plainly
without any apprehension of the points involved, or any consciousness

of the other two cases
; and also without any reference to the Peters-

burg Lexicon, whose interpretation is quite different. After making
this experience, one feels that he cannot regard the author's translation

of any critical word or phrase as expressing his deliberate opinion of

its meaning, because one cannot be certain that it attracted his serious

attention.

So, further, when we find a word rendered in a great variety of dif-

ferent ways, it is presumably because the translator did not think it

worth while to take the trouble to be consistent. A fair degree of con-

sistency in such matters appears to me to be demanded in order to

represent faithfully such a text
;

the Brahmana is not so much a

literary monument as a technical treatise, of which the accordances

and differences of expression have their decided value. For example,
in books vi. and vii. the verb upa-dhd, lit'ly 'put to,' is in constant

use to signify the addition or laying on or putting in of the bricks etc.

that compose the fire-altar. As such it ought, in my opinion, to have
a constant representative, departed from only under stress, and with

notification of the departure. But the translator, for no discoverable

reason more serious than the attainment of a pleasing variety of

expression, renders it with a great number of discordant phrases : for

example (for doubtless some have escaped my notice), pile up, build up,
fill up, put on, place on, lay on, put in, put down, lay down, set down

;

and also bestow (e. g. p. 333), give (396), endow (380) : these last being

fairly to be called mistranslations, as they import into the term some

thing which it does not itself contain. So, again, at v. 3. 4. 3 ff., the

verb grah is used formally, nineteen times in succession, of the ' tak-

ing
' or '

dipping
' of various kinds of water as ingredients of a com-

pound ; in the majority of cases it is rendered "take," but in several

also "catch," "catch up," "draw." For further examples we may
quote: djya sometimes "butter," sometimes " clarified butter," some-
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times "ghee" (and ghrta, which is the word ghee, then on the same

page, 79, rendered "clarified butter";; ud-yam, repeated in two suc-

cessive lines (p. 138), "aim" and "raise"; nir-math "churn out"
and "kindle" (217) ; agman "rock" (147), "pebble" (148), and "stone"
as distinguished from pebble (158) ;

rasa "sap, essence, vital sap, vital

essence"; abhi-sic "anoint" and "sprinkle," and declared (68 n.) to

mean lit'ly "sprinkle," which is an error, since it signifies 'pour on'

and so on, in numberless cases of greater or less importance, many of

them trivial in themselves, and worthy of notice only as they illustrate

the loose habit of the translator, and his unwillingness to be governed

by anything but the suggestion of the moment.
Certain minor errors, also mainly attributable to carelessness in

revision, may be pointed out : Prthin instead of Prthi(p. 81) ; Qunah-
$epha instead of -gepa (95 n.);

" Indra " for dindra (122), and " Varuna"
for varuna (405) ;

" half-month " instead of *

half-year
' for ayana (334) ;

"lay on the ground" instead of 'fell' for aglyanta (380); "erect"
for rohati, as if it were causative (22, and similarly 278), and prati-sthd
also as causative (55); "over" instead of 'under' for antara (31-32) ;

"may we obtain" for the aorist dpdma (100) ; anupurvam rendered as

if anurupam (166); "bearded" for tupara (173); "innocuous" for

anaqanaya (305) ;

"
primeval

" for rtavya (306) ;

" skin" for vapd (347) ;

" foam " for abhra (415) and so on ;
the examples might be multiplied ;

nor is it possible to distinguish accurately between such cases and more
serious misunderstandings ;

of the latter class are more distinctly

"prosper" for kip (30, 107-8), "favor" for anu-sac (392), and so on.

Then there.are such unhappy selections of equivalents as "
slaughter''

for d-labh (162 et al.),
" rend asunder" for ava-dr (34 et al.), "cart" for

ratha (138),
"
prayer

" for yajus (155 et al.). On p. 348 (vii. 3. 1. 23) he

fails to notice that the root is as well as the adjective mahant goes to

make up the artificial etymology of mahisa; and on p. 322 (vii. 2. 1. 11)

it seems to escape him altogether that the forms of nir-arpay and
nir-rch which are used are for the purpose of a play of words upon
nirrti. A somewhat similar case is at vii. 5. 1. 21, where he three times

gives to prdnayat the impossible meaning "breathed," not perceiving
that only a pun is intended between it and prdna, and that it signifies
' he led forth ' the breaths : the same pun is found also elsewhere

(Pra. Up. iv. 3
; JUB. iv. 18. 9). In a few instances the connection of

the parts of a sentence seems to me wrongly apprehended : for example,
at vi. 3. 1. 42, read rather "

thereby it [is] gold ; gold is immortal ; the

waters are immortal"
;
at vii. 1. 2. 19, rather "that is the ahavaniya,

that the sky, that the head . . . that is the gdrhapatya, that the

foundation, that this world "; at vi. 1. 1. 9,
" whatsoever there was

here" belongs with "
everything here" ; at vii. 5. 1. 9, sukrtasya quali-

fies loke :
' in the world of the well-done.'

A very notable oversight is committed at vi. 2. 2. 28, where, after

speaking of the new moon, the text goes on to tell of what happens
'

during the half-month of (her) increase '

dpuryamdnapaJcse, and the

translator renders it
" when his (Agni's second) wing is covered (with

VOL. XVI. K
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loose soil)" ! And the true sense of the antithesis between adhidevatam
and adhydtmam (239, 248, 270) seems to be misconceived by him. After

identifying certain things or certain parts of things with sundry
divinities (the grounds being usually as obscure as those for the identi-

fication of soma with the moon), the Brahmana says :

" to this effect as

regards the divinities ;
now as regards one's self (or, the self) ;" and

then follows a similar (and similarly obscure) identification of them
with members or faculties or operations of human beings ; such is

plainly the sense in each of the three passages cited here, as it is else-

where ; and the translator is quite mistaken in conjecturing and sug-

gesting (in parenthesis) a connection of adhydtmam with Agni's
" self"

or body. I think him also plainly in error in translating the present

passive participle as if it were perfect : antayoh samskriyamdnayoh
" after the two ends have been completed" (vii. 1. 2. 23 : cf. also p. 314,

note 2) ;
it should be ' while the two ends are being completed.' At

vi. 2. 3. 1 and several similar passages later, we are doubtless not to

infer from his rendering tesdm cetayamdndndm by
" whilst they were

meditating" that he regards the expression as a genitive absolute
;
he

is only giving a convenient and perfectly proper paraphrase of the

literal meaning :

' of them, as they were meditating, Prajapati
' did so

and so.

The translator still insists on viewing the pronoun ayam when applied

to the wind as the equivalent of asdu and requiring to be represented

by
"
yonder

"
(" the wind that blows yonder"). So, too, as in the pre-

ceding volume we have read of the sacrificer's
"
lady

"
(patnl), we now

again, as result of a like spasmodic attempt to lift the style of the

Brahmana up to a level with that of modern Society, meet with the

"ladies" (gnds : vi. 5. 4. 7) of those elegant gentlemen the gods ; and

the mahisi (lit'ly
'

she-buffalo,' but applied also to a chief wife) appears

in the grandiloquent disguise of a "consecrated consort" (vi. 5. 3. 1

et al.) !

When the Brahmana gives only the first words (pratlka) of a quoted

verse, or those severally of a series of verses, the translator once (p. 213)

adds in a note the version of them complete ; but in a considerable

number of cases (pp. 75, 259, 279, 282, etc. etc.) he fills out the verse or

verses in his text, without even intimating by brackets that he is mak-

ing additions : surely the former was the better way, and should have

been followed throughout ;
in such a work we have the right to know

just what the Brahmana gives and what it does not give. Per contra,

although he usually has the utmost patience with its interminable

repetitions, reproducing them faithfully, there are a few passages

(pp. 80 bis, 85, 193, 393) where he abbreviates, putting in a representa-

tive pronoun instead of the detail of his original by a weakness that

is to be regretted, for the reason just pleaded above.

It is, of course, not impossible that, in one and another of the points

here brought to notice, the translator may be working upon a text

different from that which the published edition of the Brahmana lays

before us. But that cannot be regarded as relieving him of responsi-

bility with regard to these very points. That he should report differ-
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ences of reading, correcting the printed text where it requires correc-

tion, is what we have the right to expect of him. Weber's text is very
carefully edited, and unusually accurate, and it will unquestionably be

very long before we have another to put in its place ; and no one has

such an opportunity as a translator, equipped with additional manu-

scripts and with commentaries, to test every word in it. To my mind,
it is the bounden duty of the translator, under such circumstances, to

note and make known every error that he detects in the published text.

Doubtless it is an added burden to do so ; but it is one that counts for

almost nothing in the sum of what he has undertaken, and also in com-

parison with what it would cost another if undertaken separately ;

and to leave it wholly untouched is little better than shirking.

At the end of his Introduction, the translator steps aside, as it were,

to add the weight of his full approval and acceptance to Hillebrandt's

recently published* views as to the relation between soina and the

moon. It might have been more in place to mention Weber's compre-
hensive essays, referred to above (though that on the rdjasuya was per-

haps published too recent!}' for such mention), on account of their

direct bearing upon the contents of the volume. And Hillebrandt

might himself have been more gratified if the translator, who had now
been dealing with soma and soma-sacrifices through sundry hundreds
of pages, had, instead of merely pronouncing a general formal approval,

brought forward at least a single item to support the asserted relation,

showing where it seemed to have been in the mind of the authors of

the Brahmana, and where its recognition would aid our comprehension
of their rules and expositions. Are we not perhaps justified in assuming
that he would have been much puzzled to do so ? and, in that case, what
is the value to him of the new truth ? Without some support of this

kind, his recommendation is only an idle form.

But, even as form, it is open to serious objection. Professor Hille-

brandt, it says, has "fully established . . . the identity of Soma with

the Moon in early Vedic mythology." It is doubtless by an error of

expression that Professor Eggeling seems to say here more and other

than he means or than Hillebrandt himself would claim. What he
intends is rather that soma has been identified with the moon : which
is a very different matter. If two things are identical, they are inter-

changeable without any (at least, considerable or essential) change of

sense. On the other hand, objects that are very different may have
had an identical origin ; and objects originally very different may come
to be to a greater or less extent identified. And the Vedic Hindus have
a perfect rage for identifications of things the most diverse ; the volume
before us, for example, teems with them, on almost every page. I

open it at a venture, and I read :
"
[Agni] Vaivanara truly is the year,

and Prajapati is the year" (p. 57) ; and every student of the Brahmanas

* Vedische Mythologie von Alfred Hillebrandt. Erster Band. Soma und ver-

wandte Gotter. Breslau, 1891.
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knows how it is elsewhere insisted on, with endless iteration, that

Prajapati and the year and the sacrifice are all one ; accordingly, as the

translator, to be consistent, would have to maintain,
" this fully

establishes the identity of Agni VaiQvanara and Prajapati and the year
and the sacrifice in early Vedic mythology." Yet we know that they
are four quite independent and discordant entities, and that to replace
one of them by any one of the others in a given passage would be a

very dangerous proceeding, justifiable only by a careful examination

and convincing exposition of the reasons for it in the particular case.

Is it otherwise than this with soma and the moon? Soma is, as all

acknowledge, a derivative from the root su '

press out,' and means

literally
' extract ;' and all its primary uses are in accordance with this :

a certain juicy plant is gathered on the mountains, and at the time of

the Brahmanas, with infinite ceremony ; earlier, doubtless quite simply

pounded and pressed, and the exuding liquid caught and filtered,

mixed with certain added ingredients, and then drunk ;
and sometimes,

when one drinks too much of it, the result is unfortunate
; it comes

out of him again by vomiting and purging, and the unhappy drinker

has to submit to remedial or expiatory treatment. All this, now,
according to the letter of Professor Eggeling's attestation, is true like-

wise of the moon ! The absurdity of such an allegation is apparent to

the dimmest eyes. But the hypothesis of original identity and later

differentiation is equally excluded by the circumstances of the case.

There remains as a possibility only the theory of secondary identification;

and, in spite of our experience that the Hindus are ready, without appar-
ent justification, to identify almost anything with almost anything else,

we should regard this as incredible if it were not also incontestable ; as

every Sanskrit scholar knows, it is not buried in theosophical treatises

only ;
it has spread into general usage, so that soma has come to be

frequent among the many moon-names, and the two things have various

appellations in common ; although none of the really distinctive names
of the moon, like candramas, is made a title of the drink soma.

Such being the condition of things, its investigation has two parts :

first, what is the basis of the identification ? what likeness or analogy

suggested it at the beginning, and what others supported and main-

tained it, giving it finally such general acceptance? and, second, how
early is it, and how pervading, and of what degree of importance in

determining the view and treatment of the two things identified, in

different writings and classes of writings ? As for the first of these two
divisions of the subject, Hillebrandt does not deem it worthy of the

smallest attention ; for all that he says about it, he might himself be a

Hindu, and regard as quite natural and to be expected that a mild

intoxicant and the queen of night should become mixed up with one

another, to the partial loss of their separate identity. Herein lies, in

my opinion, the weakness of Hillebrandt's work ; the question of basis

is not one of curious historical interest only ; its answer must have an

important practical bearing upon those involved in the other division.

The latter are essentially questions of more and less
; possibly, Sanskrit

scholars in general have not recognized enough of the element of
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lunacy in the ecstatic soma-hymns ; but also its presence in the measure
claimed for it seems far from likely to be demonstrated. A consider-

able part of the author's reasoning seems to me to be underlain by this

argument : it is very strange that the moon makes so small a figure in

Hindu mythology and ceremony ; on the other hand, it is strange that

the drink soma should have been raised to such prominence as a divin-

ity ; hence, by a union of soma and the moon, the two unexplainables

may be made in a manner to explain one another. I am not at all

satisfied that their combination is an admissible one, or that the exalta-

tion of soma is not sufficiently accounted for by its own merits
; but I

should reserve a confident opinion on such points till after a more

thorough examination and consideration, on my own part and on that

of others. Meanwhile, I cannot regard any facile endorsement like

that of Professor Eggeling as contributing perceptibly to the decision

of the question.

7. Transitive and intransitive verbs in Semitic
; by Professor

Paul Haupt, of Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

The following is an abstract of this paper, which will be published in

full in the American Journal of Philology.
The difference between the so-called transitive and intransitive verbs

in Semitic is not that the first class requires an object to complete the

sense while the verbs of the second class express an action or state that

is limited to the agent or subject ;
the distinctive features of the two

groups are rather that the so-called transitive verbs express an action

dependent upon the will of the subject, while the so-called intransitive

verbs originally express an action or state not dependent upon the will

of the subject, but beyond the control of the individual in question.

Consequently it would be better to call them intentional and uninten-

tional verbs : or, if a Latin term be preferred, verba voluntaria et invo-

luntaria.

French entendre 'hear' (Arabic sdmi'a) would be in Semitic an unin-

tentional verb
; you often hear things which you do not want to hear.

If you hear a paper, for instance, on transitive and intransitive verbs in

Semitic, hear is a verbum involuntarium. The corresponding verbum
voluntarium is ecouter,

'

listen,' Heb. hiqsibh, or ha'zin, or hittdh ozen

all causative stems meaning
'

give ear.' The same difference exists be-

tween Assyrian amdru '

see' and dagdlu
' look at.' J see in Semitic

really means ' my eyes were struck with the sight ;' the Arabic rd'd 'see'

has therefore the characteristic semipassive vowel a in the imperfect,
while the corresponding verbum voluntarium 'look at' is again ex-

pressed by causative stems in Hebrew : hibbit, or hisqif.

After this explanation, the involuntary or semipassive nature of the

verbs hate, love, fear will be apparent. If to ride a horse is treated as a

verbum involuntarium, it would seem as if the equestrian skill of

the primitive Semites could not have been very great. Any one who
has seen a man without any experience in horsemanship on the back of
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a spirited steed will appreciate the semipassive vowel a in irkab ' he
rides.' It is interesting to note in this connection that the Hebrew ex-

pression for he dismounted is
' he fell from the horse.' Irkab ' he rides

'

means simply
* he was carried ;' the verbum voluntarium would be ' he

manages a horse as an equestrian' (^.Ij). Ilmad ' he learns' means

really
' he is taught a lesson ;' the lesson is hammered into him. It is

characteristic that the nominal derivative of ilmad ' he learns,' the

noun malmddh, with prefixed m instrumentale, means not exactly
' in-

strument of learning,' but '

ox-goad.'

8. The Origin of the Pentateuch
; by Professor Haupt.

An abstract of this paper, which will appear in full elsewhere, is as

follows :

The question has never been raised "why is the Hexateuch a com-

posite structure? why did not the final editor re-write the whole matter

in his own language ? why were the older sources quoted in full with
all their phraseological peculiarities as well as internal contradictions

and incongruities, different accounts of one and the same event which

mutually exclude one another ?"

The only satisfactory theory explaining the origin of the Pentateuch,
it seems to me, is that the pre-existing documents were incorporated
because they could not be suppressed. The only thing the priestly

editors could do in certain cases was to give objectionable traditional

stories a parenetic setting emphasizing the spiritual lessons deducible

from them. The church followed a similar policy in dealing with the

heathen festivals of our Germanic ancestors : as the Christian priests

found it impossible to abolish the ancient pagan rites, they endeavored

to infuse Christian ideas into them.

The church has always connived at certain things, making conces-

sions to popular prejudices ; and this has been a wise policy. A com-

promise is always better than a revolution or radical reformation. The
failure of Ezra's first attempt at reformation immediately after his

arrival in Jerusalem was probably due to the fact that he hoped to

make the abstract system of P,* without the popular JED,* the canon-

ical book of the post-exilic congregation. The law which Ezra brought
from Babylonia in 458 was P (including H) ;* but the Torah which was

proclaimed 14 years later, at the great public meeting convened by
Nehemiah in 444, must have been P +JED combined: that is, practi-

cally our present Hexateuch (excepting later strata of P). It is not

impossible that the combination of JED and P was effected under the

influence of Nehemiah, who, being a courtier and a diplomat, was

probably more in touch with the feelings of the people than the school

* For the explanation of these symbols consult the index to Driver's Introduc-

tion to the Literature of the O. T.
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of priests who had systematized the legal precepts of P in Babylonia*
about 500 B. C. The haggadic elements of JE were necessary to clothe

the halachic skeleton of P with flesh and blood. The prosaic legal frame-

work of P, without the picturesque narratives of JE, was not adapted
to the common people, and the combination of JED with P was the

best way to counteract the effect of JE, which was too popular to be

suppressed.
The Book of Joshua must have been cut off from the Hexateuch after

the Torah had been proclaimed as the standard of the restored com-

munity in 444
;
and this separation was evidently made with the aim to

emphasize the Mosaic origin of the Law. Certain elements of JE were

no doubt eliminated, especially those that were at variance with P, but

this process was most probably a gradual one : objectionable passages
were pruned away or modified in the course of time ; on the other hand,
it became necessary subsequently to re-insert certain sections which
had originally been excluded from the Deuteronomistic redaction of the

historical books.

9. The Rivers of Paradise
; by Professor Haupt.

The full text of this paper will be published elsewhere ;
the following

is a brief abstract.

Gen. ii. 10-14 represents a subsequent insertion, written about 640

B. C. To expect an accurate geographical description of a distant re-

gion at such a date would be as unreasonable as the attempt to har-

monize the account of creation given in the beginning of the Bible with
the latest results of modern science.

The fourth and the third of the rivers mentioned are perfectly clear :

the Euphrates and the Hiddekel, or Tigris, which flows east of Mesopo-
tamia. The second, Gihon, must be a river originating from the same
source as the Euphrates and Tigris, and afterwards flowing around the

whole country of Gush, or Ethiopia. Of course, there is no such river
;

but if we remember that Alexander the Great thought at first that the

sources of the Nile were in northwestern India (Arrian iv. 1
; Strabo,

696), there can be no doubt that the Hebrew narrator intended the

Gihon for the imaginary upper course of the Nile in the Asiatic region
east of the Tigris, as well as in the supposed eastern projection of

Africaf joining eastern Asia.

The first river, the Pison,| is in the extreme east, most distant from

* P is influenced by Babylonian institutions
;
we can trace the Babylonian pro-

totypes not only for certain Jewish rites, but also for certain technical terms of the

Levitic priestly language. The term qorbdn
4

gift' or '

offering' is a Babylonian

loan-word; the euphemism "clean place" for "dumping ground'' (Lev. iv. 12;
vi. 11) is also found in the cuneiform incantations (iv. R 3

. 8, 43
; 14, no. 2, rev. 2).

f See e. g. the maps illustrating the growth of our geographical knowledge in

W. Sievers' Asien (Leipzig and Berlin, 1892), p. 5.

\ For the form pison instead of *ptis6n, see Earth's Nominalbildung, i. (Leipzig,

1889), p. xxix below.
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the Palestinian writer. It is, therefore, mentioned first, and described

more minutely. Not only the district around which it flows is men-

tioned, but also the products of that region : pure gold, bdellium,* and
shoham stones, or pearls (Assyr. sdndu,^ properly the 'gray gem').

Havilah, i. e. the '

sandy region,' is the old Hebrew name for the Ara-
bian peninsula (with the exception of northern:}: Arabia); and the Pison,
i. e.

* the broad stream,' flowing around Havilah, can be nothing but

the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea. The Hebrew narrator thought that

the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea formed one "broad river," flowing
around Arabia, but originating from the same source as the Euphrates
and Tigris.

We may safely assume that the Palestinian writer fancied the

Persian Gulf and the Red Sea to be much narrower than they are, and
he may have believed that the ydm-suf or ' Weedy Sea,' i. e. the Gulf
of Suez (and the Gulf of Akaba), was much larger. It would not be sur-

prising if he had looked upon the ydm-suf, or Weedy Sea, as the sea

into which the Pison, i. e. the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, emptied.
A study of medieval maps will show that such an idea is by no means

impossible. Besides, we must remember that the Assyrians called the

Persian Gulf ndru marratu l the bitter, or salt-water river.' The name
is also applied to the universal sea, imagined as a broad circular stream

surrounding Babylonia,! just as Homer called the ocean encircling the

disc of the earth Troraudf. There is no sharp distinction between river

and sea in Semitic
;
and maps on which the various rivers and seas

appear in their proper proportions are quite modern.

* This is the gum resin of the balsarnodendron muJcuJ, which is often found

mixed with myrrh. It is not impossible that Heb. bedholah is an older name for

myrrh, as suggested by Delitzsch (Paradies, p. 132). We may find a cuneiform

name bidalluxu or bitaUuxu some day ;
the d is probably due to a partial assimila-

tion of the infixed i to the initial b.

f See Meissner-Rost, Bauinschriften SanlieriVs (Leipzig, 1893), p. 25, 30; sdn~

ddnis (Sarg. Cyl. 21) means 'like a pearl-diver' (^Li.).

\ Of. H. Winckler, AUtestamenlliche Untersuchungen (Leipzig, 1892), p. 146, n. 2.

If the Gihon is the Nile, and the Pison the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea. then

the upper course of the Gihon would naturally be further east than the Pison, unless

we are ready to admit that the Hebrew narrator fancied that Havilah, which is

washed by both the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea, was situated west of the Nile.

In a diagram exhibiting the vague geographical notions of the Hebrew narrator,

it will be best to make the Pison the second river. This confusion does not sur-

prise me at all. I have come across several students of Assyriology who did not

know exactly whether the east river of Mesopotamia was the Euphrates or the

Tigris. If they do these things in a green tree, what shall be done in the dry ?

Besides, we must bear in mind that the lower course of the Pison, i. e. the Red

Sea, is east of the lower course of the Gihon, i. e. the Nile.

I
See the Babylonian map published ZA. iv. 369 : cf. vi. 175.
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Of the mouth of the Euphrates and Tigris the Palestinian writer evi-

dently had no accurate knowledge.* He certainly did not think that

they emptied into the Persian Gulf, which he considered a part of the

Pison. If he troubled himself at all about the question, he may have

fancied that they disappeared in the swamps of southern Babylonia,

just as the great Arabic geographers, who had a much better knowl-

edge of the valley of the Euphrates and Tigris, believed that the

Euphrates emptied into the swamps (^Jjbju ^ v_>.j) southwest of

BabyIon. f C

10. On two passages of the Chaldean Flood-tablet
; by Profes-

sor Haupt.

The goddess Istar exclaims in 11. 123 and 124 of the Chaldean Flood-

tablet : andku-ma ullada nisu'd-ma ki mare ntine umalld tdmtd-ma.\
I translated the passage in 1881 (sic !), in my commentary on the cunei-

form account of the Deluge printed in the second edition of Professor

E. Schrader's Cuneiform Inscriptions and the Old Testament (KAT. 2 63.

15) : 'I do not bear my people that they should fill the sea like fish-

spawn.^ Delitzsch, in his great Assyrian Dictionary (p. 329 below),

adopted my translation
;
but Professor Peter Jensen, of Marburg, in his

Cosmology of the Babylonians (Strassburg, 1890), p. 419, remarks: "it

is true, d may mean '

not,' but only in prohibitive clauses, and not at

the end of such sentences" (against Delitzsch, Assyr. Gramm., p. 215).

* Delitzsch (Paradies, p. 177) says : Ich gehe wohl nicht zu weit wenn ich be-

haupte. dass sich nur die Wenigsten bisher em klares Bild vom Miindungsgebiete

des Euphrat und Tigris geniacht haben.

f See the map of the 'Iraq in the Gotha MS. (written 1173 A. D.) of el-Istakhri

(c. 950), reproduced in Aug. Miiller's Der Islam im Morgen- und Abendland (Berlin,

1885), i. 576; and compare Reinaud's Geographie d'Aboulfeda (Paris, 1848), ii. 1:

pp. 54, n. 1
; 65, n. 1. Also on the Babylonian map mentioned above the Eu-

phrates empties into the apparu, or swamp (ZA. iv. 367). Pliny (v. 26, sec. 90)

says: Scinditur Euphrates a Zeugmate DLXXXIIII rnilibus passuum circa vicem

Massicen, et parte laeva in Mesopotamiam vadit per ipsam Seleuciam, circa earn

praefluenti infusus Tigri ;
dexteriore autem alveo Babylonem quondam Chaldaea3

caput petit, mediamque permeans, item quam Mothrin vocant, distrahitur in

paludes.

\ I stated in my paper On a modern reproduction of the eleventh tablet of the Baby-

lonian Nimrod Epic, printed in these Proceedings for April, 1893, p. xi, note
||,

that we seemed to have a masculine form tamma instead of tdmtu or tdmdu 'sea'

in 1. 133 of the Deluge text; but that I thought it should be read udma=Heb.
addmdh 'land.' Some Assyriologists may feel inclined to combine tamma with

the Arabic ^J 'sea.'

Ich aber gebare die Menschen nicht dazu dass sie wie Fischbrut das Meer

fallen.
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This strange statement is characteristic of certain polemical remarks
of Jensen's aimed at Delitzsch and myself : in order to be able to cor-

rect what he imagines to be our mistakes, he is obliged to distort the

facts, and impute to us a blunder we 'never dreamed of. That is, of

course, highly nattering for both Delitzsch and myself. Neither of us

ever thought of combining d-ma (cf . Heb. dl-nd)* with the preceding
clause. In my commentary of 1881, as well as in Delitzsch's lexicon,
it is evident that we connect the negative particle with the following
line. The position of the d at the end of the preceding line would be
the same as in the last line of the Esarhaddon cylinder, i. R. 47, 56 :

i. e. Esarh. vi. 56 (=KB. ii. 150 : cf. Abel Winckler, Keilschrifttexte,

Berlin, 1890, p. 24 below).

Now I do not any longer believe that my former translation of the

passage is correct, although it has been followed by so great an Assyri-

ologist as Delitzsch (I shall state presently how the lines must be ex-

plained) ;
but my interpretation proposed in 1881 is certainly better

than Jensen's rendering (CosmoL, 429) :
" what I bore where is it ?" A

beginner could tell Professor Jensen that this would be in Assyrian sd

tilidu ami Su (or si), not anakumma ulladina sti aiama. Ullada is

present or future, not imperfect or preterit ; and for the benefit of the

goddess Istar it might be better to take ullada as the present of the

Piel : ullada =*uivallada : cf. uddas =iCaddas, uhaddas ' I renew,' ubbat

vCabbat ' I destroy,' etc. It is enough for Istar to be the mu'allidat

(or mustesirat), the divine midwife or superintendent of the birth of

the post-diluvian race
;
she could not well be the dlidat gimir nabniti sa

arJci abtibi, the real mother or generatrix.
For the synonym of miCallidat see my ASKT. 116. 10 : cf . ibid. 85. 40.

The stem is not yussuru 'direct' (cf. Goran, sura 80, v. 20) but ussuru

with tf^= mussuru (Beitr. z. Assyr. i. 98 n.)
' deliver' (that is

'

liberate,'
*

save,' or '

surrender,' or ' communicate,' or ' relieve of a child in child-

birth,' etc.): i. e. Arabic mdsara (=sdlla wastdxraja) : cf. my Beitr. z.

assyr. Lautlehre, Gottingen, 1883, p. 01, n. 2). We find the same stem
in post-Biblical Hebrew (see Levy, vol. iii., p. 117% no. 3), and the term
Masora must be derived from it (contra Lagarde, Mittheil. i. 94) : see

* See the abstract of my paper on the Hebrew particle -nd in the Johns Hop-
kins University Circulars, No. 112, May, 1894.

f In the prospectus just issued of the Assyrisch-Englisch-Deutsches Glossar,

herausgegeben von W. Muss-Arnolt (the title is cautiously worded), it is stated:

"Ein K 8 und tf 9 nir urspriingliches Anfangs- m und -n: e. g. itaplusu fur nita-

plusu anzusetzen, wie es im Jahre 1887 in der Ankiindigung des von dem Semitic

Seminary of the Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore, Mt. [sic!]) versproclienen

Glossars proponiert wurde (vergleiche Proceedings of the American oriental

society, vol. xiii., p. xliv if.), war keine Ursache vorhanden "

As this is the only reference to the Johns Hopkins University in the Prospectus

of Dr. "W. Muss-Arnolt's Glossary, it may be well to place here side by side some

extracts from Dr. Arnolt's prospectus and from the Announcement of a New As-

syrian-Glossary, presented on behalf of the Semitic Seminary of the Johns
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Strack in Herzog's Realencyklopadie, ix. 388, and cf. Konig, Einleit. in

das A. T. (Bonn, 1893), p. 38. The dira^ "^eydfievov wayyimmdsSrH, Num.
xxxi. 5, means 'they were sent forth.' Assyr. mussuru is a synonym
of Heb. silldh (cf. Lev. xiv. 7, 53"; Deut. xxii. 7

;
and 11. 147, 150, 153 of

the Flood-tablet). The Nifal mmsdr has the same meaning as the Pual

sulldh, Prov. xvii. 11.

Hopkins University, by Mr. Edgar P. Allen, of the Johns Hopkins University (A.

0. S. Proc. at Baltimore, Oct. 1887, p. ccxlvii), one year before Dr. Muss-Arnolt

became a member of the Assyrian Seminary of that University :

Chicago, 1894.

Um jedoch die Auffindung solcher De-

rivate, namentlich von schwachen Stam-

men, zu erleichtern, sind alle Worter auch

in alphabetischer Ordnung mit Angabe
des Verbalstammes, zu dem sie gehoren,

verzeichnet.

Diese Anordnung hat zwei wesent-

liche Yorziige fur sieh. Zum ersten

bietet sie einen Ueberblick dar iiber die

Klasse von Wortern, die zwar mit den-

selben Prafixen versehen sind

Ausserdem erweist sich dadurch die

relative Frequenz gewisser Wortbildun-

geri. Speciell bequem, wie schon ge-

sagt, ist diese Anordnung fur Worter,

deren Ableitung eine noch bestrittene

Sache ist

Die Stamme sind in der Regel in he-

braischen Buchstaben gegeben. Hebra-

ische und syrische Worter sind in hebra-

ischer Schrift citiert, athiopische

.... in lateinischer Transcription.

Die Anordnung der Consonanten ist

die von Haupt und Delitzsch in ihren

Werken befolgte. Alle Anfangsguttura-
len werden unter X behandelt . . . .

e. g. abu
,
alaku '

gehen,' alibu
'

siisse Milch,' aqrabu
"

Skorpion,' aribu

'Rabe' .

Baltimore, 1887.

But, in order to facilitate the finding

of words, especially of derivatives from
'

feeble stems, all words will be

i

cited also in alphabetical order, with ap-

pended references to their stems.

This arrangement has two advantages :

a survey will thereby be obtained of

classes of words formed by the same

prefix, and also an idea of the relative

frequency of certain formations
;

it will,

besides, be especially convenient for

words, whose stems are a matter of

doubt.

The stems will be expressed in Hebrew

letters. . . . Hebrew and Syriac words

cited will be written in Hebrew, . . .

while . . . Ethiopic . . . will be translit-

erated in Roman characters.

The arrangement of consonants will

be according to the system first indicated

by Professor Haupt, and followed by De-

litzsch in his Dictionary : that is, all ini-

tial gutturals will be cited under K . . .

for example abu 'father,' aldku 'go,'

alibu 'milk,' aqrabu 'scorpion,' and

dribu 'raven.'

I deem it unnecessary to add a word of comment. As soon as Dr. W. Muss-

Arnolt's glossary is published, I shall review it in a special paper, in which I shall

also discuss the history of the work and Dr. Muss-Arnolt's card-catalogue or rather

collection of slips.
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The correct rendering of the two lines 123 and 124 of the Deluge-text
is : "I will raise my people again, though they fill the sea like fish-

spawn." Dr. Muss-Arnolt has published my explanation in what he
calls a revised translation of the Chaldean account of the Deluge (1. 116),

published in the Chicago Biblical World (Chicago, 1894), iii. 109-118.

Dr. Muss-Arnolt, however, appears to have misunderstood my philolog-
ical reasons for this translation

;
he seems to think that the ki at the

beginning of the second line (NE. 108. 15
;
128. 1) is a concessive con-

junction, like the Heb. ki in such passages as Eccl. iv. 14, JTDD *D

NV* D*"VlDi"T
'

though he may come from a family of outcasts,' para-

phrased by the following explanatory gloss :* *|^^ WD^OD DJl *D

ty~\
'

though he may have been poor in (what subsequently became) his

kingdom.' ki, of course, in ki mdre nune can only be the kaph simili-

tudinis. Dr. Muss-Arnolt's rendering of ki mdre nune, "although like

the spawn of the fishes," would be on a par with Jules Oppert's trans-

lation of the fourth line of the Flood-tablet : u atta ul sandtaj
" the

number of thy years does not change ;" where sandta is made to ex-

press both years and change (see Johns Hopkins University Circulars,

Feb. 1889, No. 69, p. 17 a), ki mdre nune umalld tdmtd-ma is a conces-

sive circumstantial clause (Gesenius-Kautzsch (25), 160), introduced by
the enclitic -ma ' and '

appended to nisu'd : cf . Heb. we- in passages like

Gen. xviii. 27 ; xxvi. 27
;
Is. xxxiii. 1

; Jer. xiv. 15
;
i"* xliv. 18 : 1. 17,

etc.). In an accurate rendering of the Deluge-text the concessive par-
ticle "although" must appear at the end of 1. 123, not as the beginning
of 1. 124.

Now this question arises : can we take nisu'd-md as the noun nisu

with the suffix of the first person followed by the enclitic -ma? George
Smith understood it so (Records of the Past, vii. 139, 14), and this inter-

pretation is certainly favored by the fact that there is no space between
nisu and d-ma on the original (cf. Beitr. z. Assyr. i. 132, n. ;\ NE.

108, n. 7). The form nisu'd is not exceptional ;
it is a form like abu'd

( my father,' sepu'd
' my foot,' etc. The singular nisu is used because

the goddess speaks of the post-diluvian race: nisu'a means 'my race;'

the plural nise'a would mean ' my races,' which would be less appro-

priate in this connection. It took some time, of course, before the post-

diluvian race could develop into nise or different races.

The length of the -vowel of the suffix is preserved under the influ-

ence of the enclitic -ma. The original form of the possessive suffix of

*
Cf. the abstract of my paper On the Book of Eeclesiastes, in the Johns Hop-

kins University Circulars, No. 90 (June, 1891), p. 115 a below, note *.

f The overlapping -a is found especially in the permansive forms of the verba

tertics mftrmce. The language tries to strengthen these forms as much as possi-

ble: cf. the feminine termination in the forms of the infinite construct in the verbs

tertise n in Hebrew, etc.

My remark, Beitr. z. Assyr. L 132, was known to Jensen, and should have

prevented him from reading ulladani sua iama.
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the first person sing, was -yd, with a long final vowel : cf . Arabic pause

forms, as 'abdiyd (xjtXxe. or L)Ju..)
' my servant' (Kosegarten, 1016,

p. 444
; Ewald, Gramm. arab. 367 ; Oaspari-Muller, 36, note d).* We

find the same lengthening in 1. 41 of the Deluge (NE. 136) : ina qaqqar
Bel ul asdkan resi'd-ma (or pdni'd)

' on the ground of Bel (that is, terra

firma) I cannot resist (the Flood).' The passage has been very incor-

rectly translated. Dr. Muss-Arnolt (1. c., 1. 33) renders: "On Bel's

earth I dare not live securely," following Jensen's and Jeremias's erro-

neous interpretation :

" will auf Bel's Ort mein Haupt nicht mehr

niederlegen." Dr. Meissner, perhaps the ablest representative of the

younger German school of Assyriology, translated (ZA. iii. 418
; cf. BA.

i. 320, ad p. 122) :

" nicht werde ich meinen Geist auf Bel's Erde rich-

ten." Sakdnu sa resi, however, means nothing but '

resist,'! literally
' make head,' like our English idiom. Parnell, for example, said in his

manifesto to the Irish people of America (March 13, '91): ''without

your aid Ireland could not for one moment have made head against her

oppressors." We find the same phrase in NE. 51. 17 : salalti sanati dl

Uruk lamti nakru, Istar ana nakrisu ul isdkan qaqqadsa
' three years

was the enemy besieging the city of Erech ; the goddess Istar could no

longer resist its (Erech's) enemies.'

Another form like resi'd-ma 'my head' is guxri'd-ma
' my youth,'

in 1. 299 of the eleventh tablet of the Gilgamesh legends (NE. 147) :

andku lukul-ma lutir ana sa% guxm'd-ma 'I will eat it and become

again as I was in my youth.'
For the long -d before the enclitic -ma cf. also Delitzsch's Assyrian

Grammar, p. 128
; Jager's inaugural dissertation, p. 12, n.* Beitr. z.

Assyr. i. 453. We find the long d also without the -ma: Professor

Bezold gives a number of passages in his transliteration of the el-

Amarna texts in the British Museum, published under the misleading
title Oriental Diplomacy (London, 1893, pp. 68, 70, sub abu ' father' and
axu '

brother') ; and Professor Zimmern has some in his translation of

the cuneiform letters from Jerusalem (ZA. v. 150. 7, 11
; 152. 22, 5, etc.).

Professor Bezold's reading, abu'ai, is certainly wrong (cf. Bezold's

remarks, 1. c. 3). Nor do I believe (with Jensen, ZA. v. 100) that

a-bu-u-a-a was pronounced abuya.

*
Compare the abstract of my paper on the possessive suffix of the first person

singular in Assyrian, in the Johns Hopkins University Circulars, May, 1894.

f It is not a synonym of nasfl, sa resi, as Meissner (Altbabyl. Privatrecht, p.

138) supposes: cf. note 29 ot my paper On the Book of Ecclesiastes, in the Phil-

adelphia Oriental Studies (Philadelphia, 1894).

% For the use of the relative pronoun sa in this connection cf. Dr. Krsetzsch-

mar's paper in Beitr. z. Assyr. i. 358 below.

The magical plant whose name is: "a man, though gray-haired, became

young again," Assyr. sumsa stbu ippaxir amelu : cf. Alfred Jeremias, Vorstel-

lungen vom Leben nach dem Tode, Leipzig, 1887, p. 93.
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Cases where the enclitic -ma is appended to the suffix of the first per-
son without scriptio plena of the preceding final a-vowel of the posses-
sive suffix of the first person sing, are quite common ; we find several

instances in the inscriptions of Tiglathpileser I. (cf. Lotz, 118), in the

annals of Assurnagirpal (cf. Ernst Miiller, ZA. i. 362), and in the el-

Amarna texts (cf. ZA. v. 156, 18), etc.

There are several points in Jensen's translation of the Deluge-text
which I do not approve of, and I hope to find the time to discuss some
of them. It is undoubtedly true that the interpretation of the Deluge-
text has been much advanced since I published my commentary thir-

teen years ago, chiefly through the works of Delitzsch and Zimmern ;*

but several of Jensen's remarks criticizing my translation! of 1881 are

just as gratuitous as the specimens quoted above.

Let me give one additional exemplification. I said in 1881 that the

cuneiform epithet of the Babylonian Noah, Atra-xasis or Xasis-atra,

i. e. Zioov&poc,$ had about the same meaning as the Hebrew '*{$

D*DrV) p*1!
' a Jus^ an(* perfect man,' as Noah is called in the

priestly narrative of the Biblical Flood. I stated that Xasis-atra meant
'wise and reverential, God-fearing.' Now Jensen remarks (CosmoL,

*
Cf. e. g. Zimmern, Buss-psalmen : 26. 1 (Pir-napistim) ;

118. 1 (attari,

Delitzsch); 47 (dipdrdti)-, 55. 1 (saxarratu) ;
17 (naplusu)] 20. 10 (letu)- De-

litzsch, Worterbuch: 67 below (Ubard); 205 (Ubara-Tutu) : 168. 1 (Adar)\ 185

(mtiraku 'length'!); 139, below (sar); 248 (ezub); 127 (dde sibisu)- 126. 4

(ktru)', 135 (dddnu); 143 (iqrida); 133 (adi 'along with'); 321 (kukki)- 274

(tdbat rigma); 314 (ixreti); 238. 3 (vi. urra, vii. musdti); 288, below (mearw);

237 (urru imtdqut); 210 (ana ndsi ul iddin); 120. 3 (adagur); 222 (aban

kisddi); 262 (xasisu) ;
250 (iteziz); 168. 2 (Atraxasis : cf. Beitr. z. Assyria.

401), etc, etc.

f On p. 367 of his Cosmology, Jensen speaks of my Uebersetzungsversuche !

| As I stated in my note on Gilgames= Tihyafio(; (A. 0. S. Proc. for April,

1893, p. ix, n. |), Mark Lidzbarski suggested that Zioovdpoe might be the proto-

type of the Arabic el-Khidr, living at the confluence of the two great rivers

(Koran, sura IS. 59
if.), who is identified with the prophet Elijah, St. George, and

the prime minister of Alexander the Great: ^a.^ means 'bluish green,' like

y/lau/cdf ; and, of course, the Greek sea-god r/iaw/cof (Hovriog) is the same

mythical personage (ZA. vii. 320). Professor Bezold ought to have added (ZA.

vii. 109. 2, 320) that Lidzbarski's and DyrofFs remarks had been anticipated by

Lenormant, Les Origines de Vhistoire (Paris, 1882), ii. 13 ("L'analogie est si

frappante qu'il est inutile d'insister davantage. J'ajouterai seulement que le mot

Khidhr lui-me'me n'est rien autre que la contraction de la form grecque Xisuthros,

ou de la forme babylonienne 'Hasis-Adra, transmise directement aux Arabes sans

passer par le grec "). It would also have been well if Professer Bezold, before

printing Lidzbarski's and Drroff's articles in his Zeitschrift, had called their

attention to Clermont-Ganneau's paper Horus et Saint Georges, published in the

Revue archeologique, nouvelle serie, xxxii. 388-397, and cited by Lenormant, 1. c.

Compare also Lidzbarski's reply to Dyroff in Parts 3 and 4 (issued Jan., 1894) of

Bezold's Zeitschrift, vol. viii.
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p. 385) :
" Warum an Xisuthros das Moment der Furcht besonders her-

vorgehoben werden soil, versteht man nicht recht." He fails to see

why a word implying fear should be used as an epithet of the Baby-
lonian Noah, who braved the terrors of the Deluge. Professor Jensen

evidently considers this a very clever remark, otherwise he would not
have distorted the facts in order to be able to bring it in. He knows,
of course, as well as I do, that there is a difference between ehrfurch-
tig, gottesfurchtig, and furchtbar, feige. When Bismarck made his

famous remark in the Reichstag :

" Wir Deutschen fiirchten Gott und
sonst nichts in der Welt," he did not mean to emphasize

" das Moment
der Furcht."* I have often noticed that certain men would rather
make an inaccurate statement than sacrifice an aper$u which they con-
sider "smart." But indeed Xasis-atra or Atra-xasis after all means
'most reverential or God-fearing, just and perfect,' like the Hebrew

D'Oni pHV B>'N- Atra stands, as Professor Jensen rightly pointed
out, for watra : it is a prefix which has about the same meaning as our

prefixed arch-, or arrant, and is evidently identical with the Aramaic
yattir,\ while Assyr. xasis has about the same meaning as Syriac

so that Atra-xasis or Xasis-atra is >a^u* j-.&- or j^L* >o-^=u. t

i. e. 'exceedingly wise.' But wisdom according to Semitic ideas is

religion, and ungodliness is folly ; the fool says in his heart there is

no God
;
and in Job xxviii. 28 (a polemical interpolation directed against

the tendency of the poem) we read :
"
Behold, the fear of the Lord, that

is wisdom; and to depart from evil is understanding." I recommend
the last statement to Professor Jensen's special consideration.

I need hardly add that the above remarks do not affect my apprecia-
tion of Professor Jensen's wide reading and untiring industry, and of

the breadth and originality of his views. I would only suggest in the

most amicable manner that he select another corpus vile when he desires

to practice himself in the facetious style of polemics.

* A similar rather "juvenile" remark is Jensen's statement, CosmoL, p. 384:
"
samas-napistim konnte nur bedeuten 'Lebenssonne.' So bezeichnen zwar bei

uns Verliebte einander [!J, und ein soldier Ausdruck ware fur einen Konig eine

vielleicht auch im Munde eines Babyloniers passende Bezeichnung ;
aber \varum

Xisutliros Lebenssonne genannt werden konnte will mir nicht einfallen." The fact

that the reason for a certain name does not occur to Jensen hardly proves that the

name is impossible.

f Cf. e. g. Dan. vii. 7, nYFT
KS'pfl 'exceedingly strong,' or vii. 19, nVm

HTJT '

exceedingly dreadful.'

\ As Noldeke, 245, states, J--A-. may precede or follow the adjective to which

it belongs. In Assyrian the adverbial accusative atra seems to have been pre-

fixed in the older period of the language (Atra-xasis), and afterwards to have been

affixed (Ziaovd-poq=Xasis-atra).

See note of my paper On the Book of Ecclesiastes in the Philadelphia Orien-

tal Studies (Philadelphia, 1894).
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11. Hindu Modes and Tunes; by Rev. Edward Webb, Lin-
coln University, Pa.

This paper will merely glance at some of the features which distin-

guish the Hindu system of music from our own.
In editing a book of Christian lyrics for our converts in the year 1853,*

it became necessary to study the principles of their musical science.

My way was immediately blocked by the discovery that there were no
treatises on the subject in the Tamil, the vernacular of that part of

India. There was a brief one in Canarese, and others in Sanskrit, of

which I could make little use till I should spend valuable time on those

languages. I was further hindered by the jealousy of the native musi-

cians whom I employed. All I got through them was by strategy ;
for

they used every artifice to keep the arcana of their science shut up
from my approach.
More than one hundred years ago, Sir William Jones, in Bengal,

encountered the same difficulties. His articles on the " Musical Modes
of the Hindus" were prepared by the aid of Pundits, employees of the

court in which he was presiding judge. With every profession of

frankness, these men either misinformed him or concealed the clues to

some of the fundamental facts. The articles have been freely used in

all encyclopedic notices of this subject. They develop many valuable

facts, but contain also not a few errors.

Roman Catholic missionaries have always encouraged the use of

native tunes and metres in the public and social worship of their con-

verts. But Protestant missionaries, fearing their influence from asso-

ciation with idol worship in the temples and elsewhere, long opposed
their use. Psalms and Hymns in English metres and set to English
tunes were provided for them. These continued in general use through
all our India missions for nearly half a century.

It is easy to see that these foreign forms would have no attraction,

and would prove to be utterly impracticable, for a people who justly

boasted a prosody of far greater elaboration than our own, and a

musical science hoary with antiquity, which has remained essentially

unchanged for unnumbered centuries, being in common daily use

among all the nationalities of India, and to which even the most illit-

erate are passionately attached.

The philosophical works of the Hindus all, as they claim, divinely

inspired classify the arts and sciences under sixty-four heads. Five

of these treat of music. One, the twenty-second, regulates the modula-

tion of sounds. The other four give rules for instrumental music. One
is on the lute, another on the flute the wind and the stringed instru-

ments ;
the third and fourth treat of the tambourine and cymbals,

which furnish time, measure, and rhythm for the tune. Music and

tune are designated by the word raka (Skt. rdga), signifying
'

love,

emotion, passion'; for they regard this art as the God-given organ to

express and impress emotion.

* Mr. "Webb was for many years a missionary at Dindigal, in the Madura dis-

trict, Southern India.
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The octave or diatonic scale is, of necessity perhaps, the basis of their

musical system, as of our own. Like ours, it has eight notes, the first

and the eighth being in unison, with a ratio of one to two. It has also

seven divisions or steps, five of which may be termed major and two
minor, corresponding to the number of our tones and semi-tones. But
here the correspondence ends

; for, in their fractional proportions and
mathematical ratios, tones and semi-tones differ radically throughout
from the European gamut. Each of these seven notes has its name.
The first is called Sakshma, the second Rishaba, and so on. Each is also

designated by a single syllable, as with us. The syllable used for this

purpose is the first of its name ; thus, Sa for Sakshma, Ri for Rishaba,
and the rest, Sa, Ri, Ga, Ma, Pa, Tha, Ni, for our do, re, mi, etc.; and

they answer the purpose in practice quite as well. Two of the tones,
the first and the fifth, Sa and Ga, are called Pirakiruthi '

unchanged,'
because they admit of no modification by division. The others that is,

2, 3, 4, 6, 7, or Ri, Ga, Ma, Tha and Ni are variously subdivided. The

fourth, or Ma, is divided but once. The other four have each two
divisions. There are therefore found in the Hindu scale seven principal
and nine subordinate notes, sixteen in all. As the principal, so also the

subordinate notes have each its distinctive name, and with these names
the musical experts are perfectly familiar. But they all acknowledge
that in actual practice one subdivision only is admissible, so that four

of the nine are simply theoretical. The American Encyclopedia says
that the Hindu gamut is divided into twenty-two fractional tones ; but

this is an error. Theoretically they have sixteen, practically but twelve,
as jn our chromatic scale.

Many of their tunes find their most distinctive characteristic and
attractive expression in the construction of the descending scale, which,
in many of their modes, differs from the ascending both in the order of

its tones and subtones and in their mathematical ratio, somewhat as in

our minor mode.
Hindu musicians claim that, though their system knows nothing of

the intricate harmonies highly admired by Europeans, its attraction

and excellence are far superior to ours, both for expression and im-

pression: 1. Because of the scientific and artistic construction of their

scales
;

2. Because of the charming character and expression developed

by them in their system of intervals ; 3. Because of the scientific com-
bination and succession which their system accords to these intervals ;

4. Because of the skillful application of the variations developed in the

descending scales.

The pitch or key of a tune, as well as the intensity and the timbre or

quality of the tone, with the time and rhythm of the movement, are

applied by us together with the scale in the construction of the tune.

All these the Hindus treat with great elaboration as quite distinct

though supplementary sciences, under the general term of Thala. The
marvelous ingenuity and infinite detail in the construction of the Thala

appear in the class-books used in the training of the dancing-girls in the

temples. On one occasion I examined these books with some care. I
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found them full of mathematical tables for the fractional division of

time in their movements. Their practice with these tables extends

through a period of eight or ten years of daily exercises. Once I was

present when a class of these girls carried on simultaneously five dis-

tinct rhythmical movements : one with the right hand
; another, and

quite diverse, with the left
;
a third and fourth with each foot ;

and still

another with graceful movements of the head, all the time advancing
and receding with instrumental and vocal accompaniment. This was
an exhibition of consummate skill under the rules of their Thala.

I have spoken of the scales and their subdivisions, also of their rules

for time, measure, and rhythm. I must now refer to the tunes which

are constructed of the scales. They are thirty-two in number, enu-

merated and described in their shastras. These thirty-two are treated as

classical genera, on the basis of which a multitude of others may be

and have been composed. Each one of these latter is related to its

theme as a species to its genus. Several of these original Vedic tunes

are adapted to the several forms of classic verse one for Venpa, the

best or sacerdotal verse ;
another for Akavetpa, the heroic

; another for

Kalippa, the mercantile ;
the fourth for Vanjippa, the agricultural.

Several are called tunes of place, supposed to express or awaken emo-

tions suggested by localities, as maritime, mountainous, or agricultural.

Some are appropriated to the seasons, as to spring and autumn
; others

to the different parts of the day to morning, noon, or evening. They

gravely object to singing or playing a morning tune in the evening

hour, when, as they say, the physical and mental condition is relaxed

and demands the soothing and rest which the intervals of the evening
minor modes suggest and promote. Other adaptations and modes or

arrangements of the scales are used for popular songs in religious wor-

ship. These last they call Patha Keerttinai or Lyrics. Several of the

original thirty-two arrangements of the scale are intended for use on

special occasions : one to express joy, another sorrow
;
some for wed-

dings or for funerals, for felicitation or for condolence, for festive

scenes, for dancing or for martial inspiration.

Their skilful musicians are very quick not only to detect dissonance

or imperfect vocalization, but to criticise severely the admission of in-

tervals that are foreign to the mode or tune announced. After hearing

three or four intervals, they will announce the name of the tune, as

their scientific classification of tunes is largely determined by the char-

acter of the intervals and their order. For this reason they scorn our

European music. They despise it. They say it shows gross ignorance
of the first principles of the science. I have heard them say that while

in many of the arts and sciences, and in the amenities of our social life,

we greatly excel, in music and religion we are inferior, shallow, and

far in the rear. For with their religion, as with their music, they are

intensely conceited. They refer with infinite pride to their amazing

chronology as contrasted with the biblical to their Brahma-Kalpa
of one hundred days in the life of the god, each of which numbers

4,320,000,000 years over against our paltry 6,000 years.
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The question is often asked how such delicate and intricate modes
and melodies are preserved, and how they have been transmitted un-

changed, as is claimed, from generation to generation through so many
centuries ? How have their identity and individuality been protected,
with no musical staff or other device by which to make permanent
record of the tones and intervals that distinguish them to say nothing
of the time, measure, pitch, and rhythm ? To this they reply : 1. These

modes and tunes were originally communicated to men by Brahma
himself, who carefully guards them, as he does all his gifts; 2. They
are all constructed in accordance with natural laws and principles that

can suffer no change or variation
;

3. By divine provision they were
from the first permanently recorded on the lute. This instrument was

invented, as they claim, under instruction from Brahma, by Nared, his

own son. In the twenty-third of the sixty-four inspired treatises on the

arts and sciences it is minutely described, with its seven strings and its

key-board for frets, and very specific rules are given for its use ; 4. Al-

though they have no device like the European staff on which to record

the scales, each of the twelve notes and subnotes, the three key-tones
and the seven Thalas, or modes of time, positive and relative, with

every prescribed variation of feet, measures, and rhythm, have their

own specific name or designation announced in the shastras, and used

there in their description, and well-known to every educated Hindu.

By these means the preservation and accurate transmission of all the

tunes of their elaborate musical system have been perfectly secured, as

they claim, through all past ages, and are safe for all coming time.

12. On a Greek Inscription; by Prof. Isaac H. Hall, Metro-

politan Museum of Art, New York, 1ST, Y.

This inscription occurs on a bronze object shaped like the head-end of

a tenpenny cut nail, with the upper part of the head convex and hav-

ing rounded corners. Upon the head is a figure now obscure, but

apparently the representation of an equestrian soldier. The dimensions

of the object are as follows : extreme length, 3.7 centimeters ; head, 1.2

centimeters in diameter, .04 thick. Width of sides, .04 at small end,
.07 next to head. A hole passes through it from side to side, 2.3 centi-

meters from long end. The inscription occupies the four sides of the

object, two sides having one line each, and two having two lines each.

The inscription appears to be of the Byzantine period. The object was
found near Tyre, somewhere in the Lebanon. The inscription is as

follows, the numbers denoting the sides of the object :

1. AFIOC KYPIOC

2. lOTAIANfl)

3. a. TO) AOVAOYC

b. OVTft>$OPOHTI

4. a. OKATOIKft>N NBOH6IA
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The hole mentioned above passes through from the end of 1. to the
end of 3. On 1., beyond the hole, is an engraved figure which appears
to be a circle about a cross, the strokes forming the latter being double,
and a stray stroke from the circle making the whole figure, in its pres-
ent condition, look like a lion. The letters on 1. and 2. are about
twice as large as those on 3. and 4. The lines on 1. and 3. stop at the

hole, while those on 2. and 4. run to the head. Or, if close measure-
ment is required, the line on 1. is 2.1 centimeters long ;

that on 2. is

2.5 c. long ;
those on 3. are 2.1 c. long ;

those on 4. are 2.85 long.

Height of letters on 1., 0.3 c.
;
on 2., 0.35 c. ;

on 3., 0.15 to 0.2 c.; on 4.,

0.125 to 0.2 c.

Putting it into modern type and separating the words :

Aytog Kvptos
\

'lovTiiavu
\

TU dovXov a ov r& fyoporjn \

6 KarotK&v kv floqdia
\

rw

Perhaps the inscription should be taken as beginning with 2., but the

sense would be the same. The chief difficulty is the word at the end of

3 b. I find no example of it elsewhere, and can only conjecture its

meaning as something akin to 'supporter' or 'furtherer.' Another

difficulty is that of determining the exact meaning of the phrase re,"

vijiiffru ; but I incline to take it as a dative of manner or degree. The
itacisms in the last word of 4 a and 4 6 give no trouble

;
nor the

nominative with the (apparent) 2d pers. imperative.

"Holy Lord, who dwellest in help, help most loftily Julianus the

supporter (?) of thy servant."

For what purpose the object was made or used, or what more nearly
was the purport of the inscription, I cannot determine.

13. The casts of sculptures and inscriptions at Persepolis ; by
Dr. Cyrus Adler, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C.

The following is a brief note from Dr. Adler's paper* : In the winter

of 1891 a private expedition was sent out from England, with the assist-

ance of Lord Saville, for the purpose of securing moulds of the sculp-

tures and inscriptions at Persepolis. The expedition was in charge of

Mr. Herbert Weld Blundell, the modeling being done by Mr. Giunteni.

As a result, all the important sculptures and inscriptions at Persepolis

have been successfully produced in London. Twenty sets have been

made from the moulds ; and they are offered for sale, for about $1500

a set, by Mr. Cecil H. Smith, 3, The Avenue, Fulham Road, London,
S. W.
Hon. Truxton Beale, who was during this period U. S. Minister to

Persia, visited Persepolis during the progress of the work, and received

from Mr. Blundell for the U. S. National Museum two paper moulds,
which he transmitted to Washington. Plaster casts have been success-

fully made from these moulds. The one is an inscription of Artaxerxes

III. (Ochus), who reigned 358-344 B. C.
, or, according to some, 359-338

B. C. ; the other is the figure of a warrior, probably one of the " Immortal

Guard."

* To be published in the Report of the U. S. National Museum for 1893.
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14. On a catalogue of the Sanskrit part of the Society's library ;

by Dr. Hanns Oertel, of Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

The Librarian's Reports of Additions to the Society's Library form,
when taken together, a pretty complete catalogue of the library. There

are nineteen of these lists, and one or two of them are given in each of

the first fifteen volumes of the Journal except volumes xii. and xiv.

Especially notable are the first list of volume vii. (the Bradley books)
and the first list of volume xi. (the Thompson books). Since these

lists are available as a catalogue only to those who have at hand a full

set of the Journal, and since they are, by nature of their arrangement,
not convenient for ready use, it cannot be doubted that an alphabetical

catalogue of authors and subjects would considerably increase the use-

fulness of the Society's collection.

To make and print such a catalogue, on the other hand, would
involve an expense of labor and money quite disproportionate to the use

likely to be made of it : this, partly because of the great number of

languages represented, and partly because the collection, as made by
donations, is not systematically complete in any subject.* Moreover,
the growth of the library would necessitate frequent supplementary
lists, so that we should soon be again confronted with the inconvenience

already alluded to.

A manuscript card-catalogue is obviously the only solution of the

difficulty ;
this could be sent, part after part, as finished, to such insti-

tutions of learning as desired to have it copied. The copying might
perhaps be .done by members of the regular library staff or by some
interested graduate students. Far the best and easiest way would be,

in departments where partly complete printed bibliographies exist (and
in Sanskrit such is the case : see Haas and Bendall), to run through
the book with the cards, and enter the initials "A. O. S." on the margin
opposite the titles of works owned by the Society. This would be

satisfactory ; and, if competent volunteers for the really important

departments of the library can be found, all that it is desirable to

accomplish can be done, and without expense to the Society.

I propose to prepare such a catalogue for the Sanskrit part of the

Society's library, and have ready now the first part of it, containing the

titles of Catalogues of Sanskrit Manuscripts. Of these there are several

not mentioned in Aufrecht's Catalogus Catalogorum. The titles are

alphabetized according to the name of the author ; and the names of

the places where the manuscripts are deposited are entered as cross-

* It is in place here to quote an extract from Prof. W. D. Whitney's open letter

to the Members of the American Oriental Society, of April, 189], page 5:

" The library has become, after a life of nearly fifty years, one of noteworthy
extent and value, especially on account of the long series of publications of learned

societies which it contains; apart from those, it has the miscellaneous and scram-

bly character which belongs to a collection made by donation only, and in no

department completed by purchase."
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references. To the titles are added also references to Aufrecht's Cata-

logus and Haas-Bendall's Catalogue of the Sanskrit and Pali Books in

the British Museum. This first part is to be followed by a Catalogue of

the Sanskrit and Prakrit texts. I should be very happy to receive sug-

gestions regarding the work.

15. Hindu Calvinism
; by Prof. Edward Washburn Hopkins,

Bryn Mawr College, Byrn Mawr, Pa.

Under this title was given a translation and criticism of a scene in the

third book of the Mahabharata (29-36). The different religious systems
of the Epic were spoken of, and the passage under consideration was
shown to be early for various reasons. The doctrine taught was anal-

yzed . It is the converse of that teaching which first crops out in the

late Upanishads that the prasdda or special grace of the Lord suffices

to save being therefore a sort of parallel to the Calvinistic doctrine

of salvation by special privilege.* The chief disputant is a woman, who
claims that if the Lord saves by grace he damns by cruelty, and :

" Man is led about by the Creator like a bull by the nose or a bird by the

string. In obtaining good and evil God's will, not man's work, is para-
mount. Each one is sent to heaven or to hell by the Lord at the Lord's

pleasure, not because he deserves it," etc. (Igvaraprerita, iii. 30. 28). The

queen is then refuted by her husband. He tells her that what she

says is heresy (nastikyam), and lays down the admirable principle that

works should be disinterested, i. e. without expectation of heavenly
reward. " There is no virtue in trying to milk virtue." (Compare Schil-

ler, Einem ist sie eine Kuh, etc.) All this is interesting as a prelimi-

nary sketch of the Divine Song, the principles of which are here enun-

ciated without the later Krishnaism. The duel of words concludes

characteristically. The king says, and this is his only real argument,
that the religious doctrine contradicted by the queen must be true, for
"
people would not have been good for so many ages if there had not

been some reward attached to goodness," thereby contradicting himself

in true Epic style. "But," he adds,
"

all this is after all a mystery ; the

gods are full of illusion. Do not blame the Lord Creator
;

it is through
his grace that the mortal who believes attains to immortality." Then,

just as the sage woman in the Upanishads is debarred from too pene-

trating inquiry by the word " ask no more, or your head will fall off," so

the queen here suddenly recants all that she says. At the end of the

recantation, which is apparently a later working over of the text, the

queen asseverates that she has learned this "wisdom of Brhaspati
"

as

a child in her father's house. It is questionable whether this tag did

not originally belong at the end of the first argument. For Brhaspati

is a seer not over-orthodox in the Epic, and there seems to be less ridi-

* To the title of the paper as well as to any parallelism between Calvinism and

this phase of Hinduism exception having been taken in the meeting, it may be

well to state that no real Calvinism was seen in the Hindu Epic, only something

that reminded the writer very strongly of Calvinism.
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cule than historic basis for the fact that he was the seer of the hedonic

Carvaka, who was the infidel and Epicurean (if we may call him so) of

failing Brahmanism. There may possibly be some connection between

Brhaspati's name and rites (sects) not held in much esteem by orthodox
Brahmans.

16. Trita, the scape-goat of the gods, in relation to Atharva-

Veda vi. 112 and 113
; by Professor M. Bloomfield, of Johns

Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

The legend alluded to in AV. vi. 112-13 is stated as follows in MS. iv.

1. 9 (p. 12, 1. 2 ff.) :
" The gods did not find a person upon whom they

might be able to wipe off (mdrksydmahe) from themselves the bloody

part of the sacrifice (that is any one upon whom they might transfer

their guilt). Then Agni spake :

' I will create for you him upon whom
ye shall wipe off from yourselves the bloody part of the sacrifice.' He
threw a coal upon the waters ; from that Ekata was born. (He threw)
a second one (dvittyam) ;

from that Dvita (was born). (He threw) a

third one (trtiyam) ; from that Trita (was born) . . . The gods came

wiping themselves upon (Ekata, Dvita, and Trita) ; they (in turn) wiped
themselves upon one who was overtaken by the rising sun, i. e. one

over whom the sun rises while he is asleep ; this one (wiped himself)

upon one who was overtaken (asleep) by the setting sun
; he upon one

afflicted with brown teeth
;
he upon one with diseased nails ; he upon

one who had married a younger sister before the older one was married
;

he upon one whose younger brother had married before himself
; he

upon one who had married before his older brother ; he upon one who
had slain a man ;

he upon one who had committed an abortion. Be-

yond him who has committed an abortion the sin does not pass.'

In TB. iii. 2. 8. 9 ff . the same story is told with variants, the chief

difference being that the culminating sin is the slaying of a Brahman :

"
Beyond the slayer of a Brahman the sin does not pass." Still other

versions occur in the Kath. S. xxxi. 7
; Kap. S. xlvii. 7 (cf. also QB.

i. 2. 2. 8
; KQS. ii. 5. 26

;
Mahldhara to VS. i. 23

; ApQS. i. 25. 15) ; and
similar lists of sinful personages are to be quoted from a variety of

Sutras and later Smarta-texts ; they have been assembled by Professor

Delbriick in his monograph
' Die indogermanischen Verwandschafts-

namen,' Transactions of the Royal Saxon Society, vol. xi., nr. v, pp. 578

ff. (200 ff. of the reprint) ;
cf. also Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 315.

All those mentioned in the lists are obviously regarded as burdened

with guilt (enas) ;
and the legend clearly marks them as persons upon

whom, therefore, the guilt of others may be unloaded.

Another legend, which reads like a remote echo of the one stated

above
;
occurs at QB. i. 2. 3. 1 ff. (cf. SBE. xiii. 47 ff.). Its essence is that

Agni, after his three older brothers had worn themselves out in the ser-

vice of the gods a story upon which the Brahmanas are constantly

ringing the changes fled into the waters, lest he should succumb to

the same fate. But the gods discovered him there, and Agni spat upon
the waters because they had not proved a safe refuge. Thence sprang
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the Aptya (cf. apya in the account of the Tait. Br. above) deities, Trita,

Dvita, and Ekata.

"They roamed about with Indra, even as nowadays a Brahmana
follows in the train of a king. When he slew Vigvarupa, the three-

headed son of Tvastar, they also knew of his going to be killed ; and

straightway Trita slew him. Indra, assuredly, was free from that (sin),

for he is a god.
" And the people thereupon said :

' Let those be guilty of the sin who
knew about his going to be killed !'

' How ?
'

they asked. ' The sacri-

fice shall wipe it off upon (shall transfer it to) them,' they said" (Pro-
fessor Eggeling's translation). The Aptyas, then, loaded with the guilt

(or impurity) of the sacrifice, determine to pass this guilt on, and they
pick out as their victim him who performs a sacrifice without confer-

ring the daksina upon the officiating priest. Further, the impure rins-

ing-water is poured out for the Aptyas with the formulas,
" For Trita

thee ! For Dvita thee ! For Ekata thee !" (cf. VS. i. 23, and Mabi-
dhara's comment thereon).

Similarly Sayana to RV. i. 52. 5 describes the relation of Trita and
the rest of the Aptyas : cf . also his introduction to RV. i. 105.

The human beings upon whom Trita and the other Aptyas wipe off

the guilt of the gods deposited in themselves are sinners or outcasts

without exception. Aside from the testimony of the legends above,
VS. xxx. presents a fictitious, schematic list of human beings, fit to be

sacrificed at the purusamedha, the human sacrifice, and, in verse 9, the

parivitta, the parivividdna, and the edidhisuhpati (!) are sacrificed

respectively to the female personifications of evil, Nirrti, Araddhi, and
Niskrti. In ApQS. ix. 12. 11 an expiatory rite is performed for a still

larger part of these lists, and in Vasistha's DharmaQastra they are

designated as enasvin 'loaded with guilt (enas}.' It follows that Trita

must also have committed some crime which fitted him in his turn for

the position of scape-goat of the gods. The nature of this crime is, in

our judgment, indicated in part in the version of the legend in QB.
above. Indra's drastic performances upon the great variety of demons
whom he slays, coupled as they are at times with wiles and treachery,

have not failed to arouse the compunctions of a certain school of Vedic

moralists, who contemplate his exploits with mingled sorrow and fear

for Indra's position as a righteous god. So e. g. in TB. i. 7. 1. 7. 8
;
PB.

xii. 6. 8
;
and MS. iv. 3. 4, Indra is blamed for having betrayed and

slain his quondam friend Namuci, and is compelled to perform purifi-

catory rites ;
see our " Contributions to the interpretation of the Veda,"

Third Series, J.A.O.S. xv. 160. Similarly, Vrtra is betrayed in TS. vi.

5. 1. 1-3
;
MS. iv. 5. 6

;
PB. xx. 15. 6 ff. Especially the death of Vicva-

rupa, Tvastar's son, is treated by certain texts with a naive affectation

of horror, and accounted as amounting to Brahman-murder, the crime

upon which TB. iii. 2. 8. 11 (and other texts quoted by Professor Del-

briick above) remarks :

'

Beyond the slayer of a Brahman the sin does

not pass.' Thus, in TS. ii. 5. 1. 2, the beings (bhutdni) cry to Indra :

" thou art the slayer of a Brahman": see also the Qantiparvan of the

Mahabharata (xii. 13210 ff.), and the Rig-vidhana iii. 5. 4.
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Since, now, Indra's misdeeds on account of their prominence are

likely to have given rise to the notion of misdeeds on the part of the

gods (devdinasd, AV. vi. iii. 3 ; x. 1. 12), it was natural that some per-

sonage closely associated with Indra a personage, moreover, who
could be construed as subservient, or at least ancillary to him should

be picked out for the unenviable position. For this Trita seems fitted

in an eminent degree. Trita is in general the double of Indra in his

struggle with the demons. A passage like RV. i. 187. 1, pitum nu
stosam . . . ydsya trito vy djasd vrtrdm viparvam arddyat, 'Let me
now praise the drink by whose might Trita tore Vrtra joint from joint,'

suits Indra as well as Trita.* In RV. i. 52. 5
; v. 86. 1

; viii. 7. 24 he

appears as Indra's coadjutor, and, in the first one of these passages, as

Indra's predecessor and model in the fights against the dragons. In x.

48. 2 Indra gets the cows for Trita from the dragon, and in i. 163. 2

Trita in his turn appears as Indra's servitor, harnessing the horse which
Indra rides. Especially RV. x. 8. 8,

' Trita Aptya, knowing (the nature

of) his weapons, derived from the Fathers, and impelled by Indra,

fought against the three-headed and seven-rayed (monster), and, slay-

ing him, freed the cows of the son of Tvas^ar.' Compare also ii. 11. 19.

Whether, now, we regard Trita as the faded predecessor of Indra in

the role of a demiurge, being, as it were, the Indo-Iranian Hercules

(cf. the Avestan Thraetaona Athwya), supplanted in part in the land of

the seven streams by Indra
;
whether we regard him, as would appear

from some passages of the Rig-Veda, as Indra's lieutenant ;
or whether

we follow Bergaigne, Religion Vedique, pp. 326, 330, in viewing him as

a divine sacrificer
;
in each case the moralizing fancy, which would

whitewash the cruelties incidental upon Indra's valued services, natu-

rally alights upon Trita, and makes him bear the burden of his superior's

misdeeds. And this again has been generalized so that in AV. vi. 113.

the gods in general, without specification, are said to have wiped off

their guilt upon Trita.

The rites within which AV. vi. 113. 114 are embedded in the Kauika-
sutra (46. 26-29), in their turn, have for their object the removal of the

sin of him whose younger brother marries first, as also of the prema-

turely married younger brother. Symbolically the sin is again re-

moved, this time to a non-living object, being washed off upon reeds

which are then placed upon foam in a river. As the foam vanishes, so

does the sin.

The treatment of the KauQika embraces but one side of the hymn in

employing it in connection with the expiatory performances of the

parivitta and the parivividdna. It seems to me that this is too narrow,
and that the hymns were constructed to cover all the crimes in the cat-

alogues connected with the legend of Trita, as given above. This at least

is in Keava's mind when, commenting upon KauQ. 46. 26 ff., he says,

"now the expiation is stated for him who marries, performs the rite of

building the fire, and undergoes the consecration for the Soma-sacrifice,

*Cf. our 'Contributions,' Fifth series, J.A.O.S. xvi. p. 32, and Yaska's Nirukta

ix. 25, where Indra is substituted outright.
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while the older brother is alive." Further, the text of both hymns (vi.

112. 3
;
113. 2) states distinctly that the sins in question shall be wiped

off upon the abortionist, the bhrunahan, whose crime figures as a

most shocking one at the end of the lists.

This indicates that the entire list of sins is in the mind of the poet,
even though he intends to direct his charm against some special part of

them. Finally, the expression dvddagadha in vi. 113. 3,
'

Deposited in

a dozen places is that which has been wiped off on Trita, namely the

sins belonging to man,' refers in my opinion again to the list of crimes,
which are stated variously as from 9-11 in number, the use of the num-
ber 12 being due to its formulary and solemn character. From all this

it seems to me that the hymns have in mind at least all the sins which
arise from the inversion of the order of precedence as between the

younger and older brothers, and probably the rest also.

The two hymns again present a marked instance of the close inter-

lacing between the legendary material of the Brahmanas and the Man-
tras.* I doubt whether the true purport of them would ever have be-

come clear without the legends reported above, and their previous
treatment owes a certain degree of vagueness to the absence of these

legends from the apparatus of the translators.

The hymns have been translated by Ludwig, Rig-Veda iii. 469, 444
;

by Grill,
2
pp. 15, 171 ; Hardy, Die Vedisch-brahmanische Periode, p. 201 ;

cf. also Zimmer's luminous allusion to vi. 113 in his Altindisches Leben,

p. 315
;
and Ludwig (1. c.

, p. 469, 470). Grill treats both hymns rather

too vaguely, under the caption "Krankheit" (pp. 8 ff.). The Anu-
kramani defines vi. 112 as dgncyam ; vi. 113 as pdusnam.

I add the translation of the two hymns, undertaken in the light of

the preceding exposition :

vi. 112. 1. May this (younger brother) not slay the oldest one of

them, O Agni ; protect him so that he be not torn out by the root ! Do
thou here cunningly loosen the fetters of Grahi (attack of disease);

may all the gods give thee leave ! 2. Free these three, O Agni, from
the three fetters with which they have been shackled ! Do thou here

cunningly loosen the fetters of Grahi
;
release them all, father, sons,

and mother !f 3. The fetters with which the older brother, whose

younger brother has married before him, has been bound, with which
he has been encumbered and shackled limb by limb, may they be loos-

ened
; since fit for loosening they are. Wipe off, O Pusan, the mis-

deeds upon him who practices abortion !

vi. 113. 1. On Trita the gods wiped off this sin, Trita wiped it off on
human beings ; hence, if Grahi has seized thee, may these gods remove
her by means of their charm. 2. Enter into the rays, into smoke, O
sin ; go into the vapors, and into the fog ! Lose thyself with the foam
of the river

; wipe off, O Pusan, the misdeeds upon him who practices

*
Cf. my

'

Contributions.' Third series J.A.O.S. xv. p. 163; Fifth series, ib.

xvi. p. 3.

f That is, release the entire family from the consequences of the misdeeds of

certain members (the sons).
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abortion ! 3. Deposited in twelve places is that which has been wiped
off Trita, the sins belonging to humanity ; hence, if Grahi has seized

thee, may these gods remove her by means of their charm !

17. On the group of Vedic words ending in -gva and -gvin / by
Professor Bloomfield.*

In 1852, Professor Roth in his note on Nirukta xi. 19 (p. 149) said

somewhat as follows :

" The suffix -gva is to be found outside of navagva
and its correspondent dagagva only in etagva and atithigva. An ex-

tension of it seems to be -gvin in gatagvin. If we look for a unity of

meaning for the suffix in all these formations, we must assume for it,

as well as for the related suffix -gu, which occurs in a considerable num-
ber of compounds, abroad meaning, something like 'having the kind,

form, number of.'" And further,
"
navagva and dagagva konnte die

'Neuner, Zehner,' d. h. die Glieder einer soviele Theile zahlenden

Gemeinschaft, etagva ein buntgearteter, gatagvin hundertfach sein."

The suggestion of a similar view may be found also in Benfey's gloss-

ary to the Sama-Veda, s. v. etagva and navagva. Ludwig's transla-

tions are along the same line : see, for instance, RV. i. 159. 5 (171) ; viii.

45. 11 (603). Grassmann in his concordance essays to lend etymological

support to this kind of construction, by assuming a stem -gva
'

coming,'
from a root gva

' to come,' an " older" form of the root ga, having in

mind doubtless the labialized forms of the root in ftaivu, venio, etc. : cf .

his somewhat similar misconception of the interrogative stem ku (s. v.).

It is, however, not worth while to discuss subtle phonological questions
in this connection, since a correct philological interpretation of these

suffixes obviates the necessity of stepping outside of ordinary gram-
matical experiences. The stems are -gv-a and -gv-in ; and gu is the

well known weakest stem-form of go
' cow.'

The word gata-gv-in speaks most plainly ;
it means '

possessing, or

consisting of, a hundred cows,' and one needs but to present the five

passages in which the word occurs to put the question as a whole upon
a firm basis : RV. i. 159. 5,

' To us, O heaven and earth, give wealth rich

in goods, containing a hundred cattle (gatagvinam)' ; iv. 49. 4, rayim
gatagvinam dgvdvantam sahasrinam. And again: viii. 45. 11, 'going

easily, O thbu to whom belongs the press-stone (Indra), rich in horses,

having a hundred cows' (dgvdvantah gatagvinah) ; ix. 65. 17, gatagvinam
gdvdm posam svdgvyam ; ix. 67. 6, gatagvinam rayim gomantam agvi-
nam : cf. in general RV. ix. 62. 12.

The word gatagvin does not differ in structure fundamentally from

saptdgu in RV. x. 47. 6, 'to Brhaspati, who gives (or obtains) seven

cows (saptdgum).' The words saptdgu and rayim in the relation of

cause and effect are obviously parallel to gatagvinam and rayim. And
in Gaut. Dharmag. xviii. 26, 27

;
Manu xi. 14

; Mahabh. xiii. 3742, ga-

tagu and sahasragu are later representatives of such formation : cf .

* First read before the Johns Hopkins Philological Association, March 17,

1893
;
see Johns Hopkins University Circulars, vol. xii

,
no. 105, p. 90.
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also ekagu, Vait. Su. 24. 20. But the additional suffix -in (gata-gv-in]
does impart to the word a more general adjectival value, rendered with

difficulty in English by
' ' hundred-cow-like ;" and at any rate the word

is on the road to a meaning like ' hundredfold ' even in RV. ix. 65. 17,

Qatagvinam rayim gomantam, where gatagvinam is sufficiently faded
and generalized to admit of the additional gomantam. This is there-

fore not precisely tautological ;
the expression as it stands is to be ren-

dered ' hundredfold wealth abounding in cattle.' And so the poet finds

it possible in RV. viii. 1. 9 to address Indra thus : ye te sdnti dacagvi-
nah gatino ye sahasrinah . . .

' with thy horses in tens, hundreds, and
thousands !

' *

The proper name atithigvd has. so far as is known, never been trans-

lated. Grassmann's -gva
'

going
' does not yield appreciable sense.

If we analyze structurally atithi-gv-d
' he who has or offers a cow

for the guest,' 'he who is hospitable,' we have a normal compound,
normal sense, and a valuable glimpse of Vedic house-practices, known
hitherto only in the Brahmanas and Sutras. At the ar^Ttya-ceremony,
which is performed on the arrival of an honored guest, the ''prepara-
tion

"
of a cow is the central feature. The technical expression is gam

~kurute:_
see gGS. ii. 15. 1

; AGS. i. 24. 30, 31
; PGS. i. 3. 26, 30

;
Gobh. iv.

10. 1
; ApGS. 13. 15 ; HGS. i. 13. 10

; ApDhS. ii. 4. 8. 5. In TS. vi. 1.

10. 1 the ceremony goes by the name go-argha. There is no reason

why this simple and natural practice should not be reflected by the

hymns, and it comports with the character of Atithigva as a generous
giver : cf. vi. 47. 22

; x. 48. 8 ; i. 130. 7, also similar statements in ref-

erence to descendants of Atithigva (atithigvd) in viii. 68. 16, 17. The

adjective atithin is a COT. /ley. in RV. x. 68. 3
; it occurs in the expression

atithinlr gdh ; and, whatever it may mean, it suggests forcibly the

proper name in question. The rendering of atithin by
'

wandering,' as

given by the Petersburg lexicons and Grassmann, is based upon the

supposed etymology (root at 'wander'), and reflects the vagueness
usual with such interpretations. Ludwig's translation (972)

" wie gaste
kommend "

is a compromise between the etymology and the ordinary

* The Homeric bahuvrlhi- compounds reaaapd-^o(F}-io^
' worth four steers,' and

similarly ewed-, dudeicd-, eemoad-, iKardp-poiog, suggest, along wkh the Yedic

words, that the I. E. word gou- was a prominent unit of count. The weak stem

gu at the end of a possessive compound appears in e/caro/^/fy, which almost reflects

a possible Vedic *fata-gv-a 'a body of hundred cows or steers.' /car^/3^ has

undergone a somewhat similar fate with $atagvin; it means originally 'a sacrifice

of a hundred steers,' but the meaning of its component parts must have been

thoroughly lost sight of before Peleus, II. xxiii. 148, could promise a hecatomb of

fifty rams; cf. also the ravpuv re Kal dpveiuv enaTonfir], Od. i. 25, and the e/caro/^

ravpuv rj6' aly&v, II. i. 315. In a different way the meaning has faded out of flav-

in /SowcdAof , so as to enable it to appear in the compound 'nnropovKoZos
' horse-

herd.' Another type and use of numerals in composition with the stem gou is

exhibited in the Phrygian proper name 0/craywf (cf saptdgu, and navagvd, da?agvd,

below); see Bezz. Beitr. x. 196; Indog. Anzeig. ii. 15.
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meaning of dtitlii. The passage in question reads :

'

Brhaspati has
divided out like barley from bushels the (rain-) cows propitious to

the pious, fit for guests (atithin), strong, desirable, beautiful in color,

faultless in form, after having conquered them from the clouds.' The

proper name atithi-gv-d means therefore precisely one who has atithinir

gali.

It seems scarcely possible to hesitate, after these considerations, when
we come to analyze the words navagvd and dagagvd. Whatever their

precise meaning, they also are bahuvrlhi-compounds, containing the

stem gu- 'cow'; and the proof may be rendered on the severest tech-

nical grounds. As the outflow of Indra's supreme power to obtain the

cows (waters) from the mountains (clouds), the same capacity appears

delegated to Brhaspati, frequently with the qualifying attribute An-

giras or Angirasa ; next, to the Angirases themselves
; further, to the

Navagvas and Da^agvas, who are also frequently designated as An-

girases ;
and finally, to Sarama in the specific character as a messenger

of Indra. Brhaspati Angirasa is designated as saptdgu in x. 46. 7.

Indra, the Angirases, Brhaspati, and Sarama appear in the same exploit
in i. 62. 3 : cf . in general the hymns x. 67 and 108. Statements of this

sort which concern the Navagvas and Dagagvas are found in RV. x. 62.

6, 7 ;
v. 29. 12

;
45. 7

;
and similarly x. 108. 8 ; iii. 39. 5. Note also the

more general relation of ndvagva in ix. 108. 4 to gdh in st. 6
; of ndva-

gvdJi to gopdm in x. 61. 10 and of ddgagvdh to goarnasd in ii. 34. 12.

In these passages the poet at any rate must be conscious of a relation

between the element -gva and the stem go or its derivatives. Without

entering here upon a complete discussion of all the mythological ideas

involved (cf. Bergaigne, Religion Vedique ii. 307 ff.), it seems to me that

we must choose one of two interpretations of -gvd in these two names.

Either the Navagvas and Daagvas are heavenly assistants of Indra or

Brhaspati, and distinguished themselves in these exploits by obtain-

ing or freeing nine or ten of the cloud-cows
; or, like the Angirases,

they are mythical sacrificers who, by giving nine or ten cows,

strengthen Indra or Brhaspati in his attacks upon the cloud-cows.

In fact, the name seems to carry a changeable force involving both

aspects, just as the epithet saptdgu applied to Brhaspati in x. 47. 6

clearly implies his participation in the heavenly exploit, and at the

same time the generous bestowal of cattle upon the reverent sacrificer

who praises him with songs. But even a future modification of this

view cannot impair the fundamental fact that these words are posses-

sive compounds with stem gu- as their second member.
The ending -gva occurs in one other word, etagva. Grassmann, under

the coercion of his theory that gvagd go,' translates it by
"
coming

quickly, hurrying"; the Petersburg lexicons by "bunt schimmernd";

Ludwig at i. 115. 3 (128) by
"
schillernd," but at vii. 70. 2 (54), and viii.

59. 7 (613) by Etagva, a makeshift clearly indicative of embarrassment.

Sayana's comments do not present anything tenable so far as -gva is

concerned. The interpretation of gva becomes simple enough if we
follow the lead of the other words of the group ; it contains the stem

gu
( cow' in the sense of '

ray '; etagva means
'

having bright rays,' and
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so '

shining brightly.' In v. 80. 2-4 lisas is spoken of as follows : brhad-

rathd . . . esd gobhir arunebhir yujdnd . . . vyeni bhavati; the cows

can scarcely refer to anything but rays, or sheets of light.

In conclusion, a few brief remarks, suggested by the preceding inves-

tigation : Another case of a word misunderstood as a suffix is con-

tained in visnu. This is explained by the lexicons as a derivative of

root vis ; I would propose to analyze it as vi-snu (

crossing the back (of

the heavens)': cf. the constant use of the root kram + vi in connection

with Visnu's three steps. Conversely, a misunderstanding has given
rise to a prefix is with the root kr and with no other root in the sense

'prepare.' There is really no such prefix; it has been abstracted in

this single connection from combinations like dniskrta, which was
misunderstood to be dn-is-krta, but is in reality d-nis-krta. In this way
arose the expression iskartdram dniskrtam, RV. viii. 99. 8. That is + kr

is identical with nis + kr appears from a comparison of RV. x. 97. 9 :

iskrtir ndma vo mdtd, with TS. iv. 2. 6. 2 : niskrtir ndma vo mdtd. Cf.

English apron, from a napron, (felt to be an apron : cf. napkin), and a

host of other examples collected by Mr. Charles P. G. Scott in the

Trans, of the Am. Philol. Assoc. xxiii. 179 ff.

The difficult word ddhrigu I shall hope on some other occasion to

explain as d-dhrigu
' not poor, rich, liberal,' dhrigu=Zend drigu 'poor.'

The word is employed as an epithet of both divine and human sacrifi-

cers : see especially RV. viii. 22. 11
;
93. 11.

18. Notes on Zoroaster and the Avesta
; by Professor A. Y.

Williams Jackson, of Columbia College, New York City.

I. ALLUSION TO ZOROASTER IN THE SNORRA EDDA PREFACE.

In the preface to the Younger Edda there is a passage relating to

Zoroaster which is perhaps worth recording among the allusions to his

name found in non-Oriental literature.* The preface to the Snorra

Edda after giving a brief sketch of the history of the world down to

the time of Noah and the Flood, proceeds to an account of the Tower
of Babel and the dispersion of the races through the confusion of

tongues. Foremost among the builders of the tower was Zoroaster
;

the text adds that he became king of the Assyrians, and that he was
the first idolater. In consequence of the confusion of tongues he was
known by many names, but chief among these was Baal or Bel.

The text Edda Snorra Slurlusonar, formdli 2, ed. Jonsson, p. 5, is here

given for convenience of future reference : Ok sd, er fremstr var, het

Zoroastres ; hann hid, fyrr enn hann gret, er hann kom I veroldina ;

enn forsmithir voru II ok LXX, ok svd margar tungur hafa slthan

dreifst um veroldina, eptir thvi sem risarnir skiptust slthan til landa,
ok thjothirnarfjolguthust. I thesum sama stath var gjor ein hin dgcetasta

borg ok dregit af nafni stopulsins, ok kollut Babllon. Ok sem tungna-

* My attention was first called to the passage by a passing mention in A. "Wirth,

Aus orientalischen Chroniken, p. xxiv, Frankfurt, 1894.
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skiptit var orthit, thd fjolguthust svd nofnin mannanna ok annara

hluta, ok sjd sami Zordastres hafthi morg nofn ; ok thd at hann undir-

stcethi, at hans ofsi vceri Icegthr of sagthri smith, thd fcerthi haan sik

thdfram til veraldligs metnathar, ok let taka sik til konungs yfir mar-

gum thjothum Assirlorum. Af honum hofst skurthgotha villa ; ok sem
hann var blotathr, var hann kallathr Baal ; thann kollum ver Bel ; hann

hafthi ok morg onnur nofn. Enn sem nofnin fjolguthust, thd tyndist
meth thi sannleikrinn.

5 (p. 7). Ok af thessu hofst onnur villa millum Kritarmanna ok Mace-

doniorum, svd sem hin fyrri methal Assirlorum ok Kaldeis af Zoroastre.

This may be rendered :*
' He who was the foremost (builder of the

tower) was called Zoroaster ; he laughed before he cried when he came
into the world. But there were (in all) seventy-two master-builders

;

and so many tongues have since spread throughout the world, accord-

ing as the giants were scattered over the land and the nations multi-

plied. In this same place was built a most renowned town, and it

derived its title from the name of the tower, and was called Babylon.
And when the confusion of tongues had come to pass, then multiplied
also the names of men and of other things ; and this same Zoroaster

had many names. And although he well understood that his pride
was humbled by the said work, nevertheless he pushed his way on to

worldly distinction, and got himself chosen king over many peoples of

the Assyrians. From him arose the error of graven images (i. e. idol-

atry) ; and when he was sacrificed unto, he was called Baal
; we call

him Bel
; he had also many other names. But, as the names multi-

plied, so was the truth lost withal.'

5.
'

(From Saturn) there arose another heresy among the Cretans and

Macedonians, just as the above mentioned error among the Assyrians
and Chaldaeans arose from Zoroaster.'

This passage is interesting for several reasons.

First, it preserves the tradition elsewhere recorded regarding Zoroas-

ter's having laughed instead of having cried when he was born into

the world. This statement is found in Pliny N. H. vii. 16. 15 : risisse

eodem die quo genitus esset, unum hominem accepimus, Zoroastrem.

Again, in the Pahlavi Dinkart vii., pavan zarkhunishno bard khandlto
' he laughed at the time of his birth '

(cf. Darab Peshotan Sanjana,

Geiger's Eastern Iranians ii. 196 note and on p. 200 note, a similar quo-
tation found in Solinus). The same tradition is preserved in the Zar-

tusht Namah (cf . Wilson's Parsi Religion, p. 483)
' as he left the womb

he laughed ; the house was enlightened with his laughter.' In Shahras-

tani likewise we read that Zoroaster " as he was born uttered a laugh
"

(see Gottheil's Semitic References to Zoroaster in the Classical Studies in

Honour of Henry Drisler). The same, moreover, is noted in the Persian

Dabistan, Ch. i. Sect. 14, transl. Shea and Troyer, i. 218 : "Zaradusht,

* For some helpful suggestions in connection with the passage I am indebted

to the kindness of my friend and colleague, Professor H. H. Boyesen, of Columbia

College, and to Mr. E. H. Babbitt.
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on issuing forth into the abode of existence, laughed aloud at the mo-
ment of his birth."

Second, the two allusions here connecting Zoroaster with Assyria,

Chaldaea, and Babylon are to be added to other references which also

connect his name with these places (e. g. consult Windischmann. Zor.

Studien, p. 303 ff.) ;
or again they are to be placed beside the statement

of the Armenian Moses of Khorni, who makes Zoroaster a contempo-

rary of Semiramis, and appointed by her to be ruler of Nineveh and

Assyria. (See Spiegel, Erdnische Alterthumskunde, 1. 682.)

Third, in connection with the reputed multiplicity of names of Zoro-

aster, and the association of his name with Baal, Bel, attention might
be called to the citation in the Syro-Arabic Lexicon of Bar 'AH (ca. A.D.

832) s. v. Balaam,
' Balaam is Zardosht, the diviner of the Magians

'

(cf .

Gottheil, References in the Drisler Classical Studies).

II. PLUTARCH'S Artaxerxes, Ch. iii. 1-10.

A passage in the above designated chapter of Plutarch is worth con-

sidering in the light of ancient Persian antiquities. The famous biog-

rapher's life of Artaxerxes Mnemon opens with an account of this

ruler's succession to the throne of Darius in B. C. 404, and then de-

scribes some of the priestly ceremonies that accompanied the corona-

tion.

Shortly after the death of Darius, the new king went to Pasargadse,

according to Plutarch, to be installed in the kingly office by the Per-

sian priests. The ceremonies were performed in the temple of a god-
dess whom he compares with the Grecian Athena. But as most of the

rites were not public, Plutarch is able to give us only the following
details :

E*f TOVTO del rbv Tehovpevov TrapeW6vTa rrjv fiev Idiav cnrodiaOai aro^v, avaha-

fielv 6e fyv Kvpoe 6 TraZaibg tyopei. Trplv % ftaai^evg -yva6at, mi CVKUV Tra^Mrjg

kfjL^aydvra rep/uivOov nararpayelv Kai Trorfjpiov einrieiv 6fvyd/la/crof. (Plutarchi

Vitae parallelae, Artaxerxes, Ch. iii. p. 106, recogn. Sintenis).

This may be rendered :
' After entering the temple, the one to be con-

secrated must take off his own robe and put on that which Cyrus
the Elder had worn before he was king. And then, having partaken
of a cake of figs, he must chew some turpentine and drink some acid-

ulated milk.'

A comparison with one or two elements in the sacrifice of the Aves-

tan ritual may naturally be instituted.

First, the suggestion at once presents itself that the " cake of figs,"

GVKVV TrahaOw, answers to the Avestan draonah, Mod. Pers. darun,

which with the milk, butter, fruits, flowers, and small bit of meat,

composes the myazda or oblation. See Darmesteter, Zend-Avesta Tra-

duction, i. p. Ixvi ; Spiegel, Avesta ubersetzt, ii. p. xl ; de Harlez, Avesta

traduit, p. clxxviii ; Haug,
' Some Parsi Ceremonies' in Essays on the

Parsis, 3 ed., pp. 396, 407.

Second, the mention of the turpentine tree, reppivdog, naturally sug-

gests the peculiar tasting haoma stalks which play so important a part

in the Avestan ritual.
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Third, the acidulated milk, curds, or whey, b^v-yaha, may not unrea-

sonably be identified with the mixture of the haoma-juice and milk
which was regularly used at the sacrifice : cf. Ys. x. 14 :

Yase-te bddha haoma zdire

gdva iristahe baJchxahe
'

Whoso, golden Haoma, ever

Drinketh thee when mixed with milk.'

Again, Vd. xviii. 72 zaothrandm haomavaitindm gaomavaitindm . . .

hdm-irista aetaydo urvaraydo yd vaoce hadhdnaepdta
' libations accom-

panied by haoma-juice and meat, mixed also with the hadhdnaepdta-
plant (benzoin).' Consult also the renderings of Geldner, Studien i. 48,

and de Harlez, Avesta Trad. pp. 289, clxvi.

There is of course nothing certain in the above suggested identifica-

tions, but they seem plausible ; and, if we assume that in Plutarch's

description there may be some reminiscence of ceremonies that were

actually performed when the king was consecrated by the priests, these

hints may help to throw some light on the classical passage.

19. On some Hittite seal cylinders; by Rev. Dr. William

Hayes Ward, of New York, N. Y.

Two cylinders were presented for inspection bearing Hittite inscrip-
tions. While many cylinders were known that could safely be ascribed

to Hittite art, those having undoubted Hittite inscriptions had not been
met with, until these two came to light. One of them is of copper
plated with silver, and is said to have been brought, with a number of

other antiquities, from Haifa in Syria. It is to the galvanic action of

the silver on the copper that we are indebted for the excellent preser-
vation of the outer layer of silver. The cylinder is made of a flat, rec-

tangular piece of metal, bent around so as to bring the opposite edges
into juxtaposition, thus forming a cylinder ; but these two edges are

not soldered together. The cylinder is 21 millimeters in length by 9

millimeters in diameter. At each end is a rope pattern, enclosed in

border lines. On the body of the cylinder is a personage, with what

appears to be a crowded and contracted solar disk over his head. He
wears a long, loose, open robe, and holds one hand extended, and in

the other what appears to be a lituus, with the lower end bent up, as

is common in Hittite sculpture. Facing him, but separated by two
columns of Hittite characters, is a figure in a close cap, a short robe,

with one hand lifted, and the other holding a mace over his shoulder,
the top of which is a circle divided in the middle by the handle of the

mace. Back to the latter, and with a star between them, is a person-

age in a high Phrygian cap, a long robe, and with both hands extended

in front. The toes of these figures are mostly turned up. Behind the

principal figure surmounted by the winged disk are what appear to be

hieroglyphs, a bird, and a triangle with a smaller one beside it ; and

behind him are two vertical lines of inscription, three characters in

each column, unless one of them over the hand of the personage be an
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object held in the hand. One of the characters is new, and is identical

with the Babylonian character for Harran, and suggests the possibility
that it may be the ideograph for that city. While it is of little use to

try to read the characters, yet their presence distinctly defines the

Hittite style of a considerable family of cylinders which for other rea-

sons we have called Hittite. We have here the rope pattern, the tall

Phrygian cap, the turned up toes. There is a considerable body of

hematite cylinders of about this size and type which these written

characters help us to designate more positively as Hittite, although it

has often seemed doubtful whether they should not be called Syrian or

Phenician. The shape and size of these cylinders are about the same
as those of the hematite Babylonian cylinders of about 2000 B.C. ;

which
inclines one to give them a considerable antiquity, especially as about

1500 B. C. a much larger cylinder came into use, with the advent of the

Kassite dynasty, and similar large cylinders were in use in Assyria.
The other cylinder of which I speak is unfortunately in very poor

condition. It is of black serpentine, and came from the region of

tjTrfa, and is of unusual size, being 56 millimeters in length and 15 mil-

limeters in diameter. Although considerably battered, it is easy to

make out that there were on it five lines of Hittite characters, cover-

ing the whole surface
;
but no connected text can be restored. The

characters are arranged in the way usual in Hittite inscriptions, two
characters often appearing one over the other. One line is wrong side

up as compared with the others.

Although of little value as a text, this cylinder is of much value

because of its relationship in shape and material with a large class of

these large, deeply cut, soft black serpentine cylinders which I have

been in the habit, with others, of calling Assyrian, but with a good
deal of doubt whether they are really so. These are the cylinders that

introduce the winged disk and the sacred tree, elements unknown to

early Babylonian art, and especially delight in the fight between Bel

and the dragon. It is evident that in the time of the Assyrian empire
the art of the country had somehow acquired important elements of

mythology not familiar to the early Babylonian empire, and it was not

easy to discover evidence whence they came, much as we might con-

jecture in certain particulars. If then, as this Hittite cylinder seems

to indicate, we can refer these large cylinders, so peculiar in character,

to a Hittite region, we are in the line of a connection with Egypt. We
well know how close was the connection between the Egyptian and the

Hittite kingdoms in the time of the eighteenth and nineteenth dynas-

ties ; and we may be certain that it was about this time that western

Asia felt most markedly the influence of Egypt, the influence previ-

ously being chiefly Babylonian. I am inclined to think that the winged
disk was brought into western Asia about the time of Thothmes II. or

Rameses III., and came to represent the special god of Nahrina, by
a sort of religious revolution which modified considerably the idea of

the winged disk as it had been known in Egypt, and made of it the

only supreme god, so that it was hardly to be recognized and identified
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with its Egyptian original, when the iconoclastic heretic king Khuena-
ten made it his sole divinity. From the Hittites and the Mesopotamian
people the Assyrians accepted the disk and the sacred tree. This would
not make this large cylinder and the kindred ones of an age as old as

the silvered cylinder of which I have spoken. Indeed, if, as seems

probable, this large type was introduced about the time of king Burna-

buriash, then we might put these large serpentine cylinders as early as

1300 or 1200 B.C.; and from these large Hittite or Mesopotamian cylin-

ders were copied the later characteristic cylinders of the Sargonide

period which we know are Assyrian.

20. A royal cylinder of Burnaburlash
; by Rev. Dr. W. II.

Ward.

Menant, in his Les Pierres Gravees, i. 193, calls attention to two cyl-

inders which bear the name of Kurigalzu, one of the kings of the Kas-

site dynasty of the old Babylonian empire. They belong to a marked

type, larger than those that preceded them, and are characterized by
long inscriptions of six or eight lines, generally prayers to a god, with
or without the name of the owner. With the inscription there is gen-

erally one human figure standing, with one hand raised, and accom-

panied by symbolic emblems, the most characteristic of which are the

Maltese cross, or labarum, and the lozenge. These are new elements
in Babylonian art.

A third royal cylinder belonging to this same Kassite dynasty be-

longed to me but has now been transferred to the Metropolitan Museum.
It bears the name of Kurigalzu's father, Burnaburiash, and it is dis-

tinctly stated that the owner of the seal, a servant of Burnaburiash,
was himself a Kassite. This cylinder belongs to the same general type
as those of Kurigalzu, and we may now consider that the Kassite type
is pretty certainly fixed.

This cylinder is of a stone intermediate between chalcedony and sard,

mainly bluish white, but clouded with a yellowish shade. It is 34 mil-

limeters long by 15 millimeters in diameter, and is thus considerably

larger than the Babylonian cylinders of 2000-2500 B.C., but of about

the prevailing size and shape of the best cylinders of the period of the

Assyrian empire, and of the second Babylonian empire, to both of

which we may conclude that these Kassite cylinders gave the type.
There is a single human figure in this cylinder of Burnaburiash, of the

same type as on the cylinders of Kurigalzu. The entire remaining space
is taken up with nine lines of inscription, which Mr. T. G. Pinches has

kindly translated for me in part as follows :

1. Rimmon, supreme lord, judge,
2. Who rains, fertility,

3

4. .

5

6. Uzi-Sutah.
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7. Son of Kassi (i. e. the Kassite),

8. Servant of Burnaburias,
9. King of the world.

While Rimmon is a god widely worshipped, the last lines of the inscrip-
tion are purely Kassite. Not only is the king Kassite, and the owner

designated as a Kassite, but the name of a Kassite god enters into the

name of its owner Uzi-Sutah. The length of the inscription leaves no
room for any symbols, but in shape, size, the style of the human figure,

and the length of the inscription, the cylinder is characteristically
Kassite.

Of the two cylinders bearing the name of Kurigalzu, one belonged
to his son, and one to Duriulmas, the son of his servant. Yet another

is figured in DeClercq's Collection, No. 257, of the same type, and be-

longed to Iriba-Biii, son of Durulmas, probably the same as the owner
of the previous seal. Here we have the Kassite type fixed by a series

of four cylinders, one of Burnaburiash, father of Kurigalzu, one of

Kurigalzu's son, one of Kurigalzu's servant's son Duriulmas, and one

of the son of Duriulmas, or Durulmas, thus giving us four generations.
From one or more of these four cylinders we get the cross and the lozenge,
and a bird like a dove or raven. A dozen other cylinders of this type
could be mentioned, of which not less than half a dozen belong to the

Metropolitan Museum.
A very interesting cylinder, now in the Metropolitan Museum, and

figured by General di Cesnola, Cyprus, pi. xxxi. fig. 3, is of this same

type. It is of the usual size and has eight lines of inscription, and the

usual standing figure, above which, separated by a line, are two

winged sphinxes face to face. This is a new and surprising emblem,
and it is not strange that it has led M. Meiiant to decide that this cylin-

der must have been made as late as the time of the second Babylonian

empire, under an archaizing influence, in imitation of the older cylin-

ders. But it is not clear that such a cylinder, found in Cyprus, may
not have been made there in the time of the Kassite dynasty, which
was a very powerful one, and which must have extended its influence

over the Syrian coast, and probably over Cyprus. In this case a

Babylonian officer living in Cyprus might very well have had a seal

made after the general style of his country, but the sphinxes would

have been copied from the familiar Egyptian art which had spread all

along the coast. Indeed, precisely this design of two sphinxes facing
each other, is what we find in Phenician or Hittite cylinders, which

probably go back earlier than this date. The two sphinxes have just the

same relation to the figure under them as the two birds have in one of

the Kassite cylinders. There would therefore be no reason for believ-

ing this to be a bit of archaizing work of the age of Nabonidus, were

it not that it is made of a blue chalcedony, which, so far as we know,
came into use even later than Nabonidus ;

and that the ends are con-

vex, another sign of later execution.
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21. On the classification of oriental cylinders ; by Rev. Dr. W.
H. Ward.

In this paper an attempt was made to classify the known cylinders

according to their national origin and age, separating the different

designs, and suggesting a flexible method of enumerating them in a

Museum.

22. On the physiological correlations of certain linguistic
radicals

; by Professor D. G. Brinton, of the University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

Of this paper a very brief abstract is as follows. The purpose of the

paper is chiefly practical to dissuade from the use, as signs of relation-

ship between languages, of radicals between which and certain physi-

ological processes correlations exist, in virtue of which a class of ar-

ticulate sounds are strongly prompted by a class of functions. Imita-

tive or onomatopoetic words are not here meant ; such are the result,

not of physiological correlation, but of conscious mimicry. They are

words to which their signification is imparted by certain physiological

processes, common to the race everywhere, and leading to the creation

of the same signs with the same meaning in totally sundered linguistic

stocks. These signs I would call "
physonyms," and the process of

their formation "
physonymous."

One of the best known and simplest examples is that of the wide-

spread designation of "mother" by such words as mama, nana, ana;
and of "father "by such as papa, baba, tata. Its true explanation
has been found to be that, in the infant's first attempt to utter articu-

late sounds, the consonants m,p, and t decidedly preponderate ; and the

natural vowel, a, associated with these, yields the child's first syllables.

It repeats such sounds as ma-ma-ma or pa-pa-pa, without attaching

any meaning to them
; the parents apply these sounds to themselves,

and thus impart to them their signification.

More curious and far-reaching is the correlation between the post-

linguals (k and g) and words of direction and indication, as pointed out

also by Winkler. His position could easily be strengthened by numer-
ous further examples. K is at the basis of many roots that are local

exponents ; with o, u, and a, it is the characteristic element in demon-
stratives in all Dravidian, Malayan, Melanesian, and Polynesian

tongues, in most Australian, and in many Ural-Altaic and American
idioms. But the pre-linguals, t and d, very rarely in primitive tongues
are main signifiers of indication from and toward.

Yet more remarkable are the contrary correlations of the nasals, n
and m ; they denote a condition of rest, repose, and inward connection.

The contrast of the two classes appears especially in the personal pro-
nouns. In very many diverse languages, n and m are associated with

the first person ; k, t, and d with the second ; almost never the con-

trary. Thus, m and n appear in the first person in all Indo-European
tongues, all Ural-Altaic, over twenty African, and I should say more
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than half the American ; further, in the Hamitic and Semitic groups,
and in Australian and Dravidian. And with similar frequency are fc,

t, and d found in the second person.
In various groups of unrelated languages, s is essentially demonstra-

tive and locative
;
this is explained by its alternation with k and g.

In some American tongues we find significant phonetic elements
that is, certain simple sounds always attached to certain classes of per-

ceptions (see my Essays of an Americanist, p. 394).

We are driven to assume for these identities a correlation with phys-

iological function, though we have not yet the material for its defini-

tion. What we need for the proper solution of the problem is an ex-

haustive collation of these physonymous radicals from all the lan-

guages of the world, an arrangement of them into classes, and then a

study of the relations which each class bears to the physiological reac-

tions of the sounds to which it corresponds.

23. On some causes of the Chinese anti-foreign riots of 1892-

93; by Rev. Dr. J. T. Gracey, of Rochester, N. Y.

Dr. Gracey presented to the Library of the Society a copy of a

Chinese book entitled Causes of the riots etc., containing reproduc-
tions (reduced in size) of some of the anti-foreign placards which are

pasted on walls and otherwise published or circulated in China, and
which can be found on sale at the Government book-stalls all over the

country.
The superstitious prejudices of the people render them an easy prey

to designing leaders. The people in general are of a sufficiently literary

turn to be open to literary influences. The literati themselves are the

ruling class. In the course of centuries, they have become dema-

gogues adept in inflaming the passions and directing the actions of the

people by means of the printed sheet. The Honan province is a power-
ful center for these evil forces and for their administration. From
that center, what we might call a "tract operation" is conducted,
which circulates books, placards, etc. gratuitously, and which can at

any time produce simultaneous inspiration over all the Yangtse valley

and widely over China besides.

The volume is in itself an interesting specimen of the native art. It

gives on the one page the placards, and on the opposite page descrip-

tive letter-press in English, explaining the pictures, interpreting the

legends inscribed on the various figures therein, and translating the

other Chinese matter which the placards contain. All is thus rendered

quite intelligible, and is a drastic exhibition of unprincipled scurrility

and of a mendaciousness which is to us incredible. The pictures are

rude, brightly colored, and often obscene ; but their obscenity is of a

kind calculated to arouse in the native the passion of hatred rather

than lust, and to occasion in us feelings of simple disgust and indigna-

tion. -Jesus is called the "Hog ancestor" and is pictured as a hog.

Christianity is called the "
Foreign devil religion

" and the "
Heavenly
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Hog religion." The missionaries are represented as grossly licentious;

and are accused of kidnapping the Chinese children, ostensibly to put
them into the Christian schools, but in reality in order that the foreign-
ers may pluck out the children's eyes and hearts wherewith to con-

coct chemicals for making silver and gold. And so forth.

The introduction to the book gives a good explanation of the book
itself and of its relation to national political movements. Closely
allied therewith are a couple of matters upon which Dr. Gracey adds a

few words.

1. The pensioned army. This is a deep and penetrating cause of

ready disturbance and is a constant menace. The million or so of men
who were pensioned at the close of the war of the Taiping rebellion

were practically pauperized and supported in idleness. They became

restless, and wandered over the country, lawless and violent. The

opium den became the unit of their organized operations. Substitutes

have been hypothecated on the death of the pensioners, and the govern-
ment so corrupted that no administration has dared to arrest the out-

flow from the national exchequer to this idle, vicious, and turbulent

organization.
2. The secret societies. One of these is the Kolao Hui, a military

organization, originally a benevolent one. It is recruited very exten-

sively from among the soldiers of the war of the Taiping rebellion. In

that army were a great many men from Honan, known as the Honan
Braves. These men have been the important element in the organized

conspiracy against foreigners, which domestically includes the reign-

ing dynasty, who are opposed and hated as foreigners, being Tartar.

The Government army is honeycombed with members of the secret

society antagonistic to foreigners of all kinds. The Government may
not know whether it can depend on the army in an emergency or not.

24. An incident in the life of the illustrious Chinese Buddhist

monk, Fa-hien; by Professor C. R. Lanman, of Harvard Univer-

sity, Cambridge, Mass.

That Ancient India has no history is one of the most important

general facts in the history of India, and one of those having the

deepest significance. It means that the religious belief cf the Hindu
of antiquity be he Pantheist, Buddhist, or what not is so tinged
with pessimism that the examples of public spirit and of faith in high
endeavor which culminate, after generations, in a Cavour, a Bismarck,
or a Lincoln, are almost grotesquely inconceivable. To comprehend
fully the reasons why Ancient India is so barren of great personalities
and of the noble records that should enshrine them for the memory of

mankind this is a first great step in the understanding of Hindu
character.

And yet. as nineteenth century students of Indie antiquity, we can-

not help wishing that there were something in it a little more personal
and tangible. It is indeed hard to " draw nigh

" to the pale gods of

the Rig-Veda; and as for Brahma, his very essence precludes it. If we
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can never become intimate with any ancient Hindus themselves, we
should like at least to know some men who have known them well.

And we want something that was intentionally written for a record.

All the more welcome, therefore, are the books, albeit written by
foreigners, which were really meant for records, to wit : first, the

Greek and Latin accounts which rest on the observations of the

generals and followers of Alexander the Great, and on the information

that flowed later to the great mart of Alexandria in the Nile Delta;

second, the records of the Buddhist pilgrims from China; and third,

those of the learned Chorasmian, Albiruni. To test the statements of

these foreign records on the touchstone of native evidence and of

recent archaeological discovery has been one of the most fascinating

and rewarding tasks of Indology of the last few years.

Of all the eminent ancient foreign visitors to India, the Chinese

pilgrims seem to me to have the most peculiar claim to our sympathy
and admiration. The Greeks came for gain and conquest. Not so the

bold yet gentle followers of the great and gentle Buddha. Perhaps it

will not tax your patience too severely, if I read you a few verses

which were inspired by this feeling, and were written as a college

exercise in English by one of my Pali-students at Harvard University,
Mr. Murray A. Potter, of San Francisco.

THE CHINESE BUDDHIST PILGRIMS.

Across the Gobi's plains of burning sand

They crept unmindful of the stifling air,

Until at length they saw the temples fair

And thronging marts of stately Samarcand.

Not there they stopped ;
but on their little band

Pursued its way o'er wind-swept passes bare

And Pamir's icy heights ;
their only care,

To reach at last the long-sought promised land.

And now beneath the sacred Bo-tree's shade,

By fragrant winds of Magadha caressed,

They humbly bowed themselves, and ever prayed

That, like their noble teacher, Buddha blessed,

When death their bodies to oblivion laid,

They too might gain Nirvana's endless rest.

Before the close of the century that saw the life and works of Jesus,
the importation of Buddhist books into China had already begun.
Some of the converts were moved to undergo the great perils of a pil-

grimage to India, in order to see the places sacred in Buddhist story,

and especially the Bo-tree in Magadha. Of these pilgrims, the first to

leave a record now accessible to us was Fa-hien. He started in the

year 399 A. D. from Chang'an for India to procure complete copies
of the Vinaya-pitaka, and after an absence of fourteen years returned

to Nan-kin, translated some of the books, and wrote the account of his

travels,
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These travels have been translated from Chinese into English by
Professor Legge of Oxford (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1886) ;

and to

them he has prefixed a brief introduction, with details of the author's

life culled from a Chinese work named Memoirs of eminent monks,
compiled in 519 A. D. Some of these I quote:
His surname, they tell us, was Kung, and he was a native of

Wu-yang in P'ing-yang, which is still the name of a large department
in Shan-hsi. He had three brothers older than himself: but, when

they all died before shedding their first teeth, his father devoted him
to the service of the Buddhist society, and had him entered as a

Qramanera ('novice'), still keeping him at home in the family. The
little fellow fell dangerously ill, and the father sent him to the monas-

tery, where he soon got well, and refused to return to his parents.
When he was ten years old, his father died; and an uncle, consider-

ing the widowed solitariness and helplessness of the mother, urged him
to renounce the monastic life, and return to her; but the boy replied:
" I did not quit the family in compliance with my father's wishes, but

because I wished to be far from the dust and vulgar ways of life. This

is why I chose monkhood." The uncle approved of his words, and

gave over urging hirn. When his mother also died, it appeared how
great had been the affection for her of his fine nature; but after her

burial he returned to the monastery.
On one occasion, he was cutting rice with a score or two of his fellow

disciples, when seme hungry thieves came upon them to take away
their grain by force. The other Qramanera's all fled, but our young
herp stood his ground, and said to the thieves, "If you must have the

grain, take what you please. But, sirs, it was your former neglect of

charity that brought you to your present state of destitution; and now,

again, you wish to rob others.* I am afraid that in the coming ages you
will have still greater poverty and distress; I am sorry for you before-

hand." With these words he followed his companions to the monas-

tery, while the thieves left the grain and went away, all the monks, of

whom there were several hundred, doing homage to his conduct and

courage. So far Professor Legge's introduction.

Now there are several considerations which move me to give full

credence to this little incident: first, the character of the eminent monk
of whom it is related; second, the general nature of the tradition by
which it is handed down to us; and third, the intrinsic genuineness and

correctness of the Buddhist doctrine which Fa-hien propounds to the

thieves. When tested on the touchstone of the Buddhist Sutta-pitaka,

this correctness is so striking that I am tempted to point out the pre-

cise book and chapter which may have suggested to Fa-hien his ready,

appropriate, and courageous words.

*
Precisely so the Bodhisat, for example, Jataka, vol i., p. 1333

"
6

: especially,

iddni puna pi papam eva karosi.
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It is found in one of the Five Nikayas, the Anguttara (iv. 197), and
narrates how Mallika, the queen of Kosala, was rich, and high in the

social scale, but yet of a very ugly face and bad figure. She approaches
the Buddha to inquire the reason of her unhappy fate. She puts her

question in characteristically Buddhist fashion: namely, in a kind of

tabular form. She makes four combinations of the two matters of

most import to many women, and asks:

1. Why is a woman born ugly and poor ?

2.
" " " rich?

3.
" " beautiful and poor ?

4.
" " " rich?

The passage has been translated for the third volume of the Harvard

Oriental Series by Mr. H. C. Warren. From his version I read some

parts:

" ' Reverend Sir, what is the reason, and what is the cause, when a
woman is ugly, of a bad figure, and horrible to look at, and indigent,

poor, needy, and low in the social scale ?
" 'Reverend Sir, what is the reason, and what is the cause, when a

woman is ugly, of a bad figure, and horrible to look at, and rich,

wealthy, affluent, and high in the social scale ?

" 'Reverend Sir, what is the reason, and what is the cause, when a
woman is beautiful, attractive, pleasing, and possessed of surpassing
loveliness, and indigent, poor, needy, and low in the social scale ?

" ' Reverend Sir, what is the reason, and what is the cause, when a

woman is beautiful, attractive, pleasing, and possessed of surpassing
loveliness, and rich, wealthy, affluent, and high in the social scale ?

' '

[Skipping to Buddha's answer to the second question, which covers

Mallika's case.]
" '

And, again, Mallika, when a woman has been irascible and vio-

lent, and at every little thing said against her has felt spiteful, angry,
enraged, and sulky, and manifested anger, hatred, and heartburn-

ing; but has given alms to monks and Brahmans, of food, drink, build-

ing-sites, carriages, garlands, scents, ointments, bedding, dwelling-
houses, and lamps, and has not been of an envious disposition, nor felt

envy at the gains, honor, reverence, respect, homage, and worship that

came to others, nor been furious and envious thereat; then, when she

leaves that existence and comes to this one, wherever she may be born,
she is ugly, of a bad figure, and horrible to look at, and rich, wealthy,
affluent, and high in the social scale.' * * *

" When he had thus spoken, Mallika the queen replied to The Blessed

One as follows:
" ' Since now, Reverend Sir, in a former existence I was irascible and

violent, and at every little thing said against me felt spiteful, angry,
enraged, and sulky, and manifested anger, hatred, and heartburning,
therefore am I now ugly, of a bad figure, and horrible to look at. Since

now, Reverend Sir, in a former existence I gave alms to monks and

Brahmans, of food, drink, building-sites, carriages, garlands, scents,

ointments, bedding, dwelling-houses, and lamps, therefore am I now
rich, wealthy, and affluent. Since now, Reverend Sir. in a former
existence I was not of an envious disposition, nor felt envy at the

gains, honor, reverence, respect, homage, and worship that came to

others, nor was furious and envious thereat, therefore am I now high
in the social scale.

* # * From this day forth I will not be irascible or violent, and

though much be said against me, I will not feel spiteful, angry, en
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raged, or sulky, nor manifest anger, hatred, and heartburning. I will

give alms * *
*. And I will not be of an envious disposition

* * *."'

It is hardly to be doubted that Fa-hien was well read in the Buddhist

scriptures; and it is fairly presumable that he knew this very story.

Nevertheless, there is a long way between proving that a thing may be

and that it must be. Indeed, there are passages in Sanskrit which

may be held to contain the key-note of the monk's warning. Thus, in

Qarngadhara's Paddhati,* no. 274, page 43, ed. Peterson, we read:

bodhayanti na ydcante bhiksdcdrd grhe-grhe:

dlyatdm dlyatdm nityam addtuh phalam idrgam.

From house to house for alms they go.

They beg not. No ! they simply warn :

An if thou givest not to me,

My lot of beggar thine shall be.

The indication of a not improbable source is the only point of my
paper; and even that is not certain. But I hope I may not have asked

your attention in vain.f

Postscript, dated June 1, 1894, to Prof. Haupt's article on the

Flood-tablet, above p. cv.

I find that Prof. Sayce in his new book The "
Higher Criticism " and

the Verdict of the Monuments (London, 1894), p. 110, has adopted Prof.

Jensen's translation, 'what I have borne, where is it ?' Prof, Sayce has

also retained the erroneous translation of kima uri mitxurat usallu,
' like the trunks of trees did the bodies float.' He also reads Adra-kha-

sis, with d, instead of Atra-khasis, explaining the name to mean ' the

reverently intelligent' (1. c. p. 109). Line 164 (cf. NE. 141, n. 12) is

translated,
' the great goddess lifted up the mighty bow which Anu

had made ;' eteziz, line 172,
' stood still

'

(cf . Delitzsch's Worterlwch,

250) ; line 178,
' who except Ea can devise a speech ?'

To the foot-note (p. civ) concerning Peiser's Babylonian map, add the

reference : cf. also Alfred Jeremias, Izdubar-Nimrod (Leipzig, 1891), p.

37, note.

*
Cf. Bohtlingk, Indische SprucJie? no. 4489.

f Professor Legge, on page 59, note, observes in passing; "I am surprised it

does not end with the statement that she [mother Vais'akha] is to become a

Buddha." Some readers may be interested to know that it is a condition, sine qua,

non
t

for becoming a Buddha that the creature in question should be a human

being and of the male sex. Itlhi-bhdvam na gachanti,
' the Buddhas are never

of the female sex,' says the Introduction to the Jataka, i. 45 3
.
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Other papers were presented, as follows :

25. On Ibrahim of Mosul, a study in Arabic literary tradition
;

by Dr. F. D. Chester, of Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
To be published in the Journal, xvi. 261 ff.

26. On the Arval-song, an Aryan document
; by Dr. E. W.

Fay, of Washington and Lee University, Lexington, Virginia.
27. Studies in agglutination; by Dr. Fay. To be published in

the American Journal of Philology, vol. xv.

28. Influence of the Christian orient and of Byzantine civili-

zation on Italy during the early middle age ; by Professor A. L.

Frothingham, Jr., of the College of New Jersey, Princeton,
N. J.

29. On the Kitftb al-Matr of Al-Anzfiri
; by Professor R. Gott-

heil, of Columbia College, New York, N. Y. To be published
in the Journal.

30. On numerical formulae in the Veda and their bearing on
Vedic criticism

; by Professor E. W. Hopkins, of Bryn Mawr
College, Bryn Mawr, Pa. To be published in the Journal, xvi.

275 ff.

31. On the recently discovered tablet of Raman-nirari
; by

Professor D. G. Lyon, of Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
To be published in the Journal.

32. On contact between the eastern coast of Asia and the

western coast of America in pre-historic times
; by Rev. S. D.

Peet, of Good Hope, Illinois.

33. Notes on Die altpersischen Keilinschriften of Weissbach
and Bang ; by Professor H. C. Tolman, of the University of

North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C. Published in pamphlet form,
as a supplement to his Old Persian Inscriptions.

34. On foreign words in the Koran
; by Professor C. II. Toy,

of Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
35. On some points of Arabic Syntax ; by Mr. W. Scott

Watson, of Towerhill, N. J.



PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY,
AT ITS

MEETING IN PHILADELPHIA, PENN.,

December 27th, 28th, and 29th, 1894.

THE meeting of the American Oriental Society in Philadelphia,
at the University of Pennsylvania, December 27, 28, 29, 1894,
was held in accordance with a vote passed at the annual meeting
in New York, March 29-31, 1894, which provided that a joint

meeting should be held with various other associations. The
committee to whom the arrangements for the joint meeting
were entrusted having conferred with similar committees repre-

senting the other associations which intended to participate in

the meeting, it was decided that such joint meeting should be
made commemorative of the services of the late Professor Wil-
liam Dwight Whitney, who had passed away on June 7, 1894.

The following organizations took part in the joint meeting :

AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY,
AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION,
MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA,
SOCIETY OF BIBLICAL LITERATURE AND EXEGESIS,
AMERICAN DIALECT SOCIETY,
SPELLING REFORM ASSOCIATION,
ARCHAEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA.

These societies held three joint sessions.

On Thursday, December 27, at 12 M., the societies having
assembled in the large hall of the library of the University of

Pennsylvania, addresses were made by Mr. C. C. Harrison, Acting
Provost of the University, by Professor A. Marshall Elliott of

the Johns Hopkins University, President of the Modern Lan-

guage Association and presiding officer of the session, and by
Dr. Horace Howard Furness of Philadelphia.
VOL. xvi. o
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At the close of the opening joint session the Local Committee
announced the places of meeting of the various societies

;
a

luncheon to be served to all members by the University of Penn-

sylvania ;
a dinner at six o'clock p. M., at one dollar per person,

in the Bullitt Building, to which all were invited
;
a reception by

the Provost and Trustees in the Library Building of the Univer-

sity from eight to eleven o'clock p. M.
;
an invitation to attend the

monthly reception of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, from

eight to eleven o'clock p. M.; and for Friday, December 28, an
invitation to the gentlemen to attend a reception of the Penn
Club from half-past nine to half-past eleven p. M.

The second joint session was held in the same place on Friday,
December 28, at 10 A. M., and was devoted to the reading of

papers.
The third joint session was held in the same place on Friday,

December 28, at 8 P. M. It was a Memorial Meeting in honor of

William Dwight Whitney.
The programmes of the joint sessions, and of the separate

meetings of the societies other than the American Oriental

Society, will be found below. The papers commemorative of

Professor Whitney will be published in a separate volume.
Three separate sessions were held by the American Oriental

Society : on Thursday, December 27, at 3.00 p. M.; on Friday,
December 28, at 2.30 P. M.

;
and on Saturday, December 29, at

10 A. M. It has been found impossible, owing to the fact that so

many members of this Society are also members of other philo-

logical associations and attended the other separate sessions, to

prepare a complete list of those present at our separate sessions.

A partial list follows :

Adler, Cyrus Gilbert, H. L. Lawler, T. B. Steele, J. D.

Barton, G. A. Gilman, D. C. Levias, C. Stratton, A. "W.

Batten, L. W. Gottheil, R. J. H. Lyman, B. S. Taylor, C. M.

Binney, John Grape, J. Lyon, D. G. Taylor, J. P.

Bloomfield, M. Hall, I. H. Macdonald, D. B. Tyler, C. M.

Briggs, C. A. Harris, J. R. Mead, 0. M. Yan Name, A.

Buck, C. D. Harper, R. F. More, P. E. Ward, W. H.

Culin, S. Haupt, P. Myer, Isaac Webb, E.

Deinard, E. Hazard, W. H. Oertel, H. Wheeler, B. I.

Easton, M. W. Hilprecht, H. V. Olcott, G. N. White, J. W.

Elwell, L. H. Hopkins, E. W. Paton, L. B. Williams, T.

Fay, E. W. Jackson, A. V. W. Perry, E. D. Wright, T. F. [54]

Ferguson, H. Jastrow, M., Jr. Ramsay, F. P.

Frothingham, A. L., Jr. Lanman, C. R. Schmidt, Nathaniel

The minutes of the last meeting, at New York, were read by
the Recording Secretary, Professor Lyon, of Harvard University,
and accepted by the Society.

Reports of officers being now in order, the Corresponding Sec-

retary, Professor Perry, of Columbia College, presented some of

the correspondence of the year.
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Professor E. E. Salisbury had written to thank the Society for the

vote passed at its last meeting congratulating him on the near approach
of his eightieth birthday.
Mr. W. E. Coleman had written in reference to the Geographical Con-

gress, which was held in San Francisco on May 4, 1894, at which he
was present as the representative of this Society. Mr. Coleman read at

the Congress a paper on "Oriental Societies and Geographical Re-

search," and he states that this paper is to be printed in one of the bul-

letins of the Congress.
The Corresponding Secretary read a copy of the letter which he had

sent to the International Congress of Orientalists, held at Geneva, Sep-
tember 3-12, 1894, inviting that body to meet in this country in 1897.

He also read a letter from Prof. A. H. Edgren of the University of

Nebraska, stating that he had inscribed to Prof. Whitney's memory his

translation of Shakuntala, an advance copy of which he presents to the

Society.
He also read a letter from the Honorary Philological Secretary of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal, stating that he sends 20 copies of a fly-leaf

exhibiting the system of transliteration which will in future be adhered

to by the Asiatic Society of Bengal for all its publications.

Reports on the Geneva Congress of Orientalists being called

for, Professors R. J. H. Gottheil and A. V. W. Jackson

responded. The former stated that a provisional report was made
at the Congress of Edward Glaser's most recent journey of dis-

covery. Glaser brought home some 600 SabaBan inscriptions and
a collection of rare Arabic MSS. The American delegates pre-
sented the invitation extended by the American Oriental Society,
but the Congress finally chose Paris for the next place of meeting.
Professor Jackson stated that Professors Ascoli and Weber paid
fitting tributes to the memory of Professor Whitney.
No reports were presented by the Treasurer, the Librarian, or

the Committee of Publication, such being due only at the annual

meeting in Easter Week.
The Directors reported by their Scribe, Professor Perry, as

follows :

1. That they recommended for election to Corporate Membership the

following persons :

Professor L. W. Batten, Philadelphia, Penn.

Mr. Samuel N. Deinard, Philadelphia, Penn.

Mr. Harry Westbrook Dunning, New Haven, Conn.
Mr. J. A. Kohut, New York, N. Y.

Mr. Thomas B. Lawler, Worcester, Mass.

Professor W. Max Miiller, Philadelphia, Penn.
Professor L. B. Paton, Hartford, Conn.
Professor Nathaniel Schmidt, Hamilton, N. Y.

Mr. M. Victor Staley, New Haven, Conn.

Professor Charles Mellen Tyler, Ithaca, N. Y.

Dr. Albrecht Wirth, Chicago, 111. [11]
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2. That they recommended that the next annual meeting be held at

New Haven, on Thursday, April 18, 1895, and the following day, the

Committee of Arrangements to consist of Messrs. Van Name, Salisbury,

Oertel, and the Corresponding Secretary.
3. That they recommended that the report of deceased members be

postponed until the April meeting.
4. That they recommended that the next issue of Proceedings shall

follow the April meeting.
5. That the vacancy in the Publication Committee caused by the

death of Professor Whitney had been filled by the appointment thereto

of the Corresponding Secretary.

Ballot being had, the persons recommended for election to

membership were declared formally elected; and the other recom-
mendations contained in the above report were unanimously
adopted by the Society.
On motion it was resolved that the minute passed at the last

meeting in regard to the long and faithful services of Professor
Lanman as Corresponding Secretary should be printed in the
next issue of the Proceedings.
The minute is as follows :

VOTED : That the American Oriental Society has heard with great

regret that Professor Lanman feels himself obliged to decline re-election

as Corresponding Secretary of this Society. With singular devotion

and great faithfulness he has performed the difficult and engrossing
duties of this office for the past ten years. During these years the con-

duct of the work of the Society has been committed especially to his

hands, and to his indefatigable efficiency its success has been to a very

great extent due. The Society hereby expresses its hearty thanks to

him for his faithful and self-sacrificing services, and gratefully recog-
nizes his worthy succession to the two distinguished scholars who pre-
ceded him in this office.

The Society passed a vote of thanks to the University of Penn-

sylvania for their hospitality, and to the Local Committee for

their efficient services, which had added so greatly to the enjoy-
ment of the members in attendance.

This vote was in the nature of an affirmation of the vote of

thanks passed at the joint session of Friday, December 28, which
was as follows :

The several Societies here assembled in the CONGRESS OF AMERICAN

PHILOLOGISTS, viz. :

THE AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY,
THE AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION,
THE SOCIETY OF BIBLICAL LITERATURE AND EXEGESIS,
THE MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA,
THE AMERICAN DIALECT SOCIETY,
THE SPELLING REFORM ASSOCIATION, and
THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA,
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unite in expressing their hearty thanks to the Provost and Trustees of

the University of Pennsylvania for their unstinted hospitality ; to the

Local Committee, with its efficient Chairman and Secretary, for the

considerate provision made for the convenience of every guest ; and
also to Dr. Horace Howard Furness for his memorable words of wel-

come. They further desire to record their grateful recognition of the

courtesies generously extended to them and their friends by

THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA,
THE PENN CLUB,
THE UNIVERSITY CLUB,
THE ART CLUB,
THE ACORN CLUB, and
THE NEW CENTURY CLUB.

Final adjournment was had on Saturday at 11.30 A. M.

The following communications were presented :

1. Notes on Dyfius, Visnu, Varuna, and Rudra, by Professor
E. W. Hopkins, of Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Penn,

These notes we intended to present as the detailed verification of cer-

tain views set forth in more popular form in a volume (now in press)

on Indie religions. The appearance of Oldenberg's Religion des Veda
after we had sent the title of this paper to the committee has led us to

mocpfy the form in which the notes were first drawn up, and to extend

the field which they cover to a review of the principles involved in

interpretation.

First, as to Dyaus, we will simply state the grounds on which we have
claimed that Dyaus was never a supreme god of the Aryans. The
various Aryan families have each their own chief god, and there is no

supreme Dyaus or etymologically equivalent supreme form in Teutonic*

or Slavic mythology. In Rome there is a Mars-piter as well as a Ju-piter.

In India itself pita is said of Dyaus no more than of other gods. More-

over, the instances where Dyaus is called father make it evident that

he is not regarded as a Supreme Father but as father paired with

Mother Earth. Now there is no advanced Earth-cult in the Rig-Veda,

At most, one has a poem to Earth, called Mother as a matter of course;
but no worship of Earth as a great divinity over the gods is found.

This is just the position taken by Dyaus. He is, as the visible sky, not

the Father, but one of many ' father '-gods. That he fathers gods
means nothing in the hyperbolic phraseology of the Rig-Veda. The
Dawn and Agvins are his sons ;

but dawn may be sired of sky without

much praise. f Indra destroys Dyaus in v. 54. 3-4, though the latter

is called his father, iv. 17. 44 In invocations Dyaus is grouped as one

*
Compare Bremer, I. F., in. 301.

f So x. 45. 8, sky begets fire.

% In x. 173. 6 Indra carries Dyaus as an ornament.
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of many gods (i. 129. 3
; 136. 6

;
iii. 51. 5 ;

54. 2
;

v. 46. 3
; x. 63. 10,

etc.),* or more often as one of the pair
'

sky and earth '

(iv. 51. 11 ; v.

59. 1 ; vi. 70. 5-6
; x. 10. 5

;
36. 2 ;

59. 7-10),
' father and mother.' But

the natural sex of Dyaus as an impregnating bull (Dydur vr'sd, v. 36. 5)

is not so strong but that heaven and earth are regarded also as two
sisters (i. 185. 5 ; iii. 54. 10). f Dyaus in v. 47. 7 is mere place, the high

seat, and so in other passages (iii. 6. 3
;
x. 8. 11). Dyaus, it is true, is

called the great father, v. 71. 5 (' Fire brought great father Dyaus and

rain,' rasa), just as it is said that '

great Dyaus' is the norm of Indra's

strength (v. 57. 5.
'

Dyaus Asura and earth' both bow to Indra, v. 131.

1). But how few and unimportant^: are the cases where Dyaus is father

can be estimated only when one considers how large is the work in

which the few cases occur, and how many other gods are also called

'father':
' Father Dyaus be sweetness to us,' i. 90. 7.

' Dyaus is my father, my mother is the Earth,' i. 164. 33.

'Dyaus is your father, Earth is your mother,' i. 191. 6.

'Dyaus and Earth, father and mother,' v. 43. 2.

' Father Dyaus, mother Earth, brother Fire, vi. 51. 5.

'Wind, Earth, and father Dyaus grant us place,' i. 89. 4.

'Father Dyaus give us treasure,' iv. 1. 10.

Often it is only in connection with nourishing Agni (fire) that Dyau
is lauded (vii. 7. 5

;
x. 8. 11

;
88. 2, 8).

That to be father even of the gods is not to be a Supreme Father-God

is evident from i. 69. 2 : bhuvo devandm pita putrdh sdn,
'

being the

son thou becamest the father of the gods,' said of Agni. Other pas-

sages which show how lightly
' father

'

is used are as follows :

'

(Agni) is our un-aging father,' v. 4. 2.

'

Thou, O Agni, art our Prometheus, our father,' i. 31. 10.

'Thou, O Indra, art our Prometheus, and like a father,' vii. 29. 4.

So Brhaspati is father
;
and Tvastar is father

;
and Wind is father ;

and Yaruna is father ; and Yama is father ; and Soma is father ; and

Agni is father again in two or three passages ;
and Indra in another is

father and mother both.
|

They that claim an orginal supreme Aryan Father Sky must point to

him on early Aryan soil or in India. They cannot do this in either case.

*
iv. 57. 3; i. 94. 16 (ix. 98. 58); iii. 54. 19 ('May sky, earth, waters, air, sun,

stars, hear us'); vii. 34. 23 ('sky, earth, trees, and plants,' invoked for wealth);

v. 41. 1, etc.

f Dyaus and Earth both 'wet the sacrifice,' and give food in i. 22. 13. Dyaus

bellows (thunders) only in i. 31. 4 (verse 10 as 'father'); v. 58. 6; vi. 72. 3. The

Maruts pour out 'the pail of Dyaus' in v. 59. 8.

\ Scarce a touch of moral greatness exists in Dyaus. In iv. 3. 5 he is grouped

with Yaruna as a sin-regarding god, but the exception is marked.

Prometheus, Prdmatis. In the two verses preceding,
'

Dyaus and Earth ' are

the parents of Agni himself.

I
i. 31. 10; ii. 5. 1; viii. 98= 87. 11. For the other cases see the Lexicon.

"Wind in x. 186. 2 is both father and brother.
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There is then no evidence whatever that Dyaus in the Rig-Veda is a deca-

dent Supreme. The testimony shows that while the Slav raised Bhaga,
and the Teuton raised Wotan-Odin, the Greek raised Zeus out of a group
of gods to be chief. To the Hindu Dyaus was never supreme, but only
one of many '

protectors' (pitaras, fathers) ;
whose ' fatherhood' is not

more pronounced than is that of other gods. If Zeus-Jupiter is supreme
in the Graeco-Italic combination, this proves nothing for the Aryans in

general. It is parallel to a supreme Slavic deity with Iranian and
Indie representations who are not supreme, even as Dyaus is not

supreme.

Visnu : Oldenberg claims that Visnu's strides are atmospheric ; that

the god is a space-god. But Visnu has not been regarded as a sun-god

through predeliction for sun-gods, but because what little is said of

him answers only to that conception. It is the rule in the Rig-Veda
that the spirits of the departed live in the top of the sky, and Visnu is

the first god to represent (what he continues to represent through later

ages) the sun-home of souls.* Earth-souls, star-souls, moon-souls, plant-

souls, these are oddities, rarities in the Rig-Veda. The sun-soul is, as

it is later, the norm. Visnu is the Herdsman, like Helios, and in the

Rig-Veda, like Surya and like Fire,
' the undeceived Herdsman '

: visnur

gopd dddbhyas, i. 22. 18
; (agnir) ddabdho gopas, vi. 7. 7 ; (stiryo) jdgato

gopas, vii. 60. 2. In ii. 1. 3 ' Visnu of the wide steps
' and Fire are one.

The fastening of the world is ascribed in the first two passages to the

Universal Agni and to Visnu in almost the same words. In i. 155 his

highest step is most clearly in the sky. In i. 154, the '

highest pada
' of

Visnu can scarcely be other than the highest place in the top of the

sky.f

Oldenberg, chiefly on the strength of the one verse i. 154. 4, where

Visnu holds the three-fold world, is quite confident that this god is a

space-god (p. 139). It is evident that this theory is built upon the

ritualistic conception of Visnu, rather than on that of the Rig-Veda.

For vi-kram can scarcely mean anything else than step widely out ;

*i. 154. 1, 5.

f Although Visnu's name occurs about forty times in the family books, as a

general thing he is lauded only in hymns to Indra, whose friendly subordinate he

is (iv. 18. 11; viii. 100= 89. 12). He appears inconspicuously in connection with

the Maruts in v. 87; ii. 34 (v. 3. 3, interpolated): viii. 20 and 40
;
and is named

in hymns to Indra in ii. 22; vi. 17, 20, 21
;

viii. 3, 9, 12, 15, 66; otherwise only

in a list of gods vii. 44 (as in lists of All-gods, iii. 54
r
55

;
v. 46, 49, 50

;
vi. 48, 49,

50; vii. 35, 36, 39, 40; viii. 25, 27, 31, 72); in one hymn to Indra-Agni, vii. 93;

in one hymn to Agni alone, iv. 3, with which deitj" he is identified (above) ;
and

in one hymn to the A9vins, viii. 35, to whom he is joined (verse 14). In viii.

29. 7 he is (not named) the wide-stepping god whose steps are where gods are. He
is almost ignored in some families, notably in that of Vicvamitra (book iii).

Among all he gets but two independent hymns, both in the collection of one

family (vii. 99-100); and shares one hymn with Indra in another family book

(vi. 69).
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and the solar home of souls is too evidently connected with Visnu to

be thrust aside as of no account. To the translation of the unique, and

in all probability late verse, i. 154. 4, which speaks of Visnu '

support-

ing the threefold world,' whence Oldenberg concludes that the ritualis-

tic idea is the normal conception of the Rig-Veda, he gives this signifi-

cant note (p. 228):
" Diese Vorstellung herrscht in den jiingeren Veden

vor." We say that this is significant because it indicates not only the

author's attitude, but a certain lack of historical sense, which detracts

from the value of his work, and which we shall have occasion to notice

again. Historically stated, the note should read: "This view is quite

unique in the Rig-Veda, but prevails in later literature." In accord-

ance with this later view Oldenberg translates urugdyd as 'lord of

wide spaces,' instead of '

wide-stepping,' and ignores altogether those

traits which make a solar deity of Visnu. These traits, indeed, are not

very pronounced, but the reason for this is the one given in our recent

essay on Henotheism. Visnu is no longer a natural phenomenon. He
is a mystic god, the keeper of the souls of the dead, the first cover of

real pantheism. Of his solar character remain the three steps, indi-

cated by vi-kram,
'

step widely,' one of which is located in the zenith,

and the others cannot be downward or upward (which vi-kram would

not express) but across from horizon to horizon.

Varuna : In the forthcoming book to which we referred above, we
have directed ourselves chiefly against the interpretation of Varuna as

a Sole Supreme, either in the Veda or at any other stage of Aryan
belief. We should, therefore, be very ready to welcome any cogent in-

terpretation of Varuna as nature-god more distinct than 'covering

heaven.' But though we find such an interpretation in Hillebrandt and

Oldenberg, we must ask what grounds make them identify Varuna with

the moon and why, above all, should it be necessary to '

regard Varuna

as a Semite.' The first question is answered shortly if not satisfac-

torily, because Sun and Moon make a natural pair, Mitra and Varuna.

But so do heaven and sun, especially when one is informed that sun is

the eye of heaven (Varuna). So that what little support is given to

any nature-interpretation remains to uphold the Heaven-Varuna. But

it is especially the assertion on p. 193 of Oldenberg's Religion :
' The

Indo-European people has taken this (whole) circle of gods (Mitra,

Varuna and the Adityas) from elsewhere' that must be examined.

The first argument is that Varuna is not Aryan, not the same with

Ouranos ;
an old doubt, which is based on phonetics, always uncertain

in proper names, and not even then in this case fully justified. The

next argument is that since Varuna is moon (a bare assumption), the

Indo-European s would have two moon-gods and two sun-gods. To this

the only answer necessary is that names are not things, and that the

same natural phenomenon may diverge into two distinct gods. The 'five

planets
' as Adityas have of course no support save the attraction of

novelty. And then follows: "Is it then not probable that the Indo-

Iranians have here borrowed something which they only half under-

stood, from a neighboring people, which knew more about the starry
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heaven, in all likelihood the Semites (or the Akkadians) ?" Further:
"When one examines the gods of the Veda does one not receive the

impression that this closed circle of light-gods separates itself as some-

thing peculiar, strange, from the other gods of the Vedic Olympus ?
"

And so Oldenberg, by a further series of questions, states indirectly
that he regards Varuna as representative of an older higher culture,

witness of a lively intercourse with a people that " at that time " stood

before the threshold of India.

We have shown in our book that Mexico has as good and as natural

a Varuna as had ever the Akkadians, to whose moon-hymn Oldenberg

triumphantly refers as proof of his interrogations being an argument.

Something of this sort has been suggested by Brunnhofer (see our

paper The Dog in the Rig-Veda, A.J.P. xv. 158), who also wants to get
rid of Varuna (for a different reason), and so ascribes him to Iran.

Our last quotation from Oldenberg gives, however, the key of the

argument. Varuna is not like the other Vedic gods. Whether this be

reason enough for regarding him as an exotic we shall discuss below.

But first, in order to the elucidation of Varuna, some other divinities

must be discussed. What does Oldenberg make of Dawn and Agvins ?

The chief question in regard to Dawn is why she is not allowed to

share in the soma. Oldenberg's answer to this is that in the later

ritual she is given an hymn, but not soma ; hence, etc. The answer
that the whole tone of the Dawn hymns separates them as sharply as

does those of the two great Varuna hymns from the later ritual is quite
overlooked.

A.S to the AQvins they are to Oldenberg the morning and the evening
stars. They had previously been identified with the Gemini by Weber
and with Venus by Bollensen. Why are they now taken to be two

disjunct stars ? The proof for such a statement is offered solely in the

phraseology of i. 181. 4 and v. 73. 4
;
of which passages the first says

that the Avins are ' born here and there '

(iheha jata), and the second

that they are nand jdtau, which Oldenberg chooses to translate

"getrennt geboren," though the first verse of the same hymn shows
that the words mean * in different places.' Oldenberg himself warns

against taking sporadic phrases as expressive of normal Vedic ideas.

Let us see what is the normal tone of the Vedic poets in regard to their

twin gods. But first to review Oldenberg's argument. 1. The Avins
must be the (one) morning star, because only a morning star can be

spoken of as accompanying dawn and sun-rise. 2.
"
Only the duality

does not suit this idea." But " a very little change will make this all

right," and so, since " the idea of a morning star cannot be separated
from that of an evening star : this (evening star) is the second Agvin."
3. As evidence : they are said to be ' born here and there,' etc. (as

above), and are praised at morn and eve.

We pause here to give a truer picture of the Avins according to the

Rig-Veda :

i. 157. 1 : "Agni is awake, the Sun rises, Dawn shines, the two

A^vins have yoked their car to go."
i. 180. 1 :

" You two Agvins accompany Dawn."
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i. 183. 2 :

" You two Agvins accompany Dawn."

viii, 5. 2 :
" You two Agvins accompany Dawn."

And so on, in many cases, the Agvins as a pair accompany the 'morn-

ing light. Their united duality is a part of their being, no less pro-
nounced than is their matutinality. But again, it is not twice, morn
and eve, but thrice that they appear. In the first place they come to

three soma-pressings (passim), and in the second they are represented
as being in three different places. Compare viii. 8. 14: "If ye two
Avins are in the distance or in air ;" 22,

" in many places ;" 23, "Three

places of the Agvins there are now revealed, formerly secret." Three-

fold is the nature of the dual Agvins for this very reason (compare
i. 34).

' At eve and at morn,' 'in east or in west '

(x. 40. 2; viii. 10. 5),

is merely part of their excursion * round earth and heaven '

(viii. 22. 5,

and often); exactly as the expression
' called at morn and eve '

(x. 39. 1;

40. 4, etc.) represents only a part of the three-fold calling (morn, noon,
and night, v. 76. 3),

' the sky, the mountain, and the waters' are these

three places (v. 76. 4). But above all they come always in union

together (ekasmin yoge samdne vii. 67. 8).

On the basis of this simple juxtaposition of actual verses we are

constrained to think that Oldenberg's facile view is not in accordance

with the extant texts. For we demand at least a little proof of the one

star, a little evidence of the evening star. But what proof is offered ?

None other, besides what we have mentioned, save the '

parallel
' of

Mitra Varuna as sun and rnoon, where Varuna is not proved to be

moon, and a further comparison of the Agvins' intercourse with Surya
as the equivalent of a Lithuanian folk-song, which must itself, in order

to fit into Oldenberg's interpretation of the AQvins, be '

interpreted
' in

a novel Oldenbergian way !

Rudra : But the best, and worst, example of Oldenberg's method is

found in his treatment of Rudra. The hymns in Rudra's honor

are very few. It is impossible that any one writing about them should

overlook any significant statement. One of these statements is as

plain as it is conclusive, vii. 46. 3 :

' May thy lightning which, hurled

down from the sky, passes along the earth, avoid us.' Now what has

Oldenberg to say about this celestial lightning-hurler, who is (ii. 33. 1)

the father of the rain- bejeweled (v. 57. 4) storm-gods, the Maruts?
" Rudra is wont to be considered a tempest-god. He cannot at any
rate have this meaning in the consciousness of the Vedic poets. The

hymns to the Maruts show how in the Veda the tempestuous rush

of the wind is described : the lightnings flash, the rain pours down,

[etc.] Nothing of this sort is found in the Rudra hymns." Rudra

in ii. 33. 3 is the god who "holds the vdjra in his arms," and this

vdjra can be no other than the didyut
*

gleaming bolt
'

(literally
'

light-

ning') of vii. 46. 3, regarded also as an arrow of his bow (ii. 33. 10).

And what should the leader of the rain-giving Maruts do ? He does not

pour the rain
;
he hurls the lightning. But when it is said (v. 58. 7) :

' the sons of Rudra make rain of their sweat,' is not Rudra implicated,

at least as an ethereal or atmospheric god ? But, to pass this point and

return to the verse : (Rudra's) lightning hurled from the sky passes
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along the earth.' How does Oldenberg, who interprets Rudra as an Old

Man of the Mountains without any celestial attributes, explain this ?

He does not even allude to it ! He wanders off to Brahmanas and
Sutras to explain the * mountain-nature ' and the medicines of this

lightning-god of the sky, and to interpret his bolt as wind (pp. 217 ff.),

till, after one page devoted to Rudra in the Rig-Veda, and six to the

later Rudra, he comes to this result: " We have before us here, I think,

a relation of those European types whose nature Mannhardt has devel-

oped in so masterly a way, Fauni and Silvani, wood-men, wild people.

From the desert, from mountain and wood come the sickness-spirits or

darts of sickness to human abodes. These are the hosts or the shafts

of Rudra, who dwells in the mountains."

We are far from denying the possibility of such an origin for much
in Rudra's later nature, for Rudra in the later age is Qiva, the folk-god.
But where there are but four hymns to Rudra in the Rig-Veda, and one
of them (vii. 46) represents him as a celestial god, not even mentioning
mountains ; another praises him as '

bright as the sun, shining as gold/
also without an allusion to mountains (i. 43

; 5, like sun and gold) ; a

third calls him * the boar of the sky
' and speaks of averting celes-

tial wrath, also without an allusion to mountains; and the fourth calls

him the god
* that bears lightning in his arms '

(above), and speaks of

the (jdldsd) cure that 'carries off the celestial hurt,' and of Rudra's

storming like a wild bull, a warrior aloft upon his car (ii. 33. 7, 11), also

without an allusion to mountains in these circumstances we main-
tain that to represent Rudra as an original Old Man of the Mountains,

portrayed in his primitive nature in later texts, and in a secondary
nature in the Rig-Veda, is unhistorical.

But Oldenberg lays much stress on the ' medicines '

? This, however,

proves nothing to the purpose, for to the Vedic seers the waters are

medicines. Because Rudra as a Marut-leader is a water-causing god,
therefore he is medicinally potent. What idea is connected with the

word for medicine in the Rig-Veda? Compare i. 23. 20 "all medicines

are in the waters" (apsu antdr vigvdni bhesaja). In i. 89. 4, Wind,
Earth and Father Dyaus are besought for medicines, along with the

Agvins. Of which gods are used the verbs ' to heal with medicine '

?

With one exception only, the dewy Agvins.* Are these, therefore,

mountain-gods as well as separated stars? If we do not err, only

hyperbolic Soma, the waters, the Agvins, and Rudra are called '

physi-
cians.' And if the last is

" the best physician
'

is it not because he is

most responsible for " the waters which are the physicians" (vi. 50. 7)?

Can, in any circumstances, this, the Rik view, be calmly shoved over-

board and the "true interpretation" of Rudra be one based on later

texts, where the earthly pest-gods of the un-Aryan peoples have crept
in and coalesced with the Vedic celestial '

pest and healing
'

god ?

Does not Helios in Greece send pest and is he not a saviour too ? Is it

* In viii. 79= 68. 2 (compare viii. 72= 61. 17 ; x. 175. 2) Soma as priest and

poet heals (bhisdkti ; the other verbs bhisajy and bhisnajy are used of the Avins).
In vi. 74. 3 Soma and Rudra have all medicines.
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more scientific to be less historical ? Let us see how the Vedic poet

represents sickness and healing: "O Agni, keep off enemies, destroy
sickness and demons, let out for us a quantity of water from the ocean
of the sky" (x. 98. 12). For not only Rudra (Lightning) but the universal

Agni, Fire,
" sends down rain from the sky" (ib. 10) ; and this whole

hymn shows that the medicines against sickness are the rains. More-

over, when Wind is besought to '

bring medicine ' how is it done ?

" Wind blow medicine hither, blow away hurt, for thou hast all medi-

cines, and goest as the messenger of the gods . . . and may the gods

bring help hither and the hosts of Maruts" (x. 137. 3, 5), for "the
waters are curative, the waters drive away sickness, the waters cure

everything, may they bring thee cure" (ib. 6). And that this is the

regular view of the Vedic seers shows another passage :
' ' May we be

with you, O Maruts, when the water streams down health and medi-
cine "

(v. 53. 14). In viii. 20. 25 medicine is in the Indus, in the Asikni,
in the seas, and pdrvatesu, which, considering the preceding verse,
"
Maruts, bring us to your Marut-medicine," must be rather cloud than

hill, and here the "Maruts, sons of Rudra," also bring cure (ib. 17. 26).

What says the poet directly? "From the sky come the medicines"

{x. 59. 9, divdg caranti bhesaja). And it is only as dew-gods that the

Agvins are physicians in the eyes of the Vedic poets :

" When ye two
mount your car ye wet our realm with sweet gheeje heal with your
medicines" (i. 157. 2, 6). In a word, Rudra as lightning and medicine

god remains a thunder-storm god in strict accordance with the dogmas
of the Vedic poets. One may indulge in any speculation as to his pre-
Vedic nature without affecting the Rig-Vedic conception of him

;
and

one may interpret the later Qarva-Bhava-Qiva mixture as one chooses,

but the Vedic Rudra is not this conglomerate.

Having thus obtained the key to Oldenberg's method, we are in a

position to understand the meaning of the interrogation in regard to

Varuna. "Is he not a god quite different to the ritualistic gods, and

consequently ought we not to condemn him as an alien, because he

does not fit into our conception of the Rig-Veda?" This is what is

intended. In answer we say : "Well, yes, Varuna in some hymns is

not like the ritualistic gods, and Xenophanes' God is not like the gods
of Aristophanes ;

but that is no reason for supposing that Xenophanes
borrowed from the Akkadians."

Varuna has been more misrepresented than any god of the Rig-Veda.

There are at least three Varunas, all distinct variations under the same
name. The last of these is the pantheistic Varuna of the Atharva, who
is quite other than the quasi-monotheistic god of the Rik.

The Rig-Veda contains two hymns to Varuna that are of exalted,

almost monotheistic color. Other Varuna hymns represent him as a

water-god chiefly, and do not give him a very lofty position. "He
upsets a water-keg and makes heaven, air and earth stream with rain.

The king of creation wets the ground . . . ," or " Varuna lets the

streams flow " such traits he shares with Parjanya, and in most of the

hymns to him he does just what Rudra does in another fashion, sends

rain which heals from hurts (sin), though the rainy side is vigorously
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suppressed by some admirers. There is quite enough of it, however, in

the Rig-Veda to show that Varuna is like the other gods, and to nullify

the force of the appeal that is meant to oust him. Varuna rises to a

great height, but he still drips water wherever he goes, and there is no
reason for making the Semites or the Akkadians responsible for him.

One last specimen of unhistorical interpretation may be given. In a

burial-hymn of the Rig-Veda the dead man is addressed thus :
" Enter

now into Mother Earth, the earth wide and kindly. May she, a maid
soft as wool, guard thee from Destruction's lap Nirrti (' going out,' like

Nirvana, 'blowing out'). Open, O Earth, harm him not, be easy of

access, easy of approach to this man. As a mother (covers) her son

with the hem of her garment, so enfold him (open for him), O Earth."

Then the pillars and props of the grave are mentioned, and a clod of

earth is cast down by the speaker of the hymn. The later hymns to

the Manes (shown to be late by their content) have already knowledge
of cremation as well as burial

;
and in the later ritual-age cremation is

the only rite for adults. Now Oldenberg must needs equate the Rig-
Veda with the ritual, and on beginning his description of the Vedic

funeral, he says (p. 570): ''Cremation was the customary form of

funeral though not the universal one "
! In regard to the so clear

allusion to burial given in the verses above he adds :
" It can just as

well refer to cremation" (p. 571). It certainly can be forced to refer to

cremation, and that is what the later ritualists did with it in arranging
the ritual (Roth, Z.D.M.G. viii. 467), but it seems a pity to adopt nowa-

days their point of view.

We trust that the exception which we have taken to Oldenberg's

method, as exhibited in these instances, will not be accepted as a

general depreciation of the clever and learned work in which that

method is implicitly manifested. Especially in the latter part the book

is one of great value, fruitful in reasonable suggestions and com-

prehensive in its elucidation of the cult. Here there is by no means so

much to stickle at as in the first part, which aims at presenting the

Vedic religion as a whole, without due historical distinction between

the Brahmanic age and belief as these are known in extant literature

and the age and belief of the Rig-Veda. For it is one thing to say that

the Rig-Veda is the product of a Brahmanic age (to that we should

agree with some reservations), and another to say that this Brahmanic

age is the Brahmanic age of extant Brahmanas. The extant Brah-

manas, and even the Atharva-Veda, represent a period so removed
from that of the Rig-Veda that the god who in the Rig-Veda is not yet

developed as chief god is in the Brahmanas and Atharvan already an

antiquated figure-head with whom other newer ritualistic gods are

identified to ensure their respectability.

But, although the cult-part of Oldenberg's Religion des Veda (the

radical error lurks even in the title, for there is no one religion of the

Veda) is free from the grosser confusion of Brahmanic and Vedic views,

to which we have called attention, there are yet several points even

here which seem to demand a word of tentative criticism. For in-

stance, we are not sure that Oldenberg is wrong and that we are right
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in this regard, but to us it seems as if too much stress had been laid

upon totemism. On page 85, our learned author, who is perhaps too

well read in modern anthropology, seems to give the absolute dictum
that animal names of persons and clans imply totemism. This is no

longer a new theory. On the contrary, taken in so universal an appli-
cation it is a theory already on the wane, and it seems to us injudi-
cious to apply it at random to the Rig-Veda. As a means of explana-
tion it requires great circumspection, as is evinced by the practice of

the American Indians, among whom it is a well-known fact that animal

names not of totemistic origin are given, although many of the tribes

do have totem-names. For example, in the Rig-Veda, Cucumber and
Tortoise certainly appear to indicate totemism. But when we hear that

Mr. Cucumber was so called because of his numerous family we must
remain in doubt whether this was not the real reason. Such family
events are apt to receive the mocking admiration of contemporaries.

Again, Mr. Tortoise is the son of Grtsamada, a name smacking strongly
of the sacrifice, a thoroughly priestly name, and it is not his ancestor

but his son who is called Tortoise, very likely because he was slow.

The descendants of this son will be called * sons of the tortoise,' but

there is no proof of totemism
;
on the contrary, there is here direct

evidence that totemistic appearance may be found without totemism.

We can scarcely believe that Grtsamada's ritualistically educated son

ever worshipped the tortoise.

Clearly enough, it is in the later literature that one is brought into

closest rapport with the anthropological data of other peoples. This is

due to the fact that the more the Hindus penetrated into India the

more they absorbed the cult of the un-Aryan nations, and it is from
these rather than from the refined priestliness of the Rig-Vedic Aryans
that one may get parallels to the conceptions of Cis-Indic barbarians.

All the more reason is there for not confounding Rig-Veda and Brah-

manas. A rough-and-ready jumbling of Rik and Sutra will not, as it

seems to us, be productive of any definitive results. Thus, to interpret

(p. 328) the sacrifice as "
big medicine" (to use the corresponding phrase

of the American Indians), is in our opinion as unwise and as opposed
to the notions of the Rig-Veda as it is wise and legitimate in the pre-

sentation of Brahmanic theosophy.
The modern character of Oldenberg's work (we refer to the first part)

will make it popular with anthropologists, and we may expect to hear

it cited for a long time as authority for anti-solar mythologists. The

more we study primitive religion, however, the more we are likely to

learn that religion is not all from one seed, and that solar deities after

all have existed and do exist. To convert the Vedic gods into giants

and dwarfs, or cast them out of India because they refuse either to

conform to the anthropological model or to adapt themselves to the

Procrustean bed of the later ritual is equally unhistorical. It would

be more conducive to a true view to go through the history of each

god, pointing out how and where the striking differences arise, which

may be seen in the earlier and later conceptions of his character.
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2. The Sanskrit Root manth-, math- in Avestan
; by Professor

A. V. Williams Jackson, of Columbia College, New York.

The Sanskrit root manth- math- ( to shake, agitate, cause concussion,

crush, bruise,' has apparently heretofore not been quotable in the

Avesta ; its existence in Avestan, however, may now be shown from
one of the fragments in the Farhang Zand-Pahlavi, p. 7, 11. 6-10 (Hosh-

enji and Haug, Zand-Pahlavi Glossary, pp. 7 and 48
; Darmesteter, Le

Zend-Avesta, traduction iii. p. 14). The passage, though corrupt in

its syntax, apparently alludes to certain penalties incurred by acts of

assault and battery, or in consequence of injuries carelessly inflicted

upon a corpse in moving it from the kata or receiving vault to the

Tower of Silence. The latter suggestion is Geldner's, after Dastur

Hoshenji. The text runs

nars vaghdhanem
astern aevo mastravandm

vlspaca yd mastraghndm amdsta
hvaro-cithandm aetee anye cikayato.

With due allowance for the wretched syntax, aevo and the uncertain

aetee, this may be rendered :

'

(As for) the head of a man
Whosoever has crushed a single bone of the skull,

And he that has crushed all (the bones) of the skull,

Shall pay (du.) the penalty of a wound as the others.'

Such at least is the sense one may gather from the Pahlavi version

de vandskdr vaghtdn gabrd bard sumbend , . ast aevak mastarg . . . zag
hamdl zanisno mun mastarg dar suft

'
if a sinner crush the head of a

man a single bone every blow which pierces the skull.' Compare
also Darmesteter loc. cit.

Even though the sentence-structure be faulty, the general meaning
is plain, and the verb amdsta in the third line of the Avestan fragment
contains the looked-for root. The form is an aorist mid. 3 sg., either

root-aorist a-mdth-ta, or s-aorist a-mdth-s-ta, cf . Skt. dldhsta ( ytan
' to

stretch,') and mdhsta, Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar, 882 a. For the

Avestan phonetic laws that come into consideration see Bartholomae,
Handbuch d. alteran. Dialekte, 148 c, and Jackson, Avesta Grammar,
I., 151, 46.

The newly-found Avestan root which here describes the injuring or

crushing of the head is employed quite similarly in Sanskrit with

regard to the demon Namuci slain by Indra : RV. v. 30. 8 giro ddsdsya
ndmucer mathdydn and EV. vi. 20. 6 prd cyeno nd madirdm angum as-

mdi giro ddsdsya ndmucer mathdydn. Cf . also AV. vii. 50. 5, of a wolf

shaking a sheep : dvim vrko ydthd mdthat.
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3. Two Problems in Sanskrit Grammar
; by Professor Maurice

Bloomfield, of the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

1. On the instrumentals in na from stems in man (mahind, varind,

prathind, bhund, etc.).

This problem has been discussed very frequently, the previous treat-

ments being recorded by Professor Collitz, Bezzenberger's Beitraege,

xviii. 231 ff. There is no occasion for reviewing these here, since the

present essay approaches the subject from a point of view radically

different from that of the preceding attempts.

We start from mahind, by far the most common of these words : it

occurs 35 times in the Rig-Veda. All the occurrences are restricted to

two metrical types. First, in octosyllabic padas the word occupies the

fourth, fifth and sixth syllables. There are four cases of this kind, iii.

59. 7 ; viii. 12. 23
;
68. 3

;
x. 119. 8, e. g., iii. 59. 7 : abhi yd mahind divam.

Secondly, in the other 31 cases (for which see Grassmann) the word

follows immediately upon the caesura of a tristubh-jagati-pada, no

matter whether the caesura is after the fourth or fifth syllable. The

following examples may illustrate the situation :

i. 173. 6 : prd ydd itthd
\
mahind nrbhyo dsti (tristubh).

ii. 17. 2 : Qlrsdni dydm \ mahind prdty amuncata (jagati).

iii. 6. 2 : divd$ cit agne \

mahind prthivydh (tristubh).

vi. 68. 9 : aydm yd urvi
\
mahind mdhivratah (jagati).*

Both positions are, metrically speaking, critical. The second half of

octosyllabic padas is regularly iambic (see Oldenberg, Die Hymnen des

Rig-Veda, p. 8; ; the caesura in tristubh-jagati padas is regularly fol-

lowed by an anapaest (
' ^

) (ibid. p. 56). It is evident at once that

the regular instrumental mahimnd, a bacchius (
-

), could not,

without violating the two general metrical laws, stand in these positions,

and yet the facts show that there was a marked lexical and stylistic

need for such a word in that very position.!

There is one other closely related word, equally unfit for these posi-

tions in the metrical line, namely mahnd, occurring 34 times in the RV.

This is the true metrical complement of mahind.^ It occurs either at

the end of tristubh lines (7 times), where the final is needed, e. g.,

RV. ii. 35. 2 : apdm ndpdd asurydsya mahnd, or before the caesura in

* Of the three cases of mahimnd in the RV. only one holds this position, i. 59.

7, vaipvanaro \
mahimnd vifvdksitih ; the remaining two appear before the caesura,

whjere they are free to stand (vi. 61. 13; x. 88. 14).

f The AV., whose diction is less hieratic and in closer contact with popular

speech, whose metres are far less trammelled, reads at iv. 30. 8 (var. of RV. x.

125. 8) etdvatl
\

mahimnd sdm babhuva.

J Of. e. g. RV. vii. 60. 10, ddksasya cin mahind mrlatd nah, with iii. 62. 17,

mahnd ddksasya rajathah. Of. also RV. v. 87. 2 a
, prd yejatd \

mahind ye ca nft,

svaydm, with the fourth pada of the same stanza, mahnd tad esam ddhrstaso nd

The remaining passages of this sort are: RV. i. 174. 4; ii. 28. 1; vi. 66. 5
;

viii. 100. 4; x. 55. 7; 89. 1.
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all of the remaining cases, except four (ii. 3. 2
;
iv. 2. 1

; vi. 21. 2
; x. 6.

7). It is unnecessary for our purpose here to define the relations of the

spondaic mahnd to the types prevalent in the divisions before the caesura,
since these are liberal enough to accommodate any group of two sylla-

bles no matter what their quantity may be (see Oldenberg's tables, ibid,

pp. 14, 49 ff.).

Now the form mahnd is an isolated instrumental,* and we may at

once permit ourselves to be struck with the peculiar fact that the

'dropping' of the m in mahimnd is also a matter which concerns the

instrumental only. I assume that mahind is a contaminated (blend)

form of mahnd and mahimnd, instigated, or elevated to a position of

prominence, by the obvious metrical and stylistic conveniences briefly

sketched above.

The word mahind means ' with greatness.' The former considera-

tions of the problem have failed to take note of the semantic character

of the remaining words that are involved in the discussion: varind

means, 'with extent'; prathind, 'with extent', and bhund, again,
' with greatness '. These are so obviously congeneric! with mahind as

to suggest at once that they were patterned after it. This is shown

strikingly by TS. iv. 1.2. 1 = MS. ii. 11. 2 VS. xviii. 4, where three of

these four nouns succeed each other in a liturgical formula, and that,

too, not in their instrumental form, but in the nominative singular,

eliminating thus the suspicion that the peculiar form of the instru-

mental is the cause of their appearance in company. The passage
reads, mahimd ca me varimd ca me prathimd ca me . . . yajnena,

kalpantdm 'may greatness, and scope, and breadth . . . form them-
selves for me with the sacrifice.'.

The only remaining form, prend, seems in every way out of agree-
ment. The form occurs twice, and is taken as an instrumental from

premdn
'
love.' It is permitted, of course, to assume that by this time

instrumentals in nd from stems in man had asserted themselves unto
freedom and independent initiative. But the meaning of the word is

not at all certain, though Sayana at RV. x. 71. 1 explains it as etjual to

premnd
* with Vedic loss of m' (maJcdralopa$ chdndasah).

We may finally note as a curiosum that the form drdghmd, RV. x.

70. 4, which is usually discussed in this connection as an instrumental

from drdghmdn (Sayana, drdghimnd) is again lexically congeneric

('with length') with the group in nd ; a corresponding nominative

drdghmd (MS.), drdghimd (VS.), and drdghuyd (TS.) figures in the

liturgical formula excerpted above along with the other designations
of extent.

* "We may perhaps assume that it represents an ancient heteroclitic declension,

together with the stem mdhas for the casus recti.

f See for this term and the linguistic principles involved our two essays On

adaptation oj suffixes in congeneric classes of substantives, Am. Journ. Phil, xii.

1 ff., and On the so-called root-determinatives in the Indo-European languages,

Indogermanische Forschungen, iv. 66 ff.

VOL. XVI P
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2. On the relation of the vowel-groups ur and ur to Ir and ir in Sanskrit.

De Saussure's theory of dissyllabic roots (Memoire sur le syst&me

primitif des voyelles, pp. 239 ff.) has yielded the result that the San-

skrit vowel-groups Ir (before consonants) and ir (before vowels) are now
generally, though not universally, regarded as the reduced, low-tone,

forms, (I. E. f) corresponding to SK. drl (I. E. era*). Thus the root-

forms tlr in tlr-tvd, and tir in tir-dti are regarded as weak form of the

dissyllabic root tarl in tarl-tum, precisely as Tcr in kr-tvd is the weak
form of kar in kdr-tum. De Saussure, ibid. p. 244, has also hinted at

the correct explanation of the groups ur and ur, and it is the object of

these lines to present the subject in clearer outline, and to illustrate it

by additional materials.

First of all we must eliminate one source of the groups ur and ur.

The groups Ir and ir never occur after labials when they represent
I. E. r '

only ur and ur are found. Thus the desiderative which has
o

for some reason generalized the long reduced vowels I, u, Ir, and ur
never exhibits Ir after a labial. A root beginning with a non-labial

may exhibit either Ir or ur (titlrsati and tutursati), a root beginning
with a labial can have only ur, not Ir (bubhursati from bhr (

carry');

cf. Joh. Schmidt, Vocalismus, ii. 229. The forms ur and ur, in roots

beginning with labials are, therefore, otiose as far as their labial color-

ing is concerned ; they may be = Ir and ir, labialized by the initial con-

sonant. On the other hand, the presence of the labial initial may be

fortuitous, and the labial color of ur and ur may be organic, just as in

roots that do not show the labial : each case must be judged by itself.

Aside from labializing influences the Sk. groups ur and ur are the

reduced vowel-forms (I. E. ff), occurring respectively before conso-

nants and vowels, of the strong forms Sk. dru (I. E. eru). This may be

stated in the following proportion :

ur and ur : dru IT and ir : dri. \

*
Perhaps also er& ; see the author in ZeitscTirift der deutschen morgenlandischen

Gesellschaft, xlviii, p. 578.

f One may suppose that this lingual vowel was accompanied by some rounding

of the lips even in proetlmic times.

\ There is a marked difference between the strong types dru and drl. The

former occurs before vowels in the form drv ; the type drl never occurs before

vowels in the form dry ; instead the monosyllabic ar appears. Thua the Avestan

stem tau rv-aya by the side of SK. taru-te, but there is no tary- anywhere to

match tarl-tum, tarl-tar, etc. The varying quantity of the u of dru is interest-

ing, because it shows that the long I of arl is not of an origin radically differ-

ent from that of the i of arT, and is not the root-determinative I (I. E. I) which

has crowded out 1 (I. E 9). Thus in reference to Brugmann, Gh'undriss ii, pp.

896, 931; cf. our remarks Z.D.M.Gr. xlviii. 578. From what source, or what style

of root-determinative can tdru-sas (by the side of tdru-sa), varu-tdr and vdrutha,

jdrutha, etc., have derived their u f Unless we assume purely metrical lengthen-

ing we are compelled to acknowledge both aru and arl as I. E. types, eru and erg.

This is, of course equally true of anl (=1. E. any), etc.
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The history of these vocalic relations may be illustrated by the follow-

ing list :

1. tdru-,tarv-: tur, tur 'pass.'

The base taru occurs in the verbal forms, Vedic taru-te, taru-sema,
tdru-sante. This is the anteconsonantal form. The antevocalic form
is tarv- in Avestan taurvaya

' overcome' (e.g. taurv-ayeni, Yasht xiv.4).

Nominal forms are numerous : tdru-s, tdru-sa, taru-tar, tdru-tra, per-

haps also, tdru-,tdru-na and tdru-sas. Further, tsdru-, if the root tsar

is a contamination of tar and sar, as I have assumed (Indogermanische

Forschungen, iv. 72).* The reduced forms, ante-consonantal viQva-tur($),

su-pra-tiir($), tur-td, tur-nd, vigvd-tur-ti, -tur-ya, tu-tur-$ati, tur-ni;
ante-vocalic tur-dti, tur-dte, tdr-tur-dna, (ap-) tur-am, tur-a, turd-na,

tur-i, td-tur-i, tar^tur-a.

Of. the dissyllabic base in 1: -tan-tar, tarl-sdni, tarl-tum with the

reduced forms, anteconsonantal tlr-nd, tlr-tvd, ti-tlr-sa, and ante-

vpcalic tir-dti, ti-tir-us, -tir-am, -tir-e, etc. The materials, of them-

selves, yield the proportion :

taru(tarv): tur, tur = tari: tir, tir.

2. jdrii, jarv : jur, jur
'

waste, grow old.'

The Eig-Veda has jdrutha
' waste ', as the name of a personified force,

destroyed by Agni (cf. his epithet a-jird
' not wasting away 'f) ; see RV.

vii. i. 7
;
9. 6 ; x. 80. 3. The antevocalic strong form appears in Avestan

zaurv-a ' old age
'

;
cf . zrv-an ( time '. $ The anteconsonantal weak form

in jilr-yati, jur-nd, jur-ni, and amd-jtir(s)
(

aging at home '. The ante-

vocalic weak form in jur-dti, jd-gur-i, a-jur-am. Cf . with this jari-

mdn : jlr-nd. The weak antevocalic form perhaps in a-jir-d (see above).

Again we may state the proportion :

jdrti : jur, jur =jarl : jir, jir.

3. fdru, garv : $ur
' crush '.

The strong anteconsonantal gdru-s
* missile

'

; antevocalic $arv-d,
Avestan saurv-a '

god of destruction '. The weak anteconsonantal

form giir-td (RV. i. 174. 6)
'
slain'. Cf. on the other hand the infinitive

$dri-tos with glr-nd and glr-td.

4. earn, carv : cur '

grind '.

This root presents the relation very clearly. Anteconsonantal strong
caru-s '

porridge
'

; antevocalic cdrv-ati, carv-ayati
'

grind, chew '. The

*
Cf. Tepv-GKerai

'

vacs!, (j>6ivt. rpv-OK.To
'

eTeipeTo (Hesych).

f The word ia ordinarily, but doubtfully, compared with Lat. agilis
'

agile ',
and

derived from the root aj
' drive '.

t Cf. also Greek ypav-s (Attic), yprju-s (Ionic), yprjti-s (poetic), as evidence of u

in the second syllable.
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weak form in cur-na 'ground, flour'. The congeneric root bharv, in

bharv-ati 'chew', Avestan as-bourv-a 'eating much', is in someway
related to this root, but no weak forms of the root occur.*

6. karu, karv : kur
}
Jcur 'make'.

The strong forms of the verb karo-mi are built upon a base kard-

which is in direct relation to Jcaru in karu-na ' deed '. The antevocalic

strong form in kdrv-ara 'deed'. The weak anteconsonantal form in

turi-kur-mi, -kur-min 'acting mightily'; the antevocalic perhaps in

kuru ' make thou'.f Vedic kr-n-o-mi, kr-n-u-te also point to a dissylla-

bic base ending in u.

6. paru, parv : pur, pur 'fill'.

Whitney in his Roots of the Sanskrit Language, p. 100, treats under
root 1 pr the words pdru-s and pdrv-an

'

knot, joint
'

(cf . pdrvata,
Avestan paurvata, 'mountain'). This etymology is none too certain,

because Greek ireipap Treiparog (peru-n-tos), and aneipuv^. exhibit European

r and the root for '
fill

' has I. E. Z. These words doubtless represent an
I. E. base peru. But we have I. E. pelu in Gothic filu which is related,

along with its strong base filau (genitive filau-s) to Sk. puru, Greek

TroM, as Sk. karu (karv) with its strengthened base karo is to kuru.

Avestan pov
ru, Achemenidan paruv may also be referred to I. E. pelu

(Goth. filu). The weak anteconsonantal base in pur-dhi, pur-nd, pur-

td, etc. ; the weak antevocalic base in d-pu-pur-am, pd-pur-i, infinitive

-pur-as, etc. But we must not fail to note that the dissyllabic base

with ordinary sh'va in pdri-man may have a share in these weak forms,

since the labial initial seems to prevent the occurrence of the weak
stems *plr, *pir.

7. varu (I. E. ueru) : ur, ur '

cover, protect '.

The strong stem in vdru-tar 'protector', vdru-tha 'protection', and

perhaps vdru-na '

covering sky '.
||

Further in Avestan vouru ' broad ',

i. e. Aryan vdru (cf . vohu = Sk. vasu). The form is very interesting in

the light of the present discussion, since it manifests the same relation

* There seems to be a vein of lexical adaptation in the u of the second syllable

in the direction of the meaning 'destroy'. See all the preceding numbers, and cf.

our article On the root-determinatives, in Indogermanische Forschungen, iv. 66 ff.

1 1 do not divide kur-u, because the form is an especial weak manifestation of

karu. Perhaps originally barytone kdru : oxytone kuru : low tone kur. We shall

meet with this type again below.

\ Cf. also paru-t ''in the past year ',
and parut-tna

'

pertaining to the past year '.

The forms are reported by the grammarians, and are as yet not quotable. They

are, however, not to be questioned, because of irepvn (rrepvai)
' a year ago '.

Cf. our explanation of Avestan vouru in the next number.

j
Greek Fepv-adai 'protect', F6pv-[j.a 'protection' also exhibit the strong stem.
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between itself (I. E. ueru) and Sk. uru, as between Gothic filu, and per-

haps also Avestan pouru (1. E. pelu), and Sk. puru, Greek TroM. The
weak anteconsonantal stem in ur-noti 'cover', ur-vd 'reservoir'; the

weak antevocalic form, perhaps in ur-as ' breast '. The type uru: vdru=
kuru: karu=puru: paru (Goth, filu), etc. The dissyllabic types with

sh'va, variman, varitum, etc., suggest the same caution as in the preced-

ing group, because of the initial labial.

8. varu (I. E. uelu) : ur, ur '

surround, turn '.

An apparently kindred I. E. root-word uelu in the sense of '

surround,

cover, turn '

is bound up with Sk. varu, because the latter fails to dif-

ferentiate r and L Latin volv-o, Goth, valv-jan
' roll

'

;
Greek FeAu in

kM-oOriv (II. xxiii. 393), l^v-adds (Od. ix. 433) 'roll, compress', Mv-rpov
' cover'. It is obviously impossible to decide in each particular case of

Sk. varu whether it represents I. e. ueru or uelu. So e. g. ur-noti may
be from either. But the anteconsonantal weak form ur in ur-na ' wool'

belongs to uelu, as is attested by the European words for 'wool'; the

antevocalic weak type may be assumed in ur-ana 'ram', and further

ulba (ulva), Lat. vulv-a shows a base ulu- on a level with kuru, puru
and uru (cf. also guru).

9. dharu : dhur, dhur ' hold.'

The strong type in dharu-na 'holding'; the weak ante-consonantal

type in dhur-su, loc. plur. of dhur '

wagon-pole,' the ante-vocalic type
in ace. sing, dhur-am.
In addition to the types that show the presence of u treated above

under tdru, namely tdru (tarv), tur, and tur, there are other types which
have in some way arisen as modifications of the same original dis-

syllabic base. They are turv in turv-ati ' overcome ' and tvar ' hasten.'

Similarly jilrw
' consume ' and jvar (jval)

' burn.' Now there is a root

in the sense of '

injure
' which correspondingly exhibits the following

types : dhurv in dhurv-ati, dhvar in dhvdr-ati, by the side of dhur in

dhur-ta '

robber,' and dhur-d '

forcibly,' QB. x. 5. 2. 12 (quoted also by
Whitney, Roots, etc., p. 87 top, from the MS.). These forms combined

point forcibly to a dissyllabic mother-base dharu. We may best realize

this by the following proportion :

tarii (tarv) : lur, tur, : turv : tvar=jaru (jarv) : jur, jur : jurv : jvarx:
dhur, dhur : dhurv : dhvar.

Here x is dharu, and we are thus led to a real etymon for the last series:

dhur, etc. must have meant originally 'to hold by force.' The etymol-

ogist should, moreover, not fail to take note of the congeneric mean-

ing of turv, jurv, and dhurv ; the grammarian may well be appalled by
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the protean variety of these types, and the apparently hopeless task of

coordinating them.*

10. (saru) : siir
' move.'

The perf . pass, partic. a-sur-ta '

untrodden, remote ' occurs in this

indubitable meaning at AV. x. 3. 9 ; cf . sur-ta and a-sur-ta, RV. x. 82. 4,

and Panini viii. 2. 61 (sur-ta = sr-ta). Further sur-mi 'water-pipe';

8ur-myd
' located in canals.' The dissyllabic stem sdru is wanting (sari

in sari-man}, but the root sru ' flow '

is so evidently a modification of

I. E. seru (cf. dhru-ti, type 7 in the foot-note, above), as to justify us in

speaking of sur-ta as a participle from the root *saru. The parallel root

gru is equally an early development of I. E. Jcelu ; the full root is appar-
ent in /ce/lt{>-tt

' to make hear, to order,' which seems to stand on the

same morphological plane with Sk. hard, except that it appears in a

thematic form (cf. ravv-u : Sk. tanu-te).

11. maru : mur, mur 'die.'

Nothing is coercive in this number. The perf. pass, partic. mur-na
4 crushed '

goes with the secondary root mrn, but its long vowel points

to a dissyllabic strong stem. The antevocalic weak type in mur-lya.

Weber, Indische Studien iv. 398, and Whitney, Roots, etc., p. 24, derive

maru 'desert' from the root mr 'die,' and this may represent the

strong dissyllabic type. The secondary root mur-ch ' thicken ' which

forms a participle mur-td and the abstract mur-ti ' form '

may possibly

claim a place in this company, but its etymological relations are com-

plicated and obscure.

The weak stems giir, gur
'

greet
' in gur-td, gur-dte, etc. are wanting

in any kind of a strong stem, directly connected with them.f Similarly

the root hvr ' be crooked' exhibits the forms ju-hur-thds, ju-hur-anta,
hvdr-ate and hru-ti which suggest forcibly the proportion :

dhur-td : dhur-d:dhvdr-ati : dhru-ti = ju-hur-thds : ju-hur-anta :

hvdr-ate: hru-ti.

This points to an original type *haru (see No. 9, and the note there).

Deficient in strong correlative types are also jdr-gur-a,na and jal-gul-as :

root gr 'swallow'; bhur-dntu, bhur-ni, and bhurv-dni (type xurv-, as in

turv-dn, ulv-d) : root bhur '

quiver'; cf. Lat. ferv-eo. It is of interest to

* We may profitably resume here all the basic forms which seem to be

descended from dissyllabic xaru, x being the varying initial consonant: 1. xaru

(taru-te, taru-sas, etc.). 2. xarv (ta
u
rv-aya, zaurv-a, $arv-d, etc.). 3. xur (tur-td,

etc.). 4. xur (tur-dti, etc.). 6. xuru (kuru, puru, etc.). 6. xurv- (ulv-a, turv-dn,

etc.). 7. xru (zrv-an, dhru-ti 'injury,' etc.). 8. xruv (dhruv-d 'firm).' 9. xurv

(dhurv-ati, jurv-ati, t&rv-ati). 1 0. xvar (jvdr-ati. tvdr-ati. tvdr-ati, dhvdr-ati). I

am tempted to pervert: 'he who reads may run.' Avestan zrv-an may belong

rather to type 8 (=zruv-ari), than to type 7.

f Cf. perhaps Gr. yijpv-u 'sing' in relation to jari-tdr 'singer,' gir-bhis 'with

songs.'
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glance over the list under the suffix vdni Whitney, Sk. Gr.* 1170b
.

Seven examples are given, but five of them are turv-dni, bhurv-dni,

da-dhr$v-dni (Opaob-c, dhrs-n-u-te), tu-turv-dni, and ju-gurv-dni. Nomi-
nal suffixes beginning with v makes a very feeble showing in the light
of the theory of dissyllabic types in u. Cf . also daghv-an : dagh-n-u-

ydt ; prusv-d : prus-n-u-te ; tdkv-an : tdku, etc. Conversely there need
be little doubt that the dissyllabic strong stem aru in drv-ant, drv-an,
and Avestan aurv-a is a type on the same morphological plane with the

preceding, though the weak forms ur, ur do not happen to occur. The
stem aru: r-n-o-ti=atemkaru: kr-n-6-tisteiDL*dharsu(Opaav-g=*dhru):

dhr$-n-6-ti, etc.

When the group ur is followed by a consonant the morphological
antecedents of the types are generally wanting. Thus murdhan (cf . Av.

ka-mereda), bhurja, sphurg-ati, kurd-ati (gurd : see J.A.O.S. xi., p.

cxlvii), urj, urdhvd, etc.

The solitary form spurdhdn from sprdh (cf . Avestan 6th class stem

spereda-) shows a labial before ur, as do several other of these, and is

therefore of doubtful value. If we compare cudd ' crest
' with n6pv-So-c

' crested lark '* we may assume for it the value *cur-dd. The ablaut

relation of cudd : n6pv-So$ would then be parallel to that of VK-VOC : Sk.

svdp-nas. Similarly von Bradke, Kuhn's Zeitschrift xxxiv. 157, would

explain Sk. kujd (*kul-td)
' without horns '

upon the basis kdlu in Lat.

calv-os ' bald '

(cf . Sk. kulv-a).

4. Description of a Collection of Arabic, Coptic, and Carshooni
MSS. belonging to Dr. Cyrus Adler

; by Prof. Henri Hyvernat,
Catholic University of America, Washington, D. C.

The MSS. briefly described in the following list are the property of

Dr. Cyrus Adler, of Washington, and were purchased by him in Egypt
in 1891. They formed a single collection and were secured from the
widow of a Coptic priest. All of them were written in Egypt for the
use of the Coptic Church. While none of them is of great antiquity,
several are careful and correct specimens of chirography, and would
hold an honorable rank in the collections of Europe. Such is, for

instance, No. I, a Bible in Arabic from Genesis to II Chronicles inclu-

sive, written in the year 1276 of the Coptic era or 1560 A. D., as appears
from an interesting note of the copyist. No. 6, containing the Acts
and the Epistles, must be of the same date; it begins with a preface on
the life and epistles of St. Paul and sums up the sections, chapters and
verses, and also gives an index of quotations from the Old Testament in
the Epistles of St. Paul. No. IB is a very good MS., containing the
lives of Barlaam and Josaphat ;

the date was not found, but I think it

can be ascribed to the XlVth Century. It would be worth while to

compare it with the other copies of that famous work in the libraries

of Europe.

* For other noun-stems built up on the stem keru, koru, see Vanicek Griechisch-

Lateinisches Worterbuch, p. 126; Persson, Wurzelerweiterung, p 222.
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Among the Coptic MSS. may be named No. 15, containing the Gospel
of St. Mark in the Memphitic or Bahiric dialect

; although not much
older than theXVIth Century, it represents a good classical school from
a palseographical point of view, and also a good recension. On the

last folio there is an interesting cryptographical note of the copyist,
which I translate thus : For God's sake remember your servant Gabriel

who wrote this second Gospel.
The catalogue contains 24 numbers. The 24th is not Christian. It is

the first part of the work of Ibn Chalikkan, in Arabic from ! to
\jQ.

I sincerely hope that the Oriental Society will not further delay in

the compilation of a general catalogue of all the Oriental MSS. in the

public or private libraries of America. I am very willing to do my
share of the work, by cataloguing all the Coptic and Christian Arabic
MSS. I have myself from 75 to 80 Oriental MSS., Arabic, Turkish,
Persian, Syriac and Armenian, and will be glad to send them to whoso-
ever will volunteer to catalogue them.

The following is a list of the MSS. :

No. 1. The Bible in Arabic. Genesis to II Chronicles inclusive. Two
volumes in one; very good MS., neatly written and well preserved;
contains interesting note of the copyist on the last folio of each volume,

especially of the second volume
; original binding llf inches long, 8

inches wide. Folios, vol. i, 162; vol. ii, 193; 22 lines on page. Date
1276 Coptic era 1560 A. D.

No. 2. The Four Gospels in Arabic; complete. Pretty good MS.,
mutilated in places ; supplemented by a recent rough hand

; chapters
marked in Coptic letters

; 4| inches long, 3| inches wide. Folios not

numbered regularly; by count 272
;
9 to 15 lines on a page. 1508 Coptic

era 1792 A. D. Date found at the end of St. Luke.

No. 3. St. Mark in Arabic. 11-12 to XVT-14
; inexperienced hand

;

careless in places ;
5 inches long, 3 inches wide. Folios not numbered,

by count 96
;
10 lines on a page. Date not found recent.

No. 4. St. Luke in Arabic
; complete. Different hand-writings ;

all

of them poor and rough. 5$ inches long, 4J inches wide
;
9 to 12 lines

on a page. Folios not numbered, by count 125. Date not found recent.

No. 5. St. John in Arabic
; complete except last verse; hand very

ordinary but regular ; chapters not numbered and not marked except
last chapter ;

5 inches long ; 3f inches wide. Folios not numbered, by
count 79 ;

9 lines on a page. Date not found recent.

No. 6. Epistles and Acts, in Arabic
; complete except last 5 verses

of Acts ; good hand, regular ; chapters not marked in text
; supple-

mented in places at a rather early date ; front page supplemented by
another hand at a later period. Preface on the life and epistles of St.

Paul, together with an index of sections, chapters, verses, and an index

of quotations from the Old Testament in the Epistles of St. Paul ;
10

inches long ; 7-J inches wide, Folios 181
;
15 lines on a page ;

date not

found, about XVI Century.
No. 7. Epistles and Acts, in Arabic ; from XXV-21 to end of Acts

wanting ;
fine broad hand

;
uniform

; preface like in No. 6, but first
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three folios wanting ; 8J inches long, 6 inches wide. Folios 259 ; 15

lines on a page. Date not found, about XVII Century.
No. 8. Epistles of St. Paul in Arabic ; complete. Neat but rather

awkward hand; chapters marked in full in text; sections in margin. In

beginning, usual preface on the life and epistles of St. Paul, but first

folios wanting ; at end is index of sections, chapters, etc., and also of

quotations from the Old Testament ; 6| inches long, 4 inches wide.

Folios 202, 15 lines on a page. Date not found
;
not earlier than XVIII

Century.*
No. 9. Lessons from the Bible for Holy Week, in Arabic

; complete.

Hasty hand ; bound ; supplemented in places at a later period ; 8

inches long, 6 inches wide. Folio not numbered, by count 140
;
17 lines

on a page. Date not found, not older than XVIII Century. Compare
Biblioth. Nat. No. 113.

No. 10. Portions of Psalms to be sung at morning and evening
prayers or at Mass during the months of Thoth, Hathor, Koiak, Taubeh,

Emshir, and on the fifth Sunday of the month when there is one in

Arabic. First seven months wanting. Very ordinary and unimpor-
tant

;
6 inches long, 3| inches wide. Folios not numbered, by count

44 ; 12 lines on a page. Date not found quite recent.

No. 11. Hymns in honor of the Blessed Virgin and of Saints, in

Arabic. Clear but hasty hand
; text interspersed with illustrations of

saints
;
somewhat worn

;
6 inches long, 4 inches wide. Folios 174,

the first three wanting ;
9 lines on a page. Date 1461 of Martyrdon

1745 A. D.

No. 12. Calendar or abridged Martyrology for Coptic Church, in

Arabic. Neat hand; complete; 6| inches long, 4 inches wide. Folios

not numbered, by count 29; 12 lines on a page. Date not found recent.

No. 13. Lives of Barlaam and Josaphat, in Arabic, complete. Neat

regular hand but not elegant. Oriental binding, good MSS., 8-J- inches

long, 5 inches wide. Folios 269
;
last three added at later period ;

14

lines on a page. Date not found, XV Century or older.

No. 14. Portions of the Bible to be chanted in the office of Holy Week,
in Coptic-Bahiric ; complete. Pretty good hand for the time

;
title in

Arabic ; well preserved ; 8| inches long ; 6| inches wide. Folios 42 ;

12 lines on a page. Date not found, about XVIII Century.
No. 15. St. Mark in Coptic-Bahiric. First five verses wanting; Arabic

translation added on first few folios. Good, regular, classical hand,
suffered much from usage. Chapters and sections marked in margin ;

at folio 147 a new hand of later date. On reverse of last folio, beside

the title "Gospel by St. Mark" is a note of the scribe in cipher
" For

the sake of God remember your servant Gabriel who wrote this second

Gospel ;" 9$ inches long, 6f inches wide. Folios 153, folios 1, 2, 48,

111 wanting. 15, 16, 17 lines on a page. Date not found, about XVI
Century.

* For these last three MSS. compare Biblioth. Nation. MSS. Arab., NOB. 63, 64,

5, 66.
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No. 16. The Theotokia, in Coptic-Bahiric. Hymns, chiefly in honor
of the Blessed Virgin, of the martyrs and of other saints. Folios 2, 3
and 4 wanting. Decadence, titles in Arabic

; headings of chapters de-

corated with scrolls of flower and open twine, combined with most
absurd figures of animals

; binding wanting ;
8 inches long, 6| inches

wide. Folios 155, numbered except last three
;

17 lines on a page.
Date not found, about XVII Century.
No. 17. Prayer Book, in Coptic-Bahiric, with Arabic translation.

Two parts 1. The Angelic praise to be sung after the Gospel of St.

John, at morning prayer. 2. Prayers of midnight. Complete. Uni-

form
;
at end is a subscription of the copyist, an inhabitant of Cairo ;

6 inches long, 4| inches wide. Folios not numbered, by count 34.

Number of lines on a page varies. Date not found, XIX Century.
No. 18. Fragments of Gospel of St. John in Coptic-Memphitic, with

Arabic translation
; 10J inches long, 7 inches wide. Folios 2

; about
XVIII Century.
No. 19. Psalmody or collection of Acrostic Hymns and anthems in

Coptic-Bahiric with Arabic translation. Complete ; very rude hand,
index in Arabic prefixed at later date; name of author in note, Razek

Joseph Reshide ; worn
;

8 inches long, 6 inches wide. Folios 277,

marked in Coptic letters
;

15 lines on a page. Date in note by the

copyist at the end, 1552 of Martyrs 1836 A. D.

No. 20. Fragment of a Diaconicum or book which contains the

prayers to be recited at Mass by the deacon, in Arabic and Carshooni ;

7i inches long, 5 inches wide. Folios not numbered, by count 8 ; 16

lines on a page. Date not found recent.

No. 21. Fragment of Gospel in Arabic and Carshooni, Matt. XII-39

XIII-46 ;
6 inches long, 4^ inches wide. Folios not numbered

; by
count 8 ; 16 lines on a page. Date not found, about XVIII Century.
No. 22. Fragment of Gospel, in Arabic and Carshooni, Matt. XII-82

XVI-4 ; 61 inches long, 4f inches wide. Folios 20
;
16 lines on a page.

Date not found, about XVIII Century.
No. 23. Fragment of Gospel in Arabic and Carshooni, Matt. 1-1 to

Mark II-7
;
6 inches long, 4 inches wide

; folios 140
;
16 lines on a

page. Date not found, XVII Century.
No. 24. Lives of famous men, by Ibn Chalikkan, in Arabic. From

! ^0 ; clean, clear hand, not elegant; Oriental binding, 10 inches long,

7i inches wide. Folios not numbered, by count 166
;
21 lines on a page.

Date not found, XIII or XIV Century.

5. The Emphatic Particle ^ in the Old Testament
; by Dr. I.

M. Casanowicz, of the U. S. National Museum, Washington, D. C.

It is a well-known fact that the prefix ^ is used in some passages of

the Old Testament to emphasize a noun
;
and that classical Hebrew

likewise employs ^-^ in the meaning
'

whether-or,' sive-sive or et-et;

and t

?^
1

?, after a preceding series or enumeration, to sum up,
'

every,
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all.' In the past, ^ in these cases has been commonly regarded by
exegetes and grammarians as a variety of the preposition *? in its

meaning
' as to,' quod attinet ad, quoad. Professor Haupt, in a paper

read before the American Oriental Society, April 22, 1892,* pointed out

that we have here to do with a special emphatic particle in Hebrew, ^
being the Hebrew equivalent of the Arabic la\ and Assyrian lu,\
*

verily
'

; ^-^ = Assyrian Iti-lti, (li-li), which is a compound of u or 6,

the Assyrian equivalent of Hebrew "j$, and the emphatic ^J ; while ^ in

7^7 is a variety of the same emphatic particle *J. In illustration of

this view Professor Haupt quoted the following passages: Gen. ix. 10,

xxiii. 10
; Ex. xxvii. 3, 19

; Josh. xvii. 16
; Ezek. xliv. 9

; Eccl. ix. 4 ;

Ezr. i. 11 ; II Chr. vii. 21.

In view of the importance of Professor Haupt's statement for Hebrew
syntax, I prepared, after reading the Old Testament, the following list

of the passages in which ^ has apparently one of these three meanings:

I. ?,
'

verily.'

1. PS. ixxxix. 19. 113 7B ^mw Emp^i iJHB mn^ o, '*

verily\\ Jhvh is our shield, and the Holy One of Israel is our king.'^f

2. ECCI. ix. 4. non m^n JD mo *on >n itt ^ ,

< for

verily a living dog is better than a dead lion.'**

3. ii chr. vii. 21. Q yty -ny 7^7 p*ty rrn -WN nrn nom ,

' and this house which was exalted, verily every one that passeth it will

be appalled at it. 'ft

* An abstractof this paper has been published in the Johns Hopkins University

Circulars, vol. adii, no. 114, p. 107f., under the title, A New Hebrew Particle.

f Cf. Caspari-Muller
5

, pp. 242, 339, 340, 342, 394.

i Cf. Delitzsch, Assyrian Grammar, 78, p. 214; 93, p. 258; and 145, p.

353.

Cf. Delitzsch, 1. c. 82, p. 230.

I
In a good literary translation the emphatic particles would, of course, ordi-

narily be omitted, and the emphasis expressed by intonation
; they are inserted

here to bring out the point under discussion.

TJ The 7 is commonly considered in this passage as the preposition of the pos-

sessor, and the verse rendered, 'For Jhvh's is our shield, and to the Holy One of

Israel belongs our king.' But it is only in the succeeding part of the psalm that

the human king is spoken of; in all the preceding verses Jhvh is the subject.

Hitzig renders the second hemistich,
' und der Heilige Israels (was den anlangt,

der) ist unser Konig.'
** The 7 here is authenticated by Symmachus's rendering, KWI fwm /3An<5v

tGTLV f) teoVTl TE6v?JK.6Tt.

ft Cf. the parallel passage in I Kings ix. 8, with Haupt's conjectural emendation

of the text in both passages, in the Abstract mentioned above, p. 108.
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II. 7-7 , sive-sive.

4. Lev. vii. 26 (P). tpjft DDTOtPIO *7M I^KH N 5

? Dl tol

rtOrO
1

?! >

' and ye shall eat no manner of blood, whether it be of fowl
or of beast, in any of your dwellings.'

5. Lev. xxii. 18 (P). mp> *1B>N 'WISP* JTDO B^N tPN

DrrO-0 W?l DfTTti to
1

? Ump, 'whosoever of the house of

Israel . . . offereth his oblation, whether it be any of their vows or of

their freewill offerings.'

6. Num. xxix. 39 (P). i;^ DDHlflM mm*? W#H iY?N

CDD'nmo 1

?! m'nty1

? mTQ-tfi cbn-oo
,

' these ye shall offer unto Jhvh in your feasts, beside your
vows and your free-will offerings, (with regard to) your burnt offer-

ings, and your meal offerings, and your poured-out offerings, and your
peace offerings.'

7. josh. xvii. 16. poyn pic 3B>rr

n the

Canaanites that dwell in the land of the valley have iron chariots, both

they who are of Beth-shean and her towns, and they who are of the

valley of Jezreel.'

8. I Kings vi. 30.

' and he overlaid the floor of the house with gold, both within and
without.'

9. i Kings x. 23. -\&yfr ptfji ^7 *7DO HO*?^ ^OH *7^1

nOOn1

?^ >

' an(i King Solomon excelled all the kings of the earth, both

in riches and in wisdom.'

10. II Kings xviii. 24 (Is. xxxvi. 9). ^^ DH0 ty ^^ hMfll
D^^fi^l ' an(i thou hast put thy trust in Egypt, both for chariots

and for horsemen.'

11. Ezr. i. 11. riDD^I Dilf
1

? D^D *7D
'
a11 the vessels, both silver

and gold.'

12. nchr.xxi.3. mft\ rjDD
1

? nun nuno Dn*a on 1

? jm
ril^l^O

1

?*)
' an(i their father gave them great gifts, silver as well as

gold and precious things.'

III. ,

* in short, every.'

13. Gen. ix. 9, 10 (P). nNI DDni* TTD
t^K nnn tr^ ta nan :

nanrr ^^v I

JOB oonN pxn rvn
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>

' an(* I, behold, I am establishing my covenant with you and

with your offspring after you ; and with every living being that is with

you, the fowl, the cattle, and every beast of the earth with you ;
of all

that come out of the ark, in short, every beast of the earth.'*

14. Gen. xxiii. 10 (P). >ft jfeo DiTOK HN Tinn fray Ijn
TVy ^y& 'SO to

1

? fift
' and Ephron the Hittite answered Abra-

ham in the audience of the Hittites, of all those who entered the gate
of his town.'f

15. EX. xxvii. 3 (P). vnpnrpi vjn vyrf? vrvrD

nt&ro nwyn vto to
1

? vnnrrDi vrrfpfoi, <andthou

make its pots to take away its ashes, and its shovels, and its sprinkling-

basins, and its flesh-hooks, and its fire-pans, in short, all its vessels

shalt thou make of brass.'

16. EX. xxvii. is, 19 (P). pcran >to to
1

? : fipm DrrriNi

ntrm -win rmrr toi vmfi* toi irrbj;; ton, * and their

sockets shall be of brass. In short, all the instruments of the taber-

nacle in all its service, and all its pins, and the pins of the court, shall

be of brass.'

17. Lev. xi. 42 (P). yy^ ty ^in tol pm ^ ^IH ^
Dito^n K1

? pn ty pt^'n p^n to
1

? D^ri roio to ny,
' whatsoever goeth on the belly, and whatsoever goeth upon all fours,

and all that hath many feet, in short, all creeping things that creep upon
the earth them ye shall not eat.' LXX. fa iraai roig ipirerois roZf epnovaiv

*
Delitzsch, ad loc. :

' Erst 3 der Teile, in welchen das Ganze besteht, dann

?}J3 des genus ex quo d. i. des Allgemeinen, unter das das Einzelne aich sub-

sumirt, hierauf 7 des Gresamtbegriffs, wonacb. sich das darunter befaaste Einzelne

bestimmt.' This explanation seems rather strained; pINH H^H to
1

? is

superfluous, and is probably a later addition
;

it is omitted by the LXX.

f Here ']$\ 7^ 7 could also be taken as an epexegetical limitation of j"|f"7 *J^J,

'as many of them as used to enter the gate of his town,' i. e. those who were his

immediate neighbors. In vs. 1 8 ^ *s used in the same phrase, on which J. H.

Michaelis in his edition (1720) observes: Pro to^ habet to
1

? 3 - sed contra

Mas. impressam ad v. 10.
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is. Num. xviii 8 (P). >nrin
*7iOfc" ^3 'KHp ^^ ,

' and I, behold, I have given thee the charge

of my heave offerings, even of all the hallowed things of the Israelites.'

LXX. ttTro irdvruv T&V ^~yiaafj.evcjv K. r. X=?5-
19. Ezek. xliv. 5. HK WlP

vnin ^i mrr no
nipirr
^ ^ntf -ono

'mark well, and behold with thine eyes, and hear with thine ears all

that I say unto thee, in short, all the ordinances of the house and all

the law therof.'

20. Ezek. xliv. 9. tffc' tft "IBO "Tft 3*7 ^ ^J p *73

'no alien,

uncircumcised in heart and uncircumcised in flesh, shall come into my
sanctuary, in short, no alien who is in the midst of Israel.' LXX. ev

iraaiv viols aTJXoyevuv /c. r. /I.

21. Ezr. i. 5. D'jrom fo^ni nnin^ ni^xn

no n^< ni^*? ni^ inn n^ o^n^xn n^
nin^ >

'then rose up the heads of the houses of Judah and Benjamin,
and the priests and Levites, in short, all whose spirit God had stirred

up to return and to build the house of Jhvh.'

22. Ezr. vii. 28. Hfc> W?1 V^VI ^OH US*? 1DH HtDH ^D
D*"fl^in ^l^On

' an(i ^e hath extended mercy unto me before the

king and his counsellors, in short, before all the mighty princes of the

king.'

23. I Chr. vi. 34. n^lH nDftD DH^tOD Vttl pHKt
and Aaron and

his sons were offering on the altar of the burnt offering, and on the

altar of incense, in short, (they attended) to all the work of the most

holy place.'

24. I Chr. xxviii. 21. ^ DV?m

noon? :>HJ D nDKo n 0^1 DMH no
<and

'
behold

'
there

are the divisions of the priests and Levites for all the service of the

house of God, indeed, there will be with thee in all kind of work every

willing man that is skillful, and the princes and all the people will be

entirely at thy command.'

25. ii chr. v. 12. m^ DM1

? DN1

? ctb Dme>on

D'BO^D DiTnN
1

?) Dn^!}^. <and the Levites who were

singers, they all, namely Asaph, Heman, Jeduthun, and their sons

and brethren, arrayed in byssus . . .

'
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APPENDIX.

Passages in which either corruption of the text may be suspected or

the ^ admits a different explanation :

is. xxxii. i. v^ DSD^E
1

? ontr'n ^JD-^O* \rvfr jn,
'

behold, a king will reign in righteousness, and princes will rule in

judgment.' Here ^ is rejected by most modern commentators as a

mistake, though it is supported by Symmachus's rendering, Idov eif

dmaioffvvTjv (3aaifat<(rei (3aai?iei<s, and emphasis would be here quite in place.

In Ps. xvi. 3, nOH pfrO 18PN D'EHp
1

? ,
the *? may be depend-

ent on rnOfc^ in V8< 2; c*' Delitzsch in loc., and Haupt in the Abstract

mentioned above.

In I Chr. iii. 2, rOJflD p D'ftCON
1

? 'B^BTT. I Chr. vii. 1,

"Ul Jfrin "OB'B" Or^l ,
and I Chr. xxiv. 1,

")Jfl the *7 i8 evidently due to a copyist's error ; see Haupt I. c.

In the following passages the ^ may be explained as introducing the

accusative, a use which is common in Aramaic : Job v. 2,

'for vexation killeth the foolish

man, and jealousy slayeth the silly man.'

. xvi. 37. vnTi ^DK? mn* nnn piN ^ otr
' and he left there before the ark of the covenant of Jhvh, Asaph and
his brethren.'

i. 2. D'ftm o^nnn nifio nN in^rn*

; and Hezekiah installed the divisions of the priests and Levites in their

divisions, every man according to his service, the priests and Levites,

for burnt offerings and peace offerings.'

In II Chr. xxviii. 15, *?W3 ^ OnbPO 01*7^1 ,
'and they

carried them on asses, every one that was feeble,' ^ is best explained
as the exponent of the accusative.

Not counting the passages in which either the authenticity or the

meaning of the ^ is doubtful, there have been found three cases of

the emphatic particle ^ 'verily'; nine cases of *?-/ equivalent to

sive-sive; and thirteen cases of ^^ '
in short.' Of these twenty-five

cases, twenty-one occur in post-exilic writers ; the nine passages from
the Pentateuch all occurring in portions assigned to the Priest's Code

(P). This is quite in keeping with what is generally observed in lan-

guages in their decline, viz., that they multiply external means of

expressing emphasis.
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6. Some Epithets of Agni ; by Professor E. W. Fay, Wash-

ington and Lee University, Lexington, Ya.

I have suggested (Proc. Am. Phil. Assoc., 1894, p. xi) that one of

the descriptions of Agni in the Vedas, viz: Apam ndpat,
' Waters' son,'

is repeated in Lat. Nept-unus *ud-nos)
' son of water,' and, less

literally, in Horidduv (for *Ne-7ror-idai;) 'son of the *idds, *idd being

interpreted as something like 'kindlings,' 'fuel.' I accounted for the

aphaeresis in Greek by a completer personification in consequence of

which there was a shift of conception from ' son of the *idds' to ' lord

of the idas.' I failed to explain F in Corinthian HoTefyddFovi ; this, if not

merely orthographic, may be explained as belonging to the suffix

-von, tdaFov- being interpreted as '

possessing fuel.' I do not claim

cogency, however, for the supposition that HOT- is for *Ne7ror, nor does

my interpretation of i6aov reach probability.

We can, however, from other mythological sources largely augment
the probability of my comparison.

1) Ndrd-ydnsa.

The epithet Ndrd-gdnsa is separable in the Rig Veda (x. 64. 3), though
only the last part is inflected. In N^pc^f we have the dualic noni. in

eu (Sk. Ndrd=Ndrdu) converted into a stem and inflected. For the

genesis of these dualic forms I refer to my Agglutination etc., (A.J.P.

xv, 430). The only phonetic difficulty in identifying Ndrd- with

N*7pe{>f is the variant quantity of the stem-vowel. All will admit, I

take it, the probability that Nrjpeic may have been originally but an

epithet of Uoridaav.

Not only was the epithet ndrdcdnsa separable, but there was a dis-

tinct divinity Qdnsa in the Vedas. He was associated with Bhdga, and

Bhdga with Pusdn (cf. Grassmann, Wort. s. v.). The compound epithet

Ndrdcdnsa is used of Pusan as well as of Agni, and we may infer that

Qdnsa is one of the forms of Agni-Pusan.
In Latin Consus, the phonetic equation with Qdhsa is perfect, and

the mythological sphere is the same, for Consus is, according to Livy

(i. 9. 6), Neptunus Equester.

2) Agni-MdtariQvan.

The Rishis had etymologized on this epithet quite early ; thus we
read in RV. iii. 29. llcd

. mdtaricvd ydd dmimlta mdtdri vdtdsya

sdrgo abhavat sdrlmani :
' When Matarigva roared in his mother he

became a gust of wind, to howl.' Here I have referred dmimlta to

Vmd 'bellow,' and defined sdrlmani after Sdrasvati 'goddess of the

voice '

(cf . Lat. sermo '

speech ') ;
amimlta has, however, been taken

heretofore in the sense 'was fashioned,' and mdtari$van understood

as *mdtdri-$van
'

growing in his mother.' The accent of the compound
demands, however, a division mdtar-ifvan with its first member mean-

ing 'roaring' or ' mother.' If the epithet belongs to Agni as lightning

then it might mean something like '

possessing a mother- *icva- or
4 with a roaring *i$va-

' and this *i$va- might have a sense like apam
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in Apdm Ndpdt, that is to say
' water' or *

cloud'; thus the compound
would mean '

possessing water as a mother ' or '

having a roaring-

cloud,' either being quite apt epithets of the lightning.

No stem *i$va-
' water '

is extant in Sanskrit, and so, if this signifi-

cation is to be justified, it will be necessary to have recourse to the

kindred languages.
Because of the mythological association of the water-deities Apdm

Ndpdt, Poseidon and Neptune with the creation of the horse, I sug-

gested (Proc. Am. Phil. Assoc., 1894, p. xi) a primitive confusion of the

kindred stems akwa- 'water' and ekwe- 'horse,' uniting in a still more

primitive *ak" (cf. A.J.P. xv, 425). Sibree in the Academy (Nos.

1018, 1052) had made the same suggestion, though this was quite
unknown to me. Inasmuch as the vocalization of ITTTTOS 'horse' is

abnormal in Greek, it is possible there was a lirmj
' water.' Thus Sibree

interprets
'

Ayavimrr] as '

great-spring,' yL&aviivTriov as '

little black-water '

and Euhippa as '
fair-water.' This seems to me more reasonable than

an interpretation as 'Great-horse,' etc. Homer offers, I believe, a

quite certain case of ZTTTT^
' water ' in A 500 : 6f ol 'Afiv666ev fa9e Trap'

ITTTTUV uKsiduv. ' He came to him from Abydos, from beside the swift

waters,' an interpretation far more cogent, in my opinion, than ' from
beside the swift mares.'

The sense of ' water ' seems also to belong to Sk. d$va-. Not to take

account of Sibree's Sanskrit and Avestan names of rivers, I cite RV.
viii. 26. 24 :

tvdm hi supsdrastomam nrsddanesu humdhe grdvdnam nd^vaprs^ham
manhdna

Ludwig translates with forced literalness :
" dich den iiberreichen an

trefflicher nahrung, rufen zu der menschen sitzen wir, der wie ein

stein von rossruckeribreite an reichlichkeit." Grassmann renders the

third pada "Dem steine gleich, der reichlich scharfen Soma tragt"
a translation got by correcting ndcvaprstham to ndguprstham. Grass-

mann's translation seems to me absolutely correct, and we can reach it

without a textual correction if the stem dcva be taken to mean 'fluid.*

This it does also in the name of the agvatthd tree which was either

regarded directly as a source of Soma (RV. I. 135. 8), or used for mak-

ing a vat for the Soma. The agvatthd (' ficus religiosa ') was, like all the

figs, rich in sap, and caoutchouc is made from it in modern times

(Encyc. Brit. 9
, s. v. fig). As_to its formation, I would explain -ttha

thus ; -tta (ptc. of Vdd) : Vdd = ttha : Vdhd, and so acva-tthd would
mean '

having water as its gift,' i. e.
'

furnishing water.' The accent

is, however, the less usual one for appositional compounds, and so it

may be best to take it as a tatpurusa,
' furnished with water.'

It seems to me that both in Sanskrit and Greek the words for ' horse '

and 'water' have kept hand in hand, even to showing the same
abnormal vocalization in Greek. So far as the stem ekwe- 'horse' is

concerned, the Greek abnormality may be stated as an interchange of

e and i, and is to be ascribed, in my opinion, to an Aryan doublet e H i

VOL. XVI. Q
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(cf. A.J.P. xvi, 5ff.). Thus we might have in Sanskrit a doublet

*igva- || dcva-, and in -icvan of our compound I would see a haplolalic

*mdtaric.va-van 'possessing a roaring water.' Another explanation
would be to assume a stem *mdtari$va- extended by -n- on the analogy
of dtharvan, etc.

3) Tdnu-ndpdt.

This epithet of Agni is traditionally explained as 'self-son.' There

is a difficulty with the accent, however, for tanu 'self is oxytone.

Further, the double accent suggests a dvandva. I interpret tdnu- as

'thunder' ( V(s)tari), It is not preserved in the Veda as simplex, but

the suffix -u- is found in tanayitnu, tanyatu, tanyu and standthu; the

inferred *tdnu- is warranted by Lat. tonus=tonitrus (Seneca, Q. N. ii.

56 : antiqui autem tonitrum dixerunt aut tonum), for this tonus can

hardly be the borrowed r6voc, which has no such signification in Greek.

I interpret the compound as ' thunder and lightning
'

;
for ndpdt as

short for apdm ndpdt I refer to RV. ii. 35. 14C and to x. 15. 3b (?).

4) THE NUMERAL GODS.

The Vedic fire-god Agni, if not an actual derivative of Vqj
'

lead,'

was liable to such a popular association. Hence we can explain his

epithet purohita- 'set before' (RV. i. 1. 1); he is also known as

prathama-jd 'first-born' (RV. x. 5. 7
;
61. 19], though not the exclu-

sive possessor of this epithet. We may therefore infer that Tlpwr^f,

which is a by-name of Poseidon, harks back to the primitive period for

its meaning. In Latin Portunus (suffix from Neptunus), usually

explained as '

harbor-god,' we have the self-same name.
We have further in the Veda a numeral divinity Tritd Aptyd *npt-

yo- : napat 'lightning'?) where Apt-yd is usually interpreted as 'son of

the waters.' Now Poseidon's wife was 'A//<^-rpm? and their son was

TplTuv; in the battle of Zeus with the giants he rendered great ser-

vice by blowing on a conch. This suggests identification with the

'thunder' which might very naturally be termed 'son of lightning.'

In TP'ITUV we have, I believe, a reduplicated form of Vian 'thunder'

in reverse order to Lat. ton-i-tr-u-. Its precise Aryan form can not be

constructed from the material surviving, for already in the Aryan
period association with tri-to 'third' had taken place, suggested doubt-

less by Agni as 'first.' In the Greek forms, I doubtless belonged to the

original reduplicating syllable, cf. the Sk. intensive doublet var-i-vrt
fl

varvrt. For the interchange of r and n in reduplication a good exam-

ple is Grk. K.ap-Kiv-og by the side of Lat. can-cer 'crab.'

In Sanskrit a Dvitd- 'second' stands beside Tritd- 'third.' In the

Old Norse mythology Odhin has the epithets Thridhi 'third,' and Tveggi
'second.' It is probable, therefore, that all this numeral toying took

place in the primitive period.
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7. A Description of the Bulaq Edition of the Jamhara Astiar
<tl- *Arab, with an Examination into the Origin and Sources of

the Collection
; by Professor D. B. Macdonald, Hartford Theo-

logical Seminary, Hartford, Ct.*

It is some ten years since Hommel drew attention to the Jamhara
Ash'dr al- 'Arab in his Prolegomena to a new Arabic Lexicon, read

before the Sixth Oriental Congress at Leyden 1
. Previously, the book

had been used and referred to by Noldeke in his Beitrage*, and by
Ahlwardt in his Six Divans*, besides descriptions, more or less incom-

plete, in different catalogues of manuscripts
4

.

Hommel gave a description of the book and a careful list of the

poems contained in it, and promised to publish it on the basis of all the

European manuscripts. That promise has not yet been fulfilled, and
the present Bulaq print is, therefore, the editio princeps. A descrip-

tion of this edition and a consideration of the origin and sources of the

collection is the object of the present paper.
As the Transactions of the Leyden Oriental Congress, in which

Hommel gave his list of the poems, are generally accessible, and the

present recension agrees essentially with that list, it will not be neces-

sary here to go into detail5
. I need only say that the book consists of

forty-nine Qasldas, seven groups of seven each, the first group being
what we now know as the Mu'allaqdt.
The Bulaq edition is a quarto of 4 + 196 pages, clearly printed on good

paper. There are no vowels except on p. 57-98, gatherings 8-12, in

which the verses are partly vowelled. Why these five sheets should be

excepted, I cannot guess. The title-page is dated, The Amiriya Press,

Bulaq, 1308 ; but the date in the colophon is the latter part of Safar,
1811. This difference will be explained immediately. The first page is

blank
; then come three pages of Fihrist, the title-page, and a page

with the Muqaddima of the editor. He names himself Sa'id Effendi

b. 'Antun 'Amrnun, and says that his attention had been called to

the Jamhara by Count Carlo de Landberg, and that at his instance he

had resolved to edit it. The preface is tolerably concise in style, but

involved and obscure in expression. A wordy colophon by Muhammad
al-Husaym comes on p. 193-195. He explains that after the work had
been interrupted by the death of the editor, it was taken up and fin-

ished by Iskandar 'Ammun, his brother. No hint is given at what

point the break in the editorship took place, or what manuscripts were
used. He only complains of their fewness and badness. As in the

numerous marginal notes ' a manuscript
'

is spoken of, and ' another

manuscript,' there were at least three ; but they were apparently not

all complete, and thus the number available at different points varied.

At one point there was only one, for the note occurs: "Thus in the

* This paper had finally left the author's hands before the appearance of Pro-

fessor Noldeke's notes on the Gamharat as'ar al-Ardb in Z.D.M.G-. xlix. 1895, p.

290-293. Ed.
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manuscript which is in our hands ; but it is very corrupt (saqimd), so

correct it." But the manuscripts seem to have been used faithfully,

for on p. 114, at the poem of 'Urwa b. al-Ward, there is a note to the

effect that in the Majmu' ad-Dawdwm* there are two additional verses

at that point. On the next page a various reading is noted, and the

editors confess that the Jamhara reading which they print contradicts

the lexicons accessible to them, but add : "And we seek refuge with

God from falsifying." Again, on p. 137 there is the remark :

"
'Alqama stands here in the manuscripts ;

but according to the Qdmus
and the Aghdni and the rest it was 'Alas." There are many other

notes, but these will indicate the tolerably reliable character of the

editing. A curious misarrangement may be noticed. In the list of

poets according to their classes which is given on p. 35, 'Antara b.

'Arm* b. ash-Shaddad comes rightly second in the second class. But
the poem itself stands immediately after that of Tarafa, and ia

treated as an eighth Mu'allaqa, thus leaving only six poems in the

second class. This is probably due to the manuscripts ;
the poem of

'Antara in question became his Mu'allaqa-poera when he was reckoned

among the Mu'allaqa-poets. As to the manuscripts which may have

been used in this edition, I can give little information. In the

Khedival Library in Cairo there are, apparently, two. In Qism i,

Juz 1

iv. of the Catalogue, p. 224, one is described very briefly, with

name of another and beginning of text exactly as in this edition.

There is added :

" And of what is mentioned in this book are the forty-

nine Mu^allaqdt (!), divided into seven divisions, each division of seven

poems, designated by a designation peculiar to them. A MS. in two
vols. in an ancient hand 7 ." The author is said to have died A. H. 170; but

after the forty-nine Mu'allaqdtwe need not pay much attention to that,

and the date will be shown later to be absolutely impossible. Then in

Juz1

vii. p. 192, Majmu' 141, 1, there is another copy. In the beginning

of the text quoted is a various reading v.5 v*J! ..v-t for (** (? 3, 1. 8

of the printed text.)

To return to the description of the book, pages 1-39 are taken up
with a long introduction. It begins : "This is the Book of the Col-

lection of the Poems of the Arabs in the time of the Ignorance and of

al-Islam, according to whose tongue the Qur'an was revealed, and from
whose words .the Arabic language is derived, and from whose poems
are taken the witnesses for the meanings of the Qur'an and the obscure

usages of tradition, and to whom are referred wisdom and the polite

sciences, composed by Abu Zayd Muhammad b. Abi-1-Khattab al-

Qurashi. And since no one has been found of the poets after them who
has not been driven to steal from the beauties of their expressions ;

and since a knowledge of them on that account suffices ; and further,

since they are the mighty ones of poetry
8

, who wade its sea and whose
ambition in it is far-reaching, and they made for it a Record (Dlwdn) in

which the advantages derived from them are many, and if it were
not that the language is common to all, verily they would have appro-

priated it from all others, therefore we took from their poems, since
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they are the source, the most brilliant and most important of them.

And we make mention in this our book of what the stories handed
down and the poems preserved bring from them, and of what of their

words agrees with the Qur'an, and of what is handed down by tradition

from the Prophet of God concerning poetry and poets, and of what
comes from his Companions and from those who followed after them,
and of what each one of them has praised, and who first spoke poetry,
and what is preserved of the poetry of Jinn."

The programme sketched in the last lines is closely adhered to. The
next seven pages are occupied with illustrations of the value of the

poets as interpreters of the Qur'an. Then conies a page or two on the

question of the first poet, followed by several pages of anecdotes from
the Prophet and his Companions, relating what they said and thought
of poetry. Then (p. 16, foot) begins the perennial discussion concerning
the most poetical of mankind, and the claims of Imr al-Qays are

upheld. This passes into eerie stories of the Jinn ; how they made

poetry, appeared to human beings in the desert, and inspired the Arab

poets with their verses. Then, in succession (p. 24-34), the claims of

Zuhayr, an-Nabigha adh-Dhubyani, al-A'sha, Labid, 'Amr b. Kulthum,
and Tarafa are set forth. At the foot of p. 34 begins a general consid-

eration of the Classes (Tabaqdt) of the poets, and statement of the

arrangement of this particular selection. But this important part of

the volume must be taken up from another side, and I would pass to it

through an examination of the date of the compiler and the nature of

his sources.

Th,e name of the compiler of this collection, or its editor and annota-

tor, as the case may be, is given in his preface as Abu Zayd Muhammad
b. Abi-1-Khattab al-Qurashi

9
. At the foot of p. 10, he seems to refer to

himself with a qdla Muhammadun. These are ail the references that

I can find in the book ; and outside of the book there is not a trace of

such a person to be found. Hommel's suggestion, that he may be the

Muhammad b. Ziyad al-Qurashi who is named in an Isnad in the Kitdb

al-Aghdni
10

, can hardly be accepted, as his position in the Isndd would

bring him much too early. For his date, then, and date of the collec-

tion we are driven to an examination of the Isndds that occur in the

book. But first, it may be noted that according to the British Museum
Catalogue

11
,
the Jamhara is quoted by Ibn Rashiq al-Qayrawani, who

died A. H. 463
;
and that it is not mentioned in the Fihrist, which

appears to reach down to A. H. 400. The first date gives a terminus ad

quern, though, of course, we cannot say that the second gives the

terminus a quo. Still, in a work professedly bibliographical, such as the

Fihrist, the entire absence of any allusion to the Jamhara would be

strange.

Among the names which stand last in the Isndds, the four principal
ones are Abu 'Ubayda Ma'mar b. al-Muthanna (full name, p. 12; gen-

erally Abu 'Ubayda) ; Muhammad b. 'Uthman al-Ja'fari ;
Abu-1-'Abbas

al-Warraq al-Katib ; and ai-Mufaddal. As to Abu 'Ubayda, there can-

not be any doubt. He is the well known grammarian
1

'2
,
who was
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born A. H. 114, and died A. H. 208, 209, 210 or 211 traditions vary.
The Isndds which contain him are the following : p. 19, Sunayd (?),.

from Hizam b. Artah, from Abu 'Ubayda, from Abu Bakr al-Muzani ;

p. 25, Abu 'Ubayda, from Abu 'Abd ar-Rahman al-Ghassam, from
Sharik b. al-Aswad

; p. 25, Abu 'Ubayda, from ash-Sha'bi13
[but on the

margin from another MS., Sunayd, from Abu 'Abd Allah al- Jahmi 14
, of

Jahm b. Hudhayfa, from Abu 'Ubayda, from Abu-1-Mukhashshi (?) and

Mujalid
1

*, from ash-Sha'biJ ; p. 26, Abu 'Ubayda, from Qutayba b. Sha-
bib b. al-'Awwam b. Zuhayr ; p. 29, al-Jahmi, from Abu 'Ubayda, from
Abu 'Ubayda, from Abu 'Amr b. al- Ala 16

; p. 35, Abu 'Ubayda, from
Abu 'Amr b. al-'Ala

; pp. 24, 34, 35 are simple references to statements

of Abu 'Ubayda, without Isndds. It will be noticed that between Abu
Zayd and Abu 'Ubayda two links come in twice. One of these, al-

Jahmi, was a contemporary of the Khalifa al-Mutawakkil, A. H. 232-

247.

As to Muhammad b. 'Uthman, I can only make one suggestion : he

may be the Abu Ja'far b. 'Uthman b. Abu Shayba al-'Absi of the

Fihrist 1
"
1

,
who died A. H. 297. But in the Jamhara the name is al-

Ja'fari
; though that may be through confusion with his Kunya. Fur-

ther, of his books, the Fihrist only mentions one, Kitdb as-Sunan fl-l-

Fiqh. His Isndds are : from al-Hasan b. Da' ud al-Ja'fari, from Ibn
'A'isha at-Taymi

18
; p. 13, from 'Abd ar-Rahman b. Muhammad, from

al-Haytham b. 'Adi 19
,
from Mujalid, from ash-Sha'bi

; p. 14, from Mutar-
rif al-Kinani20

,
from Ibn Da'b* 1

,
from Abu Lihzim al-'Anbari, from ash-

Sha'bi ; same p., from Sa'id b. al-Musayyab" ; p. 15, from Ibn Ishaq
23

,

from 'Abd Allah b. at-Tufayl, from his father, from his grandfather ;

p. 25, from Abu Misma', from Ibn Da'b ; p. 26, from Mutarrif al-Kinani,
from Ibn Da'b ; p. 27, from Abu 'Alqama, from Mufalij (?) b. Sulayman,
from 'Abd al-'Aziz b. 'Abd ar-Rahman b. Zayd, from 'Umar b. al-

Khattab, from Hassan b. Thabit
; p. 32, from 'Ali b. Tahir adh-Dhuhll.

As Ibn 'A'isha died A. H. 228 and al-Haytham in 209, and as Mutarrif

was probably the Qadi of Sana', who died about 191 (the two inter-

mediaries I cannot fix), it is evident that A. H. 297 is not an impossi-

bly late date for our Muhammad b. 'Uthman.

Abu-l-'Abbas, also, is hard to fix. The Kunya is common and was

borne, among others, by al-Mubarrad (d. 285), Tha'lab, (d. 291), the elder

al-Mufa<ldal ad-Dabbi (d. 170). But he is further distinguished as al-

Warraq al-Katib. The title al-Katib is very common, but that of al-

Warraq is not. In Ibn Khallikan I can find only three to whom it is

given ; the well known author of the Fihrist, an Abu-1 Hasan Muham-
mad without date, and an 'Umar24

contemporary with Abu Nuwas, who
died A. H. 195 or 196. The Kunya of the last may have been Abu-l-

'Abbas, and that is all we can say
25

. But it was the Kunya of the

grammarian al-Ahwal ; and in the Fihrist 26 he is described as Ndsikli

(scribe), and by Haji Khalifa as Muharrir (correct scribe or corrector).

From the Fihrist we learn that he edited (amala) the poems of Dhu-r-

Rumrna and Imr al-Qays. Wiistenfeld suggests that his date probably
fell between the end of the second and the middle of the third cen-

turies of the Flight.
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In the Jamhara, Abu-1-'Abbas has the following Isndds : p. 12, Abu
Talha Musa b. 'Abd Allah al-Khuza'i, from Bakr b. Sulayman, from
Muhammad b. Ishaq, from Hisham b. 'Urwa, from his father, from 'Abd

Allah b. Zam'a b. al-Aswad b. al-Muftalib ; p. 13, from Abu Talha, from
Bakr b. Sulayman, going back to 'Abd Allah b. Mas'ud

; p. 16, from
Musa b. 'Abd Allah, from Abu 'Ubayda ; p. 17, in the text stands,

" Ibn
al-Marwazii said, There related to me my father "

; but on the margin
there is as the reading of some manuscripts :

" And there related to us

Abu-1-'Abbas al-Warraq, from Abu Talha Musa b. 'Abd Allah az-Zarudi ;

there related to me my father." This last is almost certainly right ;

for it is a first-hand story of Bedawi life and of how the Jinn made

poetry and inspired the Arab poets, and with such a ' man of Merv '

could have nothing to do. Further, towards the end, occurs the phrase

qdla az-Zarudi, and in the middle of the story comes :
" Then I became

old and weak and remained in Zarud" 27
. The strange nisba az-Zarudi,

which is not in as-Suyuti's Lubb al-Lubdb, seems to have caused the

difficulty
88

.

Last comes al-Mufaddal. On page 3 he is named al-Mufaddal b.

Muhammad ad-Dabbi; and on p. 10, Abu 'Abd Allah al-Mufaddal b.

'Abd Allah al-Muhabbari. Elsewhere he is simply al-Mufaddal. N61-

deke, who used the Berlin manuscript of the Jamhara (Cod. Sprenger

1215), seems to have understood al-Mufaddal ad-Dabbi the elder, who
died in 170. Hommel, who had access to all the European manuscripts,
takes explicitly the same view. But if this edition is to count as evi-

dence, there are insuperable difficulties in the way. In early Arabic

literary history two al-Mufaddals are known. The one was Abu-1-
'Abbas [or Abu 'Abd ar-Rahman, or Abu Muhammad] al-Mufaddal b.

Muhammad b. Ya'la b. 'Amir b. Salim b. ar-Rammad ad-Dabbi, of the

stem Tha'laba b. as-SId b. Dabba. He was the collector of the Mufad-
dallydt, and died, as stated above, in A. H. 170 29

. The other was Abu
Talib al-Mufaddal b. Salama b. 'Asim ad-Dabbi al-Kufi, who died after

30030
. It may be worth noticing that he wrote a Kitdb Jamdhlr al-

Qabd'il. But the two fuller indications in the Jamhara are inconsist-

ent with one another, and only the first agrees with the elder al-

Mufaddal, while the question still remains, how we are to explain the

indication on p. 10, and especially the strange nisba, al-Muhabbari.

On the margin of p. 3 there is given as the reading of one copy, al-

Mufaddal b. 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah b. al-Muhabbar b.

Abd ar-Rahman b. 'Umar b. al-Khattab. This agrees with the indica-

tion on p. 10, which seems to be the reading of all the manuscripts to

which the Cairo editors had access : but does not agree with either of

the two historically authenticated al-Mufaddals. Further, there is a
serious difficulty in the genealogical chain. Ibn Qutayba31 tells us that

'Umar b. al-Khattab had a son al-Mujabbar (or al-Mujabbir) 'Abd ar-

Rahman, and he again had a son whose name we learn from an-
Nawawi32 was also al-Mujabbar (or Mujabbir), but Ibn Qutayba adds ex-

pressly that there was no issue of this line. Have we an instance here
of the genealogical ignorance remarked on in the preface to the Kitdb
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al-Ma'drif
33

, through which men traced up their origin to a distin-

guished name and did not notice Id 'aqba lahu,
' he had no issue '

? Still,

whether some links in the chain are forged or not, I have little doubt
that we have here the genealogy as Abu Zayd gave it, and a hitherto

unknown al-Mufaddal. The name would easily explain the confusion

with one or the other of the great grammarians, and the changing of

the genealogy to suit him
;
but it would be hard to explain the reverse

process. Further, from the Isndds it can be decisively proved that we
have not here the elder al-Mufaddal. On page 3 the tradition is said

to go back to Ibn 'Abbas, but the margin gives the longer form, from
his father, from his grandfather, from Abu Zabyan34

,
from Ibn 'Abbas

(it will be noticed that the first two links in this chain occur in almost

all the Isndds) ; p. 10, he asked his father ; p. 11, from his father, from
his grandfather, from Muhammad b. Ishaq (without doubt the Sahib

al-Maghazi, d. 151), from Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, from Abu Said al-

Khuza'i, from Abu-t-Tufayl 'Amir b. Wathila35
; p. 17, no Isndd in the

text but on margin as given on the margins of several copies : from
his father, from his grandfather, from Abu 'Ubayda, from 'Attab b.

'Umayr b. 'Abd al-Malik
; p. 20, from his father, from his grandfather,

from Ibn Ishaq, from Mujahid36
, from Ibn 'Abbas; p. 21, from his

father, from his grandfather, from al-'Ala b-Maymun al-Amidi, from
his father; p. 29, from AH b. Tahir adh-Dhuhli, from Abu 'Ubayda,
from al-Mujalid, from ash-Sha'bi; pp. 16, 34, 25, references, but no
Isndds. It will be noticed that twice in the above Abu 'Ubayda occurs,

once with two links between himself and al-Mufaddal, and once with
one. But as Abu 'Ubayda died in 210 and the elder Mufaddal in 170,

we certainly here cannot have to do with the elder Mufaddal. But
have we then the younger, who died probably after 300? The names
are quite different and offer no support to such an idea. I confess I

can throw no light upon this matter, and must content myself with

simply stating the difficulty and giving the facts as I have them.

To complete the statement of the Isndds contained in the Jamhara
I must add the following: p. 15, Ibn Ishaq, from 'Abd Allah b. at-

Tufayl, from his father, from his grandfather ; p. 16, al-Maqna', from
his father, from al-AsmaT37

; p. 19, Mutarrif al-Kinam, from Ibn Da'b
;

p. 31, 'Isa b. 'Umar; ibid., Abu 'Amr b. al-'Ala. Hommel cites from
the copy that von Kremer had made from a Cairo MS., Sunayd b.

Muhammad al-Azdi, from Ibn al-A'rabi38
; but this I cannot find in the

Bulaq text.

As a further dating-point it may be noticed that in the Commentary
on 'Antara's Qaslda (p. 98) a line is quoted from Abu Tammam, the

compiler of the Hamdsa, 172 or 188 or 190228 or 231 or 232.

Taking the evidence that has now been presented, scanty and uncer-

tain as it is. I feel inclined to date the present form of the Jamhara
in the latter part of the third or the beginning of the fourth centuries of

the Flight ;
if anything, later rather than earlier.

From much of the above it will have become evident that the text

of this edition varies markedly from those which Noldeke, Ahlwardt
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and Hommel had before them. This is especially the case in the sec-

tion describing the classes (fabaqdt) of the poets. There the text is

quite different from the fragment quoted by Noldeke from the Berlin

manuscript, and since the passage is very important as throwing light,

not only on the history of the Jamhara, but also on that of the collect-

ing of Arabic poems generally, I shall translate the whole of it.

It begins on p. 34; "The section making mention of the classes of

those of whom we have named some. Abu Ubayda said : The greatest

poets are the people of the tents especially
83

. They are Imr al-Qays,
and Zuhayr, and an-Nabigha. But if any one say that Imr al-Qays is

not of the people of Najd, then, verily, these abodes of which he has

made mention in his poetry are the abodes of the Banu Asad b. Khuz-

ayma. And in the second class are al-A'sha, and Labid, and Tarafa.

And it is said that al-Farazdaq said, Imr al-Qays is the greatest poet ;

and Jarir said, an-Nabigha ;
and al-Akhtal said, al-A'sha

;
and Ibn

Ahmar said Zuhayr; and Dhu-r-Rumma said, Labid; and Ibn Muqbil
said, Tarafa

,
and al-Kumayt said, 'Amr. b. Kulthum ; but our opinion

[apparently Abu Zayd's] is that of Abu 'Ubayda ;
that is, Imr al-Qays,

then Zuhayr, and an-Nabigha, and al-A'sha, and Labid, and 'Amr

[Abu 'Ubayda does not mention 'Amr above], and Tarafa. Al-Mufad-
dal said : These are the authors of the seven long poems which the

Arabs call as-Sumut [the strings of beads or pearls], and whoever says
that a place in the seven belongs to other than them has contradicted

that in which the people of science and knowledge have united. And
we have perceived the most of the people of science saying that after

these came seven not inferior to them
;
and in truth their authors have

followed the authors of the first, but have not fallen short of them40
.

And these are the Mujamhardt [collected
41

] by 'Abid b. al-Abras, and
'Antara b. 'Amr, and 'Adi b. Zayd, and Bishr b. Abi Khazim, and

Umayya b. Abi-s-Salt, and Khadash b. Zuhayr, and an-Namr b. Tawlab.
And as for the Muntaqaydt [chosen] of the Arabs, they are by Musay-
yab b. 'Alas, and al-Muraqqish, and al-Mutalammis, and 'Urwa b. al-

Ward, and Muhalhil b. Rabfa, and Durayd b. as-Simma, and al-Mutan-

akhkhil b. 'Uwaymir. And as for the Mudhahhabdt [gilded], they

belong to [the tribes of] al-Aws and al-Khazraj specially, and are by
Hassan b. Thabit, and 'Abd Allah b. Rawaha, and Malik b. al-'Ajlan,
and Qays b. al-Khatim, and Uhayha b. al-Julah, and Abu Qays b. al-

Aslat, and 'Amr b. Imr al-Qays. And the most highly prized Mardthi

[laments] are seven, by Abu Dhu'ayb al-Hudhali, and 'Alqama b. Dhi
Jadan al-Himyari, and Muhammad b. Ka'b al-Ghanawi, and al-A'sha

al-Bahill, and Abu Zayd at-Ta'i, and Malik b. ar-Rayb an-Nahshali, and
Mutammim b. Nuwayra al-Yarbu'i. And as for the Mashutdt [mixed]
of the Arabs, they are those with which unbelief and al-Islam mixed,
and they are by Nabigha ban! Ja'da, and Ka'b b. Zuhayr, and al-Qutaml,
and al-Khutay'a, and ash-Shammakh, and 'Amr b. Ahmar, and Ibn

Muqbil. And as for the seven Mulhamdt [well-joined], they are by al-

Farazdaq, and Jarir, and al-Akhtal, and 'Ubayd ar-Ra'I, and Dhu-r-

Rumma, and al-Kumayt b. Zayd, and at-Tirimmah b. Hakim. Al-
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Mufaddal said : These nine and forty Qasidas are the most highly

prized of the poems of the Arabs in the period of the Ignorance and of

al-Islam, and the soul of the poetry of each man of them42
. And Abu

'Ubayda mentioned in the third class of poets, al-Muraqqish and Ka'b

b. Zuhayr, and al-Khutay'a and Khadash b. Zuhayr, and Durayd b. as-

Simma, and 'Antara, and 'Urwa b. al-Ward, and an-Namr b. Tawlab,
and ash-Shammakh b. Dirar, and 'Amr b. Ahmar. Al-Mufaddal said :

These are the mighty ones of the poets of the people of Najd, who
blamed and praised, and pursued every kind of poetry. And as for

the people of al-Hijaz, they were best in love poetry. And Abu 'Ubay-
da mentioned that men agreed that the greatest poets of the people of

al-Islam were al-Farazdaq, and Jarir, and al-Akhtal."

The relative merits of the three last-named poets are then discussed

for about three pages. Then, from the middle of p. 38, various stories

about Imr al-Qays are given from Ibn Da'b, derived from al-Farazdaq.
The Mu'allaqa of Imr al-Qays begins at the foot of p. 39.

Before going on to examine this passage it may be well to state

shortly the views expressed by Noldeke and Hommel, based upon the

Berlin manuscript already referred to. Noldeke notices first that

according to Ibn an-Nahhas43
(d. 338), the seven Mu'allaqdt were selected

by Hammad ar-Rawiya (d. 167). His view then is that Abu 'Ubayda
and al-Mufaddal, whom he takes to be the elder, the collector of the

Mufaddaliydt, are represented as agreeing in this choice of Hammad's,
and that to this first class of seven Abu Zayd selected and added the

other six classes. Without doubt this is the right interpretation of the

passage as it stands in the Berlin manuscript. Hommel's final view is

similar. He thinks that the whole collection had been known to Abu

'Ubayda and al-Mufaddal, and that it was only the present recension,

with its commentary and introduction, that was due to Abu Zayd.
But if we are to accept the Bulaq text, those views must be essen-

tially modified. First, as Hommel has already noticed, there is abso-

lutely no mention in the Jamhara of Hammad ar-Rawiya and the

part he took in selecting and combining the seven Mu'allaqdt, or, as

they are called here, Sumut. But I do not feel that we can follow

Hommel further and deduce from this that Abu Zayd did not know
this tradition, and still less that the tradition is false. There was no

necessity for him to mention it at this point, and his whole treatment

of the subject shows that he is giving a highly compressed statement.

Next, Abu 'Ubayda and al-Mufaddal witness to two quite different

things. Abu 'Ubayda has apparently no connection with the Jamhara

arrangement of seven groups of seven poems each, and knows nothing
of it. His arrangement is one into three Tabaqdt, the first two embrac-

ing the seven Mu'allaqa-poets, and the third ten other poets. Whether
he had yet more classes we are not told ; but it is worth noticing
that these three classes are limited to poets of Najd. His arrangement
is not followed in the Jamhara, except in that his first two classes are

put into one and made a first class, and that Imr al-Qays is regarded
as the greatest poet. Whether he divided into two classes the poems
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which Hammad had selected and made into one, or Hammad com-
bined his two classes must remain unsettled. This would lead us to

expect that he had written a book Tabaqdt Shu'ard Najd, or simply
ash-Shu'ard, which Abu Zayd is here using ; but the nearest I can find

is a mention by the Fihrist of a book by him Kitab ash-Shi'r wash-

Shu'ard.

But al-Mufaddal, whoever he was, evidently knew the Jamhara

arrangement of seven groups of seven, whether it was due to him or

not. Therefore, leaving the positive question of its authorship open,
we may fix one thing, viz., that it is not to be ascribed to Abu Zayd.
But is it not possible to push the origin further back, and say of

some at least of the classes what we know of the first ? Some of them
are spoken of as well known as selections and under these names. In

none of them is the grouping of the seven poems together said to have
been coincident in time with the grouping of the seven classes together.

Thus, we have the Muntaqaydt al-'Arab and the Mashubdt al-Arab,

just exactly as we have the poems called as-Sumut by the Arabs.

So, too, we have the seven Mulhamdt. If we did not know of the

Sumut, or Mu'allaqdt (a term never used by Abu Zayd), separately, we
could not draw any distinction between them and the others. Because
the other six classes have not survived as separate entities, have we
any right to say that they never were separate? After Hammad ar-

Rawiya or Abu 'Ubayda, as the case may be, had made his selection of

seven, is it not probable that others would also form selections of seven

in imitation ? As the first selection was called the Sumut or Mu'allaqdt,
so the others might be called the Mujamhardt44 or the Mashubdt. We
know of many that were formed but have now vanished melted into

the greater as these into the Jamhara. The Fihrist tells us that Abu
Tammam made different selections beside the Hamasa. He had a

Kitab al-Ikhtiydr min Ashdr al-Qaba'il, and we may notice that one
of our seven classes is devoted to poets of the two tribes of al-Madma,
al-Aws and al-Khazraj. So, too, he had a Kitab al-Fuhul. Further,
the fact that the names of the selectors of the seven poems in each of

the last six classes are not mentioned, agrees with the non-mention of

Hammad, or Abu 'Ubayda, as the selector of the first class. All seven

are, in this matter, on exactly the same footing.
If we are, then, to regard this as a compilation from previously sep-^

arate groups, can we ascribe the choice of the name Jamhara to the

title of the second group, al-Mujamhardt ? Could a name not be
derived from that of the first group, the Sumut, because that was the

oldest and best known, and confusion might arise ? But the point is of

no importance, and I may repeat again that we may regard it as cer-

tain that Abu Zayd was only the editor of this recension of the collec-

tion of seven groups of seven poems, and not its originator. To him
we probably owe the introduction and the commentary, and it may be

possible to draw from them some ideas of his character. I can only
touch here upon one or two points, as a detailed statement would
involve a more careful study of the book than my time has allowed.
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He appears to have been a Muslim of pious tendencies and no special
critical acumen. In his preface he tells us that the early poets are

chiefly valuable because they assist us to understand the Qur'an. So

any scholar of his day would have said ; but he takes it somewhat in

earnest, and gives us seven pages of illustrations45 . The very first of

these, a beautiful verse of Imr al-Qays only preserved here, will give
an idea of his feeling for poetry. It runs :

:i \ls

' Stand and ask the ruins concerningUmm Malik ! But will ruins give

any tidings save of falling to ruin46
?'

On which Abu Zayd remarks : He certainly knew that the ruins

would not reply, and only meant, Ask the people of the ruins. Fur-

ther, on p. 35 he has added to an opinion from Abu 'Ubayda that al-

Farazdaq, Jarir and al-Akhtal are the greatest poets of the time of al-

Islam, a remark that that is always excepting Hassan b. Thabit, for

no one can be compared with the poet of the Prophet of God. Again,
on the vexed question of the presence of foreign words in the Qur'an,
he takes up the stiffest and most orthodox position. The Qur'an has

been definitely said to be in perspicuous Arabic, and so Arabic only
it can be. If we find words in it that are like Persian or Greek or

Syriac words, what of it? Cannot the two languages have the same
word for the same thing without there being a connection ? So he and
one school of Muslim Theologians cleared the difficulty.

47

From this will be evident what we are to expect of Abu Zayd acting

independently ; but there can be no question of the importance of the

collection that has come down to us under his name. If some of the

poems have been published elsewhere since Hommel drew up his list

and noted that 1400 lines were new, yet he did not reckon with that

number the poems which occur also in the Mufaddaliydt which Thor-

becke was then editing. But Thorbecke's edition remains a fragment.
and these poems are still unedited. On my part there has been no

attempt to trace what is published and what not. That would be a work
of much time, and I have only been able to gather up the more salient

points throwing light on the date and origin of the book. Names
which I have given up as hopeless will be traced by others, and my
trust is that the complete collection of Isndds may be of assistance in

this. Those who have had anything to do with Arab biography know
how perplexing and unsatisfying is the search through a jungle of

Laqabs, Kunyas, Nisbas and Isms for some name that, in the end, we
do not find. Such will be charitable towards the smallness of my
results, and seeking that charity, I would close with the old jingle that

has done duty so often :
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1 Actes du sixieme Congres international des Orientalistes, Deuxieme

partie, sect. i. pp. 387-408.
2
Beitrdge zur Kenntniss der Poesie der alien Araber, pp. xx, xxi.
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Pp. xix, xx, xxvii, and 11^.
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Bodleian Cat. of Arabic MSS., i. 268 : No. 174 Coll. Pococke; Wusten-

feld, Ydqut, v. 48
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p. 216; Landberg, Cat. of Arab. MSS. in the possession of Brill of Ley-
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6 The poem of 'Antara which stands second in the second class in

Hommel's list, stands first in the Bulaq text. Further, the Bulaq text

is richer, in all, by about 67 lines.

6 See the review of this work by Prym and Socin
,
Z.D.M.G. xxxi, 667 ff.

*x*w ***

8 1 have had to read here -jLwJ! J * =s2 instead of *>(
^jUwJI

'' "^

This seems necessary in order to get a noun to which the suffix in

5wsi may refer but perhaps it may be possible to supply that from

^!*JUfcJI . The text-reading is, of course, the common phrase.

9 Ahlwardt has on p. xix. of the " Six Divans," 'all elkhatthdb as the

reading of the Berlin MS.; but on p. tit** (the Arabic preface to the

10
Bulaq edition, x. 160.

11 Part ii., p. 481, note. I quote through Hommel, as this catalogue is

inaccessible to me. It refers also to the Muzhir of as-Suyuti. 'Abd

al-Qadir al-Baghdadi, in his list of books used in writing the Khizdna

al-Adab, includes the Jamhara, but does not mention Abu Zayd.
12
Wiistenfeld, Grammatische Schulen, p. 68 ff. ; Fihrist, p. 53 f.

18 Ibn Qutayba, Kitdb al-Ma'drif, p. 229.
14
Fihrist, p. 111.

15 Ibn Qut., p. 169; an-Nawawi, s. v.

16 IbnQut., p. 268.
17 P. 229, and references in note.
18 De Slane, Ibn Khallikan, iv. 258, note.
19 Ibn Qut., p. 267.
50
Wiistenfeld, Ibn Khallikan, No. 732.

21 Ibn Qut., p. 267.
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22
Wiistenfeld, Ibn Khali., No. 261.

23 Ibn Qut., p. 247; Wiistenfeld, Ibn Khali, No. 623.
24 De Slane, Ibn Khali., iv. 225.

25 To these may be added a Muhammad b. Hasan al-Warraq, who

died ^jyoLxu ^.jo^LxJ! J.tXs* ,
and who wrote mostly religious

and gnomic poetry (Fawdt al-Wafaydt, ii. 356); and an Abu-1-'Abbas

Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Katib, who wrote a _
^. ^x$ and died

270 (Haji Khalifa, v. 80).
26

Fihrist, pp. 79 ; 157, 1. 18
;
and 158, 1. 21. In the last passage sim-

ply under his Kunya. Haji Khalifa, iii. 150. Wiistenfeld, Oramm.
Schulen, ?. 196 f.

57

&^\ o-oyjj oJULOj (

-Ju* ^ * . For Zarud see Mardsid,

s. v., and Bibl. Geogr. Arab., vii., (vl and t"ll.

58 Was confusion produced by the Abu-1- Abbas al-Marwazi who died

in 274 (Fihrist, p. 150) ?

29
Wiistenfeld, Oramm. Schulen, p. 142 ff.

80 Wiistenfeld, Gramm. Schulen, p. 162 ff.

11 P. 92, 94.

82 Wiistenfeld, An-Nawawl, p. 385. The form of the name given in

Ibn Qut. seems to be right, though it is left in doubt whether we have

the form of the active or of the passive participle. On the other hand

the Aj-gy+Jt of the Jamhara appears to be quite false. In the Cairo

reprint of Ibn Qutayba it has become ^gv t f) An-Nawawi tells how

it was gained : * *j^ -xSX*J! aJ Juo L*J] -xJI Ju& ^.j!
JLj*

M Ibn Qut., p. 1 and 2.

84 Ibn Durayd, #ob al-Ishtiqdq, p. 289.

85 Ibn Qut., p. 173.

88 An-Nawawi, p. 540.

87 Ibn Qut., p. 270.

i8 Ibn Qut., p. 271. Wiistenfeld, Gramm. Schulen, p. 145 ff.

*\ JU*

40 ^ jJ!
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iXSj
&i
;

Jl

s Us Ju!!
It may be of use, perhaps, to reprint here the fragment from the

Berlin MS. given by Noldeke in the Beitrage (p. xx.) : J J o
t

tt JU>*

J.I ^j!
..jo. *^j>Lftxb V^AJUJ* ^ HiXxxc j| xJLs Lo LjjoLt JJU!

*x^

I JU

?^
M (b

The repetition of the jLvOA+J! jLi* shows that something is wrong
with the text, and comparison with the Bulaq edition shows what it is.

Notice, too, the occurrence of the term i^ULXji+J! ,
which never appears

in the Bulaq edition. The later form of tradition will be found in as-

Suyutl's Muzhir, Naw f

49
;
ed. Cairo 1282, iii. 234.

41 Noldeke translates die Beruhmten. I have followed Lane.

42
s

I am not certain that 1 have caught the exact meaning of the last

phrase.
43 This tradition was only known to Noldeke through a note by al-

Khafaji on the Durra al-Ghawwds of al-Hariri, but see Appendix.
44 Father Lewis Cheikho, in Les poetes ardbes Chretiens, p. 233,

234, gives the Jamhara poem of Umayya b. Abi-s-Salt, and remarks :

t

g t
<<> .^0 Joti* sjoyaj (ff^5

' ^^s ma5r mean noth-

ing ; but it may also mean that there is a separate MS. of the Mujam-
harat al-Ardb in the Jesuit Library at Bayrut. There are evidently
some MSS. there of high value, and a catalogue of the collection would
be of the greatest interest.

45 Compare with this as-Suyuti's Itqdn. On p. 125 ff. ('Uthmdmya ed.,

Cairo 1306) there is a long section on the subject, in which Ibn 'Abbas

is represented as saying : Poetry is the Record (Diwari) of the Arabs.
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Then, whenever anything in the Qur'an which God has revealed in the

tongue of the Arabs is obscure, we turn to their Record.
46 In Ahlwardt's Six Divans, p. 199, this line is quoted from the Berlin

MS., but the second Misrd' is different :

viJULzjJ! -x J^LbV! ^+- J^ } >
'And has aught changed the ruins

^* /
' /^ J

save falling to ruin ?
'

47 Compare al-Jawaliqfs Kitdb al-Mu'arrdb, p. 3-5 of Sachau's edition;

and as-Suyutfs Itqdn, p. 142ff. Perhaps this is not so much a case of

orthodoxy as of Arab versus 'Ajami. Abu Zayd will not admit foreign

words to be in the Qur'an ;
it is pure Arabic. So, too, we are to inter-

pret it according to the Arab poets, not the theological ideas of non-

Arabs. This position would be highly intelligible in one of the tribe

of Quraysh.

APPENDIX.

In his Beitrdge, p. xix, xx,* Noldeke speaks as though an-Nahhas

knew not only the story of the hanging on the Ka'ba, but also the

name al-Mu'allaqdt as applied to the seven poems. That is certainly

the impression that al-Khafaji gives, but it appears to be incorrect.

Noldeke cited the passage from a manuscript, but it has since been pub-
lished twice ;

once by Thorbecke in his edition of Harm's Durra al-

Ghawwds (p. 47), and in the Constantinople edition (Press of Jawa'ib,

A. H. 1299) of the Durra, with al-Khafaji's sharh (p. 229). Compare

too, Wiistenfeld, Ibn Khallikdn, No. 204, and Kosegarten, Mu'allaqa

of 'Amr, p. 66 the last is an anonymous scholiast. Al-Khafaji, a

propos of a mention of Harnmad in the Durra, says :

!,jc&

JU UT iJ Juo V iU*XJI oJi L ^ Jus

-jl [Constan. edit.

But Frenkel in his edition of the Mu'allaqa of Imr al-Qays with the

commentary of an-Nahhas (Halle a/S, 1876), has given from the Berlin

MS. (Wetzstein i. 56) an-Nahhas's own words. The passage is worth

quoting at length ;
for it has several points of contact with the Jamhara,

and throws light upon the history of the term Mu'allaqa. It comes at

the end of the commentary on 'Amr b. Kulthum, whose Qaslda stands

*
Compare his article,

'

Mo'allakat,' Encyclopaedia Britannica, 9th ed., ivi. 536 ff.

Ed.
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seventh with him. l

**^V) g"'t^ j*A.**JI /-^ ^<Xi f&*t *j

^a.

V !tX#

LJ

ww^-

! UJ

juo ,j

^ atjuLJIj ^5^-Lv ^Jl ^ j*pp ^j&\ Jwo!
xJjo

b!

XxJUl

,j.x)
/UAfcj U^&L .vjJulxJ JUbUJ! H

JuLaJdl 8jcJO 4^ 3 Ij-aJjC:^
A^D Ji5^! JULc

(3U -JLCwJt
(j^Ju^UjC.3^

^?KjU A^ jV^W

CoLi ^joL^ ^ U&ttjuS'L UC.JLL& Jb HjouoS

s!^
J! ^^o J^t xioiJ ^Ls XA*XJ! ^ oJiii L JL

^ ^UJ! Ix) U ab^i bli^ J,l
!joo 3 Jus

JoLoJiJ! v^

VOL. xn.
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Apparently Hommel, who wrote in 1884, did not know that this pas-

sage had been printed, for he only refers to Ahlwardt's Bemerkung,
p. 13, who, in turn, makes only a reference to the Berlin MS. Nor does

Frenkel appear to have recognized the importance of the passage which
he gives. One point that is clear from it is that an-Nahhas does not
state as so definite a fact of knowledge as al-Khafaji gives us to

understand, that Hammad collected the seven poems. He simply gives
it as the sounder opinion : asahhu md qilafi hddhd. Apparently, in his

time (he died 338), there were many different reports, and he regarded
this as the most trustworthy. Then, as to the plan on which his own
collection was based, an-Nahhas tells us that he wished to give the

seven poems that were called al-Mashhurdt, the collecting of which he

assigns to Hammad. As to which poems were included in this collec-

tion, he follows Abu-1-Hasan b. Kaysan without considering himself

whether some other poems might not be better than these. This sug-

gests that some in his time did consider that question, and therefore,

the seven may have become confused. Further, his mention of Ibn

Kaysan suggests that there were other traditions as to what poems
belonged to the Mashliurdt.

Further, some inserted among the seven the Qaslda of al-A'sha

^o^ ' 'a - *.*' ,

beginning, SO.J& ct> ,
and that of an-Nabigha beginning, XAJO v!c> LJ

[both in the Jamhara seven, but not with these poems] ;
but this was

not based on a regular tradition, but simply because these two poets
were reckoned among the four best poets of the time of Ignorance.
Yet Abu 'Ubayda only reckoned three to the first class, omitting from
it al-A'sha (see the Jamhara). An-Nahhas, therefore, determined to

add these two poems, making up the number to nine. He then explains
what difference of opinion there was as to how these seven came to be

collected. Some held by the story of the fair of 'Ukaz, and that the best

poems were selected and preserved there. Others affirmed that they
were hung in the Ka'ba ; but an-Nahhas rejects this utterly,

" not one

of the Rawis knows anything of it." He then gives his adherence to

the story about Hammad, that having noticed the indifference of the

people to poetry, he collected these seven and brought them to their

notice, and told them that they were the most celebrated. Thence

they had their name, al-Mashhurdt, by which an-Nahhas apparently
knew them. Then he remarks that of the two additional Qasldas he

puts that of al-A'sha first, because Abu 'Ubayda had said that there

was no other poem of the Ignorance in the same rhyme-letter equal
to it.

In all this the most striking point is that he does not seem to have
known the seven under the name of the Mu'allaqdt. For him they
were the Mashhurdt. That is the name which he gives and explains

here, as well as at the beginning of his commentary. So, too, at-

Tibrizi (d. 420), in his commentary on ten poems (the nine of an-Nahhas

with the addition of the Bd Qaslda of 'Abid b. al-Abras edit., Lyall),

who follows an-Nahhas closely, speaks only of 'the seven QasldasS
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Similarly, az-Zawzam (d. 486), so far as I can trace him, speaks only of
' the seven Qasidas,' and never uses the term Mu'allaqdt. Ibn Khal-
likan (d. 681) is the first whom I find using that term, a^d he speaks of

'the nine Mu'allaqdt.' In Wiistenfeld's text there stands AjwwJ! ,
but

the reading in Ibn Khallikan's autograph MS. in the British Museum is

[It may be worth mentioning that August Miiller carefully

collated this MS. (Add. 25,735), covering three-quarters of the book,
with his copy of Wiistenfeld's edition, which is now in the Hartford

Seminary Library.] With as-Suyiiti (d. 911) in the Muzhir, and al-

Khafaji (d. 1069) we find the term in its modern use. Further, none of

the Lexicons explains the term in this sense, not even the Qdmus, in

spite of Freytag's Kam.
But though an-Nahhas does not use the term Mu'allaqdt, yet he uses

the verb <oJLfr > apparently in the sense ' to select and preserve a

poem.' Does this mean that Mu'allaqa may be said of any poem that

is selected from others and preserved carefully, distinguished in any
way ? Was that its first usage, and was it not till later, much later,

that it came to be applied to the seven which Hammad had picked out

and called al-Mashhurdt ? Apparently it was still in the stage of being

applicable to any selected poem when Ibn Khallikan wrote, as he

speaks of the nine Mu'allaqdt of an-Nahhas. This would indicate that

the story about the Ka'ba was not invented to explain the name
; for

the story existed long before the common noun had become a name.
Another question that rises is this. Is there any connection, after all,

between the first class of the Jamhara, i. e., the Sumut, and Hammad's
seven ? Are they not, perhaps, quite distinct sevens ? It is true that

five names occur in both : Imr al-Qays, Zuhayr, Labid, 'Amr and Tarafa.

But neither
'Antara nor al-Harith are in the Jamhara, nor are an-

Nabigha or al-A csha in Hammad's seven. The names are different :

Hammad's are called al-Mashhurdt; the Jamhara's, as-Sumut The

story of their origin and originator is different. The Jamhara seven,
if connected with any one as originator, is connected with Abu 'Ubayda.
I have already suggested that probably there were many more collec-

tions of seven than we have hitherto supposed or identified. At a later

stage, they would become confused with one another or be swallowed

up in the greater collections. Thus the name as-Sumut might come in

time to be applied to Hammad's seven as on the title page of Arnold's

edition.

Finally, I would notice that in both the Sahdh and the Lisdn,

and U|... are explained by (JjJLft ; and we have in the Lisdn

9 *
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8. A New Fragment of the Babylonian
" Etana "-legend ; by

Professor Morris Jastrow, Jr., University of Pennsylvania, Phila-

delphia, Penn.

This paper will be published in full in the forthcoming number of

Haupt and Delitzsch's Beitrdge zur Assyriologie, Vol. III., Part 2. The

fragment in question was obtained at Kouyunjik by the late Rev. W. F.

Williams, at the time when Sir A. H. Layard was conducting his excava-

tions at that place. Through the kindness of Mr. Talcott Williams, of

Philadelphia, it was placed at the disposal of the writer. The frag-
ment reveals the close of an episode in the " Etana "-legend. The eagle
who has destroyed the serpent's nest dies a disgraceful death. The

serpent is avenged, aided by Samas the sun-god who indicates the

manner in which the death of the eagle can be brought about. In con-

nection with the fragment, some general questions affecting the order

of the episodes composing the " Etana "-legend were discussed; and
the suggestion was also ventured that the mysterious Ethan (or Etari)

mentioned in I Kgs. v, ii among the "wise" men of old may be a

dimmed tradition of the Babylonian Etana. At all events, the names
are identical. Ethan and Etana signify

" the strong one," which was
a favorite epithet of the Semitic gods and heroes.

9. Note on the Term Musannitum; by Professor Morris Jas-

trow, Jr., of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Penn.

The full text of this paper will be found in Hebraica, Vol. X.
, pp. 193-5.

It offers an explanation for a word of frequent occurrence in the legal

literature of the Babylonians. With the help of a comparison with a

Tamiudic term ^j"V31&^D> ^e conclusion was reached that the Baby-
lonian word was used to designate the " embankment " that the climatic

conditions of the Euphrates valley rendered necessary as a protection
to fields during the rainy season. The word is derived from a stem

P^, meaning to be "pointed," and the form is contracted from

musannintum= musanittum = musanltum. In the technical sense of
" embankment," the Talmudic term was shown to be a loan-word from
the Babylonian, the writing KfiOlfiPO instead of Kfi^fiPID being due

to an adaptation of the borrowed word to one already existing in

Aramaic, and used in a manner that favored a supposed connection

with the foreign word. The term also occurs as a loan-word in Arabic,
musanndt. There appears also the form XDUlfc^ >

without the Q .

10. On the Language of the Sinjirli Inscriptions ; by Professor
R. J. H. Gottheil, of Columbia College, New York, N. Y.

In connection with the Sinjirli inscriptions, Professor Gottheil pointed
out the close connection which existed between the older Aramaic (in

the inscriptions and in the Bible) and the Hebrew. Many peculiarities

common to both these dialects are found again in the Assyrian. It is
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only in its later development that the Aramaic branched off so per-

ceptibly from the Hebrew. This will also serve to explain how the

Assyrian shows peculiarities in lexicon and grammatical structure

which at times agree with the Hebrew, at times with the Aramaic
dialects.

11. Notes
; by Professor George A. Barton, of Bryn Mawr

College, Bryn Mawr, Perm.*

1. On the Semitic Ishtar Cult.

Professor D. H. Mtiller's Epigraphische Denkmdler aus Abessinien

contains an inscription which gives evidence of the existence of the

Ishtar Cult in Abyssinia. The writer had previously found traces of it

in all the other countries of the Semitic area.

An inscription published by Derenbourg in the Journal Asiatique

proves the theory of the late Professor W. R. Smith that Athtar was

originally a mother goddess in Arabia, and then developed into a mas-

culine diety, as it shows clearly the transition from the one to the

other.

2. On the God Mut.

The writer had shown in a paper published elsewhere that there was
a god Maut or Mut among the Hebrews. The discovery of traces of the

worship of the Egyptian god Mut near Gaza in Palestine in the time of

the El Amarna tablets suggests the possibility that the Hebrew god may
have, been borrowed from the Egyptians.

3. Was Hu ever a Distinct Deity in Babylonia ?

The object of this paper was to suggest the possibility of a different

explanation of Ilu, as an element of proper names, from that followed

by recent scholars. The analogy of other proper names and of the

history of Ishtar suggest, though they do not clearly prove, that Ilu

was once a distinct deity.

12. The XXIII. Psalm
;
an Essay on Hebrew Verse

; by Rev.
F. P. Ramsay, Augusta, Ky.

Hebrew poetry is not musical, but pictorial. It is not metrical in

form. It has what may be called verses or lines, but the line has not a

given number of accents, nor are the accents arranged in a given order.

Each line presents a single complete picture. This picture is itself the

blending together usually of two simpler pictures, each presented in a

distinct phrase. The image or conception in a phrase is a unity of two

elements, as, say, a subject and its action ; but the phrase may have
less or more than two words. Generally each line is one of a couplet,

giving companion pictures.

* These papers have appeared in full in Hebraica, Vol. X, p. 202 ff.
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The Psalm may be thus arranged, to illustrate the theory :

b jn mrr

in NTX ? motf N:Q
nan

-torn DID

Other communications were presented as follows :

1 3. On some Hebrew MSS. from Egypt ; by Dr. Cyrus Adler,
of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, JD. C.

14. On the origin of games and divination in Eastern Asia;

by Mr. Stewart Culin, of the University of Pennsylvania, Phila-

delphia, Penn.

15. On the Bharats and the Bharatas : by Professor E. W.
Hopkins, of Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Penn.

16. On a complete verbal index to the Fiqh-al-Luqha of Ath-tha
'Alibi

; by Professor D. B. Macdonald, of Hartford, Conn.

17. On the Agnihotra-section of the Jfiiminiya-brahmana ; by
Dr. Hanns Oertel, of Yale University, New Haven, Conn. To be

published in the Journal.

18. An emendation of Sayana on S. B. i. 3. 2
; by Dr. Oertel.

19. On some unpublished Arabic inscriptions in Morocco and
elsewhere

; by Mr. Talcott Williams, of Philadelphia, Penn.

20. Report of excavations at Jerusalem through the Palestine

Exploration Fund ; by Rev. T. F. Wright, D.D., Cambridge, Mass.

21. Note on the Julian inscription described by Dr. I. H. Hall

at the meeting of March, 1894
; by Dr. Wright. Published in

the Quarterly Statement of the Palestine Exploration Fund, April,
1895.

Papers by Professor M. Bloomfield, of the Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, and Professor A. V. Williams Jackson, of Columbia

College, were read at the Second Joint Session, Friday, December
28th.
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JOINT SESSIONS.

OPENING SESSION.

Thursday, December 27, at 12 M.

Address by Mr. C. C. Harrison, Acting Provost of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, introducing the Presiding Officer of the

Meeting, Professor A. Marshall Elliott, of the Johns Hopkins
University, President of the Modern Language Association of

America.

Address of Welcome by Dr. Horace Howard Furness, Phila-

delphia.
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SECOND JOINT SESSION.

Friday, December 28, at 10 A. M.

Presiding Officer of the Meeting, Prof. John Henry Wright, of

Harvard University, President of the American Philological
Association.

1. Dr. J. P. Peters, New York, and Prof. H. V. Hilprecht,

University of Philadelphia. The last results of the Baby-
lonian expedition of the University of Pennsylvania.

2. Prof. William W. Goodwin, Harvard University. The
Athenian ypa<f>r) 7rapa.v6fjm>v and the American doctrine of con-

stitutional law.

3. Prof. Minton Warren, Johns Hopkins University. The con-

tribution of the Latin inscriptions to the study of the Latin

language and literature.

4. Prof. A. V. Williams Jackson, Columbia College. Cyrus's
dream of the winged figure of Darius in Herodotus.

5. Prof. Hermann Collitz, Bryn Mawr College. Some Modern
German etymologies.

6. Prof. Maurice Bloomfield, Johns Hopkins University. On
Prof. Streitberg's theory as to the origin of certain long Indo-

European vowels.

7. Prof. Federico Halbherr, University of Rome. Explorations
in Krete for the Archaeological Institute (read by Prof.

Frothingham).

8. Prof. Edward S. Sheldon, Harvard University. The work of

the American Dialect Society, 1889-1894.

THIRD JOINT SESSION.

Friday, December 28, at 8 P. M.

MEMORIAL MEETING

IN HONOR OF

WILLIAM DWIGHT WHITNEY.

Presiding Officer of the Meeting, President Daniel Coit Gilman,
of Johns Hopkins University, President of the American Oriental

Society.

1. Reading of letters from foreign scholars.
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2. MEMORIAL ADDRESS by Prof. Charles R. Lanman, Harvard

University.

3. Whitney's influence on the study of modern languages and on

lexicography, by Prof. Francis A. March, Lafayette College.

4. Whitney's influence on students of classical philology, by Prof.
Bernadotte Perrin, Yale University.

5. Address by Prof. J. Irving Manatt, Brown University.

6. Address by Rev. Dr. William Hayes Ward, New York.

7. Concluding address by President Daniel Coit Gilman.

SPECIAL SESSIONS.
.

AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

(Organized 1869.)

1. Mortimer Lamson Earle, Ph.D., Barnard College. Sophocles
Trachiniae, 26-48 : a Study in Interpretation.

2. Prof. Louis Bevier, Jr., Rutgers College. The Delphian
Hymns and the Pronunciation of the Greek Vowels.

3. Prof. Alfred Gudeman, University of Pennsylvania. Plutarch
as a Philologist.

4. Prof. Edwin W. Fay, of Washington and Lee University.
ARYAN r

t
= GRK. 7rX = LAT. d, ART. dr = J3\ = LAT.

01.

5. Prof. C. R. Lanman of Harvard University. Reflected Mean-

ings ;
a Point in Semantics.

6. Prof. Karl P. Harrington, of the University of North Carolina.

Notes on the Diction of the Apocoloeyntosis Dim Claudii.

7. Prof. W. A. Lamberton, of the University of Pennsylvania.
Notes on Thucydides.

8. Dr. Arthur Fairbanks, of Yale University. Local Cults in

Homer.

9. Dr. Mitchell Carroll, of the Johns Hopkins University. Aris-

totle on the Faults of Poetry ;
or Poetics xxv. in the Light

of the Homeric Scholia.

10. Dr. Charles Knapp, of Barnard College. Notes on Horace.

11. Prof. M. W. Easton, of the University of Pennsylvania.
Remarks upon Gower's Confessio Amantis, chiefly with
reference to the text.
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12. W. C. Lawton, of Philadelphia. A National Form of Verse
the Natural Unit for the Thought.

1 3. Prof. Frank L. Yan Cleef, of Cornell University. Confusion
of Se'/ca and reWape? in Thucydides.

14. Dr. B. Newhall, of Brown University. Women's Speech in

Classical Literature.

15. Prof. E. G. Sihier, of the University of the City of New York.
St. Paul and the Lex lulia de vi.

16. Dr. James M. Paton, of Cambridge, Mass. Some Spartan
Families under the Empire.

17. Prof. H. W. Magoun of Oberlin College. Pliny's Laurentine
Villa.

18. Prof. John Williams White, of rfarvard University. The

pre-Themistoclean Wall at Athens.

19. Prof. Hermann Collitz, of Bryn Mawr College. The ety-

mology of a/oa and of /xcty.

20. Prof. J. Irving Manatt, of Brown University. The Literary
Evidence for Dorpfeld's Enneakrounos.

21. Prof. Benjamin Ide Wheeler, of Cornell University. The
Greek Duals in -.

22. Prof. John Henry Wright, of Harvard University. A note

on Alexander Polyhistor (Euseb. Chron. I. 15, 16 Schone).

23. Prof. Herbert Weir Smyth, of Bryn Mawr College. On
Greek Tragic Anapaests.

24. Prof. A. V. Williams Jackson, of Columbia College in the

City of New York. Two ancient Persian Names in Greek,
and

25. Mortimer Lamson Earle, Ph.D., of Barnard College. Some
Remarks on the Moods of Will in Greek.

26. Prof. Edwin W. Fay, of Washington and Lee University.
ARYAN rw=LATiN mn.

27. Prof. Carl Darling Buck, of the University of Chicago. The
Passive in Oscan-Umbrian.

28. Prof. W. J. Battle, of the University of Texas (read by title).

Magical Curses written on Lead Tablets.

29. Dr. Charles Knapp, of Barnard College (read by title).

Lexicographical Notes.

30. Prof. W. G. Hale, of the University of Chicago. On the

Latin Subjunctive and the Greek Optative in Indirect Dis-

course.
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31. Prof. M. Bloorafield, of the Johns Hopkins University. On
the Etymology of d

Papers by Prof. W. W. Goodwin, of Harvard University, and
Prof. Minton Warren, of the Johns Hopkins University, were
read at the Second Joint Session, Friday, December 28th.

SOCIETY OF BIBLICAL LITERATURE AND EXEGESIS.

(Organized 1880.)

1. Prof. George A. Barton, Bryn Mawr College. On the inter-

pretation of *")D DD', Judges v. 14.

2. Dr. Isaac H. Hall, Metropolitan Museum, New York. On the

new Syriac Gospels.

3. Prof. Lewis B. Paton, Hartford Theological Seminary. Did
Amos approve the calf-worship at Bethel ?

4. Dr. T. F. Wright, New Church School, Cambridge, Mass.
The Songs of Degrees.

5. Prof. J. Henry Thayer, Harvard University. <rv ciTra?, crv

Ae'yas, Mat. xxvi. 64, John xviii. 37, etc.

6. Rev. Benjamin W. Bacon, Oswego, N. Y. The displacement
of John xiv.

7. Prof. Morris Jastrow, Jr., University of Pennsylvania.
Hebrew proper names compounded with ft* and V7V

8. Prof. Paul Haupt, Johns Hopkins University. On 2 Samuel
i. 23.

9. Rev. William H. Cobb, Boston. Julius Ley on Isaiah

xl.-lxvi.

10. Prof. Nathaniel Schmidt, Colgate University. Mapav aOa, I

Cor. xvi. 22.

11. Prof. M. S. Terry, Garrett Biblical Institute. The scope and

plan of the Apocalypse of John.

12. Prof. George F. Moore, Andover Theological -Seminary.
I Kings vii. 46 and the question of Succoth (read by Prof.

Lyon).

13. Rev. W. Scott Watson, Guttenberg, N. J. Two Samaritan

manuscripts of portions of the Pentateuch (read in abstract).

Papers by Prof. J. P. Peters, New York, and Prof. H. V.

Hilprecht, University of Pennsylvania, were read at the Second
Joint Session, Friday, December 28.
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THE MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.

(Organized 1883.)

1. Prof. W. T. Hewett, Cornell University. The life and works
of Prof. Matthias de Vries.

2. Dr. K. Francke, Harvard University. The relation of early
German romanticism to the classic ideal.

3. Prof. George Lyman Kittredge, Harvard University. The
Friar's Lantern.

4. Prof. Edward H. Magill, Swarthmore College. The new
method in Modern Language study.

5. Prof. Frederic Spencer, University of North Wales, Bangor,
Wales. On the reform of methods in teaching the Modern

Languages, together with an experiment in the teaching of

German.

6. Prof. Alex. Melville Bell, Washington, D. C. A note on

syllabic consonants.

7. Prof. Henry R. Lang, Yale University. The metres

employed by the earliest Portuguese lyric school.

8. Dr. J. Hendren Gorrell, Wake Forest College, N. C. Indi-

rect discourse in Anglo-Saxon.

9. Prof. O. F. Emerson, Cornell University. A parallel between
the Middle English poem Patience and one of the pseudo-Ter-
tullian poems.

10. Mr. W. Henry Schofield, Harvard University. Elizabeth

Elstob : an Anglo-Saxon scholar nearly two centuries ago,
with her Plea for Learning in Women.

11. Dr. C. C. Marden, Johns Hopkins University. The Spanish
dialect of Mexico City.

12. Prof. C. H. Ross, Agricultural and Mechanical College, Ala.

Henry Timrod and his poetry.

13. Prof. James T. Hatfield, Northwestern University. The

poetry of Wilhelm Mtiller.

14. Dr. L. E. Menger, Johns Hopkins University. Early Roman-
ticists in Italy.

15. Dr. Edwin S. Lewis, Princeton University. On the develop-
ment of inter-vocalic labials in the Romanic languages.

16. Dr. L. A. Rhodes, Cornell University. Notes on Goethe's

Iphigenie.

1 7. Mr. Alex. W. Herdler, Princeton University. On the Slavonic

languages.
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18. Dr. Thomas A. Jenkins, Philadelphia. Old French equiva-
lents of Latin substantives in -cus, -gus, -vus.

19. Prof. A. R. Hohlfeld, Yanderbilt University. Contributions
to a bibliography of Racine (read by title).

A paper by Prof. Hermann Collitz, Bryn Mawr College, was
read at the Second Joint Session, Friday, December 28.

AMERICAN DIALECT SOCIETY.

(Organized 1888.)

Prof. E. S. Sheldon, Harvard University, read a paper at the

Second Joint Session, Friday, December 28.

SPELLING EEFORM ASSOCIATION.

(Organized 1876.)

1. Opening remarks by President March : "The movement for

spelling reform."

2. Paper by H. L. Wayland, D.D., Editor of the Examiner :

"The' obstacles to reform."

3. Remarks by James W. Walk, M.D., Commissioner of Chari-
ties and Correction, Philadelphia : "The advantage of a reformed

orthography to the children of the poor."

4. Remarks by Charles P. G. Scott, Ph.D., Editor of Worces-
ter's Dictionary :

" The attitude of philologists toward the spell-

ing reform."

5. Remarks by Patterson Du Bois, A.M., of Philadelphia.

6. Remarks by J. H. Allen, of Massachusetts.

7. Remarks by Mrs. E. B. Burns, of New York.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA.

(Organized 1879.)

1. Mrs. Sara Y. Stevenson, University of Pennsylvania. The
antiquities from Koptos at the University of Pennsylvania.

2. Rev. W. C. Winslow, Boston, Mass. The explorations at the

temple of Queen Hatasu.
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3. Mr. Talcott Williams, The Press, Philadelphia. Local Moor-
ish architecture in North Morocco.

4. Prof. Frank B. Tarbell, University of Chicago. Retrograde
inscriptions on Attic vases.

5. Prof. John Williams White, Harvard University. History
and work of the American School of Classical Studies at

' Athens.

6. Prof. William R. Ware, Columbia College, N. T. The New
American School of Architecture at Rome.

7. Prof. William H. Goodyear, Brooklyn Institute. A discovery
of Greek horizontal curves in the Maison Carree at Nimes.

8. Rev. John P. Peters, New York. The Excavations of the

Babylonian Expedition at the temple of Bel in Nippur.

'9. Prof. Allan Marquand, Princeton University. A study in

Greek architectural proportions.

10. Prof. Myron R. Sanford, Middlebury College. The new faun
of the Quirinal.

1 1. Prof. W. C. Lawton, Philadelphia. Accretions to the Troy
myth after Homer.

12. Mr. Barr Ferree, Brooklyn. Architecture of mediaeval houses
in France.

13. Prof. A. L. Frothingham, Jr., Princeton University. Byzan-
tine influence upon Mediaeval Italy.

14. The ivory throne at Ravenna.

15. Mr. William Rankin, Jr., Princeton University. Some early
Italian pictures in American galleries.

16. Prof. Alfred Emerson, Cornell University. The archaeology
of Athenian politics in the fifth century B.C.

A paper by Prof. Federico Halbherr, University of Rome, was
read at the Second Joint Session, on Friday, December 28.



PEOCEEDIJSTGS

OF THE

AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY,
AT ITS

MEETING IN NEW HAVEN, CONN.,

April i8th and ipth, 1895.

THE Society assembled at New Haven, in the Foreign Missions

Library, East Divinity Hall, Yale University, on Thursday of

Easter Week, April 18th, 1895, at 3 p. M., and was called to order

by its President, President Daniel Coit Gilman of Johns Hopkins
University. .

The following members were in attendance at one or more of

the sessions :

Batten Goodwin, C. J. Martin, W. A. P.

Berg Gottheil Moore, G-. F.

Binney Grieve, Miss Oertel

Blaustein Haupt Perry
Bradner Hopkins Staley

Chester Jackson Steele

Davis, ,T. D. Jewett Van Name
Dickerman Lamnan Ward
Gilman Macdonald [26]

On opening the session, the President expressed the pleasure of

the Society at being welcomed again at New Haven, where the

associations connected with the Society's history are so many.
He then spoke of the recent loss which Yale University, and the

world of science, had suffered in the death, on April 14th, of Pro-
fessor James Dwight Dana, the distinguished zoologist, geologist,
and mineralogist. Dr. Gilman spoke with feeling, admiration,
and respect concerning the life and work of the departed scholar,
and called attention to the fact that, although not enrolled among
Orientalists, Professor Dana had been an extensive traveller in

the Orient, and by his writings on the Geology of the Pacific and
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on Coral Islands had made important contributions to our know-

ledge of the physical and natural characteristics of the Eastern

Hemisphere.
In the absence of the Recording Secretary, Professor Lyon, the

Society chose Professor Jackson, of Columbia College, to dis-

charge the duties of that officer during the session.

The minutes of the special meeting held at Philadelphia,
December 27th, 28th and 29th, 1894, in connection with various

other philological and archaeological societies of America, were
read and approved. The report of the Committee of Arrange-
ments for the present meeting was made by Dr. Oertel of Yale

University. This report was in the form of a printed pro-

gramme, and was accompanied by an invitation from President

Dwight of Yale University, extending to the members of the

Society the hospitality of his home during the evening. The

report and the invitation were accepted with acknowledgments
and thanks.

The reports of outgoing officers were now in order.

The Corresponding Secretary, Professor Perry, of Columbia

College, presented some of the correspondence that had been
received since the Christmas meeting.

Report was then made upon some letters which had been
addressed to Professor Lanman of Harvard University on sub-

jects touching the work of the Society. Siddhe9vara Mitter,

formerly the Secretary of Protap Chunder Roy of Calcutta,
writes from The Residency at Khatmandu, Nepal," that although
many good manuscripts have been carried away, the country is

still rich in them
;
and that he is ready to do what he can to

secure any such as may be desired by Oriental students among
us.* Dr. Rost writes from London that a young Singalese gentle-

man, de Silva Wickremasingha, a pupil of Professor Kuhn and
Dr. Franke, would be glad to collate Pali manuscripts for any one

who may wish to make use of his services. In a letter to Mr. II.

C. Warren of Cambridge, the Venerable W. Subhuti, Thero, P.

N. M., a learned Buddhist High Priest, of Waskaduwa, Kalutara,
in the Western Province of Ceylon, to whom various Pali students

in the Occident are already so greatly indebted, has increased the

existing obligations by the tender of his kind offices in the matter

of procuring transcripts of manuscripts.f Dr. James Burgess of

Edinburgh wrote to Prof. Lanman with regard to the "
Magazine

of Indian Photographs," an interesting monthly started at Alla-

habad (Sept., 1894, yearly 30 Rupees, office at 5, Cutchery Road);

* At the meeting of April, 1 893, Professor Lanman described a good copy of a

MS. of the Lanka-avatara, just received by him from Nepal; but the description

was not printed.

f Since his first letter, Subhuti has sent to Mr. Warren a complete and excel-

lent transcript, on about 1700 pages, of the Paramattha Mafijusa, which is a com-

mentary upon'Buddhaghosa's Yisuddhi Magga, and was much desired by Mr.

Warren in his work upon the Visuddhi Magga.
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and also concerning the progress of his own labors upon the great
work on the Archaeology of India to be published by Griggs of

London. Professor James Legge of Oxford had also sent a most

interesting letter to Professor Lanman, in the course of which he

said, "Nor can I bring myself to think that his [Buddha's] teach-

ing has been a great boon to the world, or even to the peoples by
whom its records have been most generally and favorably re-

ceived."

In this connection, Dr. William Hayes Ward drew the atten-

tion of the Society to recent discoveries of tablets at Tel-Lo, and
read selections from a letter received from Mr. J. H. Haynes, in

charge of the Philadelphia expedition at Niffer, in which Mr.

Haynes gave account of fair success in the search for tablets

which he had been pursuing.
The Corresponding Secretary reported the names of recently

deceased members of the Society. The record is as follows :

HONORARY MEMBERS :

Professor Heinrich Brugsch-Pasha ;

Professor August Dillmann
;

Sir Brian Houghton Hodgson ;

Sir Austen Henry Layard ;

Raol Sahib Shankar Pandurang Pandit ;

Major-General Sir Henry Creswicke Rawlinson.

CORRESPONDING MEMBERS:

Hyde Clarke ;

Professor Philippe Edouard Foucaux ;

Dr. D. J. Macgowan.

CORPORATE MEMBERS :

Professor Edwin Cone Bissell ;

Rev. Dr. Alexander Kohut ;

Professor William Dwight Whitney.

As is well known to our members, the obligations of the Amer-
ican Oriental Society to Professor Whitney are very exceptionally

great. This meeting, the first annual legal meeting of the Society
after his decease, would have been the natural time for taking
some official notice of his death. That this was not done is due
to the fact that that session of the First American Congress of

Philologists which was held at Philadelphia, Friday evening,
December 28, 1894, was made a memorial meeting, and "devoted
to the expression, on the part of his colleagues and friends, of

their appreciation of the character and public services of Mr.

Whitney." The Proceedings of that session are to be published
by the Congress in a volume entitled,

" The Whitney Memorial

Meeting." This
'

is to be distributed to the members of the

VOL. xvi. s
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American Oriental Society, the American Philological Associa-

tion, and the Modern Language Association of America. The
volume is uniform or very nearly uniform in size with the publi-
cations of those Societies and may properly be treated as a part
of their official publications.

The Treasurer, Mr. Henry C. Warren, of Cambridge, Mass.,
presented to the Society, by the hand of Professor Lanman, his

accounts and statement for the year ending April, 1895. At the

request of the Treasurer, the Chair appointed Professors Lanman
and Lyon of Cambridge, as a Committee to examine the securities

of the Society at the place where such securities may be stored
;

and they were requested to report on the same to the President
of the Society. As an Auditing Committee to examine the Treas-
urer's accounts presented at the meeting, Professors Lanman and
Gottheil were named. This Committee reported to the Society
during the meeting, and certified that the accounts were in due
order and properly vouched. The usual analytical summary of
the General Account follows :

RECEIPTS.

Balance from old account, March 29, 1894 $1,548. 51

Assessments (181) for 1894-5 $905.00

Assessments (31) for other years 155.00

Sale of publications 150.89

Income of investments, other than Bradley Type
Fund.. -

/

.--. __ 195.60

Total income of the year 1,406.49

Total receipts for the year $2,955.00

EXPENDITURES.

Journal, xvi. 1 (part) $932.80

Proceedings, March, 1894 310.95

Interest on $932.80 from June 30 to July 27, 1894 .... 4.20

Share of expenses of Joint Meeting at Philadelphia .. 25.00

Binding (for two years) _ 49.60

Job printing 23.50

Postage, etc 30.56

Total disbursements for the year _.. 1,376.61

Credit balance on Gen'l Account, Apr. 18, 1895.. 1,578.39

$2,955.00

Upon these facts, the Treasurer remarks as follows : The

expenses for the past fiscal year have been large, amounting to

$1,376.61, by far the larger part of which was spent in printing
Vol. xvi. of the Journal, and the Proceedings for 1894. The

receipts from all sources have slightly exceeded the expenditures,
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so that the total funds in the possession of the Society are some

forty odd dollars in excess of what they were at the time of mak-

ing the last report. It is to be noted that the continued hard
times have lowered the rate of interest in the case of some of the
investments of the Society. The total interest account, however,
for this year is about thirty dollars larger than that of last year ;

this fact is in part due to the circumstance that the meeting this

year is held later than it was last spring, so that April dividends
have come in.

The state of the funds is as follows :

A. PRINCIPAL OF SPECIAL FUNDS :

Mar. 29, 1894 : Apr. 18, 1895 :

$1425.20 I. Bradley Type Fund (deposited in the New
Haven Savings Bank) $1482.76

1000.00 II. Cotheal Publication Fund (deposited in the

Provident Institution for Savings, Boston) 1000.00

lOOO.'OO III. Whitney Publication Fund (invested in eight
shares of State National Bank stock) 1000.00

75.00 IV. Life Membership Fund (deposited in the Suf-

folk Savings Bank, Boston) 75.00

B. BALANCES BELONGING TO GENERAL ACCOUNT:

$1548.51 I. Cash in Cambridge Savings Bank. $1498.38

40.40 II. Cash in Provident Inst. for Savings, Boston. 71.84

'3.79 III. Cash in Suffolk Savings Bank 8. 17

$5092.90 Totals of A and B $5136.15

The Librarian, Mr. Addison Van Name, of New Haven, pre-
sented the following report for 1894-5: "The additions to the

library for the past year have been 256 volumes, 105 parts of vol-

umes, and 130 pamphlets. Besides the usual exchanges from cor-

responding institutions, two important gifts have been received.

One of them, a portion of the library of the late Professor Whit-

ney, presented by his family, has naturally a double interest and
value to the Society. It comprises 139 volumes and 38 pamph-
lets, and next to the gifts of the Hon. Charles William Bradley
and the Rev. Joseph P. Thompson, is perhaps the most valuable
the library has ever received. The other noteworthy gift* of the

year is a Siamese edition of the sacred canon of the Southern

Buddhists, the Tripitaka, in 39 volumes, 8vo., a present from His

Majesty the King of Siam, in commemoration of the twenty-fifth

anniversary of his reign. The sum of fifty dollars, covered by
the annual appropriation of twenty-five dollars for two years past,
has been expended for binding. The number of titles in the

* For more detailed information concerning this gift, see communication no. 1 6

below, pp. ccxlivff.
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Society's library is now 4828, an increase of nearly two hundred
in the past year.
For the Committee on Publication, the Corresponding Secre-

tary reported as follows : By authorization of the Society, given
at its meeting of December last, the Committee had held an infor-

mal conference with the gentlemen empowered to represent the
American Philological Association in the matter of publishing a

volume commemorative of the late Prof. Whitney. It was the

opinion of those present that such a volume should consist of the
addresses delivered at the "

Whitney Memorial Meeting," Decem-
ber 28, 1894, and of the letters received from foreign scholars

concerning Mr. Whitney, extracts from which had been read at

that meeting.
The Committee has under consideration the question of pub-

lishing an index to the publications of the Society.
As matter of record it may be added that the Proceedings of

the Society at New York, March 29-31, 1894, were issued as a

pamphlet of 92 pages and as a part of volume xvi. of the Journal,

Sep. 24, 1894
; and, further, that almost no progress had been

made with the Journal
;
but that one Arabic and one Vedic arti-

cle had been printed, covering in all about H forms.

On Friday morning, April 19, at 9.30, upon the close of the

Directors' Meeting, the second session of the Society was begun.
The Directors reported by their scribe, Professor Perry, as fol-

lows :

1. They had appointed the next meeting of the Society to be
held at Andover, Mass., during Easter Week, April 9th, 10th and

llth, 1896. (The Chair named as members of the Local Com-
mittee of Arrangements, to act with the Corresponding Secretary,
Professors George F. Moore and John P. Taylor, of the Andover

Theological Seminary.)
2. They had decided to recommend to the Society for adoption

the suggestion embodied in the report of the Committee of Pub-

lication, that such committee shall hereafter consist of six mem-
bers, one of whom shall be the Corresponding Secretary, and
that he shall act as Chairman of that Committee.

3. They had named the following members to serve as the

Committee of Publication : The Corresponding Secretary, Chair-

man, and Professors Isaac H. Hall, Paul Haupt, E. W. Hop-
kins, Maurice Bloomfield, and George F. Moore.

4. They had voted to recommend to the Society for election to

membership the following persons :

As Corporate Members :

Miss Lutie Rebecca Corwin, Mt. Holyoke Seminary, South Hadley,
Mass.

Dr. George S. Duncan, Harrisburg, Penn.

Dr. Charles P. G. Scott, Radnor, Penn.

Mr. Frederick Wells Williams, New Haven, Conn.

Mr. Ellis Robert Woodruff,* New York, N. Y.

* Mr. Woodruff died May, 1895.
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The recommendation contained in the second paragraph of the

report of the Directors was unanimously adopted by the Society.
The persons recommended for election to membership, after bal-

lot duly had, were declared elected.

Next in order of business was the report of the Committee on
the Nomination of Officers, consisting of the Rev. Dr. Ward, Mr.
Van Name, and Professor Haupt. The Corresponding Secretary,
Professor Perry, owing to the duties which devolve upon him in

consequence of his being transferred from the department of

Sanskrit to the Professorship of Greek in Columbia College,

requested to have a successor named for the office which he had held

in the Society during the past year ;
and Professor Lanman, who

had been Corresponding Secretary from 1884 to 1894, was nomi-
nated in his stead. Professor L>. G. Lyon, who had served as

Recording Secretary since his election to the office in 1886, like-

wise requested that he might be relieved of the duties of that

position, and as his successor Professor George F. Moore of the

Andover Theological Seminary was nominated. The gentlemen
so nominated, and the other officers and Directors who had been

the incumbents of the foregoing year, were duly elected by the

Society. For convenience of reference the names of the Board
for 1895-96 are here given :

President Pres. D. C. Oilman, of Baltimore.

Vice-Presidents Dr. William Hayes Ward, of New York
;
Prof. C.

H. Toy, of Cambridge ;
Prof. Isaac H. Hall, of New York.

Corresponding Secretary Prof. C. R. Lanman, of Cambridge.

Recording Secretary Prof. G. F. Moore, of Andover.

Treasurer Mr. Henry C. Warren, of Cambridge.
Librarian Mr. Addison Van Name, of New Haven.
Directors The officers above named : and Professors Bloomfield and

Haupt, of Baltimore ;
Mr. Talcott Williams, of Philadelphia ; Prof. E.

W. Hopkins, of Bryn Mawr
;
Prof. A. L. Frothingham, of Princeton ;

Prof. E. Gottheil, of New York
;
Prof. George F. Moore, of Andover.

Upon motion of the Corresponding Secretary it was

Resolved, That the American Oriental Society hereby tenders its

thanks to the authorities of Yale University, and in particular to Pres-

ident and Mrs. Dwight, and to the members of the Local Committee of

Arrangements, Messrs. Salisbury, Van Name, and Oertel, for the hospi-

tality extended to the Society on the occasion of its annual meeting in

April, 1895, and for the excellent arrangements made for the comfort
and convenience of the members attending.

Final adjournment was had on Friday, April 19th, at 11,15 A. M.

The following communications were presented :
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1. On Chinese anticipations of certain ideas of modern science;

by Rev. W. A. P. Martin, D.D., LL.D., President Emeritus of

the Imperial Tungwen College, Peking, China.

Possessing a high degree of intellectual culture and a longer career

of recorded experience than any other existing people, it might have

been expected that the Chinese would make important discoveries in

the arts and sciences. In the arts, their contribution to the common
stock is specially notable including silk, tea, porcelain, the mariner's

compass, and the art of printing.
In the sciences, their achievements have been less conspicuous the

free movement of the Chinese intellect having from an early period
been restrained by a cast-iron orthodoxy. Yet there is 'good evidence

that some of their leading thinkers hit on such broad generalizations as

biological evolution, the unity of matter, the duality of matter and

motion, the conservation of energy, the existence and properties of

elemental ether, etc. This last topic was treated in the paper with

special detail, and it will claim the whole of the remaining space
allotted to this abstract.

Professor Oliver Lodge thus describes the modern theory of ether in

a lecture before the Royal Institution. " The simplest conception of the

universe that has yet occurred to the mind of man one continuous sub-

stance filling all space ;
which can vibrate as light ;

which can be

parted into positive and negative electricity ;
which in whirls or vor-

tices constitutes matter, and which transmits by continuity (not by
impact) every action and reaction of which matter is capable ;

this is

the modern view of the ether and its functions."

This conception, which he qualifies as ' modern '

is by no means new
to the philosophy of China. How early it appeared there it is not easy
to affirm perhaps ten centuries before our era, when the earliest spec-

ulations on the forces of nature were embodied in the Yihking or Book
of Changes. It is found, however, as a full fledged doctrine in several

writers of the eleventh century after Christ
;
who not only speak of an

ethereal medium, but ascribe to it all the properties above enumerated

except that of producing electricity. Those writers are known as the

Sungju, or school of the Sung dynasty. A pleiad cluster of extraordi-

nary brilliancy, its principal luminaries were five
; who, as two of

them were brothers, fall curiously enough under the four alliterative

names of Cheo, Chang, Ch'eng, and Chu.

Cheo is author of a theory of the universe based on an exposition of

the Book of Changes. Chang is best known by a small work called

Cheng meng,
'

Right notions for the Young,' in which, beginning as

Chinese writers are prone to do, with the origin of the world, he sets

forth what he considers as the correct view of the way in which it

came into being. The two brothers Cheng adopted and expounded

Chang's views. Chu, the fifth and most illustrious in the series, was
their disciple. I shall have to cite something from each in order to

show that their conceptions of ether were substantially identical with

those of our modern physicists.
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Speaking of space, Chang says, ''The immensity of space, though
called the great void, is not a void. In fact, there is no such thing as

vacuum." "
It is filled with a subtile substance called Chi." That sub-

stance is, as we shall see, the ether of our modern science
; though

Chang and his compeers were not able to enumerate as many of its

properties as are known to the science of our day. The only property
here asserted is its all-pervading presence. Even that might be left in

doubt, but for a more explicit statement in another passage :
"
Heaven,"

he says,
" in its external form appears to be an envelope for the earth,

yet its Chi or substance in reality penetrates to the center of the earth."

It would hardly follow from this expression that he considers ether

as present in all forms of matter. But here is a passage in which he
introduces what we may call the dynamics of ether, showing that he
did not regard it as saturating matter, like an inert fluid : but that it is

in a state of intense activity at every point, and that the existence of

matter is due to that activity. "This Chi," he says, "which fills all

space, is in a state of perpetual ebb and flow expanding and contract-

ing without a moment's cessation. This is the source of motion and
the origin of matter, whether soft or hard, gaseous or solid. Its combi-
nations give rise to the transient forms of all things. Even the solid

rocks are but grosser products of its action like ashes from a furnace."

In another place he compares the transformation of ether into matter
to the formation of ice in water, and, as might be expected, he finds in

the melting of ice an image of the reversion of matter into its primordial
element. His words are :

" Within the immensity of space, matter is

alternately concentrated and dissipated, as ice is congealed and dis-

solved in water." In. the passages thus far quoted, we have only a

reciprocal action or vibrations, no intimation of those whirls and eddies

by which the ultimate particles are generated, or rather in which they
consist. Professor Lodge states this as an article in an accepted creed ;

and we know something of those speculations as to the origin of the

atom to which Lord Kelvin has lent the authority of his great name.
With our Chinese thinkers the vortex-ring is a cardinal feature.

Cheo, the first of the five, in a diagram of cosmic forces, begins with
a single ring or circle of uniform whiteness. This represents the primi-
tive ether. Then follows a circle partly dark, which shows the original
substance differentiated into two forms : Yin and Yang, the bright and
the dark the dual source of all things.

Says Chu, the last of the five, speaking of this diagram, "It shows
how the primitive void was transformed into matter." "The two
forces, molai mocha, grind back and forth, or revolve like millstones in

opposite directions. The detritus resulting from their friction is what
we call matter." We may smile at the crudeness of this illustration

;

but have not Western philosophers described the particles of ether as

cubes which in the course of evolution get their angles rubbed off and
thus give birth to matter ? His words are of value to us not for the

light they throw on the process of creation, but as evidence that the
Chinese had the idea of vortex motion.
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Of this movement Chang says,
" The immensity of space is filled with

a pure fluid. Since it is pure (i. e. perfectly fluid) it offers no obstruction

to motion." Here we have enunciated the principle of the perpetuity
of vortex motion, viz. (in the language of modern physics) that, in a

frictionless fluid, its original motion is maintained without alteration.

To summarize the points in which the ether of these Chinese thinkers

agrees with that of our modern science :

1. It is a subtile fluid filling all space.

2. As a vehicle of force it is endowed with intense activity.

3. Its motions, which are in whirls or eddies, result in the production
of matter.

4. This primordial substance, by its vibrations, is the source of light.

The occidental theory is confirmed by a magnificent array of scientific

facts. The oriental theory, standing apart from experimental science,

never emerged from the state of speculation a speculation wonderfully
acute and sublime ; one in which the scientific imagination shows itself

to the best advantage ; divining as if by instinct great truths, which

require for their confirmation the slower processes of patient investiga-

tion.

Practical as the Chinese mind confessedly is, it is not a little remark-

able that Chinese philosophers in the study of nature have never made
extensive use of the experimental method. That they have not been

ignorant of it is evident from the following question and answer in the

writings of the brothers Cheng.
" One asked whether to arrive at a

knowledge of nature it is needful to investigate each particular object,

or may not some one thing be seized upon from which the knowledge of

all things can be deduced?" "The Master replied: A comprehensive

knowledge of nature is not so easily acquired. You must examine one

thing to-day and one thing to-morrow
; and, when you have accumu-

lated a store of facts, your knowledge will burst its shell and come
forth into fuller light, connecting all the particulars by general laws."

We should not forget that in the West the same theory existed in the

state of a discarded speculation for at least two centuries before it

received the seal of science. The first European to get a glimpse of the

circumambient ocean was Rene Descartes. His mistake in referring

the motions of the planets to whirlpools of ether brought discredit on

his whole system ; though he also held that small vortices were neces-

sary to explain the constitution of matter. But what a glorious resurrec-

tion awaited it ! In the first year of this century, touched literally by
a sunbeam, it woke from its long slumber. Young found it necessary
to his undulatory theory of light to which he was led by the interference

of rays, and Fresnel resorted to it to explain the phenomena of polariza-

tion. So much is our knowledge of it extended, and so firmly is the

conception established, that in some of our treatises on physics the three

subjects of light, heat, and electricity are all ranged under the common
rubric of "ether waves."

If anything more were required to complete the triumph of a neg-
lected philosopher, would it not be to see his vortex theory employed to
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explain the existence of matter? For what is the dynamic theory of

the molecule but a rehabilitation of the Cartesian vortex, which its

author represented not merely as bearing the planets on its bosom, but

as hugging each particle in its whirls or eddies ?

But have the thinkers of China, who preceded Descartes by five cen-

turies, nothing to do with this triumph of the French philosopher ? Is

it not probable that while he was at the Jesuit college of La Fleche he

fell in with fragments of Chinese philosophy in the writings of Jesuit

missionaries ? If such were the case (and it is impossible to prove the

contrary), who can measure the obligations of the world to China for

the germ-thought deposited in the brain of the " Father of modern phil-

osophy ?
"

2. The Gods of Shirpurla ; by Professor John D. Davis, of

Princeton Theological Seminary, Princeton, N. J.

The general principle on which the local pantheon at Shirpurla was
constructed has been stated by the lamented Amiaud. Speaking of

various temples of Babylonia, and including Shirpurla implicitly, he

says :

" The cult rendered to these gods was offered by reason of their

being the mother, the brothers, or the sisters of the principal divinity
"

(Records of the Past, New Series, i. 59). So thorough was the work of

this French scholar, and so keen his insight, that there is but scant

gleaning after him in this direction. Still there is some. A few facts

about the gods remain to be gathered from the inscriptions of the patesis,

which somewhat modify the picture that has been drawn of the local

pantheon.
These facts, as well as the others which play a part in the present

paper, are not all new. Not a few of them are familiar from gen-

eral, especially from the later, Babylonian and Assyrian literature.

But they are invariably derived from the records of the patesis them-

selves, and they stand as attestations of the faith of Shirpurla. They
make known the conceptions of the gods, not as entertained in differ-

ent ages and at diverse places, but as held at a definite period, and by
a homogeneous people of the remote past. And in the history of Baby-
lonian religion this is a matter of importance. A fixed point is estab-

lished from which to view the development of religious thought.
A word as to the geography of Shirpurla. The place was apparently

a complex city, though not necessarily closely compacted together. It

is generally called country, but is also definitely named a city (DeC. pi.

14 col. i. 14, 15).* It afforded the titular designation of the reigning

prince (1 no. 2 ; 2 no. 2 ;
et passim). It is not customarily mentioned in

the local records as the site of temples, the location of these being

specified by towns. Within the circuit which bore the designation of

Shirpurla, four towns or civic quarters were included ; namely, first,

* The references, unless otherwise noted, are to the plates in Decouvertes en

Chaldee, par Ernest de Sarzec.
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Girsu-ki, the royal quarter. It contained the palace of the patesi and
the temple of Ningirsu, the patron deity of the royal house. Urkagina is

called not only king of Shirpurla, but also king of Girsu-ki (32, A).

Second, Uru-azagga : perhaps the sacred quarter, as its name may
denote. In it was the seat of worship of the goddess Gatumdug, the

mother of Shirpurla, and of the goddess Bau, the local mistress of Uru-

azagga. Third, Nina-ki
;
over which the goddess Nina presided : and

fourth, Gishgalla-ki ; of which the goddess Nana was the patron deity.

The two last mentioned towns were probably burgher quarters.
This description of Shirpurla represents in its general features the

theory advanced by Amiaud. Recently, however, Mr. C. J. Ball, in

commenting on a bilingual text (IVR. 46), drew attention to the group
of three signs gish-gal-la which stand as the equivalent of Babylon ;

and he suggested a comparison with the name commonly pronounced
Gishgalla-ki (written with one sign .and the determinative) in the texts

of Shirpurla (PSBA. xv. 51 sq.). This suggestion has been taken up
and pushed by Professor Hommel, who believes that in all places where
we meet the latter ideogram

" we have to read Gishgalla-ki, and to

understand Babylon ;" and he concludes that this great city was ruled

by the patesis of Shirpurla (PSBA. xv. 108 sq.). It is to be remem-

bered, however, that, first, the two names are written differently.

Their possible similarity may indeed be due to the identity of the

towns ; but this is by no means certain, especially since the names as

understood are mere appellations. Secondly, there are evident difficul-

ties, though perhaps none that are insuperable, in believing that a

patesi of Shirpurla could have built temples in Babylon, or would have

spoken gratefully of Babylon's gods. Thirdly, the goddess Nana is

prominent in Gishgalla-ki ;
so prominent, indeed, that she is best

regarded as the tutelary deity of the place. Marduk was the patron of

Babylon. To identify Gishgalla-ki with Babylon involves the assump-
tion, it seems to me, of a religious revolution of which history has given
no inkling. In view, therefore, of the consequences of accepting this

definition, the old view which regards Gishgalla-ki as a quarter or

inferior town of Shirpurla must be entertained until satisfactory his-

torical proof be adduced that the goddess Nana was at one period the

chief deity of Babylon. We have no great zeal in the matter. What-
ever the outcome of the investigation, it remains true that the patesis
of Shirpurla held sway over the four towns or the civic quarters known
as Girsu, Uru-azagga, Nina, and Gishgalla.
The protectress of Shirpurla as a whole was the goddess Gatumdug,

"the mother of Shirpurla" (5 no. 2, 1. 2
;
14 col. i. 2, et passim). She

sat enthroned in the town of Uru-azagga (14 col. iii. 6). But each of

the four civic centers had, as already indicated, its own patron deity.

The god Ningirsu was, as his title denotes, the lord of Girsu. The local

divinity of Uru-azagga was the goddess Bau, child of Ana, heaven

(8 col. iv. 5
;
13 no. 2 col. i. 3

;
13 no. 4 col. i. 3), the firstborn child of

heaven (35 col. xx. 19). She occupied a great temple in Uru-azagga

(8 col. iv. 6
;
9 col. iii. 17

;
13 no. 2 col. iii. 20 sq.), and was worshipped
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as the mistress of this town (13 no. 2 col. i. 4, col. iii. 18, 19
; 13 no. 4

col. i. 4). The goddess Bau is identified by Amiaud with Gatumdug,
partly on the authority of a fragmentary text (IIR 59, 27 e, f

, see

Tableau compare, no. 158), and partly on account of her being called a
4t
daughter of Ana" (RP. n. s. i. 58, presumably having in mind 35 col.

ii. 4-2 from bottom). Of the town Nina-ki, the goddess Nina was, of

course, the patroness. It is called her favorite city, she is the titular

deity, and she had a notable temple in the place (35 col. ii. 2, 18 ; 37 no.

3, 9-12
; London inscription, PSBA. xiii. 62, no. ii. 9 sq.). Of the town

of Gishgalla, one would expect Lugal-Gishgalla to be patron. But as

already intimated, this position is occupied by Nana. She is the fore-

most deity of Gishgalla in these inscriptions. Her temple in Gishgalla
is mentioned (8 col. iv. 8. 9).

This divine quaternion was not a loose aggregation of deities. As
the several districts or towns formed one body politic, so three, at least,

of the four local deities were members of the same family. This is not

conjecture ;
nor is it derived from texts which might misrepresent the

conception current in Shirpurla. The information is furnished by the

patesis themselves. Foremost among these four divinities was Ningirsu.
He was the husband of the goddess Bau, the mistress of Uru-azagga (13

no. 3, col. ii. 3-6) ;
and he was the brother of Nina, the protectress of

Nina-ki (35 col. v. 17
;
see Zimmern, ZA. iii. 232 sq.). The goddess

Nana was certainly, in the conception of the patesis, not identical with

Nina, as Amiaud supposed that she was. They were children of differ-

ent gods. She may have been regarded as Ningirsu's mother or. to

speak more exactly, as his father's wife, being the goddess Nincharsag
under another name. It would be rash to assert that she was. The

argument is direct (Nana=Ishtar=wife of Enlil, VR. 8, 92 and 10, 52

variant), but it is derived from other texts than those of the patesis.

Still, Gudea most honorably associates her with Enlil (Menant, Baby-
lone et la Chaldee, p. 64), and he also bestows upon her a prominent
title of the wife of Enlil (13 no. 1, col. ii. 2, etc.). At any rate, the four

quarters of Shirpurla were presided over respectively by Ningirsu, his

wife Bau, his sister Nina, and Nana, possibly his mother.

Each of these four deities was, in turn, the center or nucleus of a

family. The writers of the tablets dwell upon the kinship. Ningirsu
is stated to have been the son of Enlil (35 col. vii. 5, col. viii. 21), whose
wife was Nincharsag (cp. 18, last column bottom ;

36 col. xiii. 1, 2) ; to

have himself had to wife the goddess Bau ; and to have been the father

of the gods Galalim (36 col. vi. 4 and 5 from bottom) and Dunshagga
(29 no. 1, 1-3).

Bau, the mistress of Uru-azagga, was, of course, the center of but a

small group ; for she is already included in the family of Ningirsu, and
her husband and children are reckoned there. Still, she forms the

nucleus of a group. She is the daughter of Ana, and is associated

with Ningishzida, a son of Ana, in the temple at Uru-azagga (13 no. 2

col. viii. 12, 13
; and 36 col. xxiii. 5 from bottom).

Nina, in some sense sister of Ningirsu, was the daughter of god Ea,

king of Eridu (IVR* 1 col. ii. 38 ; OBI. i. pi. 30. col. i. 22). Like Ea's son
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Marduk (IVR* 4, col. iii. 23), so Nina is called a "child of Eridu" (35

col. xx. 16). Her consort was apparently the god Nindara, who shares

an attribute with her (8 col. v. 2
; 37 no. 4, 2

; IR 5 no. xxiii. 1 with 2

col. v. 1
;
29 no. 4, 2

; IR 5 no. xxiii. 2). Her daughter was Ninmarki

(8 col. v. 10
;
19 col. viii. 67 sq. of inscription).

The goddess Nana is the center of another small group. The small-

ness, as well as the composition, of the group is at once explained, if

the suggestion that Nana may have been regarded as Enlil's wife be
correct. Her kindred are then largely included in the family of

Ningirsu. Still, Nana is the center of a group. Gudea states that she

was the daughter of the moon-god Ensu (PSBA. xiii. 158-159, 1. 1, 2) ;

and it is apparently a consort of her who is mentioned under the title

of Lugal-Gishgalla (8 col. ii. 2).

It is probable that each of these four families was worshipped as a

whole in the town of which its nucleus was the tutelary god. For such

a custom prevailed in other towns. It can be demonstrated in the case

of Girsu. It can be traced in the case of Uru-azagga ; for the worship
of one other member of the small family of Bau in addition to that of

the goddess herself is attested ; namely, the worship of Ningishzida.
It can be discerned further in the case of Gishgalla ; for there is explicit

testimony that, side by side with the adoration paid by the patesis to

the goddess Nana, homage was also rendered to Lugal-Gishgalla (Text

of Entena cited by Hommel, PSBA. xv. 110).

With these disclosures in regard to three of the towns in evidence, it

is a reasonable conjecture that a family group was worshipped in each

of the four towns. But while this is conjectural, it is certain that all

of these groups were worshipped in the town of Girsu. The patesis
dwelt in Girsu ; and, as already stated, worshipped Ningirsu and, in

connection with him, his parents, his wife and his children. But the

patesi who ruled in Girsu held sway over the three other towns or civic

quarters as well. He must do as much for the patrons of the other

towns as he did for the patron of his own city. And so it came about

that in Girsu temples stood to the four tutelary deities and their

families.

These four deities and their immediate kindred constitute the gods
of Shirpurla, properly so called. Not that they alone were known, nor

that they alone were worshipped. Allusion is made to other gods,

Shitlamtauddua, the king of the nether world, and the Anunnaki are

mentioned. The sungod Bar and the dreaded Ishum are invoked.

Some of the gods who receive mention in the inscriptions were doubt-

less members of one or the other of these groups. Duzizuab probably

belonged to the group of Nina (IIR56, 33). From sources outside of the

records of the patesis, it is known also that Shitlamtauddua had a temple
in Girsu and was regarded as a son of Enlil (IIR61, 18. 19 b

;
IIIR 38, l-3a ;

IVR35, no. 2, 1-3). This lineage would make him, according to modern

ideas, the brother of Ningirsu ; and, for that matter, he may have been

so regarded in Shirpurla. But a principle of this kind, if carried out,

would have required a temple to each member of the vast Babylonian
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pantheon ;
for all the deities were interrelated according to the current

genealogies, and Girsu would have been taxed to contain the sanctu-

aries. But the god Shitlanitauddua need not have been worshipped
there by reason of his kinship to the tutelary deity. A sufficient explana-
tion of his worship there is that he was a great and terrible god, the

ruler in that realm to which every human soul sooner or later goes. The

gods of Shirpurla were four family groups. The members of these

families, even though in themselves obscure, are the prominent gods in

the records of the patesis. The other deities who occasionally figure at

Shirpurla were intruders into the local circle, gods of a wider cult

which peculiar emergencies, or unusual portents, or momentary dread

brought into prominence.
Of what has thus far been said, this is the sum : The gods of Shir-

purla are found to have been four family groups ; consisting of the

tutelary deity of each of the four towns and his or her parents, consort,

and children. These four groups were further bound together by the

mutual kinship, in three cases at least, of their central member
; by

the relationship which is emphasized of Ningirsu with Bau, his wife,

and Nina, his sister. The god Ningirsu is the center about which the

fourfold pantheon revolves.

These results may be applied with illuminating effect to the inscrip-
tions of the patesis. Take a record of building operations. Temples
of course do not fall into decay and require reparation in logical

sequence, yet there is always a logical order of enumeration. Uruka-

gina, one of the earliest of the patesis, tells of certain temples which
he erected (Collection de Clercq, tome ii. pi. viii). He does not once

mention relationships ; but it is evident that he is constructing sanctu-

aries to the family of Ningirsu. No deity outside of this group is

honored with a house ; and the members of the family are enumerated
in order ; first, Ningirsu himself, then his two sons, his wife, and his

father. Or take Ur-Bau's record of the temples which he fitted up (8

col. iii. 5 sq.). They chance to be in different quarters of Shirpurla.
Yet similar phenomena of orderly enumeration appear. The temples
erected are in Girsu two, namely, to Ningirsu and to his father's wife,

Nincharsag ;
in Uru-azagga, one, to Bau

;
in Gishgalla, one, to Nana,

the center of the local group ;
and in Girsu again, four to the family of

Nina, namely, to her father, to her consort, to her father under a
second name (Ninagal,=Ea, IIR 58, 58a-c), and to her daughter.
Or instead of the records of building operations, take an enumera-

tion of benefits conferred by the gods. Gudea acknowledges his

indebtedness to heaven (9 col. i. 10 sq.). Again with a precision which

implies a logical basis for the sequence, although not a word is said of

kinship, the gods are grouped ;
and in this order : the father Enlil, the

son Ningirsu, then his sister, his wife, and one who is supposed to be

his wife under another name, then his two sons. With this may be

compared a very similar list, 16-19 col. ii. 9 sq.

Or take, finally, Gudea's curse of the rebellious (16-19 col. viii. 44 sq.).

We cannot assert that he invokes only gods of the fourfold pantheon.
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Why should he? But. still, note the order of thought as the hot words

pour forth. First come the parents of the four tutelary gods, Ana,
Enlil and wife Nincharsag, Ea, and Ensu. Then follow the tutelary

gods ; Ningirsu of Girsu, Nina and her consort of Nina-ki, Gatumdug
of Shirpuiia as a whole, Bau of Uru-azagga, Nana of Gishgalla. Then
come the sun-god Bar and the murderous god Ishum. Why these two
are enumerated here may be variously explained. Then, of Ningirsu's

family, his sons
;
of Nina's family, her daughter and Duzizuab

; and,

finally, of Bau's separate family, Ningishzida.
Three general remarks may be made. The inscriptions from Telloh

reveal, better perhaps than any other documents that are as yet accessi-

ble to the public, first, that the genealogy of the gods was established,
and established even in many minute details, as early as the time of

the patesis of Shirpurla. Second, that in this genealogy the order,

Anu, Bel, and Ea, was fixed. A glimpse of this fact is afforded by
other early records also. Third, that Anu, Bel, and Ea were clearly

recognized as standing at or near the beginning of the genealogy.

They are distinctly parent gods. These three matters are of import-
ance in the history of religion.

3. On the syntax of the Assyrian preposition ina / by Profes-
sor J. Dyneley Prince, of the University of the City of New
York.

Few prepositions have the flexibility and extensive scope which is

seen in the use of the Assyrian ina, and to a great extent also in that of

its syntactical, if not etymological, equivalent, the ^ of the other Sem-
itic idioms. By what was probably a very gradual process, ina has

developed certain functions somewhat different from those which seem

naturally to belong to it. This fact, however, is not due to any pov-

erty of prepositions peculiar to Semitic, because the varied application
of ina does not appear to have restricted the force of other prepositions
which co-exist synonymously in several usages.
A discussion of the syntax of the preposition ina should be divided

into two heads ; the first treating of those cases in which ina is used to

denote local position (in, at, or on) and the corresponding motion

towards, and the second, of the cases in which the preposition appears
to have evolved secondary meanings which seem to be developments
from the fundamental local signification.

It is highly probable that the original force of ina was position within

a given place, implying that the subject was surrounded on all sides, a

usage which still appears as one of the most common applications of the

preposition ; thus : ina alisu esirsu,*
" I shut him up within his city

"

*The verb eseru is also used with ana; cf. ana isten maxazi lu esirsunuti (I.

R. Tig. c. v. 77/8); ana anpilli esirsu, "I shut him up in prison" (?) (I. R. Senn.

c. ii. 72).
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(I. R. Asurn. c. iii. 46) ;
and also in composition with libbu and qirbu :

e. g., with libbu, I. R. 27, No. 2, 37/8 ;
with qirbu, I. R. Asurn. c. ii. 84.

It will readily be seen that a preposition denoting position within

could very easily be applied to express direction into, and we accord-

ingly find ina thus used with a number of verbs of motion
; thus, with

er&w* 'to enter,' I. R. Asurn. c. ii. 19/20; 87/8, and with eUqu, 'to

march,' I. R. Esarh. c. i. 53. This usage is of course found with libbu

and qirbu : ina libbi userib,
" I caused to enter therein "

(II. R. 67, lla) ;

ina qirib Nina illikamma,
" came into Nineveh "

(V. R. 1, 62).

Ina,
'

within, into,' came to be used very naturally also in the sense

of '

among
'

;
cf. the familiar phrases, ina sarrdni maxruti,

"
among the

former kings "; ina puxur ildni, "among all the gods," etc.; also fre-

quently in composition with libbu. Ina is employed similarly in com-

position with birit, to express 'between' ; cf. I. R. Asurn. c. i. 47, and

passim.
It is hardly necessary to cite examples to show that the preposition ^

in Hebrew, Aramaic, and Syriac is found in much the same senses as

the Assyrian ina; namely, 'within, into, among.' The use of ina, 'in,

into, among,' in composition with libbu and qirbu is exactly equivalent
to that of the Hebrew ^ with

*p;-\
and

2*)p.
The Heb. ^, the cog-

nate of libbu, is found sometimes, though rarely, in the sense of " midst "

(cf. Q*J"J 2^3, Exod. xv. 8; Ps. xlvi. 3; etc.). It is interesting to notice

that the Ethiopic ba comparatively seldom denotes motion towards, but

seems in its local meaning to be confined to the original idea of position
in or at (cf. Dillmann, Athiop. Gramm., p. 306). On the other hand,
the Ethiopic westa corresponds syntactically with ina in this sense bet-

ter than does ba, as it is used in the same way to denote motion into.

Furthermore, westa in composition with ba means '

among
'

(cf . Dillm.

op. Git., p. 311/2). f In Arabic the separate prep. is employed to

express both ' within ' and '

into,' while ^ is almost always confined

to the meaning 'at' or ' near.'

The Assyrian ina from denoting
'

in, into,' came to be employed to

express proximity in much the same way as the Arabic ^> and the

Ethiopic ba. Such expressions as ina sep Labnana, ina sep lalmdn,
"at the foot of Lebanon," etc., are of most common occurrence, and

agree with such ordinary usages as the Hebrew
p*ll^ ^POD * "^7

the river Sorek," and the Arabic S^UU! wLo , "at the gate of

Cairo." The familiar use of ina denoting position at or near, in compo-
sition with battubatti, maxar, pan, put, qabal, sapal and targu, must
also be classified under this head.

* The prep, ana is also occasionally used in the sense of ' into
'

;
cf. ana me

nadu, "whosoever casts it into the water," (IV. R. 39, rev. 19; I. R. Tig. c. viii.

65). The use of Stf seen in Jon. i. 12, D'H"
1

?^ "'jVlpni should be compared in

this connection. "We also find erebu with ana (I. R. Asurn. c. i. 83).

f Westa from ^/wasata with t instead of (, owing to the preceding sibilant, is

probably cognate with Assyrian istu,
'

from.'
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It is interesting to notice that ina alone is used very seldom with

verbs of motion with the meaning
'

towards, unto,' which is the legiti-

mate sense of ana. Even in expressions like ina ubanat xursani ardi-

sunuti,
" I pursued them even unto (into) the tops of the mountains"

(I. R. Senn. c. iii. 81), it is clear that the preposition has the force of
'

into,' rather than of ' unto.' In such a sentence as ina qatd arddni tam-

nuSuma,
' she delivered him into (unto) the hands of his servants "

(V. R.

3, 7), ina construed with manti might be regarded as the first step

towards the meaning 'unto,' because manu is generally found con-

strued with ana (cf . I. R. Tig. c. i. 88
;

c. iii. 9/10); sometimes, however,
with no preposition at all (cf. I. R. Senn. c. iv. 50). Ina in composition
with eli* however, occasionally admits of the interpretation 'unto,' as

la ina eli Assur amru,
" who looked towards (i. e. belonged to) A." V.

R. 3, 82.

The Hebrew ^ also occurs in this sense, as Q*O WfcO ,
Gen.

xi. 4. Idioms like ^ p^HH , 2 ?HN indicate, moreover, that in

Hebrew the meaning of ^ approached very closely the idea of motion

at or unto. The Ethiopic enta, which may be an etymological cognate
of ina, and is capable of almost as many shades of meaning, is used

quite commonly in this sense to denote both position (Jud. i. 25) and
direction towards (Matth. xii. 1). Enta denotes also motion through, as

in John x. 1, 2, Matth. xii. 43. This is usually expressed in Heb. by

Ina, "into," in the sense of 'against,' is quite common in Assyrian ;

thus : ina adia ixtti,
"
they sinned against my ordinances "

(V. R. 1, 118,

132, etc.). In this sense it is frequently found also in composition with

irtu; e. g., ina irtia illiktinimma (Senn. Const. 45) ; and with eli, as in

sa ina eli Asur ilia sillatu iqpudu
" who planned treason against A. my

God "
(V. R. 4, 67; II. R. 65, 4a). The meaning

'

against
'

may be expressed

by eli alone, to which the signification properly belongs, as well as by

firu, especially in the later inscriptions ;
cf . kakkia sa eli naJcri askunu,

" my weapons which I had aimed against the foe" (Sargon Nimroud,

18; I. R. Senn. c. iii. 21/2), and $ir gimir ummandti, "against all the

troops" (I. R. Senn. c. v. 61
; V. R. 1, 60) ;

etc. The idea of '

against,'

which is the dativus incommodi, is also expressed quite properly in

Assyrian by ana, which is essentially the preposition of the dative :f

cf. ana c.almia suatu limnuti ilte'u, "whoever plans evil against this

my image
"

(I. R. 27, no. 2, 87/8 ;
I. R. Asurn. c. ii. 51

; etc.).

The use of ^ in both Hebrew and Aramaic in the sense of against
'

is well known ; for example, in Isaiah xix. 2, with the verb DH^J >

* Eli alone is not infrequently found synonymous with ana
;

cf. eli larqu

umaVru rakbesu, V. R.I, 123/4; etc.

f It is interesting to see that ana, being the sign of the dative, is used with

verbs of trust and confidence; ana NaM natkil, "trust thou in Xebo "
(I. R. 35,

no. 2. 12; Asurn. c. iii. 39; etc.), although the same idea is expressed in Heb. by

3 HD^ , 3 pDKn (cf. also Caspari, Arab. Gramm., p. 260
; Dillmann, Athiop.

Gramm., p. 306).
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<to fight against' ;* also Gen. xvi. 12 Q -]*1 ^ ^ . Dillmann

especially calls attention* to the fact that the Ethiopia ba, although

rarely used to denote motion towards, not infrequently means
'

against
'

(Athiop. Gramm., p. 806).

In this connection we may note that ina in such sentences as sa

ina mdrisu Asur sar Igigi uttusu, which is translated by Abel,
" whom

Asur the king of the Igigi appointed during his childhood" (KB. i. 188.

2/3 ; 190, 1), is capable of the rendering
' in spite of :' thus,

' in spite of

his youth.' That this is also a possible, though not generally recognized

interpretation of the Heb. ^} may be seen from Eccl. v. 13, 1^") ?*JJT^) ,

" in spite of his sore travail" ;
Isaiah ix. 20, Jl^f"^^

" in spite of all

this
"

; etc. It is not impossible also to regard the use of ina in the

Assyrian sentence just quoted as equivalent in force to the Hebrew
adverbial ^} ?

the so-called 3 essential in such expressions as pfnH) .

Isaiah xl. 10. The Assyrian sentence could mean " whom A. appointed
as or for his son." This, however, would be properly expressed by
ana ; cf . ana dannutisuaskun ana siriqti isruquni.
As ina is essentially the preposition of position, it is natural to find

it denoting also superposition,
*

on, over,' and the corresponding motion.

It is the regular preposition to express situation on a height ;
ina sad

Panari (I. R. Tig. c. ii. 37, etc.). It is used of travelling
" on foot," ina

sepia (I. R. Senn. c. i. 69) ;

" on a horse," ina sisi arkabma (1. c. 86/7) ;

and "
upon (or in) a ship," ina elippiirkab (I. R. Asurn. c. iii. 33) (cf.

Jon. i. 3). In this sense ina is used in composition with eli and muxxi,
the force of which it seems to strengthen ; thus, ina eli kigalli sa Sin

satirma, "it stood written on the tablets of Sin" (V. R. 3, 121) ;
sa ina

muxxi usibu,
"
upon which they sat

"
(V. R. 6, 20). Although eli\ alone

has frequently the force of position on or over (cf. I. R. Tig. c. vii. 58), it

is more usual to find it in this sense in composition with ina.

The use of ina to denote motion on or over is very common ;
cf . ina

kussi usibbuma,
" he took his seat upon the throne "

(Sarg. Prunkinschr.

84), which should be carefully distinguished from ina kussi sarruti

rabis usibu, "I was seated with dignity upon my royal throne" (I. R.

Asurn. c. i. 44). Ina occurs in composition with eli\ and muxxi in this

sense ; cf. biltu u madatta ina elisunu askun, "tribute and tax I laid

upon them" (I. R. Tig. c. v. 80/1 : etc.). Perhaps the most striking
instance of the use of ina in this sense is seen in the construction of the

preposition with satdru,
' to write upon.' This is found construed with

ina alone, as ina naria u temmenia altur (I. R. Tig. c. viii. 43) ; with ina
in composition with libbu ; ina libbi altur (I. R. Asurn. c. i. 69) ;

with

* In Assyrian the regular prep, with verbs meaning to fight is itti, 'with '; cf.

I. R. Tig. c. i. 51/5, with sandnu, and with maxdfu, Tig. c. iii. 65/6. DTlbj in

Hebrew is also found with r\K as well as with 3 .

f The prep, firu is also used to denote superposition; cf. III. R. 14, 10,
'

over.'

$Eli alone is also used thus: cf. I. R. Asurn. c. iii. 54; c. ii. 106; firu alone;

cf. ukin firussu, I. R. Esarh. c. iii. 18
;

etc.
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muxxi ; ina muxxi altur (c. vi. 18/9) ; with qirbu ; ina qirbisa astur

(Shalm. Obelisk, 72, and passim).*
The Hebrew-Aramaic ^ ,

like ina, is also used to denote position on
a height ;

cf . ^fD ,
1 Kings viii. 9

; -]JflO ^HJO ,
Num - xiv - 10 J

Deut. xxxi. 15; Q'DIDD >
Isaiah Ixvi. 20. The Heb. verb ^fO >

' to

write '

(upon), like the Assyrian satdru, is used with ^ (cf . Deut. xxviii.

61 ; 1 Kings xxi. 11), especially in the sense of recording (cf. Exod. xvii.

14
; Num. v. 23

; etc.). f

It will be seen from the above cursory view that the variations of the

fundamental conceptions of position and motion towards expressed by
ina must be regarded as developments from the ina of position within.

It may be shown likewise that the several secondary usages of the pre-

position about to be described were also developed from the same origi-

nal idea. These usages may be classified as follows : 1. the ina of

condition and manner
;

2. the ina of time ; 3. the ina of accom-

paniment ;
the ina, 4. of instrument

;
5. of quality ;

6. of cause
; 7. the

partitive ina, and its na.tural development, the ina of motion from
or out of.

1. It is easy to see how from the idea of being in or at a place was

developed the idea of being in a condition. An excellent illustration

of both the local use and the use of ina to denote manner may be

seen in the sentence : ina xiddti risdti erub ina bit riduti,
" in joy and

gladness I entered into the harem "
(V. R. 1, 23). Ina is very commonly

applied in adverbial phrases like ina liti,
"
victoriously

"
(I. R. Esarh. c.

iv. 40) ;
ina la meni, "without number," passim. J This latter expres-

sion is more usually found with ana; cf. ana la minam (Shalm. Monol.

c. ii. 43
;

I. R. Senn. c. ii. 17
; etc.). The use of the preposition in ina

lisan m&t Axarru, "in the language of the Westland," should also be

classified under this head (Sarg. Prunkinsclir. 161/2 ; also, I. R. Esarh.

c. ii. 24-6).

We find in Hebrew a precisely cognate usage of ^} in expressions

like JHD 5
Ps< lxxiii - 8

; DOfcOl D'DD >
Josn - xxiv - 14, and in the

many adverbial idioms like
pfj|"Q ,

'

hastily
'

(cf . also the Aramaic

KDViniO ,

'

finally ') A similar usage is found in Ethiopic with

ba ; cf . Matth. xxviii. 8.

2. A preposition denoting both position in or at and condition and
manner could also be used to express, first, time when, and then, dura-

tion of time, 'while.' The inscriptions are full of such idioms as atta

ina aldkika,
" when thou goest" (IV. R. 17, 45, a ; 24, 34b ; HT. 208, no.

49) ; and even more vividly in ina isten umi,
" on one day," ina salalti

umi,
" on the third day," passim.^ Ina is used in this sense in compo-

* Satdru also occurs with di and with firu; Sarg. Prunkinschr. 53
;

I. R. Senn.

c. ii. 5.

f In Heb. and Arabic superposition is generally expressed by /J7,

\ Also ana essuii,
" anew "; ana pat yimrisunu, "in their entirety."

The preposition is not infrequently omitted; umu, 'then.'
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sition with maxar and pan for '

before,' and with targu to denote a
definite point of time

;
cf. ina tarci abia,

" at the time of my fathers,"

passim. The ina expressing duration of time (' while ') is also of very
common occurrence ; cf. ina kussi, "while on my throne" (I. R. Senn.
c. iii. 76) ;

ina tdrtia, ''during my return" (I. c., c. i. 40); ina mitiq
girria,

"
during the progress of my march," etc. *

The familiar use of the Heb. ^ with the infin., to express 'when,
while, although, because,' as in pfJH "IKIM " when thou comest

hither," is an exact cognate of the Assyrian idiom seen in ina aldkika.

Expressions like 'J^^KTT DVD mav be cited as parallel to ina isten

umi. Duration of time (' while ') is usually expressed in Heb. by
e. g., Jer. xv. 9; Ps. cxlvi. 2.

3. Examples of ina in the sense of 'within,' that is, 'among' have

already been quoted. From the idea of '

among,' it must be supposed
that ina came to be applied in the less usual sense in which it is found
in Beh. 8, i. e. 'in company with,' ina gabe igutu. In this case it

appears to usurp the function of adi (I. R. Asurn. c. iii. 19), of itti

(I. R. Tig. c. viii. 59), and of gadu (Sarg. Prunkinschr. 28).

This construction of ina has an exact counterpart in the Heb. ^ of

accompaniment in expressions like 1^JD 1O ,
Gen. ix. 4; xv. 14;

etc., and in the common idiom ^} JOD ->

' come with,' i. e. 'bring' (cf.

Arabic v^ ^>| ,
'come with, bring,' etc.).

The composition of ina with balu, to express
'

without,' should also

be mentioned in this connection
;
cf. sa ina balusu,

' without whom,'
passim. Cognate usages are the Hebrew ^^D and ^^ an(^ tne

Arabic !^J and yjJw .

4. The instrumental usage of ina is very common. There can be no
doubt that this usage is a development of the ina of time and accom-

paniment just mentioned. To attack a city in company with an army
could very readily be transferred to mean by means of an army. Occa-

sionally the use of ina is so ambiguous as to leave the reader in doubt

whether the preposition was intended to denote position in, time when,
or instrument

;
thus : ina sutti usabrisuma,

" in a dream I dreamed it"

(during, or by means of, a dream ? ), V. R. 2, 97
;
ina epiri iqabirsu,

"who buries it in (or by means of) the dust" (I. R. 27, no. 2, 59) ; etc.

In such expressions as ina tukulti Asur allik,
"
by means of the aid of

Ashur (or
'

along with '

?) I went," the instrumental force of ina is more

apparent. We find it still more vividly in ina kakki ramdnisu uqatd

napistus,
" he destroyed his life with (by) his own weapon

"
(Sarg. Cyl.

27) ; sa ina Asur belia aksudu,
" which I had conquered by means of A.

my lord
"
(Tig. c. viii. 13) ;

etc. It occasionally happens that the idea

of instrument is expressed by the noun alone, without any explanatory

preposition, as in atmux ritua, "I seized with my hand" (I. R. Senn. c.

v. 60).

* Cf. also ana isten umi la uballitsu, "for a single day he did not let him live
"

;

III. R. No. 6, 13.
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The instrumental use of the Hebrew and Aramaic ^ ,
as in

P*)JQ ,
Isaiah Iviii. 1

; also, to strike with the sword, ^")|"Q ,
Josh. x.

11 (also Aramaic J"O*")rO)i *s we^ known. The idiom ^ J73BO >

' to

swear by' (1 Kings i. 17, 80) has its exact equivalent in tamu ina. The

Arabic and Ethiopic ba is also used instrumentally ;
cf. oJjUwJLj xJj3

,

"he slew him with the sword," and in Ethiopic, Ps. xvi. 9, "cover me
with thy wings." The idiom baeda,

" in the hand, by means of," is the

same as the Syriac ,-*. (Noldeke, Syr. Gramm., p. 171).

5. Very nearly allied with the ina of instrument is the use of the pre-

position to denote the material of which a thing is made
;
cf . ina agurri

ragpu,
" which were constructed of brick

"
(I. R. Tig. vi. 11) ;

ina agurri

supusat, "it was made of bricks" (V. R. 6. 28). This is cognate with

the Heb. ^ of material in 1 Kings vii. 14 : Lev. xiii. 52 ; etc.*

6. The ina of cause,
*

by reason of,' follows very closely on the ina of

instrument, and is quite as frequently used; cf. ina qibit Asur ana
Zamua askunu dikutu,

"
by reason of the command of A. I ordered

an expedition againt Z." (I. R. Asurn. c. ii. 55, passim).
In this connection it should be mentioned that ina is found in compo-

sition with eli, to strengthen the meaning closely connected with the

idea of cause which is peculiar to that preposition, i. e.
' with regard to ;

'

cf. ina eli ardi sa Amuse,
"
concerning the servant of A." (K. 486, 1, in

BA. i., p. 187), and in the epistolary literature, passim. Eli sometimes

occurs alone in this sense, as in eli ammdti anndti, "concerning these

things
"
(V. R. 4, 21), etc.

7. Finally, there can be little doubt that the frequent and natural use

of ina in the sense of ' among
'

gave rise to the peculiar idiom seen in

the contract tablets, where the preposition actually appears in a parti-

tive sense; thus, 20 mane sipdti ina pappasu Ululu, "20 m. of wool

among (i. e., from) the revenue of the month Ululu" (Strm. Nbd. no.

41
;
BA. i., p. 494) ; GUN sipdti ina pappasu sa bit Anunitum (Strm.

Nbd. no. 109; BA. i., p. 495); still more vividly: ina libbi \ manu, 7

siqil kaspi rexi,
" from this (a sum before specified) he paid ^ m., 7 s. of

silver" (Strm. Nbd. 262; BA. i., p. 510). A passage precisely parallel

to this, and one illustrative of the full force of ina in this sense, is

found in Strm. Nbd. 410 (BA. i. 522), where ultu\ is used instead of ina:

S4 mane sipati, 5 siqle ultu kaspi. This explains also the extraordinary

application, so common in Assyrian, of ina in the sense of 'out of,

away from,' although there can be no doubt that this usage is also

closely connected in idea with the instrumental force of the preposi -

tion ; cf. the prep, with akdlu and situ : ina libbi ekulu istu, "they ate

and drank therein" (V. R. 6, 21; IV. R. 13, 55/6); ina pisunu kabti

lugamma, "from their exalted mouth (i. e., by means of) let it go forth"

* We occasionally find JD in this sense in Heb. as }HKn JD , Gen. ii. 19; cf.

also the Arabic ^Jb i*V >
"of gold,"

f Ultu is very probably a fern, formation from the same stem as eli.
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(IV. R. 45, rev. 37/9). The most vivid use of ina,
' out of,' is seen in

sentences like ina mdti luxalliqd, "may they destroy (his family) from
the land "

(L c. 35). The construction of verbs of fleeing and fearing
with ina pdn should also be mentioned here ; so with paldxu, I. R. Tig.

c. iii. 17/8 ;
Asurn. c. ii. 113

;
with ipparsidu, I. R. Tig. c. v. 55/6 ;

ina is

also used with e^eru, napdxu, suzubu, and other verbs. The fact that

paldxu, for example, is construed with istu pdn serves to illustrate the

force of ina here as 'away from' ; cf. Asurn. c. ii. 61/2 ; 99.*

In agreement with the Assyrian usage, we find both in Hebrew and
Aramaic the ^ used idiomatically with QfY? an^ T\r\\tf >

"to eat or

drink from a vessel," cf. Ps. cxli. 4
; Gen. xliv, 5

;
and in Aramaic, Dan.

v. 2.

As to the derivation of ina, the last word has clearly not yet been

said. The numerous attempts to derive both ana and ina from stems

containing J ,
such as

]*\y (Hincks), ?y* (Sayce), pfj^ (Bertin), are not

very satisfactory ; nor does it seem necessary with Lagarde to separate
the two prepositions etymologically (GGN. 1881, p. 376). It is certainly

strange also to derive ana, which denotes motion towards, from a stem

n^J7 , expressing motion from, as seen in the Arabic ^c. ;
nor can

the derivation of ina from this stem be admitted (in spite of Del., Prol.

p. 132, n. 1), because the secondary meaning, 'out of, away from.' some-

times seen with ina, is probably, as shown above, a legitimate develop-
ment from its original signification,

'

among.' Schrader, whose opinion,
as expressed in ZDMG. xxvi., p. 290, was so contemptuously passed
over by Lagarde, was probably not far wrong in seeing in both ana and
ina the same stem as that found in the Hebrew f^pf (hi) an(^ Arabic

Jj . It is highly probable, as Kraetzschmar has pointed out, that the

-na in both ina and ana is the demonstrative enclitic stem seen in

sinatina, which is also evident in the verbal particle ni = nu (BA. i.
, p.

397/8). His explanation of the root-vowels i and a as being more or

less arbitrary developments from an unknown stem '

+- na is very satis-

factory.
If this view be adopted, the striking syntactical similarity between

ina and ^ may be explained by supposing that, while the Assyrian was
content merely to prefix the vowels i and a to the demonstrative root

na,f it became necessary in the other Semitic idioms to add to these

combinations the distinct prepositional elements ^ an^ *7 Traces of

this are seen in the Sabaean form ?^ = ^J , J^j
= ^ . It must be sup-

posed then that the final ? ultimately disappeared. It is decidedly not

permissible to assume an aphaeresis of an original ^ or ^J in Assyrian ;

*The verb paldxu is also construed with ana; V. R 5, 96.

f Traces of the same demonstrative n are to be found io the cognate preposi-

tions; the Ethiopic enta (e + n + ta), the Hebrew flK (Assyr. itti), and perhaps the

Arabic
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that is, that ina and ana were worn down from *bina and *lana respec-

tively. The prepositional element ^ is well known in Assyrian in the

combination lapdn,
'

before,' and there would probably remain some
trace of its occurring with ana, had this ever been the case. It seems

highly probable, therefore; that the Assyrian ina-ana may be said in a

certain sense to be actually cognate with the ^ and ^ of the other

Semitic dialects.

4. The phrase-theory of Hebrew poetry, illustrated by Psalm
xix.

; by Rev. F. P. Ramsay, Augusta, Ky.

This theory, which was set forth in a paper read at the meeting in

December, 1894 (see above p. cxciii), was further exemplified by an

analysis of the poetical structure of Psalm xix.

5. Rev. Theodore F. Wright, of Cambridge, Mass., the United
States Secretary of the Palestine Exploration Fund, gave a brief

account of the progress of the work now being carried on in

Jerusalem under the direction of Dr. Bliss.

6. On a dated Greek Inscription from Syria ; by Professor
Isaac H. Hall, of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
City.

Marble fragment of tombstone from Tripoli, Syria. Found in 1894.

The stone is the property of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York. It is broken in two in the middle from top to bottom, but not so

as seriously to interfere with the reading, except in the last complete
line. Size of fragment, 10 x 4 inches, nearly 1 inch thick. Seven lines

present, and illegible parts of an eighth. How many more lines were

present can only be conjectured. Letters from i to i inch high : very

peculiar : h for H ;
and A for A ; "V for Y

; Z, with the bottom

stroke curved. Otherwise like later Greek; , C, A (M), &c., being

approximately the forms for these letters. No division of words. Lines

run clear across. Reading :

Line 1. TOTC HAT MHNOC AIKAAAIOT ZK rNNH9H
"

2. KOTPA CHKAFANTirONA OTFATHP AAMH
"

3. TPIOT TOT KA[ GTTTXOT TAPeiXOIIwAOT
"

4. MHTPOC ArAOHC CwKPATOTC 01 TAT
"

5. THC PONG 10 AN6 6HKAN MNHMHC XAPIN
"

6. ZHCACAN TH 9 M6TAAAA2ACAN AIA
"

7. TOT ZMT TOT [MJH[N]OC AIK AAAIOT

The substance of it is that Sekagantigona, daughter of Dametrios and

Socrates (here, as sometimes elsewhere, a feminine name), was born on

the 27th of the month Apellaeus in the year 438
; that she departed

this life at the age of 9 on the 5th day of the month Apellaeus, in the
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year 447 ; and her parents set up the stone to commemorate her. The
exact construction of the phrase which means "the prosperous dealer

in salt fish," and of the phrase that gives the name of the mother,
deserve some discussion, which I have no time to go into now, and for

that reason I withhold a translation. But we have two sentences com-

plete (the first ending with the mother's name, the second with XAPIN),
and one incomplete one.

The valuable thing about the inscription, however, is the dates.

They are of the Seleucid era, which the Syriac writers call "the year
of Alexander," and " the year of the Greeks," which begins October 1,

B. C. 311. The dates here are written in a manner which reverses the

ordinary Greek style ;
the units, tens and hundreds going from left to

right, in each number here occurring. As the month is Apellaeus,

answering to our December, we must subtract 312 from the number of

the year in order to reduce it to the Christian era. Accordingly the date

of the girl's birth falls in the year 438312, or A. D. 126
; that of her

death in the year 447312, or A. D. 135. The difference between the

two is 9 years, as given on the stone : although, as she was born on the

27th and died on the 5th of the month Apellaeus, she lacked three

weeks and one day of the full 9 years.

The date of the stone must, of course, be about the same as that of

the death
; probably early in the next (A. D.) year, or in the same

Seleucid year 447 ; which would make the date of the inscription quite
near the beginning of the year A. D. 136.

7. On the question of the date of Zoroaster
; by Professor

A. V. Williams Jackson, of Columbia College in the City of

New York.

This communication, the details of which will be given in full in

JAOS. xvii., presented in its various aspects the much mooted question
as to the period in the world's history in which the Prophet of Iran

appeared.
First were discussed those passages in the classics which assign to

Zoroaster the fabulous antiquity of B.C. 6000 or 5000. Second, all the

material was presented which connects Zoroaster's name with that of

the uncertain Semiramis and Ninus. The present writer had formerly
believed that the date of the prophet's activity was to be placed at least

a thousand years before the Christian era ; there seemed to be sufficient

ground for abandoning such a view and rejecting the above numbers.

Third, the old traditional date which assigns the prophetic career of

Zoroaster to the sixth century before Christ was taken up and discussed

at length.
Two passages in the Pahlavi scriptures, Arda-i Viraf i. 1-5 and Bun-

dahish xxxiv. 7-8, including some similar references, were examined
in the light of a large number of allusions to Zoroaster's date in Arabic

writings and in some Syriac works. All of these, like Firdausi's Shah

Namah, consistently set the time of the appearance of the great relig-
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ious teacher of Persia at about 300 years before Alexander's invasion.

Other support for this view was given, and the paper came to the con-

clusion that, at least, with our present data, we may best assign the

date of Zoroaster as falling between the latter half of the seventh cen-

tury B. C. and the middle of the sixth century B. C. a result which is

of importance for the position of Zoroastrianism in the study of com-

parative religion.

8. The Sanskrit root $nath in Avestan
; by Professor A. V.

Williams Jackson.

Our chief authority for the existence of the Sanskrit root qnath
'

cut,

pierce, kill' in Avestan rests upon the noun snatha- 'a blow,' snaithis-
'

weapon
' and upon the occurrence of the obscure form doiesnathenti

(is it dru snathenti ?, cf. M 3) in Fragm. viii. 2 (Westergaard) see Justi

Handbuch der Zendsprache. The position of the root in Avestan, how-

ever, may perhaps be a little strengthened from the Av. fragment in

the Pahlavi Vendidad iv. 52 seq. (Darmesteter, Le Zend-Avesta, traduc-

tion iii. 47), aetahe thnasat tbisanuha ' he wounds through his malice/

In this event, thnasat would stand for snathat, an assumption which is

perfectly permissible on phonetic grounds. The interchange of th and

s implied in ( na
-j

, i

[
at is not uncommon in later texts, cf. Jack-

son Av. Gram. I. 77 n 2, and consult Bartholomae Vorgeschichte 33 n,

in Geiger and Kuhn's Grundriss d. Iran. Sprachen.

9. Avestan hizva in Sanskrit
; by Professor Edwin W. Fay,

Washington and Lee University, Lexington, Virginia.

Under normal phonetic conditions hizva would correspond to Sk.

*sihvd, Indiranic *sizhvd, but the actual Sk. word is jihvd< Indiranic

*zizhva. Did Indiranic have a pair *sizhva, *zizhvd f were both or was

only one of them normal ? The Sk. doublet jihvd, juhu 'tongue' doubt-

less belongs, esoterically considered, to root hu, hvd ' call ;' and if

Indiranic *sizhvd be the abnormal term, there may have been beside it a

*suzhu. Now this term is found at VS. i. 30 in the sentence agner

jihvd "si suhur 'thou art Agni's tongue, the loud-calling,' where suhur

seems, barring a proper name, hapax legomenon. If the Indo-Iraniane

had *zuzhu 'tongue,' and alongside of it *suzhu 'loud-calling' as its

epithet, then not only *zuzhu but also *zizhvd were liable to a popular

change to *suzhu, *sizhvd.

Into exoteric etymology I will not here go, but refer to Collitz, "The

Aryan Name for the Tongue" in Oriental Studies of the Oriental Club

of Philadelphia, and to myself in Mod. Lang. Notes, ix. 261 sq., for two
different attempts to vindicate the relation of jihvd* to yAuacra, Lat.

lingua, etc.

* What I there say of Avest. hizva is a stupid oversight.
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10. On Rig-Veda x. 73
; by Professor Edwin W. Fay.

This hymn is fairly entitled to rank among the most obscure of the

Rig-Veda. Grassmann's translation of the hymn is introduced by the

words :

" das Lied ist vielfach dunkel, zum Theil ganz unverstandlich."

In his notes on stanza 2, Ludwig says : "bietet auszerordentliche schwi-

rigkeit ;" and Bloomtield (JAOS. xvi. p. 38) declines to translate the

same stanza. The difficulties seem to me to proceed from a misunder-

standing of the reference of a single term in the first stanza, which I

will now proceed to discuss : it reads,

Stz. 1. jdnisthd ugrdh sdhase turdya
mandrd ojistho bahuldbhimdnah

dvardhann indram martitap cid dtra

mdtd ydd vlrdm dadhdnad dhdnisthd

' Thou wast born strong for mighty advancing,

Jolly, most strong, of manifold pride.

[These] helped Indra, the Maruts, to wit, that time

When the mother o' the hero helped him, she the most-helpful.'

So much for a verbal translation in which the order of the thoughts
is rendered rather than the grammatical construction

;
as to this

last there can be scarcely any question among scholars. I differ,

however, from the current and undisputed explanation of mdtd as

Indra's mother. Pada c immediately suggests the cloud-battle, and it

is safe to say that if d were blotted out, scholarly emendation would
fill the gap by a reference to Ahi-Vrtra, Indra's arch-antagonist. I

therefore refer vlrdm to Vrtra, and mdtd dhdnisthd to his mother,

Ddnu, noting the assonances in the names, and asking whether dtra

ydd would as naturally Jbe used of a relation of identity (=et-et, cum-
tum) as of contrast.

We have warrant in RV. i. 32. 9 for marshalling Vrtra and his

mother against Indra ;

nlcdvaya abhavad vrtrdputra
mdro asyd dva vddhar jabhara

tittard sur ddharah putrd dsld

ddnuh $aye sahdvatsd nd dhentih

1 Exhausted in strength became she that hath Vrtra to her son ;

Indra her weapon off-warded :

Above, the mother
; underneath, the son was ;

Danu lies like a cow with her calf.'

Further, there is excuse for referring virdm to Vrtra. Thus in RV.
ii. 30. 4 Indra-Brhaspati is charged to slay virdn (demons), and here

allusion to Vrtra is indubitable
;
while at vii. 99. 5 Indra again slays

vlrdn, where the allusion, though less definite, is certain too.
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On the other hand, not only is the reference of mdtd and virdm to

Indra the more obvious, but it is not to be denied that Indra and his

mother are thrice introduced. Thus in viii. 77. 1-3 Indra, at birth, jajn-

dndh, asks his mother to tell him Ted ugrdh Ice ha grnvire
' who are

mighty, who are famed ;' she thereupon points out to him the demon
ahlcuva whom he forthwith slays ;

in viii. 45. 4-5, the same question
from Indra is answered by his mother's likening any enemy of Indra's

to mist on the mountains (?). In iv. 18. 11 the situation is somewhat
different, for here the mother addresses her new-born son :

utd matd mahisdm dnv avenad

ami tva jahati putra devdh

dtha 'bravld vrtrdm mdro hanisydn
sdkhe visno vitardm m kramasva

' And the mother unto her mighty [son] turned :

" Yon leave thee, son, yon gods,"
Then cried Indra, being about to slay Vrtra,
"Friend Visnu step a little further away."

'

It were vain to deny that from these passages we might speak of

Indra's mother whoever she was as his helper in battle, and more-

over, in the first passage jdtdh and ugrdh suggest jdnisthdh and ugrdh
of our stanza. But elsewhere the relations of Indra to his mother as

his inciter to battle are expressed in the dialogue form which is lacking
here.

As the result of argument on this point we must admit that the

mdtd and vlrdm in question may be Ddnu and Vrtrd ; but ' may be '

is

a far cry from ' must be.' Does the hymn contribute further in our

dilemma ?

Stz. 2. druho msatta prcani cid eoaih

puni cdnsena vavrdfius id 'tndram

abftivrte 'vet td mahapadena
dhvantdt prapitvad tid aranta gdrbhdh

Here Ludwig takespr^ant as pr'cnis and corrects abhivrtd to abhwr'td,
while he construes td as inst. sg. (=tena), remarking that "alsneut.

plur. ist es so gut wie sinnlos, da es sich nur um die garbhdh handelt."

His translation runs : "in der Dhruk weise sasz Prgani [die nacht od.

Prgni ?], sie erhohten mit vilem preise Indra; das war gleichsam um-
hulltvom groszen orte, ausz dem dunkel,der feme kamen sie als kinder

hervor [die Marut]." This is not very clear, to say the least of it.

Grassmann's difficulties are evidenced by his translation: "Sich an
ihn schmiegend sass sie da wie eine Racherin ; sie [die MarutsJ starkten

den Indra vielfach durch Lobgesang ; umgeben gleichsam waren diese

[Orte, etwa die Wolken, in denen die Wasser eingeschlossen waren]
von dem weitschreitenden [Indra oder Vischnu ?] ; aus der dunkeln

Tagesfriihe erhoben sich die neugeborenen [Wasser?]."
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The kernel of the difficulty with this stanza lies in td. Ludwig's
note and Grassmann's rendering warn us off from the neut. plur., and
there is no clearing-up to be got from Ludwig's version in his notes as

inst. sg., a proceeding otherwise unjustified on the side of the form.

Let us, assuming that mdtd in stz. 1 referred to Vrtra's mother, take td

as nom. dual and thus translate the stanza :

' In [her] witch's usual way she crouched clinging quite (cid) close ;

With a loud song they (the Maruts) helped Indra ;

Covered-over-like were they two (Vrtra and Danu) by Long-Stride

(i. e. Indra) ;

Out from the dark prapitvd* flowed the [cloud-] children.'

To justify this translation I beg to note that the description of pada
a is closely parallel with i. 32. 9d : e. g. ,

nisattd ' crouched '

is parallel

with qaye lies ; prqani
'

close-clinging
'

is parallel with sahdvatsd nd
dheniih 'like a cow with her calf.' I further call attention to the

chiastic arrangement of cd of stz. 1, and ab of stz. 2 : c (Indra and the

Maruts) and d (Danu and Vrtra) make a chiasmus with a (Danu and

Vrtra) and b (Indra and the Maruts). For my version of stz, 2 I make
bold to claim a conspicuous clearness due to taking mdtd and virdm of

stz. 1 for Danu and Vrtra.

Stz. 3. rsvd tepddd prd yajjigasi\
dvardhan vajd ntd ye cid dtra

tvdm indra sdldvrkdn sahdsrani

dsdn dadhise a^mna vavrtydh

* Swift are thy feet as thou stridest forward,
Thou wast helped by thy steeds also that were there,

Thou, O Indra, didst a thousand Sala-wolves

In thy mouth uptake ;
like to the Agvins canst thou press onward.

Here I vary from the other translators in taking vdjd as '

steeds,' thus

carrying on the thought of a
;
and similarly at the end I take d of

agvind d in the sense of 'just like' (cf. Grassmann Wort. s. v.), and so

describe Indra's speed again by likening him to the Ac.vins in his

advance.

* I am inclined to follow Bloomfield (1. c., p. 24 sq.) in referring pitvd to pitu

'drink,' taking prapitvd here in the approximate sense of 'cloud' as a source of

water. The '

cloud-children
'

(gdrbhah) are of course the rains. The semasic

relation may be stated proportionally thus: gdrbha 'womb': gdrbha
'

child '=

gdrbha
' cloud-womb ': gdrbha

'

cloud-child.'

f I note the connection of Grk. jiyaq with this word, comparing Zifvpoc
4

rushing wind' Aesch. Ag. 692. (See Am. Jr. Phil. xiii. 226.)
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Stz. 4. samand t^rnir tipa ydsi yojndm
d ndsatyd sakhydya vaksi

vasdvydm indra dhdrayah sahdsrd

a$mna $ura dadatur maghdni
' Not only dost thou come swiftly to the sacrifice,

[But] thou bringest the Nasatya into alliance [with thee] ;

In thy store-house, O Indra, thou hast placed a thousand [gifts],

The Agvins, O hero, have given thee [a thousand] gifts.'

Stz. 5. mdndamdna rtdd ddhi prajdydi
sdkhibhir hidra isirebhir drtham

dbhir hi mat/a upa ddsyum dgdn
inihali prd tamrd avapat tdmdnsi

'

Rejoicing, forth from the rta hath he come unto mankind,
Indra, with his ready friends [hath come] to help [mankind] ;

For with these (viz : clouds) he has come, his wiles against the

demon he has set,

Clouds darkling before [him] he (hath) sprinkled a darkness.'

In a I construe ddhi as a verb with agdt in c, and in c I recognize two
verbs d [agdt], and later on upa agdt. Now as the roots i and gam with
drtham mean '

go to work '

(cf. Bohtlingk, Wort. s. v. drtha), I con-

strue ddhi + gd with drtham, followed by the dativus commodi pra-
jdydi. Against this construction the most pertinent objection rises

from the dissociation of ddhi and rtdd, of which combination we have
two other instances in RV. Still hi ' for' of c strongly implies a declara-

tive sentence before it, for which ddhi [agdt] seems far the most nat-

ural verb. We must assume that the pada-kdra is in error in reading

d-agdt instead of d-dgdt.

So far as I can see, neither Ludwig nor Grassmann pay any attention

to the initial d of c. This I take to be proleptic for the final agdt with

upa. I take dbhir as proleptic for mihah, but am quite sensible of the

fact that there is some harshness in doing so. This seems to me less

violent than taking dbhir as referring to prajdydi and translating "urn
ihretwillen" with Grassmann. Ludwig construes dbhir with mdydh
(=mdyaih),* which is not convincing on the side of the form. Less

violence is done to normal conditions if we take mdydh, at the last

resort, as a terminal ace. with the verb of motion, thus rendering c :

* If we could grant that maydh is instrum
,
I would derive the form, not from

maydih, but make it a plural of mdya inst. sg. (cf, the author, Am. Jr. Phil, xv-

428). I ask if the mdya of our text may not be inst. sg. with pragrhya
vowel? Such vowels are after all a mere diacritic device, and thus nom. and inst.

in d might be distinguished. I note the loc. in i to -*-stems (cf. Whitney'
2

, 138,

d, and 336, f). At any rate in x. 29. 3 manlsd a is written with .a pragrhya inst.

sg. in -a. If mdya can be taken as inst. sg., then it is in apposition with dbhir-

' with these as his trick.' In that case the pada text may be in error in taking

dbhir as a + dbhir in place of the accented demonstrative (cf. Whitney
2

,
502 b).
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4 For by means of these (the clouds, to wit) he hath resorted to tricks,

[to tricks] upon the demon he hath resorted.'

Stz. 6. sdndmdnd cid dhvasayo ny asma

dvdhann indra Ksdso ydthd 'nah

rsvdir agachah sdkhibhir mkamaih
sdkdm pratisthd hr'dyajaghantha

' The two of like names (Dasyu and Danu ?) thou didst sprinkle down
here (asmdi),*

Indra, thou brakest them asunder as [thou didst] the car of Usas.

With thy swift friends thou cam'st and strong,

With their cordial support (pratisthd) thou slewest '

In sdndmdnd I find still another reference to Dasyu-Vrtra and Danu
his mother. The occurrence of ddsyum in the half-stanza just preced-

ing prepares for sdndmdnd. Ludwig's translation suggests Indra's

sorrels ; but his notes suggest a pair of divinities always found in con-

junction, say, Dhuni and Cumuri. Grassmann makes sdndmdnd refer

to mihas tamrdh and tdmdnsi of the previous stanza. I note that by
my explanation a mentions Indra's enemies as c does his friends, in line

with the chiastic arrangement noted above. Neither Grassmann nor

Ludwig read hr'dyd as it is given us by the text, but correct, the former

to hr'dydh ace. plur., the latter to hrdyali gen. sg. fern, of hrd- (sic).

Stz. 1. tvdm jaghantha ndmucim makhasyum
. ddsam krnvand rsaye vimdyam

tvdm cakartha manage syondn

patho devatrd ''njase'va ydnan.
' Thou slewest Namuci, the battle-lover,

And Dasa thou madest for the Rishi's sake all-guileless ;

Thou madest for man easy
Paths god-wards, passable as if [slick] with grease. 'f

Stz. 8. tvdm etdni paprise m nama

ipdna indra dadhise gdbhastdu
dnu tvd devdh $dvasd madanti

updribudhndn vamna$ cakartha.

1 Thou hast widely extended these thy names ;

Masterly, O Indra, hast thou put them in thy hand,:}:

Unto thee the gods loudly cheer,

The uprooting of the trees was thy doing.'

*
Bohtlingk defines idam by "dieses alles, alles um uns her." This comes very

near to the first person ;
thus asmdi may be looked on as a quasi-singular to osrae,

Cf. infra, stz. 9.

f I note the common phrase
" like greased lightning." [To Prof. Whitney also,

anjasd suggested the same phrase. Ed]
\ I take 6 to mean that Indra has won the property-rights to all his names.
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Stz. 9. cakrdm ydd asya 'psv d nisattatn

ul6 tdd asmai mddhv w cachadyat

prthivydm dtisitam ydd ftdhah

pdyo gosv ddadha osadhisu.

' When his discus* has gone down into the water,

Why then that will seem to this world (asmai)\ honey-sweet :

Whenas [thou hast] released thy udder o'er the earth

[And] hast put milk into the cows and herbs.'

In this rendering I take a as 3d person and cd as 2d person. While
such a change of persons is harsh, it is not otherwise unknown in RV.
I have translated ddadhds in the aoristic sense (cf. Whitney2

929b).

As to construction I take the tdd clause of b first with a, and again
with cd, recognizing for the latter a slight anacoluthon. This render-

ing accounts for the accent of ddadhds, which Grassmann emends to

adadhds, while Ludwig explains, with all too evident finesse, by assum-

ing gosv [adadhd] ddadhd osadhisu. I construe udhah pdyo ddadhds
as a double accusative :

' thou hast rendered thy teat (into) milk.'

Stz. 10. dcvad iyaye ''ti ydd vddanti

ojaso jatdm utd manya enam

manydr iydya harmyesu tasthau

ydtah prajajnd mdro asya veda.

1 " From dcva he came" when men say [this]

From ojas he was born is what I think of him :

From manyu he came in our houses took his place ;

[But] whence he was born Indra (alone) knows this.'

Here the balanced structure of each pdda is noticeable. In b the

writer seems to pique himself on his cleverness in defining dcva by ojas.

I would therefore venture to suggest that we have here a sort of riddle

or brahmodya, which Bloomfield (JAOS. xv. 172 sq.) explains as a sort

of theological quiz. If this is true, we might expect to find unusual

meanings here for d$va and ojas.

By prehistoric etymology dcva might mean ' cloud '

or ' water '

(cf .

Sibree, Academy, No. 1018, and the author, Proc. Am. Phil. Assoc.>

1894, p. xi). I have urged (PAOS., Dec., 1894, p. clxxiii) that dcva

means '

liquid' at EV. viii. 26. 24. So, if Agni, the lightning, is apdm
ndpdt 'waters' son,' then it might be said of Indra, the lightning,

dgvdd iydya 'from water he came.' Along this line we may reconcile

the statement of EV. ii. 35. 6a, dgvasya dtrajdnima,
' the birth of dcva

is in him' [sc. apdm ndpdt], with the statement of our present stanza
' he came from dgva

'

: rain and lightning are contemporaneous phenom-

* Cakram means '

wheel,' but was used in the Epic period preeminently of the

discus employed by Visnu for his weapon. I propose to take it here of Indra's

thunderbolt. In Vergil's description of Vulcan's labors (vEn. 8. 429), the thun-

derbolt of Jupiter was being provided with '

spokes
'

(radii).

f For asmai as approximately a 1st person see above, stz. 6.
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ena and so either may be regarded as the cause of the other, so that

lightning may be said to be produced by the rain (-clouds), or, per con-

tra, to produce the rain. It was inevitable that the Vedic Hindus
should confound dcva '

rain,' with dgva
'

horse,' and indeed both words

proceeded doubtless from a common epithet dcva 'the swift,' which
had come to be applied to the horse par excellence before the end of the

primitive period. Thus we can more easily understand the mythologi-
cal role of the horse in the Vedas, and the statement (Qat. Brah. v. 1. 4, 5

;

vii. 5. 2. 18) that "lightning is a horse descended from the waters, or

the clouds "
(Bloomfield, I. c. 178, note).

In pada 6 we can give to ojas also the meaning
'

water,' not only by
etymology (cf. Grk. vy-p6<; 'wet'), but on the positive testimony of the

Vedic lexicographers.*
In manyu I see the sense of '

wrath,' used to define ojas in its ordinary
sense of 'might' more narrowly. Thus, by way of double entendre,

ojas mediates between dgva and manyu, We might press manyu into

the sense of ' storm ' as a display of wrath and might. In RV. x. 83

the personified Manyu is called, among other things, Vdruna 'sky'

(Grk. 'Ovpav6g), he is provided with a thunderbolt (v. stz's 1, 2, 6), and is

identified also with Indra (stz. 2).

I take the content of abc to be that the lightning-god came from

cloud, water, and sky, or, in one word, from storm, and became fire

upon men's hearths (harmyesu f tasthdu). It even has been supposed
that Agni \ is the subject of the verbs in these padas, but we have seen

how lightning is a common aspect of Agni and Indra.

In. d the poet turns helplessly away from these hard questions con-

cerning Indra's origin, and declares that this is known to the god alone.

The literary tone here reminds one of the famous cosmogonic hymn,
RV. x. 129, which ends with the following words :

so angd veda yddi vd nd veda

1 he (the supreme god) alone knows (the origin of the world) or suppose
he does not know ?

'

Stz. 11. vdyah suparnd upa sedur mdram

priydmedha rsayo nadkarnanaJi

dpa dhvantdm urnuhi purdhi cdksur

mumugdhy dsmdn nidhdye'va baddhdn.

1 The strong-winged birds have drawn nigh to Indra,
The Priyamedha Rishis, begging for help ;

Uncover the darkness, fill thy eye (= bring back the sun),

Release us, caught in a net as it were.'

* The Naighantukakanda, reported by Ydska, i. 12. This early Yedic commen-

tator and lexicographer is surely as reliable in a matter of definition as Hesychius,

say, in Greek.

f Have the etymologists noted that harmyd
' house ' stands in the same semasic

relation to the root ghr
' be hot '

as Latin aedes ' house '

to aestus ' heat '

?

\ Cf. Bloomfield, 1. c.
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11. The real Indra of the Rig-Veda ; by Professor Edward
Washburn Hopkins, of Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

It has been claimed by Oldenberg* that the common view in regard
to Indra is incorrect

; that this god was in the eyes of the poets a

mountain-deity, not a storm-godf of the atmosphere.
The Eig-Veda speaks of Indra with no doubtful voice. Speculation

may perhaps make out his prototype to be an earth-giant, an Old Man
of the Mountains. But what says the Rig-Veda of Indra? urdhvo'

hy dsthdd ddhy antdrikse 'dhd vrtraya prd vadhdm jabhdra miham
vdsdna upa htm ddudrot tigmdyudho ajayac chdtrum indrah.\
In this hymn Indra is represented as the battle-god of the people, but

at the same time as the god that lets the streams flow forth. He does

this in the usual way. There is nothing extraordinary in the scene

which the poet paints. Indra smites the demon that keeps back the

flood. The god
" stood on high," not on the mountain ; for the poet, as

if to guard expressly against any other interpretation, adds "on the

inter-space" (between sky and earth).
" He rushed down on him (the

demon) with a sharp weapon (lightning) and enveloped in cloud." A
moment later the poet invokes Indra as Brhaspati, the lord of strength,

and cries out dva Jcsipa divo' dgmdnam: "From (or of) the sky cast

down the stone (wherewith thou didst slay thy enemies). "|| This is the

anthropomorphic Indra of the Rig-Veda, the only Indra whose single

personality is deducible from the literary data
;
and hence the only

Indra whose personality has any historical value. Nor need one do

more than turn a page or two to find ample confirmation of this fact.

Indra's host is of the sky alone : utd syd na indro vigvdcarsanir divdh

qdrdhena mdrutena sukrdtufy, etc. IT Not only does the god stand on

the inter-space, but even the paramo, rdjdhsi, the "highest spaces"

conceivable, are near to him. It is
" out of the inter-space

" that Indra

sends sustenance (of rain).** Indra was born " in the highest heaven,"

for there "he drank soma as soon as he was born."ff

In view of so explicit passages as are these, it is evident that the

Vedic poet has no such notion of Indra as would tend to equate the god

* Die Religion des Veda, pp. 141 ff.

f Oldenberg holds that the myth was originally a storm-myth, that Indra's bolt

was first lightning, and that Indra thus became "for the Vedic poets
" a giant

and mountain myth.

\ RV. ii. 30. 3.

That Indra's weapon is not wind but lightning is sufficiently shown by the

use of afdni (below), the bolt itself, as well as of didyut (below). Compare v. 31.

4 : taJcsan tvdsta vdjram dyumdntam.

||
ii. 30. 5. Compare i. 121. 9,

'' Thou didst hurl the stone of the sky."

[[ii. 31. 3. The Maruts have Indra's bolt, the lightning, didyut, vii. 57. 4.

**iii. 30. 2, 11. Compare also viii. 71 82.4; 89=100. 5.

ff iii. 32. 10. Compare iv. 17. 4.
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with a giant of earth.* It is, perhaps, legitimate to hazard a guess
that Indra may have arisen from a mountainous prototype. But a view
based on the reverse process cannot be accepted as an addition to Vedic

exegesis. The '

splitting of the mountains,' whether of earth or of air, is

but the manifestation of the great atmosphere-god's power when he is

already invested with the characteristics of a supreme deity. The fall

of rain goes together with the rise of the rivers. Indra lets out the

rivers, but that he does not do so as a mountain-giant is shown by the
ethereal position assigned to him by the poets, f

The comparison with Parjanya, which OJdenberg institutes, is per-

fectly legitimate, but the points of difference appear to be unduly esti-

mated. If we examine the phraseology of the Parjanya hymn (v. 83),

we shall see on the contrary a rather striking similarity with that

employed to describe Indra. Parjanya is jirdddnus, an expression

applied to the work of the atmospheric Maruts (i. 165. 15) ; to the
" rain of the sky" (ix. 97. 17) ; to Mitra and Varuna (v. 62. 3), in their

capacity of heavenly rain-gods (frequently alluded to), and to Indra

(viii. 51=63. 3). Then Parjanya is
" a bellowing bull that puts his seed

in the plants," an idea which is expressed with almost the same words
in regard to Agni (i. 128. 3

;
x. 1. 2) ;

to Soma (ix. 76. 5
; ix. 5. 1,

etc.) ; and to Indra, first in respect of the noise (i. 100. 13
; 173. 3-4),

then in respect of the bull (vi. 44, 21, and frequently), and finally in

respect of the plants (ii. 13. 7). The ' crash '

of Indra's descent is

noticed in viii. 1. 2. He and Parjanya alone have the epithet mahti-

vadha; he shares with Parjanya the ' thunder' expressed by standyan
(vi. ,44. 12

; for the image here compare viii. 21. 18), and exactly as

Parjanya here thunders and all quakes, so Indra thunders and all

quakes (i. 80. 14
;

ii. 12. 1). He like Parjanya has a whip, kd$d, as have
also the rain-giving Ac.vins and Maruts (viii. 33. 11

; i. 22. 3
; 37. 3

; 157.

4 ; 168. 4) ;
his regular epithet is rathesjhd, just as Parjanya in this

hymn is rathwa. Parjanya smites demons. Indra smites or ' burns '

them (with lightning). The distinction is significant. \

The rain-pouring, both in the Parjanya hymn and in the hymns to

Indra and the Maruts, is the business of the Maruts themselves,

* It is scarcely necessary to state that the citations given are illustrative only.

They might be increased to any extent. But the collective view is the one here

represented.

f The snake is surely not a river-snake. This water-holder "
stops the sky and

water," RV. ii. 1 1. 5. Where the snake is located are the waters, the streams,

which Indra lets out of the sky; though this also affects the rivers: i. 57. 6;

ii. 11. 7 : 12. 3.

fin. 30. 16 (with the thunderbolt). Compare vi. 18. 10: "Burn like fir*

(compare x. 87. 5) the dry wood with thy weapon; the demons also, like a thun-

derbolt."

The Maruts "send rain
"

(v. 55. 5
;

58. 3, etc.); Mitra-Varuna send it (v. 62.

3, etc.) ;
but chiefly Soma sends it (ix. 39. 2, etc.). Even Varuna sends rain (v.

85); while Agni does so too (vi. 13. 1
;

ii. 6. 5).

VOL. XVI. U
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' whose sweat is rain.' They alone are varsdnirnijas. In prayer, Indra-

Brhaspati is clearly besought for rain, in x. 98. 4-9
;
and he himself

says
" I gave rain to mortals "

(iv. 26. 2-3), adding that he led the

waters, as if the swelling of the river-water were the result of the rain,

as it is. In ii. 27. 14-15, "This one" also is Indra, apparently. The
form of Indra's appearance is as a rain (x. 23. 4

; compare viii. 12. 6).

Naturally, with the Maruts to pour the rain for him,* Indra's reputa-

tion, not being that of a mere Parjanya, rests more on his heroic act as a

battle-leader ;
so that in the Rik there is perhaps all that could be

expected of the rain-god. Yet in x. 98. 4 Indra sends rain (as Brhaspati).
As for the letting out of the rivers, since the rivers are let out only when
the storm bursts, it is clearly fair to attribute the act to Indra, who brings
the storm which bursts the river. And Oldenberg has neglected to

mention that in the praise of rivers it is Varuna alone and not Indra

who in x. 75. 2 is praised for letting out the whole band of rivers, f I

utterly fail to see how it can be said of a god who ' sends rain,' who is

full of '

drops,' who * thunders day by day,':}: who ' crashes down,' who is

armed like Parjanya (mahtivadha), or more particularly, has the

'sharp gleaming' weapon 'of the sky' (lightning), peculiar to Agni
and the Maruts (didyut), or to Dyaus (a$dni), who has the ' rain-

bejewelled Maruts ' as his constant companions, and like Parjanya
makes all things grow,|| that " for the Vedic poets Indra's victory is not

that of a tempest ;
but represents the breaking of the river-founts from

the depths of the mountain." Oldenberg says that the rarity of such

expressions prevents one from laying much weight upon them, and is

inclined to attribute these characteristics anyway to the Vedic exag-

geration which paints a god's form in uncanonical ways. If To me it

seems as if this explanation were not sufficient. And there is a further

difficulty. According to Oldenberg, Indra's prototype is a gewittergott .

This storm-god then " for the Vedic poets
" becomes a mountain-giant.

He then suffers a reversion, and in his third stage becomes a gewitter-

gott again (post-Rik).** Did the great Ram ever skip like this ? I trow

not.

The true explanation of Indra's unbounded greatness I have given, I

think, in my Religions of India. He passes beyond the atmospheric

storm-god, he becomes too great to be specifically described, he

approaches the universality of Agni the three-fold. Hence his material

attributes are sunk under vague grandiloquence. His storming through

* ud irayatha marutah samudrato yuydm vrstwi varsayatha purisinah (v. 55.

5), etc.

f Compare vii. 87. 1. Oldenberg refers to the passages where Indra does this.

In x. 124. 7-8 both gods have this function.

Jx. 92. 8.

The apdni belongs to Dyaus, Agni, and Indra (iii. 30. 16, and below).

||

ii. 13. 7. Vrtra is nadivr't, but he is also svavrstis, viii. 12. 26; i. 52. 2, 5.

Tf Oldenberg, loc. cit p. 142.

**
ib. pp. 142-143.
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the sky is grand enough to be depicted in general terms. He is the

causa movens of rain-burst and river-flood. But except for an occa-

sional reference, the poet treats him no more as storm-god but as bat-

tle-god,* god of hosts. Still back of this may lie the dragon-slayer of

earth ; but when the Rig-Veda permits us to see the form of his veiled

god (" clothed in cloud ") he shows us not an Old Man of the Moun-

tains, but a god that rides upon the storm, whose weapon is the

'gleaming' boltf sent down from the sky ;
whose rain is a source of

fruitfulness and thankfulness, who in his storming gives at once an
ideal of warriorship and a promise of rich gain : yah puspinlq ca pras-

vd$ ca dhdrmanadhi ddne vy dvdnlr ddhdrayah : ydg cdsamd djano

didyiito diva urur urvaft abhitah sdsy ukthydh.%

12. Theories of Sacrifice as applied to the Rig-Veda ; by Pro-
fessor Hopkins.

This paper took up the different theories of sacrifice in the Rig-Veda
and pointed out that to understand the sacrifice as portrayed in this

work one must abide by the general tone and not by sporadic examples
found in contradiction to that tone. The Vedic poet's view of expia-
tion of sin, the object of his sacrifice, and his relations with his gods
were reviewed. Smith's theory of consanguinity is not found repre-

sented in Vedic hymns. Neither is the view that the gods are to be

caught or to be duped by magical medicinal power one that can be re-

ferred to the Hymns except in a few cases, which by their infrequency
show a marked contrast with the prevailing view. Desire and hope
and shrewd hospitality, to make the gods grant these hopeful desires,

are the foundation of the Vedic sacrifice. The hospitable gifts, how-

ever, must be sufficient to insure reward. No one knows precisely how
much the gods want. Therefore the poet thinks, lack of luck showing
lack of favor, that when the worshipper is unfortunate it is a sign that

the god is angry ; from which anger with its consequences he begs to

be released, not knowing how or when he has sinned. But he argues

logically that he must have done so. This is the second class of sins for

which sacrifice must be made. The first class consists of sins that the

* " When the
[i.

e. thy] sharp thunderbolt falls . . . when battle rages, then be

our savior" (iv. 16. 17). The thunderbolt (afdni, the bolt which strikes a tree,

ii. 14. 2) is Indra's, as in i. 54. 4, where Indra shakes "high heaven" and fights

with the afdni; cf. i. 80. 13, vii. 104. 20. It belongs also to Dy<1us and Agni
'

see above. Compare also aydm prnve ddha jdyann uta ghndn (iv. 17. 10. Hie

special glory is victory and slaughter). So iv. 17. 12 if.: 'rushing like a wind

with thundering clouds ... he throws up the dust . . . like Dyaus with the thun-

derbolt smiting ... he enriches the praiser.'

f Dim nd ketur ddhi dhayi haryato vivydcad vdjro hdrito nd rdnhyd : tuddd

ahim hdripipro yd ctyasdk sahasrafokd, abhavad dharimbhardh (x. 96. 4); v&-

vrdhand upa dydvi vr'sa vajry droravlt (viii. 6. 40). Compare x. 138. 2.

Jii. 13. 7. Compare iv. 20. 7-9.
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Aryan himself hates. But there is no case in the Vedic hymns of an

Aryan admitting that he has committed a specific first-class sin. It is

always his foes who sin thus. He himself makes sacrifice to atone for

what he thinks he must have done, not for what he admits he has done.

Examples were given to illustrate the paper, which was intended for

the general public of the Society and contained no special study, except

negatively, to show that 'capturing' a god, and 'big medicine' sacri-

fice must each be regarded not as the Eig-Vedic idea of sacrifice, but

as an idea which sporadically appears in the Rig-Veda.

13. On the legend of Indra's visit to Medhatithi, Sayana on
RV. i. 51. 1

; by Dr. Hanns OerteJ, of Yale University,' New
Haven, Conn.

The subrahmanyd-di&nt which the subrahmanyd-pYie&t sings while

the soma is conveyed on the soina-cart to the sacrificial enclosure is

interesting because it contains allusions to a number of Indra-myths
about which little is known from other sources. In it Indra is invoked

(1) as Medhdtither mesa 'ram of Medhatithi'; (2) as Vrsanafvasya Mene
'Mena (wife?) of Vrsanac.va'; (3) as Ahalydydi jdra 'paramour of

Ahalya'; and (4) as Kduqika brdhmana Gautama bruvdna. I propose
to say a few words with regard to the first allusion.

Sayana in his commentary on the Rig Veda mentions three times the

legend of Indra's visit to Medhatithi in the form of a ram. Twice

(i. 51. 1 and viii. 2. 40) he quotes from the SB. (i. 1.) ; medhdtithim hi

kdnvdyanim meso bhutvd "jahdra
' for he (Indra) having become a ram,

carried off Medhatithi the descendant of Kanva.'* Once he states prac-

tically the same in his own words (viii. 97. 12) : indro meo bhutvd

medhdtithim svargam anayat,
'

Indra, having become a ram, led Medha-

tithi to heaven.'

The mythological side of this legend has been discussed by A. Weber
(Ind. Stud. ix. 38-40), who conjectures that it arose from a misreading
of RV. viii. 2. 40 (meso bhuto lbhi yan naya!}, for yann ayah of the

samhita) possibly under the influence of the Greek Ganymede-legend.
Without entering into this question I pass on to the other statement

which Sayana makes in connection with it (on RV. i. 51. 1) : Kanvapu-
tram medhdtithim yajamdnam indro mesarupend "gatya tadiyam
somam papdu. sa rsis tarn mesa ity avocat. ata iddnim api mesa itl

^ndro 'bhidhlyate, for which he quotes the subrahmanyd-formula,.
Weber notes here, "This also is clearly only a misunderstanding of the

figurative text (viii. 2. 40). For in reality the verse does not contain

anything except the request that Indra may come to Medhatithi as a

ram, i. e. with rich gifts." Here, too, I refrain from discussing the

mythological aspect and the possible origin of this version. All I pro-

pose to do is to show that this last passage does not at all originate with

Sayana, but (1) that he repeats here a form of the legend current at the

* Of. Say. on TA. i. 12.4.
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time of the Brahmanas, and (2) that, although he does not cite it, his

source was the lost Qatyayana-brahmana, from which he quotes freely
in other parts of his commentary.

(1) The first proposition is easily proved by a reference to JB. ii. 79

(where the subrahmanya-formula is quoted and explained), medhdtither

mese'ti. medhdtither ha meso bhutvd rdjdnam papdu.

(2) The second proposition rests on these considerations :

(a) The Qatyayana-brahmana was a Samaveda brahmana. A mate-

rial and formal correspondence to the TMB. and the JB. is, therefore,

a priori probable ;
and in the case of the Qatjyayana brahmana and the

JB. it is proved by the almost verbatim correspondence of the legend of

Apala (already noted by Burnell), and others. A more detailed discus-

sion of the relation of these two Brahmanas, for which the material is

partly collected, I must defer till some later time.

(b) In his commentary to RV. i. 51. 13 Sayana, in explaining mend
of the subrahmanya-formula, quotes from the TMB. and the Qatjyayana
brahmana. This last quotation is as follows : vrsanagvasya mend
bhutvd maghavd kula uvdsa. This occurs verbatim so in JB. ii. 79.

This coincidence warrants, I think, the assumption that the legends of

the subrahmanyd-foYmulsi were related in similar phraseology in Qa-t B.

and JB. (just as the story of Apala).
Hence I conclude that the above indro meso bhutvd somam papdu

goes back to the gat. B.

14. On Klemm's edition of the Sadvir^abrahmana ; by Dr.
Harms Oertel, of Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

The Sa^vingabrahmana is one of the most barren of Brahmanical

treatises, and Jibananda Vidyasagara* has done his best to make its

text unintelligible by countless misprints, wrong word-divisions, omis-

sions of syllables or words. The announcement of a readable edition

of its text accompanied by Sayana's Commentary and a translation is

therefore heartily to be welcomed, and the specimen of the first bookf
offered to us here is a proof that its author is well qualified to undertake

the task, the completion of which, it is to be hoped, will not be delayed
too long.
In the following I offer a few notes to text and translation of the first

prapathaka.
i. 1. 1 f . (Trans, p. 50). Read Brahman and Subrahman for Brahma,

Subrahma
;
and so in the following vss.

i. 1. 6. Read 'sa for sha
;
in the translation (p. 51) insert ' hier.'

i. 1. 8. (Trans, p. 51)
< lockt ' for dha ' addresses '

is too strong. The

very similar passage QB. iii. 2. 1. 19 f. uses upamantray and accounts

for the fact that a woman does not yield until the third call.

* I have access only to the second (but hardly revised) edition, Calcutta, 1881.

f Das Sadvingabrahmana mit Proben aus Sayaiias Commentar nebst einer

Uebersetzung. Prapathaka I . . . von Kurt Klemm. Giitersloh. 1894.
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i. 1. 13. A similar etymology of harl is found at JUB. i. 44. 5.

i. 1. 11. In the translation insert 'so' or 'dann' between 'ihn' and
'herbei.'

i. 1. 17. Read gdurd 'vaskandinn (cf. 23, gdutama bruvdna).
i. 1. 22. Eead Kaupiko and Kaugikah.
i. 1. 24. na utsahe is rather 'I cannot.'

i. 1. 27. brahmdnas is 'brahman-priests.'
i. 1. 28. I should place a period after manusyadevdh and translate

1 Gods verily are the gods, and then also these human gods. Those who
are Brahmans, learned, students, these are the human gods (read

devdh):
The whole khanda has a very close parallel in JB. ii. 78 ff.

i. 2. 8. Eead (10. line) brahmanah.
i. 2. 10. Read esa.

i. 3. 2. The quotation trayo 'rvdnco .... mutrapurisa is to be

emended after AB. i. 20. 4, ta ime 'vdnco retasyo mutryah purlsya iti.

i. 3. 16. amibrute rather 'learns,' Delbr. A.S. p. 246.

i. 3. 22. Rather 'For if one were to blow into a (bladder) full

(of air), if (more air) were to go (= to be forced) into it, it would
burst ; if no (more air) were to go (= to be forced) into it, it would

empty itself.'

i. 4. 4. For abhyupacrayamdna Jibananda and the MS. of the P. W.
read abhyapagr .

i. 4. 5. samdrambhdya rather in its usual meaning
' for the begin-

ning,' as contrasted with samtatydi
' for the continuance.'

i. 4. 10 ff. JB. i. 74 ff. offers a rather close parallel.

i. 4.16. yhr + anu-vi-d, rather, as usual, 'curse.'

i. 5. 1. Rather '

(Saying,) "Speech is the ulctha" (he told it, i. e. the

uktha) to Vigvamitra ; (saying,)
" Mind is the brahman'' (he told it, i. e.

the brahman) to Vasis^ha.' It would seem that an iti is wanting after

mano brahma.

i. 5. 8. Read rgvedah.
i. 5. 9. Read ' Feuern '

for ' Fallen.'

i. 5. 10. Read trtlyam.
i. 6. 7. Read ' durchlaufen '

for '

durchgehen.'
i. 6. 19. Read raymdm.

15. Emendations to the Jfumimya-ITpanisad-Brahmana, sent in

part by Bohtlingk and in part by Roth, to the Editor, I)r. Oertel.

Of the following emendations to the Jaiminiya-Upanisad-Brahmana
those of Bohtlingk were kindly sent to me in a letter dated December

23, 1894, and are the result of a cursory examination of part of the

text
; those of the late lamented Professor Roth had been intended for

Professor Whitney, but were sent to me after the latter's untimely
death, under date of June 12, 1894. They are published with the con-

sent of their authors.
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Counsellor Bohtlingk's emendations :

"i. 2. 6, hatte ich janayamdno lieber gesehen, und in diesem, sowie
in kurvdndh in 7 das Medium hervorgehoben."

"i. 3. 7, lesen wir taditarat (als Comp.) 'ein von diesem (gdyatra)
verschiedenes sdracw,' so wird der Satz grammatisch correct."

"i. 3. 8, dsicydt ist, wie auch Sie annehmen, verdorben. Ich nehme
aber nicht nur am Precativ, sondern auch am Act. Anstoss. Man
hatte dsicyeta ervvartet. AQS. ii. 3. 5 steht pratisincydt, nicht dsi-,

wie Sie angeben."
4<

i. 4. 5, ich mochte '

narthyas . . . rdyah (von rdi) lesen."

"iii. 19. 7, trivistapam fehlerhaft fur trivitfabdham ; vgl. PW. 2

unter trivistapa 3) und PWJ unter stdbh mit vi. Dieses Wort passt hier

vortrefflich."

"iv. 24. 3, atrasada gehort eher zu devatd."

Professor Roth's emendations :

"
i. 4. 5, ardjyas sann api rdjyam prdpnoti."

"i. 5. 1, pratyasya, 'wie er eine Hohe (deiinoch) betritt, nachdem er

(zunachst) Anstoss dabei gefunden' ; AQS. viii. 12. 14."

"i. 22. 8, dlopam, abs. 'bischen um bischen'."

"i. 25. 3, vditaranl als Grenzfluss."

"i. 38. 4, cdmllapdrndbhydm,
' Holzstiicke oder Zweige von garni u.

parna ;
'

Katy. iv. 2. 1
; Gobh. i. 17. 16."

"
iii. 14. 2, tarn rtavas sampaldyya padgrhltam apakar$anti

' ihn

entfliehend (da er entspringen will) packen sie am Fuss und schleppen
ihri weg'."

"iii. 14. 11, halte ich vidigdha ftir Gegensatz zu nirbhinna ' ver-

klebt', soviel als ' verschlossen '

; vgl. Apast. Qr. xv. 17. 8."

"iii. 81. 10, sa
j
eva

\ alammasya \

alammatd
\ yd \ etasya \

ha I

alam
\
alam

\ eva, etc. u. etwa : 'alamja ailag'a singet.' Tdn$ya xiii.

10. 8, tad alammasya 'lammatvam.
"

iv. 1. 1, sa md na budho ' bemerke mich nicht '."

"iv. 3. 2, gam tokdya tanuve."

I add a few corrections of my own :

i. 8. 12 read ayd3m for ayaSm.
i. 45 (translation) dele 4, and read 4 for 5, 5 for 6, 6 for 7.

With i. 50. 3 compare QB. ii. 1. 1. 2.

i. 53. 3, dhiyd-dhiyd, cf. Whitney AJP. xi. 433.

With iii. 11. 1 f . compare QB. xi. 9. 1.

iii. 14. 11 read perhaps vyrddham for vidigdham, cf. TS. vi. 5. 6. 1.

iii. 25. 4, cf. BAIL iv. 3. 11, mudah . . . pramudafy.
In the note to i. 45. 5 read JB. i. 10, tad yathd hiranye dhmdte (' when

the gold is refined ')

To note on iii. 29. 3 add reference to Ind. Stud. xiv. 120. To the

note to iii. 35. 6 add that marlcayah occurs at JB. i. 45. 8.

Pg. 258, add to the list of etymologies : dfcdca : ykd$ + d, i. 25. 2.
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16. The King of Siam's edition of the Buddhist Scriptures ; by
Professor C. R. Lanman, of Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

It is perhaps not generally known to the present members of the

Society that His Majesty, Pawarendr Eamesr, Second King of Siam,
was an Honorary Member of the American Oriental Society. A letter

from him, acknowledging and Returning thanks for his election, was

presented in October, 1865 (see Proceedings for that date, Journal,

vol. viii., p. Ixxxi), and contains the following passage :
"

It is gratify-

ing to learn, through your Society's published works, of the interest

taken in the United States in Oriental learning. Allow me to hope
that this interest, as well as the benefit derived from such studies, may
continue to increase and result in much good." One of the greatest

benefactors of the Society, the Hon. Charles W. Bradley, of New
Haven, was deeply interested in Siam. " In 1857, he returned home as

bearer of the new treaty with Siam, and, on his outward passage to

Ningpo, he took with him its ratification, being invested for the pur-

pose with plenipotentiary powers" (Proceedings for May, 1865, Journal,

vol. viii., p. Ixi). In his paper On the Kings and the Kingdom of Siam

(Proceedings for May, 1859, p. 7, not in the Journal), Mr. Bradley

speaks
" of the First and Second Kings, their character, their uncom-

mon attainments in European languages and science, their knowledge
of and interest in all that takes place in the political and intellectual

world of the West, and their especially friendly feeling toward

America and Americans." In this connection, attention may be called

to the very interesting work of Mrs. A. H. Leonowens, The English
Governess at the Siamese Court.

Mr. Lanman laid before the Society one volume of the King of

Siam's edition of the Tipitaka, in 89 volumes, which had already been

mentioned by the Librarian. The books are printed books, and are in

the Pali language and in the Siamese alphabet. Affixed to the fly-leaf

of the first volume is the following circular letter :

CONSULATE-GENERAL OF SIAM,
NEW YORK, March 20, 1895.

SIR:
I have forwarded to the address of your Institution, a Siamese edi-

tion of the sacred writings of the Southern Buddhists, the Tripitaka,
sent as a present by His Majesty, Somdetch Phra Paramindr Maha
Chulalonkorn Phra Chula Chom Klao, King of Siam, in commemora-
tion of the 25th anniversary of his reign.

It may be interesting to His Majesty to receive some account of your
Institution, showing what has been accomplished in your quarter of
the " New World" in the cause of letters and education during the last

twenty-five years.
Will you therefore have the kindness to send a copy of your last

Report by mail to His Royal Highness, Prince Devawongse Varaprakar,
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Bangkok, Siam, and one copy, if you
please, to me.
Will you also acknowledge receipt of the books to His Royal High-

ness, and send a duplicate receipt to me.
I have the honor to be, Sir, Faithfully yours,

ISAAC TOWNSEND SMITH, Consul-General of Siam,
1 East 39th St., New York.

To the Librarian of the .
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The courtesy of the Consul-General has enabled me to give the fol-

lowing list of public libraries that were chosen to be the fortunate

recipients of this royal gift. They are :

Gal.,-..Berkeley, University of California.

Palo Alto, Leland Stanford Junior University.
San Francisco, Mercantile Library.

Conn.,.Hartford, Trinity College.
New Haven, ..American Oriental Society.

Yale University.
D. C.,..Washington,.. Catholic University of America.

Library of Congress.
Smithsonian Institution.

111., Chicago, Newberry Library.
McCormick Theological Seminary.
University of Chicago.

Evanston, Northwestern University.
Ind., ..Blooinington, .Indiana University.
Kans.,. Lawrence, University of Kansas.
La., New Orleans, .Tulane University.
Me., ...Brunswick, ...Bowdoin College.
Md.,-._Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University.
Mass.

,
.Amherst, Amherst College.
Boston Public Library.

Boston University.
Cambridge, ... Harvard University.
Newton Center, Newton Theological Institution.

Worcester, American Antiquarian Society.
Mich., .Ann Arbor, ...University of Michigan.

Detroit, Public Library.
Minn., Minneapolis, ..University of Minnesota.

Mo., .. -Columbia, University of the State of Missouri.
St. Louis, Public Library.

Washington University.
Springfield, ...Drury College.

N. H., .Hanover, Dartmouth College.
N. J.,_. Madison, Drew Theological Seminary.

Princeton, College of New Jersey.
N. Y., .Ithaca, .Cornell University.

New York, Astor Library.
Columbia College.
Union Theological Seminary.

Ohio, ..Cincinnati, .. .Public Library.
Oberlin, Oberlin College.

Pa., ...Bryn Mawr, ..Bryn Mawr College.
Haverford, Haverford College.
Philadelphia, .Mercantile Library.

University of Pennsylvania.
R. I., ..Providence, Brown University.
Tenn., .Nashville, Vanderbilt University.

Sewanee, University of the South.

Va., Charlottesville, University of Virginia.
Wis.

,
. .Madison, University of Wisconsin. [Total, 49.]

These volumes of the Tipitaka have no duplicate title-pages in Eng-
lish

; and, in the absence of experts at many or most of the above-men-

tioned libraries, it is probable that the books will fail to be properly

catalogued and will thus also fail to attract possible students and to be

made known to those already interested. Accordingly, for the practi-
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cal purpose of increasing the chances of usefulness of the widely dis-

tributed Siamese edition the following lists are given.
The Harvard copy of this work has already been of great use to Mr.

Henry C. Warren of Cambridge, in the prosecution of his studies in

Buddhism. He drew up a numbered list of the 39 volumes and wrote

out in briefest form the contents of each volume. A similar service for

the Library of the University of Edinburgh was rendered by Dr. James

Burgess. Each of the volumes has a Kittana-patta or ' Table of Con-

tents.' These it may be quite desirable to print in our Journal in extenso

for the use of Pali students ; giving, for instance, the 152 suttas of the

Majjhima-nikaya. For the present purpose, however, I have disre-

garded systematic completeness, and even consistency, and have given
in general only so much as is desirable for the identification of the con-

tents of the several volumes. But for the Maha-niddesa, the Culla-nid-

desa, and the Patisambhida-magga, I have given the tables in full. It

will be seen, as Mr. Warren observes, that the Vimana-vatthu, Peta-

vatthu, Thera-gatha, Theri-gatha, Jataka, Apadana, Buddhavamsa, and

Cariya-pi^aka, given by Childers in his Dictionary as belonging to the

Khuddaka-nikaya and so forming part of the canon, are not included

in the Siamese edition.

Reprints of this paper will be sent, first, to all the above-mentioned

libraries. The cataloguers will thereby be enabled easily to identify or

cause to be identified all the 39 volumes of the set ; to note the contents

of each volume on its fly-leaf ; and thus to catalogue the work properly
and make it accessible to students. Mr. H. C. Warren authorizes me
to say that he is willing to identify each of the volumes of the set for

any Library that will send the books to his address (12 Quincy st., Cam-

bridge, Mass.). The Library concerned must pay the carriage both

ways ;
but there will be no other expense.

Secondly, reprints of this paper will be sent, so long as the supply

lasts, to any Pali students who may ask for them. (Apply to C. R. L.,

9 Farrar St., Cambridge, Mass.) They will thus be enabled to find out

where copies of the Tipi^aka may be consulted or borrowed.

i

I. Table showing the distribution of the main divisions of the Tipi^aka
over the 39 volumes of the Royal Siamese Edition.

A. Vinaya-pitaka (8 vol's). Volumes 1-8. Volumes.

A.I. Maha-vibhanga 1,2
A. 2. Bhikkhuni-vibhanga 3

A. 3. Maha-vagga 4, 5

A. 4. Culla-vagga 6,7
A. 5. Parivara 8

B. Suttanta-pitaka (20 vol's). Volumes 9-28.

B.I. DIgha-nikaya 9,10,11
B. 2. Majjhima-nikaya 12, 13, 14

B. 3. Samyutta-nikaya 15, 16, 17, 18, 19

B. 4. Anguttara-nikaya 20, 21, 22, 23, 24

B. 5. Khuddaka-nikaya 25,26,27,28
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C. Abhidhamma-pitaka (11 vol's). Volumes 29-39.
Volumes.

C. 1. Dhammasangani 29

C. 2. Vibhanga-ppakarana 80

C. 3. Kathavatthu 31

C. 4. Dhatukatha--..

C. 5. Puggalapanfiatti
C. 6. Yamaka-ppakarana 38, 34, 85

C. 7. Patthana-ppakarana 36,37,38,89

II. Table showing more particularly the contents of each of the 39 vol-

umes.

A. Vinaya-pitaka.
Volume.

1. Maha-vibhanga, Part i. :

1. (Verafija-) Parajika-kan^a ;

2. Terasa-kanda (the
" 13" Samghadisesa rules) ;

3. Aniyata-kanda :

2. Maha-vibhanga, Part ii. :

4. Nissaggiya-kamja ;

5. Pacittiya-kanda ;

6. Patidesamya-kancja ;

7. Sekbiya-kanda.
3. Bhikkhuni-vibhanga :

1. Parajika-kanda ;

2. Sattarasa-kanda (the "17" Samghadisesa rules) ;

3. Nissaggiya-kanda ;

4. Pacittiya-kanda ;

5. Patidesanfya-kanda ;

6. Sekhiya-kanda.
4. Maha-vagga, Part i. :

1. Maha-khandhaka ;

2. Uposatha-kkhandhaka :

3. Vassupanayika-kkhandhaka ;

4. Pavarana-kkhandhaka ;

5. Maha-vagga, Part ii. :

5. Camma-kkhandhaka ;

6. Bhesajja-kkhandhaka ;

7. Kathina-kkhandhaka ;

8. CIvara-kkhandhaka ;

9. Campeyya-kkhandhaka ;

10. Kosambi-kkhandhaka.
6. Culla-vagga, Part i. :

1. Kamma-kkhandhaka ;

2. Parivasika-kkhandhaka ;

3. Samuccaya-kkhandhaka ;

4. Samatha-kkhandhaka
;
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Volume.

7. Culla-vagga, Part ii. :

5. Khuddakavatthu-kkhandhaka ;

6. Senasana-kkhandhaka ;

7. Samghabheda-kkhandhaka ;

8. Vatta-kkhandhaka ;

9. Patimokkhatthapana-kkhandhaka ;

10. Bhikkhuni-kkhandhaka ;

11. Pancasatika-kkhandhaka ;

12. Sattasatika-kkhandhaka.

8. Parivara.

B. Suttanta-pitaka.

9. Digha-nikaya, Part i.
, Silakkhandha-vagga :

1. Brahmajala-sutta ;

2. Samannaphala-sutta ;

3. Ambattha-sutta
;

4. Sonadanda-sutta ;

5. Kutadanta-sutta ;

6. Mahali-sutta
;

7. Jaliya-sutta ;

8. Maha-sihanada-sutta ;

9. Potthapada-sutta ;

10. Subha-sutta ;

11. Kevatta-sutta ;

12. Lohicca-sutta ;

13. Tevijja-sutta.

10. Digha-nikaya, Part ii., Maha-vagga :

1. Mahapadana-sutta ;

2. Mahanidana-sutta ;

3. Mahaparinibbana-sutta ;

4. Mahasudassana-sutta ;

5. Janavasabha-sutta ;

6. Mahagovinda-sutta ;

7. Mahasamaya-sutta ;

8. Sakkapanha-sutta ;

9. Mahasatipatthaua-sutta ;

10. Payasirajailfia-sutta.

11. Digha-nikaya, Part iii., Patika-vagga :

1. Patika-sutta ;

2. Udumbarika-sutta ;

3. Cakkavatti-sutta ;

4. Agganna-sutta ;

5. Sampasadamya-sutta ;

6. Pasadika-sutta ;

7. Lakkhana-sutta ;

8. Singalaka-sutta ;

9. Atanatiya-sutta ;
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Volume.

10. Sangiti-sutta ;

11. Dasuttara-sutta.

18. Majjhima-nikaya, Part i., Mula-pannasaka :

1. Mulapariyaya-vagga ;

2. Sihanada-vagga ;

3. Opamina-vagga ;

4. Mahayamaka-vagga ;

5. Culayamaka-vagga.

18. Majjhima-nikaya, Part ii.
, Majjhima-pannasaka :

1. Gahapati-vagga ;

2. Bhikkhu-vagga ;

3. Paribbajaka-vagga ;

4. Raja-vagga ;

5. Brahmana-vagga.
14. Majjhima-nikaya, Part iii., Upari-pannasaka :

1. Devadaha-vagga ;

2. Anupada-vagga ;

3. Sunfiata-vagga ;

4. Vibhanga-vagga ;

5. Salayatana-vagga.

16. Samyutta-nikaya, Part i., Sagatha-vagga :

1. Devata-samyutta ;

2. Devaputta-samyutta ;

3. Kosala-sariiyutta ;

4. Mara-samyutta ;

5. Bhikkhum-samyutta ;

6. Brahma-samyutta ;

7. Brahmana-saihyutta ;

8. Vangisa-samyutta ;

9. Vana-samyutta ;

10. Yakkha-sarhyutta ;

11. Sakka-samyutta.
16. Samyutta-nikaya, Part ii., Nidana-vagga :

1. Abhisamaya-samyutta (Feer, 12 and 13) ;

2. Dhatu-samyutta (14) ;

3. Anamatagga-saniyutta (15) ;

4. Kassapa-samyutta (16) ;

5. Labhasakkara-samyutta (17) ;

6. Rahula-samyutta (18) ;

7. Lakkhana-samyutta (19) ;

8. Opamma-samyutta (20) ;

9. Bhikkhu-samyntta (21).

17. Samyutta-nikaya, Part iii., Khandhavara-vagga :

1. Khandha-samyutta (22) ;*

* With 3 pannasa's, each of 5 vagga's. See Feer's edition, vol. 3,
" Contents "

and "Introduction." So the Salayatana-samyutta (35) fills more than half of

volume 18.
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2. Radha-samyutta (23) ;

3. Ditthi-samyutta (24) ;

4. Okkanta-samyutta (25) ;

5. Uppada-samyutta (26) ;

6. Kilesa-samyutta (27) ;

7. Sariputta-samyutta (28) ;

8. Naga-samyutta (29) ;

9. Supanna-samyutta (30) ;

10. Gandhabbakaya-samyutta (31) ;

11. Valahaka-sariiyutta (32) ;

12. Vacchagotta-samyutta (33) ;

13. Samadhi-samyutta (34).

18. Samyutta-nikaya, Part iv., Salayatana-vagga :

1. Salayatana-samyutta (35) ;

2. Vedana-samyutta (36) ;

8. Matugama-samyutta (37) ;

4. Jambukhadaka-samyutta (38; ;

6. Samandaka-samyutta (39) ;

6. Moggallana-samyutta (40) ;

7. Cittagahapatipuccha-samyutta (41) ;

8. Gamani-samyutta (42) ;

9. Asamkhata-samyutta (43) ;

10. Abyakata-samyutta (44).

19. Samyutta-nikaya, Part v., Mahavara-vagga :

1. Magga-samyutta ;

2. Bojjhanga-samyutta ;

3. Satipattliana-samyutta ;

4. Indriya-samyutta ;

5. Sammappadhana-samyutta ;

6. Bala-samyutta ;

7. Iddhipada-samyutta ;

8. Anuruddha-samyutta ;

9. Jhana-samyutta ;

10. Anapana-samyutta ;

11. Sotapatti-eamyutta ;

12. Sacca-samyutta.
20. Anguttara-riikaya, Part i. :

1. Eka-nipata ;

2. Duka-nipata ;

3. Tika-nipata ;

21. Anguttara nikaya, Part ii. :

4. Catukka-nipata ;

22. Anguttara-nikaya, Part iii. :

5. Pancaka-nipata ;

6. Chakka-nipata ;

33. Anguttara-nikaya, Part iv. :

7. Sattaka-nipata ;

8. Atthaka-nipata ;

9. Navaka-nipata ;
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24. Anguttara-nikaya, Part v. :

10. Dasa-nipata;
11. Ekadasa-nipata.

35. Khuddaka-nikaya, Part i. :

1. Khuddaka-patha ;

2. Dhamma-pada ;

3. Udana;
4. Itivuttaka :

5. Sutta-nipata.
26. Khuddaka-nikaya, Part ii., Maha-niddesa :

Afthaka-vaggika :*

1. Kama-sutta-niddesa ;

2. Guhatthaka-sutta-niddesa ;

3. Du^thatthaka-sutta-niddesa ;

4. Suddhatthaka-sutta-niddesa ;

5. Paramatthaka-sutta-niddesa ;

6. Jara-sutta-niddesa ;

7. Tissa-metteyya-sutta-niddesa ;

8. Pasura-sutta-niddesa
;

9. Magandiya-sutta-niddesa ;

10. Purabheda-sutta-niddesa
;

11. Kalaha-vivada-sutta-niddesa
;

12. Cula-viyuha-sutta-niddesa ;

13. Maha-viyuha-sutta-niddesa ;

14. Tuva^aka-sutta-niddesa ;

15. Atta-danda-sutta-niddesa
;

1

16. Sariputta-sutta-niddesa.

27. Khuddaka-nikaya, Part iii., Cula-niddesa :

Parayana-vagga : f

1. Vatthu-gatha :

2. Ajita-manavaka-panha-niddesa ;

3. Tissametteyya-manavaka-panha-niddesa ;

4. Punnaka-manavaka-panha-niddesa ;

5. Mettagu-manavaka-panha-niddesa ;

6. Dhotaka-manavaka-panha-niddesa ;

7. Upasiva-manavaka-panha-niddesa ;

8. Nanda-manavaka-panha-niddesa ;

9. Hemaka-manavaka-panha-niddesa ;

* The Atthaka-vagga is the fourth book of the Sutta-nipata, and has sixteen

sutta's, which correspond in their titles and in their order to the sixteen

niddesa's.

f The Parayana-vagga is the fifth book of the Sutta-nipata. Besides the

vatthu-gatha, it has sixteen puccha's, corresponding in the names and the order

to the sixteen panha's whose niddesa's are here enumerated. The Khagga-visai^a-

sutta is the third of the first book of the Sutta-nipata.
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Volume.
10. Todeyya-manavaka-pafiha-niddesa ;

11. Kappa-manavaka-panha-niddesa ;

12. Jatukanm-manavaka-panha-niddesa ;

13. Bhadravudha-manavaka-panha-niddesa ;

14. Udaya-manavaka-panha-niddesa ;

15. Posala-manavaka-panha-niddesa ;

16. Mogharaja-manavaka-panha-niddesa ;

17. Pingiya-manavaka-panha-niddesa ;

18. Khagga-visana-sutta-niddesa.
28. Khuddaka-nikaya, Part iv., Patisambhida-magga :

Mahavagga :

1. ^Tana-katha ;

2. Ditthi-katha ;

3. Anapana-katha ;

4. Indriya-katha ;

5. Vimokkha-katha ;

6. Gati-katha ;

7. Kamma-katha ;

8. Vipallasa-katha ;

9. Magga-katha ;

10. Mandapeyya-katha.

Yuganaddha-vagga :

1. Yuganaddha-katha ;

2. Sacca-katha;
3. Bojjhanga-katha ;

4. Metta-katha;
5. Viraga-katha ;

6. Patisambhida-katha ;

7. Dhammacakka-katha ;

8. Lokuttara-katha ;

9. Bala-katha;
10. Sufina-katha.

Pafina-vagga :

1. Mahapanna-katha ;

2. Iddhi-katha;

3. Abhisamaya-katha ;

4. Viveka-katha ;

5. Cariya-katha ;

6. Patihariya-katha ;

7. Samasisa-katha ;

8. Satipatthana-katha ;

9. Vipassana-katha ;

10. Matika-katha.

C . Abhidhamma-pitaka .

29. Dhamma-sangani.
30. Vibhanga-ppakara^a.
31. Katha-vatthu.
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Volume.

32. Dhatu-katha and Puggala-pannatti.
33. Yamuka, Part i. :

1. Mula-yamaka ;

2. Khandha-yamaka ;

3. Ayatana-yamaka ;

4. Dhatu-yamaka ;

5. Sacca-yamaka ;

6. Samkhara-yamaka ;

34. Yamaka, Part ii. :

7. Anusaya-yamaka ;

35. Yamaka, Part iii. :

8. Citta-yamaka ;

9. Dhamma-yamaka ;

10. Indriya-yamaka.
36. Duka-patthana, Part i.

37. Duka-patthana, Part ii.

38. Tika-patthana.
39. Duka-tika-patthana and Tika-duka-patthana.

1 7. The Harvard copy of the first Sanskrit book ever printed ;

by Professor Lanman.

Mr. Lanman laid before the Society a book, given together with many
other valuable and valued proofs of his loyalty and affection by Dr.

Fitzedward Hall, of the Class of 1846, to the Library of Harvard, his

Alma Mater. The volume is one of most noteworthy character and his-

tory. It is a copy of the first Sanskrit book ever printed. The title reads:
' The Seasons : A Descriptive Poem, by Calidas, in the original Sanscrit.

Calcutta: M.DCC.XCII.' And the "Advertisement" of twenty lines on

page three begins with the words, "This book is the first ever printed
in Sanscrit." Neither here nor on the title-page is there any mention

of the editor's name ; but we know his name from the fact that the

"Advertisement" is reprinted (vol. xiii., p. 386, 8vo ed. of London,

1807) as a part of " The Works of Sir William Jones."

The book is an octavo of 4 + 64 pages, printed in Bengali letters, on

admirable paper of J. Whatman, with broad margins. As early as 1840,

Von Bohlen, in his edition of the 'Seasons,' says of Jones's edition :

" ' ' et primum omnino, id quod memoratu dignum est, opusculum
fuit Sanskritum prelo subjectum. Europam vero hoc incunabulum,

quod vel in ipsa India jam dudum prorsus evanuit, vix vidit ; et ubi

forte, veluti in Chambersiana codicum collectione [in the Royal Library
at Berlin], invenitur, codicis manuscript! instar aestimandum est.'

There follows Jones's "preface" entire. And Gildemeister, in his
' Bibliothecae Sanskritse Specimen' (Bonn, 1847, p. 70), says: "Liber
sanscritus omnium qui typis exscripti sunt primus isque rarissimus."

But this is not all. The title-page bears the name "Cha8
. Wilkins,"

presumably in his autograph. Now, in the ninth volume of the Jour-
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nal of the American Oriental Society, p. Ixxxviii (October, 1870), are

extracts from "thirteen inedited letters from Sir William Jones to Mr.

(afterwards Sir) Charles Wilkins," communicated by Prof. Fitzedward

Hall, D.C.L. And in the tenth volume, pages 110-117, are given these

letters in full. Several extracts may follow : "You are the first Euro-

pean that ever understood Sanscrit, and will, possibly, be the last"

(October 6, 1787). "The ships of this season will carry home seven

hundred copies of our first volume of Transactions ; . . . but unless the

impression should be sold in London, Harington and Morris (who print

the book at their hazard) will be losers, and we must dissolve the

Society [The Asiatic Society of Bengal!]" (February 27, 1789). "I am
so busy at this season, that I have only time to request your acceptance
of a little Sanscrit poem, which Morris has printed [i. e. presumably

Harington and Morris], and which you are the only man in Europe
who can read and understand "

(January 14, 1793).

As is evident from the date of the last extract, the "little poem" can

be no other than the 'Seasons' of "Calidas." The extract itself is a

copy of the very words of the editor that were sent with the poern.

And the volume itself, without doubt, is no other than the identical

copy given by Sir William Jones to Sir Charles Wilkins. Illustrious

owners! Homer tells of " the handing-down of the sceptre
"

(of Aga-

memnon). Here is a book whose handing-down ought to have for

Oriental students no less interest than the story of the sceptre had for

Thucydides. Dr. Hall's gift deserves to be held in honor.

18. The story of Yayati; by Professor Lanman.

Eead by title.
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY.

APRIL, 1893 MARCH, 1896.

From the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Vol. xxvii-xxx.

Boston, 1892-95. 8.

Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Vol. xii. 1. Cam-

bridge, 1893. 4'-

From the American Antiquarian Society.

Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society. New series. Vol. viii. 2, 3,

ix, x. 1. Worcester, 1893-95. 8.

From the American Geographical Society.

Journal of the American Geographical Society. Vol. xxiv-xxvi. New York,
1893-95. 8.

From the American Philosophical Society.

Transactions of. the American Philosophical Society. New series. Vol. xviii,

1-3. Philadelphia, 1893-95. 4.

Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society. No. 140-148. Philadel-

phia, 1893-95. 8.

From the Aschendorffsche Buchhandlung, Miinster.

Die vedisch-brahmanische Periode der Religion des alten Indiens. Nach den

Quellen dargestellt von Dr. Edmund Hardy. Miinster, 1893. 8.

From the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Bibliotheca Indica. New series. No. 821, 823-835, 837-842, 844-865, 867; viz.

Aitareya Brahmana of the Rig Veda. Vol. i. 3-5, ii. 1-3.

Aniruddha's commentary, translated. Pasc. 3.

Avadana Kalpalata. Vol. i. 4. 5, ii. 3. 4.

Brhad-Dharma Puranam. Fasc. 4, 5.

Chaturvarga Chintamani. Vol. iii, pt. 2, fasc. 10.

Madana Parrjata. Fasc. 11.

Nyaya-Kusumanjali-Prakaranam. Vol. ii. 3.

Nyaya Varttikam. Fasc. 2.

Paras'ara Smriti. Vol. iii. 4.

S'rauta Sutra of S'ankhayana. Vol. iii. 1-3.

Taittiriya Sanhita. Fasc. 38.

Tattva Chintamani. Vol. ii. 10, iii. 10, iii. 1, 2, iv. 1, v. 1.
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Tul'si Sat'sai. Fasc. 4.

Yaraha Purana. Fasc. 14.

Yrihat Svayambhu Puranam. Edited by Pandit Haraprasad S'astri. Yol. i.

1-4. 8.

Appendix to Pag-Sam Thi S'in. Fasc. 4.

Sher Phyin. Yol. iii. 1.

Aii\ i Akbari, translated. Yol. iii. 2-5.

Maasir-ul-Umara. Yol. i. 10, 11, (index), iii. 11, 12, (index).

Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh, translated from the original Persian by Surgeon-

Lieut.-Colonel G. Ranking. Yol. i. 1.

Abu Zakariya Yahya at-Tibrizi's commentary on ten ancient Arabic poems.

Fasc. 2.

Catalogue of the Persian books and MSS. in the library of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal. Compiled by Maulavi Mirza Ashraf Ali. Fasc. 3. Calcutta, 1895. 4

From the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. No. 49, 49a, 50,

51. Bombay, 1892-95. 8.

From the Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Journal of the Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. No. 40, 41, 43-45

index to vol. i-ix. Colombo, 1893-95. 8.

From the China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Journal of the China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. New series. Yol.

xxv, xxvi. Shanghai, 1893-94. 8.

From the Asiatic Society of Japan.

Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan. Yol. xxi-xxiii, xxiii supplement ;

general index to vol. i-xxiii. Tokyo, 1893-95. 8.

From the Asiatic Society of Paris.

Journal Asiatique. 9 e ser. Tome i-vi. Paris, 1893-95. 8.

From the Bataman Society of Arts and Sciences.

Yerhandelingen van het Batav. Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen.
Deel xlvii, xlviii. 1. Batavia, 1892-94.

Notulen van de algemeenen en bestuurs-vergaderingen. Deel xxix. 4, xxx, xxxi,

xxxii. 1-3. Batavia, 1893-94. 8.

Tijdschrift voor Indische Taal-, Land-en Yolkenkunde. Deel xxxv. 2-6, xxxvi,

xxxvii, xxxviii. 1-3. Batavia, 1893-94. 8.

Dagh-register gehouden int casteel Batavia, 1664, 1665. Door J. A. van der

Chijs. Batavia, 1893-94. 8.

Nederlandsch-Indisch plakaatboek, 1602-1811. Door J. A. van der Chijs. Deel

x-xii, 1776-99. Batavia, 1892-94. 8.

Catalogus der ethnologische verzaraeling. 4. druk, supplement. Batavia, 1894. 8.
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From the Royal Academy of Sciences, Berlin.

Philosophische und historische Abhandlungen der koniglichen Akademie der

Wissenschaften zu Berlin. 1892-1894. Berlin, 1892-94. 4.

Sitzungsberichte der kon. Akad. der Wiss. zu Berlin. 1892-94, 1895, no. 1-35.

Berlin, 1892-95. 8,

From the Royal Library, Berlin.

Die Handschriften-Verzeichnisse der koniglichen Bibliothek zu Berlin :

Bd. xii. Verzeichniss der lateinischen Handschriften, . von Valentin Rose.

Bd. i. Berlin, 1893. 4.

Bd. xvi-xix. Verzeichniss der arabischen Handschriften, von W. Ahlwardt.

Bd. iv-vii. Berlin, 1892-95. 4.

From Mr. C. Bertelsmann, Gutersloh.

Das Sadvimcabrahmana mit Proben aus Sayanas Kommentar, nebst einer tJber-

setzung, hrsg. von Kurt Klemm. Prapathaka i. Gutersloh, 1894. 8.

From R. G. Bhandarkar, Ph.D.

Report on the search for Sanskrit MSS. in the Bombay Presidency during the

years 1884-85, 1885-86 and 1886-87. By Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar.

Bombay, 1894. 8.

Early history of the Dekkan down to the Mahomedan conquest. By R. G-.

Bhandarkar. 2d ed. Bombay, 1895. 8.

From His Highness the Maharaja of Bhavnagar.

Collection of Prakrit and Sanskrit inscriptions, published by the Bhavnagar

Archaeological Department, under the auspices of His Highness Raol Shri

Takhtsingji, Maharaja of Bhavnagar. Bhavnagar, n. d. 4.

From the Society of Biblical Archaeology.

Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology. Vol. xv. 5-7, xvi, xyii,

xviii. 1. London, 1893-96. 8.

From James L. Bowes, Esq.

Notes on shippo : a sequel to
"
Japanese enamels." By James L. Bowes. Lon-

don, 1895. 8.
Handbook to the Bowes Museum of Japanese art work, Streatlam Towers,

Liverpool. By James L. Bowes. Liverpool, 1894. 8.

From Prof. P. von Bradke.

Beitrage zur Kenntniss der vorhistorischen Entwickelung unseres Sprachstammes.

Von Dr. P. v. Bradke. G-iessen, 1888. 4.

From Prof. D. G. Brinton, M.D.

The protohistoric ethnography of western Asia. By Daniel G. Brinton. Phila-

delphia, 1895. 8.
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From the Buddhist Text Society of India.

Journal of the Buddhist Text Society of India. Vol. i, ii, iii. 1, 2. Calcutta,

1893-95. 8.

Buddhist texts of the northern and southern schools. Madhyamika Yritti and

Yisnddhi Magga. Calcutta, 1894. 8.

Brief summary of Do ka zang, the Sutra of the glorious age. By Sarat Chandra

Das. Darjeeling, 1895. 8.

From the Buffalo Historical Society.

Annual report of the managers of the Buffalo Historical Society, Jan. 1893,

Jan. 1894. Buffalo, 1893-4. 8.

From James Burgess, LL.D.

Six papers on oriental subjects, by James Burgess, LL.D. [Reprints from periodi-

cals, 1890-95.] 8.

From Mr. K. R. Cama.

The position of Zoroastrian women in remote antiquity as illustrated in the

Avesta, the sacred books of the Parsees. By Darab Dastur Peshotan San j ana.

Bombay, 1892. 8.

From the Syndics of the Cambridge University Press.

The Tarikh-i-Jadid
; or, New history of Mirza ' Ali Muhammad the Bab, by Mirza

Huseyn of Hamadan. Translated from the Persian, with an introduction,

illustrations and appendices, by Edward Gr. Browne. Cambridge, 1893. 8.

The mummy : chapters on Egyptian funereal archaeology. By E. A. Wallis Budge.

Cambridge, 1893. 8.

The Jataka
; or, Stories of the Buddha's former births. Translated from the Pali

by various hands under the editorship of Professor E. B. Cowell. Vol. i, ii.

Cambridge, 1895. 8.

From the Delegates of the Clarendon Press, Oxford.

Sacred Books of the East, edited by F. Max Miiller :

v. 41. The atapatha-Brahmawa according to the text of the Madhyandina
school. Translated by Julius Eggeling. Pt. iii. Oxford, 1894. 8.

v. 45. (2ama Sutras. Translated from the Prakrit by Hermann Jacobi. Pt. ii.

Oxford, 1895. 8.

v. 49. Buddhist Mahaydna texts. Translated by E. B. Cowell, F. Max

Miiller and J. Takakusu. Oxford, 1894. 8.

From Mr. William E. Conzelman.

Chronique de Gal&wdewos (Claudius), roi d'Ethiopie. Texte ethiopien traduit,

annote et precede d'une introduction historique par William E. Conzelman.

Paris, 1895. 8.
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From Prof. E. B. Cowell.

Buddhist Mahdydna texts. Translated by E. B. Cowell, F. Max Muller and J.

Takakusu. (Sacred Books of the Bast., vol. 49.) Oxford, 1894. 8*.

From Robert N. Gust, LL.D.

Essay on the ancient religions of the world before the great Anno Domini.

Hertford, 1894. 8.

From Mr. Ephraim Deinard.

Massa Krim. Enthalt die Geschichte der israelitischen Bevolkerung auf der

Halbinsel Krim. Von E. Deinard. Warschau, 1878. 8. [Hebrew.]

Reisebeschreibung uber die Krim. Von E. Deinard. "Warschau, 1881. 8
C

.

[Hebrew.]

Reisebeschreibung im Orient. Von E. Deinard. Pressburg, 1883. 8. [Hebrew.]
Reise durch Europa. Von E. Deinard. Pressburg, 1886. 8. [Hebrew.]
" War of the Lord against Amalek." [Against the use of the Ethrog (orange) in

the Feast of Tabernacles.] By E. Deinard. Newark, 1892. 16. [Hebrew.]

[Future of Judaism.] By E. Deinard. Newark, 1895. 16. [Hebrew.]

From Prof. August Dillmann.

Veteris Testamenti Aethiopici tomus quintus quo continenter libri apocryphi.

Ad librorum MSS. fidem edidit et apparatu critico instruxit Dr. Augustus Dill-

mann. Berolini, 1894. 4.

From Prof. A. H. Edgren.

Shakuntala; or, The recovered ring, a Hindoo drama by Kalidasa. Translated

from the Sanskrit by A. H. Edgren. New York, 1894. 8.

From the Field Columbian Museum, Chicago.

Historical and descriptive account of the Field Columbian Museum. Chicago,

1894. 8. (Pub. 1.)

Annual report of the director for the year 1894-95. Chicago, 1895. 8". (Pub. 6.)

From Dr. H. Fritsche.

Uber die Bestimmung der geographischen Lange und Breite und der drei Ele-

mente des Erdmagnetismus durch Beobachtung zu Lande sowie erdmagnetische

und geographische Messungen an mehr als tausend verschiedenen Orten in

Asien und Europe, ausgefiihrt in den Jahren 1867-1891, von Dr. H. Fritsche.

St. Petersburg, 1893. 8.

From the German Oriental Society.

Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft. Bd. xlvii. 1, 2, 4,

Klviii, xlix. Leipzig, 1893-95. 8.

Abhandlungen fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes. Bd. ix. 4, x. 1. Leipzig, 1893-

95. 8
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From the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, 1893, i, ii, iv

1894; 1895. Lond., 1893-95. 8.

From Rev. John T. Gracey.

The cause of the riots in the Yangtse valley : a i;

complete picture gallery
"

[containing a reproduction and translation of the Kin tsun sheng yu p'ih sit

ts'uan hwa]. Hankow, 1891. 4.

From Prof. Ignazio Guidi.

Proverbi, strofe e racconti abissini, tradotti e pubblicati da Ignazio Guidi. Rom a

1894. . 8.

From Prof. Ch. de Harlez.

Le livre des esprits et des immortels. Bssai de mythologie Chinoise d'apres les

textes originaux, par Ch. de Harlez. Bruxelles, 1893. 4.

La religion et les ceremonies imperiales de la Chine moderne d'apres le ceremonial

et les decrets officiels, par Ch. de Harlez. Paris, 1894. 4.

From the Rev. Henri Havret, S. J.

L'ile de Tsong-Ming & 1'embouchure du Yang-tse-kiang. Par le P. Henri

Havret, S. J. Chang-hai, 1892. 8.

Le province du Ngan-hoei. Par le P. Henri Havret, S. J. Chang-hai, 1893. 8.

From Her Majesty's Secretary of State for India.

ArchaBological Survey of India:

South Indian inscriptions. Tamil inscriptions edited and translated by E.

Hultzsch. Yol. ii, 2. Madras, 1892. 4.

The Moghul architecture of Fathpur-Sikri, described and illustrated by Edmund
W. Smith. Pt. i. Allahabad, 1894. 4.

List of architectural and archaeological remains in Coorg, compiled by Alex .

Rea. Madras, 1894. 4.

South Indian Buddhist antiquities; including the stupas of Bhattipr61u Gudi-

vdda and Ghantas'ala*. . . . By Alex. Rea. Madras, 1894. 8.

Progress report of the Archaeological Survey of "Western India, May, 1893, to

April, 1894. f.

Annual progress report of the Archaeological Survey Circle Northwestern Prov-

inces and Oudh for 1891-2, 1892-3, 1893-4. Roorkee. f.

The Bower MS. Facsimile leaves, N"agari transcript, Romanized transliteration

and English translation, with notes. By A. F. Rudolf Hoernle. Pt. i,
ii.

Calcutta, 1893-95. 4.

Mah&bodhi
; or, The great Buddhist temple under the Bodhi tree at Buddha-Gaya.

By Maj. Gen. Sir A. Cunningham. London, 1892. 4.

Discovery of the exact site of As'oka's classic capital of Pataliputra, the Palibothra

of the Greeks, and description of the superficial remains. By L. A. Waddell-

Calcutta, 1892. 4.
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List of photographic negatives belonging to the India office. 1894. f*.

Epigraphia Indica and Record of the Archaeological Survey of India. Vol. n. 12-

16, iii. 1-7, iv. 1. Calcutta, 1893-94. 4.

Report on publications issued and registered in the several provinces of British

India during 1892, 1893, 1894. Calcutta, 1893-95. f.

Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. existing in Oudh province for the year 1889, 1890.

Allahabad, 1893. 8.

List of Sanskrit MSS. in private libraries of the Bombay Presidency. Pt. i. Bom-

bay, 1893. 8.

Descriptive catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in the library of the Calcutta Sanskrit

College. By Hrishikes'a S'astri and S'iva Chandra Gui. No. i-iii. Calcutta
,

1892-95. 8.

Alphabetical index of MSS. in the Government Oriental MSS. library, Madras-

Madras, 1893. f.

Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in the library of the India Office. Part iv. By Ernst

Windisch and Julius Eggeling. London, 1894. 4.

Census of India, 1891. .General report, by J. A. Baines. London, 1893. f.

General tables for British provinces and feudatory states. Vol. i, ii.

London, 1892-3. f.

The Naladiyar; or, Four hundred quatrains in Tamil, with introduction, trans-

lation . . . concordance and lexicon. By the Rev. G. U. Pope. Oxford,

1893. 8.

A preliminary study of the Kalyani inscriptions of Dhammacheti, 1476 A. D. [with
four other reprints from the Indian Antiquary]. By Taw Sein-Ko. Bombay,
1893. 4.

From the Italian Asiatic Society.

Giornale della Societd Asiatica Italiana. Vol. vii. Roma. 1893. 8.

From, His Highness the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir.

Catalogue of the Sanskrit MSS. in the Raghunatha Temple library. By M. A.

Stein. Bombay, 1894. 8.

From the Trustees of the SirJamsetjee Jeejeebhoy Translation Fund.

The Dinkard. Vol. vii. Bombay, 1894. 8.

From Johns Hopkins University.

Plaster cast of the Chaldean flood tablet.

From Rev. Samuel H. Kellogg, D.D., LL.D.

Grammar of the Hindi language, in which are treated the high Hindi, Braj, and the

Eastern Hindi of the Ramayan of Tulsi Das, also the colloquial dialects of Rajpu-

tana, Kumaon, Avadh, Riwa, Bhojpur, Magadha, Maithila, etc., with copious

philological notes. By Rev. S. H. Kellogg. 2d ed. rev. and enlarged. Lon-

don, 1893. 8.
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From the University of Kiel.

Schriften der Universitat zu Kiel aus dem Jahre, 1892-93, 1893-94, 1894-95.

Kiel, 1892-95. 8 and 4.

From, Mr. George Alexander Kohut.

Die Hoschanot des Gaon R. Saadia. Das erste Mai ediert und auf Grund dreier

Yemen-MSS. kritisch beleuchtet von Dr. Alexander Kohut. Breslau, 1893.

8.

Discussions on Isaiah, ch. lii:13-liii, from an unpublished MS. of the sixteenth

century, with preliminary notes on Judeao-polemic literature. By Rev. Alex-

ander Kohut, D.D., Ph.D. Chicago, 1893. 16.

Tributes to the memory of Rev. Dr. Alexander Kohut. Published by Congrega-

tion Ahawath Chesed. New York, 1894. 8.

Proceedings of the 3d and 4th biennial conventions of the Jewish Theological Semi-

nary Association, 1892-94. New York, 1892-94. 8.

The court Jew Lippold: tale of a 16th century martyrdom. Narrated by George
Alexander Kohut. New York, 1893.

Early Jewish literature in America. By George Alexander Kohut. Philadel-

phia, 1895. 8.

From Prof. E. Kuhn.

Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Sprachforschung. Bd. xxxi. 3, 4, xxxii, xxxiii,

xxxi'v, 1, 2. Gutersloh, 1892-95. 8.

From Prof. Charles R. Lanman.

William Dwight Whitney. By Charles R. Lanman. 8. (Reprinted from the

Atlantic Monthly for March, 1895.)

India proof impression of the portrait of Prof. W. D. Whitney, engraved on

wood by G. Kruell.

From Messrs. Luzac & Co., London.

Indian wisdom
; or, Examples of the religious, philosophical and ethical doctrines

of the Hindus. ... By Sir Monier Monier-Williams. 4th ed. London,
1893. 8.

From Prof. Anton Marty.

Ueber das Verhaltnis von Grammatik uud Logik. Von Anton Marty. Prag,

1893. 8.

From Mr. Jivanji Jamshedji Modi.

Modi, J. J. Astodan, and recorded instances of children having been nourished

by wolves and birds of prey. Bombay, 1889. 8.

Dante and Virdf, and Gardis and Kdus. Bombay, 1892. 8
8

.

The funeral ceremonies of the Parsees, their origin and explanation.

Bombay, 1892. 8.
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Modi, J. J. The religious system of the Parsis. Bombay, 1893. 8.

Cucullin and Conloch and Rustam and Sohrdb. Bombay, 1893. 8*.

The Persian Ma.r-na.meh
; or, The book for taking omens from snakes.

Bombay, 1893. 8.

From Mr. Alfred B. Moldenke.

Babylonian contract tablets in the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Edited and

translated by Alfred B. Moldenke. New York, 1893. 8.

From Prof. F. Max Muller.

Rig-veda-samhitd: the sacred hymns of the Brdhmans, together with the com-

mentary of Sa.yanHrya. Edited by F. Max Muller. 2d ed. London, 1890.

4 v. 4.

The G^takamala; or, Garland of birth stories, by Arya /Sura. Translated from

the Sanskrit by J. S. Speyer. London, 1895. 8. [Sacred Books of the Bud-

dhists, edited by F. Max Muller, vol. i.]

Address delivered at the opening of the ninth International Congress of Oriental-

ists, London, Sept. 5, 1892, by Frederick Max Muller, President of the Con-

gress. Oxford, 1892. 8.

An offering of sincere gratitude to my many friends and fellow-labourers for their

good wishes on the first of September, 1893, the fiftieth anniversary of my
receiving the Doctor's degree in the University of Leipzig. [Catalogue of the

principal works published by Prof. F. Max Muller, etc.] Oxford. 8.

From the Royal Bavarian Academy of Sciences, Munich.

Abhandlungen der historischen Classe der koniglich bayerischen Akademie der

Wissenschaften. Bd. xx. 2, 3, xxi. 1. Miinchen, 1893-95. 4.

Abhandlungen der philosophisch-philologischen Classe der kon. bay. Akad. der

Wiss. Bd. xix. 3, xx. 1. Miinchen, 1892-94. 4.

Kurfurst Maximilian I. von Bayern als Gemaldesamrnler. Festrede gehalten am 15.

November, 1892 von F. v. Reber. Miinchen, 1892. 4.

Erkennen, Erleben, Erschliessen. Festrede gehalten ana 21. Marz, 1893, von

M. Carriere. Miinchen, 1893. 4.

From Prof. Eberhard Nestle.

Marginalien und Materialien. Yon Eberhard Nestle. Tubingen, 1893. 8.

From the Neuchatel Geographical Society.

Bulletin de la Societe neuchateloise de geographic. Tome vi, 1892-93. Neucha-

tel, 1893. 8.

From VEcole des langues orientates vivantes, Paris.

Publications de 1'Ecole des langues orientales vivantes. 3 e ser. Yol. 7-10, 11,

fasc. i, ii, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19. Paris, 1891-95. 8".

Contents, v. 7, Siasset Nameh. Traite de gouvernement, par Nizam oul-Moulk.

Texte persan edite par Charles Schefer. Paris, 1891. 8.

V. 8, Same. Traduit par Charles Schefer. Paris, 1893. 8.
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v. 9, Histoire du sultan Djelal ed-din Mankobirti prince du Kharezm par Moham-
med en-Nesaw'.. Texte arabe publie par 0. Houdas. Paris, 1891. 8.

v. 10, Same. Traduit de 1'arabe par 0. Houdas. Paris, 1895.

v. 11, Chih-louh-kouoh-kiang-yuh-tchi. Histoire geographique des seize royaumes.

Ouvrage traduit du chinois pour la premiere fois et annote par Abel Des
Michels. Fasc. 1, 2. Paris, 1891-92. 8.

v. 12, Cent-dix lettres grecques de Frangois Filelfe publiees integralement pour la

premiere fois d'apres le Codex TrivuManus 873 avec traduction, notes et com-

mentaires par Emile Legrand. Paris, 1892. 8.
v. 13, Description topographique et historique de Boukhara par Mohammed Xer-

chakhy, suivie de textes relatifs d la Transoxiane. Texte persan publie par
Charles Schefer. Paris, 1892. 8.

v. 15, Les Frangais dans 1'Inde, Dupleix et Labourdonnais. Extraits du journal

d'Anandarangappoulle (1736-48). Traduits du tamoul par Julien Yinson.

Paris, 1894. 8.

v. 16, Zoubdat Kachf el-Mamalik. Tableau politique et administratif de 1'Egypte,

de la Syrie et du Hidjaz sous la domination des sultans mamlouks du 13" au

15 e siecle par Khalil ed-Dahiry. Texte arabe publie par Paul Ravaisse. Paris,

1894. 8.

v. 18, 19, Bibliographic coreenne. Tableau litteraire de la Coree, contenant la

nomenclature des ouvrages publies dans ce pays jusqu'en 1890, ainsi que la

description et 1'analyse detaillees des principaux d'entre ces ouvrages, par Mau-

rice Courant. Vol. 1, 2. Paris, 1895. 8.
Centenaire de 1'Ecole des langues orientales vivantes. 1795-1895. Recueil de

memoires publie par les professeurs de 1'Ecole. Paris, 1895. 4.

From the Musee Guimet, Paris.

Annales du Muse*e Guimet. Tome i-viii, xi-xxv, xxvi. 1. Lyon and Paris, 1880-

94. 4.

Bibliotheque d'etudes. Tome i, ii, iv, v. Paris, 1892-95. 8.
Revue de 1'histoire des religions. Tome ix-xxxi, xxxii. 1. Paris, 1884-95. 8.

Catalogue du Musee G-uimet. l re partie: Inde, Chine et Japoa. Par L. de

Milloue. nouv. ed. Lyon, 1883. 16.

Introduction au catalogue du Musee Guimet. Apergu sommaire de 1'histoire des

religions des anciens peuples civilises. Par L. de Milloue. Paris, 1891. 16.
Petit guide illustre au Musee Guimet. Par L. de Milloue. Paris, 1891. 16.

Congres provincial des orientalistes. Compte rendu de la 3 e
session, Lyon, 1878.

Lyon, 1880. 2v. 4.

From Messrs. Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co.

Arabic chrestomathy in Hebrew characters, with a glossary. Edited by Hartwig

Hirschfeld, Ph.D. London, 1892. 8.

From the Wolf Peiser Verlag, Berlin.

Die Hetitischen Inschriften. Ein Versuch ihrer Entzifferung nebst einer das

weitere Studium vorbereitenden, methodisch geordneten Ausgabe. Yon F. E.

Peiser. Berlin, 1892. sm. 4.
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From Rev. S. D. Peet.

The American Antiquarian. Vol. xv. 2-6, xvi, xvii, xviii, 1. Chicago and Good

Hope, III, 1893-95. 8.

From the Peking Oriental Society.

Journal of the Peking Oriental Society. Vol. iii. 3. Peking, 1893. 8.

From Mr. Jeejeebhoy Framjee Petit.

The Dinfi-i-Mainu-i-Khrat
; or, The religious decisions of the spirit of wisdom.

The Pahlavi text, edited with an introduction, etc., by Darab Dastur Peshotan

Sanjana. Bombay, 1895. 8.

From the Oriental Club of Philadelphia.

Oriental studies : a selection of the papers read before the Oriental Club of Phila-

delphia, 1888-1894. Boston, 1894. 8.

From His Highness Prince Philip of Saxe Coburg and Gotha.

Une rnedaille commemorative de la fondation et de 1'achevement de la ville de

Sultanije, 1305-1313. Memoire presente au Congres de numismatique de Brux-

elles. Par Prince Philippe de Saxe Coburg et Gotha. Bruxelles, 1891. 8.

Curiosites orientales de mon cabinet numismatique. II. Par Prince Philippe de

Saxe Coburg et Gotha. Bruxelles, 1893. 8.

From Mr. P. L. Armand de Potter.

The Egyptian pantheon : an explanatory catalogue of Egyptian antiquities col-

lected and classified with especial reference to the religion and funerary rites

of ancient Egypt, by Armand de Potter. New York. 8.

From Prof. Francesco L. Pulle.

Catalogo dei manoscritti Gianici della biblioteca nazionale centrale di Firenze.

Per Francesco L. Pulle. No. 1-4. Firenze, 1894. 8.

From the Geographical Society of Quebec.

Transactions of the Geographical Society of Quebec. Yol. ii, no. 1. Joliette,

1892. 8.

From the Geographische Verlagshandlung Dietrich Reimer, Berlin.

Zeitschrift fur Afrikanische und Oceanische Sprachen. Jahrg. i,
Heft. 2. Berlin,

1895. 8.

From the National Museum of Rio de Janeiro.

Archives do Museu Nacional do Rio de Janeiro. Vol. viii. Rio de Janeiro,

1892. 4
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From Dr. S. Roubin.

A scroll of the law, supposed to have been written by Maimonides. Explana-

tions by Dr. S. Roubin. San Francisco, n. d. 8.

From Pratdpa Chandra Roy and Sundari Bala Roy.

The Mahabharata translated into English prose. Pt. 1-4, 6, 33, 76-95. Calcutta,

1888-95. 8.

From the Imperial Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg.

Memoires de 1'Academie Imperiale des Sciences de St. Petersbourg. 7 e ser. Tome

xxxviii. 11-14, xli. 4, 6. St. Petersbourg, 1892-93. 4.

Bulletin de 1'Acad. Imp. des Sci. de St. Petersbourg. 5 e ser. Tome i, ii, iii. 1

St. Petersbourg, 1894-95. 8.

Melanges asiatiques tires du Bulletin de 1'Academic. . . . Tome x. 1. 2. St.

Petersbourg, 1890-92. 8.

Pisma N. F. Katanova iz Sibiri i vostochnago Turkestaua. St. Petersburg, 1893.

8.

Versuch ernes W6rterbucb.es der Tiirk-Dialecte. Yon Dr. W. Radloff. 6. Lief.

St. Petersburg, 1893. 8.

Die alttiirkischen Inschriften der Mongolei. Yon W. Radloff. Lief, i, ii. St.

Petersburg, 1884. 8.

Beitrage zur Kenntuiss des russischen Reichs und der angrenzenden Lander

Asiens. 4. Folge. Bd. i. St. Petersburg, 1893. 8.

Diagnoses plantarum novarum Asiaticarum. Fasc. 8. Insunt stirpes quaedam in

Japonica detectae. Scripsit C. J. Maximowicz. St. Petersbourg, 1893. 8.

Bibliotheca Friedlandiana. Catalogus librorum impressomm hebraeorum in

Museo Asiatico Imperialis Acad. Sci. Petrop. asservatorum. Opera et studio

Samuelis Wiener. Fasc. 1. Petropoli, 1893. 4.

From the Imperial Russian Archceological Society, St. Petersburg.

Zapiski Imperatorskago Russkago Arkheologicheskago Obshchestva. Tome vi,

vii, viii. 1. St. Petersburg, 1892. 8.

Trudy vostochnago otdelenia Imper. Russ. Arkheol. Obshchestva. Tome xxi. St.

Petersburg, 1892. 8.

From Mr. Darab Dastur Peshotan Sanjana.

The extant Pahlavi codices of the Nirangistan. By Darab Dastur Peshotan San-

jana. Bombay, 1894. 8.

The Pahlavi text of the Nirangistan, wanting in the Indian MSS. and found in

the Iranian copy TD. By D. D. P. Sanjana. Bombay, 1894. 8.

From the Royal Saxon Society of Sciences.

Abhandlungen der philologisch-historischen Classe der koniglichen sachsischen

Glesellschaft der Wissenschaften. Bd. xiii. 4-7, xiv, xv, xvii. 1. Leipzig,

1892-95. 4.
Berichte iiber die Yerhandlungen der konigl. sachs. Gesellsch. der Wiss. Philo-

logisch-historische Classe. Bd. xliv. 3, xlv, xlvi. 1, 2. Leipzig, 1892-95. 8
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From His Majesty the King of Siam.

[Tripitaka.] Phra . . . nai mangalasamaja hen sirir&jasamapti dai 25 pi pari-

purana. [Bangkok], Ratanakosin dar sak 112 [1893-94]. 39 v. 8. See

above, p. ccxliv.

From the Smithsonian Institution.

Smithsonian contributions to knowledge. Vol. xxvii, no. 884
; xxix, no. 842, 980,

989. Washington, 1892-95. 4.

Miscellaneous collections of the Smithsonian Institution. Vol. xxxiv, no. 630,

664, 665, 843
; xxxv, DO. 844, 854; xxxvi

; xxxvii, no. 856
; xxxviii, no. 969-972.

Washington, 1885-1895. 8.

Annual report of the Smithsonian Institution, 1891-1893. Washington, 1892-94.

8.

Diary of a journey through Mongolia and Tibet in 1891 and 1892. By W. W.
Rockhill. Washington, 1894. 8,

Account of the Smithsonian Institution; its origin, history and achievements.

Washington, 1895. 8.

Exhibit of the Smithsonian Institution at the Cotton States Exposition, Atlanta,
1895. Washington, 1895. 8.

Report of the U. S. National Museum, 1890-1893. Washington, 1891-95. 8.

Proceedings of the U. S. National Museum. Vol. xiv-xvi, 1891-93. Washington,
1892-94. 8.

Bulletin of the U. S. National Museum. No. 39, A-K, 40, 43-46, 48. Washing-
ton, 1891-95. 8.

Annual report of the Bureau of Ethnology, viii-xii, 1836-7 1890-1. Wash-

ington, 1891-94. 8.

Bibliography of the Chinookan languages. By J. G. Pilling. Washington, 1893.

8.

Bibliography of the Salishan languages. By J. C. Pilling. Washington, 1893. 8.

Bibliography of the Wakashan languages. By J. C. Pilling. Washington, 1894.

8.

Chinook texts. By Franz Boas. Washington, 1894. 8.

An ancient quarry in Indian Territory. By W. H. Holmes. Washington, 1894.

8.

The Siouan tribes of the East. By James Mooney. Washington, 1 894. 8.

Archaeologic investigations in James and Potomac valleys. By Gerard Fowke.

Washington, 1894. 8.

The Pamunkey Indians of Virginia. By J. GT. Pollard. Washington, 1894. 8

The Maya year. By Cyrus Thomas. Washington, 1894. 8.
List of the publications of the Bureau of Ethnology with index to authors and

subjects. By F. W. Hodge. Washington, 1894. 8.

From the Editor, Maj. Richard C. Temple.

The Indian Antiquary. Vol. xxi. 11, xxii. 1-7, 9, 11, 12, xxiii, xxiv. Bombay,
1892-95. 4.

From Prof. Vilhelm Thomsen.

Dechiffrement des inscriptions de 1'Orkhon et de 1'Ienissei. Notice preliminaire.

Par Vilh. Thomsen. Copenhague, 1894. 8.
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From the United States Geological Survey.

Monographs of the United States Geological Survey. Yol. xvii-xxiv. Washing-
ton, 1891-94. 4.

Annual report of the U. S. Geological Survey, xi-xiv, 1889-90 1891-93.

Washington, 1891-93. 8.

Bulletin of the U. S. Geological Survey. No. 82-86, 90-122. Washington,
1891-94. 8.

Mineral resources of the United States. 1891, 1892, 1893. Washington, 1893-

1894. 8.

Contributions to North American ethnology. Vol. vii, ix. Washington, 1890-

93. 4.

From the United States Bureau of Education.

Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1889-90, 1890-91, 1891-92.

Washington, 1893-94. 8.

Bureau of Education. Circular of information 1892, no. 2; 1893, no. 1-8;

1894, no. 1. Washington, 1892-94. 8.

Report of the committee on secondary school studies. Washington, 1893.

8.

Catalogue of "A. L. A." library; 5000 volumes for a popular library,

selected by the American Library Association and shown at the World's

Columbian Exposition. Washington, 1893. 8.

Report on the introduction of domesticated reindeer into Alaska, with

maps and illustrations. By Sheldon Jackson. Washington, 1894. 8.

From the Imperial Academy of Sciences, Vienna.

Sitzungsberichte der kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften. Philosophisch-

hiatorische Classe. Bd. cxxvii-cxxxi. Wien, 1893-94. 8.

Register zu Bd. cxxi-cxxx. Wien, 1894. 8.

From the Geographical Society, Vienna.

Mittheilungen der k. k. geographischen Gesellschaft in Wien. Bd. xxxv. Wien,

1892. 8.

From Prof. Albrecht Weber.

Yedische Beitrage. Von Albrecht Weber. Berlin, 1894. 8. [From Sitzungs-

ber. d. Berl. Akad.]

From the Family of Prof. William Dwight Whitney.

Abu'l-Kdsim Mahmud bin 'Omar Zamahs'ari. Al-Mufassal, opus de re gram-

matica arabicum. Edidit J. P. Broch. Christianiae, 1859. 8.

Amara-Sinha. Amarakocha; on, Vocabulaire d'Amarasinha publie en Sanskrit

avec une traduction fran9aise par Loiseleur Deslongchamps. Paris, 1839-45.

2 parts in 1 v. 8.

JLpastamba. Dharmasutra. Aphorisms on the sacred law of the Hindus.

Edited by G. Buhler. Part 1, containing the text. Bombay, 1868. 8.
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.Archives do museu national do Rio de Janeiro. Vol. 1,1 trimestre. Rio de

Janeiro, 1876. 4.

Aufrecht, Th. De accentu compositorum sanscriticorum. Bonnae, 1847. 8.

Catalogus codicum manuscriptorum sanscriticorum postvedicorum quot-

quot in Bibliotheca Bodleiana adservantur. Oxonii, 1859. Pars 1. 4.

Bartholomae, C. Das altiranische Verbum in Forraenlehre und Syntax. Mxin-

chen, 1878. 8.

Die Gatfa's und heiligen Gebete des altiranischen Volkes. (Metrum, Text,

Grammatik und Wortverzeichniss.) Halle, 1879. 8.

Studien zur indogermanischen Sprachgeschichte. Halle, 1891. 2. Heft. 8".

Ibn Batiita. \royages, texte arabe, accompagne d'une traduction par C. Defre-

mery etB. R. Sanguinetti. Paris, 1853-59. 4 v., and index. 8.

Bell, Alex. Melville. English visible speech for the million. London, [1868.J 8.

Benfey, Th. Kurze Sanskrit-Grammatik. Leipzig, 1855. 8.

Die persischen Keilinschriften mit Uebersetzung und Glossar. Leipzig,

1847. 8.

A Sanskrit-English dictionary. London, 1866. 8.

Vollstandige Grammatik der Sanskritsprache. Leipzig, 1852. 8.
Weitere Beitrage zur Erklarung des Zend. Gottmgen, 1852-53. 16.

Bentley, John. A historical view of the Hindu astronomy to the present time.

London, 1825. 8.

Bhartrhari. Senteutiae et carmen quod Chauri nomine circumfertur eroticum.

Edidit Petrus a Bohlen. Berolini, 1833. 4.

Bhavabhuti. The Maha Vira Charita
; or, The history of Rama. Edited by F.

H. Trithen. London, 1848. 8.

Boehtlingk, 0. Die Declination im Sanskrit. St. Petersbourg, 1 844. 4.
Ein erster Yersuch ueber den Accent im Sanskrit. St. Petersburg, 1843.

4. [Sound with the above.~\

Die Unadi-Affixe. St. Petersburg, 1844. 4. [Bound ivith the above.]

Bopp, Franz. Kritische Grammatik der Sanskrita-Sprache in kiirzerer Fassung.

3. Ausgabe. Berlin, 1863. 8.

Vergleiehende Grammatik des Sanskrit, Send, Armenischen, Griechischen,

Lateinischen, Litauischen, Altslavischen, Gothischen und Deutschen. 2.

Ausgabe [mit Sach- und Wortregister, von Carl Arendt]. Berlin, 1857-61.

3 v. 8.

Bradke, P. v. Dydus Asura, Ahura Mazdd und die Asuras. Halle, 1885. 8*.

Brahmegupta and Bhascara. Algebra, with arithmetic and mensuration. Trans-

lated by B. T. Colebrooke. London, 1817. 4".

Briicke, Ernst, Grundziig-e der Physiologie und Systematik der Sprachlaute

fur Linguisten und Taubstummenlehrer. 2. Aufl. Wien, 1876. 8.

Castren, Alexander. Grammatik der Samojedischen Sprachen. Herausgegeben -

von A. Schiefner. St. Petersburg, 1854. 8.

Worterverzeichnisse aus den Samojedischen Sprachen. Bearbeitet von A.

Schiefner. St. Petersburg, 1855. 8.

Curtius, Georg. Zur Kritik der neuesten Sprachforschung. Leipzig, 1885. 8.

Dandi. The Das'a Kumara Charita; or, Adventures of ten princes. Edited by

H. H. Wilson. London, 1846. 8.

Davids, A. L. A grammar of the Turkish language. London, 1832. 4.

VOL. XVI. W
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Delbriick, B. Ablativ localis instrumentalis im Altindischen, Lateinischen,

Grieehischen und Deutschen. Berlin, 1867. 8.

Introduction to the study of language. Leipzig, 1882. 8. [Bibliothek

Indogermanischer Grammatiken, Band 4.]

Dipavamsa: an ancient Buddhist historical record. Edited and translated by H.

Oldenberg. London [Berlin], 1819. 8.

DuBois-Reymond, F. H. Kadmus; oder, Allgemeine Alphabetik. Berlin, 1862. 8.

Fick, August. Vergleichendes Worterbuch der Indogermanischen Sprachen. 3.

Auflage. Gottingen, 1874-76. 4 v. in 3. 8.

Gaedicke, Carl. Der Accusativ im Veda, Breslau, 1880. 8.

Garcin de Tassy, J. H. S. V. Rudimens do la langue hindoustani. Paris, 1829. 4.

Appendice aux Rudimens . . . contenant . . . des lettres hindoustani

original es, accompagnees d'une traduction et de fac-simile. Paris, 1833. 4.

[Sound with the above.]

Geiger, Wilhelm. Handbuch der Awestasprache. Erlangen, 1879. 8.

Ostiranische Kultur im Altertum. Erlangen, 1882. 8.

Geldner, Karl. Studien zum Avesta. Strassburg, 1882. 1. Heft. 8.

Tiber die Metrik des jiingeren Avesta. Tubingen, 1877. 8.

Gildemeister, Joh. Bibliothecae Sanskritae . . . specimen. Bonnae, 1847. 8.

Scriptorum Arabum de rebus Indicis loci et opuscula inedita. Recensuit et

illustravit I. Gildemeister. Fasciculus primus. Bonnae, 1838. 8.

Green, William Henry, A grammar of the Hebrew language. 2d ed. New

York, 1861. 8.

Hall, Fitzedward. A contribution towards an index to the bibliography of the

Indian philosophical systems. Calcutta, 1 859. 8.

Hankel, Hermann. Zur Geschichte der Mathematik in Alterthum und Mittelalter.

Leipzig, 1874. 8.

Hayden, F. Y. Contributions to the ethnography and philology of the Indian

tribes of the Missouri valley. Philadelphia, 1862. 4.

Hemacandra. Grammatik der Prakritsprachen. Herausgegeben, iibersetzt und

erlautert von R. Pischel. 2. Theil. Halle, 1880. 8.

Hillebrandt, Alfred. Das altindische Neu- und Vollmondsopfer in seiner einfach-

sten Form. Jena, 1880. 8.

Varuna und Mitra. Ein Beitrag zur Exegese des Veda. Breslau, 1877. 8.

Hitopadesa. The 1
st

,
2 d

,
3d

,
and 4th books: containing the Sanskrit text, with

interlinear translation. [Edited by Max Miiller.] London, 1864-65. 2 v. 8
e

.

Hoffmann, J. J. Japanese-English dictionary according to the annotations of J.

J. Hoffmann. Completed and prepared for publication by L. Serrurier. Vol.

3 [B.] Leyden, 1892. 8.

Holtzmann, Adolf. Arjuna. Ein Beitrag zur Reconstruction des Mah&bharata.

Strassburg, 1879. 8.

Grammatisches aus dem Mahabharata. Leipzig, 1884. 8. [Bibliothek

Indogermanischer Grammatiken, Band 2, Anhang L]

Hovelacque, Abel. Grammaire de la langue zende. Paris, 1868. 8.

Hubschmann. H. Das Indogermanische Vocalsystem. Strassburg, 1885. 8.

t9wara Krishna. The Sankhya Karika; or, Memorial verses on the Sankhya

philosophy. Translated by H. J. Colebrooke. Also the Bhashya; or, Commen-

tary of Gaurapada ;
translated by H. H. Wilson. Oxford (printed for the

Oriental Translation Fund of Great Britain and Ireland), 1837. 4.
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International Congress of Orientalists. Compte-rendu de la premiere session,

Paris, 1873. Paris, 1874-76. 2 v. 8.

Transactions of the second session, London, September, 1874. Edited by
R. K. Douglas. London, 1876. 8.

Travaux de la troisieme session, St. Petersbourg, 1876. Tome 2 e
,
sous

la redaction du baron V. de Rosen. St. Petersbourg and Leyde, 1879. 8.
Verhandlungen des fiinften Internationalen Orientalisten Congresses, Ber-

lin, September, 1881. Berlin, 1881-82. 2 Theile in 3 v. 8.
Actes du sixieme Congres international des Orientalistes, tenu en 18834

Leide. l
e-4e

partie. Leide, 1884-85.

Internationale Zeitschrift fur allgemeine Sprachwiasenschaft. Herausgegeben
von F. Techmer. Bd. i and Supplement 1

; also, 8 extracts from Bd. ii-iv.

Leipzig, 1884-89. 8.

Jayadeva. Gita Govinda. Edidit C. Lassen. Bonnae, 1836. 4.

Justi, Ferdinand. Handbuch der Zendsprache. Leipzig, 1864. 8.
Kaliddsa. Malavika und Agnimitra. Herausgegeben von F. Bollensen. Leip-

zig, 1879. 8.

Meghaduta et Qringaratilaka. Ex recensione J. Gildemeisteri. Bonnae,
1841. 8.

Nalodaya. Edidit F. Benary. Berolini, 1830. 4.

[Kammavakyam.] Liber de officiis sacerdotum Buddhicorum. Palice et Latine

edidit F. Spiegel. Bonnae, 1841. 8.

Kosegarten, J. G. L. Chrestomathia Arabica. Lipsiae, 1828. 8.

Krishna Misra. Prabodha Chandrodaya; comoedia. Edidit scholiisque in-

struxit Hermannus Brockhaus. Lipsiae, 1845. 8.

Kuhn,. Adalbert. Die Herabkunft des Feuers und des Gottertranks. Ein Bei-

trag zur vergleichenden Mythologie der Indogermanen. Berlin, 1859. 8.

Lassen, Christian (editor). Anthologia Sanscritica glossario instructa. Denuo

adornavit loannes Gildemeister. Bonnae, 1865. 8.

Institutiones linguae Pracriticae. Bonnae, 1837. 8.

Lepsius, R. Nubische Grammatik mit einer Einleitung iiber die Volker und

Sprachen Afrika's. Berlin, 1880. 8.

Locman. Fabulae quae circumferuntur, annotationibus criticis et glossario

explanatae ab Aemilio Roedigero. Halis Saxonum, 1830. sm. 4.

Macnaghten, Sir William Hay. Principles of Hindu and Mohammadan law

republished from the Principles and Precedents of the same, edited by H. H.

Wilson. Leipzig, 1860. 8.

Martius, Dr. Carl Frederich Phil. v. Beitrage zur Ethnographie und Sprachen-

kunde Amerika's zumal Brasiliens. Leipzig, 1867. 2 v. 8.

Memoires de la Societe de linguistique de Paris. Tome i, fasc. 1, 2
;

tome ii,

fasc. 1,3. Paris, 1868-73. 8.

Mencius. The life and works of Mencius. With essays and notes. By James

Legge. London, 1875. 12.

[Mills, Lawrence H. A Study of the five Zarathushtrian (Zoroastrian) Gdthds,

with texts and translations, also with the Pahlavi translation for the first time

edited with collation of manuscripts . . . Proof-sheets of part , (pp. 1-393),

issued in 1882.]

Miiller, Dr. Friedrich. Grundriss der Sprachwissenschaft. Bd. i, Abth, 1, 2;

Bd. ii, Abth. 1; Bd. iii, Abth. 1. Wien, 1876-84. 8.
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Miiller, J. G. GTeschichte der Amerikanischen Urreligionen. Basel, 1855. 8.
Die Semiten in ihrera Verhaltniss zu Chamitea und Japhetiten. Gotha,

1872. 8.

Miiller, Max. A Sanskrit grammar for beginners, in Devanagari and Roman
letters throughout. London, 1866. 8.

Murdoch, John. Classified catalogue of Tamil printed books, with introductory

notices. Madras, 1865. 12.

Nalus. Maha-Bharati episodiura. Textus Sanscritus cum interpretatione Latina

et annotatioaibus criticis curante Francisco Bopp. 3. emend, ed. Berolini,

1868. sm. 4.

Die Geschichte von Nala. Versuch einer Herstellung des Textes von

Charles Bruce. St. Petersburg, 1862. 8.

Noorden, Carl von. Symbolae ad comparandam mythologiam Vedicam cum

mythologia Germanica. Adiectis nonnullis Rigvedae hymnis e libro viii, ix

et x typis nondum impressis ad deum Indram. Bonnae, 1855. 8.

Ollanta. Ein altperuanisches Drama aus der Kechuasprache. Ubersetzt und

commentirt von J. J. von Tschudi. Wien, 1875. 4.

Oppert, Jules. Grammaire sanscrite. Berlin, 1859. 8.

Pandit (The). A monthly journal, of the Benares College, devoted to Sanskrit

literature. Vol. 1, nos. 1-5. Benares, 1866. f.
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